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PREFACE 

THE publication of this volume completes the first instalment of my 
study of the history of Soviet Russia. The three volumes together 
purport to descrihe the essential elements of the Bolshevik revolution 
down to the first consolidation of its power in the winter of H)22---I923. 
By this time the first wave of economic recovery following- the intro
duction of NEP in 1921 and the excellent harvest of 1922 had reached 
its heig-ht; new ag-rarian, labour and civil codes promised legal stab
i1ity; substanti al progress had heen made towards the establishment 
of d iplomatic and commercial relations with foreign countries; and 
the Communist International IlO longer occupied the centre of the 
stage . The reg-ime had come to stay. For the first time since 1917 
a sense of security had begun to dawn. And it was at the moment 
when the worst obstacles seemed to haye been finally surmounted 
that Lenin was laid low. His withdrawal from the scene marks an 
appropriate. almost a dramatic, stopping--place. The hazards that lay 
ahead belong to a fresh period_ 

The main diHieulty of arrangement which I have encountered in 
writing- this third volume has been to keep simultaneously in view 
the many-coloured but interconnected strands of Sovict Russia's 
relations with the outside world. Ncatness can he achieved hy tre,lt
ing Soviet relations with Europe and Soviet relatiolls with Asia in 
wat,s.:r-tight compartments, or by making a sharp division between the 
activities of Narkomindel and of Comintern. But it is achieved at 
the cost of sacrificing- the complexity and cOllfusion of the authentic 
picture and at the risk of encouraging dogmatic opinions about the 
primary importance of this or that aspect of Soviet policy. I have 
therefore tried so far as possible to arrang-e my material in such a way 
as to intel'weave the different strands and to make clear the inner 
connexions between them. By way of exception to the general plan, 
I have reserved Soviet relations witli the Far East for the last two 
chapters of the volume, since, owing to the civil war and the persistence 
of Japanese military intervention ill Siheria, the Far East entered into 
the general stream of Soviet pol icy at a considerably later date than 
Europe, or than the rest of Asia. As in the two previous volumes. 
the exact point in time at which I have brought the narrative to a 

close has varied according to the exigencies of the suhject-matter. 
Relations with European countries have, as a rule, not been carried 

v 
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beyond the end of 1922, since the French occupation of the Ruhr in 
january 1923 started a new train of events throughout Europe. On 
the other hand, the proceedings of the Lausanne conference h.ave 
heen followed down to their conclusion in the summer of 192); and 
the natural terminus for the Far Eastern chapters was the end of the 
joife mission and the arrival of Karakhan in August 192). 

The collection of the copious but scattered material for the volume 
has been in itself a major task, and there are doubtless valuable sources 
which I have overlooked or failed to find. The archives and libraries 
of the Soviet Union being still virtually closed to independent research, 
the richest store of availahle material for Soviet history is to he found 
iII the United States . In 1951 J paid a further visit to the United 
States at the kind invitation of the johns Hopkins University, Balti
more, where I delivered a series of lectures on German-Soviet relations 
between 1919 and 1939. I was also able on this occasion to consult 
Soviet material in the Library of Congress, in the New York Public 
Library, and in the library of Columbia University. Vnfortunately 
time did not allow me to revisit the richest and most comprehensive 
of all collections of Soviet material outside Soviet Russia - the Hoover 
Institute and Library at Stanford; ] am, however, under a special 
debt to Mrs. O. II. Gankin of the Hoover Lihrary for the unfailing 
generosity and patience with which she has answered my numerous 
enquiries, and for h er mastery of the vast stores of material collected 
there. 

J have also particular ohligations to a numher of w riters , scholars 
and research workers in the United States, some of them personal 
friends , others not known to me personally, who have most generously 
given me access to material or information in their possession and 
helped me to fill important gaps in my knowledge. Mr. Gustav Hilger, 
for many years l"ounsellor of the German Embassy in Moscow and 
now resident in Washington, drew on his personal recollections for 
many significant items in the history of German-Soviet relations; his 
memoirs, already announced for publication, will be an indispensable 
source for future historians. Mr. G. W. F. Hallgarten allowed me to 
read his notes of documents found in the captured German military 
archiyes now in Washington. Professor Owen Lattimore of the Johns 
Hopkins lJniversity put at my disposal published and unpublished 
Mongolian material in English translation, and gave me the benefit 
of his unique knowledge of Mongol affairs. Mr. Rodger Swearingen 
and Mr. Paul Langer communicated to me a large amount of material 
from japanese sources on the history of Japanese communism which 
may now be found in their book, Red Flag in Japan: International 
Communism in Action, I9I9--I95I, published in the United States 
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since the present volume went to press. Mr. A. S. Whiting of North
western University showed me the manuscript of his thesis- on Soviet
Chinese relations between 1917 and 1922 which will shortly be 
pul5lished, and also drew my attention to the discrepancies in the 
records of the second congress of Comintern noted on page 252 (notes 
3 and 4)· Mr. George Kahin of Cornell University gave me valuable 
information drawn from local sources about the early development of 
communism in Indonesia. A friend who wishes to remain anonymous 
made available to me the unpublished German-Soviet diplomatic 
correspondence quoted on pages 94 (note 4), 95 (note I), and 325 (notes 
1 and 3). Finally, Mr. William Appleman Williams of the University 
of Oregon came to my aid at a late stage in my work hy sending me 
illuminating extracts from the unpublished papers of Raymond Robins 
and Alex Gumberg, as well as notes taken by him from the National 
Archives of the United States, together with a part of the manuscript 
of his book American-Russian Relations n8I-1947, which has been 
published in the United States during the present autumn. But for 
the help so widely and so generously accorded, the volume would 
have lacked even that imperfect degree of balance and comprehensive
ness to which it may now pretend. Many of those whose names I 
have cited, and to whom I tende r  this inadequate expression of my 
thanks, would difrer widely from me and from one another in their 
interprctation of the events undcr discussion; that mutual aid is not 
hampered by such divergences is an encouraging symptom of the 
independence which true scholarshi p :'Iways sceks to preserve and 
uphold. 

I havc onee more received valuable assistance from nearly all those 
in this country whose help was gratefully acknowledged in the prefaces 
to tJ1e two previous volumes; and to their names should be added 
those· of Professor V. Minorsky, who helped me with expert advice 
on Central Asian matters in both the first and the third volumes; of 
Mr. V. Wolpert who kindly lct me see the unfinished manuscript 
of his study OIl the Worlcl Federation of Trade Unions, to he published 
under the auspices of the Royal Institute of T nternationaI Affairs, and 
read the parts of my manuscript relating to thc foundation of Profintern ; 
and of Mr. F. L. Carsten, who lent me a numbe r  of rare pamphlets 
and periodicals throwing light 011 the history of G erman communism. 
Mr. Isaac Deutscher again read a substantial part of my manuscript 
and made penetrating criticisms; and Mrs. Jane Degras, who had 
already placed me in her deht hy her ready and expert help in my 
constant search for material, undertook to read the whole text in proof 
and thus saved me from many errors and misprints . I have once 
more been under a heavy obligat ion to the devoted and efficient staffs 
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of the libraries of the London School of Economics and of the Royal 
Institute of International All"airs. Mindful of my own difficulties in 
running my sources to earth, I have endeavoured to increase the 
practical utility of a necessarily incomplete and selective bibliography 
by indicating where the volumes there listed can be found, if they 
arc not in the British Museum; Mr. J. C. W. Horne of the British 
Museum was good enough to check the hibliography for me with the 
Must'um catalogue. Last (for obvious reasons), but by no means least, 
Dr. lIya Neustadt of University College, Leicester, has earned my very 
warm thanks by undertaking the arduous task of compiling the index 
for the three volum(·s. 

The completion of The Bo/shnJik Revolutioll I9I7-19:J3 has natur
ally led me to survey the prospects of the larger work for which it is 
intended to be the prelude. Though I am perhaps in a better position 
than ever before to appreciate the strength of the now popular argu
ment in favour of collective enttrprise in the writing of modern history, 
1 am not without hope, if I can count on the same support from so 
many helpers as I have hitherto found, of being able to carryon my 
independent task. 1 have already done much research, and some 
writing, for the next instalment, and hope that I may complete a further 
volume next year, though 1 have not yet reached a final conclusion 
about its scope, arrangement and title. 

E. H. CARR 
October 20, 1952 
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SOVIET I{lTSSTA AND THE WORLD 



CHAPTER 2 I 

FROM OCTOBER TO BREST-LITOVSK 

" TIlE social-democratic movement", wrote Lenin at the 
beginning of his career, "is international in its very 

_ essence." I It was international in two senses. The 
French revolution had introduced and populari7-ed the view of 
revolution as a phenomenon which defied frontiers, so that it was 
both the right and the duty of revolutionaries to carry to other 
countries the torch of liberation \vhich they had kindled in their 
own; this was the origin of the conception of the revolutionary 
war. The revolution of 1848 had not been limited to one country, 
but had spread by process of contagion all over Europe as far as 
the boundaries of Russia. It was taken for granted that the 
socialist revolution would follow this pattern and, having achieved 
victory in one country, would quickly spread, partly by process of 
contagion and partly through the deliberate action of the revolu
tionaries themselves, all over Europe and, eventually, all over the 
world. But social-democracy was international also in another 
sense. "National differences and antagonisms between peoples ", 
deda.red the Communist Mamj(>sto, .. are daily vanishing more 
and more .... The supremacy of the proletariat will cause them 
to vanish still faster." The battle-cry of the social-democratic 
movement was" \Vorkers of all countries, unite!" Its programme 
was to break down national barriers " in order to open the way 
for division of a different kind, division by classes ".z Allegiance 
to class must, as Lenin insisted, always take precedence over 
allegiance to nation.'! In virtue of this principle Lenin in 1914 
unequivocally proclaimed "the transformation of the present 
imperialist war into a civil war ". As early as October 1915 he 
contemplated the possibility that the proletarian revolution might 

I Lenin, Sochilleniya, iv, 380. ' Stalin, Sochilleniya, ii, 362. 
, For specific assertions of this principle by Lenin see Vol. I, p. 426. 

3 
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break out first in backward Russia. In that event, a Russian 
proletarian government would have the task uf completing the 
bourgeois democratic revolution at home, of raising the slogan 
of a democratic peace (which the hourgeois democratic govern
ments of Europe would be unahle to accept), and of stirring up 
national revolutions in Asia against t he imperialist Powers. Thus 
the way would be prepared for the socialist revolution not only 
in Europe, hut in Russia as wel1.' 

When Lenin reached Petrograd on April 3, 1917, the question 
of war and peace was already acute. The overthrO\v of the Tsar 
and the estahlishment of a democratic government was regarded 
both hy the Provisional Covcrnmcnt and by the 5R and Men
shevik majority in the Petrograd Soviet as a justification for sup
port of the war effort in the name of the defence of the revolution. 
The majority of the Soviet differed from the first Provisional 
Government, in which l\lilyukov \vas l\linister for Foreign 
Affairs, only in insisting on an active campaign for a" democratic" 
peace" without annexations or indemnities". lVlost of the Bol
sheviks in Petrograd took the same line; Kamenev had corne out 
openly for national defence. 2 l,enin devoted t he first of his ten 
" April theses" to the subject. He began by emphasizing that 
the Provisional Covernment was a capitalist government, and that 
its advent to power had not changed the character of the war on 
the part of Russia as " a robber imperialist war": no concession 
to " revolutionary defencism " was therefore permissihle. But 
the positive recommendations were cautious: a campaign to 
convince the still deluded masses of" the indissoluble link hetween 
capital and the imperialist war ", organization of propaganda in the 
army, and" fraternization ".3 Ten days later at the Petrograd 
party conference he proposed a long and detailed resolution on 
the war, which reiterated the attack on" revolutionary defencism ", 
but contained passages obviously designed to placate critics and 
waverers. It admitted that" it would be completely senseless to 
suppose that the war can be ended by a unilateral refusal of the 
soldiers of flny olle country to continue the war, by a unilateral 
cessation of military action, a simple' sticking of bayonets into 

I l\1arx's views on war and Lenin's subsequent development of them before 
1917 are discussed in Note E: "The Marxist Attitude to War". 

Z See Vol. I, p. 75. 3 Lenin, Sochinelliya, xx, 87-88. 
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the ground'''. The draft resolution invited the conference to 
" protest yet again and again against the base slander spread by 
the capitalists against our party that we are in favour of a separate 
peace with Germany". The German emperor was just as much 
a" crowned robber" as Nicholas II or any of the allied monarchs. 
A declaration in the party journal Sotsial-Demokmt of October 
1915 was quoted to show that the party, if it obtained power, 
intended at once to propose a ocmocratic peace " to Germany 
and all the nations together". The draft resolution endorsed this 
declaration, and added that" until the majority of the people ... 
understand the indissoluble link between the present war and the 
interests of the capitalists, there is only one way to hasten the 
cessation of the slaughter of peoples ". This way was fraterniza
tion at the front, .!nd the purpose of such fraternization was to 
bring about a complete tram_fer of state power, both in Germany 
and in Russia, into the hands of Soviets of \Vorkers' and Soldiers' 
Deputies. I 'rhe draft resol11tion seems to have been shelved by 
the conference, and was re-suhmitted by Lenin to the all-Russian 
party conference (the so-called" April conference ") at the end 
of the same month. 

Before this conference met, the situatIOn had been further 
complicated by the visit to Petrograd during the second half of 
April 1917 of a Danish socialist named Borgbjerg, who brought 
an invitation to the executive committee of the Petrograd Soviet 
to send representatives to an international socialist conference at 
Sto~l}holm to discuss peace lcrms. Two patriotic German 
social-democrats, Scheidemann and Ehert, saw Borgbjerg, with 
the approval of the (;crman Government, hefore he left Copen
hagen; and the terms which they were prepared to support were 
reported to include the cYacllation by (;ermany of territories 
occupied by her, a frontier rectification in Lorraine and cultural 
autonomy for German Poland. The SR and l\lenshevik majority 
in the Soviet, as well as some Bolsheviks, were ready to welcome 
these overtures. At the Bolshevik "April conference" Lenin 
treated the German proposals as showing that the situation in 
Germany was desperate, and dcnounceo Borgbjerg as an agent of 
the German bourgeoisie and the proposed Stockholm conference 

I Ibid. xx, 186-190; for the declaration of October 1915 see p. 563 
below. 
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as a comedy. I I-laving thus disposed of the imputation of fav
ouring separate negotiations with Germany, Lenin returned to 
the question of the war, presenting a slightly amended version 
of his draft resolution which had been worked out in a commission 
of the conference. The resolution, which was adopted by the 
conference unanimously with 7 ahstentions, began hy emphasizing 
the capitalist character of the imperialist war and demanding" the 
publication and abrogation of all secret rohher treaties". Its 
second section denounced" revolutionary defencism ". Its third 
section proclaimed that" this war can be ended with a democratic 
peace ()1/~\' by means of a transfer of all state power in at least 
several of the belligerent countries into the hands of the pro
letarians and semi-proletarians". It repeated the programme 
originally sketched out by Lenin in 11)1 S' i.e. the immediate oiTer 
to all the belligerents of a " democratic peace ". Uut it avoided 
the overt proclamation of defeatism by taking it for granted, in so 
many words, that" these measures and the public offer of peace 
"'ould bring ahout complete confidence of the workers of the 
belligerent countries in one another and ineyitably lead to risings 
of the proletariat against those imperialist governments which 
were opposed to the proffered peace ". Thus revolutionary 
propaganda and fraternization at the front were contemplated as 
necessary only till such time as " the revolutionary class in Russia 
should take all state power into its hands"; for this act would be 
automatically followed by the transfer of power to the proletariat 
in other collntries. 2 A conference of Bolshevik organizations in 
the army meeting in July 1917 to protest against the July offensive 
on the Calician front recorded the samc view in almost identical 
language: the passing of power to the Soviets would be followed 
by an offer of peace to alI the helIigerents and this offcr " would 
inevitably lead to a rising of the proletariat against all imperialist 
governments which opposed such a peace ".' 

Thus, throughout the period from April to October 1917, it was 
I Lenin, S(J(hillcll1~\'{/, xx, 254-265; Lenin quoted the alleged German terms 

from the l\!lenshevik journal Raboe/zaya Gaze/a. The resolution to reject 
Borgbjerg's overture was carried by 140 votes with g abstentions (VKl'(lJ) t) 

Rezo/YlIfsiyah" (J().fI), i. 230-232). 
~ T'KP(ll) l' Reznlyutsiyahh (1941), i, 227-228 . 
.1 Ihid_ i, 242; as late as August 1917 Kamen"v spoke in VTsIK in favour 

of the Stockholm conference, and was severely censured by Lenin (Lenin, 
Sochitleniya, xxi, 78-79). 
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the spoke~ or unspoken assumption in the Bolshevik camp that the 
Bolshevik revolution in Russia, the ending of the war with a 
" democratic" peace, and the proletarian revolution in Europe 
were parts of a single process and in practice inseparable from one 
another. In an article in the party journal at the end of September 
1917 Lenin faced for a moment a less favourable alternative: 

If the least probable should occur, i.e. if no helligerent state 
accepts even an armistice, then the war on our side wiIl become 
a really necessary, really just and defensive war. The mere 
fact that the proletariat and the poorest peasantry will be con
scious of this will make Russia many times stronger in the 
military respect, especially after a complete break with the 
capitalists who rob the people, not to mention that then the war 
on our side will be, not in words, but in fact, a war in alliance 
with the oppre~sed classes of all countries, a war in alliance 
with the oppressed peoples of the whole world. I 

Rut even in this event Lenin certainly assumed that the declaration 
of such a war would by itself lead to an immediate revolution in the 
capitalist countries. This was the picture in Lenin's mind when 
he continued to court the possibility of " revolutionary war". 
His inherent optimism and faith in the re\ olution prevented him 
from facing the contingency that the capitalist Powers might 
reject a " democratic" peace, and still he capable of turning their 
military strength against the forces of the revolution. 

Propaganda for a democratic peace without annexations or 
indtmnities proved highly embarrassing to the Provisional Govern
meIlf, which from May 1917 onwards included SRs and Men
sheviks, and began to press the western allies more and more 
insistently for a definition of war aims. The immediate effect in 
Great Britain of the February revolution was to strengthen all 
the forces of the Left which the war had driven into temporary 
eclipse and, in particular, to stimulate the demand for a definition 
of " democratic" war aims. 2 Tlte first serious debate on war 

T lhid. xxi, 224. 

2 British reactions arc J,·scriL,..J by a careful American critic in tht','c tl"rm~ : 
" The western stalemate and the lack of succt'ss on other fronts po~tponed 
indefinitely any hope of victory, while the recent exchanges between the states
men, however barren of imnwdiatl' results, established an~atmosphere favourable 
t~ p .. ace discussions. Against this hackground the Russian n:yolution, ,'ccog
mzed at th .. time as an <"'('nt of primary historical importance", stimulated all 
forms of Left-wing actiVIty and, ihdet'u, ultimately helpcd to bring the trade 

VOL. III B 
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aims took place in the House of Commons on May lQ, 1917, on 
a motion of Snowden, then a spokesman of the Independent 
Labour Party, calling for a declaration of aims on the lines of the 
Russian formula of self-determination, no annexations and no 
indemnities; and the motion secured 32 votes - a noteworthy 
minority demonstration. The impact of the Fehruary revolution 
on American opinion was no less striking. Though there is 
nothing to suggest that it hastened the entry of the 'United States 
into the war, it removed one of the serious obstacles which the 
sponsors of this act would have had to face; 1 and it stimulated 
the demand for a declaration of peace aims more precise and far 
more " democratic" than the other allies had hitherto judged 
expedient. The reluctance of the allies to accede to this demand, 
and the refusal of the British and French Governments to allow 
British or French socialists to attend the proposed peace confer
ence at Stockholm (which fell through as a result of this refusal), 
was damaging to the Provisonal Government and made it 
highly vulnerable to nolshevik attack. In the autumn of 1917 
the international as well as the domestic omens seemed to Lenin 
increasingly propitious. The decision of the party central com
mittee to seize power, which was reached on October 10, 1917, 
against the dissenting votes of Zinoviev and Kamenev, opened 
with a reference to " the international situation of the Russian 
revolution" as one of the factors which" put armed insurrection 
on the agenda". The" international situation" comprised both 
" the insurrection in the German fleet as an extreme exampl.: of 
the growth of the world socialist revolution all over Europe", 
and " the threat of peace between the imperialists in order to 
stifle that revolution in Russia". 2 At the further meeting of 
unionists over to views hitherto monopolized by the socialist societi('s, For this 
favourable reaction to the revolution nothing was man' responsibk than its 
slogan of immediate peace on the basis of no annexations, no indemnities, and 
the right of every people to control its own destinies" (Carl F. Brand, British 
Labor's Rise 10 Power (Stanford, 1941), p. 90). 

I Lansing thought that it " removed the last obstacle to viewing the war as 
one for democracy and against absolutism" (S. F. Bemis, American Secretaries 
oj State, x (N.Y., 1928), 97); and H. Notter, The Origins oj Ihp Foreign Policy 
of Woodrow J,Vilson (Baltimore, 1<)37), p. 639, cites references to numerous 
statements by congressmen in this sense. 

2 VKl'(B) v Rezoiyufsiyakh (1941), i, 273; the record of the meeting of 
October 10, 1917, is in Protokoiy TsetltraZ'nogo Komiteta RSDRP (1929), pp. 98-
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October 16, 1917, Lenin referred once more to the mutiny in the 
German fleet and argued that " the international situation gives 
us.a series of objective grounds for believing that if we come out 
now, we shall have all proletarian Europe on our side"; and it 
was Stalin who at the same meeting argued for " more faith " in 
the international situation, and formulated more clearly than any
one else the issue between Lenin on the one side and Kamenev 
and Zinoviev on the other: 

There are two lines: one sets the course for the victory of 
the revolution and relies on Europe, the second does not believe 
in the revolution and counts only on being an opposition. T 

Reliance on Europe was a major premise of the victory of socialism 
in Russia. Lenin remained faithful to the two conditions, the one 
domestic, the other international, which he had laid down as early 
as 1905 for the transition to the socialist revolution: the alliance 
with the Russian peasantry and the support of a proletarian 
revolution in Europe. Nor in October 1917 did he seriously 
believe that the victoriolls revolution could survive in Russia 
unless both these conditions were quickly fulfilled. The two 
first acts of the Bolsheviks on their seizure of powcr - the land 
decree and the peace decree - were attempts to bring about their 
fulfilment. 

The famous " decree on peace " - in reality, an appeal to the 
gov·ernments and peoples of the belligerent countries for the con
clusion of a democratic peace - was the first act of foreign policy 
of the" provisional workers' and peasants' government ", adopted 
by the second All-Russian Congress of Soviets on October 26/ 
November 8, 1917, the day after the victorious revolution. The 
motive force behind it was in part domestic. In one sense the 
peace decree was as much an appeal to the peasant - the peasant 
in uniform - as the land decree itself. The regime was at this 
critical moment dependent on the support of the peasant masses, 
especially the mobilized peasant masses, whose outlook rt~mained, 
in Marxist terminology, " petty bourgeois"; and, so long as this 

I Lenin, SQchineniya, xxi, 331-332; Stalin, Sochineniya, iii, 381 ; the whole 
discussion is in Protokoly Tsentral'nogo Komiteta RSDRP (1929), pp. I II-I2f. 
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was so, the revolution could not throw off its bourgeois-democratic 
h T · I'" t d trappings. T e masses, as jemn wrote ater, worn ou a~ 

tortured by a four years' war, wanted only peace and were not In 

a condition to put the question, • Why war? ' ". I Nor was Lenin 
thinking solely of the peasants. Before the end of the nineteenth 
century hourgeois radical pacifism had hegun to tinge much of 
social-democratic thinking about war and peace, especially in 
Germany. Hussian social-democrats had not escaped the con
tagion; even many Bolsheviks, as the experience of April 1917 
had shown, found it easier to think in these terms rather than in 
terms of peace through national defeat and social revolution. At 
the crucial moment of the seizure of power when the survival of the 
regime still hung hy a thread, Lenin was bound to speak in terms 
which 'would rally the most, and shock the fewest, of his potential 
supporters. The peace decree was, however, primarily an act of 
foreign policy, and certainly contained an element of calculated 
appeal to American opinion and to such radical opinion in other 
countries as might be sympathetic to it. Lenin had predicted 
two years earlier that ., neither Germany nor England nor France" 
could accept peace on the terms which the Bolsheviks would offer. 
But it was good policy to otTcr terms reasonahle enough to make 
rejection embarrassing and compromising; and the temptation was 
obvious to draft them in language as close as possible to that issuing 
from the other side of the Atlantic. The Soviet Government had 
inherited from the Provisional Government the tradition of a 
common interest between the United States and revolutionary 
Russia in the campaign for a democratic peace. 

I t thus came about that the peace decree approved by the 
second All-Russian Congress of Soviets on the morrow of the 
revolution was far more Wilsonian than Marxist in language and 
inspiration, and deserves to be regarded not as some remote 
descendant of the Communist Manifesto, but rather as the imme
diate precursor of the fourteen points issued just two months 
later; indeed the part indirectly played by the declaration In 

inspiring Wilson's fourteen points speech is well attested. 2 It 
1 Lenin, Suchi'lelli:va, xxiii, 237. 
• According to House, it was" because the American mission failed to secure 

from the inter-allied conference the manifesto on war aims that might serve to 
hold Russia in the war" that Wilson began on December 18, 1917 to consider 
.. a comprehensive address by himself" (C. Seymour, The Intimate Papers oj 
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was a proposal for the immediate conclusion of peace, addressed 
"to all the belligerent peoples and their governments" and 
hrvadcast throughout the world. It demanded not a socialist, 
hut a "just, democratic" peace - a peace without annexations 
or indemnities, a peace based on the right of self-determination 
for all nations by " a free vote". It declared secret diplomacy 
abolished, and announced the intention of the government to 
publish the secret treaties of the past and conduct all future 
negotiations "completely openly before the whole people". 
Nothing was said of capitalism as the cause of war or of socialism 
as its cure. The one faint hint of world revolution occurred in its 
concluding sentence in which the workers of England, France and 
Germany were invited to assist their Russian comrades" to bring 
to a successful conclusion the work of peace and also the work of 
liberating the labouring and exploited masses of the population 
from every kind of slavcry and exploitation". A resolution of the 
second All-Russian Congress of Peasants' Deputics passed on 
Deccmber 3/l(), 1917, on the occasion of the armistice negotiations 
with thc central Powers did not even go so far. It appealed to 
" the peasants, workers and soldiers of Germany and Austria" 
merely to " opposc an uncompromising resistancc to the imperiaI:st 
demands of their governmcnts and in this way to guarantee the most 
rapid conclusion of a people's peace ".1 An (,ye-witness of the first 
weeks of the revolution has vividly depicted the prevailing mood: 

From the halcony of the Foreign Office a great red banner 
\vas flying in the winter wind. On it were inscribed the words, 
" Long Live Peace!" The whole atmosphere of the place 
gave the impression that the Russian revolutionaries had 

Co!. Housl', iii (192R), 324-32S). On January 3, 1918, Wilson n'ceivcd a t~1egram 
from the American Amhassador in Petrograd urging a restatement of war aims 
as a possible means of keeping Hussia in the war. The form of the fourteen 
points was suggested hy a tcl"gram of January 3, 1<) J 8, from Sisson, feprescnta
ti"" of the Anlf'rican Public Relations C'}mmittct, in Pctro:,:rad, who advis('d 
Wilson to " rc-state anti-imperialistic war aims ami requisites of America, 1000 

words or less, short almost placard paragraphs" (E. Sisson, Olle JJlIl1drcd Red 
Days (Yale, 1931), p. 205; G. Creel, Rehel at Large (N.Y., 1947), p. 168). 

I Trotsky, .'-,'oclzillelliya, iii, ii, 204; the resolution was presumably drafted 
by Trotsky since it is included in his collected works. A few days later VTsIK 
issued a further appeal" to the toiling masses of all countries" for" a peace of 
the peoples, a peace of democracy, a just peace"; hut it added that" we shall 
get such a pt'ace only if the peoples of all countries dictate its terms by a revolu
tionary struggle" (Pro[u/wiy Zased(lnii VTsIK :! Sozyva (I9IB). p. 133). 
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seriously entered upon a struggle for peace. The pnraseology 
of the class war had, temporarily at least, disappeared from 
Trotsky's vocabulary and had been replaced by the words: 
" International peace of peoples ".1 

And Radek, in an official commemorative article five years later, 
could describe the aim of Soviet policy in these first moments in 
terms which made no mention at all of class or of revolution: 
" to arouse the popular masses in the allied countries in order that 
the governments, under pressure from the masses, might sit 
round the tahle with us for peace negotiations and thus lead to a 
general peace which would be more favourable to us ".z 

Besides the offer of a democratic peace to all the belligerent 
nations, the only other item of foreign policy announced hy the 
Bolsheviks in advance of their seizure of power was the abrogation 
and puhlication of the secret treaties. This pledge was repeated in 
the peace decree. The publication of the treaties in which the 
belligerent allies had agreed on the division of the future spoils 
of victory was regarded as a major task and achievement of Soviet 
diplomacy. Secret diplomacy had long been a favourite target 
for the attacks both of social-democrats and of hourgeois radicals. 
It had heen condemned at the Copenhagen congress of the Second 
International in 1910; in Great Britain an influential radical 
group with pacifist leanings had created during the war a Union 
of Democratic Control, whose main plank was the suppression of 
secret diplomacy and popular control of foreign policy; in the 
United States the constitution was so framed as to preclude 'the 
acceptance of any international engagements not puhlicly ratified 
by the Senate. Thus the publication of the treaties, like the peace 
decree, was in one respect an appeal to American opinion and to 
radical opinion in allied countries over the heads of the allied 
governments, whose sinister bargains with one another and with 
the dethroned Tsarist regime were thus revealed to the world. 
Publication of the treaties concluded between 1914 and 1917 3 

I M. Philips Price, My Reminist"ences of the Russian Revolution (1921), p. 183. 
2 Za Pyat' Let (1922), p. 60; this was a collection of articles issued by the 

central committee of the party to celebrate the fifth anniversary of the revolution. 
l As Trotsky explained to VTsIK, these were not in fact" treaties written 

on parchment" but ., diplomatic correspondence and coded telegrams exchanged 
hetween governments" (Protokoly Zasedanii VTsIK 2 Sozvya (1918), p. 42). 
The first and most sensational of the agreements published was the Anglo-
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began in Izvestiya on November 10/23, 1917, and the documents 
were reprinted in pamphlets, seven of which were issued in rapid 
SUti;Cession from December 1917 to February 1918. Thereafter 
many secret documents of the pre-revolutionary period of Russian 
diplomacy were also published. The first publication in English 
in the Manchester Guardian of December 12, 1917, stimulated the 
demand in British radical circles for a definition of peace aims. 
It created a sensation in the United States, and certainly influenced 
Wilson in the framing of the fourteen points on which he began 
to work a few days later. It was no accident that the first of the 
points registered the demand of the young American democracy 
and the still younger Russian democracy in revolt against the 
traditional practices of the older Powers: 

Open covenants of peace, openly arrived at, after which 
there shall be no private international understandings of any 
kind, but diplomacy shall proceed always frankly and in the 
public view. 

The appeal to enlightened radical opinion in the United States 
and elsewhere did not, however, exhaust the significance of the 
publication of the secret treaties. The democratic campaign 
against secret diplomacy had rested on that radical belief in the 
efficacy and in the rightness of public opinion which was so deeply 
rooted in ninteenth century democratic doctrine. The appeal 
from wicked governments to enlightened peoples had been a 
commonplace of Wilson's political utterances and of the pro
paganda of such bourgeois radical organizations as the Union of 
Democratic Control, and had found widespread and uncritical 
acceptance. I Here wa~ a weapon nady to the hands of the 
Bolsheviks, who had merely to make the scarcely percept
ible transition from the bourgeois democratic idealization of the 
people to the Marxist idealization of the proletariat, and to direct 
their shafts against bourgeois capitalism as a whole rather than 

Franco-Russian exchange of tclt-grams in March 1915, under which Russia 
received the promise of Constantinnpl .. , Great Britain of tht· former Ot'utral 
zone in Persia and France of Hussian support for her territorial demands in 
western Europe. 

I " If the bosses held back, he had only to appeal to the people .... Tht! 
people wanted the high things, the right things, the true things" (R. S. Baker, 
Woodrow Wilson: Life a7ld Letters, iii (193z), 173); the issue is discussed at 
length in E. H. Carr, The Twenty Years' Crisis (znd ed., 1946), pp. 31-36. 
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specifically against capitalist governments. When in April 1917 
Lenin declared that the secret treaties" revealed the contradictions 
between the interests of the capitalists and the will of the people 
in their most conspicuous form", the transition was half made.! 
The publication of the first treaties in /z'lH'stiya was preceded by 
a brief note over Trotsky's signature. In the opening paragraphs 
he was content to strike the" democratic" note: 

The struggle against imperialism, which has bled the peoples 
of Europe white and destroyed them, means also a struggle 
against capitalist diplomacy which has reasons enough to fear 
the light of day. The Russian people and, with it, the peoples 
of Europe and the whole world ought to know the proven 
truth ahout the plans forged in secret by the financiers and 
industrialists together with t heir parliamentary and diplomatic 
agents .... The abolition of secret diplomacy is the primary 
condition of an honourable, popular, really democratic foreign 
policy. 

But the concluding paragraph shifted cautiously to different 
ground: 

Our programme formulates the burning aspirations of 
millions of workers, soldiers and peasants. v\'e desire the 
speediest peace on principles of the honourablc co-existence 
and cooperation of peoples. 'We desire the speediest overthrow 
of the domination of capital. Laying bare to the whole world 
the work of the ruling classes as expressed in the secret docu
ments of diplomacy, we turn to the toilers with the challenge 
which constitutes the unchangeable basis of our foreign policy: 
vVorkers of all countries, unite! 2 • 

A month later at a session of VTsIE: he made a more uncompromis
ing declaration of principle: 

There exists for us only one unwritten but sacred treaty, 
the treaty of the international solidarity of the proletariat. J 

It would indeed be an error to treat the peace decree and the 
publication of the secret treaties merely as passing idiosyncrasies 
or useful expedients. An appreciation of the essentially inter
national outlook inculcated by the Bolshevik ideology is necessary 
to an understanding of the prevalent mood of the first few months 

I Lenin, Sochineniya, xx, 259. 
2 Trotsky, Sochineniya, iii, ii, ,64-165. 
3 Protokoly Zasedanii VTsIK :.! Sozyva (1918), p. 154. 
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of the Revolution. In the so-called pre-parliament on the eve of 
the October revolution Milyukov had mockingly caricatured the 
" formula" of " revolutionary democracy" : 

No foreign politics, no diplomatic secrets, but an immediate 
so-called democratic peace; and in order to achieve it all we 
need is to compel our allies to adopt the points of view of Lenin 
and Trotsky and say with them: "We wish nothing, we have 
nothing to fight for". Then our enemies will repeat the same 
thing and the brotherhood of nations will become an accom
plished fact.l 

It was in this mood that the new revolutionary government was 
content to call itself a " provisional workers' and peasants' govern
ment". To give it a geographical designation or assign territorial 
limits to its sovereignty would have seemed difficult, since no one 
could say at this stage which of the peoples of the former Tsarist 
empire would adhere to it; and in any case whatever unit was 
formed was destined to be merged almost at once in some European 
or world republic or federation of republics - if the regime was 
to survive at all. But this was more than a question of necessity 
or convenience. The revolution had discarded the old divisions of 
nationality as obsolete and substituted those of class. To be a worker 
or a peasant, not to be a Russian, waf the new badge of loyalty. 

This conception had practical consequences. A decree of the 
French National Assembly of April 20, 171)2, committed the 
French nation to "adopt in advance all foreigners who, by 
abjuring the calise of its enemies, shall range themselves under its 
banners and consecrate their eHorts to the defence of liberty". 
The Paris commune frequently referred to itself in its proclama
tions as the" universal republic"; and, after the elections to the 
commune, it was ruled that, " considering the flag of the commune 
to be that of the universal republic", the election of foreigners 
was valid. 2 In pursuance at these precedents, the citizenship of 
the Soviet republic was oHered to all prisoners of war who were 
prepared to profess ideological loyalty to the regime; and the 
constitution of the RSFSH conferred rights of citizenship" with
out any irksome formalities" on " foreigners working within the 

I Quoted in Bunyan and Fisher, The Bolshevih Revolution, I9I7-I918 
(Stanford, 1934), p. 43. 

• P. Vesinier, History of the Commune of Paris (Eng!. trans!., 1872), p. 178. 
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territory of the Russian republic, provided that they belong to the 
working class or to the peasantry working without hired labour ". I 
The Red Army was not in origin and conception exclusi"ely 
national. Simultaneously with its creation an appeal signed by 
three Americans appeared in Prm,da of February 24, 1918, for 
recruits to an "international detachment of the Red Army" 
whose language was to be English; the appeal itself is said to 
have been distributed in five languages. 2 Conversely, the ready 
admission of foreigners to the revolutionary fold meant that the 
Bolshevik could feci himself a citizen of the world. As Radek, 
himsdf the type of an international revolutionary without defined 
national status, wrote at this time in an underground German 
publication, " we are no longer l\luscovites or citizens of Sovdepia, 
but thc advance guard of world revolution ".3 Pelrograd was not 
so much the capital of a national state as the staff headquarters of 
the revolutionary proletariat. 

The same mood generated a haughty contempt for the ordinary 
conceptions and procedures of foreign policy. Trotsky, the newly 
appointed People's Commissar for Foreign Atrairs, describing 
his attitude as one of " active internationalism", announced his 
functions in an epigram recorded in his autobiography: 

I will issue a few revolutionary proclamations to the peoples 
of the world and thell shut up shop.4 

Nor was this an empty jest. During his tenure of oHice as People's 
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, he secms to have paid only one 
visit to the former Ministry of Foreign Affairs - an occasion on 

I According to G. S. Gurvich, Istoriya Suv<'fslwi Konstitutsii (1<)23), p. <)1, 
this article was insertt"d at the last moment on instructions from the party 
central committee. 

2 A. Rhys Williams, Thruugh the Russ;"'l Revolution (r923), pp. 185-187. 
3 Quoted in E. Drahn and S. Leonhard, Unterirdische Literatur in Revalu

tioniiren Deutschland (1<)1<)), p. 150. 
• L. D. Trotsky, IVlaya Xhizn' (Berlin, 1930), ii, 64; this is confirmed by 

Pestkovsky, who quotes Trotsky as saying: "I have accepted the post of Com
missar of Foreign Affairs just because I wanted to have more leisure for party 
affairs. My joh is a small one: to publish the secret documents and to close 
the sbop " (Praletarslwya RevalYlltsiya, No. 10, 1<)22, p. <)<)). The statement in 
Max Eastman, Since Lellill Died (1<)25), p. r6, that Trotsky" was appointed to 
the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs because that is by general acceptance 
second position in any government, and because at that particular momt'nt in 
the international revolution it was the position which required the most reliable 
audacity and most comprehensive planning", is unfounded. 
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which he • assembled such members of the staff as chose to 
attend and told them " in two or three words" that anyone who 
wa~ prepared to serve the new regime loyally could remain. But 
there was in fact nothing to be done, except to publish the secret 
treaties and sell the contents of the diplomatic bags which arrived 
from abroad full of presents for members of the staff. These 
functions were entrusted to a half-literate sailor named Markin, and 
a half-drunken student of doubtful political affiliations named 
Polivanov, with a reliable party member named Zalkind as 
general factotum. T Such diplomatic correspondence as there was
notes arranging for the passage of couriers or for the exchange of 
Bolsheviks held. abroad. (Chicherin in London was the most 
prominent of them) for foreigners in Russian territory - was 
conducted. by Trntsky himself from Smolny in the intervals 
of weightier business. "The victorious revolution", declared 
Sovnarkom in one of its hroadcast appeals at this time, " does not 
require recognition from the professional representatives of 
capitalist diplomacy: "2 and Trotsky a little later added in an 
interview that the Soviet authorities were" absolutely inditIerent 
to this detail of diplomatic ritual", and considered" diplomatic 
intercourse necessary not only with governments, but also with 
revolutionary socialist parties bent or. the overthrow of the exist
ing governments ".J Among the few documents of Trotsky\, 
tenure of office as People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs was a 
decree published in Prm,da of November 27/December 10, 1917, 
dismi.ssing most of the leading Russian diplomats abroad, including 
the ambassadors in London, Washington and Rome, " in view of 
the non-receipt of answers to telegrams and radiotclegrams " sent 
to them. 4 

Contempt for traditional foreign policy and an ingrained inter
nationalism were a logical outcome of the view commonly taken 
at this time of the prospects of the regime. Trotsky had expressed 
it emphatically on the morrow of the revolution: 

If the peoples of Europe do not arise and crush imperialism, 
we shall be crushed - that is beyond doubt. Either the Russian 

I Trotsky, Sochineniya, iii, ii, 97-99. 
2 Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, Mezhdlmarodnaya Pol!tika, ii (1926),92. 
3 /z1Jestiya, December I6, I917. 
• Trotsky, Soc/zineniya, iii, ii, 123. 
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revolution will raise the whirlwind of struggle in tbe west, or 
the capitalists of all countries will stifle our struggle. I 

Since European or world revolution was the acknowledged ~on
dition of the huilding of socialism in Russia and of the very survival 
of the regime, the fundamental aim of foreign policy must be to 
promote and further it. The methods of pursuing this aim were 
direct and simple. Among the early decrees of Sovnarkom was 
one which appeared in Prm,do of December 13/26, 1917, over 
the signatures of l,enin as president and Trotsky as People's 
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, resolving "to place at the 
disposal of the representatives abroad of the Commissariat 
of Foreign Affairs for the needs of the revolutionary move
ment two million rubles ". Z Within a few weeks of the revolu
tion the People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs (Narkomindcl) 
had established a "section for international propaganda" 
under Radek, whose principal function was to produce a daily 
paper in German, j)ie Faclwl, for circulation among German 
and Austrian prisoners of war and German troops on the eastern 
front,] On December 19, 1917/January I, 1918, the bureau 
was transferred from Narkomindcl to VTsIK and lJ£e Forkel 
became DcI' /'(jlJW1friede, described on its front page as appearing 
" daily under the editorship of Karl Radek for free distribution 
among our German brothers". What is perhaps most surprising 
about these journals is the intellectual character of t heir appeal; 
some familiarity with the basic tenets of Marxism is assumed in 
the reader. Similar puhlications appeared in Magyar, Ruma~ian, 
Serb, Czech and Turkish:' Emissaries were sent out to prisoner
of-war camps throughout Russia; and 10,000 German and Aus
trian prisoners were organized and trained for revolutionary work 
among their compatriots. The rapid success of the work was 

I Vtoroi V serossiiskii S" ezd Sove!()v (1928). pp. S6-87. 
Z Sohranie Uzakonenii, HP7-H)IS, No.8, art. 112; its appearance In 

Trotsky, SochiflClliya, iii, ii, 151 indicates Trotsky's authorship. 
J According to a report in Vos'moi S"'ezd RKP(B) (1<)33), pp. 434-435, the 

st'ction was staffed hy German and Austro-Hungarian prisoners of war. 
4 John Reed in The Libl'Ya!or (N.Y.), January I9I(), pp. 17-Z3, reproducing 

facsimiles of the front pages of Die Fi/chel and Der Vii[herfriede; Revolyutsiya 
j()I7 goda, vi (ed. I. N. Lyubimov, 11)30), 256. Thirteen numbers of Der V6lher
friede appeared down to January 10/23, 1918 (the last in the British Museum 
file); its career was ended by the Brest-Litovsk treaty. 
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attested by Trotsky's announcement on December 9/22, 1917, 
that revolutionary Austro-Hungarian prisoners of war had offered 
thei.r services against German imperialism in the event of a resump
tion of hostilities.' A fortnight later Pravda published an " appeal 
to the proletariat of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and the 
German Empire" signed by the "Social-Democratic Organ
ization of Prisoners of War in Russia ".2 

While the main initial weight of revolutionary propaganda 
was directed against the enemy Powers, the western countries 
soon hegan to receive attention. Chicherin, just released from an 
English gaol, told the Third All-Russian Congress of Soviets in 
January 1918 that" the cause of English imperialism is near to 
bankruptcy", that" in the very nearest future the fire of revolu
tion will seize the English people also", and that" this revolution 
will he the socialist revolution ".' The first three diplomatic 
appointments of the regime were Vorovsky in Stockholm, Kar
pinsky in Geneva and Litvinov in London. 4 Litvinov's public 
activity was mainly along the " democratic" lines of the peace 
declaration. In January 1918 he issued an appeal" to the workers 
of Great Britain" to support the demand for" an immediate, just, 
democratic peace on the principle of no annexations, no indemni
ties", which would "spell the downfall of militarism in all 
countries ".5 This made a favourable impression in Left circles; 
and when Litvinov addressed the Labour Party conference at 
Nottingham on January 22, I918, and explained that the Russian 
workers were" fighting an unequal fight against the imperialists 
of all 'the world for democratic principles honestly applied", he 
received an ovation.6 But his functions did not exclude more 
direct incitement to revolution. At the time when Radek had been 
put in charge of the German section, another section for inter
national revolutionary propaganda had been set up by N arkomindel 

1 Trotsky, So(hillelliya, iii, ii, ISO-lSI. 

2 Pravda, December 22, 1917!January 4, 1918. 
, Tretii Vserussiisldi S"ezd Sovetov (1918), p. 9; Petrov, of the British 

Socialist Party, who had been released with Chicherin, spoke after him in more 
guarded and general terms. 

4 Trotsky, Sochillelliya, iii, ii, 133, 152-153. 
5 The Call, January 10, 1918. 
6 The speech was not included in the records of the conference, but was 

briefly reported in the Labour Leader, January 24, 1918; its concluding words 
were: "Speed up your peace ". 
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under an American citizen of Russian origin, Boris Reinstein. 
Reinstein was soon responsible for a copious output' of revolu
tionary literature in English; and since the British Government, 
in order to secure the immunity of its diplomatic correspondence 
with Petrograd, had to concede reciprocal facilities to Litvinov in 
London, this literature quickly reached British shores in the 
diplomatic bag.' It infuriated the British Government against 
Litvinov and the Bolsheviks, but had no other visible result. 

The failure of the peace decree to evoke any response from the 
western allies and the pressing need, in spite of this failure, to end 
the war with Germany first forced on the Soviet leaders the con
ception of a policy directed to meet national interests and national 
requirements. From this point onwards, a certain duality appeared 
in Soviet foreign policy. It was always theoretically possible to 
ask whether, in any given issue of policy, priority should be 
given - or, in retrospect, whether it had been given - to Soviet 
national interest or to the international interest of world revolu
tion; and this could, in the heat of political controversy, be 
depicted as a choice between principle and expediency. But, 
since it was difficult, at any period now in question, to diagnose 
any fundamental incompatibility between the two interests, the 
question remained largely unreal, or reduced itself to a question 
of tactics. Lenin had long ago contemplated the possibility that a 
proletarian revolution in a single country _.- even perhaps in 
backward Russia - would find itself temporarily isolated in a 
capitalist world,z and was perhaps better prepared than most of 
his followers to take a realistic view of the resulting situation. 
After the triumph of the revolution, the illusion that foreign 

I Kommll1listicheskii intl'matsiollal, No. 9-10 (187-188), 1929, p. Ill9. 
The British Covernmcnt informed the American (3overnmt'nt of this traffic 
in January 1918 (Porf'ign Relatiolls of tli£' United States, 1918: Russia, i 
(1931),723); Litvinov, on the other hand, afterwards claimed that" everything 
issued by him [in England] was printed in England ", adding that" this the 
Foreign Office which seized all his papers can confirm" (Foreign Relatiolls of 
the United States, 1')19: Russia (1937), p. 16). An English journalist in 1919 
described Reinstein as " head of the quite futile department which prints cwt. 
upon cwt. of propaganda in English, none of which by any chance reaches these 
shores" (A. Ransome, 6 Weeks in Russia in 1919 (1919), p. 24). 

2 See p. 563 bdow. 
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policy and,diplomacy were no more than an evil legacy of capital
ism, and that the headquarters of the proletarian dictatorship 
w01!lld be the general staff of a militant movement rather than the 
capital of an established state, was automatically and almost 
unconsciously dissipated. On the day after the revolution Sov
narkom assumed responsihility for the puhlic affairs of a territory 
which, though lacking precise frontiers and even an official name, 
none the less formed a unit in a world divided into states. From 
the international standpoint the Soviet repuhlic hecame a state in 
virtue of this fact and independently of any deliberate act of its 
new rulers. The instinct of self-preservation did the rest. The 
Bolsheviks had a sound motive to uphold and maintain the 
authority of the state against the encroachments of other states 
until such time as their dream of revolution in Europe should 
come true; and this meant, in the troubled conditions of the 
autumn of HP7, that they had, in spite of themselves, to have a 
foreign policy to bridge the interval. More specificalIy they had 
at all costs to take Russia out of the war; for the peasants who 
formed the rank and file of the army would only support a regime 
which ga"e them peace. But it took two to make peace as Lenin, 
unlike Trotsky, saw from the first; and tlus meant that, pending 
the coming uf world revolution, it W'lS necessary to win a respite 
from the warring capitalist countries. Thw; a dual, and in some 
respects self-contradictory, foreign policy was imposed on the 
Bulsheviks by the situation in which they found th'~mselves: to 
attempt to hasten the downfall of the capitalist governments and 
to attempt to negotiate with them. 

Revolutionary doctrine presupposed an equally basic hostility 
on the part of the Soviet power to all capitalist governments; and 
it was assumed at first that this uniform disapproval would govern 
day-to-day relations with the rest of the world. This impartiality 
seemed to be justified by the experience of the first weeks of the 
revolution. The boycott of the new regime by the embassies of 
the allied Powers in Petrograd was absolute. The first allied 
official who at this time attempted to establish friendly relations 
with the new government, and expressed belief in the sincerity of 
the Bolshevik leaders and in the durability of the regime, was an 
eccentric radical captain in the French military mission, Radoul 
by name. His visits to Lenin and Trotsky were tolerated by his 
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chiefs, doubtless for the sake of the information he copld obtain. 
But, when on November J7/30, 1917, he sought permission to 
send a telegram in his own name to his socialist friends in -the 
French ministry, Albert Thomas and Loucheur, arguing against 
the continued boycott of the Soviet Government, it was refused. l 

Higher hopes were at first entertained of American sympathy. 
Raymond Robins, of the American Red Cross Commission in 
Petrograd, who was at first primarily concerned with the safety 
of Red Cross stores, but was quickly impressed with the strength 
and resilience of the new regime, secured an interview with 
Trotsky three or four days after the seizure of power,> and there
after not only maintained contact with Trotsky, but became a 
strong advocate in American official circles of a favourable atti
tude towards the Soviet Government. His first convert was the 
military attach<." Judson. On November IS/December], 1917, 
after failing to enlist the cooperation of his British and French 
colleagues, but with the consent of the American Amhassador, 
Judson visited Trotsky and had a long and friendly interview. 3 

Trotsky was prepared to admit that Russia had" a certain obliga
tion to her allies"; and Judson urged him, in the event of an 
armistice, " to protect other fronts and prevent transfer thereto 
of German troops now confronting the Russian army" and also 
to prevent the liberation of (;erman and Austrian prisoners of 
war. Trotsky replied that he " had thought of s1leh provisos" 
and that" the armistice commission would be given instructions 
accordingly".4 He also assured Judson that the Allies \vou:d be 

, J. Sadoul, Notl's sur /a 1?e11t,{utilln Holrlw1)il}1tt, (1919), Pl'. 125-126. 
2 The interview was arranged through Alex Gumherg, an American of 

Russian origin who had known Trotsky in New 'j" ork, and now became Robins's 
secn'tary and interpreter; information from the unpuhlished papers of Robins 
and Gumberg has been cOlllmunicated to me hy IVlr. \V. A. \\,illiams, and will 
appt'ar in his forthcoming book on Russian-American relations. 

J Information from the unpuhlished papers of \Villiam Voorhees Judson 
in the Newberry Library, Chicago, communicated by .:vIr. \\1. A. \Villiams; 
brief records of the interview art' in Foreign Nelalions of lit,> Unit",/ ."'Ialcs, I9IX : 
Russia, i (1931), 279 and in Trotsky, ,'-,'ochilleniya, iii, ii, d'5. 

4 These instructions wcre carried out. Kamcnev latcr explained that thc 
Soviet delegates had not asked for an exchange of prisoners he cause " we risk 
supplying (;erman imperialism with millions of soldiers ", adding: "If 
Liebknccht were ruling Germany we should have let the prisoners go" (Protolwiy 
Zasedanii VTsIK;; Sozyva (1918), p. './1); Sadoul claims to bave been thc first 
to suggest the proviso about the transfer of German troops (Notes sur la 
Rh',,/ution Bolchevique (1919), p. 120). 
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given an ~pportunity to "examine" the proposed terms and 
"make suggestions" Oil them. But by this time opinion in 
Watolhington was crystallizing fast against the Bolsheviks.! Judson 
was prornptly disowned by his ambassador and recalled in disgrace 
to vVashington; and the State Department issued an intimation 
that" the President desires American representatives to withhold 
all direct communication with the Bolshevik government ".2 

Equally indirect and unsatisfactory overtures wt~re received 
by the Bolsheviks from the camp of the Central Powers. The 
ubiquitous Parvus, once Trotsky's associate,J but now a patriotic 
German social-democrat and supporter of the German cause, 
introducc!d various members of the German Social-Democratic 
Party, including Scheidemann, to Vorovsky, the Soviet emissary 
in Stockholm, during :\ovember and December I917. Rietzler, 
the counsellor of the ClTmall legation in Stockholm, was also in 
touch with Vorovsky; and Radek had a meeting with Scheide
mann. 4 But these obscure discussions led to no result. A secret 
Bolshevik emissary sent to Germany apparently failed altogether 
to estahlish any cuntact with the (~erman authorities. s The 
prospect seemed therefore fully to justify the Bolshevik C011-
viction of a fundamental community uf inten:sts, more deep-seated 
than any passing conJlicts and c(lntradictio11s, between the 
belligerent Powers in opposing Bolshevism. In the winter of I917-' 
1918 both Lenin and Trotsky were firmly convinced that Germany 
and Great Britain, each now persuaded of th(~ imp()ssibility of 
winnoing the war outright, were likely to reach a settlement in 
which· both would recoup themselves at the expense of Russia.f' 

I Lansing, prompted hy officials of tlw State Department, S"('tnS to have 
been primarily n'sponsibk for this dc\'elopnH"nt; Sl'l' his memorandum of 
December 4,11)17, in rV"r ,~l('/f/(!irs (ifl?ohrrt L,,"sillr; (N.Y., J<)JS), PI'. 339-.145, 
and letter to \Vilso!1 In Forn!:11 R"/,,/iolls oj Ihl' l Tllited S/"I<'s: Th,. L(/llSilIr; Pal)e!'s 
(H)I.:{.-II).!O), ii (1940), 343-345. 

2 POrt"!:" Rdatiolls of tht' Ullitl'd Sta/(!s. I(Jl8: Russia, i (1931),21>1). 
J See Vol. I, p. Ill, note 4; his real name was Ifelphand or, in its Russian 

form, Gelfand. 
4 1'. Scheidernann, 1I1ell/nirs of II Sorial-Democrat (Eng!. trans!', 1929), ii, 

43 1 -433,435,4-1-2-443. 
5 A confused account of this venture is in 1VI. Philips Price, AI.\' Rcmilliscl'Ilces 

of the Russian Ue,',,/u/im/ (1<)21), Pl'. 17('-!77: it must have been given to the 
writer by the Soviet authorities. 

I! Lenin's vicw is rt.'~'()rdt..'d in J. Swjoul, ,.yol('s sur rl Uh'u/f1fiotl n()lche7'iqu(' 
(11)19), p. I'll. Trotsky told the third All-Russian Congress of Suviets that 
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On this hypothesis the opposition of the Soviet regime ,to capitalist 
governments was absolute, and could have no gradations. Trotsky 
continued to repel with acrimony the charge that the S@viet 
Government was more favourable to Germany than to the western 

Germany's policy at Brest-Litovsk "is, according to our profound belief, 
silently approved in London ", and went on: .. English imperialism clearly 
realizes that it is in no position to defeat C~ermany, and it is at the cost of Russia 
that compensation is off~red to (;crman imperialism in order to make it more 
malleable in its negotint ions with its British and French counterpart. . .. 
Wilson, KUhlmann, Lloyd C;l'orge and Clemcnceau all have the same aims" 
(Trclii VS/'rossiiskii 5,'''<,:::<1 801,,'101' (IC)rX), pp. 54-55). The belief that Germany 
and the allies would come to terms at th,' expense of Russia may have been 
inspired in part by the a priori argument that this was the natural step for 
capitalist Powers to take when confronted with a proletarian revolution. But 
it had strong empirical support in certain facts which were fairly well known at 
the timt', hut afterwards forgotten when ('v('nts took a different turn. During 
the winter of 1917--1<)18 the internal situation in Germany b"came grave; 
French military losses and British shipping losses seriously shook informed 
opinion in both countries; American support, whose quantity and quality 
could only he guessed, could not be expected before July 1<)18. Leaders in all 
the European countries began to consider a compromise peace. lVleanwhile it 
was increasingly clear after the' slimmer of 1917 that Russia was no longer an 
effective ally; and the October revolution and the Brest-Litovsk treaty dealt 
the nmp <1,> gUlce to the castt'rn front. Kuhlmann, who had been appointed 
(;crman Minister for Foreign Affairs in August 1917, approached Briand (not 
then in office) through Belgian intermediaries in the following month; and 
Briand was personally favourable to terms which would gi \'t" France satisfaction 
in the wcst. The British Foreign Office at this time denied knowledge of an 
alleged mecting of allied " banl,,·rs" in Switzerland who were planning a 
peace with Germany at Russia's expense (The Times, Septemher 15, 1917). 
Wickham Steed, foreign editor of The Times, who was aware of the approach 
to Briand and in touch with manv currents of European opinion, wrote in a 
private letter of Octoher 2H, 1917:·" The most serious danger is that in France 
and here the politicians and the public may bite their teeth too deeply into 
Alsace-Lorraine and Belgium. That is what KUhlmann wants hecause he is an 
, easterner' in German politics, and would willingly sacrifice a good deal of the 
west in order to purchasc for himself a free hand in regard to Hussia and the 
cast" (The History of The Times, iv (1952), i, 335; an account of these 
negotiations, which hroke down on (;erman intransigence on Alsace-Lorraine, 
is in D. Lloyd C;.·orge, UTaI' 11[c111oirs, iv ([934), 20HI-2[07). On Novemher 
29,1917, when the Bolshevik revolution was three weeks old, the Daily '''f'legraph 
published Lansdowne's famous letter advocating a compromise peace; and 
this, though criticized in The Times and the JI,[oming Post, received widespread 
support. On December 2H, 1<)[7, Lloyd George informed C. P. Scott, the 
editor of the Manchester Guardian, that he was " in a very pacifist temper" 
and that" there is a good deal of feeling in the war cabinet towards peace" ; 
he gave Scott the impression that he was" inclining to the plan of compensating 
Germany in the cast for concessions in the west" (J. L. Hammond, C. P. Scott 
of the Manchester Guardian (1934), pp. 219-220, 232). On January 5, 1918, he 
made his statement of war aims to the trade union congress, in which a rather 
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allies. 1 It was unthinkable at this time that the new regime should 
seek to favo'ur one capitalist government, or group of governments, 
against another. The peace declaration, like most of the first 
pronouncements of the Soviet Government, was addressed to the 
world at large - to " all the belligerent peoples and their govern
ments ". 

The peace declaration had, however, been ignored everywhere; 
and, with the Russian armies progressively disintegrating, some
thing had to be done to clear up the position at the front. On 
November 8/21, 1917, Sovnarkom sent orders to Dukhonin, the 
commander-in-chief in the field, to propose to the enemy command 
immediate armistice negotiations. 2 This was, however, carefully 
balanced by a note from Trotsky to the allied ambassadors in 
Petrograd officially drawing their attention to the peace declaration 
and requesting them to " regard the said document as a formal 

cryptic passage, after referring t') the Bolsheviks' " separate negotiations with 
the common cnemy ", rcached the conclusion that" Hussia can only be saved 
by her own peoplc ", Three days later came Wilson's" fourteen points ", and 
monopolized attention for some time to corne. But early in April 1<)18, after 
the German \jarch offensive, there is a report of further discussions between 
Milner, Haldane, Lloyd George and the Webbs on a " negotiated pcace with 
Germany at Russia's expcnse" (The Hist()ry (if the l'imrs, iv (1952), i, 360; 
the information comes from Clifford Sharp who had it from the Webbs, and 
adds that it had been mentioned by them to HlI:rsmans, the Belgian socialist, 
but denounced by bim as "too infamous even for Scheidemann "). The 
change of fortunes on the western front in the surnm ... r of 1918 finally consigned 
these projects to oblivion. But some of them were certainly known, and others 
guess<;d, by the Soviet leaders. The wife of Litvinov, the Soviet envoy in 
London at the time, was a niece of Sidney Low, a puhlicist in close touch with 
Milner, who was the most active advocate in the war cabinet of a compromise 
peace: Low I'eco"ded Milner's views as early as March 1917, and on November 
12, 1917, reported a highly pessimistic conversation in wbich J'l,lilner foresaw 
that Germany would demand a " free hand in Poland and Russia" as well as 
the" restoration of her African colonies" (D, Chapman-Houston, The Lost 
Historiml (1936), pp. 268-269, 278). There is, however, no evidence thut 
information percolated to Petrugrad through this ehanm·l. 

J Thub, when the Germans in a propaganda sheet designed for the Russian 
troops compared British imperialism with the imperialism of the Tsars, Trotsky 
replied in an article called A Hl1(f- Truth, that the comparison was just, but, 
that" German imperialism does not differ a jot from them"; and, when the 
secret tn'aties with the allies were published, he was careful to point out that, 
wben the German proletariat made its revolution, it would discover not less 
damning documents in thc German archives (Trotsky, SochineniYII, iii, ii, 
148-149, 164- 165). 

2 Bunyan and Fisher, The Bolshrvik Revolutioll, 1917-1918 (Stanford, 1934), 
P,233, 
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proposal for an immediate armistice on all fronts and an immediate 
opening of peace negotiations ".' Dukhonin's refusal to carry 
out the order led to his immediate dismissal. Krylenko, People's 
Commissar for \Var, \vas appointed commander-in-chief, and a 
proclamation was issued over the signatures of Lenin and Krylenko 
to all soldiers' and sailors' committees advising them to put the 
" counter-revolutionary generals" under guard and themselves 
elect representatives to open armistice negotiations. 2 This injunc
tion remained, not surprisingly, a dead letter until Krylenko 
himself arrived at the front, and sent delegates across the German 
lines to request an armistice. On the following day, November 
14/27, 1917, the C;erman high command agreed to armistice 
negotiations to begin on November l(),'Decemher 2. 3 Trotsky at 
once informed the allied amhassadors in Petrograd and invited the 
allied governments to be represented at the negotiations. 4 A 
similar intimation was broadcast by radio to " the peoples of the 
belligerent conntries ", concluding with a plain ultimatnm : 

On l'\o\'cmber I X we shall begin peace negotiations. If the 
allied natiolls do not send their representatives, we shall conduct 
negotiations alone with tI\l' Gennalls. \Ve want a general 
peace, but if the bourgeois in the allied countries force us to 
conclude a separate peace the entire responsibility will be 
theirs.s 

At the same time Trotsky e;..plained in a speech to the Petrograd 
Soviet how the Soviet plenipotentiaries would conceive the work 
of peace-making: . 

Sitting at one table with them, we shaH ask them explicit 
questions which do not aHow of any evasion, and the entire 
course of the negotiations, every word that they or we utter, will 
he taken down and reported by radiotelegraph to all peoples, 
who will be the judges of Ollr discussions. Under the in
fluence of the masses, the German and Austrian Governments 
have already agreed to put themselves in the dock. You may 
be sure, comrades, that the proseclltor, in the person of the 

I Trotsky, Soehinelliyo, iii, ii, 157. 
2 Bunyan and Fisher, The Bu/she1,ih R"1,{)/utiort, H)li-l<)lS (Stanford, 1934), 

P·236. 
J Ibid. pp. 25S-2sH. 
4 Trotsky, Sochineniya, iii, ii, 175-176. 
S Klyuchnikov i Sahanin, 11lezhdlllIGyodllU)'U Politilw, ii (1\J26), 92-94. 
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Russian revolutionary delegation, will be in his place and will 
in due time make a thundering speech for the prosecution about 
tl;e diplomacy of all imperialists. [ 

A correspondent of The Times, who interviewed Trotsky in Petro
grad on the day when the armistice negotiations began in Brest
Litovsk, reported that his attitude" indicates an illusion of the 
near approach of a sudden and simultaneous outburst of pacifism 
before which all thrones, principalities and powers must yield ".2 

It was in these conditions that the Soviet armistice delegation, 
led by Joffe, Kamenev and Sokolnikov and comprising, besides 
military experts, a worker and a peasant, fOllnd itself at 13rest
Litovsk alone and face to face with an imposing German delegation 
under General Hoffmann. 3 Joffe at once made an appeal to all 
other belligerent countries to send deleg-ates. HoHmann replied 
that he had no authority to negotiate with anyone but the Russians 
or on any but military questions. The situation was fuJI of embar
rassment for the Soviet dciegates. ;\;ot only were they compelled 
to negotiate separately with one group of capitalist Powers 
(Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey soon joined in the 
proceedings at Brest-Litovsk), hut they were faced by what 
seemed a crucial question of principle whether to seek peace 
by disintegrating the Cerman front through revolutionary pro
paganda and hastening a proletarian revulution against the German 
Government, or by outwardly amicable negotiations with that 
government: to evade this ditTiclllt choice and to c:1I11bine both 
meth(.lds was already the essent;<ll task of Soviet policy. Things 
did not turn out so badly as might have been feared. The Soviet 
delegates were not dcpply interested in the n,ilitary demands 
which were the prime consideration of the German general staff; 
the Soviet desiderata about fraternization and the non-transfer of 
German units to the western front seemed to the (~erman mili
tary delegation childish and incomprehensible, but not seriously 

J rrrotsky, S()('hillcJl(va~ iIi, ii, liS. 
l The Times, Decemher 7,11)[7. 
J A full and reasonahly objective account of the armistice and peaee nt'gotia

tions from the German side is in Die Aujzeit hlll"'f-[c1/ des Gel1e.-alma;ors Afax 
HolTmann (1<)2<)), ii, I<n-2dl (this incorporates l\lax Hoffmann. DN Krieg det 
Versiillmlen Gelef-[en/u·ill'lI. originally publishnl in 1<)23)_ The memoirs of one 
of the Sovil't military experts, Fokkc, in A.-khh· Russ/wi Rl'volYlllsii (Berlin), xx 
(1930), 5-::'07, contam many picturesque details_ 
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harmful. Joffe secured a week's adjournment, with a continued 
suspension of hostilities, to consult the authorities in Petrograd. 

The report to VTsIK on the negotiations was made' by 
Kamenev, who once more sought to exculpate the Soviet Govern
ment from the charge of seeking a separate peace and defined the 
aim of its policy: 

For a separate peace Germany's limit of concessions is quite 
wide. But we did not go to Brest for that; we went to Brest 
because we are convinced that our words will reach the German 
people over the heads of the German generals, that our words 
will strike from the hands of the German generals the weapons 
with which they fool their people. 1 

Trotsky once again appealed to the allies, pointing out that they 
had now had more than a month to make up their minds: 2 this 
time he provoked, not indeed an oflicial reply, but a formal 
communique from the British Embassy to the effect that the 
armistice negotiations were a violation of the allied agreement of 
September 5, 1914, not to conclude a separate peace. Joffe 
returned to llrcst-Litovsk; and there at length the armistice was 
signed between Russia and the central Powers on December 2/15, 
1917. It left the German armies in occupation of all the Russian 
territory held by them, including the Moon Sound islands: in 
this respect it contained nothing unusual. Two non-military 
clauses made it, however, a unique document in military history. 
The German high command agreed not to take advantage of the 
cessation of hostilities to transfer troops to the western front other 
than those already under orders to move: this appeased Soviet 
sCnIples about concluding an agreement which might assist one 
capitalist group against the other.3 The other extraordinary 
provision related to fraternization. Lenin in his April theses 
eight months earlier had demanded " the organization of wide-

J Protokol), Zasedanii VTslK 2 SOZYf'fl (1918), p. 82. 
, Trotsky, Sochineniya, iii, ii, 192-1<)4. 
1 Hoffmann (Die AujzeiciJ11ul1gl'n des Generalmajors ilila.,· /{off11latl1l (1929), 

ii, 192) r .. garded this clause as particularly absurd, pointing out that the excep
tion in favour of troops already under orders completely nullified its effect; 
he was obviously puzzled by Soviet insistence on it. This provision was 
imitated in the armi~tice concluded on December 5/18, 1917, on the Russo
Turkish front, in which th .. parties bound themselves not to transfer troops 
from the Caucasus to the Mesopotamian front (Dokumenty i Materialy po Vneshnei 
Politike Zakavkaz'ya j Gmzii (Tiflis, 1919), pp. 11-12, 18-23). 
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spread propaganda . . . in the army on active service" and 
" fraternization" as a means of ending the imperialist war. I 
Hoffmann refused to agree to the unlimited importation of 
Bolshevik literature into Germany, but thought that hy limiting 
its entry to specified points he could" exercise a certain control" 
over it. 2 The armistice agreement included an article permitting 
" organized intercourse between the troops" in the interest of 
" the development and strengthening of friendly relations between 
the peoples of the contracting parties". Such intercourse was 
limited to parties of twenty-flve men on either side at a time, but 
the exchange of news, newspapers, open letters and goods of 
everyday use was specifically allowed. The armistice was con
cluded for twenty-eight days: during that time negotiations for 
a peace treaty could begin.' 

Paradoxical as the claim appeared, the Bolsheviks were able 
to treat the Brest-Litovsk armistice as a victory. The occupation 
of Russian territory by the German armies was a fait accompli. 
I ts recognition in the armistice agreement cost nothing; and 
all this would be undone by the impending German revolution. 
The non-tlansfer of German troops to the west was the proof of 
Bolshevik sincerity, freedom of propaganda the guarantee of Bol
shevik victory. Both these had been secured: these, said Trotsky 
afterwards, were the two vital points on which the delegates had 
instructions not to yield. 4 Through the fraternization points 
Bolshevik ideas and Bolshevik literature seeped into the German 
army, spreading the seeds of disintegration through Germany's 
eastern front. The armistice was celebrated by a proclamation 
from Trotsky's pen addressed" to the toiling peoples of Europe, 
oppressed and bled white ". 

We conceal from nobody [it read] that we do not consider 
the present capitalist governments capable of a democratic 
peace. Only the revolutionary struggle of the working masses 

I Lenin, Sochin{'ni),a, xx, 87-88 ; for the background of the idea, see p. 563, 
note I, below. 

2 Die AufzeichllunKen des Generalmajors Max Iloffmann (1929), ii, 192. 
3 Thc Russian text of thc armistice is in Prntokoly Zasedallii r'TsIK 2 

Sozyva (1918), pp. 171-173 (the version in Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, Mezhdullarod-
11aya Politika, ii (1926), 97-98 is much abbreviated); an Eng!. transl. is in 
Ullited States State Department, T9I8: Texts of the Russiall" Peace", pp. I-10, 

and in ]. W. Wheeler-Bennett, Brest-Litovsk: The Forgottell Peace (1939), 
pp. 379-384. 4 Trotsky, Sochilleniya, iii, ii, 197. 
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against their governments can bring Europe near to such a peace. 
Its full realization will be assured only by a victorious proletarian 
revolution in all capitalist countries. 

Trotsky admitted that " we are compelled to undertake negotia
tions with those governments which still exist at the present 
moment", hut claimed that" in entering into negotiations with 
the present governments, sat urated on hot h sides with imperialist 
tendencies, the Coullcil of People's Commissars does not for a 
moment deviate from the path of social revolution". He went 
on to define the" dual task" of Soviet foreign policy: 

In the peace llegotiations the Soviet power sets itself a dual 
task; in the flrst place, to seclIre the quickest possible cessation 
of the shameiul and criminal slaughter which is destroying 
Europe, secondly, to help the working elass of all countries by 
every means available to us to overthrow the domination of 
capital and to seize state pOWt"f in the interests of a democratic 
peace and of a socialist transformation of Europe and of all 
mankind. 

And the manifesto ended with an nJwrtatiol1 to the proletarians 
of all countries to join in " a common strllg.~1e for the immediate 
cessation of the war on all fronts ", and to close their ranks" under 
the banner of peace and social revolution ".' The verhal contra
diction in the concluding \\'t)rds aptly ;;IlI!lllled tIP the compromise 
inherent in the Soyiet policy of the first weeks of the revolution. 

The formal negotiatioIls for a treaty of peace opened at nrest
Litovsk on December <),'22, H)17. loire once rnore led the Sbviet 
delegation; on the Cerman side Kiihlmann, Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, \vas in charge, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey also 
being representeeU After some preliminary skirmishing Oil the 
questions of publicity and national self-determination, in the course 
of which the German delegation showed its hand by demanding 
that Lithuania and Courland, together with parts of Livonia and 
Estonia should be detached from Russia, the proceedings were 
once more adjourned for ten days on the proposal of the Soviet 
delegation, in order to give the other belligerents the opportunity 

I Klyuchnikov i Sab,min, Jlleziuillllarodlloyo Po/iti/w, ii (1926), 100-102; 

Trot~ky, Sorhi'1len(v(J, iii, ii, 206-209. 

2 The stenographic ["<"cords of the conference were Pllblished by Narkornin
del ullder tIll" titk 11,Iimyt' Pen'govory 7' Brest-LiI1l7',/"" i (Jf)20). 
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to appear in response to the numerous appeals showered on them 
from Petrograd. The boycott of the allied Powers was, however, 
still unbroken when the conference resumed on December 22, 

1917/January 9, H)lS. The world was ringing with Wilson's 
proclamation on the previolls day of his fourteen points. But 
these changed nothing at Brest-I,itovsk. The only novelties there 
were the presence of a delegation appointed hy the Ukrainian 
Rada and the appearance of Trotsky at the head of the Soviet 
delegation. 

Serious sparring at once began. \Vhen Hoffmann, the Cerman 
commander-in-chief, intervening for the fIrst time, complained 
of radiotelegrarns and proclamations, some of them" of a revoltl
tionary charact er addressed to our armies", Trotsky quite openly 
reserved the dual fUllction of Soviet diplomacy; the delegation 
had come to conclude a treaty with the German (;overnment, but 
" neither thc conditions of the armistice nor the character of the 
peace negotiations limit :n any respcct or in any direction the 
freedom of the press or freedom of speech of any of the contracting 
countries ". J 'T'he hope that underlay Trotsky's tactics during the 
ensuing days was transparently clear. It was time to aSSllme the 
rMe, which he had announced five weeks "arlier to the Petrograd 
Soviet, of " prosccutor " in the indictment of imperialist dipl()
macy, and to call on " all peoples", wLo would be able to listen 
to broadcast reports of every word spoken, to sit as " the judges of 
our discussions ".2 If he could sllHiciently show up the insincerity 
of German professions, and if he could drag out t he proceedings 
long enough, the eagerly awaited revolution might break out in 
Germany before any critical decision had to he taken hy the Soviet 
Government. l':othing suited Trotsky better than to engage in 
protracted debates with Kiihlmann on t he principle of national 
self-determination and no annexations, and on the obligation to 
withdraw troops from contested areas whose fate would be settled 
by plebiscites. It was not till J<llltJary 5/d~, 19JR, that the hlunt 
but intelligent soldier HoHmann Cllt short the talk by placing a 
map on the table. It showed a hlue line behind which the Ccrman 
armies had no intention of withdrawing until Russian demobiliza
tion was complete. The line virtually left the whole of Polish, 

I Mirnye Pereg{)v()r,v V Brest-Litovshe, j (1920), p. 55. 
" Sec p. 2(' above. 
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Lithuanian and White Russian territory on the German side and 
divided Latvia into two; it also kept the islands of the Moon 
Sound in German hands. Further south, Hoffmann refused to 
disclose his hand: that was a matter for discussion with the dele
gation of the Ukrainian Rad,l. Faced with something like an 
ultimatum which gave no scope for further discussion, Trotsky 
demanded and obtained another ten days' adjournment in order 
to return to Petrograd for instructions. I The day chosen by 
Hoffmann for his declaration in Brest-Litovsk was the day on 
which the Constituent Assembly had begun and ended its career 
in Petrograd; its dissolution was still the talk of the capital when 
Trotsky arrived on January 7/20, I<)I~L 

Trotsky's return to Petrograd opened a famous and moment
ous debate which marked the first serious crisis in relations 
between Soviet Russia and the outside world. It had hitherto 
been assumed that, in the event of Germany insisting on unaccept
able terms, the Bolsheviks would wage against her a so-called 
" revolutionary war", and that the German soldiers, apprised of 
the imperialist ambitions of their government, would mutiny 
rather than shoot down their revolutionary Russian brothers. 
That this view should have been taken and this assumption made 
was not altogether surprising. The Bolsheviks were still flushed 
with the enthusiasm and optimism of their victory in October; 
they had learned from Lenin to believe that boldness paid; and 
it had been a major premise of Bolshevik thought that the victory 
of the Russian proletariat would light the torch of revolution in 
Europe. Lenin when he proposed to seek an armistice had elo
quently denied that he would accept a shameful peace: "we do 
not trust the German generals one jot, but we trust the German 
people ".2 At a special gathering held in Petrograd early in 
December 1917 to celebrate the conclusion of the armistice, 
Trotsky had been still more explicit: 

If they propose terms unacceptable for us and for all coun
tries, terms contradictory to the principles of our revolution, 
we shall suhmit these terms to the Constituent Assemhly and 
say: "Decide". If the Constituent Assembly agrees to these 
terms, then the Bolshevik party will retire and say: "Find 

I Mirnye Peregovory v Brest-Litovske, i (1920), 126-127, 130-13I. 
2 Lenin, Soclzineniya, xxii, 76-77. 
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another party which will sign these terms; we, the party of the 
Bolsheviks and, I hope, the Left SR's, will summon all to a holy 
war against the militarists of all countries". 1 

Kamenev, in the speech to VTsIK already quoted, had ex
pressed on the eve of the signing of the armistice the conviction 
" that our words will reach the German people over the heads of 
the German generals, that our words will strike from the hands 
of the C;erman generals the weapon with which they fool their 
people" ; Z and after the armistice had been signed and the peace 
negotiations were already in progress, he spoke again in a mood 
of unshaken optimism: 

There is no doubt that, if Germany dares now to lead her 
armies against revolutionary Russia, this would be done with 
the aim of finally trampling under foot the freedom of Poland, 
of Lithuania and of a series of other nations, and this will be 
the spark which in the end will cause the explosion and finally 
sweep away the whole edifice of German imperialism. \Ve are 
convinced that Germany will not dare to make such an attempt, 
since, if that happens, we shall all the same, notwithstanding all 
obstacles, obtain peace in the end, though we shall then be 
conducting negotiations not with the representatives of German 
imperialism, but with the socialists whose efforts will overthrow 
the German Governmcnt. 1 

When Trotsky reached Pctrograd from Brcst-Litovsk, the third 
All-Russian Congress of Soviets had just reiterated, in a telegram 
to ''.proletarian organizations" throughout the world, the convic
tion that" the working classes of other countries wi1\ in the ncar 
future rise in victorious revolution against their bourgeoisie, and 
that there will be no force in the world capable of standing against 
the force of the working masses in revolt ".4 

The leading Bolsheviks, including some of the provincial 
delegates who were in Petrograd for the third All-Russian Congress 
of Soviets, met for an informal discussion of the issue on the day 
after Trotsky's arrival. Lenin now for the first time _. and even 
now Lenin almost alone - squarely faced a situation which dis
appointed the hopes and frustrated the confident calculations on 

I Protoko/y Zasedanii VTsIK 2 Sozy"o (1918), p. 128. 
2 Ibid. p. 82. 3 lhid. p. 164. 
• S"ezdy Sovetov RSFSR t! Postanm'[eniyakh (1939), p. 57· 
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which Bolshevik policy had hitherto been based. The German 
Government, like the allies, had rejected all proposals for a " just, 
democratic peace"; and the German soldiers, far from rising 
against their masters to consummate the proletarian revolution, 
,~ere preparing to march ohediently against revolutionary Russia. 
Lenin, following his usual practice, expounded his views in advance 
of the meeting in a set of theses - the Theses Oil the Question of the 
hnn1cdiatl: COIlr/llsioll of (/ :..,'cpara/c alld Anncxationist Peace -
which showed how rapidly and how radically he had abandoned 
the optimistic assumptions of thc past six weeks. Here he laid 
down the argument which was to govern the whole de hate : 

The state of affairs Kith the socialist revolution in Russia 
must form the hasis of any definition of the international task 
of our Soviet power. The: international situation in the fourth 
year of t he war is such that the probahle moment of the out
break of revolution and of t he overthrow of anyone of the 
European imperialist governments (including the (~erman 
Government) is completely incalculahle. There is no doubt that 
the socialist revolution in Europe is hound to happen, and will 
happen. All our hopes of the filial victory of socialism are 
founded on this cOll\iction and on this scientific prediction. 
Our propaganda activity in general and the organization of 
fraternization in particular must he strengthened and developed. 
nut it would he a mistake to huild the tactics of the socialist 
government on attempts to determine whether the European, 
and in particular the Cerman, socialist revolution will happen 
in the next half year (or some such short time) or wilt not 
happen. 

Or in a later passage of the same theses: 

From the time of the victory of the socialist government in 
anyone country quest ions must be settled not from the point of 
vie\'\' of the preferability of olle or the other imperialism, but 
exclusively from the point of view of the best conditions for 
the development and reinforcement of the socialist revolution 
which has already be,~un. 

Finally, to make peace at whatever cost would in the long run be 
the best advertisement for world revolution: 

The example of a socialist Soviet republic in Russia will 
stand as a living model for the peoples of all countries, and the 
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propagandist, revolutionary effect of this model will be immense. 
On one side, the bourgeois order and a naked out-and-out war 
of annexation between the two groups of robbers: on the other, 
peace and the socialist republic of Soviets. J 

The meeting of January X!ZI, 19IX, revealed the three broad 
lines along which party opinion continued to split throughout the 
debate till the final ratification of the treaty in March. Z Of the 
()3 leading Bolsheviks who attended the meeting, 32 were not to 
be shaken from the uncritical mood of confidence which had pre
vailed throughout the party in November and December. These 
were dubbed by Lenill the" Muscovites", since it was the 
Moscow regional hurcau of t he party which most stubbornly 
defended this view; 3 and they in turn claimed to " stand on 
Lenin's old position". All Lenin's prestige and powers of per
suasion could raIly only r 5 of those present in favour of his new 
policy of peace at any price. The remaining ,6 supported the 
view of Trotsky who argued that, though war must not be resumed, 
it was wrong and unnecessary to conclude peace on the German 
terms. He did not share the belief of the first group in the prac
ticability of a revolutionary ,var, hut none the less thought that 
revolution in Europe was coming and huped that the interval 
could be got over by mana-uvring with words. He had a less real 
sense than Lenin of the limitations of verbal agility as a defence 
against HoHmann's mailed fist. He was still prepared for a 
gamble: to risk a less favourable peace later on for ~hc chance of 
hast~ning a European revolution which would make such a peace 
unnec·essary.4 In order to give eHect to this plan, he proposed, in 
the event of the German delegation continuing to insist on un-

1 Lenin, Sochi1/('Il/~V(/, xxii, I<)3-I<)'); the theses were publtslwd for the lirst 
time in Prm,d" of February 24, 1918 - the day after Lenin's view had been 
finally accepted by the party central committet' -_. with a brief prefac~ by 
Lenin explaining their origin (ibid. xxii, 28,)). 

2 No record of the meeting has survived. The fullest accounts ,[I"(: in an 
unfinisht'd memorandum by Lenin written at th,' time and not published till 
after his death (S{)rhi"c"'~1'a, xxx, 369-370) and in his manuscript notes taken 
while the meeting was in progress (/,eninshii 8hol'1lil" xi (1929), 42-44); the 
figures of the voting wert' "btained from lhe party archives by the c,ditors of 
Lenin's works (SuchiIlNlI~l'(/, xxii, 600, note 88). 

3 Thc mceting had becn summoned on thc demand of a group of l\1oscow 
delegates (Protokoly Tsentral'llogo Komiteta RSDRl' (1929), p. 287). 

4 According to Lenin's notes, Trotsky put the chanet's of a German advance 
at 25 per cent (Leninsllii Sbomili, xi (1929), 4]). 
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acceptable terms, to proclaim the war at an end, but refuse to sign 

a treaty of peace. 
The formal decision on the instructions to Trotsky rested with 

the central committee at its meeting three days later, on January 
II/2f, 1918. Before this meeting, according to Trotsky's story, 
he had a conversation with Lenin and promised not to support 
the thesis of a revolutionary war. Lenin replied that in that case 
Trotsky's own plan would "probably not be so dangerous", 
though it would no doubt result in the loss of Livonia and 
Estonia; he added jestingly that these would be well lost " for the 
sake of a good peace with Trotsky".1 Lenin restated in the 
committee his case for an immediate peace and was supported 
emphatically by Stalin and more dubiously by Zinoviev. But the 
only formal motion proposed by Lenin was the question-begging 
instruction to drag out the negotiations as long as possible: this 
was carried by 12 votes to one. The motion in favour of a revolu
tionary war found only two supporters, evidently Bukharin and 
Dzerzhinsky. The real vote was then taken on Trotsky's motion 
" to stop the war, not to conclude peace, to demobilize the army". 
This was carried by the narrow margin of nine to seven; the way 
in which individual members of the committee voted can no 
longer be established. l 

Armed with this authority, Trotsky left once more for Brest
Litovsk on January IS/ZS, 1918. Externally the situation of the 
Soviet republic had further deteriorated sinee the adjournment 
ten days ago. After a period of anarchy and confusion, Be3sar
abia had been seized and occupied by Rumanian troops - an act 
which induced the Soviet Government to break off rclations with 
Rumania and impound the Rumanian gold reserve deposited in 
Moscow for safe keeping during the war.3 But the eyes of the 

I 1,. Trotsky, ATo),,, Zhizll' (Berlin, 1930), ii, I I I; Lenin in the committee 
remarked that Trotsky's plan would mean the surrender of Estonia to the 
Germans (Protolwly Tselltral'lIogo Komiteta RSDRP (1929), p. 201). 

2 Ibid. pp. 199-207. 
3 Sobranie UzalwlIcllii, II)17-I<)18, No. 16, art. 233. Three days later a 

statement was issued by the allied representatives in Bukharest declaring the 
Rumanian occupation of Bcssarabia to he .. a purely military operation without 
any political character whatever undertaken in full agreement with the allies" 
(I; Ukraine Sovihiste (Berlin, 1922), p. 51); the annexation of Bessarabia by 
Rumania was announced in April 1918 (for the Soviet protest see Klyuchnikov 
i Sabanin, Mezhdunamdllaya Politika, ii (1926), 138), and later formally recog
nized hy the allies (see p. 346 below). 
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Bolsheviks were still fixed on central Europe. A wave of strikes 
in Budapest and Vienna had only just died down.' Now, while 
Trotsky was en route from Petrograd, mass strikes organized by a 
group of" revolutionary shop stewards" without declared political 
affiliations, and accompanied for the first time by open demonstra
tions against the war, broke out in Berlin and spread to other 
German centres; 2 it seemed for a moment as if Bolshevik optimism 
and Trotsky's policy of procrastination were to be justified by the 
event. It was in these conditions that the conference at Brest
Litovsk was resumed on January 17/30, 1918. The Ukrainian 
Rada having now been dispossessed over the greater part of the 
Ukraine by the Ukrainian Soviet Government, two rival Ukrainian 
delegations appeared to take part in the negotiations, one being 
recognized by the Germans, the other by the Russians. \Vrangling 
between them prolonged the proceedings for several days. The 
old phrases ahout self-determination, annexation and occupation 
were bandied about once more. Bobinsky and Radek, describing 
themselves as " Polish members of the aJl- Russian delegation" 
and "reprrsentatives of the Social-Democracy of Poland and 
Lithuania", J read a declaration claiming the right of self-deter
mination for Poland and condemning the occupation of Poland 
by German forces as a " veiled annexation ".4 But the disturb·· 
ances in Germany, which were the hidden force in the background 
of the negotiations, petered out; and the outbreak of revolution 
in Finland and further Soviet successes in the Ukr~,ine did not 
compensate for the failure of the German proletariat to rise. On 
January 26/February 8, 1918 the central Powers signed a treaty of 

I For the Austrian uisturbanc('s of January 1918 see O. Czernin, 1m fVdt
kriege (1919), pp. 322-323. 

2 The Reichstag committee of inquiry into the causes of the German 
collapse some years later collt'cted opinions about" the great strikl' of January 
1918"; many observers connected it generally with the Russian n'volution or 
specifically with the Bn'st-Litovsk negotiations (R. H. Lutz, Th,> C'm.s,"< of the 
German Collapse il1 J'IJS (Stanford, 1934), pp. 99-135). Hauck, at the s("venth 
congress of the Russian Communist Party in March 1918, claimed that" the 
demonstrative policy at Brest prol'oked a general strike in Germany which was 
the first awakening of the European proletariat throughout the whole war" 
(Sed'm()i S" ezd Rossiislwi Kom1llunisticheskoi Partii (1923), p. 7 J). 

J The official name of the Polish socialist party of the Ldt, opposed to the 
patriotic" Polish Socialist Party", was the" Social-Democracy of the Kingdom 
of Poland and Lithuania ". 

• Mirnye Peregovory v Brest-Litovshe, i (19'::0),173-'75. 
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peace with the delegation of the Ukrainian Rada. At last, on 
January 2R/February 10, H}IH, everyone's patience was exhausted: 
and, as the Germans were preparing their ultimatum, Trotsky 
unexpectedly intervened with a long tirade against German 
designs, concluding with the announcement that" Russia, while 
refusing to sign an annexatiollist peace, for her part declares the 
state of war with Germany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey and Bul
garia at an end". 1 The Soviet delegates left Brest-Litovsk for 
Petrograd the sallie evening. Judging by the state of bewilderment 
and annoyance in which they left their adversaries, they seemed 
to themselves to have scored a considerable victory. 

The German civil authorities, had the matter rested with them, 
would have bowed to this unusual form of ending hostilities. But 
the general statl had other ideas. 2 r t was decided to treat the 
breakdown of negotiations as an ending of the armistice; and seven 
days later, on February 17, H)lR, Hotfmann notified the Russians 
that military operations \vould be resumed on the next day. This 
at last raised in an inescapahle furm the real issue which Lenin 
had foreseen and Trotsky had tried to evade. The German 
advance \\'as resumed on February r i); and the next week was 
the most critical in Petrograd since the revolution. The central 
committee of the party was in almost cOlltinuous session, and a 
series of votes showed how evenly opinion was divided. l\o one 
any longer openly supported a revolutionary war. But to accept 
a German peace was still too bitter a pill. V\Then the notice of the 
resumption of hostilities was received on February 17, Lenin at 
once proposed to send an offer to the C;crmans to resume negotia
tions, but, though supported by Stalin, Sverdlov, Sokolnikov and 
Smilga, was voted down by a bare majority consisting of Trotsky, 
Bukharin, Lomov, JotTe, Uritsky and Krestinsky. A proposal 
" to delay the renewal of peace negotiations until the German 
offensive is suHiciently apparent and until its influence on the 

I ,~lirllyr l'ere!!.'!VorJ' ~, Rrest-Litovs/{e, i (I ()20) , 20H. 
l lVlax Hofl'man (iJi,' ~JlIf;::;eiclUTlIIlRel1 des GeT/erallllojurs Ala:>; IlotTmann 

(U)2()), ii, 214-215) records that he insisted, in opposition to KUhlmann, on 
refusing to accept the Trotsky j()l'mula. R. von KUhlmann, Erinnerun}!en 
(Heidelherg. I<)4H) , p. 545, confirms that he was in favour of accepting the 
formula and withdrawing all 3\·ailahl,· troops 10 the west, his reason being the 
opposition of Austria to ., a reopening of the eastern war"; the Chancellor 
failed, however, to support him (ibid. p. 549). Trotsky's gesture apparently 
came nearer to success than was known at the tirne. 
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workers' movement is revealed" was carried by the same majority 
of six to five. Lenin then put the final question whether, if the 
German army advanced and no revolution occurred in Germany 
and Austria, peace should be made. At this point Trotsky wavered 
and went over to Lenin, who thus registered a majority of six, 
against one" no " (Joffe) and four abstentions. T On the next day, 
when Zinoviev had joined Lenin's group and Dzerzhinsky the 
opposition, the same variations were repeated. At the morning 
session Trotsky reiterated the argument that" it is indispensable 
to wait and see what impression all this makes OIl the German 
people", and voted against an immediate otfer to Germany, 
making the voting seven to six against. 2 But in the evening, when 
the news arrived that the Cermans wcre advancing, had taken 
Dvinsk and were moving into the Ukraine, Trotsky once more 
hesitatingly came over to Lenin's side, and thc motion to approach 
the Germans with a statement of willingness to sign the original 
German terms and a request for fresh negotiations was carried 
by seven votes to five. J The proposal was formally submitted to 
Sovnarkom the same night. The Bolshevik commissars, hound 
by the decision of the central committee, voted solidly for it; of 
seven Left SRs present, four voted with tIle Bolsheviks, though 
their action was afterwards disavowed by their partv. 4 The 
telegram of acceptance was immediateiy despatched to Brest
Litovsk. 

This time, however, Hoffmann was in no hurry. It was not 
till the morning of February 23, 1919, that the German terms at 
length 'reached Moscow. They were harsher than the earlier terms, 
notably in the demands that the Soviet (]overnment shollld with
draw its army from the Ukraine and make peace with the Ukrainian 
Rada, and that Livonia and Estonia should be evacuated by th(' 

J The records of these vote, drc in l'r()to/wly T"'lTtral'lIogo Komiteta RSDRP 
(19Z9), pp. ZZ~-23(1; no minutes of the Illct'ling are extant. Accor,:ing to 
Bunyan and Fish,'r, The Flo/slzc?,ih Revo/utio1l, ]()T7--T,}]8 (Stanford, III.H), p. 
514, an appenuix to the 19ZX edition of the records of the seventh party congress 
"hows Trotsky as abstaining frolll the last vote; hut the authenticity ,)f the 
oflicial record of the voting, which was once agoin reprinted in Lenin, ,<"'oc/llllNJiya, 
xxii, 557, is beyond doubt. The narrative of these events in L. Trotskv, .Uova 
Zhizll' (Berlin, 1930), ii, 110-116, so far as it can be checkt·u from pther -sourc~s, 
is scrupulously accurate. 

2 Ihid. pp. Z3 1 -232. 3 Ibid. Pl'. 233-Z40. 

4 1. Steinberg, .'lis ich Volkskommissar war (Munich, 19Z9), pp. ZII-2IZ. 
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Russians and occupied by German forces until such time as order 
had been restored there. The battle in the central committee was 
renewed on the same day. Lenin for the first and last time issued 
an ultimatum on his own account. If" the policy of revolutionary 
phrase-making" continued, he would resign from the government 
and from VTsIK. The hard choice had to be faced. He brushed 
aside an attempt by Stalin to suggest that it could once again be 
postponed by reopening negotiations with the Germans; 

Stali n is wrong when he says that it is possible not to sign. 
These conditions must be signed. ]f you do not sign them, 
you will sign the death warrant of the Soviet power within three 
weeks .... The German revolution is not yet ripe. That will 
take months. The tcrms must be accepted. l 

Trotsky once more stated his objections. Resistance would have 
been possible if the rarty had been united. To sign peace meant 
" to lose support among the leading elements of the proletariat ". 
Unconvinced though he was, he did not wish to stand in the way 
of the unity of the party; hut he could not in the new conditions 
" remain and carry the personal responsibility for foreign affairs ". 
\Vhen the crucial vote was taken Trotsky, Joffe, Krcstinsky and 
Dzershinsky abstained, thus allowing Lenin's motion to accept 
t he German terms to be carried by seven votes (Lenin, Zinoviev, 
Sverdlov, Stalin, Sokolnikov, Smilga, Stasova) against foor 
(Bukharin, Lomov, Buhnoy and Uritsky).2 On the same evcning 
the same proposal came before VTsIK, and, at 4.30 n,n the 
morning of February 24, aftcr an effective speech by Lenin, was 
carril:d by II() votes to 84; even this comparatively favourable 
result was only secured through the ahstcntion of most of the 
Bolshevik opponents of the proposal, who could not make common 
cause with the Right and Left SRs and Mensheviks against the 
decision of their party . .1 A telegram accepting thc German terms 
was at once despatched to German hcadquarters. 4 The delegation, 

I Lenin, S'uthineni,'(/, xxii, 277; the ultimatum was repeated in the same 
It'nns in tIlt" same day's issue of Pravda (ibid. xxii, 276). 

2 Pr%koly TSf'1I/rai'nogo Kumiteta RS'DRP (1921), Pl'. 247-2.'i2. 
3 Lenin, Sorhinen(VfI, xxii, ooR. No official record of this session of VTsIK 

was evc,r public.hed; the text of Lenin's speech is in ibid., xxii, 280-283, a 
graphic account of the meeting in M. Philips Price, M)· ReminiscrnCl's oj the 
Russian R,'volutioll (1921), pp. 247-249 . 

.. Mirnye Pereguvory v Brest-Litovske, i (1920), 208. 
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headed this time by Sokolnikov and Chicherin - since neither 
Trotsky nor Joffe was prepared to sustain the final humiliation -
left the same day for Brest-Litovsk with instructions to sign 
without argument or discussion. 1 

A final concession was required. The Turkish delegation, 
which had arrived late on the scene, demanded and obtained the 
three frontier districts of Kars, Ardahan and Batum, which had 
been taken from Turkey forty years earlier. Then on March 3, 
1918, after a formal protest by Sokolnikov against all act offol'Ce 
majeure, the Brest-Litovsk treaty was signed. Under this treaty 
Russia renounced all rights over the city of Riga and its hinterland, 
the whole of Courland and Lithuania and a part of White Russia, 
the destiny of which was to be decided by Germany and Austria
Hungary" in agreement with their population"; recognized the 
German occupation of Livonia and Estonia until" proper national 
institutions" had been established there; agreed to make peace 
with the Ukrainian Rada; and eeded Kars, Ardahan and Batum, 
whose population would" reorganize" these districts in agreement 
with Turkey. Diplomatic intercourse between Soviet Russia and 
the central Powers was to be resumed on the ratification of the 
treaty. The financial clauses were less drastic, and there was a 
mutual waiver of indemnities and other claims. But the provision 
that each party should be responsible for payment for the mainten
ance of its nationals who had been pris()ner~ of war put what 
was in fact an immense financial burden on Soviet Hu::sia. These 
details, however, counted for lit tIc compared wit h the vast and 
fertile 'territories whlch Russia was called on to abandon to the 
will of the enemy. 

In Moscow the formalities of ratification had still to be 
approved and carried out. The seventh party congress, meetinr: 
on March 6, 1918,2 repeated the old arguments on both sides. 
Lenin made one of hi~ finest speeches: the" triumphal proces
sion " of the first weeks of the revolution was over, and it was lime 
to face harsh realities by arming and working. Trotsky for the 

I A pamphlet by Sokolnikov (Brestskii .fI.1ir (1<)20)) contains picturesque 
details of an eventful journey. 

2 The decision to hold a party congress had heen taken, in view of the 
divisions in the central committee, on January 1<)!February I, 1<)18 (Prolo/wly 
Tsentral'1wgo Komi/cia RSDRP (1<)29), p. 216); the formal notice convening it 
for March 5 appeared in Pravda of Fehruary 5/18, 1918. 
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last time stated his dissent from Lenin, hut refused to vote against 
him. The result was a foregone conclusion. The motion proposed 
by I,enin approving ratification was carried by 2S votes to 9. 
Then on March leI, 19I5, the fourth All-Russian Congress of 
Soviets, after two days of stormy debate during which no less than 
six opposition groups put forward resolutions, passed the govern
ment motion to ratify hy a majority of 7H4 to 2(n. The long 
debate was closed at last. Neither it nor the German advance 
was ever reopened. (;erman military power, which conditioned 
them both, was strained to its last cOIlvulsive effort in the great 
western oft'ensive launched ten days after the final vote of ratifica
tion, and never recovered its freedom of action in the cast. 

I n the last stages of the Brest-Litovsk discussions a new factor 
emerged which was destined to be of great importance in Soviet 
foreign policy. The dogmatic ahsolutism which assumed that 
the Soviet rt-gime must maintain an attitude of equal and UIl

qualified hostility to all capitalist governments (and they to it), 
and objected on this ground even to the conclusion of a separate 
peace, was not seriously tenable. According to any reasonable 
estimate, it was the split in the capitalist world which had enabled 
the Soviet C;overnrnent to establish itself and was the best insur
ance for its survival. As Radek wrote some years later, it was 
the" fundamental fact" which "stood at the cradle" of Soviet 
foreign policy. r Lenin cautiously recognized this in his Theses 
on tlie Question 0/ tltt' Immediate Conclusiull of a S'cparate and 
Amw.\'llt iOIl/st Pmre : 

By concluding a separate peace, we are freeing ourselves in 
the largest measure possihle at the present moment from both 
warring imperialist groups; hy utilizing their mutual enmity we 
utilize the war, which makes a bargain between them against 
us diflicult. 2 

From this recognition of the pragmatic value of the division in the 
enemy camp it was only a short step to the conscious exploita
tion of it as an asset of Soviet foreign policy, and to the abandon
ment of any doctrinal assumption of the uniform and unvarying 
hostility of the capitalist world. 

I K. Hadek, Die Auswiirtige Politii< Sowjet-Russlands (Hamburg, 1(21), 

pp. 80-81. 2 Lenin, Sochineniya, xxii, 198. 
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On the allied side the dilemma was also piquant. Were the 
allied capitalist Powers to seek the cooperation of a revolutionary 
socialist government against a capitalist foe? They, too, like the 
Bolsheviks, were at first inhibited by what some called principles 
and others prejudices. Sadoul's eccentricities were barely tolerated 
by his superiors; and Judson's initial approach to Trotsky had 
earned him a snub from Washington. But the idea was too fruitful 
to be lightly discarded. The official American ban on dealings 
with the Bolsheviks lent increased importance to Haymond 
Robins, who had quasi-official status, but was not hound by the 
orders of the State Department. During the early stages of the 
negotiations at Brest-Litovsk both Robins and Sadoul were in 
constant touch with Trotsky, putting forward pleas in favour of 
resistance to Germany. Since these pleas had no governmental 
backing, they can scarcely have carried much weighL! The two 
enthusiasts did, however, make some impression, however transi
tory, on their respective ambassadors. On December s/r8, 1917, 
Sadoul persuaded the French Ambassador, NOlllcns, to receive a 
visit from Trotsky, and Trotsky to make the visit --- a remarkable 
feat, though unproductive of any useful result. 2 On December 
20, 1917/January 2, 1918, after the first adjournment of the 
Brest-Litovsk peace negotiations, Robins persuaded the American 
Ambassador, Francis, to draft a telegram for eventual despatch 
to the State Department, recommending the American Govern
ment, in case of an imminent resumption of hostilities by the 
Bolsheviks against Germany, " to render all aid and assistance 
possiljle ", and an equally tentative note to the" Commissaire 
for Foreign Affairs ", to he llsed simultaneously with the telegram, 
informing him of this recommendation. Copies of these drafts 
were given to Robins, no doubt to show to Trotsky.> Up to this 
point the initiative had rested with Sadolll and Robins. But 
after Trotsky's first return from Brest-Litovsk, and while he was 

I 1- Sauoul, Notes sur la Rhwlution lJolchcz,iqlle (19H», containing a serit's 
of almost daily letters to Albert Thomas, fully documents his activities at this 
time. Robins's personal papers have been preserved, anu may shortly be made 
available; W. Hard, Raymoud RobillS' Own Stm"}, (N .Y_. 11)20), is uisappointingly 
vague in facts anu dates, and adds little to other sources. 

Z J. Saunul, Notes Sllr la Rh'olalion Bolchl'viqllt' (1919). p_ I5H. 
j Russian-American Relations, eu_ C. K. Cummings and \V. Pettit (N.Y., 

It) 20 ), pp. 66-67. 
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fighting the battle of his" no war, no peace" formula in the party 
central committee, he made an approach to both of them. To 
Sadoul he showed Hoffmann's map on which the frontier de
manded by the German delegation was marked, and made a 
more or less formal statement: 

\Ve do not want to sign this peace, but what is to be done? 
A holy war? Yes, we shall proclaim it, but what will be the 
result·? The moment has corne for the allies to decide. 

To Robins he must have spoken in the same sense, though the 
only recorded part of this conversation was Trotsky's enquiry 
about the prospects of recognition of the Soviet ri-gime by the 
j\merican Government and Robins's non-committal answer. 1 

Neither of these approaches produced any effect in the allied camp. 
Kameney, whose amiable disposition and manners seemed to fit 
him for a mission of propitiation, was despatched to London and 
Paris to seek help from the western allies against Germany. He 
landed at Aberdeen on February 23, I<)TR, and, having been 
relieved by the immigration authorities of his papers, was allowed 
to proceed to London, where he saw a few 1\1.1'.s and other public 
men. But he was not officially received and, when it was ascer
tained that the French C;overnment refused to admit him, was 
unceremoniously deported. z 

The crucial moment in these strange and halting negotiations 
came with the breakdown of the Brest-Litovsk negotiations after 
the" no war, no peace" declaration of January zR/February 10, 

ll) I R, and Trotsky's second return to the capital. Trotsky, having 
renounced the revolutionary war, yet still struggling against 
acceptance of a German peace, was now keenly eager to explore 
the forlorn hope of western help in resisting German menace. 
Kamenev's departure from Petrograd on his ahortive journey 

I J. Sadoul, NO/f's sur ia Rh"J/utilJlz [Jlllrhc1,iqlli' (191<», p. 204; Papers 
Ut·llllillK to Ihe Forf'igll Relatiolls oj the United Stall'S, TIllS: Russia, i (19J I), 
351:L The Sadoul conversation was reported on January 11/24, 1 'J 17 ; the Robins 
conversation took place on that day; it wag on the same day, no doubt after the 
conversations, that the" no war, no peace" formula was endorsed by the 
eentral committee. 

J. This episode is descrihed, partly from oral sources, in J. W. Wheeler
Bennett, D,.,.st-J,itm's": The Forgol/en Peace (1939), pp. 284-286; the suhject 
was twice raised by Ramsay l\iacDonald in the House of Commons (House oj 
Commons: 5th Saies, ciii, /478-1479, 1494; 1606-1607, 1(26). 
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coincided with the arrival in Petrograd of Bruce Lockhart as 
unofficial British agent. Lockhart's first interview with Trotsky on 
February 15, I9IR, endcd with Trotsky's words: "Now is the 
big opportunity for thc allied governmcnts ".1 Thereafter Lock
hart joined Radoul and Rohins as an active advocate of alii cd 
assistance to the Bolsheviks against the Germans. Thc Gcrman 
denunciation of the armistice and renewal of military operations 
on February 18 increased thc urgency of the Sovict dcmand and 
stung the hitherto apathctic French Amhassador into an ofi"er of 
assistance. Z On February 22, 1918, thc American Amhassador 
was ablc to telegraph to \Vashington that" five allied ,unbassadors 
agrccd to support rcsistance if offered, and Frcnch and Rritish 
through their enginecr ofIicers are assistillg Red Guard destroying 
railway to prevent German advance " . .1 

I t was on the same day that the proposal to accept French and 
British aid camc up for full-dress debate in the central committee 
of the party. It was the mGmcnt when the revised German tcrms 
had been received in Pctrograd, while the fin:!l decision to accept 
them still hung in the halance, and Trotsky was still clutching at 
straws in 01 der to avoid acceptance. It was an instructive dcbatc, 
revealing a straight cleavage hetwecn " rca!ists ", who heliewd 
that the regime in its present plight, and whatever its attitude 
to the German terms, could not reject aid from whatcvcr source, 
and" Leftists ", whose rcvolutionary principles stiJl forhade any 
partnership with capitalist Powcrs. Compared with recent divi
sions. in the party there was some cross-voting. Jofle, a fervent 
advocate of rejection of the German terms, now argued that it 
was " necessary to accept everything that aids our resistance"; 
on the other hand, Sverdlov, who had always voted with Lenin 
for acceptance of the German terms, now opposed Trotsky's 
proposal to accept allicd aid, not, as he carefully explained, on 
grounds of principle, hut bel:ause the English and French were 
" discredited in thc eyes of the broad masses of Russia ;'. In 

r H. H. Bruce Lockhart, l11emu;rs uf a British Agent (193Z), p. 22~L 
2 J. Noulens, ]\,1(111 Ambassade en Russie S.)vieliqllr, i (1933), p. 223; Sadoul, 

writing on Fehruary 20, I'1I~, attributt!s the initiative to himself (Notes sllr La 
RL'voLlltiulI Ilolchevique (1'11<), p. 241); but the instructions of the Quai u'Orsav 
to Noulens arc confirmed in Foreigtl Relatiolls of the UII;ted States, 1918': 
Russia, i (1\131), 383. 

j Ibid. i, 386. 
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general, however, it was those who had voted on principle for the 
revolutionary war who now voted, equally on principle, for 
rejecting ai(1 from the capitalist Powers. Bukharin, once again 
the leader of the Leftists, not only accllsed the allies of having a 
plan to make Russia into their" colonies ", but thought it " in
admissible to cnjoy the support of any kind of imperialism" : 
he concluded with the formal proposal" to enter into no kind of 
understandings with the French, English and American missions 
respecting the purchase of arms or the employment of the services 
of officers and engineers". II ritsky lamented that" having seized 
power, \\'e have forgotten about worlel revolution"; the majority 
was thinking in military terms instead of contemplating" urgent 
action on the German proletariat". Buhnov complained that 
" our internationalism is being bartered away". Trotsky's motion 
to accept from any source, even from capitalist governments, 
though '.vit hout entering into any political obligations, cVl~rything 
needed to" arm and equip our revolutionary army with aJJ essential 
requirements", ,vas carried by six votes to ti vc. Lenin was not 
present at the meeting. The minutes contain a note from him in 
the following terms: 

I request you to add my vote in favour of taking potatoes 
and ammunition from the Anglo-French imperialist robbers. 

It is uncertain whether the note was read at the meeting or whether 
it was added afterwards. At the conclusion of the meeting 
Bukharin resigned his membership of the central committee and 
his editorship of Prtwda: he felt still more keenly ahout voluntary 
acceptance of aid from one group of capitalists than about forced 
submission to the terms of the other. This was the occasion on 
which, according to Trotsky, Bukharin wept on his shoulder and 
exclaimed: "They are turning the party into a dung-heap ".! 

Except as a noteworthy opportunity for declarations of prin
ciple and policy, this debate remained without effect. The decision 
to bow to the German ultimatum was taken in the central com
mittee twenty-four hours later. Until the treaty was signed and 
ratified, however, the issue remained; and a small group of allied 
representatives, notably Robins and Lockhart, continued to work 

I Prntokoly TSl'IliYal'no{{o Komiteta RSIJRP (1929), pp. 243-246; L. 
Trotsky, Moya Zhi:::n' (Berlin, 1930), ii, II8. 
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for aid to the Soviet Government in the event of renewed resist
ance to Germany, though their eHorts were hampered by inditIer
ence in London and Washington and the now evidently impending 
Japanese moves in the Far East. On l\1arch I, H)l8, before the 
actual signature at Brest-Litovsk, at a moment when the German 
armies were still advancing on Petrograd and it had heen decided 
to move the capital to Moscow, Lockhart had his tirst interview 
with Lenin, who appraised the situation coldly and critically. 
The" scandalous" peace terms would be signed. But" how long 
would the peace hold"? The Bolsheviks regarded Anglo
American capitalism "as almost as hateful as (;erman militar
ism"; but for the moment German militarism was the immediate 
menace. I ,cnill continued: 

Our ways ... are not your ways. \Ve can aHurd to com
promise temporarily with capital. It is even necessary, for, if 
capital were to unite, we should be crushed at this stage of our 
development. Fortunately for us, it is in the nature of capital 
that it cannot unite. So long, therefore, as the German danger 
exists, I am prepared to risk a cooperation wit h the allies, 
which sh0uld be temporarily advantageous to both of us. In 
the event of German aggression, 1 am eY~n willing to accept 
military support. At the same time I am quite convinced that 
your government will never sce things in this light. It is a 
reactionary government. It will cooperate with the Russian 
reactionaries. I 

Two .days later the treaty was signed at Brest-Litovsk, and the 
German advance stayed. Hut Trotsky, still unreconcikd and less 
realistic than I,enin in his estimate of the allied attitude, tried 
yet another throw. On March 5, 19 I R, the day on which the 
delegation returned from Brest-Litovsk, he once more saw 
Robins, who asked him for a statemcnt in writing to send to 
Washington. The statement, drafted by Trotsky and confirmed 
by Lenin, put three questions, conti~gent on the non-ratification 
of the treaty and the renewal of hostilities with Germany: 

I. Can the Soviet Government rely on the support of the 
United States of America, Great Britain and France in its 
struggle against Germany? 

2. What kind of support could be furnished in the nearest 

I R. H. Bruce Lockhart, ,~1emoirs of a British Agent (1<)32), p. 23\1. 
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future, and on what conditions - military equipment, trans
portation supplies, living necessities? 

3. What kind of support would be furnished particularly and 
especially by the United States? 

Two supplementary and more specific questions were put in less 
formal terms. If Japan seized Vladivostok, what action would be 
taken by the allief', and in particular by the United States? What 
prospect ,vas there of British aid through Murmansk and Arch
angel? The questions were put on the explicit assumptions 
" that the internal and foreign policies of the Soviet Government 
will continue to he directed in accord with the principles of inter
national socialism. and that the Soviet Government retains its 
complete independence of all non-socialist governments". On 
the same day Trotsky put the same questions, orally and in a less 
precise form, to Lockhart, who telegraphed them to London. 1 In 
order to allow time for the consideration of these overtures in 
\Vashington and I ,ondon, Lenin agreed, at Hobins's urgent request 
to postpone from March 12 to March 14 the opening of the session 
of the All-Hussian Congress of Soviets which was to ratify the 
treaty.2 

lkfore Trotsky's statement had heen received in Washing
ton,3 President \Vilson had despatched to the fourth All-Russian 
Congress of Soviets on j\'larch I I, 1918, a telegram of greeting 
whose fulsome language did not attenuate its central message that 
" the government of the United States is unhappily not now in a 
position to render the direct and effective aid it would wish to 

I Trotsky's statement to Robins and Lockhart's report of his conversation 
with Trot,ky are in Russian-AmNican Uelatirlfls, ed. C. K. Cumminl-( and W. 
Pettit (N.Y., 1!}20), PI'. Xl-:-l+. This version of Trotsky's statement IS quoted 
from the Congressional Record; a dtffnent translation is prcstTvt'd in National 
Archives of the United States, Record Crnup 84: United States Embassy, 
l\iosl'oW ")1 X, Correspondence. No Russian oril-(inal has been found. 

2 Robins's testimony is in ('ttited States Settllle: Sub-Committee 011 the 
.'Judiciary, Uren'in!: 11/1(1 Liquor ill leresis mid Germall alld IJolslzevih Prnl'aganda 
(1<)1<), iii, :-loS . 

.I Hobins delivered it to the American Ambassador, Francis, at Volol-(da on 
1\1arch X (W. liard, Haym()lld I?nhins' On'" ."'Iury (N.Y., 1<)20), Pl'· 142-143). 
On March () Francis mention!'d Robim;'s conversation with Trotsky in a 
telegram to tl", State Department but reported only that Trotsky had pro
tested against" the threatened Japanese invasion of Siberia"; only on March 
J 2, on rc·ccipt of Wilson's message of the previous day, did Francis telegraph a 
summary of Trotsky's statement to Robins of 1\1arch 5 (National Archives of 
the United States, Record Group 59: 861.00/1262, 1302). 
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render ".1 Official circles in Washington were content to treat 
this message as a sufficient reply to Trotsky's embarrassing 
approach. Lockhart equally failed to obtain any lIScflll answer 
from the Foreign Office; and Balfour, in a wilfully ohtuse speech 
in the House of Commons on March J 4, H) I R, by anticipation 
defended Japanese -- and allied - intervention as designed" to 
help Russia". Two days later the ratification of the treaty was 
voted by the fourth All-Russian Congress of Soviets. The story 
is told that, before Lenin delivered the speech which swayed the 
congress to ratify, he beckoned Hobins to t he rostrum and asked 
him, first, whether he had any reply from Washington, and then, 
whether Lockhart had heard from I,Olldon. The reply to both 
questions was negative; and the treaty was ratified by a large 
majority.2 Even this did not finally close the door. Sadoul 
relates how on l\'iarch 20, HjI R, he persuaded Trotsky to ask for 
40 French officers to furnish technical advice and assistance in 
the reorganization of the army.1 It was the moment when 
Trotsky was first seeking to attract former Tsarist otTicers into the 
Red Army as specialists and commanders. 111 this delicate task 
French help and French influence might have counted for much. 
On the next day Trotsky had an intervie\Y \vith Robins and a 
member of the American military mis~ion, and made the request, 
which he confirmed in writing in the name of Sovnarkom to the 
head of the mission, for the assistance of an American officer 
" for the study of military questions and for cOIlwxions with 
you '!, and of" units of railroad ~;pecialists " to work in Moscow, 
in European Russia and in Siberia. 4 l\:'lthing came of this request. 
Three or four French officers were actually assigned; but, when 
Japanese intervention began in the first days of April, these 
" visibly disinterested themselves in the task for which they had 
been invited ".5 The revolutionary war, as the ultima ratio of the 
policy of fomenting world revolution at all costs, had been rejected 

I Foreigll Relati011s oj tlze [I"ited States, l()lS: Russia, i (1931), 31)5-.1'16. 
l W. Hard, Raymond Robins' Own Story, (N.Y., 11).20), pp. 151-152. 
J J. Sadoul, Notes sur fa IUvollltir)1l Bn/chc7'iqlll' (11)11)), p. 274. 
4 Tnltsky's lett.'r is in National Archi,,'s of th,' United States, Record 

Group 84: United States Embassy, J\1oscow, 1')IX, Correspondence. 
S J. Sadoul, Noles sur III R<''1'ollltiull Bo[c/ze'l'ique (11)11)). p. 386; later, 

Sadoul summed up by saying that, .. since Brest, Tmtsky and Lenin have 
multiplied their efforts to bring the Entente Powl'rs into close and loyal collabora
tion for the economic and military reorganization of Russia" (ibid. p. 22). 
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as impracticable. Now the attempt to resort to more conventional 
diplomacy hy playing ofT one group of hostile Powers against 
another had ended in failure. Every avenue appeared to have 
been closed. 

The Brest- Litovsk crisis, wrote Lenin in Prm,da in an article 
entitled A lIard hilt Necessary Lesson, would" appear as one of the 
greatest historical turning-points in the history of the Russian
and international--- revolution". J It was a significant eminence 
from which it was possible to look back on the past and forward 
to the future. The Brest-Litovsk crisis brought to a head the 
unresolved dilemma of the relations of Soviet Russia to the world, 
the dilemma of an authority which aspired to act at one and the 
same time as the driving-force of world revolution and as the 
sovereign power of a state in a world of statcs; and it was at this 
time that the durable foundations of Soviet foreign policy were 
laid. The fundamental debate was between the advocates of a 
policy of rejecting the German terms and waging a revolutionary 
war -- at lirst a large majority of the party---- among whom 
Bukharin, Joffe, Dzerzhinsky and Radek were the most con
spicuous, and Lenin's immediate followers including Zinoviev, 
Stalin and Sokolnikov, who, numerically weak at the outset, 
derived increasing strength from Lenin's pcrsuasive persistence 
and from thc harsh realities of thc situation. Trotsky, brilliant, 
original and resourceful, somctimcs wilful and misguided, always 
dif1icult to fit into any catcgory or group, occupied an eccentric 
and shifting position which tended to blur the main issue. All 
this rccallcd the Trotsky of thc pcriod after 1903; what was new 
in his attitude was a profound personal regard for Lenin which 
coloured and oftcn determined his final decisions. 

That the survival of the rcvolution in Russia depended on its 
prompt extension to central and western Europe was so unques
tioningly assumed that it was natural for the Bolsheviks to helieve 
both that rcvolution in Europc was imminent and that their 
primary task was to hasten and promote it. These beliefs, held 
with all thc rcvolutionary enthusiasm of the October victory, 
would !lot lightly be abandoned. The acceptance of Rrest-Litovsk 

I Lenin, Sochineniya, xxii, 290. 
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seemed an assault on both these articles of faith. The existing 
position in Europe, exclaimed Bukharin at the seventh party 
congress, could only be described as " the collapse, the dissolution 
of the old capitalist relations" under the stress of war. lIe cited 
the strikes and the setting up of Soviets in Vienna and Budapest 
in January 1918, and the strikes in Germany later in the same 
month, as proof that revolution in Europe was well on the way. 
This was the moment which Lenin chose to introduce a policy of 
peaceful cohabitation between Soviet Russia and the capitalist 
Powers. To accept the treaty was to saw away the first plank 
of Soviet policy --- the promotion and encouragement of world 
revolution. 

We said and we say [Bukharin went on bitterly] that in the 
end everything depends on whether the international n:volution 
conquers or does not conquer. In the end, the intcrnational 
revolution--- and t hat alone -- is our salvation .... Renouncing 
international propaganda, we renounce the keenest-edged 
weapon that we had. 1 

Bukharin anu his followers held firmly to the view that to 
wage "revolutionary war" against capitali~t govcrnmcnts was 
the prime function of the Soviet power, and one which could not 
be abandoned because the immediate pro<:pects were forbidding. 
It was a view which continued to enjoy more sympathy in the 
party than the final votes 011 the treaty showed. 

Lenin '8 approach to the probkm was more complex. Since 
1905 he had never wavered for a moment in the firm conviction 
that tbe support of the European proletariat was a condition of a 
victorious sociail"t revolution in Russia, and had explicitly foreseen 
at the first All-Russian Congress of Soviets in June n:JI7 that, after 
the seizure of power, " circumstances may force us into the position 
of a revolutionary war ", though he had added with light-hearted 
optimism: 

I t will be enough for you to declare that you are not pacifists, 
that you will defend your republic, the workers' proletarian 
democracy, against German and French and other capitalists
that will be enough to make peace secure. 2 

I Sed'moi S"ezd Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (1923), pp. 34-35,40 -+1. 
2 Lenin, Sochineniya, xx, 487. 
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But Lenin had also clung just as firmly, ever since 1905, to 
the other essential prerequisite of the Russian revolution - the 
alliance of the proletariat with the peasantry; and at the critical 
moment in October H) I 7 it was the peasants, clothed in the guise 
of a demoralized army clamouring for peace and land, who were 
Lenin's main preoccupation. The decrees on the land and on 
peace ---- the latter apparently attaching so much importance to 
peace and so little to world revolution - were the product of 
these anxieties. The revolutionary alliance was cemented after 
the all-Russian peasant congress of November I917, when the 
Left SRs entered the Soviet Government. "At present", said 
Lenin, arguing the nccessity of accepting the" shameful" peace, 
" we rdy for su ppo!'t not only on the proletariat, hut on the 
poorest peasantry which will ahandon us if the war continues." 1 

In the Brest-J,itovsk debate at the seventh party congress Dubnov, 
one of Bukharin's follower", not unaptly described the October 
revolution as " a simultaneous wager on international revolution 
and on the peasant". 2 It was left to Hyazanov, learned -Marxist 
and ('ujallt tcrrihh· of the party, to hlurt out at the congress that 
the proletarian party" was bound to be confronted with a dilemma 
at the mOlllcnt when it seizcd power, and would have to decide 
the question whether to rely on the peasant masses or on the 
proletariat of western Europe ".] 

LeIlin steadfastly refused to admit the question in this form. 
I n his mind no incompatibility could exist between the two essen
tial conditions of t he victory of socialism in Russia. In his] anuary 
theses 011 the conclusion of peace he had asked for no more than 
" a certain interval of time, not less than a few months, during 
which the socialist government must have its hands completely 
free to overcome the bOll rgeoisie first of all in its own country". 4 

I n the debates of the central committee Stalin and Zinoviev 
offered him heavy-handed support: Stalin declared that" there 
is no revolutionary movement in the west, no facts, only a poten
tiality ", and Zinoviev argued that, though " by making peace 
we shall strengthen chauvinism in Germany and for a certain time 
weaken the movement everywhere in the west ", this was at least 

I Lenin, SociLinl"niyu) xxii, 200. 

L Sed'I//()i S"e:::d Rossiis/wi Kmmmmistidzeslwi Partii (19Z3), p. 63. 
j Ibid. p. 87. 4 Lenin, Sochineniya, xxii, 194. 
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better than " the ruin of the socialist republic". Lenin rejected 
support based on either of these arguments. There was" a mass 
movement in the west" though the revolution had not yet begun; 
and, if the Bolsheviks changed their tactics on that account, they 
would be "traitors to international socialism". On the other 
hand, if Zinoviev was right, and if "the German movement is 
capable of developing at once in the event of a rupture of peace 
negotiations", then " we ought to sacrifice ourselves, since the 
German revolution will be far more powerful than ours ". I In 
his speech at the seventh party congress Lenin repeated in categori
cal terms what he had said many times before and was to say 
many times again: 

It is not open to the slightest doubt that the final victory of 
our revolution, if it were to remain alone, if there were no 
revolutionary movement in other countries, wonld be hopeless . 
. . . Our salvation from all these diHiculties, I repeat, is an aIJ
European revolution. 2 

Little more than a month afterwards, in his polemic against the 
Left opposition, he once more established the position of principle: 

In the question of foreign policy two fundamental line~; 
confront us - the proletarian line which says that the socialist 
revolution is dearer than anything else ~,nd above anything else, 
and that we must take into account whether it is likely to arise 
quickly in the west or not, and the other line, the bourgeois line, 
which says that for me the status of a great Power ,tnd national 
independence are dearer than anything else and above anything 
else. 3 

And again: 

He is no socialist who has not proved hy deeds his readiness 
for the greatest sacrifices on the part of " his own" country, 
if only the cause of the socialist revolution can be really 
advanced. 4 

These were not the words of a man who believed that, by acccpting 
the Brest-Litovsk peace, he had sacrificed the cause of revolution 
in Europe. And when eight months l"ter Germany was on the 

I Protokoly Tsentral'nogo Komi/cta RSDRP (1929), pp. 2°4-2°5; Lenin, 
Sochi1le1li:ya, xxii, 202. 2 Ihid. xxii, 319. 

J Ibid. xxii, 481. • Ibid. xxiii, 181. 
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verge of military defeat, and revolution seemed imminent over 
half the continent, Lenin could without much difficulty persuade 
himself that this was the reward and the consequence of the 
Brest-Litovsk policy: 

Now even the blindest of the workers of the different 
countries will see how right the Bolsheviks were in basing all 
their tactics on support of a world-wide workers' revolution and 
in not fearing to make various most heavy sacrifices. 1 

Lenin turned the tahles on the advocates of the" revolutionary 
war" by attempting to prove that what had really been done at 
Brest-Litovsk was to sacrifice short-sighted national pride to the 
long-term cause of world revolution. 

Lenin's disagreements with Trotsky over Brest-Litovsk were 
less profound than those which separated him from the followers 
of Bukharin. Trotsky's strong personality and his dramatic rMe 
in the Brest-Litovsk story gave them a greater practical importance 
and a greater prominence in the eyes both of contemporaries and 
of posterity. But the popular picture of Trotsky, the advocate of 
world revolution, clashing with Lenin, the champion of national 
security or socialism in one country, is so distorted as to be almost 
entirely false. Trotsky's agility of mind and flamhoyance of 
manner constantly led him to assert in its most extreme and dog
matic form any position which he happened at a given moment to 
occupy. If Trotsky, in his capacity as People's Commissar for 
Foreign Affairs, treated it as his main function to raise the banner 
of world revolution, he was also assiduous and eloquent in asserting 
national interests. The revolution was a fortnight old when 
Trotsky taunted " the ruling classes of Europe" with failing to 
realize that the peace decree was" a proposal emanating from a 
state which represented many millions of people ".2 A few days 
later he proudly announced that " every Russian citizen, be he 
even a political emigrant or a revolutionary soldier in France, now 
finds himself under the protection of the governmental authority 

I Lenin, S()chillcniyn, xxiii, 215. Another speech a few weeks later is still 
more' explicit: "At the time of the Bn'st peace we had to go in the face of 
patriotism. We said: If you are a socialist, you must sacrifice your patriotic 
feelings in the name of the international revolution, which is coming, which has 
not yet come, but in which you must bl'IiCVC if you are an internatio~alist " (ibid. 
xxiii,3 13)· 

" Prot()/wEy Znsedanii VTslK :1 8()zyv(l (1918), p. 40. 
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of the Russian revolution" ; I and it was about the same time that 
the Serbian Minister in Petrograd complained that the Bol
sheviks were "the most out-and-out imperialists" and that 
" in foreign policy there is really no difference between Sazonov 
and Trotsky ".2 In the Brest-Litovsk controversy, though 
Trotsky was the most eloquent and ingenious advocate of world. 
revolution, he was also the champion of the policy of playing otl 
one group of capitalists against the other; he was at the opposite 
pole to those who stood on the ground of pure revolutionary 
principle unsullied by compromise or expediency. "Facts inter
sect", as Trotsky said in the central committee, " and therefore 
there can be a middle position ".3 It was this capacity to bestride 
two extreme positions which had madc Lenin reproach Trotsky 
in the past with lack of principle: .. It is impossible to argue with 
Trotsky on the substance," he had written bittcrly in 191 r, 
" since he has no opinions." 4 The mutual confidence between 
the two men which had developed since the summer of 1917 did 
not alter this ditlerence of intellectual approach. 

\Vhat therefore ultimately resulted from the long debates over 
Brest-Litovsk was not the dramatic defeat of one principle by 
another, but the slow hammering out of a sYllthesis which was to 
shape Soviet relations with the world for several years to come. 
The process of argument as well as the pressure of events gradually 
narrowed the rift bet ween Lenin and Trotsky, even when the 
Leftists remained irreconcilable. Trotsky's initial en,phasis on 
\vorld revolution was based on a serious exaggeration of revolu
tionary prospects in Cermany. At the outset his optimism had 
been shared by Lenin and the whole party; and the strikes in 
Austria and Germany in January HJI8 seemed for a moment to 
revive Hagging hopes. \Vhcre Trotsky erred was in clinging to this 
optimism long after Lenin had abandoned it. \Vhen he announced 
his" no war, no peace" formula to the astonished German delega
tion at Brest-Litovsk, he expressed the firm cOIlviction that " the 
German people and the peoples of Austria-IIungary will not 
allow" a resumption of hostilities."' Even after the Germans had 

J 'rrotsky, Sochinell(va, iii, ii, 17~). 

2 1. Maisky, Vmsll1lyaya P"litilw RSFSR, I<)I7-I<);!;] (1<)22\, p. 24. 
] PrntukoZv Tse1ltral'1lo!:o Komi/l'ta RSDUP (1<)29), p. 251. 
4 Lenin, ~"ochi1len(1'a, xv, 303. 
5 Mirnye Perl·gm)ory v Brest-Litovshe, i (1920), 209. 
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announced the resumption of hostilities on February 18, 1918, 
he still thought it " indispensable to wait and see what impression 
this will produce on the German people" and" how this influences 
the German workers ".1 His objection to acceptance of the Ger
man ultimatum was the likelihood that it would merely open 
" the possibility of further ultimatums ".2 Thus Trotsky gradu
ally moved over into a position where he contested only the 
accuracy of Lenin's diagnosis, not the rightness of Lenin's policy 
if the diagnosis were correct. On the other hand, Lenin, while 
insisting on the needs of national defence, was so far from abandon
ing world revolution that he constantly stressed it as the supreme 
goal of his policy. What was necessary was a breathing space to 
complete the overthrow of the hourgeoisie and to organize at 
home; having made peace" we shall free hoth our hands, and 
then we shall be able to wage a revolutionary war with international 
imperialism ".3 

To assume that there will be no breathing space and that 
there will be constant ultimatums [said Stalin answering Trotsky] 
is to believe that there is no movement at all in the west. We 
assume that the Germans cannot do everything. \Ve also put 
our stake on the revolution, hut you reckon in weeks and we in 
months. 4 

Sokolnikov added that they would" sign the terms as a limited 
postponement in order to prepare for revolutionary war", Lenin 
confirming that he too thought it " indispensable to prepare for 
revolutionary war ".5 And a party manifesto afterwards issued to 
explain the decision to accept the German terms concluded with 
an argument based on the interests of world revolution: 

By upholding Soviet power we render the best and most 
powerful support to the proletariat of all countries in its unpre
cedentedly difficult and onerous struggle against its own bour
geoisie. There could be no greater blow now to the cause of 
socialism than the colJapse of Soviet power in Russia. 6 

I Proto/wly Tselltral'llO/!,o Komiteta RSDRP (1929), PI'. 231, 241. 
2 Ibid. p. 248. 3 Ibid. p. 201. 
4 Ibid. p. 250; with one exception (Stalin, Sochineniya, iv, 27) Stalin's inter

ventions in these debates in the central committee are not reprinted in his 
cullected works. 

, Protokoly Tselltral'no/!,u Komiteta RSDRP (1929), p. 251. 
(, Ihid. (1929), p. 292. 
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This was national defence, but national defence with a difference: 

We are" defencists "; since October 25, I9I7, we have 
won the right to defend the fatherland. We are not defending 
the secret treaties, we have torn them up; we have revealed 
them to the whole world; we are defending the fatherland 
against the imperialists. We defend, we shall conquer. We do 
not stand for the state, we do not defend the status of a great 
Power: of Russia nothing is left save Great Russia. These are 
not national interests; we affirm that the interests of socialism, 
the interests of world socialism, are higher than national interests, 
higher than the interests of the state. We are" defencists " of 
the socialist fatherland. 1 

Thus the final precipitate of the Drest-Litovsk crisis was a 
foreign policy which was designed equally to promote world 
revolution and the national security of the Soviet republic, and 
denied any inconsistency between these two essential aims. 
\'\Torld revolution was the sole guarantee of national security; but 
national security was also a condition of the successful promotion 
of world revoJlltion. Scarcely had the immediate pressure of 
German intefvention been removed from the Soviet republic 
when the intervention of the opposing capitalist group began with 
the Japanese landing at Vladivostok on April 4, 191 ~L Thereafter, 
for two and a half years with one short intermission, Soviet Russia 
was in a state of undeclared war against the allied Powers. In 
conditions of war no incompatibility could in any case occur between 
the two facets of Soviet foreign plllicy. Military weakness made 
revolutionary propaganda among the peoples of the hostile Powers 
the most effective defensive weapon in the Soviet armoury. 

The facts of world history [wrote Lenin in November I918] 
have proved to those Russian patriots who will hear of nothing 
but the immediate interests of their country, conceived in the 
old style, that the transformation of our Russian revolution into 
a socialist revolution was not an adventure but a necessity ,~ince 
tlwre was no other choice: Anglo-French and American imperial
ism will inevitably strangle the independence and freedom of 
Russia unless world-wide socialist revolution, world-wide Bol
shevism triumphs. 2-

But the motive of national defence against the foreign invader and 
his agents could also be directly invoked, and invested Soviet 

I Lenin, Sochil1el1iYG, xxii, f 3- 1 4. Z /hid. xxiii, 2<)1. 
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policy, especially towards the end of this period, with an aura of 
Russian patriotism. It was only when the civil war ended, and the 
establishment of peaceful relations with the capitalist Powers was 
once more placed 011 the agenda in the early months of 1921, that 
the controversies and embarrassments of the dual policy onee 
more reared their head, as they had done in the more dramatic 
days of peace-making at Brest-Litovsk. In the meanwhile the 
two facets of Soviet foreign policy -- - the encouragement of world 
revolution and the pursuit of national security ~~ were merely 
different instruments of a single consistent and integrated purpose. 



CHAPTER 22 

THE IHTAL POLICY 

T w 0 harsh and disconcerting realities had heen revealed in 
the flashlight of the Brest-Litovsk crisis. The first was the 
abject military helplessness of the Soviet republic, whose 

territory lay wide open to the enemy on all sides. I,ittlc more than 
a month separated the cessation of the German offensive in White 
Russia and on the Baltic from the first Japanese landing in the 
Far East; and the extension and consolidation of the German 
occupation of the Ukraine proceeded uncheckell throughout this 
perioll. The second was the postponement of the European 
revolution, on which the confident calculations, not merely of a 
few optimist~, hut of every Bolshevik of any account, had been 
based. The January strikes in Vienna and Berlin had heen 
crushed; the German Government had been so successful in 
plastering over the cracks that even the Bolsheviks forgot that 
they had ever heen visible, and began, by process of reaction, to 
overestimate Germany's powers of resistance. The moral was 
clear. Whatever the future might hold, the Soviet rl~glme at the 
moment depended for its survival on its own wretched resources. 

The first overt reaction to this consciousness of isolation and 
weakness was a recognition of the need to organize military defence. 
I t was essential to Marxist teaching that the revolution would 
destroy the army, together with the other public institutions of 
the bourgeois state, and create its own armed forces on a different 
pattern: the condition of any popular revolution in Europe, v. rotc 
Marx at the time of the Paris commune, was" not to transfer the 
bureaucratic-military machine from one group to another, as has 
been done hitherto, but to destroy this machine ".1 Both the 

1 Marx i Engels, SocliillClIiYfl, xxvi, 105. Ll'nin in The Pruletarian Rt"/Julu
tiun and Rent'Kude Kautsky, written in the autumn of 1918, declared that" the 
first principle of every victorious revolution", as propounded by Marx and 
Engels, was" to smash the old army, to dissolve it and to replace it by a new ,'I 
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First and the Second Internationals passed resolutions demanding 
the abolition of standing armies and their replacement by what was 
variously described as a " people's militia" or " the nation in 
arms". Lenin in his Ll'ftas from Afar, written in Switzerland in 
March 11)17, wanted to "fuse the police, the army and the 
bureaucracy with the lIni1!ersally arlflf'd people" and to " create a 
really all-popular, general, universal militia under the leadership 
of the proletariat". He disclaimed having any" plan" for such 
a militia, but thought that it would" really arm the whole people 
universally and instruct it in the art of war", thus providing a 
guarantee "against all attempts to restore reaction, against all 
intrigues of Tsarist agents ".J In Statf' and Revolution he once 
Illore coupled the bureaucracy and the army as " the two most 
characteristic institutions" of the bourgeois state machine, which 
the revolution would have, not to take over, but to destroy.2 When, 
therefore, Bolshevik propagandists helped in the process of dis
integrating and dissolving the Russian army in 1<)17, they were 
acting consciously or unconsciously in accordance witb established 
party doctrine. Almost the only large units which retained their 
cohesion throughout tbe period of disorder and passed over more 
or less intact from the old army to the new were the Lettish 
regiments, which thus secured for themselves a certain notoriety 
in the early days of the revolution. 

The Red Guard which was the forerunner of the Red Army 
,vas conceived as a dilrerent kind of institution from the old army, 
resting on a difrerent class structure and a different outlook and 
purpose. It carne into existence in l'ctrograd, in the form of 
factory guards of workers, during the summer of 1917, and was 
recognized hy the Petrograd Soviet during the Kornilov affair as 
a "workers' militia". It was in the main a creation of the 
Bolsheviks and its ultimate loyalty was to the party. It was the 
Bolshevik delegation at the" democratic conference" in l\1oscow 
in September 1917 which demanded" the general arming of the 
workers and the organization of a Red Guard ".3 On the other 

one" (Sol'itilleniya, xxiii, 37H-379); but neither Marx nor Lenin himself before 
I" I 7 ever seems to have referred to the prospective revolutionary levies as an 
.. army". The word" army", like" bureaucracy" and like" state" itself, 
Ilad an unfriendlv connotation. 

I Lenin, ."'oJ/illell(va, xx, 35-37. '2 Ibid. xxi, 3!!!!. 
1 j'r%lw/y TSe/l/ral',IO!(O Komiteta RSDRP ("PO), p. 03. 
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hand, the Red Guard had no serious military training, and con
formed to the pattern laid down by Lenin in the previous March of 
a militia to defend the revolution against counter-revolutionary 
plots and intrigues rather than of an army equipped to fight in the 
field. The numbers of the Red Guard in Petrograd in October 
were official\y estimated at no more than 10,000 to 12,000. 1 In 
the wel\-organized coup which secured the victory of the October 
revolution it had no real military opposition to face. During the 
first weeks of the Soviet regime the main function of the Red 
Guard was to seize or protect public buildings, to ensure essential 
services and to guard the persons of the Soviet leaders. 

As the moment for the seizure of power approached, however, 
the ambiguities of the situation had already begun to preoccupy 
some of the Bolshevik leaders Long ago, under the immediate 
impulse of the experiences of 1905, Trotsky had written that the 
first task of a provisional revolutionary government would be " a 
radical reorganization of the army". 2 In J tine 1917 a conference 
of Bolshevik military organizations spoke cautiously of the need 
"to create material armed support for the revolution out of 
revolutionary-democratic elements in the army who join and follow 
the social-democrats ".1 But the predominant assumption was 
still that the torch of revolution, once sllccessfully kindled in 
Petrograd and Moscow, would quickly carry the conflagration 
throughollt the rest of Russia and throughout Europe, so that 
military operations in defence of the revolution against organized 
armies scarcely entered into the picture. The primary function 
of the three members of the first Sovnarkom who formed a joint 
" committee for military and naval affairs" was to complete the 
liquidation and demobilization of the old army. It was the forma
tion of organized armies by the" white " ~enerals, and the begin
nings of something like regular warfare in the Ukraine, which 
forced on the new regime the task of building up a military force 
capable of taking the field against them. The decision to create a 
Red Army is said to have been taken at a meeting of party leaders 

I Bol'shaya Sovetslwya Entsihlopediya, xxxiv (1937), 57'), art. Krasnaya 
Gvardiya; Trotsky mentions a contemporary estimate of 40,000, and considers 
it .. probably exaggerated" (I,. Trotsky, Istoriya Russhoi Re.'olyutsii (Berlin), 
ii, ii (1933), 207). 

1 Trotsky, Sochinrn(WJ, ii, i, 62. 
J VKP(B) v Rezolyutsiyahh (1941), i, 248. 
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on December 19, 1917/January I, 1918; the title" Workers' and 
Peasants' Red Army" was chosen at this time. r 

When this decision was taken, the peace negotiations at Brest
Litovsk had been adjourned for the first time and Trotsky was 
about to take his place at the head of the Soviet delegation. But 
the military danger was not yet fully realized and progress was 
slow. The Declaration of Hights of the Toiling and Exploited 
People originally adopted by VTsIK on January 3/16, 1918, 
announced the principle of" the arming of the toilers, the forma
tion of a socialist Hed Army of workers and peasants and the 
complete disarming of the propertied classes".2 Then, on January 
1512R, 1918, the day on which Trotsky returned to Brest-Litovsk 
with the mandate of the party central committee for the last stage 
of the negotiations, Sovnarkom issued a decree for the establish
ment of a " Workers' and Peasants' Hed Army" to be composed 
of volunteers drawn from" the more class-conscious and organized 
dements of the toiling masses ". This decree was followed a 
fortnight later hy another creating a " Socialist 'Yorkers' and 
Peasants' Red Fleet ".3 But how much these decrees meant in 
practice is another matter. It was afterwards recorded that in 
Petrograd, where the impulse to defend the revolution may he 
supposed to have heen at its strongest, only 5500 volunteers 
enlisted in the first month after the publication of the decree. 4 

Bllt on February 22, 1918, when the German advance had been 
resumed, and Hoffmann's final terms were on their way, a pro
clamation of Sovnarkom was published in Prm,da under the 
heading" The Socialist Fatherland is in Danger ". It proclaimed 
that" all the forces and resources of the country shall he devoted 
wholly to revolutionary defence; that workers and peasants along 
the line of the new front should mobilize battalions to dig trenches; 
and that all able-bodied persons of the bourgeoisie should be 
included in these battalions, working under the eyes of the Red 
Guard; and it concluded with the three-fold slogan: 

1 Unpublisht>d archives of the Red Army quoted in Voprosy Istorii, NO.2, 
I(J48, p. 50. I,enin, Stalin and Podvoisky (th(' senior memher of the collegium 
on military affairs) are named as present at the mceting; hut th(' mcntion of 
Stalin lllld omission of Trotsky are conventional for an article publish('d in 
194H, and not m·cl,ssarily authentic. 

, So/J'flllle Uzalwnenii, Ti)l7 '~lIJlS, No. IS, art. 215 . 
.I Ibid. No. 17, art. 245; No. Z3, lIrt. 325. 
4 G. S. Pukhov, Kill< Foomzhals)'l/ Petrograd (1933), p. 12. 
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The socialist fatherland is in danger! 
Long live the socialist fatherland! 
Long live the international socialist revolution! I 

This proclamation was the starting-point of the first real recruiting 
drive for the Red Army. Thc following day, Fehruary 23, after
wards camc to be celebrated as" Hcd Army Day"; 2 and Trotsky, 
in half-jesting defencc of his Brest-Litovsk policy, declared that 
" General Hoffmann's offensive helpcd us to bcgin serious work 
in creating the Hed j\rmy " . .1 According to the records the number 
of recruits in Pctrograd, which stood at a total of only .1.100 on 
February 2.1, had risen by .March 1 to 15,100.4 On March 4, 
J()I8, thc day after thc signature of the Brest-Litovsk treaty, camc 
thc announcement of Trotsky's resignation of his post as People's 
Commissar for Forcign Affairs and appointment as president of a 
Supreme \\'ar COllllcil. s 

From this time emphasis on national defence hccamc the 
constant themc of the Soviet leaders. At the seventh party con
gress which debated the ratification of Brest-Litovsk Lenin dwelt 
on thc military plight of the ('(JIllltry with IIllusual bitterness: 

I According to Trotsky, thl' phrase "the socialist fatherland" was hIs 
suggestion, and, when tht' Left SI{s protcs«'d, Lelllfl replied: "It shows a' 
once the change of IgO dcgn'es in our attitude to th" defence of tfw fatherland; 
it is exactly what we need" (L. Trotsky, () L""illf' (n.d. [192.11), p. 104). 

" How Fdl!"uary 21 cam" to he aec"pled as " Red Armv Day" is dliiicult to 

discover. The first" Red Army nay" to stimulat" recruiting was proclainll'd 
on January 28/February 10. I fJ I X (Uahoclu(vu i /(rcsf'yollshay(/ l~rtl.~· ,Iloya . .Jrmiya i 
Flot, No. 10 (55) of that datt')o A furtlwr" ]{"d Army Day" was proclailTll'd for 
thc same purpose on ]\'larch 22, 1<)111, and waS the oct'asion of a speech by 
Trotsky (scc p. ('5 Iwlow). For somc time authoritative SO\'lct writl'rs (e.g. 
Antonov-Ovset'nko in Z" "yal' Lei (1922), p. 155) wcn: in th,' habit of explaining 
that the decrec of January I52S. 1<)18, for the creation of the Red Army was 
first issued on February 21; thIS is, howcvcr, incorrect. The t'urrl'nt ofllClal 
party history, first published in I<I3X, f"fers to a rcpuls" of till' (;"rman in\'adl'r" 
at Narva and Pskov hy the Cl ne,,"' anny" and adds: H Ft:hruary 2.1 - the day ')rl 

which the forces of (-;ennan imperiahsm wcre rcpuls,·d· . is regarded as the 
birthday of the Hcd Army" (Hislory of Ih" Communist Party of III" ,<,'m'il'/ [inioTl 
(flolslll'.'illS) : ,','/lOrl COllrse (Eng!. trans!' 1931), p. 217)· 

J L. Trotsky, K,,/ .. Voorllz/wllls' RI'7JolYlllsl~\,(/, i (}()21), 14. 
4 G. S. Pukhov, Ka/~ Voorll'::iwls),o Petrogrlld (1931), p. J 3. 
S R. H. Bruce Lockhart, .'Hemuirs of {/ Uritish Agent (11)J2), p. 242. In the' 

first Sovnarknm the control of militarv affairs had hcen t'ntrllsted to a committee 
of thrce commissars, Anton()\'-()yse~'nko, Erylenko and Dybenko: this was 
presently expanded into an " all-Russian collegium" of which Trotsky was a 
memher (I.. Trotsky, Kal< T'ollrllzhllfflS' Rev'o/J'lItS(\'ll, i (11)23), 101-102). The 
Supreme War Council was a new creation. 
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A country of small peasants, disorganized by war, reduced 
by it to unheard of misery, is placed in an exceptionally difficult 
position: we have no army and we have to go on living side by 
side wit h a handit armed to the teeth. 

And again: 

It is the fault of the army that we arc making peace with 
imperialism. I 

The resolution of the congress in favour of ratification, since it 
was not to he published, was limited by no diplomatic restraints: 

The congress recognizes it as indispensable to ratify the 
hurdensome and humiliating treaty with (;ermany signed by 
the Soviet power, in view of the fact that we have no army, in 
view of the extremelv sick condition of the demoralized front 
line units, in view o( the necessity of taking advantage of any, 
even of the smallest, hreathing-space hefore the imperialist 
attack on the SO\'iet Socialist Republic .... 

Therefore the congress decl<lrcs that it recognizes as the 
first and fundamental task of our party, of the whole vanguard 
of t he conscious proletariat a1ld of the Soviet power, to take the 
most energetic, ruthlessly decisive, draconian measures to raise 
the self-discipline and discipline of the workers and peasants of 
Hussia, to explain the inevitahility of Russia's historical approach 
to a patriotic socialist! war of liberation, to create everywhere 
and on all sides mass organizations sternly linked and welded 
together hy a single iron will ... , and, finally, to provide for the 
universal, systematic, general training of the adult population 
without distinction of sex, in military skills and military 
operations.' 

And the resolution of VTs IK which approved ratification two days 
later went out of its way to affirm" the right and obligation to 
defend the socialist fatherland ".4 In the second half of March 
[<)18, with the treaty oflicially ratified and the Soviet Government 
established in its new capital, the task of organizing the Red Army 
hegan to assume paramount importance. A speech by Trotsky 

, Lenin, 5'{)chilll'III)'lI, xxii, -' IX-.lI9, JZ5. 
, The word "socialist" was adl!t·d to the familiar phrase used by all 

traditional Hussian hIstorians of the" patriotic" war of I!lI2: the echo was 
intentional and could be missed by no Hussian. 

J VKl'(B) v U"zo/yutsiYflkh (!C)4I), i, z7X. 
4 Lenin, Sochineniya, xxii, 410. 
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at the Moscow Sovict on March 19 was followed two days later 
by a proclamation in Trotsky's best rhetorical style on the needs 
of the new army; and t he next day, March 22, H)l8, was pro
claimed as "Hed Army Day" to stimulate the recruiting 
campaign. I 

Early in April a new post was created: Trotsky became 
People's Commissar for War.~ Hitherto the old Ministry of War, 
renamed the Conunisariat of \Var, had continued to deal with 
questions relating to the disbandment of thc old army and stood 
in an uncertain relation to the Soviet organs concerned with the 
creation of the Hed Army. The death of the old order and the 
birth of the new were treated as totally independcnt processes. 
When Trotsky added the title of People's C:ommissar for War 
to that of president of the Supreme \Var Council, he hrought all 
military organizations in the Soviet republic ullder a single control. 
The principle of unity and continuity v"as for the first time ten
tatively asserted. It becarT,e clear that to organize the Red Army 
from scratch, without taking advantage either of the accumulated 
experience or of the surviving machinery of the old Russian army, 
was a task vf herculean proportions. As time went Oil, more and 
more of the bricks and foundation-stones uf the old dilapidated 
edifice were used in the construction of the new. The effect of 
the new policy was reciprocal. Radek reiates that before the end 
of the proceedings at nrest-Litovsk, Altvater, the admiral assigned 
to the Soviet delegation, came to him and said: 

T came here because I was forced to. T did not trust you. 
But now 1 shall do lI1y duty as never before; for 1 sincerely 
believe that 1 shall be ;.;erving my country in so doing. 3 

It was perhaps at this time that Lellin and Trotsky had conversa
tions with Altvater and Behrens, another high naval officer, on the 
reorganization of the armed forces - apparently the first direct 
contacts with officers of the former regime. 4 Trotsky at the 

I L. Trotsky, Kah Vooruzllllias' R.,·1,,,lyuts(I'<I, i (1<)23),25-30, ')ll-IOO. 
Z The appointment was confirmed by VTsl K on April il, I'll il (l'}'%lwly 

Zasedmlii VTsIK ./'0 ,"'ozyva (1<)2.0), p. 73; the date April 2H (ibid. p. 4) is a 
misprint); hy a coincidence it was the same session which decided by acclama
tion to make the red flag the" national flag" uf the HSFSH (ibid. p. 74). 

, Quoted in E. \Nollenherg, The R{,(j Army (2nd ed., 1940), p. 6.1. 
4 D. F. \Vhitc, Th,. Growth of the R"t! Army (Princeton, 1<)44), p. 28. 
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People's Commissariat of War soon perceived that an eflicient 
Red Army would depend on the possihility of taking over not only 
much of the old machinery, hut a stitTening of the old ofncer 
corps, and he set to work to hreak down the barriers of mutual 
suspicion which stood in the way. 

A few weeks later another significant step was taken. Voluntary 
recruitment, however agreeable to revolutionary ideology, proved 
a failure as a means of bringing adequate man-power into the ranks 
of the Red Army. On April 22, 1918, after a speech hy Trotsky 
at VTs I K, a decree was passed making the whole adult population 
liable to be called on either for military or for labour service. The 
decree maintained the hitherto accepted doctrine of the class 
character of the Red Army hy reserving military training and 
military service in the strict sense of the term for the workers and 
peasants; the others were destined for the less honourable service 
of the labour battalions.' On the same occasion VTsI K approved 
the terms of a new military oath under which the member of the 
Red Army, as .. a son of the toiling people and a citizen of the 
Soviet Repuhlic ", made his vow" before the working classes of 
Russia and of the whole world" to devote all his" activities and 
thoughts to the great goal of the liberation of all the workers ", 
and to fight" for the Soviet Republic, for the cause of socialism 
and for the brotherhood of the peoples." Z 1\ month later a fresh 
decree proclaimed the "transition from a volunteer army to a 
general mobilization of workers and poorest peasants"; and calling 
up decrees for specific classes followed immediately.1 The civil 
war acted as a forcing-house for many developments of which the 
seeds had been sown after Brest-Litovsk, or even before it. The 
condemnation of Shchastny 4 was an advertisement to serving 

, 5,'"branil' l1;:;"/WIICllii, 11)17-1<)18, No. :n, art. 443; the principle that 
" the honourable right of defending t1w revolution arms in hand is granted only 
to the toilers" was reaffirmed in article I 0 of the constitution of the HSFSH. 
The" Left communists" of the period (sec yol. I, pp. '~~-Ig<)) protested 
af,(ainst the ,'nrolnwnt of the bourg"oisie as well as the employment of specialists 
(s,"C the manifesto in 1\(Jl/l1Ill1l1ist, No. " April 20, ")1 X, reprinted in Lenin, 
SorhinL'niya, xxii, 51, 1- 57 I); Radek developed the arf,(urnent against it in 
Kummll1lisl, No.2, April 27, 19IH, pp. 14-,6. 

" Proto/wiy Zasedallii VTslK ./"0 SO;:;?'Y" (1920), pp. 17('-177; S'u/J1'llllie 
[/0:;0/"'"1'1Iii, 1,)r7--7,)18, No. 33, art. 44('. 

1 Ibid. NO.4', art. S'X: No. 43, art. 52/{; No. 44, art. 534. 
4 Sec Vol. I, p. 1('3. 
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officers that they had the option of loyal service to the new regime 
or of going over openly to the" whites": by no means all were 
prepared for the second alternative. Foreign intervention in the 
civil war gave the Soviet cause a tlavour of Russian patriotism 
which later became an important factor. Meanwhile the civil 
war imposed on the Red Army the task of setting tip an efficient 
central administration and command; and central organization 
gradually replaced local initiative taking the form of voluntary 
recruitment of local levies. I In May 19I8 the Red Army ohtained 
a general staff and a commander-in-chief in the person of Vatsetis, 
a Lett, who was replaced two months later by Sergei Kamenev, a 
former Tsarist stafT colonel. Trotsky's speech at the fifth AII
Russian Congress of Soviets in July I<)18 when the civil war was 
just heginning in earnest, was devoted to a general exposition of 
military policy. Temporary resort to the principle of voluntary 
recruitment was excused on the gronnd that the machinery for 
full conscription had not been ready in time; and the employment 
of Tsarist officers as " military specialists" was stoutly defended. 
The resolution of the Congress swept away the distinction between 
workers and peasants and the former bourgeoisie or ruling class 
by applying the compulsory principle to " every honest and healthy 
citizen of from 18 to 40". It declared for" a centralized, well
trained and equipped army" anel approved the employment of 
" military specialists ".2 But the Red Army which conquered in 
the civil war was the logical outcome of steps initiated :mu founda
tions laid before the war began. It was in the aftermath of the 
nrest-I,itovsk crisis that the initial decisions ''''ere taken which 
made it possible to turn the inchoate 'mel unorganized revolu
tionary Red Guard into a national army. 

( An account of what hHppt'twci at Nizhny-No"gol'od is probably typical ot 
the period. The Nizhny-Novgol'od Soviet did nothing about the organization 
of til{' Hed Army till memhers of the soldieLl' committee of the old Thm] Army 
appeared there at the end of Fehruary. \Vith their help, a pn,vincial " military 
section" was founded on March 14. 191X. But between that date and April 
23rd only 1680 volunteers were recruited - many of thcm undesirable"; and 
a mutiny occurred among these on April 23rd. After this the enrolment and 
training of recruits was first seriously taken in ham!. But the general mobiliza
tion decree was not applied till the end of August (God Prof('fal'slwi Di"tatury,' 
Yubiliinyi Shorni" (Nizhny-Novgorod, 1<)18), pp 54-57). 

2 Pyaty; Vserossiisldi S"ezd Sov/'tov (1918), PI'. 167-174; ,C;"'ezdy Sovefov 
RSFSI? 7.l'nsftl111!1,fflliy"hh (Il)J'!), pp. SX-9T. 
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The changed outlook on national defence seemed to imply a 
changed outlook on foreign relations, which found symbolical 
expression when, on the conclusion of the Brest-Litovsk treaty, 
Trotsky resigned his post as People's Commissar for Foreign 
Affairs. The fiery revolutionary agitator was succeeded by a 
scion of the old diplomacy whose early conversion to Bolshevism 
had not effaced a certain ingrained respect for traditional forms. 
Georgy Chicherin had resigned his post in the Tsarist Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs in 1904, left Russia, and joined the Russian 
Social-Democratic Party, apparently fluctuating in his allegiance 
between Hobhevik and Menshevik factions. His most important 
party assignment at this time was characteristic. At the end 
of 1<)07, during the period of reunion hetween the factions, 
the central committee set up a special commission to investigate 
the "expropriations" conducted by the militant organization 
of the party; and Chicherin, as a person of independent standing 
in the party, was made president of the commission. The investiga
tion was hushed up, and produced no result. This episode must 
have helped to account for suhsequent animosities between 
Chicherin and Stalin and Chicherin and Litvinov. In the years 
after 1<)07 Chicherin was a Menshevik, and did not rejoin the 
Bolsheviks till I<)I7. Chicherin was, in virtue of his character and 
background, a singular figure in the Soviet constellation -- a 
cultivated man of fastidious personal tastes, something of an 
aesthete, something of a hypochondriac, whose attachment to 
Marxism was rooted in his subtle and highly trained intellect 
rather than in his emot ions. After Trotsky's whirlwind career 
at Narkomindel, Chicherin sat down to a patient and less spec
tacular task of organization. On March 25, J918, Narkomindel 
was established in its new premises in Moscow, with Karakhan 
as deputy commissar and Radck as head of the western division. 
Litvinov became a member of the collegium of the commissariat 
a few weeks later. I By slow degrees a departmental and diplomatic 
staff was built up; l and a decree of June 4, 19J8, which, recogniz
ing the" complete equality of great and smalI nations", abolished 

I D"syat' LI'I Sm'l,tslwi lJiplomatii (1<)27), pp. 7-10. 
2 Th(' process was naturally slow; as late as June 1<)18, a German ohservel' 

noticed that" Chicherin himself undertakes the signing of passes, the reserva
tion of compartments for our couriers and such trivialitil's " (K. von Bothmer • 
. Hit GraJ !I'firhach in kTns/wlI (Tlihing('n, 1(22), p. 59). 
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the titles and ranks of ambassador and minister and substituted 
"plenipotentiary representative" (polprl'r/ for short), was, in 
spite of a certain ostentatiolls flouting of tradition, the beginning 
of the organization of a regular Soviet diplomatic service. 1 

While, however, Brest-Litovsk threw into relief some of the 
embarrassments and contradictions of the dual policy, it did not 
affect its essence. On March 14, HJIR, the fourth All-Russian 
Congress of Soviets replied to vVilson's ambiguous greetings 
with a message addressed" to the people and, first and foremost, 
to the toiling and exploited classes of the United States of North 
America", expressing confidence that" the happy time is not far 
distant when the toiling masses of all bourgeois countries will 
throw off the yoke of capital and establish the socialist organization 
of society which alone can ensure a lasting and just peace". 2 

It was in the best style of foreign policy by revolutionary proclama
tion, and constituted, as Zinoviev is said to have boasted, a " slap 
in the face" for the American PresidenLJ But on the following 
day, while the congress was still debating the ratification of the 
Brest-Litovsk treaty, Izz'est(va carried a leading article by its 
editor Steklov, which, while mentioning the reply and not criticiz
ing it, adopted a quite diH'erent approach. 1t pictured Soviet 
Russia as confronted by " two imperialisms, of which one has 
taken us by the throat (Germany) or is preparing to take us by 
the throat (Japan), while the other - in its own interests, of 
course·_· is rcady to hold out to llS a helping haul". The 
" other" was the United States. The only question was: 
.• \Vhich imperialism is more dangerous for us - the German 
and Japanese, or the American?" \Vhat was at stake, added 
the writer in a revealing phrase, was " the state significance of 
the Russian revolution". Then, after a hint that the United 
States, " in view of its rivalry with (~ermany and Japan, could nut 
allow Russia to fall under the domination of either of these 
Powers", and that the Americans Bught one day" give us money, 
arms, engines, machinery, instructors, engineers, etc. to help us 
to overcome economic disorder and create a new and strong 
army", the article ended with a firm declaration of principle: 

I Sobranie UZ(J}wrwnii, I9IJ-19IS, No. 39, art. 505. 
Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, MezhdunflYOdllnyn Pvlifika, ii (1926), 135 . 

.I D. F. Francis, Russia from 1111' .. 1l11cricall HlIlb"ssy (N.Y., 1921), p. 230. 
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W t' are convinced that the most consistent socialist policy 
can be rcconciled with the sternest realism and most level
headed practicality. 

An out-and-out revolutionary foreign policy thus continued to 
be practised side by side with a foreign policy which took account 
of" the statc significance of the revolution". Brest-Litovsk was 
the tirst occasioll Oil which the new regime had heen compelled 
to conform to the customary usages of international relations 
and to assume obligatioIls in its capacity as a territorial state. 
Chicherin's appointment no doubt ushered in the reign of a 
" passive" policy, when" the period of a revolutionary offensive 
policy was replaced by a period of retreats and manu:uvres ".1 But 
this change l-itted in perfectly with the needs of a desperate situation; 
and it was noteworthy that, when Lenin, in a confidential 
memorandum written in May I()! H and not published in his 
lifetime, set out to del-ille the policy of" retreats and manCl'uvres " 
of which 13rest-Litovsk was itself the prototype, he spoke in terms 
not of change but of continuity: 

Thl: foreign policy of thc Soviet power must not he changed 
in any respect. Our military preparatiol1 is still not completed, 
and therefore our general maxim remains as before --- to tack, 
to retreat, to wait while continuing this preparation with all 
Ollr might. 

Lenin did not exclude" military agreements" with one or another 
of the" imperialist coalitions". \Veighing against one anothcr 
the threat from C;ermany and the thrcat from Japan, he considcred 
that for the moment" thc danger of an occupation by the Germans 
of Petrograd, Moscow and the greater part of European Russia" 
was thc more scriolls. But it was most important at present to 
avoid any" hasty or ill-considered step" which might" help the 
extrcme elements in the war parties" of cither country; and this 
precluded any agreemcnt with the Anglo- French coalition. l 

For thc purists who assumed that forcign policy could be deduced 
from revolutionary first principles without regard to the circum
stances of the moment, and that one of these principles was the 
maintenance of ;m equal and unqualified hostility to all the 

, G. Chicherin, I'lles/mya)'a P"lili/w ",'/n'('/s/wi Rossii za Dva Gada (1920), 
P·7. 

~ Lenin, SuchillelliYl/, xxx, JX4. 
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capitalist Powers, such calculation was a descent into oppor
tunism ", or a reversion to the diplomacy of the old regime; 
Martov bitterly denounced it as " a retreat to the policy of Milyu
kov ".1 But the charge in the form in which it was usually made, 
namely, that after Brest-Litovsk the Soviet Government embraced 
a narrow policy of national interest and" decided to renounce the 
policy of the attack on imperialism", 2 was false. The new insist
ence - in so far as it was new --- on the" state significance" of the 
revolution implied no abandonment of earlier revolutionary 
pOSitIOns. The dual policy had come into being from the first 
moment of the victory of the revolution. Brest-Litovsk and what 
came after it did not create it. But they did throw into relief and 
bring to the consciousness of friends and foes alike the com
plementary alld tht" contradictory character of its two facets. 
This was already clearly apparent in the summer of 19 I R in Soviet 
policy both towards Germany and towards the western allies. 

Relations between Soviet Russia and Germany were formally 
governed by the Brest-Litovsk treaty; and those who afterwards 
reproached the Soviet Government with the abandonment of its 
revolutionary principles generally cited article 2 of the treaty, by 
which each party had undertaken" to refrain from all agitation 
and propaganda against the government or the state or military 
institutions of the other party". In practice this famous article 
was of little or no account.. There is no record of any discussion 
of it either at Brest-Litovsk or in Moscow before the signature of 
the treaty, or of any objections raised to it. It seems to have been 
accepted by the Soviet delegation in the same light-hearted spirit 
in which the German delegation accepted the prohibition in the 
armistice on the removal of troops to Germany's western front, 
and with as little belief that compliance with it was seriously 
expected by the other party. "I hope we may b(' able to start 
a revolution in your country also", Joffe had remarked amiably 
to Czernin at Brest-Litovsk . .l In signing the nrest-Litovsk treaty 
Sokolnikov, the head of the Soviet delegation in its last phase, had 

I Chetvertyi Chre::wychainyi S"ezd SlJveluv (1920), p. 12. 
2 This charge was made by Radel. in an article signed" Viator" in KIJ1tl-

1tlullist, NO.2, April 27, 1918. 
3 o. Czernin. ImWelthriege (1919), p. 305. 
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expressed Soviet confidence that" this triumph of imperialism and 
militarism over the internat ional proletarian revolution will prove 
only temporary and transitory ".1 In public it was necessary to 
maintain throughout 1918 the fiction of faithfully carrying out 
article 2 of the treaty. 

This article \ve really observe [said Chicherin at a session of 
VTsIIZ], and if it is violated by any of our official organs the 
Soviet Government takes measures against it. 2 

But at the seventh party congress which met in private to debate 
the ratification of the treaty no sllch discretion was required. 
" Yes, of course, we have violated the treaty", exclaimed I ,enin in 
advocating ratification; "we have already violated it thirty or 
forty times." 3 And Sverdlov at the same congress explained the 
situation in his more laboured style: 

It results from the treaty which we have signed and which 
we shall shortly have to ratify at the [All-Russian] Congress 
[of Soviets], it results inevitably that we shall no longer be able 
in our capacity as a government, as the Soviet powcr, to carry 
on that widespread international agitation which we have 
hitherto conducted. This docs not mean that we shall engage 
in sllch agitation one single jot less. But we shall now have 
regularly to carry on this agitation not in the name of Sovnarkom, 
but in the name of the central committee of our party.4 

Steps were at once taken to apply the new principle. The 
principal instrument of the Soviet Government for organized 
revolutionary propaganda had hitherto been the international 
section under Radck, attached first to Karkomindel and, since the 
beginning of 1918, to VTsIK, and composed mainly of national 
groups of prisoners of war.S This section was now abolished. 
The national groups were, in the words of a later report, " put on 
a strictly party footing", being transformed into foreign sections 
attached to the central committee of the Hussian Bolshevik party: 
these were later organized into a " federation of foreign groups of 

I Mimye PI'/"I'f!uvury v Brl's/-L;t{)vslie, i (1920), 231. 
1 Pyatyi So::;yv VSfrossiis/wgo Tsentra/',wf,[o ]spo!llitd'llogu Komitela (19 1 9), 

P·90 . 

1 Lenin, Soch;lleniya, xxii, 327. 
4 Sed'moi S"c::;d Rossiislwi KunwlIl1lislicites/wi Part;i (1923), p. 195. 
, See p. 1 S above. 
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the Russian Communist Party".1 Thus there were formed in 
Moscow during April 1918 German, Magyar, Austrian and Yugo
slav groups of the Russian party, each under its national head, 
Thomas for the Germans, Bela Kun for the Magyars, Ebengolz 
for the Austrians and Mikhailov for the Slavs. Each of these 
groups issued its own periodical and other propagandi~t literature. 
Each carried on work among prisoners of war of its nationality, 
pressing some to join the Red Army and training others as pro
pagandists and agitators to work behind the enemy lines or to be 
sent back, when opportunity offered, as missionaries to their own 
countries. The central groups were quite small. The German 
group started in April 19T8 with eleven members, hut increased 
during the year to some hundreds; the Magyar group started 
with four or five anJ rose to ninety by the end of the year. 2 All 
accounts pay tribute to the success of their work among prisoners 
of war: 

In every camp prisoners were divided into two camps-
the grey mass of the rank and file (cannon fodder) on the one 
side, the gentry and officer class on the other. The first was 
drawn towards the Soviets, the second towards the representa
tives of the different legations of the so-called neutral states, 
and the embassies and consulates of their enemies of yesterday, 
the allies of the former Russia.] 

The disintegrated armies of the central Powers herded in prison 
camps proved as fruitful a field as the defeated Russian army for a 
revolutionary propaganda which relied largely on class discrimina
tion. ';\fork among prisoners of war at this time was, as Lenin said 

I Vos'moi S"pzd RKP(Bl (1<133), p. 435; John Reed in The Libera/or 
(N.Y.), January 1919, p. 24: according to this source the new" unofficial" 
organization received a subvention of 20,000,000 rubles. 

Z Vns'moi S"ezd UKI'(H) (I933), pp. 436-439. The Czechoslovaks were 
favoured hv hcing allowed to fann in 1\1ay 1911> an ind("pt'ndent communist 
party of their own with nearly a thousand Il.t'mbers (ibid. p. 4:;1»; its foundin!-( 
congr("ss, held in Moscow from IVlay 25 to 27, 1<)18, is described in P. Reimann, 
Geschichte der Komlllllnistisc/zen Partei der T,ehalwslowahci (1931), pp. 68-77. 
It did not survive, and the subsequent Czechoslovak Communist Party repre
sented a fresh start. Reference is made to a " Hungarian party school" in 
Moscow in Novemher 1918 (Krasnaya NmJ', No. 10 (1<)26), p. 140). 

3 Proletars}wya Revo!yuts(va, NO.7 (90), IC)29, p. 97: according to one 
source, the work was much more successful among the Austrians than among 
the Gennans, who, .. (,ven tbe social-democrats, displayed a disappointing 
hostility" (J. Sadoul, Notes sur la R':vollltion Bo[,.ju'vi'llu' (IC)19), p. 325). 
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later "the real foundation of what has been done to create a Third 
Inte:national ". I Nor were the eastern peoples immune from the 
same process. Suphi, a Turkish socialist who had fled to Russia in 
19 14 and been interned, was the principal agitator among Turkish 
prisoners of war; at the end of 191 S he was able to claim that 
., Turkish military-revolutionary organizations already exist in 
Russia" and -- no doubt with considerable exaggeration - that 
" thousands of Turkish Red Army men are serving at present in 
the ranks of the Red Army on different fronts of the Soviet 
republic ".2 Chinese coolies imported into Russia for labour 
during the war were similarly organized into a " union of Chinese 
workers in Russia". J 

The elaborate attempt to place the prisoners of war propaganda 
organization on an unofficial and party basis did not prevent the 
holding in MoscO'vY in the middle of April 1915 of a series of organ
ized demonstrations. On April 14 Bela Kun addressed a mass 
meeting of prisoners of war: 

Sweep from the path all obstacles to the liberation of the 
enslaved, turn into ashes all castles, all palaces into which your 
wealth flows and from \vhich poverty and hunger are spread all 
over the country .... Turn your weapons against your officers 
and generals and against the palaces. Let every one of you be 
a teacher of revolution in his regiment. 4 

Three days later saw the opening of an All-Russian Congress of 
Internationalist Prisoners of 'Var with 400 delegates. It issued a 
manifesto appealing to prisoners of war to join the Red Army or to 
return home and become" pioneers of the international socialist 
revolution of proletarians"; and among its slogans was an 
anticipatory" Long Live the Third International ".5 The con-

I I"cnin, /;;ochincn(l'{1, xxiv, 128. 

z :"ouil'f-RIIssland lind die Viilker der Welt (Petrograd, 1(20), p. 33 . 
.I Foreigll Rl'lations of the United States, 'QU): /?ussia (1937), pp. 11)0-194; 

carly in 1(11) the Unitt'd States Government objected to a British proposal to 
arrange for their repatriation on the ground that it was undesirable to bring 
back to China " workmen and coolies who have been under the influence of 
llolshcvik rule in Russia". 

• IzvestiYIl, April 17, 1()IS. 

, Ibid. April 19, April 21, II)IS; Proletllrskaya RC1'O/Ylltsiya, No. 7 
(9°),1929, pp. 102-1°3; J. Sadoul, Notes sur fa Revolution Bo/chevique (1919), 
pp. 313-314. The scanty and rather inconspicuous reports of the congress in 
Izvestiya suggest a certain anxiety about the consequences of too much publicity. 
Congresses of prisoners of war were held about the same time in other centres. 
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gress set up a central executive committee which, in a half-hearted 
attempt at camouflage, called itself the" executive committee of 
foreign workers and peasants". J 

These proceedings were watched with growing indignation by 
the victors of Brest-Litovsk. On the eve of the Moscow congress 
a strong protest was received from the German Government; 
it declared among other things that Ebengolz and Mikhailov had 
been compelling prisoners in camps visited hy them to join the 
Red Army, and demanded the arrest of both. 2 The reply was 
cautious and evasive. Soviet nationality was hastily conferred on 
those who might be exposed to reprisals. On April 20, 1918, 
Trotsky in his capacity of People's Commissar for War issued an 
order enjoining on all military instit utions strict observance of the 
Brest-Litovsk prohibition on propaganda, especially in relation 
to prisoners; this was followed by similar warnings from Nar
komindel and from the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs 
addressed to "all Soviets of \\'orkers', Peasants' and Soldiers' 
Deputies"; and a week later, the" executive committee of foreign 
workers and peasants" was replaced by a " central collegium for 
prisoners 01 \\'a" and refugees" attached to the People's Commis
sariat of \\'ar and presided over by Unshlikht, the deputy com
missar.J But this sharing between party and state of responsibility 
for prisoners of war did not herald allY immediate change of 
policy. In the last days of April 19 r 8 the first German Ambas
sador to the Soviet (;overnment arrived in Moscow. One of his 
first official appearances was at the lVlay Day parade; and among 
the military units which passed in procession was a detachment 
of German prisoners carrying a banner which exhorted their 
German comrades to throw off the yoke of the emperor. This 
episode led to a further still protest, and to a Soviet reply promising 
in future to enlist no foreign nationals in the Red Army - an 
undertaking which could at once be readily circumvented hy COI1-

f erring Soviet nationality on those incriminated. 4 Propagdnda 

1 Pruletarskaya Re~JOlyutsiJ'a, NO.7 (90), 1929. pp. IOH-Ilo. 
~ lzvestiya, April 16, 191H; Prolelars/w}a R,'~'olyutsiya, NO.7 (90), 1929, 

p. 107. 
J izvestiya, April 21, 23, 191H; Prol<'larska),u Re1'olyufsiYll, NO.7 (90), 

1929, pp. 107-10H; .','olmmie Uzakoltenii, I9 I 7-II)18, ~o. 34, art. 451. 
4 W. Hard, Raymond R"bi11S' Own Sinry (N.Y., 1<)20), p. 182; Pap!!Ys Relating 

to the Foreign Relatio/lS of the United States, If)l8: Russia, ii (J 932), 131. The 
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amung prisoners of war by the national groups under party aus
pices, as well as the recruitment of prisoners for the Red Army, 
cuntinued unabated down to the armistice of Nuvember 1918, 
though repetition of the open provocations of April and May seems 
to have been avoided. After November 1918 German and Austrian 
prisoners of war took over their respective embassy buildings in 
lV1oscOW,1 and set up councils of workers' and soldiers' deputies 
which organized the despatch of agitators to central Europe. 2 

The Brest-Litovsk treaty, while it did little or nothing to check 
Bolshevik activity among prisoners of war, opened up a new and 
hitherto untried channel of propaganda. The arrival of Joffe in 
Berlin in April 1918 as the first Soviet representative to Germany 
was the signal for an intensive revolutionary campaign. Jotle 
refused to present his credentials to the Kaiser, and invited to his 
first official banquet the leaders of the anti-war Independent 
Social-Democratic Party, several of whom were in prison.] Many 
years later Joffe gave an account of his mission to an American 
writer who has put it on record: 

His embassy in Berlin [he said] served as staff headquarters 
for a German revolution. lie hought secret information from 
German ofllcials and passed it on to radical leaders for use ill 
public speeches and in articles against the government. I Ie 
bought arms for the revolutionaries ane! paid out 100,000 marks 
for them. Tons of anti-Kaiser literature were printed and 
distributed at the Soviet Embassy's expense. "We wanted to 
pull down the monarchist state and end the war", J oife said 
to me. "President Wilson triee! to do the same in his own 
way." Almost every evening after dark, Left-wing independent 

Riming of (;t·rman and Austrian prisoners of war also caused anxiety to the allies 
and was one of their excuses for interventioll. The idea that these prisoners 
would fight again for the central Powers against the allies was, of course, far
fetched; but some of tht'm participated in hostilities against the CZt'ch lcgion 
in Siberia. 

1 Radck records the good-humoured protest of the Austrian Ambassador, 
who kept his room in the embassy; on the other hand, " the German officials 
beha\'('d with unheard of cowardice" (Krawuya Nov', No. 10 (192(,), p. 143). 

, VIIs'11llli ,'-,"'ezd RKP(B) (1933), p. 437; two delegatt's of a l'ctrograd 
German Council of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies were n·fuaed admission to 
the second All-German Congress in Berlin in April 19IC) (21 ·Vsegermallskii 
S"ezd Rabochikh i S·oldatshihh Sovetov (1935), Pl'. 325-326). 

1 John Reed in The Libl'Yator (N.Y.), January 1911), p. 24; the same source 
add, the picturesque detail that Joffe sent out ten" expert propagandists" to 
tour Germany on bicycles. 
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socialist leaders slipped into the embassy building in Dnter den 
Linden to consult Joffe on questions of tactics. He was an 
experienced conspirator. They wanted his advice, guidance 
and money. "In the end, howen-r," Joffe commented ruefully, 
" they, we, accomplished little or nothing of permanent vallie. 
We were too weak to provoke a revolution." I 

After the German collapse hoth sides had for different motives a 
certain interest in magnifying the part playcd in it hy Bolshevik 
propaganda; and somc cxaggerated statements of thc scope of 
Joffe's activitics werc current. 2 But it is well cstablished that he 
furnishcd money to Ernst Meyer, the editor of thc Spartalws 
Letters, for thc distribution of his pamphlets,] and that large sums 
passed through the hands of Oskar Cohn, a member of thc USPD, 
who seems to have acted as legal adviser and business factotum 
for the Soviet Embassy.4 The trade in arms can hardly have bcen 

1 L. Fificiwr, !l1en Wilt Politi" (1941), 1'.31. 
, joffe, in reply to a (;crman statement that he had spent 105,000 marks 

on arms for tht' n'\'olutionarics, retorted that he had given" not 105,000 marks, 
hut several hundred thousand marks" for the purpose to Harth, the independent 
wcial-democTdtic leadn (h;,'esliyo, Del'('mher 6, 19r1l); Chic-herin, who had 
formerly asserted the complete fide'lity of the Soviet (;overnment to the Brest
Lito\'sk trt'<lty, admitted in a note to the (;e'fman Government that funds had 
been supplied to Jolfe for propaganda (ibid. December 26, 191:-0. On the 
Gc-rman side, Hollmann repeats a report that jofT" had a halanc(, of 22,000,000 

marks at a Berlin hank (Die Au/zl'il'llIlUilgell dFs Gellcllilll/(/jol'S Alax fio{f1llaml 
(192(j), i, 223) . 

.I The Spartakushund was the name popularly applied to a revolutionary 
anti-war group composed mainly of intdkctuals which arose on the extreme Left 
of the (;errnan Socwl-Lkrnocratic Party in 1916: its outstanding figure was 
Rosa Luxemburg. The name was derived from the S'p(/rtukllsbrie(c, thl' title 
under which its illegal literature was circulated. In April 1917 a split occurred 
in the Social-Democratic Party (SPJ), and its Left wing formed thl' Indep('ndent 
Social-Democratic Party (USP!) with a predominantly anti-war platform. The 
Spartakists joined the US!'D, but remained an ind"pendent group within it, 
continuing to form an extreme revolutionary Left in the new party. 

4 According to jolh"s statement in /z"c>,li),(/, December 17, II)lH, Cohn 
received flom him 10,000,000 rubles" III the intnests of the German Il'\'olu
tion ", and a further 500,000 marks and 150,000 rubles were handed 0\ l'r to 
Cohn on the eve of joffe's expulsion: of this, 350,000 marks and 50,000 ruhles 
were earmarked" for the ne<'tls of Russian citizens remaining in Germany". 
For information from the German side sec R. H. Lutz, TIll' Clwse> of the 
Germall Collapse in I9rS (Stanford, 1934), Pl'. IDS, 152; Cohn. who boasted 
in December 19IH that he had" gladly aeeL'pted the funds which our party 
friends placed at my disposal through comrade Jolfe for tht' purpose of the 
German revolution ", tried later to pretend that most of the money had been 
intended for the rdief of Russian prisoners of war in (;,'rmany. 
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large. But the flow of incendiary literature was copious and 
continuous. 

These proceedings were a straightforward continuation of the 
policy of the period before Brest-Litovsk, and a logical deduction 
from the doctrine that the primary aim of that policy was to 
encourage revolution in the principal capitalist countries, especially 
in Germany. But, apart from these propaganda activities on the 
Soviet side, other causes contributed to the extreme tension which 
continued to mark Soviet-German relations during the two 
months after the conclusion of the Brest-Litovsk treaty. The 
German Government made haste to consolidate the advantages 
accruing to it from the treaty. On March 7, 19I8, it signed a 
treaty of peace with the" white" government of Finland, then 
engaged in a bitter civil war against a Finnish Socialist Workers' 
government, which had concluded a treaty with the Soviet 
Government a week earlier, I and had for the past two months 
enjoyed the support of Russian units. At the beginning of April 
a German army under Von der Goltz landed in Finland; and a 
month later the civil war was oyer - except for the "white 
terror" which followed it. In the Ukraine the German troops 
steadily advanced till they had occupied the whole country, ineHect
ively harried by SR and Bolshevik partisan detachments supported 
or encouraged from Moscow. 2 On April 22 Chicherin protested 
against a (;erman advance into the Crimea beyond the frontiers 
of the Ukraine as laid down at Brest-Litovsk or as claimed by any 
Ukrainian Government. 3 The coolness of the official reception 
of the German Ambassador, Mirbach, when he presented his 
credentials to Sverdlov on April 26, 19rR, was widely noted; 4 

and on the same day Chicherin despatched a further note protest
ing against the incursion of German forces into central Russia and 
the Crimea and demanding strict adherence to the terms laid down 
at Brcst-Litoysk.' At the same moment the Russian Black Sea fleet 

I Sct' Vol. I, p. 288. 
2 Voroshilov, later People's Commissar for \Var, rose to fame in these opera

tions as a partisan lea<kr; a highly iJ('alizeo account of them is given in a volume 
puhlished in the second worlJ war, Razgr()11l Nemetshiklt Zahhvatchikov v 
Uhraine [9 T8 g. (](J43). 

3 [zvestl~va, April 23. I9I8. 
• Foreign Relations oj the United ,'>'/(/tes: R1Issio, i (I<)J I), 506. 
s lhid. i, 5I2-513. 
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was withdrawn from Sebastopol to Novorossiisk to save it from 
falling into German hands, and, when the Germans demanded 
its return, secretly scuttled·- much to the satisfaction of the 
western allies.! As late as May 5, H)l8, Bruce Lockhart in a letter 
to Robins listed the steps taken by Trotsky to promote cooperation 
with the allies and concluded that" this does not look like the 
action of a pro-(;erman agent". 2 In that aspect of Soviet policy 
which consisted in manceuvring between the groups of capitalist 
Powers and seeking reinsurance against the hostility of one group 
by appeasement of the other, it seemed in the spring of I918 as if 
Germany was the final and irreconcilable enemy. 

The balance of Soviet policy was, however, rapidly reversed 
hy the development of a new and direct threat from the opposite 
camp. Up to the middle of May 1918 the threat from Germany 
still appeared as the worst external danger confronting the regime. 
But about this time it became apparent that the Japanese landin.e: 
at Vladivostok in April -' \vas not an isolated incident, hut the 
forerunner of allied intervention on a much larger scale. The 
revolt of the Czech legion actually occurred in the last days of 
May H)18 LInd the first British landing in force at Murmansk 
towards the end of June. 4 Thus, just as in the darkest days of 
January and February 1918, a desperate and abortive attempt had 
been made to woo allied support to ward ojf the imminent German 
peril, so now the threat of allied intervention almost autonlatically 
set in motion the man<l~uvre of seeking support on the other side 
and of reaching an accommodation with the German Government 
on a more solid basis of mutual adnntage than the unilateral 

I Official material relating to this affair is in Arhhi1' Russkoi RC1'olyulsii 
(Berlin), xiv (IC)2.~), !53-221; sec also R. H. Bruce Lockhart, ,Hrllloirs of (/ 
British Agl'l1t (1<)32), p. 279. 

l Russiall-Ameriran Relatio1ls, cd. C. K. Cummings and \V. V/. Pettit (N.Y., 
11)20), pp. 202-203 . 

.1 Japanese troops landed at Vladi"",to1( on April 5, Jr)lH. as an allPged 
reprisal for the murdl'r of two Japanese on the pn'\'jous d~y. On April h 
Chicherin addressed a note to the allied represcntatiyl's asking to he informed 
of the attitude of their governments" to the en'nts which ha\"c taken place in 
Vladivostok" (Corrl's/,olldaIlCl' j)ij,/olII(/ti'lU(' (Moscow, lljlH). p. 3) ---- a request 
to which no replies were received. 

• There had heen a srnallllritish detachment in ,\1 urmansk for the ostensihle 
purpose of guarding stores and the railway against possihle German attack 
since the beginning of March, when it had landed with the tacit consent of the 
Soviet authorities. -
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settlement of Brest-Litovsk. It was a desperate manreuvre, 
rendered still more desperate by the need to comhine it with the 
revolutionary tactics pursued by JoHe in Berlin. But the peril 
from the allies was growing every day. What made the manreuvre 
possible -- though this was not yet realized in Moscow -- was 
the growing consciousness in German military circles of the same 
peril. As the great German offensive in France petered out in 
the summer of 1918, Germany was for the first time really hard 
pressed in the west: it became a peremptory German interest to 
improve on the state of armed truce which was all that the Brest
Litovsk treaty had left behind it on the eastern front. 

The change-over was signalled by the long and rather rambling 
speech on foreign policy delivered by 1,cnin to a joint meeting of 
VTsIK and the Moscow Soviet nn May 14, 1918. lIe was clearly 
seeking to sound a note of caution. He described Soviet Russia, 
now restricted to the limits of " Great Russia", as " for the time 
being an oasis in a raging sea of imperialist banditry"; he repeated 
the warning of his confidential memorandum of a few days earlier I 

against any rash step which might" help the extreme parties of 
the imperialist Powers of west or cast"; and he ended hy reading 
a soothing telegram just received from Joire, who reported the 
willingness of the German Government to negotiate on all out
standing issues. 2 Even this hint of the need to improve relations 
with Germany was, however, greeted with a degree of hostility 
which explains J ,enin 's cautious approach. Strong opposition 
was encountered from the Right SRs who frankly wanted a pro
Entente orientation, from the Left SRs who believed that the 
revolution was" sufficiently strong to have its own orientation", 
and from the Mensheviks who still regarded the Germans as 
" leaders of all counter-revolutionary forces" and proposed to 
recall the Constituent Assembly.] 

But allied plans of intervention and allied support for counter
revolutionary conspiracy were now maturing fast and could no 
longer be concealed. The session of May 14, II)! 8, which ended 
in a formal vote of confidence for the Soviet Government, marked 
a turning-point. A Soviet-German commission on the repatria-

I Sl'~ p. 70 aboyt'. c Lenin, Sochillell(va, xxiii, 3-16. 
J Pr%/wly /.lIScdrlllii VTsll{ ./"" S'ozyva (J920), Pl'. 277-278, 281-282, 

290-29 1 • 
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tiOll of prisoners of war was already working in a leisurely but not 
unfriendly way in Moscow.' On May 15, 1918, Soviet-German 
negotiations for a renewal of commercial relations opened in 

• Berlin: it was explained from the Soviet side that a loan would be 
necessary to enable Soviet Russia to discharge her financial obliga
tions to the central Powers, the question of payment in gold or 
in goods was discussed, and concessions in Russia were tentatively 
offered. z The principal negotiators on the Soviet side, hesides 
Joffe, were Larin, Sokolnikov, Krasin and Menzhinsky,3 who was 
at this time Soviet consul-general in Berlin; on the German side, 
Nadolny and Kriege,4 two officials of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs who had also taken part in the Brest-Litovsk negotia
tions, and Stresemann as a member of the Reichstag speaking 
for German industry.s No details of these negotiations were 
divulged; but already before the end of May there was talk in 

I Many details will be found in K. von Bothm~r, Mit Graf 1I1irbach in 
1I1os/wu (Tubingcn), 1<)22; the author, an officer on Mirbach's stall', worked 
on this commissIon. The Germans Welt: evidently in no hurry to complete 
the negotiations, smn' they did not wish to lose the labour of the 1,500,000 
Hussian prisonc rs held by thelll. 

, Statement by Brollsky, bead of the Soviet trade delegatioll in Bt'riin, in 
i:::vestiya, July 4, 1<)18. 

J These arc named in an int~n·it·w by Joff .. in b:Y'estiya, August 16, 191H. 
Krasin, who ph.yed a rMe in th .. early history of tht' party (sec VoL r, pp. 45-4('), 
Jeft it about 11)08 ami d<"voted himsdf exclusively tu his prof,'ssional work as an 
engim'er: he Iwcamt' manager in l'etrograd of the German firm of Siemens
Schuckert. He was in I'etrogmd in November 1<)17, but played no part in the 
revolution and left for Sweden early in "JIg, In May 19,8 he cam,· to Berlin 
at Jofl'e's invitation to assist in thc Soviet-German Ilt'gotiations. I n August 
J<)IH he returned to Moscow, b .. camc a member of the presidium of the 
Supreme Council of National Economy and took charge of fon'ign trade. 

4 Kriege, who was head of the legal department, is named both hy Hoffmann 
(Die Auf:::eiclwllngen des Ul'neralmnjoTs Max Hoffmann (1921)), ii, ZIS) and by 
Ludcndorff (My War Memories (Eng!. trans!', n.d.), ii, (57) as th,' evil genius 
who foisted a pro-Hussian policy on the German Government. The same vi,'w 
is expressed by K. von Hothmer (Mit Uraf 1I1irbadl in Moslwll (Tubingen, 
1922), pp. 91, 105), who also reflects military opinion. That the anti-Soviet 
view had its reprcsentativt·s in Mirbach's mission is slIggt'stt:d by W. von 
Blucher, Delltschlallds Weg nflch Rapflllo (Wit'shaden, 1951), p. IS, which 
speaks of the secret relations of the mission with .. th .. opposition ", and 
adds that" they never, so rar as I know, came to the knowledge of the Bol
sheviks ". 

S H. Kessler, Walther Rathellllll: His Life and Work (Eng!. trans!., 1929), 
pp. 21)1-2<)2; according to this source" n .. gotiatiol1s were prolonged by the 
fantastic demands of Ludl'ndorlf and his staff ", who demanded" II ('ossaek 
republic on the Don under u (;erman protectorate". 
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Moscow of a" German orientation ".1 Krasin's German contacts, 
which were influential and extensive, were probably more import
ant at this time than the official activities of ] oHe. Early in June 
Krasin travelled to the western front for an interview with Luden
dorH, which seems, however, to have gone no further than a fairly 
amicable exchange of recriminations about breaches of the Brest
Litovsk treaty by both sides. He met leading German official 
personalities, including Brockdortf- Rantzau, now German Minister 
in Copenhagen and a fecent candidate for the chancellofship. In 
the (;erman business world he was thoroughly at home. The 
directors of Siemens-Schuckert, whose manager in Petrograd 
Krasin had formefly been, were anxiolls only to wind up their 
Hussian commitments. But Krasin was able to discllss with the 
rival AEC the supply of electrical equipment to Russia, and 
arranged for immediate shipments of coal "to save Petrograd 
fro1l1 succumbing to the cold ".2 l\leanwhile negotiations were 
proceeding in Kiev for the making of peace between the Soviet 
Government and the Cerman-spol1sored government of the 
Ukraine; and every attempt of the Left SRs to involve Moscow 
in revolts against Cerman authority in the Ukraine was sternly 
repressed. The decision of the Left SRs to assassinate several 
leading Germans was a deliberate attempt to destroy this incipient 
Soviet-German rapjJrocheJllcnt. The assassination of the German 
Amhassador, Mirbaeh, was carried out on July (l, I9I8, during the 
session of the fIfth AII-Hussian Congress of Soviets, at a moment 
when counter-revolutionary risings against the Soviet Government 
were timed to begin in several centres. J 

I J. Sadoul, NO/l·s sur Iii Uh,,,iut;oll R"lch"1'iqllc (I 91{), p. 354; the letter in 
which this i~ reported is a well-balanced description of policy and opinion in 
lVloscow at this period. Humours of an impending" Russo-Gcrman alliance" 
wert.· suHieiently current in Germany in the summer of H)! S to reach Hosa 
Luxemburg in prison (P. Frohlich, Rosa LuxemhurJ;: lier Life all/i IFork 
(1\140), pp. 26X-2(H). 

2 The only sources for Krasin's stay in C;t"rmany are unfortunately his non
political letters to his wife, of which extracts are printed in English translation 
in L. Krasin, /,I'lmid KYasill: Ilis LUe lIlId Hior" (n.d. [1929]), PI'. 79-95. 
From these nearly everything of political interest is omitted; for example, the 
record of the convl'rsation with Brockdorfl"-Hantzau runs: " We talked about all 
sorts of things, and he offered his help in case you should decide to go and live 
in Denmark" . 

.1 Sec Vol. I, pp. 164-165; a graphic eye-witness account of the assassination 
is in K. von Bothmer, Alit GraJ Mirbach ill J110skau (T(ibingcn, 1\122), pp. 71-79. 
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It was not an unreasonahle calculation of the Left SRs that the 
murder of Mirhach would lead to a worsening of Soviet-German 
relations, if not to an open hreach. The precedent of the murder 
of the German Minister in Peking hy Chinese Boxers, and the 
military reprisals which followed this act, was freely quoted. 
This time, however, to the astonishment of many, there was no 
such sequel to record. The Soviet Government, at a moment 
when it was meeting both internal conspiracy fostered by the 
western allies and the external threat of allied intervention in the 
north as well as in Siberia, had to seek at almost allY cost to avoid 
a breach of its relations with the other imperialist camp. But 
Germany, faced with a rapidly deteriorating military situation, 
equally wished above all to avoid a recrudescence of trouhle on 
its eastern front. Hence the Mirbach murder was handled on 
hoth sides in a spirit of unlooked-for caution and conciliation. 
An initial demand from the (;erman Government to send a bat
talion of German troops to l\'loscow was whittled down to an 
agreement for an unarmed guard of 300 men on the premises of 
the embassy. I The German Government continued to protest, 
now and later,2 that it had not received full satisfaction. Never
theless, three \"eeks after the murder, on luI) 2R, H)IR, the new 
German Ambassador, Hclfferich, was installed in Moscow. His 
brief stay was marked by a significant episode. On August I, J9JR, 
Chicherin visited him at the Cerman emhassy .> -- it was appar
ently their only meeting .-- and informed him that, owing to the 
British landing in Murmansk, the Soviet Government had no 
further interest in " postponing" a German-Finnish intervention 
in Karelia which had already heen mooted in Berlin. He added 
that " an open military alliance was impossible in the state of 
public opinion, hut parallel action in fact was possihle ".4 This 

I Pyatyi Soz)',' Vsaossiiskogo Tselltral'nogo Ispnlnitel'l1ngo Komiteta (U)I,), 

p. H9; G. Chichcrin, VncslmyaYll Polililw Savelslwi Rossii za lJ,'a Goda (11)20), 

pp. 14- 15. 
l See pp. 94, 325 below. 
J For security reasons Hclffcrieb did not I,'aye tbl' embassy builJing except 

for one short walk during his ten days in Moscow (K. von Bothmer, Mit G1'llf 
Mirbach in 1I1aslUIu, pp. 120-I:!1). Eichhorn. the German commander III the 
Ukraine, was assassinated two days after Helfferich's arrival. 

4 K. Hclfferich, Der JFcltkr;"g (1919), iii, 466. Chieherin recorded th .. 
same conversation in a commemorativc article published after Lenin's death: 
" When in August the Entente was already virtually waging war against us, 
occupying Archangel and pressing southward from thcre, advancing in the east 
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virtual invitation to German troops, with Finnish support, to 
march through Soviet territory against the allied invaders at 
Murmansk and Archangel was a precise counterpart of Trotsky's , 
attempts of the previous Fehruary to enlist allied aid against the 
advancing Germans. But Germany, like the allies, hesitated to 
embark on so hazardous an adventure. Ten days after his arrival, 
having given instructions to move the embassy to Petrograd, 
lIelfferich left Moscow to attend a German crown council at Spa. 
Here on August 8, 1918, the German high command first faced 
the danger of impending defeat and decided on the urgent need 
to curtail military commitments. Thereafter there could be no 
question of eastern adventures. Helfferich did not return to his 
post, and a few days later the German embassy moved to Pskov 
in Ccrman-occupied territory. I 

Meanwhile the Soviet-German negotiations were proceeding 
smoothly in Berlin, where the Soviet negotiators were more pliant 
than they would have been if they had realized the full extent 
of German military weakness. 2 At the end of June the German 

with the help of the CzechoslO\'aks and directing the" yoluntecr" army of 
Ail-xc", in the ",uth, Vladimir 1"('h made the attempt to utilize the antagonism 
of thc two warring imperialist coalitions in order to weaken the attack of the 
Entente. After detailed discllssion with Vladimir lIich, I visited personally the 
new (;crman Ambassador Hl'lfferieh in order to negotiate witb him about 
common action against Alexecy in the south and about the possibIlity of sending 
a German detachment against the Entcntt' troops on the Whitc St'a. The 
further dc\'elopment of this plan was interrupted by the sudden departure of 
Heltferich" (Leni1l: 81'in Leher, Imd Werl, (Vienna, 1924), p, 93), The state
ment in L. Fischer, TIll' 8m'iels in World Affairs (1<)30), i, 12<) that Helffcrich 
" in his l'xtreTTW Mosc()wphobia never even submitted Chicherin's offer to his 
Government" is an instructive example of Soviet suspiciousness, and certainly 
untrue. 1\:, von Bothmer, l'i·lit GraJ l1iirbach in ,~llJs"a/l (Tubingen, 1<)22), 
p, [17, explicitly records that .. the question of an alliance with Germany 
against the Entenl<' in order to march against the l\1urman territory with our 
Finnish and Baltic troops is being seriously considered", 

I (;, Chicherin, Vnes)m),aJ'a Politika S'ovetskoi Uossii za DV(l Goda (1920), 
p. J 5. 

Z According to Chichl'l"in (ibid. p. 15), it WaS not till August 1<)18 that the Soviet 
Govl't"nment had an inkling of (;crman weakness: "In the summer we were 
still afraid that harvest time might he the momt'nt when German troops would 
advance into the heart of RUSSia to carry off the grain. But, when harvest 
time came, it appeared that the appetite of the German imperialist monster had 
become less rapacious." According to a private letter of Krasin of September 7, 
1l)18. it was still feared in Moscow at that time that, " if tht' Czechoslovaks take 
Nizhny, the Germans wiil occupy Petrograd and Moscow" (I.. Krasin, i,eonid 
Krasin: Ilis Life and Work (n,d. [I929]), p. <)0), 
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general staff had forced the resignation of Klihlmann. He 
was succeeded at the Ministry of Foreign AHairs by lIintze, 
a retired admiral, who had once heen German naval attache 
at Petershurg. But the German military machine was running 
down fast, and the exaggerated military ambitions and preten
sions which had at first delayed the course of the negotiations 
were now a thing of the past. In the middle of August 1<)1 8 
Joffe informed iZ7JCstiya that" more than ever public and official 
circles in Germany recognize the necessity of maintaining peaceful 
relations with Russia", and that the economic negotiations" had 
ended very satisfactorily for us ".1 On August 27, three agrcl'
ments supplementary to the Brest-Litovsk treaty were quietly 
signed in Berlin -- a political agreement, a financial agreement and 
a confidential exchange of notes, this last representing the first 
recourse of the Soviet (;overnment to secret diplomacy. In return 
for the evacuation of White Hussia hy the Germans, the HSFSR 
formally renounced all rights of sovereignty over Estonia and 
Latvia (suhject to " access to the sea" through Tallinn, Riga and 
\\Tindau), recognized the independence of Ceorgia (now under 
German protection), and undertook to pay partly in gold and partly 
in bonds an indemnity of six billion marks. Cermany undertook 
to lend no support to forces, Russian or other, operating against 
the Soviet Government in Russian territory. Soviet Hussia 
undertook to "employ all means at her disposal to expel the 
Entente forces from north Russian territory in observance of her 
neutrality"; if she failed to do so, then Germany ._- this was one 
of the provisions relegated to the secret exchange of notes-
" would find herself obliged to take this action, if necessary with 
the help of Finnish troops", and Russia" would not regard such 
intervention as an unfriendly act". The project discussed hetween 
Chicherin and Helfferich in Moscow thus found its way into the 
Berlin agreement, but at a moment when Germany was no longer ill 
a military situation to give effect to it.l 

1 Izvesliya, August 16, 1<)11l. 
2 The two agreements appear in an abbrl'yiated form in Klyuchniko\' i 

Sahanin, 111t?zlzdmzarucillaYIl Po/ili/Uf, ii (1<)20), 10J-I6(); the secret exchange 
of notes was published from the German archives in Europiiischl' Ge.</Jl"tiche, 
iv (1926), 141l-153; no Russian text has ever been officially published. Transla
tions of all these documents are in J. Wheeler-Bennett, Brt'sl-LiIM'Sh: Iht' 

Forgotten Peace (1939), pp. 427-446. 
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If the original Brest-Litovsk treaty had been a unilateral act 
of force imposed on a prostrate and passive victim, the supple
mentary instruments of August 27, H) I 8, partook of the ordinary 
diplomatic character of a bargain between two partners each 
actively hent on securing certain advantages for itself, each pre
pared to pay a certain price in order to secure at any rate the 
passiH~ good-will of the other. It was thus a stage in the normaliza
tion of Soviet foreign relations. Chicherin, in presenting the two 
agreements to VTs11\. for ratification, once more stressed the 
importance of " peaceful relations " between imperialist Germany 
and the" workers' and peasants' state" : 

In spite of the great difference between the regimes of Russia 
and Germany and the fundamental tendencies of both govern
ments, the peaceful cohabitation of the two peoples, which has 
always been the ohject of our workers' and peasants' state, is at 
present equally desirahle to the German ruling class .... 
Precisely ill the interests of peaceful relations with Germany 
we signed those agreements which arc today submitted to 
VTsIK for ratification. i 

Soviet policy had already moved far from the conception of the 
preaching of world revolution as its primary function. Chicherin 
at Narkomindcl was deeply committed to the policy of balancing 
against one another the two groups of hostile Powers, and of 
appeasing political enemies who were amenable to pacific gestures; 
and this policy, plainly recognized as a policy of weakness, was 
endorsed by Lenin. That it was possihle for several months to 
comhine this policy with the revolutionary activities of Joffe in 
Berlin was due mainly to the growing paralysis of the (;erman 
Government as the catastrophe drew nearer. 

Improved Soviet relations with Germany were the counterpart 
of deteriorating relations with the allies, which followed an inverse 
variation of the saIIle pattern. In the Soviet attitude to Germany, 
the leitmoilf of conciliation and accommodation gained ground 
throughout the summer of 1918. In the Soviet attitude to the 
allies, the abortive movement to"'iards accommodation in 1'eb-

J Pyatyi SOZY1! l"s<'YlJssiislwgo Tsentrlll'nogo hpolnitel'tlogo KlJIllitetll (19 19), 
pp. 95-<)6. 
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ruary and March faded away in face of the uncompromising 
character of allied hostility and the imminent threat of allie~l 
intervention. After the summer of 1918 no seriulis dOllht could 
be entertained of allied determination to destroy the r':gi me and 
to give assistance to any who sought to destroy it. The British 
landing at l\lurmansk at the end of June was folluwed hv a British 
and French landing at Archangel at the heginning o~ August; 
during August American truops joined the British and French in 
north Russia and the Japanese in Vladivostok; in sOllth Russia 
the " white" forces coalesced under the leadership of Denikin 
with allied encuuragement, and, a little later, active allied support. 
The counter-revolutionary conspiracies of July and August in 
central Russia were organized and financed from ahroad. On 
August 3 I the official British agent, Lockhart, was arrest cd on the 
charge of complicity in them, and two days later a detailed Soviet 
statement denounced" the conspiracy organized by Anglo-French 
diplomats '~ J 'rhe last bridge had been broken. No form of 
appeasement or conciliation was any longer open to the Soviet 
Government. 

This conclusion, while accepted without qualification in regard 
to Great Britain, France and Japan, was applied with the utmost 
reluctance to the United States. From the first days of the revolu
tion the impression had prevailed that sentiment in the United 
States was more sympathetic to the Bolsheviks than in any other 
capitalist country. In November H)17 Trotsky had "peculated 
that" American diplomats understand that they cannot defeat the 
Russian revolution and therefore want to enter into friendly rela
tions with us, calculating that this will be an excellent means of 
competing with German and, in particular, with British capitalists 
after the war ",2 Now Soviet policy, relying on the unconcealed 
American antipathy to Japan .1 and on \;\Tilson's obvious reluctance 
to participate in intervention, endeavoured to drive a wedge be
tween the allied governments by ostentatious gestures of friendli
ness to the United States. "'hen Robins returned to \Vashington 
in 1\1ay 1918, he carried with him detailed offers of concessions in 

I See Vol. I, p. I (n; th ... statement appeared in I::;v,>stl~)'(l of September 3. 
19I~L .2 'l'rotsky, S'(){'ilino'liya, iii, ii) 179. 

J Lenin, in his speech of lVlay 14, 19I~, put the American-Japanese contlict 
side by side with the British-German conflict as the two fundamental divisions 
among the imperialist Powers (S'ochineniya, xxiii,S)· 

VOL. III (; 
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Soviet HlIssia for Amcrican capitalists. I As late as August 4, 
1918, a naIvely worded note was addressed to Poole, thc American 
consul in ·Moscow, as " the representative of a nation which, to 
use your own words, will take no action against the Soviets", 
protesting against the intervention of "Anglo- French armed 
forces" in Soviet territory, and conveying assurances of unalterable 
friendship for the American people. l A month later Chicherin, 
in a speech to V'1'sIK, explained that American citizens were not 
being interned with those of the other allied powers " because, 
although the United States Government was compelled by its 
allies to agree to participation in intervention, so far only formally, 
its decision is not regarded by us as irrevocable ".3 nllt within a 
few weeks this agreeable fiction of American friendship had become 
untenable. Two American regiments had landed at Vladivostok; 
others were soon to join the allied forces on other fronts; and the 
RSFSR was faced with a solid phalanx of interventionist powers. 
At the beginning of October 1918 a resolution of VTsIK on 
the international situation grouped together" the Anglo-French, 
American and Japanese imperialist robbers" under a single 
rubric. 4 The ci rele had been closed. 

These catastrophic developments left a lasting mark on Soviet 
thought. The aC1ion of the allies confIrmed and intensified the 
ideological aspect of Soviet foreign policy and made international 
revolution once more its principal plank, if only in the interest of 
national self-preservation. The vital question whether the co
existcnce of capitalist and socialist states was possible had at any 
rate been left open by the first pronouncements of the Soviet 
Government, and notably by the decree on peace; in some, at 
any rate, of the pronouncements of the spring and summer of 
up8 it had been answered in the affirmative. Now it seemed 
irrefutably clear that this coexistence was impossible, at any rate 
with the countries of the Entente, and that revolutionary pro
paganda directed to the workers of these countries was the most 

I See p. 2XO below; according to L. Fischt"r, The Soviets ill TVorld Affairs 
(1930), i, 300, the properties of the American International Harvester Corpora
tion, vVestinghouse Brake Co. and Singer Sewing Machine Co. were exempted 
frotH nationalization owing to the intervention of Robins. 

, Klyuchnikov i Sahanin, Mc::/uiu1larodllaya Politiha, ii (1926), 162-163. 
3 Pyalyi So::)'.' Vsero,siishogo Tsetztral'llugo Ispolllitel'llogo Komiteta (1919), 

p. 95. 4 iz.'estiya, October 4, 1918. 
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effective, and indeed the only effective, weapon in the hands of a 
government whose military resources were still negligible. Soviet 
foreign policy from the autumn of H)18 to the end of 1920 was 
in all probability more specifically and exclusively coluured hy 
international and revolutionary aims than at any other time. 
World revolution was in a certain sense the counterpart in Soviet 
foreign policy of war communism in economic policy. In form a 
logical, though extreme, development of communist doctrine, it 
was in fact imposed on the ri·gime, not so much hy doctrinal 
orthodoxy, as by the desperate plight of the civil war. 

The undeclared war which began with the allied military 
landings in the summer of 1918 meant a rupture of such quasi
diplomatic relations as had heen established in the preceding 
winter and spring. At the end of July 1()I8 the allied represen
tatives, who had retired from Petrograd to Vologda five months 
earlier, left Russia altogether or withdrew to occupied territory, 
taking with them the military missions through which some 
contact with the Soviet authorities had heen maintained. After 
the assassination of Mirhach and the risings against the Soviet 
Government in July 19] 8, the few allied representatives, civil and 
military, left in lYloscow were regarded as agents of counter·, 
revolutionary conspiracy. Lockhart, "fter four weeks of confine
ment, was released and allowed to leave the country, and Litvinov 
was expelled from Creat Britain as a reprisal for the expulsion of 
Lockhart. The closing of the channels of normal intercourse 
with the outside world stimulated the usc of the weapons of 
" open diplomacy"; as Chicherin afterwards put it, " we write 
fewer notes to governments and more appeals to the working 
classes ".1 On August I, I 9 I 8, Sovnarkom issued an appeal to 
"the lahouring masses of France, England, America, Italy and 
Japan", concluding with the words: 

Compelled to struggle against al1ied capital, which to the 
chains imposed on us by (~erman imperialism st:eks to add new 
chains, we turn to you with the call : 

Long live the solidarity of the workers of the whole \\'orld ! 
Long live the solidarity of the French, English, American, 

Italian proletariat with the Russian! 

, G. Chicherin, Vlleshnyaya Politillll S01'etsko; Ross;; za Dt'li God" (1'120), 

p. 31. 
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Down with the gangsters of international imperialism! 
Long live the international revolution! 
Long live peace among the nations! 1 

A few days later Chicherin commented in an official note to the 
American consul: 

At this very moment we are speaking to the countries whose 
armies are taking the field against us with open violence, and we 
turn to their peoples with the call: "Peace to the cottages! " 2 

Towards the end of August Pravda published an open letter from 
Lenin himself to the American workers: 

The American millionaires, those modern slave-owners, have 
opened a particularly tragic page in the bloody history of hloody 
imperialism by giving their consent ... to the armed campaign 
of the Anglo-Japanese beasts for the purpose of crushing the 
first socialist republic .... \Ve are in the position of a beleaguered 
fortress until other detachments of the international socialist 
revolution come to our aid. Such detachments exist, they are 
more numerous than ours .... \Ve are unconquerable because 
the world proletarian revolutioll is unconquerable.' 

l\leanwhile the part played a year earlier by Die Fackel and ])e.r 

"Olkl'Yfricde among the German invaders was now taken over by 
the innumerable pamphlets and broadsheets in English and French 
distrihuted to the allied troops landed on Russian soil. The tale 
was still the same: 

You will he fighting not against enemies [ran a sheet 
addressed to British and American troops in Archangel] hut 
against working people like yourselves. We ask you, are you 
going to crush us ? ... Be loyal to your class and refuse to do 
the dirty work of your masters .... Go home and estahlish 
industrial republics in your own countries, and together we 
shall form a world-wide cooperative commonwealth .. ' 
, Klyuchniko" i Sabanin, Mezhdunarotillaya Politika, ii (1926). IbI. 
" /hui. ii. 16J; th!" concluding phragc i~ taken from the slogan of the armi!"s 

of tht· Frenl·h revolution: "War nn tht· gn'at houses! Peace to thl' cottagl's ! .. 
.1 Lenin, SorhincniY(l, XXIIi, 176-189 . 
.. 1\1. Fainsod. /Iltenltltional SfI{'ialislII and the Iflorld H'ar (Harvard, 1935), 

p. 184: the titll-s of several other pamph!t-ts are listed in A. L. P. Dennis, The 
Forel/:Il Policies of 8m'iet I?USSill (I <)24), p. 488. The texts of similar pamphlets 
distrihuted to the Fn'nch forces in south Russia arc in A. Marty, La Revolte de 
III lIIer Noire, i (n.d. rl<)271), 149-166: Lenin, Sochinruiya, xxv, 600, nott' 49. 
mentions two papers, '1I1l' (:,,11 and L" [,mllnne, issued for the British and French 
troops respectively. 
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Tracts and journals prepared in the propaganda department of 
Narkomindel were dropped hy aeroplane over the enemy lines. I 
The work of propaganda and indoctrination which had proved 
sllccessful with German and Austrian prisoners of war was now 
undertaken among prisoners captured on the allied fronts. The 
number of prisollers was small, and the men had not experienced 
months or years of captivity, so that successes were relati\·cJy few. 
But they occurred, and were heralded as triumphs. 2 This rever
sion to propaganda for world rcvolution in its crudest and most 
outspoken form was, however, part of a desperate defensive action 
by the forces of revolution against the embattled onslaught of the 
western capitalist world. It was the action of the western P()WcfS, 

quite as much as of the Soviet Government, which had forn·d 
the international situation into a revolutionary setting. 

The German collapse in the autumn of I<)lX put the prospects 
of world revolution in an altogether diilerent light. Soviet pro
paganda suddenly became the instrument, no longer of a desperate 
defensive action against allied inter\"eJ1~ion, but of a victorious 
offensive which promised to sweep over central Europe. The 
Bulgarian surrender and the (;erman request for an armistice at 
the end of September H)l R showed that the central Powers were 
at the end of their tether. Already on October J, ]()I8, Lenin was 
sending to Sverdlov and Trotsky impatient notes on " the begin·· 
nings of the revolution in Germany" and laying dOW!1 tactics: 

No relations with the government of Wilhelm, nor with a 
government of Wilhelm II 1 Ebert and other scoundrels. 

But for the German working masses, for the German toiling 
millions, once thev have made a start with t he spirit of revolt 
(for the moment it is ariZ" spirit), we begin to propose brotherly 
union, bread, military help. 

And he demanded " by the spring" an army of 3,000,000 " to 
help the international workers' revolution " . .1 Two days later he 
had regained all his faith in imminent world revolution: 

Now even the blindest of the workers of the different 
countries will see how right the Bolsheviks \Vere in hasing all 

I K()mmunistidll'shii Illtenlllisiollal, No. <)-10 (187' dlR), 1')2<). p. IR'I. 

l For examples sec p. 118 helow. 
I Lt'/IillSldi Sbonlik, xxi (1<)33). 252-253. 
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their tactics on support of a world-wide workers' revolution and 
in not fearing to make various most heavy sacrifices .... 

The Russian proletariat will understand that in the near 
future the greatest sacrifices will be required for the sake of 
internationalism. The time is approaching when circumstances 
may demand from us help for the German people to liberate 
!tself from its own imperialism against Anglo-French imperial
ISln .... 

"'orld history in the last few days has remarkably speeded 
up the course towards a world-wide workers' revolution.) 

A fortnight later, with open contempt for diplomatic proprieties, 
J ,enin wrote to ] offe in Berlin: 

We ought to play the role of a bureau of ideas of international 
scope, and we are doing nothing! ! 

We must publish 100 times more. There is money. Hire 
translators. 

A short staccato letter ended with a request to forward it to 
Vorovsky in Stockholm for similar action." At the same moment 
he sent a letter of greeting to the Spartakusbund, whose work had 
"saved the honour of German socialism and of the German 
proletariat", and expressed his " unshakeable hope that in the 
near future it will be possible to hail the victory of the proletarian 
revolution in Germany"; and, a few wecks later, when the news 
arrived of Karl Liebknecht's release from prison, a message was 
scnt to him in the name of the central committee of the party, 
signed by Lenin, Sverdlov and Stalin, welcoming his release as 
" the token of a new era, the era of victorious socialism which is 
now opening for Germany and for the whole world ".J 

The concluding words were significant. Though Germany was 
in the centre of the picture, the view of the Bolsheviks was not 
limited by it. Six IIlonths ago, it was pointed out in a resolution 
of VTsIK, Germany had seemed as all-powerful as the other 
" imperialist robbers" seemed today. But their doom also was 
at hand. 

The profound internal struggles among those taking part in 
the universal robbery, and the still more profound upheavals 

I Lenin, Sochineniya, xxiii, 215-217. 
, j.Nlins/(ii ,'>'/1IImi", xxi (1933), 253. 
3 Lenin, Sochillelliya, xxix, 514-515. 
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am~ng. the dec~ived and exhaus~ed masses, arc leading the 
capitalist world mto the era of social revolution. 

Now, as in October of last year and as at the time of the 
Brest-Litovsk negotiations, the Soviet Government builds its 
entire policy on the prospect of social revolution in both im
perialist camps. . . . 

VTsIK declares in the face of the whole world that in this 
struggle Soviet Russia with all its forces and resources will 
support the revolutionary power in Germany against its 
imperialist enemies. It does not doubt that the revolutionary 
proletariat of France, England, Italy, America and Japan wiil 
find itself in the same camp as Soviet Russia and revolutionary 
Germany. I 

Events moved with breathless rapidity through October. At a 
meeting in lVloscow on October 22, 19TH, when Germany was 
already on the point of collapse and demonstrations in favour of 
the Bolsheviks had occurred in Berlin, in Paris, in Italy and in 
Scotland, Lenin allowed himself a note of triumphant confidence: 

Bolshevism has become the world-wide theory and tactics 
of the international proletariat! It is due to Bolshevism that 
a sturdy socialist revolution has been staged in the face of the 
whole world, that disputes have hroken out among all the people~~ 
on the question for or against the Bolsheviks. It is due to 
Bolshevism that the programme of tht' creation of a proletarian 
state is on the agenda .... Never have we heen so near to world 
revolution, never has it been so evident that the Russian pro
letariat has established its might, so clear that millions and tens 
of millions of the world proletariat will follow us. 2 

The same note of confidence was transposed into diplomatic 
terms. Two days later Chicherin broadcast a long and defiant 
note to President \Vilson, who was ironically addressed in almost 
every paragraph as " Mr. President". Recalling the pious pro
fessions of the fourteen points and the assurance of American 
sympathy in 'Nilson's telegram to the fourth All-Russian COII~ress 
of Soviets in March 1918,3 the note contrasted the ideals of 
Wilson's project for a League of Nations with the realities of allied 
and American armed intervention on Soviet territory, and compared 

I Pyatyi 5'o::::yv VSl'rt)ssiis/u,/!" TSl'lltrlll'll0l<0 ls/>lIllIitl'l'nogll Komi!,,(a ([<)1<)). 

P.252. 
2 Lenin, Sochineniya, xxiii, 230. 3 Sec pp. 4S-49 above'. 
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the allied governments with "the imperialist government of 
Germany, headed by Wilhelm II, to whom you, Mr. President, 
behave no better than we, the workers' and peasants' revolutionary 
government, behave to you". 1 And I ,enin in his main theoretical 
work of the period, Tit£' Proletarian Re~'oll1ti()fl and Renegade 
Kautsl?y, which he completed on the eve of the (;erman surrender, 
returned to the international argument which he had so steadily 
sustained up to the moment of the October revolution: 

My task, the task of a representative of the revolutionary 
proletariat, is to prepare the Z(lorld proletarian revolution a'\ the 
on!v salvation from the horrors of world war. 1 have to reason 
not from the point of view of" my " country ... , but from the 
point of view of my participation in preparing, preaching and 
hastening the world proletarian revolution. 2 

During the first week of Novemher T9IR, with the Habsbllrg 
empire already dissolving into its component parts,] with the 
Cerman armies in headlong ret reat, and soldiers' and workers' 
councils springing up in many German cities, the German (;owrn
ment indulged in a la~t defiant gesture of protest against Joffe's 
notorious actlvltl('S. On :\o\"ember 2, 1<)1 R, reviving the now 
half-forgotten memory of J\lirbach's murder four months earlier, 
it addressed a note to the Soviet Government declaring that it 
"cannot tolerate the crime against the ambassador remaining 
unexpiated ".4 Two days later the police arranged that a piece 
of diplomatic baggage consigned to Joffe should break open in 
transport at the Berlin railway station; and a Hood of revolutionary 
proclamatiolls emerged. s Next day, Solf, the newly appointed 

I Klyuchniko" i S"hanin, ,11{"~/uhll1{/rodll(1)'a Pilli/ilw, i, (19.20), ,XI-IXI'. 
r Jenin, /-,'ochill(,lliyo, xxiii) 381. 

J On Non'mher 3 a message was broadcast in th(' name of " the workers, 
peasants and soldiers of Hussia" to the "comrade workers, peasants and 
soldiers of the forInn Austro-llungarian Empire" (/zt'l'stiya, November 3, 
HJIS). 

• This note has not been published. 
5 The ,~le1ll()irs of Prince lila.\" of /Irll/ell (Eng!. trans!', 1928), ii, 28c), and 

P. Seheidt'mann, ,Hem"irs of a Social-Democrat (Eng!. trans!., H):!<), ii, 534-536, 
admit that the breakage was d('liherate; according to W. von BlUcher, Dell/scll
lallds IVe/,' uadl Rapallo (\Yiesbaden, 1<)51), p. 34, the suggestion carne from 
Nadolny. The reiint'ment that the documents thernsclv{'s wen' plantt'd by the 
police comes frolll a much later account in the Austrian press (quoted in J. W. 
\Vht'eler-Bcnnctt, IIrcs/-Litovsk: The For/,'otten Peace (1939), p. 359). 
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Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in Max von Baden's 
government, sent for JotTe and informed him that" the behaviour 
of the Russian embassy in violation of international law, as 
well as the fact that no ade4uate satisfaction has ever yet 
been given for the murder of the imperial ambassador, makes 
necessary a temporary withdrawal of representatives on both 
sides, which, however, does not constitute a formal breach ".1 
On the following morning, November 6, 1918, Joffe and his stalf 
were hustled into a special train and despatched to the frontier. l 

On November 9,1918, the day on which Joffe reached the frontier, 
the Kaiser abdicated; and on November 10, while the (;crman 
delegation was on its way to Compic'gne to sign the armistice, the 
Berlin workers' and soldiers' council unanimously appointed a 
"council of people's representatives" to act as a provisional German 
C;overnment. It was composed of three members of the SP!), 
Ebert, Seheidemann and Landsberg, and three of the LJSP!), 
Haase, Dittmann and Barth: Ebert acted as president of thc 
council, and Haase had charge of foreign relatioIlS, though without 
replacing Solf at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In i\1oscow 
the proceedings of the concluding session of the sixth All-Russian 
Congress of Soviets were twice interrupted to allow the president 
to read the latest telegrams from Germany. In the evening thrre 
was a celebration in the Kremlin; and nct morning Lenin left 
the Kremlin for the first time since the attempt on his life at the 
end of A ugust and addressed the crowds from a balcony. Radek 
describes the scene on his appearance: 

Tens of thousands of workers burst into wild cheering. 
l\:ever have I seen anything like it again. lJntillate in the eve
ning workers and Red Army soldiers were 1iling past. The world 

I This declaration has not been published, On tIlt' "'I11t' day the (;crman 
con;;ulate in 1\1osco\\' handed a note to ~arl·aHnindel couched in sitnilar t('nn~, 
hut at greater length, and omitting the tinal clause ahout the formal breac!. ; 
this was read in extenso bv Lenin to the ,ixth AII-Hussian Congress of Soncls 
on November 8, 1918 (L;nin, S'othillelliyo, xxiii, 257-2SX). 

2 The occurrence was dl'scribed two da", later hy Radek, alllid nit'S of 
" Shame ", to the sixth All-Hussian Congre~s of Sovi;,ts (Sh<'s/oi r-serussiiskii 
Chrez!'j'cllllillyi 5;"ezd .','m'eto!' (1911)), pp, 52-53); the circumslann's and th .. 
sequel lent some point to Bolshc\'ik suspicions expressed hy I,cnin at the time 
(.','()chinelliya, xxiii, 259) that Joffe was expdlcd in the hope of propitiating the 
victorious western Powers. 
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revolution had come. The mass of the people heard its iron 
tramp. Our isolation was over. I 

The revolution in Germany seemed not only to bring welcome 
relief from immediate military dangers and break the ring of 
armies that encircled the Soviet republic, but to be the long
expected second and greater wave of the world revolution. The 
Bolshevik leaders from Lenin downwards were imbued with the 
unanimous and unquestioning conviction that it would quickly 
deepen and develop and, assuming a proletarian and socialist 
character, spread over western Europe. On November 13, 1918, 
VTsIK formally annulled the Brest-Litovsk treaty, and added to 
the declaration of annulment an appeal" to the toilers of Germany 
and Austria-Hungary" for a new kind of settlement to take its 
place: 

The right of self-determination in full measure will be 
recognized for the toilers of all nations. Those reaIIy guilty 
of the war, the bourgeois classes, will be made to bear all the 
losses. The revolutionary soldiers of Germany and Austria, 
who are forming in the occupied territories councils of soldiers' 
deputies, and entering into contact with the local workers' 
and peasants' councils, "viII become the collaborators and allies 
of the toilers in the fulfilment of those tasks. By a fraternal 
union with the workers and peasants of Russia they will redeem 
the wounds inflicted on the population of the occupied regions 
by the German and Austrian generals who defended the interests 
of counter-revolution .... The toiling masses of Russia in the 
person of the Soviet Government oft'er such a union to the 
peoples of Germany and Austria-Hungary. They hope that 
this mighty union of the liberated peoples will be joined by the 
peoples of aII other countries which have not yet thrown oft' the 
yoke of the imperialists. z 

I KraSlla),1l Nov'. No. la, I<p(), p. 140. ]VI. Philips I'ricl', 1'tily RemilIiscellces 
of the Russiflu RC1wluti(m (1<)21). pp. 349-3:;0. giv('s an eye-witness account of 
the Kremlin celebration, and attributes to Lenin <,ven at this time a note of 
caution: " I fear that th., social r<,,"olulion in central Europe is dt'vcloping too 
slowly to provide us with any assistance from that quarter" (inid. p. 345); 
according to Radek (Kramay({ 11/01". No. 10, 1926, p. 139) S"t'rdlov remarked 
on this occasion: "Be on "our guard! Autumn ilies hite hard." Radek's 
d"scription of the scent' next 'morning also mcntions Lenin's " excited but pro
foundly anxious look". 

2 Sonratlie UZtI/wllellii, J{)17-1()IS, NO.9:;, art. 947; th" Brt'st-Litovsk 
treaty, so far as it concerned Turkey, had already been denounced by the Soviet 
Government on September 20, 1918 (G. Chicbt'Tin, Vneshtly({ya Po/itilw 
Sovetskoi Rossii za Dva Goda (1920), p. 21). 
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Nor was this vision of the rapid spread of a fraternal commun
ity of revolution as fantastic as it may appear to latcr generations 
which know that it was belied by the event. Never l;ad the call 
to world revolution as the staple of Soviet foreign policy seemcd 
more clearly justified by its fruits. While the final blow that laid 
Germany low had been struck by others, there was evidence
which no Bolshevik was likely to overlook or underestimate--- of 
the part played by Bolshevik propaganda in demoralizing the 
German armies. The civil population was in revolt against the 
horrors and privations of the war; the monarchy had fallen 
without a blow amid general execration; workers' and soldiers' 
councils Oil the Soviet pattern had been formed all over Germany, 
and the Berlin council had created the counterpart of a COllIl~il 
of People's Commissars; Germany had cntered its " Kerensky 
period"; it seemed inconceivable that, under the stimulus of 
Russian example and Russian encouragement, the parallel of the 
Russian revolution would not be followed to the end. \\Then 
Radek reached Berlin in December 191 S he had the impression 
that" nine-tenths of the workers were taking part in the struggle 
against the government" ; 1 other observers took much the same 
view. Even today it is not quite clear why the German revolution 
proved a fiasco -- whether because the (~erman masses did not 
want revolution, or becausc the revol utionary movement was 
disunited and poorly led, or because the allied governments, 
fearing revolution in Germany, gave ju"t sufficient backing to the 
counter-revolutionary social-democrat elements in Germany to 
scotch it. The Illost plausible explalJation appears to be that a 
revolt of the (;erman masses against the war, and against a regime 
which was held responsible for it, was almost everywhere mistaken 
for a mass demand for social revolution. 2 The active demand [or 
revolution, once the war was over and done with, was contlned to a 
minority. The tradition of Lassalle had moulded a workers' 
movement which in its vast majority still pinned its faith to a 
policy of wringing concessions from the existing state, not of 

1 Der Zweite KOllgress der Kommunist. ItlterllfltirJ1/a/e (Hamburg, 1<)21), P 25 6. 
2 The report of the subsequent Reichstag committee of enquiry into the 

causes of the German collapse drew attention to .. the close conncxion bdween 
the revolution and the question of peace in the minds of the (;crman socialists" 
(R. H. Lutz, The Causes of the Gerllliln Collapsi' in I91S (Stanford, 19H), 
p. II!). 
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destroying it. But this diagnosis could scarcely have been made 
in November 1918; and, both then and for more than two years 
after, the imminence of proletarian revolution in Germany con
tinued to haunt many who feared it as well as the Bolsheviks who 
hoped for it. 

Enthusiasm in Moscow was, however, quickly damped by the 
fi.rst episodes of direct cOlltact with the new Germany. The 
ti.rst disconcerting experience arose out of the offer by the Soviet 
authorities of two trainloads of grain for the hungry German 
population. It \vas a symbolical gesture and, in view of desperate 
shortages in Russia itself, a generous one. Instead of the enthusi
astic acceptance which had been expected from Berlin, nearly a 
week of silence followed. Then, on November 17, 1918, came 
Haase's answer. The offer was welcomed as a gesture of inter
national solidarity. But Russia too was hungry; and, so far as 
concerned Germany, America had already promised to deliver 
enough grain to maintain existing rations till the next harvest. I 
It was the first occasion on which Germany was called on to make 
the fateful choice between east and west. The paltry two train
loads from lVloscow were weighed against the prospects of trans
atlantic abundance; it would have been quixotic to accept the 
Soviet pittance at the risk of antagonizing Washington and the 
western allies. The reply was felt in Moscow as a slap in the fact' 
and as a proof that the so-called socialist leaders of Germany 
preferred the fleshpots of capitalism to the international solidarity 
of the socialist revolution. Raclek, recalling the vote of the 
German social-democrats for war credits in the Reichstag of 
August 4, T 914, called it " a second August 4 ", and judged that 
" Judas Iscariot has completed his betrayal ".z The imult struck 
deep and rankled long. It was still a subject of bitter recrimination 
when the admission of the lJS!'D to Comintern was debated 
eighteen months later.] 

1 The answer was conveyed in a teleprinter conycrsation between Haase 
and Chicherin, and no official text seems to exist: the contents were recorded 
by Hadek in Krasnaya Nm", No. 10, 1926, p. 142, and summarized by Haase's 
colleague Dittmann at the second congress of Comintern (Der Zweife KOllgrPss 
lier K01/lIIumist. Internationa/e (Hamburg, 1(21), pp. 322-324). 

l Krasnaya Nov', No. 10, 1926, p. 142. 
3 A still later echo of it can be found in an article by Stalin of November 

1,)20, in which he proposed the creation of a " n'st'rve of foodstuffs for the 
revolution in the W('st ". He wrote: "The fact is that the western states 
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The second episode concerned Joffe, the expelled Soviet 
representative in Berlin. When the German revolution broke out 

• he was at Borisov on the Russian-German demarcation line. On 
November 10, 1918, the Berlin workers' and soldiers' council 
which appointed the Council of People's Representatives passed a 
resolution instructing the government to " resume relations with 
the Russian Government" and expressing eagerness for the 
arrival of the Russian representatives in Berlin; 1 and three davs 
later VTsIK, in its decree proclaiming the annulment of Bre;t
J ,itovsk, observed that, whereas the last act of the Kaiser's govern
ment had been to expel Joffe, "the first act of the insurgent 
workers and soldiers of Germany who have overthrown the 
imperial regime was to recall the Soviet embassy ".z Meanwhile 
Joffe was hourly expecting the summons to return to Berlin. In 
the chaos of armistice Germany some delay in receiving instruc
tions could be excused. But it soon transpired that the instructiolls 
would not be sent. Haase explained delicately to Chicherin that 
this was a matter for negotiation, and promised to submit it to 
his colleagues. 3 The USPD members of the Council of People's 
Representatives afterwards excused themselves (for this question 
too gave rise to prolonged recriminations) on tne ground that the 
three SPD members were opposed to JotTe's recall, and that it 
was impossible to force a decision against them. 4 But this was 
not the whole truth. On Novemher 19, 1918, two days after the 
rejection of the grai n offer, the question of Joffe was .It length 
discussed at the council; in addition to the six memhers, the 
meeting was attended by Kautsky, who now aspired to the position 
of elder statesman and impartial arbiter in the social-democratic 
movement and was known for his hostility to the Soviet regime, 
and by Solf, the former Minister for Foreign Affairs, who had 
retained direction of the ministry under Haase. Solf spoke 
strongly against the readmission of Joffe on the ground that he 
(Germany, Italy, etc.) are completely dependent on America which suppltt's 
Europe with grain. The victory of re\'olution in tht'sc countries would face 
the prolt·tariat with a food crisis on the morrow of the revolution if bourgeois 
America refused to supply them with grain, which is quite likely" (Suchinnli),a, 
iv, 380). 

I ])er ZrveiteKungressdrr Kommllnist. Intcrnationale (Hamburg, IfJ21), p. 356. 
2 Sobranie Uztlkonenii, IC)17-Hj18, No. '15. art. '147. 
3 KraS1l(1)'tl Noy,·. No. 10. 1<)26, Pl'. 142-14~· 
• Der Zweifl' Kongrcss drr K07llmu/Usl. In/ematlOllo'" (HalnhUl'g, 1 <)21), p. 3.l4· 
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had abused his diplomatic privilege by intervention in internal 
affairs. Haase advised procrastination in this delicate issue; and 
Kautsky supported him with the additional argument that the 
Soviet Government in Moscow would not last many weeks longer. 1 

On November 23, the German consular party arrived on the 
frontier, and the exchange was effected. 2 Joffe returned dis
consolately to Moscow. On December I, 1918, Solf refused per
mission for Rakovsky to proceed via Berlin to Vienna as Soviet 
representative to Austria.' 

The third episode threw still clearer light on the incompatibility 
of temper and purpose between the Bolshevik leaders in Moscow 
and the social-democratic leaders of both factions in Berlin. The 
first All-German Congress of Workers' and Soldiers' Councils was 
to he held on Decemher 16, 1918. On an invitation from the 
executive committee which was organizing the congress, VTslK 
appointed a strong Russian delegation to attend it, consisting of 
Bukharin, Joffe, Rakovsky, 19natov and Radek. 4 This decision 
caused emharrassment in the Council of People 's Rep[{~sentatives ; 
and the embarrassment turned to consternation when Radek, in a 
conversation with Haase hy teleprinter open to interception by 
all the world, announced his intention of bringing with the 
delegation expert propagandists to work among the British and 
French prisoners of war still in German camps.s It seemed clear 
in Berlin that the Soviet authorities, recklessly or of set purpose, 
were doing their best to embroil Germany with the western 
Powers. Only an unquestioning revolutionary faith, such as the 
lISPD leaders certainly did not possess, could have justified such 
a course. When the delegation reached the frontier, the Council 
of People's Representatives decided, by a vote of five to one, 

1 Der Zweih' KUllgress dl'r Kommullist. Interl/otiolla/e (Hamburg, 1921), 
pp. 257, 356. 

2 The stay at Borisov is described hy a member of Joffe's staff in M. K. 
Larsens, An f:xpert ill the Ser1'ire of the Soviet (11)21), pp. 30-33 . 

. l ]z1,estiya, December 3, 1<)1 X: according to Dip{orrlatidzeskii Stovar, ii 
(11)50),107, art. Markhle\'sky, the (,erman Government had already in October 
19IX refused facilities for l\1arkhlevsky to proceed to Vienna via Berlin as Soviet 
representative. 

4 Otchet Narodnogo Kmllisariata po !7wstrmmYrrl lJl'lll1ll Sed'morrlll S"ezdu 
Sovelot' (1919), p. 18. 

S Der Zweill' KOllp,ress der Kommunist. Internationale (Hamburg, 1921), p. 326; 
according to another, more duhious, version Radek also offered Soviet help 
to resist the allied armies on the Rhine (ibid. p. 327). 
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"with regard to the situation in Germany" not to admit 
it. I According to a Russian official report, the German military 

, authorities then "pointed a machine gun at our delegation, 
compelled it to turn back and in the most undignified conditions 
conducted it back across the demarcation line ".2 The irrepres
sible Radek, undeterred by these indignities, and helped by his 
ability to vary his national status as required, disguised himself 
as an Austrian prisoner of war, and crossed the frontier in the 
company of Reuter-Friesland, a German prisoner of war, at that 
time a member of the USPD and later of the (~erJ1lan Communist 
Party, and of two German communists whom he had picked up 
in Minsk. 3 lIe got through to Berlin, but just too laIc for the 
first All-German Congress of \Vorkers' and Soldiers' Councils 
which had completed its session on December 2 I, 191 X. 

The conclusion drawn in Moscow froIll these episodes was 
the treachery of the German social-democratic leaders· -- of the 
USPD as well as of the SPD ._- to the revolutionary cause; this 
was the first, but not the last, conspicuous occasion on which the 
Bolsheviks deceived themselves by believing, on the supposed 
analogy of their own Russian experience, in a conflict between 
revolutionary masses and counter-revolutionm y leaders which 
would inevitably end in the revolt of the m,lsses against the leaders. 
The realities of the German situation at the end of 19r8 were far 
more complex. Germany was prostrate and helpless to do any
thing on her own account. Every decision about Soviet Russia 
was bound to present itself as a choice between leaning on Russia 
or leaning on the western allies. The mutual hostility hetween 
east and west made a choice unavoidable; and, unless every 
apparent consideration of material advantage were ignored, the 
choice could not be in doubt. It was true that the German social
democratic leaders were particularly embittered against the Bol
sheviks, who had been for four years past denouncing them as 
traitors and were already contesting with them the leadership of 
the masses, including the German masses. It was true that Ger
man social-democracy had been nourished for two or three decades 

1 Ibid. p. 357. 
2 G. Chicherin, Vnesll1lyaya l'olitiha Smle/s}wi Rossii ::m J)7 1a (Jodd (1920), 

p. 23; Radek's own version is less dramatic and speaks only of" seveml soldiers 
with rifles II (Krasnaya Nov', No. 10, 1<)26, p. 145). 

3 Ibid. No. IO, 1926, p. 146. 
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on contempt for semi-barbarian Russia, and that these sentiments 
had not vanished overnight with the change of regime. 1 It was 
also true that the prestige of western democracy and western 
liheralism exercised a strong pull on the social-democratic move
ment, especially in the form and in the conditions in which 
Woodrow \Vilson was now preaching them to a world weary of 
" imperialism" and" militarism". These feelings were to make 
C;erman social-democrats the strongest opponents of the eastern 
orientation in German policy advocated and supported by a 
majority of the German Right. But sllch considerations scarcely 
yet applied. At the end of 1<)18 the (;erman masses were still 
dazed by defeat and dazzled by the sentimental glamour of the 
Russian revolution. But no serious body of (;erman opinion, 
except for a small group of extremists on the Left, regarded an 
alliance with Soviet Russia, which would further inflame the 
hostility of the west, as practical politics for any (;erman Govern
ment. The masses accepted the inevitable, and acquiesced with
out challenge in the caution of the leaders. 

A new appointment marked the sharp revulsion in the Council 
of People's Representatives against Bolshevism and revolution. 
vVhen, in the latter part of December, it became neces~ary to dis
pense with Solf, who was too much compromised with the allies 
by his record as Minister for the Colonies, the succession to Solf 
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was offered to Brockdorft"
Rantzau. Brockdorit"-Rantzau was an unusual figure in the 
diplomatic corps of the last days of imperial Germany. A keen intel
lectual interest in politics convinced him of the rising importance 
of the German Social-Democratic Party, and he made a point of 
keeping in touch with some of its leaders. It was through these 
connexions that, as German Minister in Copenhagen, he became 
the intermediary for the German Government in the negotiations 
that led to the passage of J .enin and his Bolshevik companions 
through Germany in the scaled train in April 1917. The same 
connexions brought him the appointment of German Minister 
for Foreign Affairs in December 1918. Before accepting it, he 
set forth his views in a memorandum to the Council of People's 

I P. Schcidemann. lHe1lloirs of a Social-Democrat (Eng!. trans!., 1929), ii, 
533, contrasts" (,crmany, a land of education for centuries ", with" Russia, 
u land of millions of illiterates". 
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Representatives, which unanimously endorsed them. Among his 
most important desiderata was the necessity of "taking the 
severest measures against Bolshevik propaganda and its leaders" 

• and of" restricting the competence of the workers' and soldiers' 
councils". I At the same moment the first All-German Congress 
of Workers' and Soldiers' Councils decided to hold elections for 
a German National Assemhly OIl January 19, It)H), thus in eifect 
decreeing its own demise as the sovereign organ of the German 
people. The hopes of Moscow in a Ccrman proletarian revolu
tion on the Soviet model were ebbing fast. 

On December 29, 1918, the three USPD memhers, conscious 
of the anomaly of their position, resigned from the Council of 
People's Representatives, which remained for the rest of its 
existence a one-party monopoly of the SPD. The same day was 
marked by a more signilicant event. The leadcrs of the Spartakus
bund met in private and decided to secede from the USPD and 
form a separate party. I t was to be called the C~erman Communist 
Party (KPD), the word Spartakushund being added to the title in 
brackets for old time's sake; and on the following day the first 
congress of the KPD (Spartakusbulld) duly assembled, IOO dele
gates being present. Radek, who had spent the days since his 
arrival in Berlin in discussions with the Spartakist leadero. (he 
names Liebkneeht, Rosa Luxemburg, ]ogtches, Levi and Thal
heimer),2 represented the Russian party and delivered a massive 
oration on the Russian and the German revolutions. The com
parisons which he madc were t1attt'fing to his audience: 

\-\lhen the news of the German revolution reached us, a 
veritable tumult of joy seized the working class of Russia. '.' . 
The younger, organizationally much weaker, Russian. workmg 
class knows well that without the socialist revolution in Germany 
the Russian workers' revolution, dependent on itself, would not 
have sutllcient strength to huild a new house on the ruins left 
behind by capitalism. 

Aud again: 

What we arc now carrying out in Russia is nothing but the 
great unpcn!Crted teaching of (;erman communism, which Marx 

VOL. 111 

1 Brocl,dorff-Rantzau, Dokllllu'nlc ('<)20), p. II. 

, f(wwaya IVut'" ?\o. 10, I<)~('. p. 14<)· 

II 
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represented for the working class of the whole world .... The 
international civil war will free us from the war of nations. I 

The congress sent its greetings to the Russian Soviet republic. 
It condemned "the Ebert-Scheidemann government" as the 
" mortal enemy of the proletariat", and protested against the lise 
of Cerman armed forces on British orders against Soviet troops in 
the Baltic. It called for the formation in all countries of workers' 
and soldiers' councils, and saw in this" the only effective way to 
the building of a new International in which the centre of gravity 
of the class organization of the proletariat must henceforth lie ". 
The only question on which an open difference of opinion was 
recorded ,vas whether to participate in the elections to the National 
Assembly. It was argued that, since parliaments and Soviets were 
alternative forms of government representing respectively the 
supremacy of the bourgeoisie and the supremacy of the workers, 
and since the National Assembly was clearly designed to supplant 
the congress of Soviets, a vote to participate in the elections was 
a vote against the Soviets. Participation was eventually rejected 
by a majority of ()2 votes to 23: but most of the leaders, including 
Rosa Luxemhurg, voted in the minority. Participation in the 
existing trade unions seems to have been unanimously rejected, 
though no formal vote was taken; some delegates were in favour 
of forming separate communist unions, others, including Rosa 
Luxemburg, thought that trade unions would be altogether super
seded by the workers' and soldiers' councils. 2 

Behind the formal proceedings of the congress lurked, how
ever, unresolved difficulties and tensions. The reactions of the 
German Spartakist leaders to Russian Bolshevism were complex 
and not uniform. Karl Liebkneckt, who, though a brilliant and 
devoted revolutionary leader in action, had no solid Marxist back
ground and no great intellectual acumen, might unreservedly 
welcome the Russian revolution and all its works, and be prepared 

I K. Radek, Die Russischl! und Dt'll/sclle Rl'v()/u/ion wut dw Weitlage (1919), 
pp. 15, 21)-3 0 . 

Z Berichl liner den Gnindungspart('ilar: der K01l1munislischell Partei Deutsch
lands (SpaytallUshlllld) (n.d. [II)J{)]), pp. 13, 17-1 ~L This illegally printed oflicial 
n,cord of the congress contains summaries of the speeches (only Rosa Lw,em
burg's appears to have been reported in full) and the programme: Radek's 
speech was not inclmled on the ground that it had been published separately 
as a pamphlet (cited in note I above). 
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for uncritical imitation of it. But Rosa Luxemburg, the real genius 
of the Spartakusbund, had been ever since 1904 a stern as~:;ailallt 
of Lenin's theory of party organization; 1 and, during the last 
months of the war which she spent in prison, she had written a 
long criticism of Lenin's interpretation of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, which, though still unpublished, was certainly known 
to her immediate colleagues. Z Rosa Luxemburg belie, cd that a 
socialist revolution could be achieved only by a mass party, and 
that no such party yet existed or could exist in Germany. The 
time was ripe only for propaganda among the masses, such as the 
Spartakusbund had undertaken, but not for action. For these 
reasons Rosa Luxemburg and her close associate, Leo Jogiches, 
would have preferred in the first instance to postpone the creation 
of a (;erman communist party;.1 and, though they allowed them
selves to be overruled, Hosa Luxemburg's cautious views coloured 
more than one passage of the party programme which she drafted 
for the congress: 

The essence of socialist society consists in the fact that the 
great working mass ceases to be a regimented mass and itself 
lives and directs in free conscious self-determination the whole 
political and economic life .... 

The proletarian revolution needs for its purposes no tcrror, 
it hates and abominates murder. ... I t is no desperate 'lttempt 
of a minority to fashion the world after its own ideal, hut the 
action of the great mass of the millions of the people which is 
called to carry out the mission of history, to transfomi historical 
necessity into reality. 

Nothing could have been cooler, or more unlike the enthusiasm 
for international revolutionary solidarity prevailing in l\Ioscow, 
than the brief and convcntional point in the programme dcvoted 
to " international tasks" (which at this point could have prac
tical bearing only on relations with Russia) : 

I See Vol. I, p. 1+. 
2 It was fll"st puhlished with some abbrcviations in a pamphlet echted b\ 

Paul Levi (R. Luxemburg, Dil' Russisrhc Re11o/r,tion (11)22)); the omitted 
passages were published in Arrhi1' flil" diE' G,'scliichtl' des So::ill1i.wlIIS und der 
Al"beiterbe1ve/:ul1X (Leipzig), xiii (1928), 2I-iS-298 . 

, This attitude, though not expressed publicly, was well known in party 
circles at the time, and was referred to in a statement by Klan! Zetkin which was 
read at the third congress of Comintern (l'.-otnl<nll drs Ill. Konwrsses der Kom
munisfischen ll1terl1atiolla/c (llamburv, 1921), PI'. hhS-h()()). 
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The immediate taking up of relations with fraternal parties 
abroad, in order to put the socialist revolution on an international 
hasis and to secure peace through international brotherhood and 
through the revolutionary rising of the world proletariat. I 

The divergence of views between Rosa Luxemburg and Lenin 
which lurked behind the scenes at the founding congress of the 
KPD was a further stage in the long controversy which had opened 
with the publication of What is to be Done? It may have been 
rendered more acute on this occasion by personal antipathy 
between Rosa J ,uxemburg and Radek, arising out of the factional 
struggles of the Polish party in which they had both played leading 
parts. But it was a fundamental dispute which was to reappear 
again and again in relations hetween the Russian Communist 
Party and the communist parties of the west. 

For the moment, these potential international embarrassments 
were less decisive than divisions of opinion on immediate policy 
within the party itself. Throughout the congress Liebkneckt, with 
no great encouragement from the other leaders, had been conduct
ing negotiations to bring the shop stewards' movement into the 
newly founded party. The negotiations finally broke down on 
certain mainly formal conditions laid down by the shop stewards 
and judged unacceptable by the congress. But the real obstacle 
was the opposition of Rosa Luxemburg and her group. Rosa 
Luxemburg's scepticism on the prospects of a proletarian socialist 
revolution in Germany in the near future made her fear the 
admission to the party of a large majority of unschooled revolu
tionary hothead~ who might force the party into revolutionary 
adventures for which neither it nor the political situation was ripe. 
ITer practical insight was demonstrated by the immediate sequel. 
'i\'ithin a few days of the congress an outbreak occurred in Berlin 
over the dismissal of a chief of police sympathetic to the Left. 
The shop stewards threw their forces whole-heartedly into the 
fray, and there was talk of proclaiming a revolutionary government. 
Officially, the newly constituted party held aloof; hilt some of its 
members, led by Liebkneekt, played conspicuous parts. Radek's 
ri'Jle at this time is uncertain. But three months later he wrote 
from prison that he had been" against any attempt to seize power 

r The programme is in lkri, ht i'/,,'1' dnl GriinliIl11l's/>a1'teito{! der Kotn1llunis
tisl'hl'1l l'artri Dflltsrh1(//u/s (.'-;!>m 11i/lUs/Jll1ld) (n.d. [19 I <J]), pp. 41)- S( •. 
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in February" on the ground that" the seizure of political power 
can be effected only by a majority of the working class, which in 
January was certainly not on the side of the communist party".[ 
The rising was suppressed without much difficulty by the }{cichs
wehr. In the reprisals which followed the new German Com
munist Party was declared illegal: and both Liebkneckt and 
Luxemburg were arrested and" shot while trying to escape" ---
apparently the first use of this consecrated formula for ofricial 
assassination. A month later Radek was arrested and consigned 
to a cell in the l\1oabit prison, where he spent tbe first forty-eight 
hours in " heavy irons ".t In the vain hope of conferring on him 
the protection of diplomatic status the Soviet government of the 
Ukraine hastily appointed him its representative in Berlin; it also 
arrested two or three prominent Germans in Soviet territory as 
hostages.·\ 

The omens which attended the birth of the Cerman Com
munist Party were on any sober view profoundly disljuieting. 
Even the outward enthusiasm of the founding congress had not 
concealed two inherent weaknesses -- lack of unity within the 
party itself and laek of unity between the party and the revolu
tionary elements in the Ccrman masses; 4 alJd the congress had 
been followed by the prolllpt and crushing defeat of the 11rst 
revolutionary mcrvement witb which the party --- half-heartedly, 
it is true - - had been associated, and by the killing of its two out
standing leaders. Bllt the omeIlS were not so read at the time, and 
least of all in Moscow. [n a military situation dominated by the 
gathering strength of Denikin in the south and Kolchak in Siberia 
and the grO\ving impact of allied interw'ntion, the bare fact of the 
foundation of a communist party in the most revolutionary of all 
European count ries was the single beacon of light on a dark horizon 
and sustained the prevailing mood of optil11ism. For Lenin, in 
particular, it had a symbolical significance. J t was specifically the 

I 2' T'segermanslai ,,>''' .. :::<1 Rahurliikh i Suldals!?il", ,'iun'lm' (J '!3 5), p. 32·; 
, lhid. p. 324. 
J (Jtrlu>f Narodfl(Jf.(o K()111i.Horifltl1 po illostrtl1JnY'Jl l)eiam ."l'('d'momll ~"'~"t·: .. :":dJl 

S07'clm' (1<)1<)), p. 22; one of the hostages afterwards wrote his lTH'll1oirs (Heinz 
Stratz, Drei AlfJ1/(1fc als Geist'! jill' Hilde" (1920). 

4 .. The congress", \\Totl' Radek som!' yr'ars Jatt'r, " re\'t'a!"d very clearl~' 
the youth and inexpcrienct' of the party. The connexi'JIl with the l11"'"cs \\,:1' 

very w(·ak .... I did not ft'el that this was yet a party" (KYOSI/uy" :\'/11", No. [0, 

1926, p. 152). 
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treachery of the German social-democrats, whom he had hitherto 
regarded as the torch-bearers of the socialist revolution, which 
convinced Lenin in August 1914 of the bankruptcy of the Second 
International. Now it was the creation in (;ermany, in advance 
of any other great industrial country, of a party pledged to the 
destruction of capitalist governments and the building of a socialist 
world order, which retrieved the betrayal of H)14 and made 
possible the realization of Lenin's dream. In the first flush of 
enthusiasm he wrote in an open I,etta to the H'orhers of Europe 
find America on January 12, 1919 : 

'Vhen the C;erman Spartakusbund with its world-famous 
and world-renowned leaders, with such faithful champions of 
t he working class as Liebknecht, Rosa Luxemburg, Klara 
Zetkin, Franz Mehring, finally broke its link with socialists of 
the type of Scheidemann and Siidekulll, with those social
chauvinists (socialists in word, chauvinists in deed) who for 
ever dishonoured themselves by their alliance with the imperial
ist robber bourgeoisie of Cennany and with \\'ilhelm 11, when 
the Spartakushund called itself the "Communist Party of 
Germany", then the foundation of a really proletarian, really 
international, really revolutionary Third International, a Com
munist Intnnational, became a filet. Formally this foundation 
has not yet been made secure, but in fact the Third International 
now already exists.l 

Four days after these words were written, and before they appeared 
in print in the columns of Pf(wda, Liebknecht and Rosa Luxem
burg were dead and the new party outlawed. These events did not 
suffice to destroy either the value of the symbol or Lenin's 
optimism. It remained to translate the" faet " of a Communist 
International into an institution. 

I Lt:nin, Sochilleuiya, xxiii, 494-495. 



CHAPTER 23 

TilE YEAR OF ISOLATION 

T HE year 19 19 was the year of Soviet Russia's most complete 
isolation from the outside world. It was also the vear in 
which Soviet foreign policy took on its most outspokenly 

revolutionary complexion. The two circumstances were inter
connected, and it would he a mistake to <lttrihute to premeditation 
the prominence assumed hy the revolutionary aspect of Soviet 
policy at this time. Throughout 1919 t he dominant factor in 
Soviet foreign policy, as in the Soviet economy, was the civil war, 
in which the enemies of the regime receiwu the military, economic 
and moral support of (;reat Britain, France, Italy, Japan and the 
United States, as well as of some of the lesser allies. When the 
war against Germany ended in November H}IR, there seemed to 
be a good chance that allied intervention in the Russian civil war 
would also come to an end: the invariable pretext for this inter
vention up to the date of the armistice had heen the need to 
counteract German designs. So long as this possibility existed, 
the Soviet (;overnment showed itself eager to "eixe any 
opportunity for conciliation and negotiation. On November H, 
1918, the sixth AIJ-Hussian Congress of Soviets proposed 
to the five principal allied governments "before the whole 
world" to enter into negotiations for peace. I Litvinov, 
recently expelled from Great Britain, was sent to Stockholm in the 
hope of estahlishing contact with the diplomats and journalists 
of western Europe; and from Stockholm on December 24, !91R, 
Litvinov addressed to President \Vilson an appeal fo:- peace, whose 
mild and deprecatory language, innocent even of the faintest 
allusion to the goal of world revolution, contrasted notably with 
Chicherin's ironical note of two months earlier or even with the 
original peace decree of October 26/November R, 19I7.2 The 

J S"{'Zdl' Sm'etm' nSF.')R 7' Pnstallm'lel1l)'ahh (1939), p. Ilh. 

2 Klyuchnik~v i Sabanin, Ml'zhdulillrodll11YIl P,,/itilw, Ii (1926), 210-212. 

roC) 
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immediate sequel to this appeal was encouraging. A State Depart
ment official named Buckler, then at the American embassy in 
London, was instructed to visit Copenhagen where, in the middle 
of January It) [(), he had three long interviews with Litvinov. 
Litvinov was conciliatory about the possibility of recognizing 
foreign debts, thuugh Soviet Hussia would want" foreign machin
ery and manufactured imports as a quid pro quo". He undertook 
that propaganda against the western countries would cease when 
peace was made, adding explicitly that "the war declared on 
Russia by the allies called forth that revolutionary propaganda as a 
measure of retaliation ", and that" Russians realize that in certain 
western countries condit ions are not favourable for a revolution 
of the Russian type ".1 

\\'hen, therefore, the peace conference assembled in Paris 
almost at the moment of the Litvinov-Buckler conversations, the 
prospects of an agreement seemed reasonably promising, especially 
as the Hussian question was among the first to which the Council 
of Tl'n - the solemn conclave of the five principal allied Powers --
devoted its attention. When on January I6, 1919, Lloyd (;eorge 
proposed to call for a "truce of God" between "all of the 
different governments now at war within \\ hat llsed to he the 
Russian Empire", he encountered warm sympathy from \Vilson 
and veiled opposition from the French and Ital ian delegates. 2 

On January 21, when \\'ilson read to the council Buckler's report 
of his con\'l~rsati()ns with Litvinov, the proposal was approved in 
principle; ,1 and three days later the principal allied Powers issued 
an invitation by radio tu "all organized groups exercising or 
attempting to exercise power in any part (If former Russian terri
tory" to attend a conference at Prinkipo.4 The Soviet Govern
ment acn'pted with alacrity. Its reply of February 4, I9H), 
showed an anxious readiness to come to terms on disputed issues. 
I t announced that the Soviet (;overnment " does not refuse to 
recognize its financial obligations to creditors who arc nationals 

I ForCl:/il1 Relalions of Ihe United ""tates, T'.IF); R1Issia (I<1J7), pp. 15-17. 
2 Foreign Rt'iatilJt1S I!f the United Stat,·s; Tht' Paris ('ellce Con/eYl'na, 1<)1'.1, 

III (IY41), S8[-Si:l4; these volumes pro\'it!e the fullest and most conv~ni .. nt 
record of the proceedings of the confercncl', though Illany of the docunll'nts and 
reports had already been published elsewhere. .I !hid. iii, 643-646. 

4 The text of "he ir.yitation is in Foreign Relat;ons of the United ."'talcs, 
ll)l'); Russia ([937), pp. 30-31. 
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of the allied Powers"; that it " offers to guarantee the payment 
of interest on its loans by a certain quantity of raw materials" ; 
and that it " is willing to grant to nationals of the allied Powers 
mining, timber and other concessions ". I It was, as Chicherin 
afterwards wrote, the first occasion of " an appeal to the Entente 
in the name of economic advantages" - ... an idea which became 
" one of the most outstanding in Lenin's foreign policy ".2 The 
calculation was purely practical; the Soviet Government was 
prepared to pay a certain price in order to buy ofT the hostility of 
the capitalist world and obtain for itself a much-needed respite. 

The Prinkipo proposal broke down owing to the refusal of 
" white" Russian groups, encouraged by covert French opposi
tion; and this failure gave encouragement to the anti-Bolshevik 
wing of the British coalition, drawing its strength mainly from 
military and diplomatic circles which were most keenly consciolls 
of the Russian defection in the war, and from financial and com
mercial circles which held assets and interests in Russia. Of both 
these groups Churchill became the outstanding spokesman. 
Lloyd George describes Curzon and Churchill at this time as the 
"two powerful men in the government who were zealous and 
untiring advocates of the policy of interventioll ".3 ·While Curzon 
remained in London, replacing Balfollr at the Foreign Oflice, 
Churchill as Secretary of State for ·War made frequent journeys to 
Paris. On February IS, H)I9, in the absence of Lloyd George 
and ·Wilson, Churchill made a strong appeal to the Council of 
Ten in favour of sending" volunteers, technical experts, arms, 
munitions, tanks, aeroplanes, etc." to Russia and" arming the 
anti-Bolshevik forces ", and repeated the plea at length at a further 
meeting on the same afternoon. Balfour extricated himself from 
an awkward situation by proposing that the question should be 
adjourned till the following week. 4 What exactly happened 
behind the scenes is unknown. But the discussion at the 
Council of Ten was never resumed. A week later the American 
delegation reported to Washington that" Churchill's project is 

I Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, Jl1ezluiwzarotillllya Polililw, ii (1926), 21<)<2.1. 
2 iz'VestiYll, January 30, 1924, quoted by L. Fi5chcr, Til,' So~'il,ts 111 World 

Affairs ([930), i, 463. 
-' D. Lloyd George, The Truth ahuut the Treaties (1938). i, 32 4. 
• Foreign Ri'/atiuns of 'hp Uniled ..... 'tatfs: The Peace CU/lfert'nce, 1'1 1 9, III 

(H}43), 1043-1044; j,. (I <).n), 13-2 1. 
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dead and there is little danger that it will be revived again by the 
conference" .1 

The defeat of the Churchill project balanced the failure of 
Prinkipo; and I.loyd George and Wilson, back in Paris, now 
initiated a further attempt at pacification. On March 8, 1919, 
William Rullitt, a junior official of the American delegation in 
Paris, arrived in Petrograd on a confidential mission with unofficial 
instructions from Lloyd George and Wilson to ascertain, without 
committing anyone, what peace terms would be accepted by the 
Soviet Government. Having conferred with Chicherin and 
Litvinov, he went on with them on March 10 to 1\10scow, where 
he had daily conversations with them as well as an interview with 
Lenin; and on 1\1arch 14 he received from Chicherin a memo
randum dated March 12, 1919, containing the text of proposals 
which, if made by the allied governments before April 10, the 
Soviet Coyernment undertook to accept. The most important 
of the proposals were a cessation of al\ hostilities in Russia on lines 
of demarcation at present occupied by the contending armies, a 
withdrawal of all allied troops and cessation of allied assistance to 
anti-Soviet clements, a resumption of trade and official relations, 
and a recognit ion hy Soviet Russia of financial obligations as 
offered in the note of February 4, 19I9.-' \Vhen, however, Hullitt 
returned to Paris with these proposals in the latter part of 1\1arch, 
the climate of opinion had radically changed, and was veering 
towards the policy of Churchill and the French. Neither 'Wilson 
nor Lloyd George was prepared to suhmit the Soviet proposals 
to the conference. The utmost secrecy was maintained about 
them; 3 and Lloyd George publicly disowned any responsibility 

I Fllrl'if{ll Rclatillw (if Ihe Uniled States, HJlf): Russia (HI37), p. 73, 
, Bullitt's report is in ihid. Pl'. 76-77, the mcmorandum in telegraphic form, 

ihid. pp, 7R-8<J; the original text of thc memorandum was first published in 
Hearings before the S'cllate Committee 1111 Fnreif{ll Relations, 6()th Congress, 1st 
Session, PI'. 124S- 1250, and is also in j)n(llmcnts on British Foreign Policy: First 
Series, iii (1949), 426-42<). The memorandum was pn'sentt"d in English: the 
Russian version in Klyucbnikov i Sabanin, J\;lezhdllnllyodn(/ya Politiha, ii (1926), 
235-237, has minor variants, 

, At the ('nd of June 1<)1<) the Foreign Oflic", having read a reference in the 
press to the Ruilitt mission, asked the delegation in Paris for information" in 
regard to the alleged proposals": in reply J ,loyd Georgc's sceretary, Philip 
Kerr, forwarded the text of the proposals, together with a brief account of the 
episode, in which hc himself had been closely conccrned ({)ocutnmls on British 
Foreign Policy: First .'·'cries, iii (1<)49), 425-426). 
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for Bullitt's mission. I The die was now cast. A compromise was 
reached in the allied camp between those who desired to give full 
military backing to the" white" Russians and those who desired 
to stand aloof. It was decided to send no more allied troops to 
Russia and gradually to withdraw those alrcady there, but at the 
same time to supply the Hussian anti-Bolshevik forces with military 
and other material on as generous a scale as possible. 1 The next 
three mont hs were the period of Kolchak's Illost serious successes 
against the Red Army in Siberia and of the strongest and most 
enthusiastic allied support of his cause. -

The Bullitt mission was the last attempt for more than six 
months to establish any kind of direct contact between Soviet 
Russia and the allies. The last allied diplomatic representatives 
had left Soviet territory in August 1918; ul10tflcial or cOl1sular 
agents in l\1oscow had been expelled or withdrawn after the arrest 
of Lockhart in Septemher. The neutral representati \-es had 
one hy one followed the example of their allied colleagues. The 
Cerman embassy retired to occupied tcrritory in .'\ugust 19IX, 
and the consular staft' remaining in .Moscow returned to Germany 
whcn Jotle was expelled from Berlin in Novemher Il)lR. After 

I Lloyd George's disclaimers are in HOllsl' of emIllIlOIl.' :';tll S'l'ri,'s, exi,·. 
2'145-2946 (April 16, 1919); cxxi, 71<) (Novt'mbn 17, 1'l19). 

L No formal decision was announc(·d or can be tmc('d in the records sincl' 
published: the fullest public exposition of the pohcy was in a speech of I .loyd 
George in the House of Commons on April 16, 1')19, in which he justIfied the 
sending of supplies, but not troops, and undertook to support .. General 
Denikin, Admiral Kolchak and General Khark"tr", as ",<'II as " the allied 
countries bordering on Bolsl1<"vik territory from t he Baltic to the Blaek Sea -
Poland, Czechoslovakia and Rumania" (ibid. exiv, 294J). This was later referred 
to by Lloyd George as •• tbe April policy" (ibid.cxxi,eol.72o). I lis own conversion 
to it was apparently due to three factors: increasingly vocal opposition in the 
cabinet and in the House of Commons to conciliation of the SOVll't rc-giml'; his 
desire to win over Clcmenceau to a" moderate" peace with Germany by falling 
in with intransigent French views about Russia; and Kolchak's first militar\' 
successes. The last factor, which bred hopes that th .. SClI·iet r(·gillle could be 
overthrown without adually using allied tropps, was probably the most i1"l)ort
ant. Bullitt in his testimony hefon· the Senate foreign relations committ,,(, thus 
described the prevailing mood at the Paris conference in April I 'III) : .. Kolchak 
made a loo-mile advance, and immediately the entin' press of Paris was roaring 
and screaming on the subj<'ct, announcing that Kolch"k would bl' in 1\1·)scow 
within two weeks; and therefore everyone in Paris, including I regret to say 
members of the American commission, began to grow very lukewarm about 
peace in Russia, because they tbought Kolchak would arri"t' in iVIOSCtlW and 
wipe out thc Soviet Government" (The Bullitt IUissioll to Russia (N.Y" n.d. 
r I<}I9]), p, 90). 
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the expulsion of Litvinov from Great Britain in September 1918, 
the Soviet representatives who had attempted to establish them
selves in neutral countries suffered the same fate.' In December 
1918 a Russian Red Cross mission was expelled from Warsaw, 
and four out of its five members were assassinated on their way 
back to Moscow. 2 A Soviet delegation scnt to France at the begin
ning of February IIJ19 for the ostensible purpose of arranging for 
the repatriation of Russian soldiers in France was refused admis
sion and ignominiously confined on a small island off' Saint-Malo 
pending expulsion. J In March J<)I9 Ludwig Martens, a Russian
born German resident in New York who had acquired Soviet 
citizenship, forwarded to the American State Department his 
credentials signed by Chicherin as Soviet representative in the 
United States. This communication, together with a memo
randum containing proposals for Soviet-American trade, was 
ignored, and the only response was a search of his office by the 
police three months later for incriminating propaganda. 4 By the 
beginning of 1919, Moscow was cut oif from all normal contacts 
with the outside world. For a long while the only foreigner 
remaining there in an oflicial capacity was a representative of the 
Danish Red Cross, who had undertaken the protection of the 
interests of citizens of all the Scandinavian and other western 
European countries, and of the United States. 5 After the armistice 
of November 191R and hefore the close of navigation, a few ships 
loaded with timber and flax had sailed from Petrograd in the 

I n .. rzin, the Soviet representative in Switzerland, was expelled in October 
'91/l; recognition wa~ withdrawn from Vorovsky as Sovit't representative in 
Sweden in Dt'cember 1C)18 and he left in the following month (Otdlel Narud-
1/o/{U Komissariata po bws/l<lnllym Delmll S'ed'lIIumu S'''('zdu SuVl'i01> (19I<), pr. 
14- 16). 

2 Krasnaya Kmifa: S'bomi/~ Oiplo1llaticheskihh lJo/mmentmJ 0 Russko-Pul'sllil,h 
Ot'lIJsht!lI~vakh, T9rti-HPU (1()20), pp. 32, 3:;-36; more than a year later six men 
w(~re charged hefore a Polish court with this crime, three receiving short prison 
sentences and three being acquitted (ibid. p. 1)4). 

3 U/chet Narodl/(JKQ Komissariata po 11Iostrallllym Drlam Sed'momu S"ezdu 
SOf'ctoV (1t)I<), p. 13. The delegates were Manuilsky, Davtyan and Inessa 
Armand; an account of dwir experiences was given by Manuilsky in Prat'da, 
May 20, 1919. 

• Fureign Relatirms of the United States, 1919: Russia (1937), pp. 133-134, 
140-141; .s'ot,iet Russia (N.Y.) January 31, 1920, p. 110; Fureign Relatiuns uf 
the United States, 19:10, iii (1936), 456. 

, Otchet Narodllogo Kumissariata po ltlOstrannym Delam Sed'momu S"e:::du 
Sovetov (1919), p. 15. 
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endeavour to re-establish trade with Germany. These had been 
confiscated in Baltic ports; J and since then the blockade had 
been maintained in all its rigour. 

These measures, tantamount to war in all but name, put an 
end to the first tentative efforts of Soviet diplomacy. The division 
of the world into two hostile camps, which had heen a favourite 
theme of Bolshevik speakers and writers since before the Bolshevik 
revolution, was now an accomplished fact. In l\1arch 1919. at 
the eighth party congress, Lenin defended the regime against 
Kautsky's charge of" militarism" : 

We are living not merely in a state, hut in a .~}'.I'tl'm of statl'; ; 
and it is inconceivable that the Soviet republic should continue 
to exist for a long period side by side with imperialist states. 
Ultimately one or the other must conquer. Until this end occurs 
a number of terrihle clashes between the Soviet republic and 
bourgeois states is inevitable. 2 

What first appeared as a civil war wa,ged on Russian territory 
hetween the Red Army and the armies of the" white" generals 
nO\v took on the shape of a war hetween the revolutionary Soviet 
regime and the principal Powers of the capitalist world; and 
against these Powers " political warfare" ill the form of pro
paganda for world revolution was the ll1(1st eH'ective weapon in the 
Soviet armoury. Though it fell short of its announced objective, 
its use was justified hy the results which it achieved. But, just as 
it would be mistaken to suppose that the revolutionary dement in 
Soviet policy was ever absent even when diplomacy appeared to 
have the upper hand, so it would be wrong to treat it, even in 
moments of greatest tension, as the exclusive factor. It is sym
bolical of the constant juxtaposit ion of the two elements that 
Soviet acceptance of the allied invitation to Prinkipo came only a 
few days after the issue of invitations from Moscow to a founding 
congress of a Communist International, and that Bullitt reached 
Russia two days after the congress had ended its sessions. The 
two elements could be kept in separate compartments without any 
sense of incongruity between them, Bullitt in his otherwise 
copious reports on his visit to Moscow does not mention the birth 
of the Communist International and may have been unaware of 

I L. B. Kra,in, Vl)prosy Vnes}lIlei Torgovli (1()28), p. 250. 
;? LcnilI, ~<"'()('h1'ne1'1i'yn) xxiv, 122. 
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it, though Pravda was still carrying reports of the congress during 
his stay. The occasion attracted little attention at the time outside 
---- or even inside - -- Russia. Only in the light of later develop
ments and achievements can it justly be described in retrospect 
as one of the outstanding events of the year. 

The task of creating a new International had first heen pro
claimed by Lenin in the autumn of 1914, and was an item in his 
" April theses" of 1917. But the victory of the October coup left 
the Bolsheviks with little time for anything that did not immedi
ately bear on the consolidation of the revolution at home; the 
beginning of revolution elsewhere was disappointingly delayed; 
and, so long as the war lasted, it was materially impossible to bring 
together anything like a representative international group. Pro
gress was for all these reasons slow. Throughout the first winter 
of the revolution peace was still the predominant aim. 1 twas 
VTsIK which, at its meeting on December 22, 19 17/January 4, 
1918, made a first move. It decided to send a delegation to 
Stockholm" in order to establish a close link with all working 
elements of western Europe" and to " prepare for convening a 
Zimmerwald-Kienthal conference ".1 But this was governmental, 
not party, action (the delegation, reflecting the current composition 
of the coalition, was to contain Left SRs as well as Bolsheviks); 
the Zimmerwald organization was still recognized; 2 and this 
implied that peace rather than world revolution was the over
riding aim. The mood was still cast in the radical bourgeois 
mould of the peace decree: the net was being cast widely for as 
large a catch as possible. On January 24/February 6, 1918, the 
project was pursued at an " international socialist conference" 
convened on the premises of Narkomindel. The conference was 
attended by Bolsheviks (Stalin was the leading party represen
tative) and Left SRs, by several representatives of the border 
countries and of Scandinavia, and by Petrov and Reinstein, repre
senting the British Socialist Party and the American Socialist 

I Protaka!), Zasedanii VTs/1\. ~ S'oz)'va (1918), p. 179-
2 For the Zimmerwald organization and the Bolshevik attitude to it, see 

Note F: "The Pre-History of the Communist International" (pp. S(17-570 
helow). 
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Labor Party respectively,! and passed a general resolution 
advocating " a revolutionary struggle ... for immediate peace" 
and support for" the Russian October revolution and the Soviet 
Government ".2 A few days later a delegation was appointed 
to proceed to Stockholm consisting of two Bolsheviks, Kollontai 
and Berzin, and two I,eft SRs.3 At the height of the Brest
Litovsk crisis the delegation set out on its mission, but W.IS turned 
back in Finland; and the project fell to the ground. 

The conclusion of the Brest-Litovsk treaty ruled out for some 
time any direct attempt to mobilize the international socialist 
movement in support of the Soviet Government, and communica
tions with the outside world became increasingly precarious. 1 t 
was only after the armistice of November 1<)18 that the ohstacles 
seemed suddenly to melt away. Germany, far from being a barrier 
to the advance of revolution, was now a centre of the revolutionary 
ferment. The moment was ripe to raise high onc<: more the banner 
of international socialism. On December 19, 1()18, the Petrograd 
Soviet convened an " international me<:ting " which was presided 
over by Maxim Gorky. Gorky was an international figure of the 
Left, though at this time a strong anti-Bolshevik; and the company 
,vas doctrinally mixed. 

\Ve have among us today rsaid Zinoviev in his opening 
speech J guests who ~ are neither JVlarxisb nor communists, but 
all of us here are agreed on one point, in our hatred of the 
bourgeoisie, in our hatred of a class guilty of the death of 
millions of men in the interests of a small group. 

Reinstein spoke once more for the United States, and Fineberg, 
like him of Russian origin and recently returned to R lIssia, for 
Great Britain; Sadoul appeared for France; there were Serh·· 
ian, Bulgarian, Turkish, Chinese, Hindu, Persian and Korean 

I Petrov had becn repatnatl"d with Chidwnn at the end of H)li, and doe, 
not seem to have held any credenti,," from the British Sociali,t Party. Ht"in
stein who wa~ head of the international propaganda section of NarkOlllinJeI 
(see p. zo above), had come to Europe in the early summer of IYl7 with a 
mandate from the American Sociali,t Labor Party to represent it at the 
abortive Stockholm conference (Kmmmmisticlieshii ItlleY/Ult.,in"a!, No. I)-IO 

(187-188) 1<)29, p. IS6); but he was later disowned hy his party, and his 
appearance as its delegate at this confel"l"nc{', as well as at the first congrt'SS of 
Conlintern, was unauthorized. 

2 l'mvda, January 3o/February 12, 19r8. 
3 Pro/akol)' Tsentral'nngo Knllliteta RSDRP (H)29), p. 219; Kollontui 

was nominated by the party central committl·e (ibid. p. 7. 1 6). 
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representatives; and speeches were also delivered by Scottish, 
English and American prisoners of war captured on the 
Archangel front (the first was introduced as the " delegate for 
Scotland "), and by a member of the Petrograd German Soldiers' 
and 'Yorkers' Council. The meeting lacked nothing in fervour, 
and lived up to Zinoviev's description of it as "the modest 
precursor of a future grand assembly".1 

Shortly after this demonstration external events gave concrete 
form to these aspirations for the establishment of a new Inter
national. About the time of the international meeting it became 
known that a conference was being convened in the ncar future 
at Berne for the purpose of reviving the Second J nternational ; 
and on Decemher 24, J(J18, the central committee of the party 
issued a broadcast to the world denouncing this project.2 At the 
end of December lqd{ the foundation of a German Communist 
Party provided for the first time a respectable nucleus for an 
international communist organization. Early in January 1919 
Lenin presided over a small meeting in the Kremlin, which 
decided without further delay to invite" all parties opposed to the 
Second International" to attend a congress in l\loscow with a 
view to the creation of a Third Internationai.J The invitation 
was broadcast to the world from lVloscow on January 24, 1919, 
three days before the date set for the Berne conference. 4 It was 

I The records of the meeting were published in German (Suujet-Rllsslrmd 
und die Vti/f,CI" der ~I'elt (Pt"trograd, 1<)2.0) and in French (/,a Rllssie des SIJvi,·ts 
,., les Peuj>/es dll Jfrllld,' (I'ctrograd, 1<)20), and prt'sumahly also in Russian and 
Englisb; an earlier" international lIleeting" beld in Moscow and prt"sided 
over by Kamenev was n'ported in lz7,est(va, Decemher 7, 191H. 

z Ihid. December 2.R, 1()IX. 

, According to 13ol's/lllya Suvr>l.,ka),a EntsiJdupcdiya, xxxiii (J()3R), col. 737, 
art. Kommunisticb .. skii Intl"l"natsional, the final decision to convene tbe congress 
was taken" at the beginning of January 1919 at a meeting under th .. leadership 
of Lenin". Thl" only published account of tht" meeting Sl"ems to cume from 
Fineberg, who, writing ten years later, could recollect only four persons as 
being present - Lenin, Chicherin, Simla and himself (Kom1llulIistic/zf'sJlii 
11lternatsioll1l1, No. <)-10 (187-188),19;:9, colg. 201-2.02); he n,calls that Lenin 
submitted to the meeting drafts of the invitation and of a " manifestn to the 
workers of the world ", which we!"e approved. The invitation was drafted by 
Trotsky (see p. 1 [9, note 2, below); if tht· manifesto rcf<"T1"(·d to was the one 
evcntually adopted hy the congress, this also came from Trotsky's pen (see 
p. 12.3 below). But, eVt"n jf Trotsky was prescnt at the Kremlin meeting, it 
would ha\"C belm incon'fcnicnt to remember the fact ten years later. 

• The confcrence, having heen originally convcned for January 2.7, met on 
February 3, If)!\}. 
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signed in the names of the central committee of the Russian Com
munist Party (Lenin and Trotsky); of Polish, Hungarian, Aus
trian, Lettish and Finnish communist parties; of the Balkan 

• Revolutionary Social-Democratic Federation (Rakovsky); and of 
the Socialist Labor Party of America (Reinstein). It was not 
specifically addressed to anyone, but named 39 parties or groups 
as eligible to attend the founding congress. Only one of these 
(" socialist groups in Tokyo and Yokohama") had its seat in 
Asia} Bolshevik thoughts of revolution were still confined mainly 
to Europe; and the principal appeal was to groups in revolt against 
the Second International. The invitation set forth principles 
purporting to be based on the programmes of the Spartakusbund 
and the Russian Communist Party. The division of professed 
socialists into Right, Centre and Left which had emerged during 
the war was maintained. Of the three dements included in the 
Second International, the" social-chauvinists" could be met only 
by an " unsparing struggle"; for the Centre there must be a 
" policy of splitting off its most revolutionary elements :md of 
unsparing criticism and exposure of its leaders"; the" Left 
revolutionary wing" would, it was assumed, come over. The task 
of the proletariat was now" the immediate seizure of state power" ; 
and the purpose of the congress was to create" a general fighting 
organ for permanent coordination and systematic leadership of 
the movement, the centre of a communist International, sub
ordinating the interests of the movement in each particular country 
to the interests of the revolution on its international scale". 2 

At the beginning of March 19I9 more than 50 delegates 
assembled in Moscow, of whom 35, representing communist 
parties or groups in 19 different countries, were recognized as full 
delegates with voting rights, the others being admitted in a con
sultative capacity. A large majority of the delegates came from 
Russia or from smaller countries within the Russian orbit, since 
more distant countries were unable to fill the allotted quota of 
five delegates for large nations, three for medium and one for 
small. The Russian party was represented by Lenin (who was 

1 See p. 492 bclow. 
• The invitation was originally published in Prm'tia, January 24, 1<)19. Its 

inclusion in Trotsky, Sochillelliya, xiii, 33-37, published in 1<)26, is sufficient 
evidence of Trotsky's authorship; an editorial note in Lenin, Sochilleniya, xxiv, 
724, published in 1935, attributes the authurship to Lenin and Bukharin. 

VOl.. III I 
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elected to the presidium of the congress together with the German 
and Swiss delegates), Trotsky, Zinoviev, Stalin, Bukharin and 
Chicherin. 1 There were delegates representing communist parties 
of Poland, Finland, the Ukraine, Armenia, Latvia, Estonia, and 
White Russia and Lithuania; and a " united group of the eastern 
peoples of Russia" had one full delegate. Turkestan, Azerbaijan 
and Georgia had "consultative" delegates. France and the 
United States had one full delegate each; the one British delegate, 
Fineberg, had no formal mandate and had only" consultative" 
status. The Swiss Social-Democratic Party was represented by 
Platten, famous in history as the organizer of Lenin's journey to 
Russia in April Hp7. "Consultative" delegates appeared from 
China, Persia and Korea. Most of these were resident in Moscow, 
and some of them purported to speak for countries where no 
communist organization as yet existed. The large Norwegian 
Lahour Party, the main workers' party in Norway, sent a delegate; 
and Dutch, Swedish, Hungarian and Austrian delegates repre
sented tiny Left groups in their respective countries, not all of 
them unimpeachably communist in outlook. Rakovsky spoke for 
the Balkan Revolutionary Social-Democratic Federation. 2 The 
language of the congress was German. 3 

I Of these Stalin was the only one who, so far as the official record shows, 
played no part in the proceedings; this was not unnatural, since he did not 
understand or speak German. He cannot be distinguished in the photograph 
of delegates published in K()11l1llullisticheshii blfematsional, No.2 (June 1919). 
He was not a delegate to the second, third or fourth congresses, but was 
a "candidate" delegate to the executive committee elected by the second 
c()ngrcss. 

2 The only non-communist prestnt as a spectator at the 11rst congress appears 
to have been Arthur Ransome, whose report (Six Weeks in Russia in ]()I9 (1919), 
pp. 140-147) adds disappointingly little to the official record. 

J The proceedings of the congress were summarily recorded in German and 
were lirst published in that language (Der 1. Kongress der K011l111tmistischen 
Intl'matiollale (Hamburg, 1921): the Russian edition (Pervyi Kongress Kom
munisticheslwKo llltematsionaia (1921») was translated from the Gennan (Lenin, 
5,'(),hillclIiya, xxiv, 729-730). The linguistic pattern of the second congress was 
more variegated; English, French and various eastern delegates spoke in their 
own languages (some of the eastern delegates in English). The Russian dele
gates continued to speak in German: Zinoviev and Bukharin apologized for 
tl,,·ir German (D~r Zweite KlIll{fress der Kornrnullist. Internati()llale (Ham
burg, lq:!I), pp. 59, 404), which, though less perfect than that of Lenin and 
Trotsky, was flul'nt enough for all practical purposes. Inadequacy of transla
tions was from timt to time a subject of complaint by the English-speaking 
delegates. At the third congress the main speeches were delivered in German, 
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The attitude of the Germans was the crucial point for the 
future, as everyone knew. Of the two delegates chosen by the 
newly formed German Communist Party only one, Eberlein, had 
succeeded in eluding the German police: he appeared at the 
congress under the nom de guerre of Albert. He had, however, 
come with a mandate to oppose the creation of a new J nternational 
as premature. The German communists, weak and pers.:cuted at 
home, perceived clearly that an International founded in Moscow 
in existing conditions must be almost exclusively Russian in 
character and leadership; and they would have preferred to wait 
until communism had developed further in Germany and western 
Europe. I These objections first appeared at an informal pre
liminary discussion between a few of the principal delegates on 
March I, 1919.z They were met to the extent that the delegates 
assembled on the following day not as a formal congress but as a 
" preparatory conference". Zinoviev was elected president, not 
yct of the future International, but of the conference, with Angelica 
Balahanov and Vorovsky as secretaries. 3 Eberlein announced in 
the name of the KPD that he had" no objection of principle" 
to the creation of a Communist International, but asked that the 
present proceedings should be limited to a conference " to test 

as occasional indications show (e.g. Proto/mil des 111. KOllgresses dl'l" K011lnllt1lis
lisrhen blterllationaie (Ilamburg, 1921), p. 49 (Trotsky), p. 626 (Zinoviev); but 
it was announced that there would he no translations ('xcept into Russian 
(ihid. p. 28). The situation appears to haw been the Rame at the fourth congress 
of November 1922, the last attt"ndt·d hy Lcnin; from the fifth congn'ss of July 
1<)24 onwards Russian began to compete with German and, finally, supersedl'd 
it as the predominant language. 

I According to an account given by Eberlein t~n yt'ar~ later, Rosa Luxemburg, 
hearing a few days before her death of the intention to convene the congre" 
(the formal invitation cannot have reachcd her), proposed to Eberlein that he 
should go to Moscow as delegate of the KI'D with a mandate to propo~e a 
postponement (though only of a few months) in the foundation of the new 
International. This mandate was formally confirmed after lU"r dcath by 
Jogiches, Levi, Pieck and the other party leaders (Kom11lunistll'lieshii 11111'r
natsional, No. 9-10 (187-188) 1929, p. 194). According to Ernst Meve!", 
Eberlein had instructions from Jogiches to leave the Congress if the decision 
were taken to proceed to the foundation of the new International (lJericlit 
iiber den 5. Parteitag der Kommunistischen Pm"lei Deutschlands (5'partakushllnd) 
(19;u), p. 27). 

• Lenin, Sochineniya, xxiv, 724-72$; Koml1lllllistirheskii Intcmotsiollal 'v 
Dokumentakh (1933), p. 52. 

3 Vos'moi S"ezd RKP(B) (1933), p. 144; Balahanov had been secretary of 
the international socialist committee set up at Zimrner\vahl. 
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the available strength and review the political foundations on 
which we can unite ".1 The resistance of the one serious com
munist party outside Soviet territory seemed at first decisive. 
The Bolshevik delegation saw nothing for it but to yield, and a 
long speech made on its behalf by Bukharin, implied willingness 
to defer the vital decision. 2 "The proposal to treat the meeting 
as the constituent assembly of a new I nternational had", in 
Balabanov's words, "been generally abandoned", when the 
current of opinion was suddenly reversed by a fiery speech from 
the newly arrived Austrian delegate, Steinhardt, alias Gruber, 
which depicted the whole of central Europe as on the verge of 
revolution. 3 In the new mood further delay seemed pusillanimous, 
and Eberlein was completely isolated. \\Then at the next meeting 
the formal constitution of a Communist International was pro
posed in the name of the delegates of Austria, Sweden, the Balkan 
federation and Hungary, Eberlein restated his objections: 

Real communist parties exist in only a few countries; 111 

most, they have been created only in the last few weeks; in 
many countries where there are communists today they have 
as yet no organization .... What is missing is the whole of 
western Europe. Belgium, Italy are not represented; the 
Swiss representative cannot speak in the name of the party; 
France, England, Spain, Portugal are missing; and America 
is equally not in a position to say what parties would support us. 4 

But he was induced to abstain from voting in order not to mar the 
harmony of the proceedings; and on March 4, 1919, the con
ference by a unanimous resolution transformed itself into the first 

I Dey I. Knngress der Knrmmmistisclu'n Internlltionalc (Hamburg, 1921), p. 76. 
2 Ibid. pp. 84-95; the attitude of the Bolshevik delegation is confirmed by 

Zinovicv in Vos'mni S"ezd RKP(B) (IQ33), p. 137. 
] Angelica Ralabanov, Erinllcrunl?en und Erlebnissc (1927), pp. 225-226; 

Reinstein in Komrmmisticheskii Illternatsional, No. 9-10 (187-188), 1929, 
pp. 191- 192, also attributes the change in mood to Steinhardt's oratory. The 
speech is summarized (no stenographic record of this congress was taken) in 
Del' I. KIJlIgress del' Kommunistischen Intemationale (Hamburg, 1921), pp. 99-105. 

4 Ibid. p. 134. Writing ten years later, Eberlein complained that he had 
been misrepresented in the summary records of the congress, and had explained 
that, had his hands been free, he would have voted for the proposal, the reasons 
for his opposition being purely tactical (Kommunisticheskii Internatsional, 
No. 9-10 (187-188), 1929. pp. 195-1Q('); but by this time Eberlein was eager to 
shed his reputation as the one man who had stood out in 11)19 against the 
founding of Comintern. 
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congress of the Communist International. 1 The abstention of 
Germany (though Eberlein signed the manifesto of the congress) 
could do nothing to avert the danger which the German com-

• munists feared. Indeed whole-hearted cooperation from the 
outset might at least have mitigated a Russian predominance 
which resulted from lack of serious competition rather than from 
any conscious Russian design. 

The fact of the foundation of a Third or Communist I nter
national, henceforth familiarly known as Comintern, was more 
important than anything done at its first congress. It adopted a 
" platform " and a manifesto" To the Proletarians of the Whole 
World", which reviewed the rise and fall of capitalism and the 
development of communism in the seventy-two (or more accu
rately seventy-one) years since Marx and Engels issued the 
Communist Manifesto, and was afterwards described by Zinoviev 
as " a second Communist lHallifesto ".2 The congress approved 
a set of theses presented by Lenin in denunciation of bourgeois 
democracy and parliamentarianism and in defence of the dictator
ship of the proletariat (this was the theme of Lenin's main speech 
at the congress); it derided the attempts of the Herne conference 
to revive the" yellow" Second International, and attacked the 
imperialism of the Entente Powers aJ~d the "white" terror. 
Finally, it issued an appeal" To the Workers of All Countries ", 
whose urgent tone and topical content distinguished it from the 
other congress documents. This began hy expressing the" grati
tude and admiration" of the congress for" the Russian revolu
tionary proletariat and its directing party --- the Communist 
Party of the Bolsheviks". The work of liberation and reform 
pursued by the Soviet power had, however, been interrupted by 
a civil war which was being waged with the aid of the Entente 
countries and would collapse at once without that aid. lIenee it 
was the duty of the" working masses of all countries" to press 
upon their governments by all available means (" including, if 
necessary, revolutionary means ") demands for the cessation of 
intervention, for the withdrawal of armies from Russia, for the 

I Kommullisticheshii Illtematsiollal ~, Dolwmelllahh (11)33), p. 85. On the 
following day, March 5, the first mention of the congress appeared in Pravda; 
for the next week Pravda carried retrospectively long reports of the proceedmgs. 

2 Vos'moi S"ezd RKP(H) (1933), p. 138; it was drafted by Trotsky and 
appears in Trotsky, Sochineniya, xiii, 38-+,). 
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recognition of the Soviet regime, for the establishment of diplo
matic and commercial relations, and for the despatch to Russia of 
" some hundreds or even thousands" of engineers, instructors 
and skilled workers to assist in the restoration and reorganization 
of transport. 1 The congress elected an " executive committee of 
the Communist International" (IKKI or, by its English initials, 
ECCI) containing representatives of the communist parties of 
Russia, Germany, Austria, Hungary, the Balkan federation, Scan
dimlVia and Switzerland, to act, like the central committee of the 
party, in the name of the institution in the intervals between 
congresses; other parties joining Comintern before the next 
congress were to receive a seat 011 I KK1.2 Zinoviev became its 
president, and Radek its secretary. The appointment of Radek, 
who seemed likely to remain for an indefinite period in his Berlin 
prison, was an empty gesture of defiance to the capitalist world. 
As soon as the congress separated, Angelica Halabanov took over 
the functions of secretary of lKK1, but helel t he post only for a few 
weeks. 3 It was unthinkahle for the present that 1 K K I should have 
its seat anywhere hut in lVIoscow. But Zinoviev explained that 
this was temporary anel that" we shall be glad if we can succeed 
in transferring the place of residence of the Third International 
and its executive committee as quickly as possible to another 
capital, for example, Paris ".4 

I The principal reRolutions of the congress arc in KU/1llllunislichl'sI<ii hlter
natsimud v Do!mmentahh (1<)33), pp. 53-SS. 

t Der I. KII11!tI"l'ss dn KOllmllmistisch"11 Illternatirmote (Hamburg, 1921), 
pp. 200-201. The resolution laid down that, pending the arrival in 1\1oscow 
of its other members, the functions of I K K I should be discharged by the 
Russian delegation. 

3 Angelica Balabanov, Rrillneru.ngefllllld Erldmisse (H)27), pp. 22R-221), 231)-
241. 

4 This assurance did not appear in the record of the congress, but was 
reported by Zinovicv to the eighth party congress a few days later (Vos'11Ioi 
S"e::::d RKP(B) (1933), p. 139). This view was common to all the Bolshevik 
leaders. "If today", wrote Trotsky in IZ7'l'stiya on May I, 11)19, " 1\1oseow 
is the centre of the Third International, tomorrow - we are profoundly 
convinced - this centre will move to the west: to Berlin, Paris, London. 
However joyfully the Russian proletariat welcomed the representatives of the 
working class of the world in the walls of the Kremlin, it will with even greater 
joy send its represl'ntatives to the second congress of the Communist Inter
national in one of the western European centn's. For an international com
munist congress in Berlin or Paris will mean the complete triumph of the 
proletarian revolution if. Europe and, probably, in the whole world" (Trotsky, 
Sochillelliyo, xiii, 28). 
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The appeal" To the Workers of All Countries" to rally to the 
support of the Soviet regime in Russia was in some respects the 
most significant document of the first Congress of the Communist 

• International. Beyond question the new organization had been 
conceived hy its founders as in the fullest sense international -- a 
successor of the defunct and discredited" Second International ". 
Lenin, in one of his rare flights of rhetoric, described it at the 
moment of its foundation as " the forerunner of the international 
republic of Soviets ".1 But the conditions of its birth marked it 
out for a different destiny. The constant and ineradicable duality 
of purpose inherent in Lenin's outlook ~ the defence of the 
Soviet power in Russia and the furtherance of international 
revolution - coloured his view of the new instrument; and the 
partly unforeseen circumstances which put the eHective control 
of it exclusively into Russian hands completed the organic link 
between Com intern and the Soviet regime. What had taken 
place in Moscow in l\Tarch 1919 was not in fact the fusion of a 
number of national communist parties of approximately equal 
strength into an international organization, hut the harnessing of 
a number of weak, in some cases embryonic and still unformed, 
groups to an organization whose main SllppOl t and motive force 
was necessarily and inevitably the power of the Soviet state. It 
was Soviet power which created Comintern and gave it its influence 
and prestige; in return, it was natural to expect that international 
communist propaganda and action should help to defend that 
power at a moment when it was threatened by a\1 the reactionary 
forces of the capitalist world. At this crucial moment of the civil 
war the supreme task naturally presented itself in Lenin's mind 
as " a struggle of the proletarian state surrounded hy capitalist 
states ".2 National and international aims, the security of the 
Soviet rt'gime and the interests of the proletarian revolution, were 
once more inextricably blended. In an article contributed by 
Lenin to the first numl)er of Kommunisticheskii Il1tf'Ynatsivnal, the 
journal of the new organization, the simple truth was stated with 
the emphasis of italics: 

The new third" International Workingmen's Association ".1 

, Lenin, Sochineniya, xxiv, 26. 2 Ibid xxi\', 56. 
3 This was the oflicial title of thc First lnll'matianal founded in London in 

Ik64· 
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has already begun to coincide in a certain measure with the 
Union (l Som'et S'ucialist Republics.! 

The struggle was waged simultaneously on thc two planes - the 
revolutionary plane and the plane of state action -- without any 
sense of incompatibility between them. 

It would, therefore, be an error to suggest that the founda
tion of the Communist International marked any fresh departure 
in Soviet foreign policy, or had any immediate effect on its 
course. Once the civil war began, that policy was necessarily 
concerned to foster the disintegration of the cnemy's power, 
both at home and in the field, through revolutionary propaganda. 
At the moment when Comintern came into heing, the propaganda 
which had helped to destroy the war-\veary German armies already 
threatened to have a similar efl'cct on the victorious but equally 
war-weary forces of the allies. In January 1919 when the allied 
statesmen, assembled in Paris for the peace conference, discussed 
the occupation of Russia by allied troops, the British Prime 
Minister bluntly assured his colleagues that" if he now proposed 
to send a thousand British troops to Russia for that purpose, the 
armies would mutiny", and that, " if a military enterprise were 
started against the Bolsheviki, that would make England Bolshevist 
and there would be a Soviet in London ".2 Lloyd George was 
talking for effect, as was his manner. But his perceptive mind had 
correctly diagnosed the symptoms. Serious mutinies in the first 
months of 1919 in the French fleet and in French military units 
landed in Odessa and other Black Sea ports led to an enforced 
evacuation at the beginning of April. Of the troops of several 
nationalities under British command on the Archangel front the 
Director of Military Operations at the War Office reported in 
March 1919 that their morale was" so low as to render them a 
prey to the very active and insidious Bolshevik propaganda which 
the enemy are carrying out with increasing energy and skill ".3 

The details were disclosed much later through official American 
reports. On March T, ]919, a mutiny occurred among French 
troops ordered to go up to the line; several days earlier a British 

I Lenin, Sorhint'lliya, xxiv, 247. 
2 Fureign NelatiOllS of the United S'tates.- Tlu· Paris Peace Cunference, [(JI9, 

iii (1943), 590-591. 
3 The Evacuation of North Russia, 19T9, Cmd. HJl:! (1920), p. 25. 
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infantry company" refused to go to the front", and shortly after
wards an American company" refused for a time to return to dutv 
at the front". I It was in the light of such experience that th~ 
British Government decided in March 1919 to evacuate north 
Russia, though the evacuation was not in fact completed till six 
months later. 

Mutiny among the troops was matched by widespread dis
affection in the industrial centres of Great Britain. At the time 
of the armistice a report handed by the Foreign OHice to the 
American embassy in London expressed the belief that " apart 
from certain centres, notably the Clyde and South \Vales, Bol
shevism as such is innocuolls for the present". Nevertheless no 
chances were being taken: 

A careful watch is being maintained for such Bolshevik 
propaganda as may reach this country from ahroad, in order 
that it may be intercepted and destroyed, and the same measures 
are being taken wherever possible in respect to inflammatory 
literature secretly printed at homc. Counter-propaganda is 
meanwhile being conducted through the unostentatious dis
tribution of pamphlets designed to educate the people as to 
the true significance of Bolshevism, and appropriate articles 
appear in the Sunday papers customarily read hy the working 
men. 2 

The first serious attempt to challenge public order by calling a 
general strike was made in Glasgow at the end of January 1919; 
and" Red Friday" was long remembered as the peak o( the revolu
tionary movement on the Clyde. Political di~content was focused 
on the government's Russian policy by a meeting at the Albert 
Hall on February 9, 1919, which launched a " Hands off Russia" 
campaign. At the founding congress of Comintern a month later 
the British delegate, Fineberg, spoke in a language which seemed 
to find support in the facts: 

The strike movement is spreading all over Engl?n~ ,~nd !s 
affecting every branch of industry. I n the army dlsclplll1e IS 

1 Papers ReI"tilI~ to the Fort'ign Rdatio1lS of thi' United States, nil'j,' Run/a 
(VVashington, 1937), pp. 620-62J; IJ. Cudahy], ArclwnJ:d, the Amcri"m W{/r 
rvilh Russia (1924), pp. 99, 126-127, and C. Maynard, The "Hurtrlalls" Venture 
(n.d. [1928]), p. 190, cite numerous instances of insubordination and. petty 
mutiny among allicu forces in north Hussia under the influellce of Soviet 
propaganda. 

2 Foreign Relations oj the United States, H)IS,' Russia, i (1931), pp. 727-7 2 '[1,. 
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much weakened, which in other countries was thc first symptom 
of revolution. I 

"England may seem to you untouched," Lenin told a British 
correspondent at this time, " but the microbc is already there." 2 

lVlcanwhilc hunger was rife in central Europe, and disorganiza
tion was everywhere; strikes and disorders had occurred even in 
peaceful neutral countries like Holland and Switzerland. On 
March 21, 1919, just a fortnight after the founding congress of 
Comintcrn had dispersed, a Soviet republic was proclaimed in 
Budapest. On the next day House in Paris confided his apprehen
sions to his diary: 

Bolshevism is gaining ground everywhere. lIungary has 
just sllccllmbed. We arc sitting upon an open powder magazine 
and some day a spark may ignite it.·1 

Almost at the same moment Lloyd Ceorge dramatized the situa
tion in a confidential memorandum designed to overcome Clemen
ceau's ohstinacy at the pcace conferencc : 

The whole of Europe is filled with the spirit of revolution. 
Therc is a deep sense not only of discontent hut of angcr and 
revolt amongst the workmcn against pre-war conditions. Thc 
wholc existing order in its political, social and economic aspects 
is questioned by the masses of the population from onc end 
of Europe to the other. 4 

Early in April another Soviet republic was proclaimed in Munich. 
World revolution was on the march. Lenin, appealing to the 
central council of the trade unions in the same month to givc 
their full support to the mobilization against Kolchak, referred 

I Der I. K011~y/'SS <in Kmnmllnistisc/W1l infernationa/e (I1amburg, I<J2 I), 
p. 70. In the Ullit<-d States, according to a highly coloured official intelligence 
report of June I1)I<). the office of Martens. the unrecognized Soviet n'prcRcnta
tive in New York, was" the largest and most dangerous propaganda undertaking 
thus far startnl hy Lenin's party in any country outside of Russia .. (F()rl'i~n 
Rela/iollS of fhl' United States, Jf)H): Russia, (1937), p. 147). The demands of 
the" Hands off Russia" Committee included the withdrawal of British troops, 
the l'nding of support for the" whites" and of the blockade, and the estahlish
ment of diplomatic relations with the Soviet Government (W. P. and Z. K. 
Coates, A Ilistory of An~l()-.<"'oviet Relatic)1ls (I<J43), p. 141). 

2 A. Ransome, Six UTeehs in Russia ;11 I')If) (191<), p. 149. 
J The intimate Papers ofCo[onel House, ed. C. Seymour, iv (192H), 405. 
• Papers Respectin~ Negotiations for an Anglo-French Pact, Crnd. 2169 

(1924), p. 78. 
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to the French mutinies at Odessa and to the Soviet republics in 
central Europe as proof that" our victory on an international scale 
is completely secure"; and his May Day speech on the Red 
Sguare ended with the slogans: "Long live the international 
republic of Soviets! Long live communism! "J Not only did 
Zinoviev in the first issue of the journal of Com intern make his 
famous prophecy that in a year's time one would begin to forget 
that there had ever been a struggle for communism in Europe," 
but the far more sober Lenin was inspired by the Versailles treaty 
to discover" an immense revolutionary movement" in Germany 
and to predict that" this July will be our last difficult July, :md 
next July we shall greet the victory of the international Soviet 
republic " . .1 lVleanwhilc the sapping of the hostile front hy 
revolutionary action through every possible instrument -- Comin
tern being merely the newest and most far-reaching -- was the one 
effective foreign policy still open to the Soviet Govcrnment; and 
it seemed, in the summer of ! 91 9, to be yielding excellent dividends. 

It appeared, therefore, in no way anomalous that Chicherin, 
as head of Narkomindel, should at this time work hand in glove 
with Zinoviev, as head of Comintern, and that t he language of 
the two organs should be scarcely distinguishable. "'hen a 
Soviet government was set LIp in Muni.:h in April 19H), Chicherin 
greeted it in a message which was published in iz7'1'stiya : 

We may rest assured that the day is not far off when re
volutionary socialist allies will join forces with us allli will give 
support to the Bavarian republic against any attack. Every 
blow aimed at you is aimed at us. 111 absolute unity we carry 
on our revolutionary struggle for the well-being of all workers 
and exploited peoples. 4 

And VTsIK, sending its greetings to the Soviet republics of 
Hungary and Bavaria, expressed the conviction that .. the pro
letariat of the whole world, having before its eyes striking ex,lmples 
of the victorious insurrection of the workers in th!"ee countries of 
Europe, will follow them with complete faith in victory".' Ten 

I Lenin, Sachineniya, xxiv, 230, 269. 
2 K01l/1Il111listicheskii Internatsianal, NO.1 (May Il)19), col. 25· 

3 Lenin, S'vchineniya, xxiv, 38I. 
4 izvestiya, April-<), JO, 19J9, quotcu in A. L. P. Dennis, Til,. /«m'if.{lr 

l'()lil'ies vf Soviet Russia (U)24l, p. 352. 
, Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, 1I1r:::lufunarodna.1'o ['olililw, ii (11)21», 237- 2 3/;· 
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days later Chicherin signed an appeal to the workers of the allied 
countries protesting against the aid furnished by the allies to the 
" white" forces in the civil war and against the allied blockade. I 

A fresh opportunity was offered when the allied peace terms 
were first disclosed to Germany at Versailles. Zinoviev issued a 
proclamation on behalf of lKK1, which declared that "the 
proletarian revolution is the only salvation for the oppressed 
classes of the whole world" and concluded with the words: 

Down with the Versailles peace, down with the new Brest! 
Down with the government of the social traitors! 
Long live the power of the Soviets in the whole world. z 

At the same moment Chicherin issued a pamphlet, which was 
published in (;erman and French by IKK1, To the German 
Worher, ending with the same revolutionary appeal: 

In the ranks of the communist revolutionary fighters is 
your place; there you will find salvation from your present 
calamity.3 

In Germany, as in Russia, only revolutionary action now seemed 
relevant to the position. Chicherin analysed The Forel:r:n Policy 
of the Two Internationals in an article which appeared in the 
journal of Comintern in October 19I9. He described the whole 
activity of Comintern as constituting "a proletarian foreign 
policy -- contact between workers' organizations and mutual help 
in all possible cases". J n the optimistic mood of the summer of 
1919 he wrote throughout of" Soviet governments" in the plural: 

Before the revolutionary proletarian parties and groups of all 
countries is set the task of struggling to guarantee and strengthen 
the international position of the revolutionary Soviet govern
ments. Only in this way is a new programme of foreign policy 
open to those parties and groups which take their stand on 
revolutionary Soviet ground. 

He admitted that those governments, " as governments eXlstmg 
df' facto among other existing governments, arc compelled to 

I Klyuchnikov i [>abanin, 111ezhdllluirodnaya Pu/itika, ii (1926) 238-242. 
2 KommUllisticlzesldi lnternlltsional, NO.2 (June 1919), cols. 149-150: it was 

puhlished in (;erman in Die Internati()n(Jl~, i, No. II-lZ (August 18, 1919), 
pp. 244-48. 

3 G. Chicherin, An den Deutschen Arbeiter (Moscow, 1(19). 
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place themselves in certain relations with the latter, and those 
relations impose on them ohligations which have to be taken into 
account". But, on the other hand, Soviet governments - here 
Chicherin was prohahly thinking of the League of Nations
" keep aloof from all participation in any kind of comhination of 
imperialist governments ".' Mutual aid among workers and 
workers' governments seemed at this time to exhaust the content 
of a proletarian foreign policy. Nothing more was either necessary 
or practicable. 

Yet the omens were by no means all propitious. On May I, 

1919, the ineffectual career of the Bavarian Soviet repuhlic, left 
to its own devices and unsupported by any decisive action of the 
Prussian proletariat, had come to its inevitahle end. In the middle 
of June an attempted communist rising in Vienna was ignomini
ollsly crushed. Early in August 1919 the slightly more substantial 
Hungarian Soviet regime succumbed to internal dissension and to 
the intervention of Rumanian troops, hacked by the western allies. 
These defeats, and the delay in the time-table of world revolution, 
left the RSFSR cut off from all external aid in a hostile capitalist 
world. In the autumn of 1919 all the" white" forces arrayed 
against the Soviet power reached in turn the peak of their activity 
and of their success - Kolchak on the confines of Siberia, 
Yudenich in front of Petrograd, Denikin in the Ukraine and 
central Russia. The months of October and Novemher marked 
the crucial point at which the continued existence of the regime 
hung by a thread. 

In this hleak and hostile world the newly founded Communist 
International took its first steps. "VVhite" Russian armies, 
actively supported by the Allies, had bitten deeply into Soviet 
territory; at all the main points on its periphery enemy forces 
were encamped. Everywhere frontiers were closed. The cordon 
sanitaire had become a reality. Even foreign newspapers reached 
Moscow irregularly or not at all; Lenin's writings of this year are 
full of complaints of the difficulty of obtaining accurate or up-to
date information of foreign happenings. 2 The journal of Com intern , 

l Kummlmistiches/~ii Illtcrnalsirmal, No.6 (Octoh{'l' 1<)1<»), col,. 817-828. 
2 Lenin, .)·ochineni),,,, xxiv, 27-21), 35. 31 7, 475· 
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l\.ol1lnlUflisticlil'skii lnternatsional, appeared regularly throughout 
the year under Zinoviev's editorship. But no more than the 
nucleus of a standing organization had been created; and in the 
desperate conditions of the summer of 1919 no steps could be 
taken to make it effective. l When Rutgers, who had been the 
Dutch delegate at the founding congress of Comintern, left 
Moscow for Holland in the middle of October 1919, he took 
with him a mandate from Lenin to set up a bureau of Comintern 
for western Europe in Holland and to summon an international 
conference there -- a haphazard and rather desperate attempt to 
overcome the isolation of Moscow. 2 In spite of the most optimistic 
estimates of the prospects of world revolution, there was probably 
never a time when the Soviet leaders had less material possihility 
of promoting it than in the six months \vhich followed the founda
tion of Comintern; there was certainly never a time after 1917 
when the parties of the extreme Left abroad faced their problems 
with less aid or less interference from Moscow. 

After the foundation of Comintern all contact with the German 
Communist Party seems to have been lost; and for a long period 
nothing was known of it in Moscow except that the Rote Fa/me 
appeared illegally but regularly in Berlin, and that there were 
similar communist journals in other German cities.' The fortunes 
of the party, after the catastrophe of January 1919, were at a low 
ebh. Jogiches, since Rosa Luxemhurg's death the recognized 
leader of what was left of the party, was murdered in precisely 
similar conditions on March 10, 1919. The succession now fell 
to Paul Levi, who had attended the Zimmerwald conference in 
19 r 5 and was, next to Luxemburg, the most distinguished intellect
ual in the Spartakusbund, but lacked the temperament of a leader 
or of a man of action. At the second and last All-German Congress 

1 Angelica Balabanov's account of the first months of Comintern is coloured 
hy extreme hostility to Zinoviev, hut thc general pictun' of confusion and 
intrigue is plausible. She insists on the predominance of the Russians in I KKI ; 
this could hardly he avoided, since the committee was composed, on the one 
hand, of" the most tried members of the Russian Communist Party" and, on 
th .. other, of" quite unknown and worthl"ss elemcnts ... who had never hefore 
had anything to do with the International or even with the movement, 
ignoramuses who trembled before authority" (Angelica Balabanov, Erinne
rUTlgen Imd Erlelmisse (1927), pp. 239-240). 

2 Is/orik Marksist, No. 2-3, 1935, pp. 90-91. 
J Ll'nin, So,hinen;ya, xxiv, 476. 
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of Workers' and Soldiers' Councils, which took place in Berlin in 
April 1919, there was only one communist delegate. The pro
ceedings resolved themselves into a struggle between the SPD 
majority and the USPD minority. But the struggle was com
pletely unreal, since both sides accepted the authority of the 
National Assembly elected by universal suffrage, which had been 
in session at Weimar since February; and Lenin gibed from afar 
at the inconsistencies of the USPD leaders, who believed that 
parliamentary democracy was compatible with a regime of Soviets. l 

The speedy collapse of the Soviet republic in Bavaria, whatever 
its shortcomings of ideology or organization, was a further blow 
to the cause of the German revolution, whose supporters suc
cumbed in the summer of 1919 to a universal mood of discourage
ment and retreat. 2 lJ nder the " state of siege" proclaimed in 
January 1919 the KPD became an illegal organization and could 
operate only under cover. Even the Versailles treaty failed to 
dispel the prevailing apathy. The flaming denunciation of the 
treaty by IK KI found only a faint echo in the pronouncements of 
the KPD. The party's" Theses on the Peace", which bore the 
mark of Levi's analytical and sceptical pen, argued that the 
military form of government which had ruled Germany before 
the war had now been restored, and that "under a bankrupt 
imperialism" acceptance or rejection of the terms of peace would 
be equally disastrous. 3 In a proclamation intended for general 
distribution, preference was given to rejection on the ground that, 
while the results of either course would be the same for the pro
letariat, acceptance would give" a breathing space to the counter
revolution", whereas rejection would precipitate the German 
bourgeoisie" into its last crisis, in which it will finally perish ". 4 

In the late summer of 1919 the KPD did indeed acquire an 
important Russian contact. Radek, after his arrest in February 
1919, was subjected to a prolonged process of interrogation and 

I Ibid. xxiv, 317-3 19. 
2 Two years later the Bavarian communist Thoma~ dccJareu at a party 

congress that" the overthrow of the premature Bavarian Sovit"t republic also 
meant the collapse of the German revolution" (Baicht fiber den 5. Parteitag del" 
Kommunistischen Partei Deutschlauds (.<"parta/1IIsbulld) (1921 ), p. 77). 

3 Die Inter1latiOlwh', i, No. 2-3 (May 30, 1919), pp. 28-32. 
• Quoted in O. K. Flechtheim, Die K01nlllll1listische Partei Deut,rch/muis ill 

fin Weimarer Republil, (Offenbach, 1948), p. 56. 
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held in strict confinement for six months. Then, on a decision 
which apparently emanated from the German Ministry of War, 
he was transferred to a privileged cell in the prison, where for 
some four months he held what he himself describes as a " political 
salon". In December 1919 he was released from prison, and spent 
the last few weeks of his stay in Berlin under more or less nominal 
police supervision, in the apartment first of a sympathetic retired 
general, and then of a police commissioner, while awaiting the 
completion of arrangements for his journey to 'Moscow, on which 
he finally embarked in January 1920.1 Between August 1919 and 
the end of the year, Hadek was thus able to maintain ample and 
varied communications with the outside world, and soon acquired 
a position of unique prestige and influence in the KPD. Accord
ing to his own account, he refused to allow its leaders to visit him 
in prison for fear of compromising them, though he maintained a 
regular correspondence with them and was impressed by their 
inability to lead: it was at this time that he acquired the sceptical 
view of the prospects of the party and of the German revolution 
which coloured all his later thought and action. After leaving the 
prison he saw Levi, Klara Zetkin and all the principal leaders.2 
But, at any rate till November 19H), when Kopp arrived in 
Berlin as semi-official Soviet delegate,J neither Radck nor anyone 
else in Berlin appears to have had regular means of communication 

I Radek's reminiscences of this experience, written in a rather light-hearted 
w:in, appeared seven years later III Krasllaya lVov', No. 10, 11)26, pp, 163-172. 
His first contact with the outside world was a veteran Swiss social-democrat 
of Austrian origin, passing under the name of Karl Moor, who" began to 
arrange interviews with me for many who without his cooperation would not 
have reached me "; the only indication of the date of his transfer from strict 
confinement to the privileged cell is that it occurred when" the heroic Hun
garian revolution had already been crushed ", i.e. after August I, 1919 (ibid. 
p. I (8). Ruth Fischer, who constantly visited him in prison, states that the 
necessary pass was obtained from the Ministry of War (Stalin and German 
Communism (Harvard, 1(48), pp. 206-207); the reasons for the intervention 
of the Ministry of \\'ar on his behalf will appear later. 

z KraS1laya Nov', No. 10, Il)26, pp. 166-167, 171 : the verdict on the leaders 
of KPD may reflect their subsequent failures. Radck's pessimism about 
revolution in Germany also led to pessimism about the survival of the revolution 
in Russia, since the two revolutions were still closely connected in all Bolshevik 
thinking. Ruth Fisch~'r (Stalin and German Communism (Harvard, 1948), 
p. 1)3) describes Radek pacing his prison room at the time of the Yudenich 
offensive and hourly expecting news of disaster. 

3 For Kopp see p. 317 below. 
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with Moscow. Whatever he did was done on his own authoritv.' 
In the autumn of 1919, in an attempt to make up for th~ge 

deficiencies in organization, a " western European secretariat" of 
• Comintern was set up in Berlin. It can no longer be ascertained 

on whose initiative the step was taken, whether it preceded or 
followed the mandate given to Rutgers in Moscow in October to 
establish a "western European bureau" in Holland, or even 
whether the headquarters of Comintern in lVIoscow was con
sulted at all: that the danger of overlapping or conflict between 
the two institutions should apparently have occurred to nobody is 
symptomatic of the chaotic and unformed state of Comintern 
organization in the first year of its existence. Circumstantial 
evidence suggests that Hadek was concerned in this new move. 
The chiefs of the secretariat were Thomas, a Bavarian communist, 
who had succeeded in creating an illegal Comintern press in 
Hamburg, and Bronsky, a communist of Polish origin, who in 
1918 was Soviet trade delegate in Berlin under Jone; both had 
been among Hadek's prison visitors.2 The western European secre
tariat heralded its birth by a manifesto appealing to the workers 
of the world, on the occasion of the second anniversary of the 
October revolution, to oppose intervention ;n Hussia. If the 
workers of Europe did not come to the 'lssistance of the Russian 
revolution, then the workers of Russia would be entitled to say: 
" We have sacrificed everything for the liberation of the proletariat, 
you nothing. \Ve die as frce men, vou will be condemw·d to live 
as slaves." 3 The main function of the secretariat was to publish 

I Radck learned from TIll' Til/u's of his appOll1tlllcnt as Ukrainian repre
sentative in Berlin (Io(raSnll)'(I tv'O'l/, No. ]0, I()26, p. 1(2), and obtained uocu .. 
ments of the eighth party congress held in Moscow in March 191<) only when 
Kopp brought them to Berlin eight months later (ibid. p. IfJ(». 

, lbid. PI'. r(17-r6g ; Bronsky agreed with Radek .. that the hrst wave of the 
revolution had subsided, that the task consisted in organizing the masses for the 
next wave" (ibid. p. r(7). When Levi and Zetkin visited Radek in his Berlin flat 
in November 19I<), he helped them to draft" theses" for the western Eurol'ean 
secretariat (ibid. p. 171). 

J Kommunisticheshii 11llerllalsiollul, No. 7-R (Novemher-Decemher 1919). 

cols. 1099-110;:; this is one of the very few occasions on which the western 
European secretariat was mentioned in the official journal of Comintern. At! odd 
feature of the manift'sto was that it appeared to tr"at the Communist Inter
national as not yet in being: "The International of world reaction has risen 
anew. It is marching against the cradle of world revolution. against Soviet 
Russia. Therefore it is indispensable to found the International of world 
revolution." 

VOL. III K 
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information about the progress and achievements of the Soviet 
regime in Russia. But it seems to have had little contact with 
:Moseow except for the receipt of official Comintern documents 
and to have enjoyed no political status or importance. 1 At the' 
second congress of Comintern in July 1920 a speaker described 
it as " limited, narrow, and to a certain extent nationalist and not 
international ".2 

Meanwhile a crisis had occurred in the affairs of the KPD. 
The views of the majority at the first congress of the KPD against 
participation in parliamentary elections and in the existing trade 
unions 3 were on the records. The first of these decisions had 
been carried out when the party refrained in January 1919 from 
participating in the elections to the National Assembly (though 
there were also special reasons for this abstention, since the 
assembly was the rival of the existing councils of workers' and 
soldiers' deputies). But no steps had been taken to withdraw 
from the trade unions; nor were any likely to be taken lInder 
the existing leadership of the party. The whole question was 
reopened at a party conference held in August 1919, at which the 
leaders pressed for a reversal of the January decision, while an 
important opposition group led by two Hamburg communists, 
Laufenberg and Woltfheim, wished to withdraw all communists 
from the existing trade unions and form a single comprehensive 
communist trade union. 4 This was clearly marked out as the 
major issue at the second party congress, which was held secretly 
in the neighbourhood of Heidelberg in October 191<). 

At this point Radek, now enjoying the facilities of the privileged 
cell, intervened. s Bolshevik doctrine in favour of participation in 
parliamentary elections and trade unions was clear and unequi-

I H. FigchtT, ."'talin and Gat/tall Communism (Ilarvard, 194R), pp. 134-
135; Bcrichl III",y den 3. Parteita/[ <i,'r Kmnmunistischen Partei Deutschlands 
(,<"partalmshll1Uf) (n.d.), p. 77 (Klara Zetkin's remarks on it are quoted, p. 170, 
note 3 b.-low). 

z Der ZlVt'ltl' Kongress da Kommunisl. Internationale (Hamburg, 192 I), p. 590. 
3 See p. 104 above. 
4 O. K. Flechtheim, Die Kommunistische Parlei DelltSi'h/mlds in dey Weimarer 

Repllblih (Offenbach, 1(48), p. 59. 
5 According to Hadek's statement seven years later his intervention was 

provoked by a letter from L('vi showing that he had gone over to the standpoint 
of the Hamburg group (Krasnaya Nov', No. 10, 1926, pp. 1(,(i-I67); but this 
does not set'm to be confirmed by any contemporary record. 
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vocal, and Radek wrote an address expounding it, which was 
read at the Heidelberg congress, and subsequently published by 
the KPD as a separate pamphlet.! But, shortly before the congres:; 
opened, Ruth Fischer visited Radek with a message from Bronsky 
to the effect that Levi intended to put before the congress a resolu
tion which would not only endorse participation in election!l and 
in the trade unions, but have the effect of expelling from the party 
those who voted against it. This information alarmed Radek, 
who was already preoccupied by the small numbers and by the 
isolation of the KPD,z and wholly opposed to a split which would 
reduce it still further to the position of an insignificant political 
sect. He hastily wrotc a letter to Levi, begging him to make the 
issue one of persuasion rather than discipline, and not to split 
the party, and gave it to Ruth Fischer to take to Heidelberg. 3 

The summons came at the last moment,4 and was ignored by Levi, 
who presented his theses to the congress unchanged, with the 

I K. Radck, Y.ur Ta/,rik dcs Kmmllunismus: Rin Sch1"l'iben all den Olltoner
Parteitag der KPJ) (Hamhurg, ]()I<); Radek comparl'd the view of the 
Hamhurg group with Proudhonism, anarchism and the syndicalism of the 
American Industrial Workers of the \Vorld, and called it " the new Hamhurg
Amerika line" (ibid. pp. 10- I I). 

l According to his own account, Radek at this time not only wanted to 
maintain contact with the Left of the US]'!) in order to encourage a split in 
that party (which occurred a year later at the Halle con,c:ress), hut offercd to 
Stampf"r, the editor of VOr1viirts, one of his few visitors from the SPD, a 
" temporary bloc" b('tween the KPD and SI'J) to repel a prospecti'.-e counter
revolutionary putsch on the condition of a revival of the Soviets - a condition 
which Stampfn rej('cted (Kms,wya N()v', No. 10, 1()26, pp. 1('7, I/o). He 
appan'ntly also received a visit from Laufenberg and \VoHflwim (l{, Fischer, 
,Stalin and German Communism (Harvard, 1<)48). p, ()2); writing scvell years 
later, when orthodoxy had become more stringent, he: did not record this contact 
with the leaders of a rebel group. Had"',., description of his views at this 
time may be in/lu('nct'd hy hindsight; he probably did not anticipate anything 
Iik(' so explicitly as he pretends the later tactics of the" unit'cd front". But 
what he records corresponds fairly well with what can bc established by other 
evidence. 

J Krasllavo IVov', No. 10, 192(" p. 168; R. Fischer, Stalin and German 
Communism (Harvard, 1948), p. 2.07. The pr('vious reference to this congress 
ibid. pp, 118-119 is misleading: the reason why the opposition received no 
notification of the last meeting of the congress was that it had already been 
expelled. 

• According to P. Levi, rVas isl das Verbrechen? Die Miirz-Aktio/l oder die 
Kritik daTan? (I9Z1), p, 2.9, Radek's letter was received" half an hour before 
thc opening of the congress", This is denied by Radck (KwS1Ioya Nov', 
No. 10, 1926, p. 168); hut his statement that the letter was written" at the 
same time" as his address to the congress docs not carry conviction. 
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final proviso that those who failed to accept the views set forth in 
them were excluded from the party. J After a bitterly contested 
struggle, with several close votes on specific issues, the resolution 
as a whole was voted by a majority of 3 I votes to 18, and the 
minority left the congress. L The news of the split reached Moscow 
without warning through the official German radio. Lenin 
evidently knew nothing of the minority except that it was a 
" Left" opposition. Independently reaching the same conclusion 
as Radek, he thought it all-important at this time that the Left 
should he united against the "Kautskyites", and wrote an 
anxious letter to the central committee of the German party 
suggesting that, if there were" agreement on the fundamental issue 
(for the power of the Soviets against bourgeois parliamentarian
ism) ", schism should be avoided by all possible means: "from 
the international point of view the re-establishment of the unity 
of the German Communist Party is both possible and essential ".3 

It was too late; for the expelled opposition was already engaged in 
forming a separate German Communist ''''orkers' Party (KAPD), 
which carried away from the KPD nearly half its total membership 
of 50,000, and almost al\ its members in North Germany and in 
Berlin itself. But it is of interest to record that the first instance 
after the formation of Com intern of the expulsion of a large 
dissident minority on grounds of party orthodoxy by party leaders 
occurred in the German Communist Party and against the views 
both of Lenin and of Radek. 

The Heidelberg schism was the symptom rather than the 
cause of a fundamental weakness in the KPD which was still 
unsuspected in Moscow. In the summer and autumn of 1919 
the revolutionary wave was ebbing fast throughout central Europe. 
The failures of Munich and Budapest sapped what was left of 

I Bericht tiber den :2. Parteitag der Kommullistisdzell Partei Deutsrhlands 
(Spartakusbulld) (n.d. [? 191<)]), pp. 4-6. 

l Ibid. p. 42. The records of the congress reveal the presence of an un
named" representative of the Third International" who intervened to refute 
Woltfheim's argument that a federal structure for the party was justified by the 
precedent of the RSFSR (ibid. p. 35) but apparently took no other part in the 
proceedings. His identity is unknown, and he does not s{'em to have been in 
contact with Moscow. 

3 Lenin, Sochineniya, xxiv, 502-503; Lenin did not realize that the issue 
of German Soviets, which had been vital in the first weeks of the revolution, 
was already dead. 
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the revolutionary faith of the masses. I t appeared that peace 
and bread rather than social or political revolution had been the 

. overriding demands of those who had challenged the existing 
order in the grim winter of 1918-1919. In Germany the KPD 
found it easy, in face of these conditions, to revert from the 
conception of a mass party bent on immediate revolutionary 
action to the conception of a group of leaders concerned with 
the penetration and indoctrination of the still politically im
mature masses: it inherited the traditions and the name of the 
Spartakusbund which had been built on this second point of view. 
Thus, while Radek posed, and was accepted in Berlin, as the oracle 
of Moscow moulding the young KPD on Russian lines, the 
influence was not exercised only from one side, and there would 
be quite as much truth in a picture of the versatile Radek imper
ceptibly and unconsciously won over by familiarity with German 
conditions to the more cautious Spartakist tradition. The address 
to the Heidelberg congress was couched in a vein of conventional 
revolutionary enthusiasm; but the words in which its author 
sought consolation for the downfall of the Soviet regime in 
Hungary were tinged with a note of profound pessimism: 

The world revolution is a very slow process in which more 
than one defeat must be expectcd. I have no doubt that in 
every country the proletariat will be forced to construct its 
dictatorship several times and will several times see tlll. collapse 
of this dictatorship before it will finally win.l 

This mood inspired the cautious tone of the " Theses on Com
munist Principles and Tactics" drafted by Levi and adopted 
by the congress: 

The revolution, which consists not of a single blow but of 
the long stubborn struggle of a class downtrodden for thousands 
of years and therefore naturally not yet fully conscious of its 
task and of its strength, is exposed to a process of rise and fall, 
of flow and ebb .... The notion that mass movements can be 
created on the strength of a particular form of organization, 
that the revolution is therefore a question of organizational 
form, is rejected as a relapse into petty-bourgeois utopianism. 2 

I K. Radck. Zur Tahtih des Kommrmislllus: Eill Schreibm 1111 dell Oktober
Parteitag der KPD (191<). p. 5. 

2 Bericht iiber den 2. Parteita}! dE'r Kommrmislischen Partei Deutschlands 
(Spartakusbund) (n.d. [ ? 1919]). p. 61. 
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Finally, when Radek in November I9I9 helped Levi and Zetkin 
to draft theses for the w('stern European secretariat of Comintern, 
the main point of emphasis in framing tactical directives was the 
assumption that" revolution, even on a European scale, will he a 
prolonged process"; and it was for this assumption, as Radek 
frankly confesses, that he was criticized by Bukharin after his 
return to Moscow. l The first symptoms can be traced at this 
time not only of divisions between the Bolshevik leaders about 
communist t~ctics in Europe, hut also of a fundamental misunder
standing in Moscow of the scope and development of the European 
revolutionary movement. Radek, who had seen the German 
situation at close quarters, was less infected than any of the other 
Bolshevik leaders with this miscalculation. 

In other leading countries developments were less advanced 
and hopes had not yet been exposed to the test of experience. 
1 n Italy the situation at the outset was dominated by the fact that 
the large Italian Socialist Party (PSI) had been consistently 
opposed to the war. Patriotism and socialism were in opposite 
camps; and socialists who, like Mussolini, rallied to the national 
cause were treated as renegades. The PSI greeted the Bolshevik 
revolution with fervent sympathy, as much on the ground of its 
peace appeal as of its social programme; Lazzari and Bombacci, 
the secretary and vice-secretary of the party, were arrested and 
sent to prison early in I 9 T H for demonstrating their enthusiasm. 
Though no Italian delegate could get to IVloscow in March 19I9 
for the founding congress of Comintern, the PSI at once declared 
its adhesion to the new International. This adhesion was con
firmed at a party congress at Bologna in October 1919, which, 
under the leadership and inspiration of Serrati, the editor of the 
party journal Avanti, adopted a programme bearing at any rate 
a close superficial affinity to that of the Bolsheviks - the forcible 
seizure of political and economic power by the proletariat -- and 
hailed Comintern as " the organ of the world proletariat". On 
the other hand, the congress revealed at least three minority groups 
- the" reformists" led by Turati, whose position was similar to 
that of the SPD in Germany; the" centrists" led by Lazzari, 
pacifist in general outlook and approximating roughly to the 
lTSPD; and the" Leftists" led by Bordiga, who were opposed 

, KraSllaYIl 1\'01", No. 10, 1926, pp. 171-172. 
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in principle to parliamentary action. There was also a Turin 
group named after its journal Ordille Num!o, led by Gramsci, 
Tasca and Togliatti, which insisted on the importance of factory 

, councils and, like the shop stewards' movement elsewhere, held 
vaguely syndicalist views. But nobody thought of expelling any 
of these groups from the party, which remained a body of frankly 
eclectic memhership. The leaders of Comintern could, however, 
still not afford to he fastidious. Lenin welcomed this .. hrilliant 
victory of communism ", and hoped that the example would serve 
to eliminate the disagreements in the German party, though he 
added a warning against " open or secret opportunists" in the 
party. He regretted only that the party had retained its old name 
of " socialist ".1 

In Great Britain a potential communist movement was develop
ing in an irregular, unsystematic way; and of this Lenin received 
a detailed and fairly accurate account in a Ictter from Sylvia 
Pankhurst written in the middle of July 19H) and received in 
Moscow at the end of August. The letter enumcrated seven 
Left groups or parties in Great Britain: (I) trade unionists and 
Lahour Party, who could not be counted as w)cialists at all; (2) 
the Independent Labour Party (ILP), pacifist and often religious 
in outlook; (3) the British Socialist Party (BSP), an offshoot from 
the old Social-Democratic Federation, having a revolutionary 
programme, but believing in parliamentary action; (4) the shop 
stewards' organization, calling itself the Workers' Committee 
Movement, rejecting ordinary trade union and parliamentary 
methods as futile and believing in revolution hy " direct action" 
of the workers; (5) the Socialist Lahour Party (SLP), flourishing 
mainly in Scotland, associated with the shop stewards' movement 
and sharing its belief in direct action, though it put forward a few 
parliamentary candidates in the general election of December 
1918; (6) the Socialist Workers' Federation (Sylvia Pankhurst's 
own organization), originally an offshoot of the feminist movement, 
which now had some following in the east end of London, rejected 
parliamentary action and, at its congress at Whitsun 1919, claimed 
the title of the British Communist Party; and (7) the South Wales 
Socialist Society, a local group holding similar views. Preliminary 
discussions between some of these groups on the possibility of 

1 Lenin, Socilineniya, xxiv, 47:" 504. 
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umon showed that the most serious bone of contention was the 
desirability of participation in parliamentary elections. Sylvia 
Pankhurst wrote to Lenin in the hope of obtaining from him an 
authoritative pronouncement in favour of direct as against par
liamentary action. Lenin replied cautiously that he personally 
thought abstention from parliamentary elections a mistake. But 
a split between" sincere supporters of the Soviet power" on this 
secondary issue would be a still more grievous mistake. If unity 
was unattainable on this issue, then it would be " a step forward 
towards complete unity" to have" two communist parties, i.e. 
two parties standing for the transition from bourgeois parIiamen
tarianism to Soviet power", divided only by their differing attitude 
to an existing bourgeois parliament. I A circular letter was 
despatched from I I\.. 1\..1 to all member parties of Comintern 
recognizing as permissible a divergence of opinions on this 
" second-rate" question. 2 This does not appear to have produced 
any effect, though the adhesion of the BSP to Comintern was 
announced in October. J 

In France the situation was still less encouraging. The French 
Socialist Party, in which Marx's grandson Longuet was an out
standing figure, was still predominantly" reformist"; the Con
federation Generale du Travail was syndicalist. The French 
Socialist Party had actively supported the war and shared the 
prestige of the victory; next to the British Labour Party, it 
was the strongest advocate of the resurrection of the Second 
I nternational. A few French syndicalists opposed to the war had 
been represented at the Zimmerwald conference, and cautiously 
organized themselves as a "committee for the resumption of 
international relations". In )vIay 1919. after a wave of mass 
strikes had given new hopes to the Left, this body transformed 
itself under the leadership of Loriot and Rosmer into a " com
mittee for adhesion to the Third International ".4 nut the group 
remained ineffective, and had little contact with Moscow. Of the 
Bolshevik leaders Trotsky, having spent nearly two years of the 

I Sylvia Panl,hurst's letter was publi<bl'd anonymouslv, together with 
Lenin's reply, in Kommunisticheskii Internatsional, No. :; (September 1919), 

cols. 681-684; Lenin's reply is in Socliineni),(I, xxiY, 437-442. 
2 K{)mmunistiches/~ii 11llernatsional, NO.5 (September 1<)19), cols. 703-708. 
3 Ibid. No. 7-8 (November-December I<)((), col. 1 1 14. 

4 G. Walter, Eiistoire du Parti Communis/e Fran~ais (1948), pp. 23- 2 4. 
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war in Pa~is, had most personal knowledge of its principal mem
bers, and In September addressed an open letter to them in the 
journal of Comintern expressing confidence that " the cause of 
communism in France is in honest and firm hands ".' At the end 
of October Lenin received a letter of greetings from Loriot, and 
in his answer predicted a long struggle against " opportunists of 
the type of Longuet "; and this reply was printed in La Vie 
OZl7Jriere, the organ of the group, in January H)20.z 

In the United States the three most important parties of the 
extreme Left before 1919 were the Industrial Workers of the 
World (IWW), a quasi-revolutionary syndicalist organization with 
a large following in the western states, but without any precise 
political programme, the Socialist Party of Eugene Debs, and the 
Socialist Labor Party founded by Daniel de Leon, who before 
his death in 1914 was the leading Marxist theorist in the Unifed 
States; both the Socialist Party and the Socialist Labor Party 
had split after 191 ('Oll the issue of the war. During the war 
Lenin made enquiries of Kollontai, who was in New York in 
1916, about the Socialist Labor Party and its relations to the 
Socialist Party; J and after the February revolution, no doubt 
on the strength of information supplied by her, he had hopes of 
the Socialist Labor Party and of " internationalist clements in the 
opportunist Socialist Party".4 But the only Americans with 
whom Lenin was in touch for some time after the October revolu
tion 5 were John Reed, a young intellectual without party affilia
tions, and Reinstein, who had been dismvned by the Socialist 
Labor Party; and when, in August 1918, l\lichael Eorodin, a 

I Trotsky, Snchi1Iell/~\'a, xiii, lZ3-IZ6. 

2 Lenin, ,c.,'(}('hlllrn(\'(/, xxiv, 501 ; Longuct at this timl' took up a " centrist " 
position. 

3 Ihid. xxix, z37, 290. 
• Ibid. xx, 1 zX. AfteT the Octoher revolution, Lenin r('ad some wfllings of 

de Leon and" was amazed to see how far and how early dt' Leon had pursued 
the same train of thought as the Russians", adding that .. his theory that 
represl'ntation should be by industries, not by areas, was already the germ of the 
Soviet system" (A. Ransome, Six Wl'el,s ill Russia in lCjn) (191<), pp 80-81); 
about the same time Lenin told an AllH'rican correspondent, Rob. rt Minor, 
that .. the American Daniel de Leon first formulated the idt'a of a Soyiet 
Government" (The World (N.Y.), j<\'hruary 8, 1919). 

5 Volodarsky, an old BolshevIk who had emigrated to the United States in 
1913 and returned in 1917, scarcely counted as .In .. American"; he was 
assassinated in Petrograd in June 1918. 
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Bolshevik who had emigrated to the United States after 1905, 
returned to Moscow and offered to transmit a letter to the American 
worker~, the letter which I,enin wrote was a general propaganda 
appeal and tactfully ignored all issues of party. 1 I t was the 
impetlls given by the birth of Comintern rather than any domestic 
pressures which impelled a number of groups of the extreme Left 
to send delegates to a convention in Chicago on September J, 

1919, in order to found an American communist party. But 
optimists had underestimated the fissiparous tendencies in the 
American \vorkers' movement produced by geographical disper
sion, racial and linguist ic diversities and by the presence of an un
usually large stratum of prosperous and contented workers. The 
convention was by no means representative; and even the 
delegates who assembled ill Chicago did not agree among them
selves. Two separate parties tlnally emerged from the convention 
- - a Communist Labor Party, in which the moving spirit was 
John Heed, and a Communist Party of America, led by Loui~ 
Fraina,z which made its principal appeal to recent immigrants 
from Europe. The resolution creating the Communist Labor 
Party and deciding on adhesion to Comintern was printed in the 
offlcial journal of Comintern in the last issue of the year; 3 and 
it is doubtful whether much further information on the dispute 
was available in Moscow. 4 

I Lenin, Soc/Zillelliya, xxiii, 17()- d\<). The kttcl' has already bet'n quoted 
on p. <)0 aboye; at this time T ,cnin was more concerned with defence in the 
civil war than \\'ith the dissemination of communism. Thc most interesting 
comment on n'\'olutionarv prospects occurred towards the end: .. \\\. place 
our wager on the incyitahility of international revolution, but this does not at 
all mean that we are so foolish as to place our wager on the inevitability of 
I'el'olution within a d{tinill' short period. \Vc have seell two great revolutions, 
1905 and 1<)17, in our country, and know that n'\'olutions arc not made to 
order or by agrcement." l'>I'l~n to ~l\1arxists revolution in the United States 
always seemed a far-ofT event. Lenin's so-called letter" to the American 
workers" of September 1<)/<) was apparently an interview given to a corre
spondent of the Christian SCil'11CC JI.follitor (Ibid. xxiv, 465-46(" 803, note I SO), 
and did not touch on communism or revolution. 

• Fraina, who was of Italian origin, had edited a selection of Lenin's and 
Trotsky's writings and speeches under the title The Proletariatl Revolution in 
Russia (N.Y., 1918). 

J Kommunislic/zeshii lntel'lw/siotllll, No. 7-8 (November-December 1<)19), 

cols. I I 13- 1 /14. 
4 Soml' account of these d{'vclopnlt'nts is contained in a report presented to 

the second congress of Comintcrn by th.! American Communist Labor Party 
in June 1\120 (Bcl'ichte zum ZWl'iten Kongress der Kommunistischen inlemationa/'1 
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In the smaller countries the picture of the growth of COlll

munist parties in 1919 is equally confused. The Polish COIll
munist Party had been formed in December 1918 by a fusion 
between the Social-Democracy of the Kingdom of Poland and 
Lithuania and the Left Polish Socialist Party (the PPS having 
split into Left and Right parties in 1905). For some wecks it 
controlled the Dombrowa coal basin where local Soviets seized 
power, and dominated the workers' movement in vVarsaw and 
Lodz. 1 Early in 1919, however, the new Polish Government SPOIl
sored by the wcstern allies successfully met the challenge of an 
insurgent communism, and established its authority throughout 
the country; and when Markhlevsky (under the name of Karski) 
appeared at the founding congress of Comintern in March, the 
Polish Communist Party in whose name hc spoke was already a 
persecuted and semi-illegal organization ~ .. a status which it 
retained for a quartcr of a century. The Bulgarian Social
Democratic Party, captured by its Left \ving (thc so-called 
Tesnyaki, or "Narrows "), transformcd itself in l\Iay H)H) 

without serious seccssions into the Bulgarian Communist Party, 
thus bringing into the fold of Comintern its only mass party, other 
than the Russian, of indubitably Bolshevik complcxioll. The 
Norwegian Labour Party, which had a doctrinal flavour all its 
own, mingling Lutheran and anarchist strains with its professC'd 
Marxism, joined Comintern without changing its name. Its 
loose and variegated structure was not unlike that of the Italian 
Socialist Party; and both these parties were to cause mllch the 
same difficulties to Moscow at a latcr date. l\lost of the other 
European parties which joined Comintern in the first year of its 
existence were small sectarian groups, composed mainly of intel
lectuals and exercising no influence on the political life of their 
respective countries. Of these, the Dutch party had the strongest 
indigenous roots and some support among the workers; but 
it was also the least ort hodox, having strong syndicalist leanillgs, 
and proved least amenahle to Comintern discipline. Some of the 

(Hamburg, 1921), PI'. :;67-368). Later American sources are numerous but 
contradictory and confused; few authentic records seem to han' sun·i\'cd, 

I A dl'tuiled account of the origins of the Polish (:omnnmist Party is 
given in The ,ltJ1fYicllll ,..,'la1'i,. alld Hmf RIIYII{>1'11l/ Rr"il'7t' (N.Y.), XI (If)S2), 

106-122. 
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other parties, notably the Hungarian and Finnish parties, were 
composed mainly of exiles resident in Moscow. 

Thus in the year of stress, 19I<), when Moscow was almost 
completely isolated, even the indirect reinforcement which Soviet 
Russia might hope to draw from the foundation of Com intern was 
potential rather than actual. Chicherin in a pamphlet issued at 
this time called it .. the greatest historical event which set its 
stamp on our whole foreign policy of the present year", and 
declared that Soviet foreign policy was" ever more closely iden
tified with the world struggle between the revolution and the old 
world ".1 The seventh All-Russian Congress of Soviets, meeting 
in December 191<), proclaimed it " the greatest event in world 
history", and concluded that" the closest link of the Soviets with 
the Communist I nternational is dictated by the interests of the 
workers and toiling peasants of the whole world ".2 But the new 
International possessed as yet none of the attributes of a working 
political organization _ ... a representative membership, an eBlcient 
machine or a defined policy. A review of the parties belonging 
to it did indeed, even at this early stage, suggest an issue which 
would haye to be faced in the immediate future. Was Comintern 
to aim at securing the adhesion of mass parties of the Left - like 
the Italian or Norwegian parties -_.- at the cost of insistence on 
rigid doctrinal conformity? Or was it to insist on strict ideo
logical discipline at the cost of a numerically insignificant member
ship -- the policy pursued hy Levi at Heidelherg? For the 
present, the attitude of Lenin and of the other Bolshevik leaders 
was one of studied moderation; never again, in its eagerness for 
recruits, did Comintern show itself so tolerant of a diversity of 
OpllllOITS. But the limits of this toleration were none the less 
precise. Lenin was still obsessed with the treachery of the 
orthodox social-democrats in 19 I 4 which had brought ahout the 
downfall of the Second International. The creation of the Third 
International was, first and foremost, an attempt to rally all 
sincerely international and Left-wing forces against the traitors. 
Subject to this overriding purpose a certain latitude could be 
tacitly conceded: Lenin showed comparative mildness at this 

I G. Chichcrin, Vneshnyaya Politi}w Sovetskoi Rossii za Dva Coda (/C):!o). 
pp. 29, 32. 

2 S"ezdy Soveto'l) v Post(I1IO'l'lcni.lIakh (1939). pp. 141-142. 
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time even to pacifists and syndicalists, since they were at least 
immune from the canker of state worship. Hence in Germany 
he deplored the splitting off of the KAPD from the KPD, and 
eagerly sought a rapprochement with the Left wing of the USPD; 
in Great Britain he regarded with impatience divisions on such 
subsidiary issues (which in other times and circumstances he had 
treated as paramount) as participation in elections to parliament. 
But this did not mean any compromise at all with social-democratic 
or Labour parties of the old type, and still less with bourgeois 
parties. In spite of Lenin's obvious desire to open the gates as 
wide as possible, it would be an anachronism to read back into 
this initial period later conceptions of a "united front" with 
social-democratic or bourgeois parties, or to suppose that Lenin's 
apparent toleration of doctrinal diversity was prompted, even at 
this desperate moment, merely by thoughts of the security of 
the RSFSR. 



CHAPTER 24 

DIPLOMATIC FEELERS 

T lIROIJ(;I10llT the year 19IC) the weakness of the Soviet 
Government, threatened by enemies on all sides, deprived 
it of any power of initiative in foreign policy, and made its 

course of action dependent on the successive moves of its adver
saries. The direct cause of the complete rupture of relations 
between 8m'jet Russia and the outside world was the decision of 
t he allied governments to give active support to the " whites" 
in the ci\'il war, and to treat the Soviet Government as a rebel and 
hostile faction. It was the allied governments which deliberately 
and successfully sought to isolate l\1oscow, not M ()SCOw which 
sought to isolate itself from the world. Thus a breaking down of 
the barriers had to await a change of mood and policy in the allied 
camp and particularly in Great Britain, whose attitude to the 
Russian question throughout the year continued to be marked 
by glaring fluctuations and inconsistencies. These reflected acute 
differences, not only in public opinion, but in government circles. 
The turn of policy in April 19H), when attempts to establish 
relations with Soviet Russia were abandoned and all-out aid, 
short of direct military action, extended to the " whites", was 
never fully endorsed by Liberal and Labour opinion, which was 
in general anxious to cut commitments and to come to terms with 
the Soviet Government if this was in any way possible; and this 
anxiety was shared by Lloyd George, in so far as he could indulge 
it without lJP~etting the unea~y balance of the coalition. Fear of 
the spread of Bolshevism in Europe, and hopes of the overthrow 
of the Soviet Government hy the" whites", had sufficed to give 
a fresh impetus in the summer of 1 919 to anti-Bolshevik opinion. 
Bllt this line, half-heartedly pursued in the face of growing public 
scepticism, failed in its purpose; and, when it became clear in 
the late autumn of 1919 that the main effort of all the" white" 
generals -- Kolchak, Denikin and Yudenich - had exhausted 
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itself without forcing a decision, opinion began to set strongly 
against a policy which had been reluctantly accepted when it 
seemed successful, and was readily abandoned once its futility 
was revealed. 

The other factor which, combined with the patent failure of 
the " whites", at last brought a return to conciliat:un was the 
growing consciousness of economic needs. As the world groped 
its way back to what it thought of as " normal", recollections 
revived of Russia's former place in a now shattered world economy. 
It seemed increasingly difficult to maintain indefinitely a commer
cial boycott of one of the largest countries in the world merely 
because of objections to its form of govemment. Un August I, 

H)19, a letter in The Timcs, which at this period represented 
extreme anti-Bolshevik opillion, guardedly expressed anxiety 
about the future of British trade with Russia and stressed the 
need to consider" the ncw conditions which have been brought 
about by the war". After the Bolshevik revolution the blockade 
applied to Germany by the allied Powers was cxtended to Russia, 
and was silently maintained even after the conclusion of hostilities 
with Germany. At the beginning of Oct(lber 1919 an attempt 
was made by the Supreme Council to mect an ohvious criticisllI 
hy requesting the principal neutral W)VCrnmellts to join in 
the existing blockade of Soviet Russia, which in order t'l 
appease American susccpt ibilities was referred to euphemistically 
as " economic pressure"; and a similar Bote, rather clumsily 
cmbodying thc terms of the note to the neutral governments and 
requesting compliance with them, was addressed to the German 
Government. I The Soviet Government at once countered with a 
strong protest to the neutral governmcnts and to the German 
Government, who were warncd that compliance with the allied 
request would he regarded as a " consciously hostile act ".2 The 

I A first draft of these notes was considered by the Supreme Coun. il on 
August 21, 1<)19, but referred hack to tbe " blockade cOIllmittee" in order to 
meet Alnerican objections (l)"umlcllts un nritish Forpigll Policy, I<jJ(1 [(nl),' 

First ,Series, i (1<)47), 495, 501-502). Tbe decision to despateb the note to the 
neutrals was taken on September 29, 1<)1<) (ihid. i, S2fi; for the text of the note 
see ihid. i, 1>30). The decision to scnd tbe note to the German Governnll'nt 
is not recorded, but it was sent and the text publisbed in the pres'; tbe text IS 

in C. K. Cumming and W. \"1. Pdtit, Uussian-.'llllcric(JIl Relatiulls (N.Y., 1<)20), 

pp. 349-35 I. 
2 Klyuchnikov i Sahanin, ,U,'zhdllllarodllll),(1 "ulitfha, ii (1926), .1<)S-3<)9· 
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neutral answers to the allied request were evasive or frankly 
unfavourable. The German Government, while" fully conscious 
of the great danger threatening the culture and economic life of all 
peoples by the spread of BobhcvisIll ", thought that the blockade 
would not serve the purpose in view, and excused itself on the 
ground that it had now 110 common frontier with Russia. The 
note ended with the complaint that, "whilst the Allied and 
Associated Powers propose to Germany that she should participate 
in the blockade of Russia, they arc actually applying the policy 
of blockade to the German coasts and C;erman ships ".1 No 
further attempt was made by the allies to press the demand. 
Blockade or no blockade, trade with Soviet Russia was for the 
present impracticable. But nobody was prepared to prejudice 
future prospects. 

The failure to generalize the blockade, coming at a moment of 
disillusionment with the prospects of the .. white" armies, pre
pared the way for a radical change of front. At the eno of October 
Krasin, a shrewd observer who knew western Europe, accurately 
diagnoseo the new mood in a pri\'ate letter: 

The prospect of carrying on the war indefinitely will not 
appeal to the Powers, and if Denikin has not settled our hash 
by the beginning of winter, which is hardly likely, then England 
for one would deem it acceptable in her own interests to over
power the Bolsheviks in the domain of politics by coming to 
some agreement and entering into peaceful relations with Soviet 
Russia. Perhaps this plan of conquering Bolshevik Russia 
would have more chance of success than the fruitless military 
campaigns of the last t\VO years. 2 

Lloyd George responded with his customary sensitiveness to the 
change of 111000. In his Guildhall speech of November 8, 1919, 
he created something of a sensation by observing that "you 
cannot have peace unless you have peace in Russia ".3 He spoke 

J The Times, October 3 I, 1<) I 9: the note dot's not appear in any collection 
of documents. For the debate on the question in the Rcichstag, see p. 307, 
note 3 below. 

2 L. Krasin. Leonid Krasill: Ilis IAje alld Work (n.d. [II}291), pp. 111-

112; the originals of Krasin's lettt'rs quoted in translation in this H.lume have 
not been published. 

3 He had used almost the same words in a speech in the House of Commons 
on February 1<), 1<)19 (!louse of COnti/lOllS: 5th Series, cxii, 194): but that was 
before the change of policy in April. 
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significantly of the cost of " intervention in an interminable civil 
war", referred to Russia as " a dangerous land to intervene in ", 
and expressed the hope that" an opportunity may ofT er itself for 

• the great Powers of the world to promote peace and concord in 
that great country". Five days later in the House of Commons 
he openly attacked the blockade, describing Russia a" " one of 
the great resources for the supply of food and raw material ".' 
Then, on November 17, 1919, in response to a challenge by his 
critics, he delivered a major speech which was evidently intended 
to prepare the way for the winding up of the policy of intervention 
and the substitution of a policy of commercial negotiations with 
Soviet Russia. In a much-quoted passage he invoked the memory 
of" Lord Beaconsfield, who regarded a great, gigantic, colossal, 
growing Russia rolling onwards like a glacier towards Persia and 
the borders of Afghanistan and India as the greatest menace the 
British Empire could be confronted with". 2 This argument 
spoke strongly against the" whites", who sought to reconstitute 
the former Russian Empire, and in favour of the Bolsheviks who 
were only too eager to promise self-determination to its constituent 
parts. 3 Nor did these utterances pass unnoticed in lVloscow, 
where Chicherin, in a broadcast statement, propounded a new 
and signiflcant attitude to relations with the capitalist world: 

Relations with Russia are quite possihle in spite of the 
profound differences hetween Britain's and Russia's r{-gime .... 
The British customer and purveyor are as necessary to us as 
we are to them. T\ot only do we desire peace and the possibility 

I Ihid. cxxi, 474. It was Russia as a suppli('r rather than Russia as a markt·t 
which prt-occupied the British (;o\Trnnwnt at this time. A confidential Board 
of Trade memorandum of January 6,1')20, pointed out that Russia hefore 1914 
had been the source of one-quarter of the world's wheat "X ports, and that Great 
Britain had received from Russia ont·-third of her imports of tlax: the memo· 
randum ended with the recommendation" definitely to ahandon the blockade 
and to place no ohstacles at all in the way of the restriction of cOllllllercial rela
tions with the whole of Russia" (J)ocumellts 011 Hritish Forn·"" [,olicy, J (j [(1-
I'!39: First Series, ii (1<)4R), 1-11>7-870). Lloyd (;eorge's much derided remark 
that" the corn bins of Russia are bulg:ing with grain" occurred in a speech in 
the House of Commons on February 10, 1920 (l/ouse of Commons: 5th Series, 
cxxv, 45). 

l Ibid. cxxi, 7 2 3. 
3 It was a corollarv of the new turn of policy when in January I (PO the 

Supreme Council decided on a British initiatiyc to extend de facto recog-nition 
to the goYcrnments of Gcorgiu, Armenia and Azerbaijan and of Latvia and 
Estonia. -

VOL. III L 
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of internal development, but we also feel strongly the need of 
economic help from the more fully developed countries such 
as Great Britain. We are ready eyen to make sacrifices for the 
sake of a close economic connection with Britain .... I, there
fore, gladly welcome the declaration of the British Premier as 
the first step towards such a sane and real policy corresponding 
to the interests of hoth countries. 1 

It was only eight months since Lenin had explained that it was 
" inconceivable that the Soviet repuhlic should continue to exist 
for a long period sidc by side with imperialist states", and that in 
the meanwhile .. a number of terrihle clashes between the Soviet 
republic and bourgeois states is inevitable ".2 The doctrine was 
not abandoned. The Bolshevik leaders, from Lenin downwards, 
continued firmly to believe, not merely that revolution in Europe 
was necessary, but that it was imminent. But the change of mood 
in response to changing conditions was prompt and far-reaching. 

\Vith these new feelers put out from both sides, the situation 
was ripe for a rene\val of contacts. The excuse was found in the 
need to negotiate an e:-,.change of prisoners. Throughout the 
worst period, the British and Soviet (;overnments had managed to 
etrect occasional exchanges of important agents captured by one 
side or the other --_. a curious instance of professional reciprocity; 
and two British H,ed Cross representatives had continued to dis
tribute relief to British prisoners in Soviet hands.} The peace 
proposals handed to Bullitt in March 191<) included one for the 
mutual repatriation of prisoners and other nationals. 1 n l\1ay 
1919 the British Government in a radio message had proposed a 
general exchange of prisoners, and on June 10, H)I<), Chicherin 
replied through the same channel that this proposal was acceptable 
only" if the Russian Government is allowed to send to London, 
or alternatively to some neutral country, a commission enabled to 
get in touch with Russians in Great Britain ".4 This condition 
caused prolonged embarrassment and procrastination, and it was 
not till the ice had begun to melt elsewhere that agreement was 
reached for a meeting between British and Soviet plenipotcn-

I Moscow radio of No\'cmhl'l" 20, 191<), quoted in A. L. 1'. D,·nnis. The 
Foreign Policies of Sm'it,t Uussia (1<)24), p. 380. 

l See p. 115 ahove . 
.1 Docummls on British PorClKlll'olicy, Il)Jl) "If)}I): First Serit,s, iii (I<J4'J). 4' H. 
, Ibid. iii, 343-3+4, :;60. 
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tiaries in Copenhagen, to be strictly confined to the discussion of 
questions relating to prisoners of war. The Soviet representative 
was Litvinov, the British representative a Labour M.P. named 

·O'Grady; they met in Copenhagen on November 25, 191<)-

the first formal quasi-diplomatic contact for more than a year with 
any of the allied Powers. I 

The following month saw other significant developments. III 
September 1919 negotiations had heen opened with the Estonian 
Government, which had, howcver, broken them off on the plea 
that it could not conclude peace with Soviet Russia except in 
conjunction with neighbouring states: Z this refusal was the 
result of British pressure on the eve of the Yudenich venture. J 

The defeat of Yudenich in the second half of Octoher threatened 
to produce a crisis in Soviet-Estonian relations. Trotsky voiced 
the desire of the Red Army to pursue Yudenich's heaten troops 
into Estonia, while Chicherin thought that the appearance of 
Soviet forces on Estonian soil would merely" antagonize English 
Liberals and moderate Conservatives" and "play Churchill's 
game" Lenin supported Chicherin, and the Red Army was 
restrained, though a warning was issued to the Estonian Govern
ment insisting on the disarmament of Yudenich's troops which 
took refuge in Estonia. 4 These difliculties having been overcome, 
negotiations were opened at Dorpat on December 2, 191<), between 

I Ihid. iii, 593, 643-644, ('('I. 

2 Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, Mezlultmarodnaya Politika, ii (1926), 344-346, 
3S7-3 RS. 

, On September 16, 1919, the British C;ovcrnmcnt made urgent representa
tions to the Estonian and Latyian Covcrnments to " take no action in the dire'c
tion of peace" (Vocumerlfs on nrttish Foreign Policy, HjI9-H}.l'): First SerifS, 
iii (1949), 554). Two days later the Estonian Minister for Foreign Affairs 
informed the British representative in Tallinn that the Estonian cabinet had 
" decided not to make peace without the permission of Great Britain ", but 
" emphasized the necessity for entering into peace negotiations for internal 
reasons as a blind to satisfy public opinion" (ibid. iii, .'i58). Subs, quent 
communications from both Latvian and Estonian Governments (ihid. iii, 
562-564) showed, however, extreme restiveness on this point; and on Sep
tember 25, 1919, the British Government made a formal communication to the 
Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian GoVt'rnmcnts to the effect that it did not feel 
" entitled to exercise any pressure on the free initiative of the Baltic "tates ", 
and that" it is for them to determine with unfettered judgment whether they 
should make any arrangement, and if so of what nature, with the Soviet author
ities" (ihid. iii, 570). 

4 This episode can he followed in documents in the Trotsky archives 
bearing dates from October 17 to October 27, 1<)"). 
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an Estonian delegation and a Soviet delegation headed by Krasin. I 
Meanwhile negotiations had been proceeding in strict secrecy 

in a railway coach at a desolate spot in the Pinsk marches between 
Markhlevsky, the Polish communist who had appeared at the 
founding congress of Comintern hut now acted in the capacity 
of a delegate of the Russian Red Cross, and Polish delegates 
holding credentials from the Polish Red Cross. This picturesque 
and little-known episode of Soviet diplomacy resulted in an agree
ment of November 2, 1919, for the release of Polish hostages held 
hy Soviet Russia and for the renunciation by hath sides of the 
practice of taking hostages, and in a second agreement a week 
later for t he release of civilian prisoners on both sides. Z But these 
practical arrangements also served as a screen for more delicate 
discussions. '''hen the negotiations began early in October 1919, 
the Red Army was in a precarious plight on two fronts - against 
Yudenich hefore Petrograd and against Denikin in central Russia; 
and it was necessary to buy off Polish intervention hy a withdrawal 
which ceded further territory to the Polish forces. 3 The success 
of this plan was due not so much to the skill and flexihility of the 
Soviet negotiators as to the unwillingness of Pilsudski to see the 
overthrow of the Soviet regime by " white" generals who seemed 
to represent in the long run a greater danger to Polish independ
ence. On the other hand, not even the offer of much more exten
sive territorial concessions would induce Pilsudski to desert the 
western allies and conclude a formal peace with the Soviet Govern
ment; and in December, when the gravest danger for the Red 
Army had passed, the negotiations ended with no result other 
than the exchange of a few hundred Poles for a few hundred 
Bolsheviks. Polish passivity had been temporarily secured, and 

I Krasin's opening speech and proposals wert' puhlished in Pravda, Decem
her 8 an(i <), 1<)"), and reprinted in L. B. Krasin, Voprosy Vneshnei Torg01,/i 
(u)28), pp. 267-273. 

Z The documents are in KraS1laj'a Kniga: Shorni/~ Diplomaticheshihh 
Doflllllu'lllm' 0 RlIsslw-Po/'sldkh OtnlJshl'lliyakh, IfjI1>-[()2() (1<)20), pp. 70-80. 

I K. Hadek, Die Auswiirtige Politih Sowjet-RlIssl(mds (Hamburg, 1<)21), 
p. 56, speaks of " a secret treaty with Pilsudski on the basis of which the Red 
Army ret rea ted to a given line". The Trotskv archi I't's contain the record of 
a decision of the Politburo of November '4, 19'<), when the campaign against 
Denikin was still in a critical phase, to accept all Polish armistice demands 
except the cessation of operations against Petlyura in the Ukraine: Petlyura 
was at this moment seeking Polish aid (see Vol. I, pp. 303-304). 
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beyond this Pilsudski would not go. 1 After the failure of these 
secret negotiations the Soviet Government, noting that the Polish 

, Minister for Foreign Affairs had officially denied that any peace 
overtures had been received from Soviet Russia,z put forward a 
public proposal for peace negotiations which was ignored. 3 

The new year of 1920, which saw the capture and execution of 
Kolchak in Siberia and the final discomfiture of Denikin in South 
Russia, brought to a head these tentative moves to break through 
the wall of isolation which separated Soviet Russia not only from 
the western Powers themselves, but from her smaller western 
neighbours under their patronage. On January 14, 1920, the 
Supreme Council meeting in Paris gave audience to two repre
sentatives of the Paris office of the Russian cooperatives, which 
by some strange anomaly had continued to exist throughout the 
revolutionary period: these stated that" the cooperative society 
had no politics ", that it embraced 25,000,000 members, so that 
" practically the whole population of Russia was included", and 
that south Russia had a surplus of 10,000,000 tons of wheat for 
export. 4 On the strength of these assurances, the Supreme 
Council announced two days later it.; decision to " permit the 

I The negotiations are described in Y. 1\1arkhlevsh.y, FOIIl(l I l\1ir lIIl'Zllliu 
BurzIzuazI101 Pol'siwi I Prohtarskoi Rlmici (Russian t;anslation from Polish, 
1921), pp. 12-1.1, 3~L According to K. Radek, Vi,> AuS?ciirl~lJl> ]',,/ilih S07(y"el
Russ/ands (Hamburg, 1<)21), p. 56, which adds some furtht'r details, the offer to 
Pilsudski included the cession of " the whole of \Vhite Russia as far as the 
Beresina, Volhynia and Podolia"; this is compatible with ;\Iarkhlevsky's 
statement that Poland obtained at the armistice of October 1<)20 " far less 
than was offered to her in the autumn of 191<) ". The British Minister in 
Warsaw learned on November 3, 1919, that the" Bobht'vist Red Cross <':orn
missiont'r" had rnude (I very attractive utfers to the Poles" I coverjng "al! 
\\Thite Russia including the east,'rn parts not )'<"1 occupied by the Polish forcn ". 
This was characteristically diagnosed as an attt:mpt " to entangle Poland in a 
second treaty of Brest- Litovsk " (Documents on British Foreign Policy, J!JI (;-1<)39 : 

First Series, iii (1()49), 630). 
2 On December 15, 19I(), Pilsudski told the British rcpresentati\"t, in \Varsaw 

that, " whilst the Bolsheviks would probably be prepared to make peace, they 
would never stick to any agreel1l('nt they made, and h,. certainly would not enter 
into negotiations with them" (ibid. iIi (1949), 787). 

3 Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, Mezhdwwrodl1a),a Politika, ii (1926), 423-4oZ4 ; 
the British representative in \Varsaw reported that the Polish Government 
found the proposal .. rather embarrassing" (DoclImrnls 011 Rrltish Foreign 
Po/icy, 11)19-19.19: First :..,'eries, iii (1949), 745). 

4 Ibid. ii (1948), 868-874. 
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exchangc of goods on the basis of reciprocity between the Russian 
people and allied and neutral countrics "; the purpose was to pro
vide" for the import into Russia of clothing, medicines, agricultural 
machinery and the othcr necessaries of which thc Russian people 
are in sore need, in exchange for grain, flax, etc. of which Russia 
has surplus supplies". I t was specifically addcd that "thcse 
arrangcments imply no change in tht· policy of the allied govern
ments towards the Soviet Government ".1 This decision, which 
amounted to a concentration of Russian imports and exports in 
the hands of the All-Russian Central Union of Cooperatives 
(Tsentrosoyuz), presented no embarrassments to the Soviet 
Government. It was a convenient means of enforcing the mono
poly of foreign trade, since Tscntrosoyuz was by this time fully 
under Soviet contro1. 2 On January 23, 1920, the president of 
Tsentrosoyuz telegraphed to the Paris office that this organ had 
been empowered by the Soviet authorities to enter into direct 
trade relations with the cooperatives, as well as with private firms, 
of western Europe, America and other countries.] The lifting of 
the blockadc was an event of great symholical importance: it was 
greeted in Soviet Russia as a declaration of the ending of the war 
with the western Powers. The practical difficulties in the way of 
a resumption of trade were to appear later. 

This decision may well havc hastened another. If Soviet 
Russia was to trade with western Europe, it was highly desirable 
to have a ncutral, yet not unfriendly, port and clearing-house 
through which trade might pass. Tallinn, the Estonian capital, 
was well suited for the purpose. Soviet-Estonian negotiations 
proceeded rapidly and smoothly, and a treaty of peace was signed 
on February 2, 1920.4 A few days earlier Lloyd George had given 
pointed advice to the Polish Prime Minister to make peace with 
the Soviet Government; 5 and three weeks later thc Supreme 
Council sitting in London issued a statement that, if the allied 
Powers were asked for advice by any of " the communities which 
horder on the frontiers of Russia", they would not be able " to 

I Documents on British Foreign Polic)" 19I9-I9JI): First Series, ii (1948), 912. 
• See Vol. 2, p. 238. 
3 Klyuchnikov i Saban in , Mezhdunarodnaya Politi/w, iii, i (1928), 2-3. 
4 See Vol. I, p. 313. 
5 D()cuments 011 British F()reign P()lic)" 1919-1939: First Saies, iii (1949), 

8°3-8°5. 
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take on themselves the responsibility of advising them to continue 
a war which may be injurious to their own interests ".1 
Meanwhile the negotiations in progress with Litvinov in Copen-

I hagen since November 19 19 had after many difficult passages 
resulted in an Anglo-Soviet agreement for the repatriation 
of prisoners; this agreement was signed on February 12, 1920.2 

Lenin briefly and without emphasis pointed the moral of these 
events: 

\Ve have shown that we know how to repel violence, but that 
we know, when victorious, how to renounce it. 

And again: 

We have already opened a window on Europe which we shall 
try to utilize as extensively as possible.:1 

It seemed as if, after the alarms and excursions of the civil war 
and the allied intervention OIl the side of the" whites ", an inter
lude of peaceful cohabitation with the capitalist world was about 
to begin. The period of isolation was over. 

The new attitude which began to develop in Soviet foreigJ> 
policy in the first months of 1920 arose automatically out of the 
continued existence of Soviet Russia in a world of capitalist states. 
The Soviet Government found itself almost involuntarily in the 
posture of defending, not the interests of world revolution, but 
national interests which any government of Russia would be 
obliged to defend. Any direct admission of continuity was at 
first avoided. The protest made against the attempt of the allied 
Powers at the peace conference to settle the fate of the Aland 
Islands without consulting the" Hussian Soviet Government" 
was not hased on any formal invocation of the rights of former 
Russian governments. But the S,wiet telegram of Octo[Jer 2, 

1919, appealed both to the principle of national self-determina
tion and to the military and political argument that" the very 

I F()reign R"It/tiot/.I· I~f the Ul1i/"d States, J')~o, iii (1')36), ('47. 
2 R,<"'FSR: SboY1lil1 J)eist1 luyushchihll Dog07'()rm', i (1921), No 20, PI'. 120-

124; At;rrcmelll netz('('l!1l liis iHlIjesty's G,,1'CY//I/l/'llt ({lid the Sm'i"t G01't'rflt/ll'11/ oj 
Russia for the Exc/umge of Prisoners, emd. 5X7 (1<)20). 

, Lenin, SuchillclIiya, xxv, 21, 27; Krasin tlcscrihed Estonia as .. the first 
window we managed to open" (Voprosy VlIcslm<,i Torguvli (1928), p. 2(5). 
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geographical position of the Aland Islands at the entrance to the 
Gulf of Finland closely links the fate of these islands with the 
needs and requirements of the peoples inhabiting Russia ".1 Four 
months later the Soviet Government specifically cited former 
Russian treaty rights in a protest against the treaty concluded at 
Paris on February <), 1<)20, which assigned the island of Spitz
bergen to Norway. The Soviet telegram of February 12, 1920, 

declared that " the international status of Spitzbergen has fre
quently been the subject of agreements between Russia, Sweden 
and Norway or between the governments of these countries and 
other governments", and acts of I 872 and IC) I + were cited in 
order to support the protest against the recognition of Norwegian 
sovereignty over Spitzbergen .. without the participation of 
Russia" and" without even having informed the Russian Soviet 
Government ".2 The mere existence of a government at l\Toscow 
exercising authority, in its own !lame and in that of ot her Soviet 
governments closely dependent on it, over approximately the same 
territory which was formerly ruled. from Petrograd, made it the 
custodian of the same Russian national interests, and fastened on 
it a heritage of Russian national assets, claims and obligations of 
which it could not, in the long run, divest itself; and these 
conditions insensibly modified both the way in which the Soviet 
Government thought about itself and the way in which others 
thought about it. 

The revival of hopes of world. revolution and of a revolutionary 
policy under the impact of events of the summer of 1920 after
wards obscured much that was done in the first months of that 
year. The belief then current in Moscow that the civil war was 
over, and that a period of peaceful reconstruction was at hand, set 
in motion certain processes in Soviet foreign policy which were 
reversed or interrupted by the resumption of war in the summer 
of 1920, and came to fruition only with the introduction of NEP 
in the spring of 192I. Just as the main ideas which led to NEP 
itself had first been mooted a year before they were accepted and. 
applied,) so the pronouncements of the first months of 1920 went 
far to anticipate foreign policies finally adopted only a year later. 
On January 22, 1920, Radek, then awaiting transport to Russia 

I Klyuchnil<ov i Saban in, JH,'zhdrmllrodnaya l'lIlililw, ii (1926), p. J91. 
2 Ibid. iii, i, 11-12. J See Vol. 2, p. z/lo. 
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at " a small Polish station", addressed a letter to the leaders of 
the Polish Socialist Party appealing to them to resist Pilsudski's 
designs for war against Soviet Russia, maintaining that" Soviet 
Russia cherishes ~o plans for conquest with regard to Poland, 
neither in the name of nationalism nor of communism", and 
particularly denouncing" militant communism ". I On January 
28, 1920, Sovnarkom made a fresh appeal to the Polish Govern
ment to negotiate a line of demarcation between the Polish forces 
and the Rcd Army. But the diplomatic phraseology of the note 
was new and unfamiliar: 

The Council of People's Commissars declares that the 
Soviet Government has not concluded with Germany or with 
any other countries agreements or treaties directly or indirectly 
aimed against Poland, and that the character and meaning of the 
international policy of the Soviet power excludes the very 
possibility of such agreements, as well as of any attempts to 
utilize a possible clash between Poland and (~ermany or other 
states in order to infringe the independence of Poland or the 
inviolability of her territory.z 

A few days later VTsIK issued a long and reasoned" Address to 
the Polish People ", which combined the revolutionary appeal 
with a careful attempt to reassure Polish national sentiment: 

H'c, tl/{' r('pres(,l1t([ti7'(~S of the Russian worhi"g rlass and 
peasantry, ha7'C open(v ap/Jeared and still appear befoY(' the wholc 
world as champions (~l ({)lIlmlillist ideals: we are pr()f()und~v 
cunn'nccd that the wor/dng people (if ([11 countries will come out 
on the path whirlz the Russian worhing people is alrea(~v trcading. 

But our enemies and yours deceive you when they say that 
the Russian Soviet Government wishes to plant communism 
in Polish soil with t he bayonets of Russian Red Army men. A 
communist order is possible only where the vast majority of 
the working people are penetrated with the idea of creating it 
hy their own strength. Only then can it be solid; for only then 
can communist policy strike deep roots in a country. The 
communists of Russia are at present striving only to defend their 
own soil, their own peaceful constructive work; they are not 

I The letter is said to have been puhlished in the party journal Hobo/llih; 
a translatioTl appean·d in S'(wit'! Russia (N.Y.), May I, I<}20, pp. 448-449. 

2 KraslIlIya KlIi~a: Sb.)rnih lJipllllllllllsclzeskihlz J)olwmPlllov () Russkll
Pol'shi/lh Otnoshl'1liyahh, IIjI8-19;J1) (1920), pp. '14-85. 
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striving, and cannot strive, to plant communism by force in 
other countries. 1 

It remained to develop these vague hints into a policy. During 
February 1920 Lenin, Trotsky, Joffe and Litvinov all gave inter
views to the foreign press on the opportunities of peace and 
commercial relations between Soviet Russia and the capitalist 
world. 2 On February 25 Chicherin sent out yet another appeal 
to the American and allied governments to enter into peace 
negotiations. 3 A few days later Radek embroidered the same 
theme with the greater bluntness which he ahvays aHected : 

If Ollr capitalist partners ahstain from counter-revolutionary 
activities in Russia, the Soviet Government will abstain from 
carrying on revolutionary activities in capitalist cOllntries ; but we 
shall determine if they arc carrying on counter-revolutionary 
agitation. There was a time when a feudal state existed alongside 
capitalist states. 1 n those days liheral England did not fight 
continuously against serf-owning Hussia. Vv'e think that now 
capitalist c()untries can exist alongside a proletarian state. \Ve 
consider that the interests of both parties lie in concluding 
peace and in the estahlishment of an exchange of goods, and we 
are therefore ready to conclude peace with every country which 
up to the present has fought against us, hut in future is prepared 
to give tiS, in exchange for ollr ra",· materials and grain, loco
motives and machinery.·l 

At the ninth party congress in March H)20 Lenin spoke to a party 
audience in the traditional language of foreign policy all over the 
world: 

It behoves us most of all to mann~lIvre in our international 
policy, to stick firmly to the course we have adopted, and to be 
ready for everything. \\'e have been carrying on the war for 
peace \vith extreme energy. This war is giving excellent results . 
. . . But ollr steps for peace must be accompanied by a tighten
ing lip of all our military prcparedness. 5 

I Krasnfl)'fl Kl1liIu: Shoruih lJiplo1/tfltisrheshihh Dulwmentnv n RllSS}W
Pol'shihh Otnosizenh·ahh, I')JiI-I920 (1920), p. RR. 

2 References tn these interviews are in C"le11liar of Soviet Documents on 
Foreign Polic)" <'J. J. Dl"gras (I<J4H), p. 50. 

J Forezfi{1l Uelations of the United ,"·tates, J()2IJ, iii (1<)16), 447. 
4 Moscow radio of March 3, 1920, quoteJ in A. L. P. Dennis, The Forel!:1l 

Policies of Soviet Rlmia (1924), pp. 3sR-359. 
5 Lenin, Socizineni),a, xxv, 102. 
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And Chicherin continued to address the world on the theme of 
peaceful relations between Soviet Russia and the capitalist 
countries: 

There may be differences of opinion as to the duration of 
the capitalist system, but at present the capitalist system exists, 
so that a modus 7'i7'entii must be found in order that our socialist 
states and the capitalist states may coexist peacefully and in 
normal relations wit h one another. This is a necessity in the 
interest of all. 1 

An empirical appeal to the common interest of socialist and 
capitalist coulltries and to the possibility of " normal" relations 
between them Illay have seemed startling to some doctrinal purists. 
But the logic of tlte new approach was soon to earn its reward. 
After the January decision of the Supreme Council lifting the 
blockade in favour of trade conducted through the cooperatives, 
'fsentrosoyuz proposed to its Paris office to send a delegation 
abroad to negotiate on its behalf, and provisionally nominated 
Litvinov in C(~pcn hagen as its delegate. Cautious negotiations 
failed to secure permission for the delegation to enter France or 
Great Britain. But it could at least operate in some neutral 
countries, and on February 25, I940, its full composition W~IS 

announced. It was headed by Krasin, and its other member~, 
"vere Litvinov, Nogin, Rozovsky and Khinchuk; 2 of these only 
the two last were active members of the cooperative organization. 
The composition of the delegation was designed to efface as 
quickly as possible the formal distinction between representatives 
of Tsentroso) uz and representatives of the Soviet Covernment ; 
in fact, the delegation was clearly empowered to speak with 
governmental authority. In the middle of March 1920 Krasill, 
accompanied by " fifteen experts representing various industries", 
set out for Copenhagen and Stockholm.' 

These promising developments, the produr;t of the brief 
interval of peace which followed the defeat of Kolchak and 
Denikin, were once more cut short by an armed conflict with 
Poland which absorbed the resources and dictated the policies of 

I Quoted in A. L. P. Dennis, The Foreign Policies of Sot'il'f Russia (1 ()24l. 

P·3 84· 
2 Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, lV[ezlidllnurodllaya Po/iIi/ill, iii, i (1 92k), 3-4. 
3 L. Krasin, Leonid Kyo .• ;,,: /lis Llfp and Work (n.d. [1929]), p. 122. 
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the Soviet state. Throughout March and the first part of April 
1920, increasingly eager efforts on the part of the Soviet Govern
ment to end the period of suspended hostilities and bring about 
peace negotiations with Poland met with an increasingly evasive 
response. I On April 28, 1920, Pilsudski issued a proclamation to 
the inhabitants of the Ukraine which announced a general offen
sive; Z and hy May 6, Kiev was in Polish hands. The immediate 
consequence was the issue in the name of VTslK of an appeal to 
the "Polish workers, peasants and soldiers" to rise in revolt 
against their government and its aggressive action,' thus marking 
the prompt and unqualified re-emergence of the revolutionary 
clement in Soviet policy under the impact of war. But relations 
with the rest of the capitalist world seemed at first unlikely to he 
affected. more especially as the Polish action had evoked little 
sympathy in any western country except France. At the moment 
of the attack Krasin was engaged in negotiations in Stockholm. 
The formal lifting of the allied blockade had failed to remove 
another obstacle to Soviet commerce - the so-called "gold 
blockade". Soviet Russia enjoyed no credit; nor were there in 
the shattered condition of the Soviet economy goods or materials 
in any substantial quantity available to export. The Soviet 
Government was prepared to pay for desperately needed imports 
in gold. None of the great banks of the world would, however. 
at this time accept Soviet gold, on the plea that it had been con
fiscated from former owners who might some day make good their 
claim to it; and this was for some weeks an insuperable barrier 
to Soviet trade. 

The first country which, under Krasin's persuasion, broke 
the gold blockade and took the risk of accepting Soviet gold was 
Sweden. The Swedish Government declined to negotiate with 
the Soviet delegation. But a group of fifteen Swedish firms 
accepted a Soviet order for goods to the value of 100,000,000 

kroner, mainly agricultural implements and railway telegraph and 
telephone material, a quarter of which was to be paid for imme
diately in gold and the rest in short-term bills. This first unofficial 

I The correspondence was puhlished. after the outhreak of hostilities. in 
Krasnaya Kniga: Sbornik Dip/olllaticheskikh DokulIlentuv () Russko-Pol'skikh 
OttlOsizelliyallh, I9IIi- J(pO (1<)20), pp. 92-98. 

l Ibid. pp. 104-105. 1 Ibid. pp. 105- 107. 
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Soviet trade agreement was signed on May 15, 1920.1 The 
beginnings of the first post-war economic depression were already 
making themselves felt in Great Britain; and just about the time 
of the signing of the Swedish agreement, Krasin was invited by 
Lloyd George to come to London. He arrived on May 26, 1920, 

and was received by the Prime Minister on the last day of the 
month, Bonar Law, Horne and Curzon being also present. Nego
tiations for a trade agreement between the British and Soviet 
Governments were soon set on foot. At home, Krasin's position 
was strengthened by a decree of June I I, 1920, converting what 
was left of the People's Commissariat of Trade and Industry into 
a People's Commissariat of Foreign Trade (Vneshtorg) with 
Krasin at its head, all operations by government departments or 
state institutions in the field of foreign trade being brought under 
the control of the new commissariat. 2 In London, unofficial 
discussions seemed to show that no insurmountable difficulties 
stood in the way of an agreement. At a meeting on June 7, 1920, 

the British negotiators laid down three conditions for an agreement 
- the ces~ation of hostile acts and hostile propaganda, the return of 
all prisoners of war, and the recognition ill principle of debts to 
private individuals. A long and argumentative note from Krasin 
of June 29, H)20, which was conciliatory in tone but evasive in 
substance, led to a reiteration of the three conditions in a British 
note of July I, which demanded an aflirmative answer within a 
week as a condition of continuing the negotiations. On the 
following day Krasin took this note back with him to Moscow, 
and the formal Soviet acceptance of the conditions followed on 
July 7. 3 

It was at this point that the Soviet-Polish war impinged 

I L. B. Krasin, Vnprnsy Vnes}mei Torgovli (192R), pp. 245-246. 
2 80branie Uzakonenii, J()20, No. 53, act. 235 ; failures to observe tIllS decree 

on the part of some" central departments of the RSFSR " and of" government 
organs of thc autonomous rcpu hI ics " called for a further reassert ion of the 
powers of Vneshtorg in a decree of February 17, 1<)21 (Subranie Uzalwnenii, 1921, 

No. 14, art. S<)). 
3 The best general sources for the negotiations arc articles written bv K rasin 

early in 1921 in Narodlloe Khozyaistvn, No. 1-2,1921, pp. 3-12, and in kk01wmi
cheslwya Zhizn', February 6, 1921 (the latter reprinted in L. B. Krasin, Voprosy 
Vneslmei Torgovii (1<)28), pp. 278-286); the three notes of June 30, July 1 and 
July 7, 1920, were published in S'm'il'l Russia (N.Y.), August 14, 1920, pp. 149-
15 r. The British documents on the negotiatiow, are still unpublished. 
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decisively on the course of the negotiations. Even those western 
countries which had been shocked hy Poland's assumption of an 
aggressive r<,He against Soviet Russia were none the less perturhed 
when, in June 1920, the Polish forces were evicted from Kiev 
and the Ukraine, and the Red Army in its turn took the offensive. 
The threat to Poland threw the allied conference at Spa, which 
had assemhled to consider C;erman reparations, into a state of 
alarm; and Curzon, who was present at the conference, addressed 
a communication to Chicherin on July 12, 1920, in which, after 
briefly noting the Soviet (;oyernment's acceptance of the three 
conditions, he formulated at length a new demand of a different 
character - the conclusion of an immediate armistice with 
Poland.' The tentative diplomatic contacts and compromises of 
the past six months were rudely interrupted, and both sides 
returned to the militant and intransigent mood of H)I9. 

I Klyuchnikov i Sahanin, ,11Cz/llirlllflloi/11"),a Po/ili/w, iii, i (1{)2X), 34-35. 



CHAPTER 25 

REVOLUTION OVER EUROPE 

TIlE outhreak of war with Poland in May H)20, bringing in 
its train a resumption of the civil war in the south against 
" white" forces led by W rangel, reproduced on a smaller 

scale the situation of 1919. The Hell Army was stronger, the 
military forces arrayed against it less imposing. But the country 
was exhausted, stocks were depleted and transport on the point 
of complete break-down, so that the threat of I!)20 seemed scarcely 
less grave than in the previous year. The incipient rapprochement 
with the west which had begun in the first months of 1920 was 
nipped in the bud, with the same result of replacing diplomatic 
contacts hy revolutionary propaganda as the staple of Soviet 
foreign policy. But here one striking difference became apparen~. 
In H)I9 the propaganda of the Bolsheviks, though often effective 
locally, had been a hand-tn-mouth atfair, and not organized 011 :111 

international scale. I n 1<)20 Comintcrn was already :1 going con
cern capable of playing a conspicuous part on the mternational 
stage and forming an effective focus for revolutionary propaganda 
in many countries. \Vhether it would in the long run achieve 
more than had been achieved by the comparatively unorganized 
and uncoordinated efforts of the Bolsheviks of 19H), remained to 
be secn. But the revolutionary propaganda which now emanated 
from Moscow was more confident, more bomhastic and more 
coherent than anything that had been attempted before, and gave 
a clearer impression of organized power hehind it. The summer 
and autumn of 1<)20 proved to be the high-water mark of the 
prestige of Comintern and of its hopes of promoting revolution 
throughout thc world. 

The gradual renewal of contacts between Soviet Russia and 
central Europe had helped to remedy the lack of organization 
which made Comintern, during the first year of its existence, a 

Ie,S 
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negligible furce. In January HJ20 Radek was released from his 
Berlin exile and returned to l\Ioscow; and in him Comintern 
soon found a leader more energetic and flexible than Zinoviev, 
and less preoccupied with party affairs. Radek had claims to be 
regarded as an international figure, ami, enjoying no high party 
status, could be empluyed in overtures or negotiations which 
might afterwards have to be disowned. I n the person of Radek 
Comintern at once resumed close and permanent contact with 
the KPD and with other German parties; and Radek remained 
for the next four years an active and conspicuous figure in the 
politics of Comintern. An institution where Radek was pro
minently employed was unlikely to remain idle. After the dowll
fall of the communist rt'gime in Hungary in August 19H) most of 
its leaders fled to Vienna, where a new bureau of Comintern was 
estahlished under their auspices, and published from February 
1920 onwards a journal under the title l\..omm II II is III liS , to which 
Bela l\.un, Varga and Lukacs were prominent contributors. 
In the summer of 1920 the Hungarian communists were expelled 
from Vienna and took refuge in Moscow. They could not be 
absorbed into the Russian party or the Soviet administration. But 
it was natural and cOI1Yenient to use them for building up the 
international machinery of Comintern or for undertaking missions 
to foreign communist parties which could be carried out less 
invidiously by non-Russians. Thus Bela l\.un, Rakosi, Varga, 
Rudnyansky and other Hungarian leaders formed the nucleus of 
the new international bureaucracy of Comintern, and occupied 
in the early years of that institution a place out of all proportion 
to the importance of their country of origin. 

The winter of J9H)-Jl)20 brought with it a new phase in 
Comintern history. The Second International seemed extinct. 
Attempts to revive it at conferences at Berne in February and at 
Lucerne in September H)19 had hopelessly broken down, and a 
projected conference at Geneva in January 1920 was abandoned. 
In the autumn of 1919 the Swiss Socialist Party, which repre
sented the not very large Swiss proletariat employed in Swiss 
heavy industry, won for itself a brief notoriety in socialist history 
by putting forward, through its energetic leader Robert Grimm, 
a project for a" reconstruction" of the International, which would 
absorb the old Second and the new Third into a new comprehen-
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sive organization. This was in effect a revival of the" centrist" 
position occupied during the war by the Zimmerwald majority. 
The project hung fire for some time. But, though not yet taken 
up officially, it appealed to the mood of Left parties in more than 
one country which were reluctant either to return to the old or to 
embrace the new, especially when it appeared in Ru-;sian guise, 
and hesitated between the two distasteful extremes. Among 
these intermediate parties the U SPD occupied a crucial position. 
Its membership increased rapidly during 1919, reaching one 
million by the end of the year; and it seemed well on its way 
to become an important electoral rival of the SPD. But this 
numerical strength reHected in part what proved to be the fatal 
weakness of the USPD: an undefined political position. It had 
come into being as an anti-war party, and, once the war was over, 
found itself without any firm and coherent platform. It wavered 
between the revolutionary programme of the KPD and the 
reformist programme of the SPD; between the demand for 
workers' and soldiers' councils and support for the National 
Assembly; between east and west; between Third and Second 
Internationals. At its congress at Leipzig in December 1919, 
these isslles were still glossed over. But the general movement 
was towards the Left. The poison distilled by Radek, during 
his sojourn in the J\Ioabit prison, in the (;ar of some at least 
of the USPD kaders I had begun to work. On the immediate 
practical issue, the USPD unanimously decided not to join 
a revived Second I llternational. It also decided by a majority 
not to join Cominlern. Bllt the compromise resolution adopted 
by the majority carried it far along that path. It declared 
that" an etl.'ective proletarian International should be formed by 
uniting our party with the Third International and \vith social
revolutionary parties of other countries", and instructed the 
party central committee to enter into negotiatiol1s "to realize 
the union of the working class for revolutionary action in the 
Third International ". The phraseology was equivocal and 
manifestly designed to placate the mmority. But the ultimate goal 
was clearly set. 2 

I Krasl/(lJ'aNm", No. 10, l<p.6, p. 172. 

1 K01mIlUIl;sticlll'sla; 111lernalsianal, No. 7-8 (November-December 19I<j), 
col. I I I3; Lenin, Sochinl'lIiya, xxv, 598. 
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The official communication of the decision to Moscow raised 
a question of principle. The llSPD was a mass party and would 
give Comintern what it lacked in Germany --- the support of a 
large hody of workers. The test was whether the llSPD had in 
fact weaned itself from the errors of the SPI) and could be trusted 
in the future to flght vigorously against it. On February 5, 1920, 
] K K I issued a general appeal " to all German \vorkers, to the 
central committee of the German Communist Party, and to the 
central committee of the German Independent Social-Democratic 
Party", in which, after drawing attention to past errors, it invited 
the party to send delegates to Moscow for negotiations. But the 
warning was given in advance that Cominlern rejected all col
laboration with the" Right-wing leaders . . . who are dragging 
back the movement into the bourgeois swamp of the yellow Second 
International ".' Two days later I KKI sent a letter to the 
dissident KAI'D, expressing disapproval of its opposition to 
participation in the trade unions and in parliamentary elections, 
but inviting it to send delegates to Moscow for oral discussion. 2 

Comintern was beginning to feel its strength and to take an active 
hand in the affairs of the German J ,eft. lJ nity of all I ,eft clements 
opposed to the social-democracy of the Second International, and 
conciliation and compromise on mil lOr doctrinal ditlerences 
between them, as laid down by Lenin in the autumn of 1919, was 
still the watchword. The significant new development was the 
summoning of candidates for favour to l\loscow and the judging 
of doubtful cases by lIZK I as a court of appeal. 

Almost at the same moment the French Socialist Party, which 
had participated in the abortive attempts of 1919 to revive the 
Second International, rather unexpectedly followed the example 
of the LlSPD. Like the Italian party, it had always admitted a 
certain laxity of discipline and a wide diversity of opinion. Its Left 
wing had been strengthened by the aftermath of the war and the 
disappointments of the peace; and at the party congress at 
Strasbourg in February 1920 the now familiar division of Right, 

I K"lIIl1tllllisticheshii Internalsional, No. <) (March ZZ, 19Z0), cols. 1381-
1392. 

2 This k·tt"r does not seem to have been publish"d in KrmltllUtlislichesldi 
illternaLsifJIwl, but was refcrn,d to at the third congress of the KPD (Bericllt 
ljher den 3. Parteitag der Kommunisfisellen Partei J)('Ilt.,chlwllls (S'partakushwltJ) 
(n.d.), p. 14). 
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Centre and Left was revealed. Renaudel, Albert Thomas and 
Sembat were the leaders of the Right, which had whole-heartedly 
supported the war, was faithful to the Second International, and 
supported or tolerated intervention in Russia. The small hut well 
organized Left group, led by Loriot, Monatte and Souvarine, 
which had adhered to the Zimmerwald line during tl,e war, now 
demanded adhesion to Com intern. Between the two extremes 
was a large central group of hesitating and undefined opinions. 
The congress, reflecting these divisions, voted by a large majority 
to leave the Second International. But an almost equally large 
majority rejected a proposal to join Comintern forthwith, and 
decided to send delegates to 1\1 oscow to investigate the credentials 
of the new organization.! Cachin and Frossard, both members 
of the Centre group, were selected for this mission. Before thcy 
left Paris, eighteen members of thc Left group, including Loriot 
and SOllvarine, had heen arrested on charges of disturhing public 
security by thc organization of mass strikes. 

Another developmcnt of the first weeks of 1920 seem cd to 
promisc a I apid cxtension of Comintern's prestige and influence. 
Rutgers, with the assistance of a small but energetic group of Dutch 
communists, had carried out the instruction to establish a westcrJI 
Europcan bureau of Com intern at Amcterdam. Its president, 
Wijnkoop, and its secretaries, Rutgers himself and Henriette 
Roland-Holst, were prominent Dutch Marxist intellectuals; and 
it set out to isslle a bulletin in three languages. 2 Its first action 
was to convene an international confcrence of Left groups drawn 
mainly from westcrn Europc for the bcginning of Fehruary 1920 

with the ostensible purpose of preparing the way for a second 
congress of Comintern in l\loscow. It was attended, apart from 
the Dutch party, by three British delegates representing diHerent 
groups, by French, Italian, Belgian, Scandinavian and American 
delegates, by three delegates of the KPD headed by Klara Zetkin 
(who arrived late and grudgingly, since t heir invitation had appar
ently been delayed), and, most important of all, by Michael 
Borodin, just back from the United States, as delegate of Comin
tern. The conference proved a fiasco, being broken up by the 

I Parti Socialiste: 17' Con~res National tenu Ii Stmsbow'g les 25, 26, 28 et 29 
Fb".ier 1920 (n.d.). 

2 Istorill l'vlarlm"sl, No. 2-3 (1<)35), pp. ')1-92 
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police on the second day. 1 But the significant fact was that the 
communist movement in western Europe was beginning to take 
shape, and that it was taking shape under the auspices of an 
organization which, whatever the degree of its subordination to 
Moscow - and this, as the sequel showed, was slight - was 
plainly jealous and mistrustful of Berlin. 

These proceedings were not at all to the taste of the KPD. 
Comintern had chosen to negotiate both with the USPD, which 
did not eyen profess to be a communist party, and with the KAPD, 
without regard to what claimed to be the one orthodox German 
Communist Party; 2 and the Amsterdam bureau, enjoying the 
patronage of lVloscow, seemed to eclipse the western European 
secretariat in Berlin. The third congress of the KPD, meeting at 
Karlsruhe in February 1920, made some oblique references to 
the coquetting of Comintern with the USPD and the KAPD, and, 
after listening to a sour report from Klara Zetkin on the Amster
dam conference, passed a resolution demanding the retention of 
the Berlin secretariat and calling for a congress of Comintern in 
the near future to discuss these issues. 3 The political atmosphere 
was one of profound pessimism. The Saxon trade-union leader 
Brandler, one of the few workers in the active leadership of the 
party, exclaimed that" we still have no party", and that in the 
Rhineland and Westphalia, which he had just visited, " what exists 

I No official record of tbe conference exists; it is describt>d sympathetically 
in]. T. Murphy, New Horizons (1<)41), Pl'. S7-S9, unsympathetically by Zetkin 
in Bt!ridll iiber dell J. Payteitar: dt'Y KOtlllll1mistisdll'rl ]'arui Deutschlands 
(Spllrtalms/mud) (n.d.), Pl'. 79-R4. 

l The KPD was no doubt responsible for a statement on the USPD applica
tion issued by the" westcrn European secretariat" on January 15, 1920, 

(reprinted in KotllmunistidlCsl<ii Intematsirma/, No. 10 (lVIay 1 I, 1920, co1s. 
11.04-1(20»: tbis pointed out that" the questIOn is not one of uniting different 
parties into a new revolutionary International, but simply wbether the USPD 
wishes to enter the Third International or not ". 

3 /1aicht fiber den }. Parteitar: der Kom1lllmislisr/zcn f'ar/t'i Deutsch/ands 
(Sparftlkusbll1ld) (n.d.), pp. S4-SS. According to Klara Zetkin's probably ex
aggerated statement at tbe congress, tbe western European secretariat had 
" developed beyond its function of information ", and become" a central point 
of communication and union for commun ists in westerl1 Europe". Connexions 
had been made with Austria and Switzerland; links had bel'n sought with thc 
.. revolutionary-minded scction of the French socialists" and with" serious 
communist-inclined organizations in England"; feelers had been put out to 
" revolutionary sociahsts in the Balkans" (ihid. p. 77). If this was true, it 
would inevitably have been regarded in Moscow as a usurpation of the preroga
tives of the central organization. 
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is worse than if we had nothing, so that it will not be possible in 
the near futurc to put the communist party on its feet ".1 The 
extreme weakness of the KPD was sufficient by itself to cxplain 
the tactics of Comintcrn. The KPD leaders might consider that 
they were modelling themselves on the Bolsheviks, and Levi 
might justify the split at the Heidelherg congress by the example 
of Lenin, who throughout his exile in wcstern Europe had pre
ferred doctrinal purity to a mass following. But Germany was 
already in a revolutionary ferment, and possessed a large and 
politically consciolls proletariat. At the beginning of I920 it was 
unthinkable that Com intern should throw its mantle in Germany 
exclusively owr a small sect composed mainly of intellectuals 
who, following Rosa Luxemburg, believed that thc German 
masses were not ripe for the proletarian revolution. The belief 
may have been correct. But, in the first Hush of revolutionary 
enthusiasm, it was bound to appear pusillanimous: something 
better had to be tried and hoped for. Lenin, at a moment when 
thc civil war was moving towards a victorious end, would abate 
nothing of his confidence in the coming German and European 
revolution. If the capitalist governments ~ad failed so abjectly 
in thcir nefarious design to destroy the Soviet power, this was 
because" the workers of the Entente proved to be nearer to 110 

than to their own governments ".2 In a speech in celebration of 
the first anniversary of Com intern Lenin boasted that "thc 
defection of the Cermag Jndependent Social-Democratic Party, 
and its recognition of the dictatorship of the proletariat and of the 
Soviet power, was the last decisive blow to the Second Inter
national", that "the Second International is dead", and that 
" masses of the workers in (;crmany, England and France are 
coming over to the side of the communists " . .1 In an article of 
the period he compared the USPD with its counterparts in 
France and England. the Longuet group of the French Sucialist 
Party and the ILP, both of which had been opposed to the war, 
and hoped that they too would soon see the light. 4 

At this moment untoward events occurrcd in Germany. The 
weak and hesitant KPD had its hand forced -- as had happened 

I Ibid. p. 14. 
] Ibid. xxv, 75. 

2 Lenin, Sochil1eniya, XX\'. so. 
• Ibid. PiV, 32. 
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in January H) H), and as was to happen on more than one sub
sequent occasion -- by a revolutionary situation which it had done 
nothing to create and which its leaders secretly deplored. Two 
generals led a revolt - the so-called " Karp plltsch " -- against 
the social-democratic gon:rnment in Berlin. On March 13, 
1920, the ministers fled to Stuttgart, and the generals installed a 
Hight nationalist government with a Prussian ofllcial namcd 
Karp as Chancellor in their place. The coup mlUld probably 
have succeeded but for a gencral strike called by thc trade unions, 
which prevented the new authority from establishing itself and 
in the end forced a restoration of the old government. The KPD 
Zentrale I in Bcrlin, in a leaflet isslied on March I3, uncom
promisingly rcfused " to lift a flnger for the democratic republic ".2 

The organizer of the strike, the trade union leader Legien, had 
been more than once singled out for attack by Lenin as a typical 
renegade; and the struggle between the social-democrats and the 
nationalists was treated as a matter of indifference to communists, 
who \vere equally hostile to both. On the next day, howevcr, 
when the strike had proved a brilliant success, and when the rank 
and jile of the party were found to be following the lead of their 
trade-union comrades, party headquarters hastily changed its 
attitude to one of half-hearted support. The strike was approved; 
but local sections of the KPD were warned against .. illusions 
... about the value of bourgeois democracy" and instructed that 
the only proper form of common action by the workers was the 
institution of factory councils and workers' councils as political 
organs.] The rather grudging recommendation to support the 
strike was enthusiastical1y applied. Tn the Ruhr social-democrats, 
independent social-democrats and communists issued a joint 
appeal to the workers to strike against the" counter-revolution-

I The Zentrale was establisheu by the statute of the KPD as an inner 
group of seven I1wmbcrs of the central committee residing permanently in 
Berlin; its position corresponueu to that of the later Politburo (Berichl fiher drll 
.!. l'arleilag da KOlllmllllistisrheu Partei /)l'1I/sch/alld (Spartakusblllld) (n.d. 
[ ? 19 H )i), p. ()~). 

2 The leaflet is quoted in M. J. Braun, Die ],elzrCIl des KaPP-Pulsrhes (192.0), 
p. ~; this pamphlet is a German version of an article in d(·fenc" of the attitude 
of the Zentralc, signed" Spartak ", which appeareu in K01ll1nullistichl'Skii /ntel'
na!"i01/ll!, No. 10 (May 11,1<)20), cols. 15~I-1604. 

3 The instruction of IVlarch 14, H)20, is quotl'd in M. ]. Braun, Die Ll'Ill'etl 
des Kapp-l'rlf.,ches (1()20), PI'. 28-2<). 
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ary" Kapp government, and to fight for" the capture of political 
power through the dictatorship of the proletariat" and "the 
victory of socialism on the hasis of the Soviet system". In 

• Chemnitz on March 15 Brandler and other communists actually 
joined the local social-democrats in proclaiming a Soviet govern
ment for common defence against the nationalists; this lasted for 
some days and faded away only when the generals and their 
government had been ousted from Berlin. These first experi
ments in the history of Comintern in what were afterwards known 
as" united front" tactics against the Right were made in response, 
not to any decision of policy in Moscow or Berlin, hut to the hard 
logic of events. 

Meanwhile in Berlin the puts!''' was over, and the victorious 
trade unions hao made enqlllrics at I\.P]) headquarters about the 
attitude of the 1\.(1) towards a social-democratic government. 
On March 2 [, U)20, the Z~ntrale issued a statement that, in the 
event of a workers' government being placed in power, the attitude 
of the KPD would be one of" loyal opposition", i.e. of abstention 
from any aaempt to overthrow it hy force; and this was taken as 
a further step by the KPD towards a polic~' of conciliation and a 
" united front" with the SPD and lTSP!).' The declaration, 
which was much criticized in party circ1(~s, lost its effect when the 
project of a workers' government fell through, and a coalition 
government, including both social-democrats and representatives 
of bourgeois parties, returned to power. This soltllion satisfied 
everyone except the extreme nationalists who had made the 
l)utsch. The Reichswehr had taken no part in the putsch. Though 
it had done nothing to suppress it (the Reichswehr did not fire on 
Germans, unless they were (~ermans of the Left), it had remained 
technically loyal to the constitutional order, and supported the 
restored constitutional government. As a reward it was now 
enabled to turn its arms, not ag<:inst the nationalists wLo had 
been solely responsible for the putsch, but against thc Ruhr 
workers who had taken up arms against it. The real victor in the 
Kapp putsrh was Seeckt, who immediately afterwards received 
the new appointment of " chief of the army command". Bv 
coming to terms with the Weimar republic, the Reichswehr 

I The negotiations are described and the declaration of l\1arch 21, 1920, 

reprinted ibid. pp. 19-2 I. 
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became the strongest force within it, and Reeckt as head of the 
Reichswehr the strong man behind the scenes of Cerman politics. 
Heavy industry, finding its spokesman in Stresemann, the leader 
of the German People's Party, also denounced the putsrh and 
rallied to the restored government: the defeat of the putsrh 
represented a blow to the .iunlaT interest in German politics, in so 
far as this was opposed to the interests of the industrialists. The 
trade unions had shown their power of resistance to attack, but 
also their lack of any constructive policy: they could not govern, 
but for the present nobody could govern against them. Only the 
KPD had given an unedifying display of blindncss, vacillation and 
compromise. Levi, who "vas in prison when the plltsch occurred, 
wrote on !\Tarch I () a long denunciation of t he party'~ inaction. I The 
fourth con.gress of the l';'PD in the following month took the form 
of a post-mortem on the proceedings. The party central com
mittee had meanwhile pas~ed a resollltion condemning the action of 
the Zentrale, and the congress endorsed this by a large majority.z 

E,·ents during the I\app plltscli had Jlloved too rapidly for 
a pronouncement from Comintern or from any authority in 
lVloscow.' The ninth congres~ of the Russian party, meeting 
immediately after the putsch, sent "wann greetings" to the 
German workers, and hopes for their sliccess in "the heavy 
struggle" which they had undertaken. 4 But this was no more 
than a formality. Critical voices soon began to be heard. Bela 
Kun, writing in the communist journal in \,ienlla, correctly 
diagnosed the putsch as the first occasion on which" the demo
cratic counter-revolution found in (;ermany an anti-democratic 
competitor"; and he predicted that " the result ,vill in any case 
he to sacrifice democracy ".5 Three weeks later he attacked the 

J The latter was published and appeared in K{)1J/1Il1l1lislirlieshii Inlf'matsilJ1ltll, 
1\0. I2 (julv 20, 1<)20), cols. 2077-201-10. 

l Beril·ht ilber dell -/. Partl'itaf{ del' KOlllllwuislisr/u'lI Pari"; Dcrtlschlands 
(S'parta"ushulld) (n.d.), pp. 39, 53· 

3 A Berlin memher of the KPD writes of this period: " It was only with 
difficulty that couriers could he sent to and fro. I mportant matters wcrr 
arranged In- letter or occasionally by telegraph; between the Berlin group and 
the I\loscow centle there was no direct telephone conlll·xion. In this early 
period these technical difficulties made Hussian opinion on (;erman events in 
general available only after the critical moment had passed" (H. Fischer, 
~"'tlllill Ilud Germrl1l CommuniS1/! (Harvard, 1941-{), p. 235)· 

4 De~'Ylltyi S" ezd UKP(IJ) (I <)34), pp. 10-11. 

, Koml1lunisntus (Vienna), 1\0. II (March 27, 1<)20), PI'. 31(" 322. 
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"loyal opposition" formula of the KPD declaration. J Radek 
also attacked the pusillanimous policy of the KPD throughout the 
putsch as well as its" loyal opposition" declaration. 2 Lenin, on 

• the other hand, more cautiously wrote of the declaration that 
" the tactics were heyond doubt fundamentally correct ", though 
some of the phrases used were unfortunate. 3 This diversity of 
judgments was characteristic of a period when the Soviet leaders, 
"gradually emerging from two years of almost complete isolation 
from the outside world, had still little attention to give to the 
problem of foreign communist movements, which they continued 
to judge from the standpoint of abstract theory rather than of 
ohjective observation. 

Among the factors which explained both the supreme con
fidence of the Bolsheviks at this time in the imminent approach 
of the European revolution, and their increasingly didactic attitude 
towards western c()mmunist parties, the most important was 
perhaps the unquestioning acceptance, common to all the Bolshevik 
leaders, of the validity of precedents drawn from the Russian 
revolution. It was implicit in Marxism that revolution followed a 
scientifically charted course, obeying conditions which could he 
ascertained by observation and elucidated by theoretical analysi.;;. 
While no serious Marxist pretended that these conditions were 
everywhere completely uniform or that any two revolutions would 
conform to an identical pattern, it was natural for the Bolsheviks 
to scan the cOllrse and prospect" of other revolutions in the light 
of their own experience, to diagnose the same pitfalls and the same 
sources of strength; and it was the German revolution, the farthest 
advanced, the most crucial and in every external aspect the most 
closely analogous to its Russian counterpart, which had from the 
first been constantly subjected to this process. The events of 
November 1918 were Germany's" February revolution"; Ebert 
and Scheidemann were its Kerensky and its Tsereteli; Lieb
knecht would be its Lenin. The first All-German Congress of 
Workers' and Soldiers' Councils in December 1l)18 seemed the 
plain counterpart of the first All-Russian Congress of Soviets in 

I Ibid. No. 14 (April 17, 1(20), pp. 403-411. 
, Komm1llrislicheskii IlIlematsiol/al, No. 12 (July -lC, 1(20), cols. 2087-2098 ; 

a year later he referred to the policy as " a castration of communism" (ProtO/lOll 
des III. KongresSl's der KOlllmrmistischen lnternationale (Hamhurg, 1(21), p. 45) . 

. \ Lenin, Sochineniya, xxv, Z43. 
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July 1917, when a tiny Bolshevik minority had been far outnum
bered by SRs and Mensheviks. 1 The clashes of January 1919 
were Berlin's" July days", less skilfully managed by the young 
and untried KPD than the Petrograd disturbances of July I~)l7 
by the Bolsheyiks, but representing the same step in thc develop
ment of the revolution . .l The road was so obviously thc same that 
it could only lead to the same destination. Objectively considered, 
the Kapp plltsrh of March 1920 might have seemed a shocking 
revelation of the weakness of German communism --- indeed of 
every group in Germany to the Left of the conscrvative trade 
unions. But Lenin, in the first flush of enthusiasm, had no hesita
tion in diagnosing it as " the C;erman Kornilov affair". The 
German workers, he told the ninth party congress, werc " forming 
red armies" and " becoming more and morc inflamed ".' Such 
had been the consequences of the Russian prototype, and how 
could those of the" (;erman Kornilov affair" he any different? 
The German calendar had moved on as far as August 1917. 
The German Octo her could not be delayed much longer. Similar 
analogies repeatcdly occurred to Lenin clsewherc. At the end 
of January J920 he justified the impending conclusion of a treaty 
of peace with a bourgeois Estonian govcrnment by the argument 
that Estonia was " passing through the Kerensky period", and 
that the Estonian workers would" soon overthrow this power and 
create a Soviet Estonia which will conclude a new peacc with us ".4 

In Septembcr HpO he assumed that the" councils of action" set 
up in Great Britain to organize opposition to military action against 
Soviet Russia were Soviets under another name, that Britain had 
entered the February pcrioo of the" dual power", and that the 
.. British Mensheviks" were " clearing the road for the Bolshevik 
revolution ".5 \Vith this helief in the parallelism of rcvolutions 
so firmly rooted in his mind, it was difficult not to treat Bolshcvik 
experience as the fundamental sourcc of instru('tion for western 
communists. 6 

I This comparison was repeated by Stalin as late as January 1933 (S()chi
neniya, xiii, :zz6). 

2 These parallels were elaborated by Trotsky in an article of April 1919 
(Sochinem:va, xiii, pp. 97-98). 3 Lenin, Sochin<'1l(va, xxv, lor. 

4 Ibid. xxv, 16. ' Ibid. xxv, 37H-379, 403-404. 
(, The same revolutionary analogies were equally accepted by non-Rus~ian 

communists. The comparison of the Kapp putsch with the Kornilov insurrection 
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In this mood of all-conquering hope and faith, the second 
congress of Com intern was convened for the summer of I1)20 and 
Lenin wrote in April, by way of preparation for it, a pamphlet 
entitled The Infantile Disease of " LEftism" in Communism. The 
last of his major writings, it was among the most influential of 
them; and it is therefore particularly important to recall the 
circumstances which inspired it. It was written at a moment of 
legitimate self-congratulation that the ordeal of the civil war had 
ended in a victory surpassing all expectations; this triumphant 
vindication of the theory and practice of Bolshevism gave point to 
the theme, which ran through the pamphlet from the first sentence 
to the last, that the Russian experience should serve as a beacon 
and as an example to the revolutionary movements of other 
countries. It was written at a moment when Russia's two-year 
isolation from the outside world was only just beginning to be 
broken, and when Lenin had few sources of information and 
fewer direct contacts to hring home to him the realities of the 
political situation, and especially of Left-wing moYements, in the 
west; European developments were seen by him in a distorting 
mirror of all that happened in Russia since his dramatic retllrn to 
Pctrograd in April I<]17. Finally, it was written in the confident 
belief that the proletarian reyolution, having triumphed in Russia, 
was about to sweep over western Europe. The arguments and 
recommendations of the pamphlet were designed for the brief 
interval necessary to bring about this consummation. It was 
only later that what were conceived by Lenin as short-term 
tactical expedients were invoked and applied over a far longer 
period than Lenin had ever had in mind. 

Starting from the premiss that some traits of the Russian 
revolution were likely to be reproduced on an international scale, 
Lenin sketched the history of Bolshevism in order to show h()w 
the party had had to contend with two main enemies - soeial
democratic opportunism on the Right, and petty bourgeois anar
chism on the Left. The shafts of Lenin in opposition had been 
directed mainly against the Right; those of Lenin in power were 
was invok(~d at length in M. J. Braun, Die Lehrl'll des Kapp-Putsches (Il)ZO), 

pp. 14-19; and in the post-mortem at the KPD congress in April 1920 both 
Pieck and Levi defended thcit· position' by quoting Rlil'sian precedents (!Jail"'t 
tiber de" 4. Parteitag der Komnuillislischt'll ['".-tei DOi/schli1l1Js (Sparta/ills/JIm") 
(n.d.), pp. 40, 50). 
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aimed in the opposite direction. Lenin believed that the danger 
for the party from the Right, though graver than the danger from 
the Left, had been substantially overcome; the Second Inter
national was at its last gasp. I Ie therefore concentrated on the lesser, 
hut more topical, danger of " Leftism ". The two main instances 
of " Leftism" in party history had been the opposition to par
ticipation in the Duma in 1908 and the opposition to Brcst
Litovsk in 19Ii{; in both cases the opposition had based itself on 
grounds of" principle" against" compromise". Lenin went on 
to attack the Left wing of the German (and also the English) 
socialist movement for rejecting participation in parliamentary 
elections and in the trade unions: the same " Leftist" errors 
were exemplified in French and Italian and American syndicalism. 
The lines of policy for the coming congress were clearly and pre
cisely drawn, always with the proviso that the aim should be to 
persuade the" Leftists" and not to break with them. The line 
pursued throughout the past year of uncompromising hostility 
to social-democrats of the Right, but tenderness towards deviations 
on the Left among those who might yet hc hrought into a common 
front against them, was not ahandoned. In an appendix to the 
pamphlet Lenin even admitted, with one eye on Germany, that 
the Left communists were sometimes more successful than the 
orthodox in winning mass support.' But the tone was noticeably 
stifler than in the previous summer and autumn, the insistence on 
discipline and conformity more emphatic, the conditions of 
acceptance more rigorously laid down. Participation in par
liaments and in trade unions, which had been treated by Lenin 
and by Comintern in the autumn of 1919 as a secondary question 
not worth quarrelling about, now became an imperative obligation. 

Lenin also attempted some broader generalizations. In a chap
ter headed No ("ompromises? he quoted a passage in which Engels 
had declared that true communists must be prepared to pass 
" through all the stages and compromises created not by them 
hut by the course of history" on the way to their goal. In reply 
to the Leftists who claimed to stand on pure principle, he declared 

I This might he true in Germany, wht"fe revolutionary feeling and a 
potentially revolutionary situation still existed in I<)20; here the extreme Left 
could win mas~ support away from the official party. In most other countries, 
where a revolutionary programme was an academic exercise, the extreme Left 
remained a small doctrinaire sect with the masses far to the Right. 
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that" the whole history of Bolshevism, both before and after the 
October revolution, is full of cases of manceuvring, of conciliation, 
of compromises with other parties, including bourgeois parties ". 
But the most detailed example given in the pamphlet of the tactics 
of mano.:uvre and compromise revealed some of the practical 
difficulties. This was the famous passage which recommended 
British communists to " help the Hendersons and Snowdens to 
defeat Lloyd George and Churchill together". A compromise 
was to be proposed to the " Hendersons and Snowdens " in the 
form of an "electoral agreement" for a common campaign 
against" Lloyd George and the Conservatives ", and for a divisivn 
of scats won, on some principle which Lenin did not elaborate, 
between Labour and communists. All this was, however, to be 
achieved under conditions which allowed the communists " the 
most complete freedom to denounce the Hendersons and Snow
dens" --- just as the Bolsheviks had for a long time remained 
partners of the Menshevib in a single party while continuing to 
denounce them without restraint. And lest this proposal for a 
compromise, even so limited, should seem to conflict with the 
line taken elsewhere in the pamphlet of unbending hostility to 
Right social-democrats, Lenin further advised the British com
munist to " explain in popular form" that hc " would support 
Henderson with his vote as the rope supports the man who is 
being hanged", since the nearer the Hendersons came to political 
power, the nearer they would be to " political death" through the 
revelation of their true political colour to the masses of the 
workers. I This cunningly contrived calculation for a temporary 
tactical alliance for specific limited objectives with forces which 
one was pledged to denounce and ultimately destroy might have 
sounded plausible to a leadership which had behind it a disciplined 
mass party willing to follow its prescriptions without criticism or 
discussion. But to recommend it as a form of political tactics in 
a British electoral campaign, where means and ends alike would be 
hotly debated both within and between parties, was to raise a 
smile among practical politicians. 

The Infantile Disease of " Leftism" in Commu1/.ism uncon
sciously revealed for the first time the weak link in the Bolshevik 
armoury - the embarrassment resulting from the assumption of 

I Lenin, Sochineni)'a, xxv, 22I-:Z25. 
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a close and unassailable analogy between revolutionary processes 
and revolutionary tactics in Russia, which had made an almost 
direct transition from autocracy to the proletarian revolution, and 
in countries where the proletariat had undergone a long period of 
indoctrination in the theory and practice of bourgeois democracy. 
''''hen an anarchist deputy in a debate in VTs I K in I <) I R pointed 
out that, whereas the Russian proletariat ,vas not" state-minded", 
the western proletariat" feels itself as the hearer of a fragment of 
pO\ver and as a part of this same state which it is at present 
defending", Lenin retorted with unusual asperity that this view 
of the western worker was" so stupid that 1 do not know how it 
could be more so ".' The Bolsheviks, in their eagerness to deny 
the existence of innate national differences, were sometimes 
tempted to ignore the reality of national differences which had 
profound social and economic roots. They consistently under
estimated the proportion of the workers in western cOllntries who 
had derived henefits from resort to democratic procedures and 
could not easily be weaned from belief in the validity of these 
procedures. Lenin never really understood why " reformism", 
which meant nothing in Russia, was a persistent and successful 
rival to the teaching of revolution in western Europe, why illegal 
action, which was accepted as a matter of course by Russian 
workers, aroused strong prejudices in the west, or why the dissolu
tion of the Constituent Assembly, which raised no ripple of indig
nation among Russian workers, should have shocked large numbers 
of western workers. 

The embarrassment became particularly acute over the question 
of the relation between party leadership and the masses, which 
had recurred intermittently ever since the party controversy of 
H)03. Lenin was always keenly alive to the rble of the masses in 
the revolutionary movement. It was utopian socialism which 
believed that the new society would be created by "specially 
virtuous people bred in special frames and hot-houses". Marxists 
knew that it must be built out of " the mass of human material 
twisted by centuries and millenniums of slavery, serfdom, capital
ism, petty individual economics, and war of alI against all for a 
place on the market, for higher prices for goods or labour ".2 

I ProtollOly Zasedanii T'"TsIK 4'" Sozvyu (1920), p. 21 I ; Lenin, Sochilleniya, 
xxii, 49J. ' ihid. xx\', 4:;1>. 
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But this conception of the masses as the material of revolution 
entailed a particular view of the functions of leadership. If 
leadership was meaningless without a mass following, the masses 
were impotent without leadership. As Lenin vigorously protested 
in The Infantile Disease of" Leftism" in Communism, to raise the 
question of " the dictatorship of the leaders or the dictatorship 
of the masses" in that form was proof of " an incredible and 
inextricable confusion of thought". I It merely meant to separate 
two things which were part of an indissoluble revolutionary whole. 
This conception had been born of a study of Russian conditions 
and brilliantly fitted them, as the success of Bolshevik policy 
showed. In Russia what was necessary was to create a revolution
ary consciousness among masses of hitherto politically unCOll
scious workers; and for this purpose the imprint of a strong and 
disciplined revolutionary leadership was a paramount necessity. 
The very conceptioll of "the masses" as a vast reservoir of 
oppressed and unorganized proletarians,2 which acquired a 
growing importance in Bolshevik thought, reflected the back
wardness of the typical Russian iIH.lustrial worker. But the 
same conception was not applicable, or applicable only with 
far-reaching qllalifications, to countries where the problem 
was not to imprint a revolutionary consciousness on the tabu/a 
rasa of politically unconscious masses, but to penetrate and 
transform a political consciousness already highly developed in 
the bourgeois democratic tradition. This task was ditTcrent from 
anything that had confronted the Russian Bolsheviks, and far 
more subtle and complicated; and the misunderstanding of this 
difference explains why the prescriptions offered to the w('st by 
the Bolsheviks, and afterwards by Comintern, so often seemed 
inadequate and inapplicable. It was many years before a situation 
was reached in which uniform decisions handed down from 
Moscow were automatically applied hy docile COlllmunist parties 
with little or no regard for their validity in the light of local 
conditions and opinion. But the first insidious beginnings of the 
process must be traced back to the period of Lenin's llljalltile 

1 Ibid. xxv, 187. 
l The second congress defilH'd " the masses ., as " the totality of the workers 

and victims of capitalist exploitation, {'specially the least organized and least 
t'nlightcned, the most oppressed and the least accessible to organization" 
(Kmltlllll11istirheskii illtf'rllfltsilmal V iJokl/mentllld, (1913), p. 1)5)· 
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Disease of " Leftism" in Communism and the second congress of 
Comintern. 

Another constant element of Comintcrn doctrine made its 
first appearance at this time. As early as 1858 Engels, dcpressed 
by the complete bankruptcy of the Chartist movement, had thrown 
out in a lettcr to Marx the view that" the English proletariat is in 
reality becoming more and more bourgeois, so that this most 
bourgeois of all nations wants apparently in the end to have side 
by side with its bourgeoisie a bourgeois aristocracy and a bour
geois proletariat"; he added that" for a nation which exploits 
the whole world" this was "to some extent natural ". r The 
thesis was repeated in a letter to Kautsky of 1882; 2 and three 
years later, after l\Iarx's death, Engels committed it to print in a 
retrospective article in an English periodical with a further 
elaboration which became highly important: 

So long as England's industrial monopoly was maintaincd, 
the English working class to a certain extent shared in the 
advantages of this monopoly. These advantages were dis
tributed among the workers very unevenly; the lion's share was 
snatched by a privileged minority, though something was left 
over from time to time for the broad masses. 3 

The implication here was no longer that the English proletariat 
had as such become" bourgeois", but that a " privileged minor
ity " within it had acquired this status at the expense of the rank 
and file. In Imperialism as the Ilif?hest Stage of Capitalism, Lenin, 
building on the foundations laid by Engels, repeated that a part 
of the English proletariat had become bourgeois, and added that 
" part of it allows itself to be led by men sold to, or at least paid by, 
the middle class ".4 That monopoly capitalism, by its exploita
tion of colonial and semi-colonial markets, was able to benefit 
and thus corrupt a " privileged minority" of the working class, 
and that this minority played the role of leaders " paid by the 

I Marx i Engels, S'ochineniya, xxii, 360. • Ibid. xxvii, 238. 
3 Ibid. xvi, i, 200; the passage was quoted by Engels in extenso in a new 

preface for the 1X92 edition of The Position of the Worhing Class in Ellgland 
(ibid. xvi, ii, 275). 

• Lenin, Sochinem~va, xix, 157-158; the phrase" led by men sold to or at 
least paid by the middle class" was borrowed by Lenin from a letter of Engels 
to Marx of August I I, 18~ I, where it is used (in English) of" the very worst" 
(If the trade unions (Marx i Engels, Sochineniya, xxiv, 529). 
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bourgeoisie", now became a commonplace of lVlarxist doctrine. 
I t seemed to be confirmed by the phenomenon of " revisionism" 
in the German Social-Democratic Party, which affected the leaders 
far more acutely than the rank and file, and by the experience of 
more than one socialist leader in France, who began by joining a 
bourgeois coalition government and ended by going over whole
heartedly to the bourgeoisie. 

The Bolsheviks therefore inherited a well-established doctrine, 
which drew fresh strength from the collapse of the German revolu
tion in the winter of JCjII{-I9H}, when leading social-democrats 
appeared as defenders of the bourgeois repuhlic. In an article in 
celebration of the founding of Comintern, Lenin applied the 
argumcnt to recent events in C;ermany. So long as Germany 
lagged economically behind (; feat Britain and France, German 
social-democr.tcy had been pre-eminent and led the world. 

But when [Lenin went on1 Germany had overtaken both 
t hesc countries ecollolllicallv, i.e. in the second decade of the 
twentieth century, then at- the head of this model C;erman 
;Vlarxist workers'- party there appeared a gang of arrant scoun
drels, the dirtiest rabble of capitalist hirelings, from Scheide
mann and Noske to David and Legien, the most revolting 
working-class executioners in the service of the monarchy and 
the COllntcr- rc\"()lu tionary bourgeoisie. I 

And two months later, in a further article on The Tasi<s of fhi! 

'I hird llliana/IolIlll, he reverted to the theme of the cOllversion 
to the bourgeoisie of" the top levels of the Wllrking class in Eng
land", and once more denounced the Second International as 
" the servant of imperialism, the agent of hourgeois influence, of 
bourgeois lies and of hourgeois corruption in the workers' move
ment ".2 The argument led to a cogent and far-reaching concltl
sion which was accepted and applied without demur by the 
Bolshevik leaders in Comintern. '\'henever obstruction or hesita
tion was experienced in workers' parties of westef'l Europe, the 
diagnosis was obvioLis. The leaders of the movement in those 
countries - what came to be known invidiously as the" labour 
aristocracy " .~. were consciolls or unconscious agents of the 
bourgeoisie and could be relied on in any crisis to rally to the 
support of bourgeois democracy and bourgeois capitalism. Thus 

I Lenin, Sochillclliya, XXIV, 249. Z Ibid. xxiv, 390. 

VOL. III N 
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formulated, the thesis of the" labour aristocracy" branded all 
reformists as heretics and traitors to their class, betrayers of the 
proletarian cause, who stood convicted not of intellectual error, 
but of moral ignominy. The task of the revolutionary was to 
enlighten the rank and file of the workers' parties on the true 
character of their unfaithful leaders and to split the parties against 
them. All the tactical prescriptions of The h~fal/tile j)isetl.I'" of 
" Leftism" in Communism were deeply imbued with this idea. 

Before Lenin's pamphlet was puhlished, opportunities had 
already occurred of putting into effect the stiffening policy which 
it advocated. The western European bureau at Amsterdam, 
being under the control of the Dutch leaders, was convicted of 
Leftism in the form of advocating abstention from parliamentary 
and trade union action. Bya decision of IKK1 in April I<}20 the 
bureau was dissolved, and its nebulous functions transferred to 
the western European secretariat in Berlin. I About the same time 
Lenin's expectation that the British I LP, like the French Socialist 
Party, would follow the example of the German USPD was in 
some part fulfilled. At its annual conference in April 1920,2 the 
ILP decided by a large majority to withdraw from the Second 
International. But only a small minority voted for a proposal to 
join the Third International; and the other decisions were explora
tory and temporizing. The national administrative council of the 
party was instructed to enter into discussions with the Swiss 
Socialist Party, which had already taken the initiative in this sense,] 
on " the possibility of the re-establishment of one all-inclusive 
International", hut at the same time to enquire into the constitu
tion of Comintern and the conditions of affiliation to it. This 
enquiry was entrusted to two ILP delegates, Wall head and Clifford 
Allen, who travelled in the company of a large Labour Party 
delegation which was about to visit Soviet Russia. This also 
included a number of trade unionists, Labour M.P.s and Left 
intellectuals, among them Tom Shaw and Robert Williams, 
Bertrand Russell and Ethel Snowden, Haydn Guest and Roden 
Buxton. Three months earlier George I,ansbury had visited 

J Kommunisticheskii intematsiO/ttll, No. 10 (May II, 1920), eols. 1659-1660; 
istoy;k Marks;st, 2\0. 2-3 (1935), p. 92. 

2 independent Labu1Ir Party: Report oj the Twenty-Eighth Annual Con-
jerence (1920), J Sec pp. 166-167 aboVl". 
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Moscow and returned to Great Britain with an enthusiastic report 
on all he had seen. But the Labour delegation was the first large 
and influential group from the British Left to make the journey, 
and the occasion was therefore of some importance. 

When the delegation reached Moscow in the middle of May 
1920, Pilsudski's invasion of the Ukraine was in full swing and 
at the height of its success. It is scarcely surprising that Lenin, 
who received the delegates on May 26, should have heen mainly 
concerned to impress on his visitors the Soviet desire for peace and 
the perversity of the British Government in giving aid to the 
" whites" and to Poland ._- more especially as !>ome of them 
seemed sceptical of the reality of this aid. Some of the delegates 
asked the slightly disconcerting question which of two desiderata 
he thought more important: .. the formation in England of a 
consistent revolutionary communist party or immediate help from 
t he working masses for the cause of peace with Russia ". Lenin 
turned the question by calling it .. a matter of conviction". 
Those who wanted to liberate the workers could not be against 
the foundation of a communist party; on the other hand nothing 
would be gained if people who continued to nourish illusions 
about bourgeois democracy and pacifism " had the idea of calling 
themselves communists and joining ~he Third International ". 
Such people would only pass" sugary resolutions against interven
tion ", though such resolutions would be useful in the end by 
making their authors appear ridiculous. This seems tu have been 
the only mention of Com intern in the proceedings.' Lenin had 
other things to think about. The delegates dispersed into groups 
to visit various parts of Soviet Russia. 

This could not, however, satisfy the two I LP delegates who 
had a special mandate to investigate the affairs of Comintern. 
Here they were less fortunate. Neither Lenin nor Trotsky had 
time to attend to them; Zinoviev, who spoke little or no Eng-lish, 
remained in the background; and they were dealt with mainly by 
the ubiquitous Radek. The delegates, used to the formality of 
British institutions, were shocked to discover that Comintern after 
more than twelve months of existence was still "an entirely 

I The record of the conversation "as made by Lenin himself in the form of 
a Letter to the Enlflish Wurkers puhlished a few days later in Prat'da (SoritinclIiya, 
xxv, 2.62.-2.65). 
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ad hoc body", having" no formal constitution or rules". Owing 
to "dilatory" methods at Com intern headquarters it proved 
difficult to obtain an official interview with IKKI as a corporate 
organ; and, when one was at last arranged, the only spokesmen 
who took part in the proceedings were Bukharin and Radek, the 
foreign members being apparently of no account. A series of 
questions in writing were presented, and provoked a long answer 
from IKKI which was uncompromising in substance and uncon
ciliatory in tone. Ramsay MacDonald and Snowden, the leaders 
of the ILP, were denoullced as " centrists ", who had" protested 
in words against the war ", but" played the n')le of Pontius Pilate 
\vashing their hands of the guilt". Progress would be made 
" only through the development of the revolution, through the 
growth of class consciousness, and not through conferences and 
compromises with the leaders". I KK I knew well that the I LP 
was "made lip of only one-fourth of consistent and sincere 
adherents to the Communist International". These should join 
with other communist groups to form a single communist party; 
and the note ended with the appeal: "Communists of Britain, 
unite!" The attempt to split existing parties by bringing about 
a revolt of the rank and file against the leaders was openly pro
claimed. The inflexible tone and mordant phraseology were 
certainly the product of Radek's indiscreet pen.! But the policy 
was perhaps a logical development of the line laid down in Th(' 
"~faTitile Disease (~f " I,i'f/ism " in Com1llunism. Comintcrn head
quarters, undeterred by military reverses in the Ukraine, was in 
<In intransigent mood. On May 27, 1920, simultaneously with 
the reply to the ILP delegation, a note was despatched to the 
central committee of the USPD complaining that it had not 
replied to the letter of February 5, J 920, and had not even com
municated it to the members of the party.2 It must not be thought 
that entry into Comintern would be made easy. "It is necessary 
to put a locl~ on the doors of the Communist International," exclaimed 
Zinoviev in italics in the official journal, " necessarJ' to put a reliahte 

I Tht' rcports of the llt'l<"gates arc in Jndl'pl'ndcnt LahIHlr Pm" ... ',' Re!>"r' of 
tllP '!()Ih Annual C01lfere11ce (1921), pp. 49-6r, the questions and the rcplv from 
I K K I in Th,' ILP and the 3rd Intematiunal (1920); a HussJan translation of the 
IKKI note was puhlished in Kommunistid,nhii Intematsional, No. 12 (July 20, 

11)20), cols. 2231-2256. 
" Kom1llllnismlls (Vienna), No. 24 (June 26, 1920), pp. !l33-!l34. 
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guard on the gate of the Communist International." 1 

The ILP delegates quickly had successors in the long
:lOnounced delegates of the French Socialist Party, Frossard and 
Cachin, who arrived in Moscow in the middle of June 1<)20, 

carrying instructions not only to ascertain the conditions of 
aftiliation to COIllintern, but to conduct a broad enquiry into 
social and political conditions in Soviet Russia. l On June 1<), 

H)20, the delegate::; were summoned to a meeting of II\. Kl, more 
representative than that which had greeted the representatives of 
the ILP. Searching questions on the state of the French party 
were put to them by Hadek, Zinoviev, Bukharin (who wounded 
their national pride hy asking them to condemn the" treason" 
of the party during the war), Serrati, John Reed and, finally, 
Lenin. The points on which Lenin insisted were a clear party 
line, a disciplined press (Ill/mat/ill:, he observed, had only one 
socialist feature .. its subscription list) and the expulsion of 
" reformists" from (he party. The delegates, who had perhaps 
expected a more deferential wooing, could only argue and promise 
to report.J Creat pressure was applied to persuade them to remain 
ill l\loscow for the impending congress, for which, since it had not 
been announced before their departure from Paris, they had no 
mandate from the party. After some hesitation, they agreed to 
rcmain. 4 

Before the second congress of COIllintern assembled in the 
second half of July H)20, a dramatic reversal had occurred in the 
fortunes of war. The Polish invader had heen driven hack far 
beyond the boundaries of the Ukraine; the Red Army was sweep
ing westward into Poland almost withollt opposition; and the 
fall of vVarsaw --... and the outbreak of the Polish revolution 

I /{o1ltf.'lImisiiriu'sl,iI Il/itTI/(/i.liollal, "'0. II (June '4, ")20), col. 1730. 
l The lettn of instruction, datt'd April 2J, ]()20, is in L O. Fn,"s .. rd, [)t' 

.!tlilres () L';1Ii1lj} (uJJo), PI'· 235 .. 244. 
I Thc report of Frossard and Cachin on the I1weting is ibid, pp. 245-2()(), a 

few personal comments bv Frossard ihid. Pl'. (,4-ho: the caustic commcnts of 
I KKI wcre embodied in a'letter of July 26, '<)20, addressed" to all m,'mlwrs of 
the French Socialist Party and all conscious French proletarians" (ibid. PI'. 2S1-
3°3)· . 

4 Ibid. PI'. 1°5-110; Frossard portrays himself throughout as a weak man 
carried away again!rt hiM beltt'r judgment hy a more impetuous and "Ilthusiastic 
colleague. 
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seemed all but certain. Zinovier, who presided at the congress, 
afterwards described the scene: 

In the congress hall hung a great map on which was marked . 
every day the movement of our armies. And the delegates 
every morning stood with breathless interest before this map. 
I t was a sort of symbol: the hest representatives of the inter
national proletariat with breathless interest, with palpitating 
heart, followed every advance of our armies, and all perfectly 
realized that, if the military aim set by our army was achieved, 
it would mean an immen~e acceleration of the international 
proletarian revolution. 1 

Zinoviev himself, in opening the congress, had struck the same 
dramatic note: 

The second congress of the Communist International has 
passed into history at the moment of opening its sessions. Keep 
this day in mind. Know that this day is the recompense for all 
your privations and for your brave and steadfast struggle. Tell 
and explain to your children the significance of this day. Im
print on your hearts this solemn hour. 2 

The congress was attended by more than two hundred delegates 
from some thirty-five countries. The Russian delegation was 
once more outstanding. Zinovie\', speaking sometimes from the 
chair and sometimes as a Russian delegate, was the most prominent 
figure throughout the congress. Lenin spoke on all the main 
issues, and was ably seconded by Bukharin and Radek. Trotsky, 
occupied by the Polish campaign, made only fleeting appearances. 
Of the Germans, the KPD delegation was led by Paul Levi. The 
USPD sent four delegates, two in favour of affiliation to Comin
tern, two against; but, since the adhesion of the party was still 
in question, they were admitted without voting rights. Two 
delegates of the KAPD were also admitted in a consultative 
capacity, but took no part in the proceedings.; The Italian 

I Desyatyi S"ezd l~ussiiskoi Kommllllistidleslwi Partii (1921), p. 271. 
2 Dey Zwt'ite Kotlgress der Kommrmist.lntenltJtionale (Hamburg, 1<)::1), p. 14. 
, Levi in the name of the KPD delegation apparently threatened to withdraw 

from the congress if representatives of the KAPD were admitted as voting 
delegates (Renda fiber den 5. Parteitag der Komrlllmistischen Parter" Deutschlands 
(Spartakusbulld) (1921), pp. 27-29); according to a later statement of Zinoviev, 
Radek supported Levi (Py%koll: Flinfter Kongress der Kommunislischnl 1nler
rwtiorwle (n.d.), i, 46B). 
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delegation was led by Serrati but contained representatives of all 
groups of the Italian Socialist Party except the Right. The British 
delegation included representatives of the British Socialist Party 
the Socialist Labour Party, the shop stewards' olganization a~j 
several smaller groups. The two delegates of the French Socialist 
Party, like those of the USPD, had only consultative rights, since 
the party had not yet decided to join Comintern. But five other 
French delegates had full voting rights as representing the French 
" committee for the Third International", some of them heing 
at the same time members of the French Socialist Party. Dele
gates of the American Communist Party and the American 
Communist Workers' Party, regardless of the injunctions of 
Comintern to unite, contested the validity of one another's man
dates.' 

At its first ses~ion the congress adopted without discussion, 
on the proposal of the German delegate Levi, an appeal" to the 
working men and women of all countries" to prevent hy strikes 
and demonstrations .. any kind of help to white Poland, any kind 
of intervention against Soviet Russia ".2 But, while the first 
congress had gathered under the shadow of the desperate stress 
of civil war, the second congress met at a m,)ment of the military 
triumph of the Red Army; and there was less emphasis than at 
the first congress - or at any later congress .-- on the need for 
direct assistance and support for the RSFSR. The weight of the 
proceedings rested on the broader task of hastening the world 
revolution which was now plainly in sight, 

The Communist International [ran one resolution] pro
claims the cause of Soviet Russia as its own cause. The inter-

Der Zweite KOllgress der K071l71l1111;sl. /lItemaliollale (Hamburg. 1<)21), 
pp. 607-610; according to official American sources a decision was reached in 
Moscow on January 12, 1920, to effect a unification of the two parties (Russian 
Propaganda: Hearings before a Sub-Co71lmittee of the CommIttee Ol! Pm·eli:/I 
Relations, Uniled ,c,'(ales Set/ale (66th Congress, 2nd Session, 1<)20), Pi'. 4 1 5-
41('), and communicated by a " Dolshevik courier" (Forei!,1! Relations I{ Ihe 
Ul!ited Siall's, I920, iii (193.6), 449-450), but failed to heal the rift. 

l Der Zrveile Krmgr('ss del' KommulIisl. bllernationa!t· (Hamhurg. 1(21). 
p. 56. In the German text the appeal ends with th,· sentence: "That is the 
action to which we call tht· proletarians of the world, and' Russia expects that 
every man will do his duty' " (the last words being in English). This sentenct' 
docs not apP('ar in the Hussinn edition: it apparently belonged to the speech of 
Levi, who liked to ('mhroidcr his pnorations with literary allusions, not to the 
text of the appeal. 
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national proletariat will not sheath the sword until Soviet 
Russia hecomes a link in a federation of Soviet repuhlics of 
the whole world. J 

Confidence in the imminent approach of the dinollemcni of the 
revolutionary drama was the constant theme of the congress, 
colouring all its views hoth of the kind of organization required 
and of the appropriate steps to create such an organization. 

The supreme need now was to make Comintern the practical 
instrument of revolution: 

\\'hat was the Third International at its fOllndation in 
March 1919? [asked Zino\'iev]. Nothing more than a pro
paganda association; and this it remained throughout its whole 
first year. ... 1\ow we want to he not a propaganda as!'ociatioll, 
hilt a fighting organ of the international proletariat.·~ 

This change of function implied a change of organization: instead 
of a series of national parties, Comintern mtlst hecome " a single 
communist party having branches in ditt'erent countries " . .1 l'Tore 
than once a moral was drawn from the contrast hetween the First 
and Second Internationals. The first had heen " a strong central
ized institution"; Marx and Engels had recorded in it~ statute 
the need of the workers for" international unity" and " strict 
international organization". The execlltive of the Second Inter
national was no more than I. a letter-box ".4 The Third Inter
national must not repeat the errors of the Second. At a moment 
when the congress, as it sat and deliberated, could watch the 
revolution spreading daily westwards wit h the advancing Red 
Army, there was less reason than ever to question the validity of 
Russian example for the rest of Europe. Unity of revolutionary 
action and unity of party doctrine under the single and supreme 
authority of a Communist International seemed to he established 
beyond chal1enge. The minor deviations ofticially tolerated in 
1919 were placed under a ban: no longer was it permissible to 
ditt'er on the question of participation in parliamentary elections 
and in trade unions. Even in matters of detail a party line must 
be clearly laid down and followed. \Vhen, on the admittedly 
peculiar and esoteric question of the affiliation of the British 

J K01llfllllnisticliesldi Internatsional t' j)olwlllel1tahh (1933), p. 152. 
" Del' ZH'eilc KmlKr p ss der /{nrll1nlll1il"f. Inlana/iUlU/le (Hamhurg, 1921), 

pp. 193-11)4, ' fhid. p. 102. .\ fhid. pp. 13, 23X. 
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Communist Party to the Labour Party, a British delegate pleaded 
for some latitude, Lenin was emphatic in support of the principle 
of uniformity: 

Comrade Ramsay says: Let us English communists settle 
this question ourselves. \Vhat would hecome of the Inter
national if every small fraction came and said: Some of us are 
for, some against, let us decide for ourselves? \\That need 
would there be for an International, a congress and all this 
discussion? 

Such laxity had been characteristic of the Second International 
and was" radically wrong ".r In all isslies of revolutionary 
strategy and tactics the right decisions were most likelv to be 
reached hy an institution which represented the whole' revolu
tionary movement and generalized the \\ hole hody of revolutionary 
experIence. 

This end could be achieved only hy rigid institutional dis
cipline. The Second International, Zino"iev explaincd to tht' 
congress, had failed because it "tolerated in its midst parties 
whose practice and tactics were in flagrant opposition to the 
tactics of the revolutionary proletariat".! The revolution in 
Hungary last year had failed through makil.g the same mistake. I 
Parties could assure their own orthodoxy only by rigoroll~ly 

excluding heretics from their ranks. "!':khism, schism, schism", 
Lenin had exclaimed in I<}04, defending the split in the Russiac 
Social-Democratic Party against his critics. 4 Thro'Ighollt the 
next ten years, in good antI bad times, he had fought the Bolshcvik 
hattie of doctrinal purity against ;vlen"hevik eclecticism. To split 
the party, to reducc it to numerical insignificance, was a lesser 
evil than to dilute its doctrine or to weaken its discipline. In 1920 

he applied the well-tried principle to Comintern. The essential 
condition of the admission of a party to Comintcrn was IInqllalifit'l~ 
acceptance of the programme and rules of Comintern and cxclu
sion of dissentients from thc party. When an English delegate to 

I Lt'nin. Sochinrn()'a, xxv, 34R, 365. 
2 Drr Zwcire K01Zl!ress der Kommunisi. bllt'l"natiollale (Hamhurg. 192J). 

p. 572; Zinovicv might han' said the sam!: of the First Intnnatinnal - not, 
indeed, through the fault of Marx himself. 

J Ibid. pp. 45, 241. The preamblt' to the" 21 conditions" (~c,' pp. 193- 1l)5 
helow) also referred to the" lessons" of till' Hungarian failure: .. TlJ(' union 
of the Hungarian communists with tl1I' social-democrats cost the Hungarian 
proletariat dt'ar ". 4 S('e Vo\. I. p. ]7. 
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the second congress complained that a majority of English com
munists would reject such terms, Lenin asked why it was necessary 
to agree with the majority: the faithful minority could be " organ
ized separately". Better a split than" to leave the question of 
the right tactics unanswered ". I Zinoviev made a categorical 
declaration on this point in the name of the Russian party: 

Should it so happen that our Italian or other comrades were 
to tell us that they demanded to maintain the connexion with 
these Right clements, then our party is ready to remain quite 
alone rather than be connected with the elements which we 
regard as hourgeois. l 

The principle of the split to exclude heretics, once adopted, 
was applied with a bitterness which was inevitahle, so long as 
the heretical leaders were automatically regarded as traitors" sold 
to the hourgeoisie n. The implications of this doctrine quickly 
penetrated into the proceedings of Comintern. Lenin in the 
I,eltcr to the English r1"orkcrs, in which he recounted his meeting 
with the British Labour delegation in Moscow, descrihed " the 
passing over of a majority of the parliamentary and trade-union 
leaders of the workers to the side of the bourgeoisie" as a " long
standing abscess ". It was not the avowed enemies of the workers 
whom it was most urgent to defeat, but the traitors from their own 
midst. "The enemy is sitting in your own house ", exclaimed 
Zinoviev at the second congress . .l Lenin taunted Crispien, one 
of the USPD delegates, with having treated the split between the 
USPD and the SPD as a " hitter necessity" : 

The independents should not lament that, hut should say: 
The international working class is still under the heel of the 
labour aristocracy and of the opportunists. 

Crispien had said that the revolution could be carried out in 
Germany only on the condition that it did not impoverish the 
German workers" too much" : 

A labour aristocracy, which dreads sacrifices, which fears 
"too much" impoverishment at a time of revolutionary 
struggle, cannot belong to the party.4 

I Lenin, Socliineniya. xxv, 350. 
2 Der Zweite Konwess der Kommunist. bllernal;01lllle (Hamburg, Hj2I). 

p. 243· 
, Ibid. p. I I I. • Lenin. Sochil1eniya. xxv, 357-358. 
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Those whom it was desired to cast out were not well-meaning 
men who took an erroneous view of the correct tactics of 

, revolution; they were renegades and traitors to the proletarian 
cause. 

Such was the background of the most famous and important 
document which issued from the second congress - the "2 I 

conditions" determining the admission of parties to Comintern. 
The first congress had made no attempt to define the conditions 
of memhership; nor had lKKl attempted the task. But it 
could no longer be ignored. Lenin prepared and circulated to 
the second congress a draft of 19 " conditions of admission to 
the Communist International". The draft re4uired each member 
party of Comintern to conduct propaganda in favour of the pro
letarian revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat and be 
responsible for its party press and publications; to endeavour to 
fill all responsihle posts in theworkers'movementwith its members, 
and to secure the removal of reformists and supporters of the 
Centre; to combine legal with illegal activities and to create an 
underground organization to prepare for the coming civil war; 
to conduct propaganda in the army and in the countryside; to 
denounce all social-patriots and social-pacifists, and to show that 
no expedients such as international arbitration or a reorganized 
League of Nations could avail to save humanity from imperialist 
wars; to break absolutely with all reformists, including well
known reformist leaders; to denounce colonial e .... ploitation, 
especially by one's own government; to form communist cells, 
directly responsible to the party, in trade unions, cooperatives 
and other workers' organizations; to conduct a stubborn campaign 
against the" yellow" Amsterdam trade union International and 
to support the new International of the Red trade unions which 
was in course of formation; to supervise the activity of its repre
sentatives in parliament; to organize itself on the principle of 
democratic centralism with iron discipline and periodical purges; 
to support by all means every Soviet republic in its struggle 
against counter-revolutionary forces; to revise its party pro
gramme in accordance with the principles of Comintern and to 
submit it to the congress or to IKKI for confirmation; to accept 
as hinding all decisions of Comintern; to take the name, if it 
had not already done so, of " communist"; and to call a party 
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congrcss immediately to ratify its acceptance of the conditions. I 
The H) draft conditions, though stift', were a logical formula

tion of the conceptioll of Comintern propounded during the 
prcvious months by Lenin and its other principal sponsors. 
They wcre submitted in the first instance to a commission of the 
congress, which made a few verbal amendments and added, on the 
motion of Lenin himself, a further" condition" requiring that, 
in every party BOW adhering to Comintern, the central committee 
and other central institutions should be composed, to the extent 
of at least two-thirds, of members who had previously declared 
themselves in favour of adhesion. By telescoping two of Lenin's 
original conditions, the total number of 19 was maintained. The 
new 1<) conditions were then discussed by the plenary congress at 
three successive sittings. A substantial part of the time was 
occupied by the speeches of the four USPD delegates, two 
supporting and two rejecting the conditions, and by recriminations 
arising out of them. The llSPD was the largest and most powerful 
ma~s party repn:sented at the congress··-- a party whose fortunes 
were rising rapidly; 2 the crucial question was whether or not 
it would accept the conditions and adhere to Comintern. The 
conditions themselves met with comparatively little opposition 
in the congress. Indeed they were tightened lip at the last 
moment hy two further conditions, raising the number to the final 
21. One of these required all party organs to publish important 
documents and decisions of Comintern; the other provided that 
members of any party who voted against acceptance of the condi
tions at the party congress should be expelled from the party. 
This twenty-first condition, in many ways the most drastic of 
them, ,vas proposed by the Italian Bordiga and seconded by 
HUlllhert- Dro~, a delegate from French Switzerland and a former 
Calvinist pastor, in the most uncompromising speech on the 
subject deli\'erec\ at the congress: 

Bordiga's propusaJ to compel the parties to exclude those 
who vote against the programme of the Communist International 

J Lenin's original draft of the 19 conditions, published in Kom1llunistirill'shii 
Inlematsirmalon th,' eve of the congress, is in .':>'ochineniya, xxv, 2Ho-28+ 

, In I'll£) the SI'D had outnumhered the {JSP!) by flve to one; the KPD 
took nu part in the 1<)1<) ell'ctions. In the elections held in Junl' 1<)20 tbe 
USPD had pollvd nearly 5,000,000 votcs to the 5,1100,000 of the SPD; the 
KPD had polled 4+0,000. 
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is thoroughly useful in order to carry out a first purge of the 
extreme Rights. The word" split" frightens all opportunists 
who put unity before everything. This first purge will naturally 
be incomplete, hut it is the first step to the creation of a genuinely 
communist party. I • 

The 21 conditions as a whole were then approved with only two 
dissentient votes. 1 

The 21 conditions were designed, not to complete the formal 
hreak with the Second 1 nternational (this was regarded as already 
dead), htlt to destroy any possibility of compromise by excluding 
from the Third International those elements of the Centre which 
still had a lurking sympathy with the Second and were seekillg a 
half-way house between them. l In Lenin',; vicw these clements 
were confined mainly to the leatkrs. \Vhat therefore was required 
was to split the" centrist" parties· notably the USPD, the 
Italian Socialist Party and the British IL1'- by discrediting and 
excommunicating their leadcrs, and drawing the loyal rank and 
tile into the orhit of Comintern. The 21 conditions specifically 
named Turati and J\Iodigliani, Kautsky and IIilferding, Mac
Donald, Longuet and the American Hilquit, as " notorious oppor
tunists "who could in no circumstances be recognized as members 
of Comintcrn. On the other hand, in spite of their uni\'ersality, 
these stern conditions were not designed in practice to exclude 
dissidents of the Left, towards whom a surprising tellderness 
l'Ontinued to be shown. A resolution of the congress, while 

, ])",. /'n'Pl/1' Kill/Kress der Komt/1wlIs/. In/erna/iollale (Ilalll\'U1g, 1'l~I). 
p, 3h,; Zino\'iey afterwards made play at the Ilalle cnngrc" (see pp. 217-222 
helow) with the fact that this most scycre of all the conditions had hcen pro
posed not hy a Russian, but an Italian, ddcgate (I..',S/']): PrO/II/lOll fihl'r dll' 
Ver//(flldlulI!:;'" des Aussrrordelltliche11 Par/cit!l!:s :::11 I fllile (n.d.), p. 1 i 5). J t sccms 
clcar that the Russians would not have Pfopo"'d Of dcmanded slIch a .nndition 
It really superst'clPd Lenin's proyiso about tlw t\Ytl-thirds mcmhership of central 
committees and central institutiuns (which was, howeyer, retained in the list 
of conditions); according to Zino,,;cv's fotatenwnt at the time (firr /:,,'citr 
K01IKrl'ss del' Kmmrwllist. Intcrll(ftiorwlr (Hamburg, 1<)21). Pl'· 2.15-236), the 
Russian delegation did not press cvcn this as a " condition", ;jnd wnllid h"",· 
het'n Cotltent to huyt' the congress express a general wish ]n thi~ sensL'. 

Z Ibid. p. 400 : the conditions as finally approwd are in German, il,,". 
pp. 3H7-395, in Russian in KommulIlstirheshii Intt'rlI<ltsi01Il11 7' f)"hll//('II/Illdl 
(1933), pp. 100-1°4, and Lc>nin, SochilIcniya, XX\" 575-57<)· , 

, Zinoviev much later described the 21 conditions as .. a bulwark agamst 
centrism" (Protolwll: F'illfter Kmlgress der KOlllllllWistisch"1I Illtl'nUitimUlle 
(n.d.), i, 45). 
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condemning the views of such Left groups as the KAPD, the 
American IW\V and the British shop stewards' committee, 
admitted that some of these represented" a profoundly proletarian 
and mass movement, which in its foundations stands on the ground 
of the root principles of the Communist International"; com
munists should therefore" not refrain from repeated attempts to 
unite with these organizations into a single communist party". I 
Other resolutions of the congress reaffirmed the duty of com
munists to take part in the work of trade unions and hourgeois 
parliaments. A special commission wrestled with the vexed 
question whether the British Communist Party should seek 
affiliation to the British Lahour Party, a loose federation which 
imposed no doctrinal loyalties on its constituent members; and 
on its report the congress answered the question hy a majority 
of 58 to 24 in the affirmative. 2 There was a resolution on the 
agrarian question which has already been cited,' and an important 
debate and sets of theses on the national and colonial question 
which will be discussed in the next chapter. The second congress 
of Comintern made an amhitious attempt not only to establish a 
world-wide communist organization, hut also to discllss and lay 
down the fundamental principles of communist policy in all 
major questions. 

The second congress marked the crowning moment in the 
history of Comintern as an international force, the moment when 
the Russian revolution seemed most certainly on the point of 
transforming itself into the European revolution, with the destinies 
of the RSFSR merged in those of some broader European unit. 
No one was more interested in this consummation than the 
Russian Bolsheviks, who still implicitly believed that their own 
salvation depended on it. It was no doubt a part of the price of 
victory that the centre of gravity of the revolutionary movement 
would move westward across Europe; but this was a price at 

I Kommlmisticheshii [II/ernatsi01W/ 11 D"humcII(akh (1933), p. 99; Had{'k at 
the congress ju,tified the " decision to admit syndicalist organi.mtions to the 
International" on the ground that" we sec in syndicalism only a malady of the 
transition period among revolutionary workers" (Der Zweite Kongress der 
Kommunist. /llternatiO/w/e (Hamhurg, 1921), p. 490). 

Z Jbid. p. 654. J See Vol. 2, p. 166, note 5. 
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which it would have been absurd to cavil. A deep paradox there
fore underlay the proceedings of the second congress. The 
Russians were sincerely and eagerly seeking to destroy their own 
exclusive predominance in the revolutionary movement by spread
ing revolution all over Europe and the world. Yet, when they 
failed, when the revolution obstinately stood still at t he Russian 
frontier, everything done at the second congress had the unlooked 
for consequence of confirming and codifying Russian predomin
ance, so that many came to attribute to some sinister and deep
laid plan what was the inevitable result of the conditions in which 
the congress had to work. Nowhere was this process more 
apparent than in the framing of the statute of Comintern which 
was undertaken by the second congress. This followed closely 
the statute of the Russian Communist Party. The sovereign 
organ was the world congress which would in principle meet 
annually. The executive committee elected by it ruled in its 
stead in the intervals between its sessions and was" responsible 
only to the world congress ". The composition of IKKI was a 
delicate point. According to the decision reached at the second 
congress it was to be composed of from I:; to T8 members,1 of 
whom five were to he provided hy " the party of the country ir.' 
which, by decision of the world congrtss, the executive committee 
has its seat ", and the remainder one each by " the other largest 
national parties". In the desultory debate on the statute in the 
plenary session, a Dutch delegate tentatively suggested that 1KKI 
might have its seat in Italy or Norway, and a German delegate 
half-heartedly proposed Berlin. But it was clear that in present 
conditions there could be no serious alternative to Moscow; and, 
in default of the spread of revolution to the west, IKKI was fated 
to become, as the Dutch delegate correctly foresaw, " an enlarged 
Russian executive committee ".2 

The historical rMe of the second congress, as distinct fmm its 
ostensible and even from its conscious purpose, was to establish 
Russian leadership of Comintern on an impregnable basis. Rw~sian 

1 The number was raisl'd immediatelv after the congress to 21. 

, The relevant passages of the dehat': an' in JJcr Zweite K,mgless der Kotll
mUllis/. International/' (Hamburg, 1921), pp. 582-587, 594-597; the text of thl' 
statute, ibid. pp. 602-606; the vote for Russia as the seat of IKKI .. for the 
immediate future" was unanimous (ibid. p. 659). 
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leadership throughout the congress was absolute and unchallenged. 
The Russians enjoyed the usual advantages accruing to the hosts 
at an international gathering: they could marshal their full avail
ahle talent on any issue. The visitors \-vere limited to the strength 
of the delegations actually in l\loscow; many of the foreign 
delegates had made the journey with difficulty, and had heen 
obliged to travel illicitly in order to avoid the ban imposed by 
their own govcrnments. l\Iore important, the Russian delegation 
invariably spoke with a united voice; the other principal delega
tions (~ermal1, British, French, Italian and American ---- were 
drawn from more than one national party or group and were 
diyidcd among themselves on major issues, so that a situatioll 
automatically arose ill which Russian leaders of Comintern played 
oft dissentient foreign delegates against their own more amenable 
compatriots. ."Iost important of all, leadership \Vas the natural 
reward of revoilitionary achievement. The Russians, and they 
alone, had proved that they knew how to make a successful revolu
tion: thlls and thus had victory been won in Octuber H)I7, and 
thus and thus would it be won elsewhere. One of the ILP dele
gates who negotiated with lKKI on the eve of the second congress 
has left a record of his impressions: 

Tt was \'Cry diflicult to discllss matters with the leaders of 
1 he Third I nternational owing to the strong nationalist direction 
they adopt. Every question is deeply coloured with idcas 
peculiarly Russian. I think it is understandable, but certainly 
the \'ery pontifical attitude they adopt does not make discussion 
easy. They arc quite prepared to admit that revoilltions arc 
not metaphysical in their origin; are the outcome of historical 
development; and that social revolution must develop in each 
country along different lines; but they always return to the 
point that their tactics are the model on which all socialist 
method must he based.' 

It was the natural consequence of Russian prestige rather than of 
Hussian design that the organization of Comintern reflected 
Russian experience and was framed on a Russian model. The 
Communist International which would make the worlel revolution 

I [ndl'pP11d~1/t Labour Party: Report oj the 29th Annual COlljerence (U)21). 

Pi>. 53-54; thc similar impression of Gorter. the Dutch Left communist, who 
visited Lenin at this timc, is recordl'd in 1·'_ Borkenau, The Comm.unist [mer
lIatioll,,1 ('l).1~), p. HJ!. 
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was created in the image of the party which had made the Russian 
revolution.' Foreign delegates might cavil at this point or that, 
but nobody at the congress questioned - at any rate openly
the need for a new International; and nobody had any other 
prototype to put forward. The foreign parties and their repre
sentatives were all too conscious of their inferiority. SOIllC of them 
made no bones about accepting it : 

What am J [exclaimed Serrati] compared with comrade 
Lenin? He is the leader of the Russian revolution. J represent 
a tiny communist socialist party.l 

And the congress listened in patient docility while Zinoviev 
expatiated in turn on the defects of almost cvery communist or 
would-be communist party ill Europe except the Rlissian. 3 1\'or 
did lapse of time alter the position. The disappointment of the 
bright hopes entertained in the summer of 1920 merely widened 
the gap between the authority of those who had succeeded in 
making their revolution and those who had failed, and left the 
organization of Comintern tirmly cast in a Russian mould. 

Russian predominance in Comintern was further promoted by 
the procedure of " splitting" which was systematized by th 
second congress and became a reguhr instrument of Comintern 
poli(.~y. In most parties leaders soon began to arise who wert 
known as the spokesmen and proteges of Comintern and were 
commonly referred to in Moscow as " the best repff3cntatives of 
the proletariat" --- a phrase occurring for the first time in a 
resolution of the second congress and frequently on Zinoviev's lip~ . 
.. In all countries of the world", wrote Lenin, Slimming up the 
results of the congress, .. the best representative,; of the revolution
ary workers have taken their stand OIl the side of communism." ., 
But these leaders were not necessarily the best qualified to give an 
objective analysis of the situation in their respective countries, 
nor did they always enjoy the largest measure of support and 

I Thus lIilferding; the Right USPD leader. was abll· to make an dfecljw 
attack at th" Halle congress on the organization of Comintern mC'rdy by 
quoting Rosa Luxemburg's strictures of H)04 on Lenin·s organizatIOn of the 
Bolsh"vik group (U SPJ) : PrutokolilliJer die I 'e,./umdlIlIlKen des A ItsSerOrdell/li'-/1l'I1 
Parteitags Zit Halle (n.d.), pp. 194-196). 

• Der Zrveite Kongress dey KoTtlmltllis/. ititertla/iullale (Halllburg, IljC!' J. 
P·340 . 

1 Ibid. pp. 243-2 5.'. • Lenin, SOL·hillm;ya, xxv, 370. 
VOL. III 0 
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confidence in their own parties. The charge was even heard that 
the main motive of the splitting policy was to destroy the inde
pendent power of the national parties and to make them sub
servient to l\10scow. 1 The charge was certainly false, at least for 
this early period. But the temptation to rate docility in national 
leaders higher than independent judgment was inherent in a 
predominantly Russian organization; and such Comintern was 
bound to remain, so long as revolution had triumphed in Russia 
and in no other country. 

While, however, the second congress seemed to have registered 
a sweeping victory for the principles of a highly disciplined 
organization and strict doctrinal orthodoxy, the old dilemma of 
reconciling these principles with the winning of mass support -
the dilemma which had been so easily overcome in Russia and yet 
proved so insuperable in the west --- recurred in a new form. 
Resolutions of the second congress enjoined communist parties in 
bourgeois democratic countries to participate in parliamentary 
elections by running candidates of their own, or, if this was 
impossible, by supporting candidates of other parties. The 
injunction \vas meaningless except on the assumption that the 
parties were to seek mass support, and to act in a way calculated 
to win such support. But this involved questions of tactics and 
of principle. The parliamentary game was played in every 
country under different and constantly changing national rules; 
it was not likely to be played with success by parties bound to 
follow uniform instructions issued in Moscow, where conceptions 
of parliamentary action were governed largely by recollections of 
the Tsarist Duma. But the obstacles were not merely tactical or 
formal. The injunction of the second congress to foreign com
munist parties to " utilize bourgeois state institutions in order to 
destroy them" 2 was the counterpart of Lenin's injunction to 
British communists to support British Labour leaders by way of 

I It was made specifically against Zinovi .. v by Angelka Balabanov, a highly 
subjective witness, in Erinnerungen und Rrlebllisse (1<)27), p. 257; Martov made 
it more generally at the Halle congress where he described the purpose of the 
splitting policy as being" to erect a solid wall against the invasion of clements 
capable of claiming a share in the taking of decisions for themselves and for their 
own parties" (V SPD: Protokoll aber die Verhalldlungen des Ausserordentlichen 
Parteitags zu Halle (n.d.), pp. ZI0-2II). 

1 Kmnm1/l/i;,tichn"ii Inlematsiollal?' ])"kulIlfll/ah" (1933), p. J 14. 
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hanging them. But these injunctions presupposed that the loyalty 
of the masses to state institutions and to Labour leaders could h~ 
effectively undermined. So long as this presupposition was not 
realized, communist parties in most western countries had the 
choice of two alternatives. They could rctain the purity and 
rigidity of their doctrine at the cost of remaininh small sects 
composed largely of intellectuals and without influence on the 
masses; or they could win influence in existing mass parties of the 
Left by compromises which involved acceptance of a temporary 
and conditional loyalty to existing institutions and existing leaders. 
It was this second course which was to expose them to charges of 
duplicity. 

The issue of participation ill the trade unions was analogous, 
but even more complicated. Theoretically, it was possible to 
argue that the trade unions were a by-product of bourgeois 
capitalism; that, like the political parties of the Sccond Inter
natiunal, they had betrayed the cause of the workers in 1914 by 
supporting their respectivc national governmcnts, and werc by 
their nature incapable of a revolutionary r(,)Ie; and that corn
munists should therefore boycott the existing unions and form 
new and separate associations of communist workers. This was 
the attitude adopted at thc second congress, with some reserva
tions, by most of the British, Italian and American delegates. 
Theoretically also it was possiblc to argue, though nobody now 
openly espoused this view, that thc minor improvements in the 
lot of the worker which trade unions sought to achieve were not in 
themselves desirable, since they blunted the edge of the workers' 
discontent and thus tended to postpune the ultimate revolutioll. 
In opposition to both these views, the Bolsheviks maintained that 
the past defects of the trade unions had been d'Je, in part to a 
corrupted leadership, in part to the fact that the unions in the 
advanced countries had hitherto contained a disproportionate 
number of highly skilled and privileged workers --- the " labour 
aristocracy" - whose interests often ranged them with the 
bourgeoisie rather than with the less privileged membcrs of their 
own class. The war had in all countries brought ahout a mass 
influx of workers into the trade unions and thus changcd their 
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cnaiilcter and potentialities. Far from splitting away from t hI' 
existing- unions and dlll.- i~olatillg tl]('r~lscl\"es from tile. proletarian 
masst's: commllIlj~ts must ellter the 111l101lS and revoiutwnizc them 
by wurking Oil the mass Illemhership am! raising it. in rcn)it ;lg~i,IlSI 
leaders who no longer represented Its trlle IlIterests. The 
more firmly Comintern \\":lS wedded to a policy of restricting the 
size of communist parties by insistence on rigid discipline and 
doctrinal purity, the more essential it hecame to maintain contact 
with the masses of t he workers through their trade unions. 

But the decision to participate in the trade unions, like the 
decisioll (0 participate in parliamentary elections, was the begin
ning and not the end of embarrassment. 1n the first place, it 
appeared to commit communists to support existing unions, how
CHT reactionary, and to oppose hreak-away movements, however 
revolutionary in character and purpose. This issue was acute in 
the Vnited States, where a minority of skilled workers were 
grouped in the American Federation of I ,abollr, built on the 
craft unioll principle, and the only appeal to the mass of under
paid, largely immigrant, unskilled labour was made by the syn
dicalist and revolutionary l\VW. J n (;crmany the revolutionary 
shop stewards had attempted to organize the workers outside the 
trade unions; in Great Britain the shop stewards' movement, 
though not formally outside the trade unions, had arisen in face 
of their opposition, and had at the outset a syndicalist complexion. 
The attitude of communists to these dissident movements was 
difEcult to define. 

The second embarrassment of the Bolshevik attitude was 
graver still. The declared purpose of the Bolsheviks was to 
strengthen the cohesion, comprehensiveness and power of the 
trade unions by bringing them under communist leadership. But, 
except on the assumption that this could be achieved at a single 
stroke ~ or, in other words, that the proletarian revolution was 
imminent --- the execution of this purpose was bound to require a 
long period of internecine warfare within the unions which would 
split and weaken them and all but destroy their existing power. 
Lenin, in a much-criticized passage of The Infantile Disease of 
" Leftism" in Communism, had foreseen the probability that "the 
leaders of opportunism" would use every device, fair or foul, to 
exclude or expel the communists from the trade unions: 
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~ne must kno~ how to resist al! this, to accept any and every 
sacn~ce, even:- In. case of nec~sslty -- to resort to every kind 
of tnck, cu~nmg, Illegal expedl~nt, concealment, suppression 
of the truth, In order to penetrate mto the trade unions, to remain 
in them, to conduct in them, at whatever cost, communist work.' 

Radek, at the second cOllgress of Comintern, came near to an open 
admission that communist policy meant the destruction of the 
existing unions as a preliminary to their transformation into the 
higger and better unions of the future: 

We shall attempt to transform the trade unions into fighting 
organizations .... v\' c are going into the trade unions, not ill 
order to preserve them, hut in order to create that cohesion 
among the workers on which alone the great industrial unions 
of the social revolution can be built.2 

Such a programme sounded agreeably enough in Bolshevik ears. 
In Russia the trade-union tradition was weak. Few trade unions 
had wielded any effective power or commanded any profound 
allegiance among their members; and some of these few had 
been dominated by Mensheviks, who turned them into centres 
of resistance to the new rl'gime. But ill central :md western 
Europe the trade unions were regarded by the mass of the workels 
as at any rate partial bulwarks against the otherwise unternpered 
oppression of capitalist power. Any policy which promised ev.:n 
temporarily to split, weaken and perhaps destroy these bulwarks 
in the interest of a remote and Ilncertain future was bound to 
encounter deep suspicion and obstinate opposition, which was 
mistakenly attributed in l\losc()w to the machinations of a few 
leaders or of a " labour aristocracy". 

The leaders of Comintern at the second congress further 
complicated the difficult and delicate task that lay ahead by a ~tep 
which revealed in a stark form all the incongruities of their trade 
union policy. A loosely organized Interm;tional Federation of 
Trade Unions (IFTU) had existed before 1914, having no formal 
associations with the Second International, but akin to it in outlook. 
Since the Bolsheviks were firmly committed to the idea of creating 
a Third International to replace the defunct Second, it seemed in 

I Lt'nin, ,."~()chi1lt!lliytl, XX'", I()~-L 
2 Del' Zf{'('ite Kongrt'ss der KOlllll//I/I;,\'I. Jlllerll<l/iU1wle (iIamhurg, 1921), 

p. 499. 
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the first days of the revolution a natural corollary to create a new 
trade union organization to replace the defunct 1 FTU. World 
revolution was at hand, and a resurrection of the international 
organs of the old order was unthinkable. The first All-Russian 
Congress of Trade 11 nions in January H) 1 8 recorded its deter
mination ,. to assist by all means the rebirth of the international 
trade union movement", and convened an international trade 
union conference to meet in Petrograd in February 1918.1 The 
invitation was broadcast to the world; but in the conditions of the 
time it is not surprising that it provoked no response whatever. 
This did not, however, mean the abandonment of the project. 
The few communists who doubted its usefulness did so not hecause 
they feared a clash with IFTlJ (whose demise was taken for 
granted), hut because they belieyed that trade unions belonged to 
the reactionary capitalist order, and had no part to play in the 
building of socialism. The official resuscitation of ] FTU, shorn 
of its (;erman membership, in July H)19, with a central office at 
Amsterdam (from which it came to be commonly known as the 
" Amsterdam International "), did not seriously affect this mood. 
The difficulties of reviving TFTU seemed at least as likely to prove 
fatal as those attending the rebirth of the Second International. 
Just as the Second International had " capitulated" before the 
Third, declared the president of the Petrograd trade union council 
at the end of 1919, so the time had come for all the trade unions of 
the world" to unite into a single powerful international organiza
tion ready to fight side by side with the Third International ".2 

The establishment of relations with the trade unions of western 
Europe did not become practical politics till the spring of 1920, 

when the civil war seemed over, when the allied blockade had been 
lifted, and when the first tentative diplomatic contacts w(~re being 

I i'er1',Vi I'S{'Toss;;s"i; S"'e::::d Professional'n.""" Soyu::::ov (1!}18), p. 365. 
This decision was not taken in any spirit of hostility to the western trade 
unions, whose will to cooperate was naively assumed. The pn-face to the 
official record of the first All-Russian Congress of Trade Unions written by 
Tomsky and dated Septcmlwr 1918 is full of praise for the western trade-union 
movement (ihid. pp. i-xi). Lozovsky stated many years later that" there was 
no idea, even immediately after the October revolution. of establishing a revolu
tionary trade union International" (A. Lozovsky, The World's Trade Utliotl 
ij,!ovemenl (1<)25), p. 126). 

, KOfllflllmisl;c""skii irllernalsional, No. 7-8 (Novernber-Dt,cember 1919), 
cols. <)S3-<)SS. 
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made.· Zinoviev now made a start by presenting to the ninth 
party congress in March 1920 a recommendation that "the 
Russian trade-union movement should take the initiative in form
ing a Red International of trade unions, just as the Russian 
Communist Party did in founding the Third International". Z 

The question did not, however, seem particularly urgent, and the 
congress did not discuss it. A month later, a decisive event made 
further inaction impossible. In April 1920 the western trade 
unions and IFTU took an active part in organizing the Washington 
conference at which the International Labour Organization (TLO) 
was founded. It was when, in Lozovsky's words, TFTU decided 
to " wed its fate to that of the League of Nations through the 
medium of the ILO ", that" the need made itself felt for a centre 
. . . for the concentration of the Left-wing trade-union movement 
of the whole world ".,1 The ILO was the embodiment of that 
notion of class collahoration which was t he very antithesis of the 
class struggle and the dictatorship of the proletariat. At the third 
All-Russian Congress of Trade Unions in the same month Zino
viev launched a hitter denunciation of the" social traitors", who, 
obeying the dictates of d:e capitalists, were attempting to rebuild 
the " yellow" Amsterdam International and thus to compensate 
for the collapse of the Second I nternational. The time was ripe 
for" a really proletarian international union of Red trade unions 
standing for the dictatorship of the proletariat"; and he hoped 
that " the proletarian trade unions of the whole w(,rld " would 
attend the forthcoming congress of Comintern and constitute 
themselves a section of Comintern.4 The congress resolution 
recorded the decision of the Russian trade unions to " t:nter the 
Third International " and to appeal to " the revolutionary trade 
unions of all countries" to follow their example; the central 
trade union council was to take steps in conjunction with lKKI 
to convene an international trade union congress.s It might have 
been argued that, if the policy of penetration into existing trade 

I The delay in creatinl'l a tmde union International aftl'r the sllccessful 
foundation of Comintern is partly explicable by the fact that before 1920 

Bolshevik control of the Russian trade-union movement was still precarious. 
2 G. Zinoviev, Sochineniya, vi (1929), 345. 
3 A. Lozovsky, The World's Trade Union Mot'ement (1925), p. 127· 
4 Tretii Vserossiiskii S"(!zd Projt'ssionlll'IIyllh Soyuzov (1920), i (Plenumy). 

14-15. 5 Ibid. ;, 145. 
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unions, consistently preached by the Bolsheviks and recently con
firmed by J .enin in The Infantile Disease of " Le.ftism " in Com
munism, were successful, it would slowly but surely change the 
leadership of the unions and therefore of I FTU, and transform 
the whole organization without destroying it. But this process 
seemed too pedestrian and too gradual for enthusiasts who believed 
that European revolution was now only a matter of weeks. It seemed 
essential to accelerate or anticipate the process by creating forthwith 
a new International, so that trade unions which were successfully 
penetrated and won oyer could at once disaffiliate from IFTU and 
join the new organization of " Red" trade unions. J n pursuance 
of this idea, the matter was discussed with \\'illiams and Purcell, 
two prominent British trade-unionists who were members of the 
visiting British Lahour delegation; hoth of them apparently ex
pressed themseh·cs in favour of a new trade union Internationa\.1 

The ground had therefore been prepared when the second 
congress of Comintern met in the summer of 1920 under the 
revolutionary spell of the victorious march into Poland. Two of 
the 21 conditions of admission to Comintern adopted by the 
congress related to the trade unions. The ninth condition made it 
obligatory for party members to work actively in the trade unions 
and at the same time to .. expose the treachery of the social
patriots and the vacillation of thc centre" (thc dual attitudc laid 
down hy Lenin in Till' in(al1tiil' j)iSl'llS{, of " Ll'ftism " in Com
munism); the tenth prescrihed .. an obstinate struggle against the 
Amsterdam ' International' of the yellow trade union federa
tions". A long resolution on the trade unions followed the same 
line.2. I t was carried by a large majority, though it was opposed in 
a heated debate by most of the British and American delegates, 
who wished to reject existing trade unions and to found new 
revolutionary unions, and by a single J talian delegate who regarded 
trade unions as per Sf countcr-revolutionary.' The congress 

I B. Vinogrado\" 111ir01'oi Pro/rlarial i SSSH (1928), I). 72.; Lenin men
tioned to Murphy the approval of the project by Williams and Purcell (J. T. 
Murphy, Nero Horizons (IC)41), p. 157). 

2 Kmnmunistichrskii 11ltcrllalsiolla/ v Dohumentahh (J 933), pp. 120-12(, . 
.1 Dey Zweile KOllgress dey Kommunisl. Internationale (Hamburg, 1921), 

pp. 510-526, 610-638: Rad"k admitted in his report that" far-reaching 
differenct's of opinion" exist"d on the trade union isslIe, and that" many 
rtH'mbt'rs in all communist parties" were in favour of forming n{'w trlld~ 
unions (ibid. pp. 622.-hz3). 
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refrained from making any pronouncement on the creation of a 
trade union International - perhaps an indication that a majority 
could not easily have been obtained for it, But, while the congress 

• was in session, a group representin~ the Russian, Italian· and 
Bulgarian delegations, some members of the British delegation, 
and a single French delegate of the extreme Left, doubtfully 
claiming to speak for eight million organized workers, decided to 
create an International Trade (lnion Council (Mezhsovprof) 
whose principal function would be to organize" an international 
congress of Red trade unions", Lozovsky became president of 
the new council, with Tom Mann and Rosmer as vice-presi
dents. The close dependence of Mezhsovprof on J KKJ was 
shown hy the proposal that I K K J should issue an appeal" to all 
trade unions of the world" exposing the " yellow Amsterdam 
International" and inviting them to join the new trade lInion 
r nternational. I 

This fateful decision was taken at a moment when the 
revolutionary tide was still in full flood, when the Second Inter
national was assumed to be dead, and when the minor success 
achieved in the revival of I FTU seemed to constitute the main 
ohstacle to the capture of the international workers' movement 
by the communists. 2 The decision '.vas the opening of a cam
paign to split the trade-union movement with the l\1oscow and 
Amsterdam Internationals as the rallying points for two warring 
and fratricidal factions. But a prolonged war of this kind was 
hound to bring to light the latent incompatibility between the duty 
imposed on communists of working within the existing trade unions 
and the duty of splitting the existing movement against Amsterdam 
and in favour of Moscow, between a policy of peaceful infiltration on 
the national plane and a policy of frontal attack on tht~ international 
plane; and this dilemma. which would not have arisen if ,,"orId 

I lhid. pp. 622, 63 6-637. 
" "The chief em'my is Amsterdam [I.t·. IFTl:J, not Brussels [i.e. the 

Second International] ", exclaimed Zino\'iev at the congress (ihld. p 63l-i)· 
" Politicallv thl' Second International is smashed ", he repeated at H~.lIl' thn'" 
months lat~r, " ... but tht' so-called trade union International is unfortunately 
still something, it is til(> hulwark of the intl'rnational bourgeoisil> ,. (USPD: 
ProtO/lOll iiher" dir VerhalldlllllKt'/I d,'s Ausserurdl'lltliehl'll l'artt·itllJ:s ::::11 lIalle 
(n.d.), p. 151); this accountt'd fol' the extn'mc hitternl'ss of the attHcks on 
IFTU. 
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revolution had in fact been just round the corner, was never faced 
by Lenin or by the other Bolshevik leaders in the new conditions. 
The proceedings by which l\1ezhsovprof was set up in July 1920 

were enveloped in a haze of confusion on this very point. Only 
the Russians and their close allies the Bulgarians were whole
hearted advocates of the decision. The J talian party, like the 
Bulgarian party, was thc heir of a socialist party which enjoyed 
trade union support in the past, and had not therefore to contend 
with divided loyalties in the Italian unions. But, even so, the 
I talian attitude was divided and equivocal. 1 Still greater confusion 
reigned in the British delegation. Murphy, who attended the 
meeting at which the decision to create Mezhsovprof was taken 
and became thc British representative on it, afterwards recorded 
that, " had there been the slightest 1mggestion of splitting the 
trade unions ", the project would" of course" have had no 
British support. 2 Only Tanner, a leader of the shop stewards' 
movement and the one influential tradc-unionist in the delegation, 
sccms to have recognized the contradiction between the proposal 
to " remain in the unions at thc national level" and the creation 
of an independent intcrnational organ; and Zinoviev dcnied him 
the floor when he sought to expound this view in the plenary 
session of the congress. 3 The founding of Mezhsovprof thus 
carried Comintern a long step further on the ambiguous course on 
which it had been launched. by The / nfantile Disf(}Se rd" /,lftism " 
in Communism. It was a step taken in a moment of hot-headed 
enthusiasm and. in the firm conviction of the imminence of the 
European revolution; and. a device designed to bridgc a short 
transition and prepare the way for the great consummation had 
unexpected and fatal consequences when the interim period 
dragged on into months and years. 

I J ,o7.ovskv records the "serious difTerences of opinion" which arose 
between him~('lf and D'Aragona, the spokesman of the Itahan delegation: 
.. For s(,veral days I discllssed with him the principles which di"idcd us. 
Serrati then proposed a formula which sought to make a compromi~t~, but was 
in my view not sufficiently clear. When I submitted Serrati's proposal to Lenin. 
Lenin said: • I t docs, of course, contain unclear points, but that is not import
ant; only create a centre, clarity will come later' " (A. Lozovsky, Lenin ,,,ul 
die GezcerksclzaJtsbewegung (Hamburg, 1924), p. 17). 

2 J. T. Murphy, New Horizons (1941), p. 158 . 
.I Dey Zweite Kl)ngress der Kommllnist. lntemationale (Hamburg, 1921), 

pp. 637-638. 
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The period of the second congress of Comintern coincided 
with the rapid and continuous advance of the Red Army into 
Poland. Curzon's note to Chicherin from the Spa confcl:encc J 

• had been despatched a few days before the congress opened. Jl 
proposed that armistice negotiations should he opened immedi
ately between Soviet Russia and Poland on the basis of a line 
drawn up in the autumn of I <)l<), after a close stlldy of ethno
graphical data, by the expcrts of the peace confcrence· (afterwards 
known as the" Curzon line "), and signifIcantly added that thc 
British Government was" bound by the Co\"enant of the League 
of Nations to defend the integrity and independence of Pol:;nd 
within the limits of her legitimate ethnographical frontiers n. On 
July 17, 1<)20, Chicherin, whik taunting the British (;overnment 
on its belated interest in peace between Soviet Russia and Poland, 
agreed to opcn negotiations if the Polish (;o\"crmnent requested it, 
and offered to Poland a frontier more favourable to her than the 
Curzon line. 2 On July 22 the Polish Government at length 
applied to l\loscow for terms. But the Soviet Covernment was in 
no hurry. The opening of negotiations was delayed on variolls 
pretexts, and in the last days of July the H.ed Army crossed the 
Curzon line and entered what was undisputed Polish territory. 
After Brest-Litovsk fell on August I, '.10 serious resistance was to 
be expected till the outer defences of \Varsaw were reached. 

The decision to carry the war into Poland was preceded by 
controversy in the inner party COllllSelS. Trotskv (.pposed the 
advance both on political and Oil military grounds. Lenin cOlln
tered his objection with the specitic argullIent that the Polish 
workers in \N arsaw and other centres would rise Oil the approach 
of the Red Army and greet it as their deliverer. Radek, who knew 
Poland, warned Lenin against these hopes. But his views on 
Germany had earned him a reputation for pessimism, and Lenin 
called him a defeatist..l Stalin had sensibly pointed out, before the 
offensive began, that" the rear of the Polish armies is substantially 
different from the rear of Kolchak and })ellikin ", being" hOlllo

geneous and natiol1alZv united", so that, once Polish troop', were 

I See p. 164 ahovt .. 
2 Both notcs arc in Klyuchnikov i Sahanin, lH,·~hdllll"rodn(lYll P"Iilikll. 

iii, i (I Q28). :H- .IS. 
l Klara Zt"tkin. HrillllNulIgel/ 1/11 L"lIill (Vienna, II)~l)), pp. 20-21. 
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defending Polish soil, it would be "difficult to contend with 
them"; and as late as the end of June he attacked" the bragga
docio and noxious self-complacency" of comrades \d1O " call for 
a . march 011 'Varsaw ' " or .. proudly declare that they will make 
peace only in ' Red Soviet 'vVarsaw '''.1 But when the decisive 
moment came, Stalin did not make his voice heard. Trotsky was 
supported ollly by Rykov. 2 Lenin's view prevailed and the 
advance proceeded. Soviet troops had helped the Reds in Finland 
in the winter of 1917-1918; units of the Red Army had helped to 
establish Soviet republics in Estonia and Latvia at the end of 1918, 
and were to do the same in Georgia in J 92 1. But in all these cases 
local communists had provided a partial basis for the enterprise. 
The decision to march on 'Varsaw, coinciding with the second 
congress of Comintern, and taken at a moment when all caution 
had been swept aside by an enthusiastic faith in the imminence of 
the European revolution, imparted to the military campaign a 
distinctively revolutionary fervour which made it unlike any other 
war in Soviet history. That the Red Army was not a Russian, 
but an international, army, serving not the national interests of a 
country but the international interests of a class, had been accepted 
doctrine from the first; the founding of Comintern seemed to 
provide the Red Army with a political counterpart. "I can assure 
you ", exclaimed Trotsky at the first congress of Comintern, " that 
the communist workers who form the real kernel of this army 
regard themselves not only as the forces defending the Russian 
socialist republic, but also as the Red Army of the Third Inter
national.".1 At the second congress the triumphant advance of 
the Red Army seemed the irrefutable demonstration of this prin
ciple. On the eve of the congress Tukhachevsky, the commander 
of the Red Army in its advance towards the west, wrote a letter to 
Zinoviev in which he argued that the proletariat must he prepared 
" for the forthcoming civil war, for the moment of a world attack 

I Stalin, ,'iorlziufuiya, i,·, 323-324, 333. 
, Trotsky twice mentions Rykov's support CHIJ.\'fI ZlzizlI' (Berlin, 1(130), 

ii, 192; .'ita/Ill (".Y., 1(46), p. 328); on the first occasion he does not mention 
Stalin, on the second he names him among thos(' who supported Lenin. Accord
ing to the chronology attached to Stalin's collected works (Sorhille1lil,·a, iv, 
474-475), Stalin was absent from Mosco", at th(· front from July 12, 1\120, till 
the middle of August. 

.l fJn 1. KOllgreH tin Km1l11l1lllirlisr/iell IlIterllaliolla/e (Hamburg, H)21), p. 4\1. 
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hy all the armed forces of the proletariat on armed world capital
ism", and proposed that, " considering the inevitability of world 

• civil war in the near future", Comintern should proceed to create 
a general staff.l This suggestion was not pursued. But at the 
opening session of the congress an address to the Red Army was 
proposed by the I talian delegate Serrati, who hoped that the day 
was ncar when" the proletarian Red Army will consist not only 
of Russian proletarians, hut of proletarians of the whole wurld ", 
and greeted it as " one of the chief forces of world history". 2 

Ncvertheless, while everything that was done in the summer of 
1<)20 was rooted in Bolshevik tradition, it represented one of those 
shifts of emphasis, one of those abrupt transitions of policy, which 
we're tantamount to a radical change of front and exposed the 
Soviet Government to well-founded charges of had faith. I n the 
first months of 1920 unmistakable diplomatic feelers had heen put 
out for a temporary accommodation with the capitalist world. 
Chicherin, Krasin and Radek seemed to occupy the centre of the 
stage as the artificers of the new policy of caution and compromise: 
Zinoviev and Dukharin were left to theorize ahout world revolution, 
but were relegated to the wings. At the end of January 1<)20 it 
had been vigorously denied that" the Russian S('vict (;overnment 
wishes to plant communism in Polisll soil with the bayonets of 
Red Army men "., As late as July 20, 1920, while the delegates 
wcre assembling for the Comintern congress, Sovnarkom solemnly 
reaffirmed that " we are as far from any kind of attack on the 
independence of Poland or on the inviolability of her territory as 
in the days of our greatest military difficulties ".4 Bllt within a 
few days such assurances were forgotten or explained away. 
Military victories and the enthusiasm of the delegates revived a 
flagging faith in world revolution and in Zinoviev's waning star. 
With I~enin won over, caution was thrown to the winds and the 
revolutionary war begun in earnest. As soon as the Red Army 
crossed the frontier, a "provisional Polish revPiutionary com
mittee " was formed" in agreement with the Russian Commun
ist Patty and with its participation and that of the Red Army 

I 1\1. N. Tukhachcysky, Foina Klassnv (1921), pp. 139-140. 
2 D"y 7-n'eife Kong"css da K01lllllullist. Ill/emutionale (Hamburg, 1q2J), 

pp. 42-44. ' Set' p. 159 ahove. 
4 Klyuchnikov i Sahanin, Mezlll!lInarod,rayn Politi/w, iii, i (1928), 41· 
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command", and moved forward in the wake of the army. Its presi
dent was IVlarkhlevsky, and among its members were Dzerzhinsky, 
Unshlikht and Kon- three veteran Polish Bolsheviks and a. 
former leader of the Left Polish Socialist Party; it was to hand 
over its authority to the Polish Communist Party on arrival in 
\Varsaw.! And \<\'arsaw \vas only a beginning. "Near to it ", 
as Lenin said afterwards, " lies the centre of world imperialism 
which rests on the Versailles treaty"; Poland was "the last 
hulwark against the Bolsheviks ".1 How crucial it was, was shown 
hy the eagerness with which the western Powers rushed munitions 
and military missions to \\Tarsaw to stave off the threat. But most 
important of all, in Lenin's mind, was the appeal which the advance 
on \Varsaw made to the workers of the capitalist world; 

(~reat are the military victories of the Soviet republic of 
workers and peasants over the landowners and capitalists, over 
the Yudeniches, the E.olchaks, the Denikins, the white Poles, 
and their backers -- France, England, America, Japan. 

But greater still is Ollr victory over the minds and hearts of 
the workers, of the toilers, of the masses oppressed by the 
capitalists, the victory of communist ideas and communist 
organizations throughout the world. 

The revolution of the proletariat, the downfall of the yoke 
of capitalism is on the march; it will corne in all the countries 
of the eart h." 

\\'hen (~errnan workers in Danzig wellt on strike rather than 
unload munitions for Poland, when British workers not only 
refused to load sllch cargoes but formed" councils of action" and 
threatened the British Prime l'vIinister with revolution if help were 
sent to Poland,4 then Bolsheviks could not help believing that the 

, Y. l\larkhleysky, I 'Oillil i )\1ir 1111':::/"/11 RlIrZ/lII<1ZIlO; Poi's/",; i PmiClllrskni 
Russiei (Hussian trans!' from Pohsh, 1<)21), p. 22. 

1 Lenin, S'ochillcniya, XXV, 377. 
, 11>i". XXV, 371. 

4 On August 10, 1(}20, a deI<'galion from thc C('ntral .. council of actIOn" \\;\s 

received by Lloyd (,eorge; its spokesman was Ernest Bevin who inll'r alia said: 
" They had no hesitation in laying their cards on thc lable, and, if war were 
carried on directly in support of Poland or indirectly in support of (jenual 
\Vrangel, thnc would be a match set to explosive material, the result of which 
nom, of them could foresee" (The Times, August II, I<)20). On August 12 

'Vrangel, who had collected the remnants of Denikin's forces in the Crimea, 
and was advancing in South Russia, received the de facto recognition of the 
French, hut not of the British, Government. 
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victory of communism" over the minds and hearts of the workers " 
had been won. 

When the second congress of Comintern ended on August 7, 
, 1920, the Soviet advance on Warsaw was proceeding rapidly and 

almost unopposed, and optimism and enthusiasm were unbounded. 
Arrangements were at last made for the Soviet and Polish peace 
delegations to meet at Minsk on August I I; and on the previous 
evening Kamenev in London communicated the Soviet peace 
terms to Lloyd George. They proposed, as had been promised, 
to rectify the Curzan line in favour of Poland in the regions of 
Belostok and Kholm. Poland was to limit her armed forces to 
50,000 men, together with not more than 10,000 officers and 
administrative personnel; in addition to this, a civilian militia 
was to be recruited for the maintenance of order. No reparations 
were demanded, but the Polish Government was to undertake to 
distribute land to the families of Polish citizens killed or disabled 
in the war. Lloyd George considered the terms reasonable, and 
advised the Polish Government to accept them. But when the 
terms were finally laid before the Polish delegation on August 17 
(another unexplained delay had occurred), they were found to 
contain a proviso, not included in the summary communicated 
by Kamenev to Lloyd George, to the effect that the proposed 
civilian militia should be recruited exclusively from the workers.' 
This, and the provision for the distribution of the land, were 
clearly meant as attempts to alter the class structure of the Polish 
state in the interests of revolution: the first constitution of the Red 
Army confined it to workers and peasants. 2 Discus!olion of these 
terms did not, however, proceed far; for the situation underwent 
a kaleidoscopic change. On August 16 a powerful Poli!olh counter 
offensive had been launched. Within a few day!ol the Red Army 
was retreating as rapidly as it had advanced. 

Many explanation!ol were afterwards offered of the Soviet defeat. 
Later Soviet military experts, enjoying the advantages of hind
sight, tended to condemn the whole campaign as a military mis
calculation: the Red Army was inadequately equipped and 

J The full text of th~ terms is in Klyuchnikov i Sahanin, MezhdunarodllaYll 
Politika, iii, i (1928), 47-49; the summary presented by Kllmenev to Lloyd 
George is in The Times, August 11,1920. According to L. Fischer, The Sm·jets 
in World Affai1'S ('930), i, 26,), the proviso about the civilian militia wa~ 
delihcratdy omitted hy Kamenev. ' :;~e p. 62 above. 
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prepared, in everything except enthusiasm, for so serious an enter
prise as the invasion of Poland.' Tukhachevsky, the commander 
of the forces advancing on \Varsaw, was criticized for having 
devoted his main strength to an attempt to encircle Warsaw from 
the north, thus exposing his main front to a disastrous counter
attack; this was regarded by some as a political manu:uvre 
designed to cut off the Polish corridor and establish contact with 
the German Reichswehr. Finally, the southern army advancing 
on Lvov failed in the critical last days to respond promptly to an 
order from the commander-in-chief, Sergei Kamenev, to move 
north to the rescue of the troops in front of \Varsaw, though it is 
not clear whether this was due to a failure in communications, to 
the impetuous obstinacy of Egorov its commander and of Budenny 
its cavalry leader, or to political jealousies. 2 Political as well as 
military blunders were made. The" provisional Polish revolu
tionary committee ", when it first set up its authority in Belostok, 
is said to have antagonized Polish communists by entrusting the 
administration to Russians and' Jews. 1 But, whatever specific 
errors may have been committed, nonc of them was primarily 
responsible for the disaster. Nobody, cxcept in the brief intoxica
tion of unexpectedly easy military triumphs, had really believed 
that the Red Army could conquer Poland. I,enin and those who 
had voted with him for the advance had all counted on the Red 

1 An objective summary of the campaign, together with reft'ft'nct's to sOllle 

III' tilt' military authorities, is in \V. H. Chamberlin, Till' Rwsiall Re1'IJ/utiIJII 
{()Ii-II).!! (I<)J~), ii, 311-314; Tukhachevsky's vicw, coinciding in the lIlaIn 
with that of Trotsky, was expressed in lectures on thc campaign dl'livered at the 
statr college in IC)2J, and rt'printed ill I!xtellS() in J. P,lbudski, '-'AI/llee I'I.!O 

(Frcnch trans!' from Polish, H)2q), PI'. 203-255. 
2 According to the case put forward in L. Trotsky, :Huy" /'lii:::" , (Herlin, 

u)Jo), ii, 1<)2-193, and in morc detail and with greater hitterness in L. Trotsky, 
Stalin C'I.Y., 1<)46), PI'· 32H-332, Stalin, as reprcscntative of thc military
revolutionary council with the south,~rn army, induced Egorov and Budcnnv 
to persist in the advance on Lvov through jealousy of Smilga, his opposit~ 
numher with the central army, who would share with Tukhachevsky the glory 
of the capturc of \Varsaw. 

J Y. Markhlcvsky, Voilla i lIlir m,'zhdu BurzhuaZtlOi Pol's/wi i l'rolelars}wi 
Rossin' (Russian transl. from Polish, 1<)21), p. 25. This hlunder, and othcrs 
like it, may have been due not so Illuch to inadvertcnce or to chauvinism as to 
an inherent difficulty of the situation. Throughout the towns of eastern Poland 
the Polish clement was confined mainly to the land-owning and official classes; 
Jews formed a majority, or a large minority, of the urban population and supplied 
a majority of the local communists. 
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proletariat of Poland. The underground Polish Communist Party 
attempted, according to a subsequent statement, to call a general 
strike. But the response was limited to the miners in a few pits in 
the Dombrowa region in the extreme south-west, and the move
ment was easily suppressed. I When the Polish workers of vVarsaw 
failed to rise, or even joined the national army to defend the capital, z 

the enterprise was doomed. It was not the Red Army, but the 
cause of world revolution, which suffered defeat in front of 
Warsaw in August 1920. 

The defeat was also significant in terms of the balance of 
forces in Soviet Russia itself. The peasant army had fought 
valiantly and successfully _. and was to do so again~~· against 
the ., white" invaders who challenged the survival of the Soviet 
regIme. But the same peasant army now showed once more that 
it was formidable for defence and not for offence, and that, while 
it would fight obstinately on Russian soil, it had no stomach for 
the fight to carry the proletarian revolution into other lands. The 
Menshevik Dan put the point forcefully in a contemporary dia
gnosis of the event: 

The campaign against \Varsaw irrefutably demonstrated the 
impossibility of an offensive " communist" war for the Red 
Army, and in this sense marked the real turning-point in the 
foreign policy of the Bolsheviks .... And af,er the shortest 
interval the same Red Army, which had proved impotent in 
attack against Poland, displayed prodigies of immortal valour 
and invincibility in the war with Wrangel, that epigone of 
Tsarist -feudal reaction. What could he clearer than this 
historical illustration? And how could it he more strikinglv 
emphasised that the real victor in all the civil wars of the Eof
shevik period was the Russian peasant and nohody else? .l 

I l'rolok"ll dt's III. AUllgn'sses der Aommlluislisch{'1/ lllialla/io/ltl/e (Hamburg, 
192/), p. SXI. 

2 The appearance of Polish workers as volunteers in the Polish forces 
confronting them is said to han' had a discouraging dfec! on the morale of the 
Hed Army (V. Putna, J\. Vis/e I Ubra/IIIJ (IlJZ7), pp. 137-1.1X); an obserV<"r who 
was in IVlinsk during the campaign speaks of wholesale desertions (F. Dan, 
lkll Goda Shi/atlii (Berlin, 1922), Pl'· 73-74)· Tukhachcysky, on the other hand, 
apparently refused to accept this diagnosis: "All the talk of the revi, al of 
national sentiment in the Polish working class in connexion with our oJfensive 
is simply the COl18t'quenct' of our defeat" (J. Pilsudski, L' Awu'e 1 i):!u (French 
transl. from Polish, 192.1), p. 231). 

3 F. Dan, J)~'<l Goda Shi/allii (Berlin, IC).U), p. 74. 

VOL. III P 
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The fiasco of the advance into Poland may count as a first symptom 
of the reassertion of the power of the peasant to dictate Soviet 
policy which manifested itself in the following year in the intro
duction of NEP. 

The completeness of the defeat soon became apparent. By 
the end of August the Red Army on the main front was back 
across the Curzon line, and during September the Polish forces 
established positions well in advance of the line held by them 
when hostilities began in April, though less favourable than the 
line which the Soviet Government had been prepared to concede 
in the previous winter. I Here a halt was called by both sides. If 
Lenin now recognized the folly of trying to revolutionize Poland 
at the point of the bayonet, Pilsudski had learned the hazards of 
attempting to penetrate too deeply into Soviet territory; moreover, 
V\"rangel, whom Pilsudski had no desire to assist, was scoring his 
first successes in southern Russia. Lenin found himself in the 
same position as at Brest-Litovsk of impressing on his colleagues 
and compatriots the need for an " unfavourahle "peace. 2 But 
this time the opposition was slight. On October 12, 1920, Soviet 
and Polish delegates signed an armistice on the line then held by 
the opposing armies.' This line was confirmed by the treaty of 
peace which was signed five months later in Riga on March I H, 
192 I, and formed the basis of relations between Soviet Russia 
and Poland for nearly two decades. Besides ceding to Poland a 
large tract of predominantly White Russian territory, the new 
frontier allowed a hroad wedge of Polish territory to be drawJl 
between Lithuania and the RSFSR, thus isolating Lithuania and 
closing a potential channel of Soviet penetration towards the west. 4 

The Soviet-Polish war of 1920 had far-reaching repercussions 
on more than one aspect of Soviet foreign policy. But these 
repercussions were not immediately felt in anything like their full 

I See p. 155. note I above. 
2 Klara Zetkin, Erillllerillgen an Lenin (Vienna, 1929), p. 21; the ratha 

exaggerated comparison with Brest-Lttovsk was made by Lenin himself. As 
late as September 22, Lenin was counting on the probability of a " winter 
campaign" (Sochillelliya, xxv, 379-3Ho). 

J RSFSR: Sburnik lJeislvuyushchikh Dogovorov, i (1921), No. 14, pp. 63-73. 
4 Ibid. ii (1921), No. 51, pp. 43-71. 
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force, nor were the hroader lessons of the defeat digested at once. 
The military set-back was outweighed a few weeks later by the 
victory over W range! which finally ended the civil war with the 
rout of the last" white" invader; and the temporary sacrifice of 
territory to Poland was still compensated by the thought that the 
hirth of a Soviet Poland in the near future would make frontiers 
unimportant. The enthusiasm generated at the second congress 
of Comintern and the drives set in motion by it were not immedi
ately relaxed. Like the policies of war-communism at home, the 
revolutionary offensive in Europe was continued throughout the 
winter of H)20--192J. From its second congress Comintern had 
emerged as the central directing staff of the forces of world 
revolution with national parties in the principal countries grouped 
around it. The headquarters of Comintern, where, beneath all 
international trappings, the voice of the Russian party was ulti
mately decisive, dealt separately with parties which normally had 
no dealings with one another except through the intermediary of 
Comintcrn. This was the essence of the relations set up by the 
21 conditions. The submission of these conditions to the Left 
parties in the principal European countries in the autumn and 
winter of 1920- I 92 1 was a turning point in the history of European 
socialism and of its attitude to Moscow. The same process can 
be traced in slightly differing forms in Germany, in France, in 
Italy and in Great Britain. 

It was in Germany that the issue was fought out in the greatest 
detail and with the greatest asperity. Germany was the key-point 
of the European revolution; (;ermany alone of the great European 
countries had a large workers' movement of a potentially revolu
tionary character; and it was the determination to force the issue 
in the USPD which had led directly to the formulation of the 21 

conditions. The first test came when the conditions were sub
mitted in October 1920 to an extraordinary congress of the USPD 
at Halle. Three weeks hefore it was due to meet, IKKI addressed 
a long " open letter" to all members of the party containing a 
hitter attack on its Right-wing leaders who were opposed to 
affiliation. J Zinoviev in person attended the congress as delegate 
of Comintern, having received a ~'isa from the German authorities 

1 Kommu11Isfic/zl'.lkii Inll'rllatsill1wl, No. 14 (November 6, J()20) , co),. 2901-

2922 . 
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for a stay of ten days; his fellow delegate was Lozovsky, who had 
been in Germany for three weeks with a trade union delegation. I 
The opposition countered this Bolshevik invasion by inviting • 
Martc)\:, the former Menshevik leader, who had recently left 
IVloscow to settle permanently in Berlin. 

A fter almost a year of embittered argument in the ranks of the 
USPD, feelings ran high, and the proceedings were acrimonious. 
The four USPD delegates to the IVloscow congress of the previous 
July spoke first; two for, (\;\'0 against, afliliation. Then Zinoviev 
made a four-hollr speech which was long remembered and, as a 
feat of oratory and endurance in a foreign language, impressed 
eyt'n those who were not cOl1\'inced hy his argumcnts. lIe was 
answered at almost equal length hy Hilferding, thc principal 
theorist of the party. Other noteworthy speeches were those of 
Lowvsky and J\lartov, The debate ranged far and wide. The 
Bolsheviks wcre attacked for their agrarian policy, which had 
distributed the land as small individual holdings to peasants 
instead of creating large state-owned units of eultivation, for their 
national policy, which had lent support to purely bourgeois 
national movements in Asia (the appearance of Enver Pasha at the 
recent congress of eastern peoples at Baku 2 was loudly criticized), 
and for the introduction of the terror. Denunciations hy Zinovicv 
and Lozon;k v of the .. yellow" Amsterdam International pro
voknl the stormiest scenes of the congress, Lozovsky at olle point 
heing 11Owll:d down and prevented from eontinuing. 1 t was an 
interesting symptom of the fact, already apparent at the time of 
the Kapp pUlsch, that t he trade unions had a stronger hold 
on the loyalty of the German worker than any political party. 
The 21 conditions were assailed by the Right as constituting a 
" Moscow dictatorship", and defended hy the Left as the only 
safeguard against a return to the inefficiency and opportunism of 

, According to a statellwnt madc by the (;,'rman :'IIlIlistl'T for Foreign Affairs 
III Ihe [{e]chstag. Lozovsky arrin'd on September 15, IC)20, with a large Sovict 
trade union dt·ll'gation to attend a congress of factory cOIl1lnittl'es in Berlin 
(thl' spel'ch"s ddiycred by Lozovsky on this occasion are in A. Lozovsky, 
lJ,'syat' LI'I 1/",' by ZII Pmjill!rrn (I (no). pp. 102- I 2.1); onl y the scv'('n for whom 
7'iSllS had heen pr('viomly ohtained were admitted. On October 4 Kopp asked 
for z'iws for Zillovlev and Bukharin to attend tht' Halle congress; on the 
following day they were ~rantl'd after consultation with the USP!) (Verhand
Itmgt'll des Ueidls!a!;.\, ccexlv (1921), 759-7(0). Bukbarin did not mak,' the 
Journey. ' S"t' pp. 264-z1i6 below. 
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the Second r nternational. But hoth sides showed a surpnsmg 
eagerness to recognize that the 21 conditions were not the real 
stumbling-block. "We are splitting ", said Zinoviev, "not 
because you want not 2 I, but only J H, conditions, but because 
you do not agree on the question of world revolution, democracy 
and the dictatorship of the proletariat." I 

The issue turned primarily on a basic ditference of opinion 
about the prospects of world revolution. True to the Bolshevik 
habit of interpreting European revolutionary problems in terms 
of Russian revolutionary experience, Zinoviev began his speech 
by comparing the congress with the Russian party congresses 
attended jointly by Bolsheviks and :vIensheviks after I <J0(); and 
the presence of Zinoviev and l\Iartov to support the Left and 
Hight wings respectively of the liSP!) seemed to lend point to 
what was, historically speaking, a somewhat fanciful comparison.: 
The question which now divided the llSPD could be summed lip 
in the formula: 1847 or 1H4<J ? 3 Zinoviev qlloted the statement 
of one of the Right leaders of the USPD that the world was" in a 
situation similar to that after the IS4S hOllrgcois revulution ". 
Zinoviev asked indignant ly whether it was" really a fact that the 
whole policy of t he working elass must be governed hy tht 
assumption that world revolution will no longer occur in the near 
future". Could this be said at a moment when the proletarian 
revolution was beginning in Italy, when England already had a 
council of action which was" the beginning of a Soviet, of a 
secolld government" and of the famous " dual power", when 
revolution might break Ollt at any day in Austria, and even the 
Balkans wcre "a ripe fruit for a proletarian revolution "?-1 

I lISPD: I'r%/w/{ id,a die VerlulIld{wlgl'J1 !I1'S .'Jllssl'I""rd"J/1{1/1u·t/ I'wl('ilt/gs 
:::11 Halll' (n.d.), p. 15(); this vcrhatim record of thc proccedmgs was i,,\Il·d hy 
the rump llSP]) after tht' majority had s"ccded to join the KPD. 

" This 1IIolif ran thl'llugh Zinovin·'s speech: lVlacDonald and I Iend"r,,,n 
wt're described as Mcnsheviks (ihid. p. J 54) . 

.1 Tht' reference was to a well-known passage in Engd" introduction to 
l\1arx's pamphlet, Th,' Class ."'II'lI!!.J!.{"S ill France, summarizing Marx's ('on
chlRions -.. - .. that it was really the world trade crisis of 1 S4 7 whieh gt'neratcd 
tht' February and March rt'\,o)utions, and that the industrial revival Sl·tting in 
little by little after the middle of 1848, and reaching its full development in 184() 
and 1Sso, was tbe driving force of the renewal of strt'ngth of the European 
reaction" (l\1arx i Engels, So,/Zillel!iya, xvi, ii, 4(6). 

4 (lSI']): I'rotu/mll iiber dir Verhandlzl1lgNI tlrs AlIsserurlienlltchl'lll'arll'il{/gs 
:::11 Halll' (n.d.), pp. 147-14S, 153-154. 
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Zinoviev had not a moment's doubt that the Bolsheviks would be 
justified against the German Mensheviks today as they had been 
against the Russian Mensheviks after 1905. But his reference to 
the Balkans provoked cries of" Fantastic! " from the Right wing 
of the congress; and Hilferding in his reply, poking fun at 
Zinoviev's predictions, declared that a policy which counted on 
their fulfilment was" a game of 'l'a-ballqul', a gamble on which 
no party can huild ".1 

Behind this difference of opinion about the objective prospects 
of the revolution lay the old dehate which haunted every con
troversy conducted in Marxist terms - the war between " con
sciousn'ess ,. and "spontaneity" which Lenin had once waged 
against the " Economists" / which was resumed under slightly 
altered slogans between Bolsheviks and Mensheviks, and which 
reappeared once more on the floor of the Halle congress. Was 
Zinoviev right in believing now that a conscious efl'ort of will was 
all that was required to spread the revolution over Europe and 
Asia? 

Many tendencies making for a revolutionary development 
[replied HilferdingJ are present in western Europe, and it is our 
duty to lead them and further them. But, comrades, the course 
of this revolutionary development cannot be determined from 
without, it depends on the relations of economic and social 
power between classes in individual countries, and it is utopian 
to suppose that it can he driven forward hy any slogan, by any 
command from without..1 

And, once more, behind this conflict between" voluntarist " and 
" determinist" interpretations of lVlarxist philosophy lay, as 
always, a hidden conflict of purpose. Zinoviev was wrong in his 
estimate of the revolutionary prospects. But he was perfectly 
right when, in face of shouts of protest, he accused his opponents 
of " fear of revolution, which runs like a red thread through your 
whole policy". Moreover he correctly diagnosed the nature of 
the fear - fear of " dislocation", of " hunger", of " what we 
have in Russia ".4 

I USP)): Proto/lOll jlber die Verhalldlull/(,," des AlIsSt'rordentlit'hm Parteilags 
zu Halle (n.d.), p. 11S4. 2 See Vol. I, p. 15. 

1 USPD: Protukoll f.ber die T"t'Yhand/ulIge1l des Ausserordmtlirhell Parteilngs 
zu Halle (n.d.), p. 11SS. • Ibid. pp. 148-149. 
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But Zinoviev at Halle drew no conclusions from the diagnosis. 
The real conclusion was too damaging not merely to the case which 
he had to argue, but to the whole principle of argument by analogy 
from Russia to western Europe. The majority of Russian workers 
in 1917 had had nothing to lose but their chains; standing at a 
level of subsistence not far removed from starvation, and maddened 
by the meaningless sacrifices of the war, they had neither hope 
nor belief in any existing institutions, and were desperate enough 
to accept with alacrity the revolutionary leadership of a small group 
of determined men bent on overthrowing them. The majority 
of the workers of western Europe - and not merely a privileged 
minority, as the Bolsheviks believed -- had a standard of living 
which, poor as it may often have heen, was still worth defending. 
At any rate they were unwilling to sacrifice it lightly in pursuit of 
the prospective benefits of revolution; no propaganda damaged 
the Bolshevik revolution in western Europe so much as that which 
fastened on it the low standard of living of the Russian people and 
the privations of war and civil war. Thus the fear of revolution 
of which Zinovicv spoke was by no means confined in western 
Europe to a few leaders 01' to the privileged strata of workers_ Too 
many had too much to lose to abandon lightly the legality of 
bourgeois democracy or to accept the discipline of revolutionary 
leaders. This was the fundamental difference which underlay 
disputes about bourgeois democracy and the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, about the splitting of the trade unions, about conscious
ness and spontaneity, and about the attitude of the masses to 
revolutionary leadership. After his return to Russia, Lozovsky 
drew a revealing picture of the mood which he had found among 
European workers in the autumn of 1920 : 

V\'hen a few months ago I talked to German vW)fkers in 
Germany, supporters of Scheidemann often appeared at meet
ings and said: "Yes, you Russians talk of revolution in Ger
many. Well, we will make a revolution in Germany, but what 
if there is no revolution in France?" And at the same time a 
French colleague gets up and, beating his breast, also says: 
" And what if we make a revolution, and our comrades over 
there do not?" Then the J tali an opportunists, just as anxious 
as other opportunists and just as peevish, they too say: "It's 
easy for you to talk about revolution. Italy will make a revolu
tion, but she gets coal from England. How can we exist 
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without conJ?" So they will wait for one another till the 
... econd cODling, I 

And Lenin wrotc a little later: 

In western Europe there are hardly any people who have 
li,'ed through at all serious revolutions; the experience of the 
great revolutions is almost entirely forgotten there; and the 
transition from the desire to he revolutionary and from con
ven,ations (and resolutions) about revolution t~ real revolution
ary work is a difficult, slow and painful transition, ~ 

Some of the European workers wanted revolution; most of them 
'wanted first of all to make the world safe for revolution,] In 
the Ccrmany of H)20, however, many signs suggested that the 
masses were still in a revolutionary mood; it was, Zinoviev 
remarked, " no accident" that there was a majority for the Bol
sheviks at the Halle congress,4 

The congress had been well canvassed and the result was 
known in advance within a few votes, The motion to adhere 
to Comintc-rn and to enter into negotiations for the creation of a 
united German communist party was carried hy a majority of 237 
to 151), Zinoviev returned in triumph to Berlin to receive notice 
from the police of expulsion from (~ermany as an " undesirahle 
alien ",5 While confined to his house awaiting the date of the 

I CIII'/?!t'l'/yi I'scyossii.l'ilii S""",,, Projes,<ioll(//'t/j'/," 5'oj'uzm' (192 I), i (Pll'numy), 
IIl-h2, " Lenin. SochillPnZ:Wl, xX"i, 4S7, 

J A, Sturmthal, The 1'l"<Ig",ly of Hl//'iIpcall I,(/bour /,!/,,'-1?,1'I (1<144), is a 
s~'rnpath('tically critical analysis of tht, political bankruptcy of Europl'an social
democratl<' partil's hl'lwel'n thl' two world wars; tht' causes ar~ found in the 
persistenc," of a" pn'ssurc group" IJll'ntality ratht'" than a politically Tl'sponsible 
attitudl' in these partit's, which wcre unwilling to accept the responsihility of 
gOYl'rninl-( bet'aust" thl'v Were una hi., to decidt, their fundamental attitudt, to the 
i:apitali,t state, This 'coincides with thc famou, aphorism of the social demo
cratic il'ader Tarnow in 1<)3 I: "\\'c stand at th .. sick-hed of capitalism, not 
merdy as a diagnostician. hut also .. - what shan I say? - as a doctor who seeks 
to cure? or as a joyful hl'ir, who can scarcely wait for tht, l'nd and would like 
bl'st of all to help it along a little with poison? This picture expresses our whole 
situation" (S'J::::i(l/-DPllwkrlltisrlll'r Parteitag in Leipzi/: 193 T (1931), p, 45). 

• l '5'I'D: l'ro/u/wll 'ibcr die Fer!zalldflln/:PIl df'S Ausscrord"nt/iche1l l'arteit(lgs 
:::11 l/all,. (n.tI.), p. 154. 

, G, Zino"il'v, 7.7l'iJlj 1'(Ige in Dell/schland (Hamburg, 1921), pp, 59-60, 
According to the (;erman Minister for Foreign Affairs, orders wcre given to keep 
Zmovi.·v and l,nzovsky on their )'t'tul'n from Halle to n"din under house arrest, 
since their 'visas cxpired Oil Sunday, October IS, Zinoviey none the less attended 
a demonstration in Berlin on that day, though he was too hoarse to speak, The 
two delegates then received notice to leave the country within a week, and 
permission to ~tay till Nm'cmber I was rl'fused: Lozo"sky (though not appar-
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first sailing from Stettin, he saw representatives not only of the 
two parties ahout to join forces under the banner of Comintern, 
but also of the KAPD which he still hoped to bring into the 
combination. I This hope was frustrated. But in Decemher 
1920 the KPJ) and the majority of the USPD met in congress in 
Berlin to constitute a United German Communist Party.l The 
marriage between the intellectual leaders of the KPD and the 
proletarian rank and file of the llSPD may have been a little uneasy 
at firs!'.1 But for the first time there was a mass communist party 
in Germany with a membership of some 350,0004 and a prospect 
of playing a rt,le in German politics. 

The offensive of the Communist International in western 
Europe [Zinoviev wrote triumphantly on his return to Petro
grad] has heen completely successful. The battle hetween the 
representatives of communism and of reformism has ended in 
our favour.' 

The example of the llSPD proved decisive for the French and 
Italian parties. Frossard and Cachin had found themselves as 
firmly handled at the congress as at the preceding meeting of 
IKKl.6 A mild declaration of sympathy read by Cachin was 

,'ntly ZIfI'n'icY) was accused of having violated the condition of his visa by 
delivering political speeches (r 'erhwulhmgen des Reiclzstags, cccxlv (I <)2 1), 
75')-7 60 ). 

I (;. Zinoviev, Xm5(( Tage ill {)elllsr/dalld (Hamburg, 1(21), PI'. 71i-lio; 
a letter from Zinovie" to the forthcoming congress of the KPD begging it to 
.. tn-a! the KAPD with mort' toit'rance than hitherto " is in Berieht liber den 5. 
""rtcitag der K()lIl1/l11llistischCII Partei Deutschlrmds ('<"partakusbund) (1921). pp. 
(l2-()3. A month later I KK I issued an ultimatum to the KAP}) to join the 
enlarged KPD (Kol/lIIl1l11istischl'shii blft'Yllatsi()l1al, No. 15 (December 20, 1920), 
cob. JJ67-3370), hut once more fail,-d to enforce it . 

. , UNichf IIbt'r di" J'erhandtul1[;l'lI des Vereil1igulIgsparteitagl's der USI'D 
(I.illke) und cia KI'D (Spartl7/wshUluJ) (1921) . 

.1 Ruth Fischer's mordant description of the disgust of the USPD workers 
with L"\"i's polished speech at the congress (Stalin alld German COllllll1l7lisl/l 
(Harvard, 194H), 1'.147) i, c<'rtainly overdrawn, but contains an element oftruth. 

• Levi, Unser IFeg (2nd ed., 1921), p. 3, claimed a membership of 500,000 
in Fehruary 11)21 on the eve of th .. " J\1arch action". Hadek at the third 
congrt'ss of Comintern stated that the KPD had" never had more than 350,000 
members ", and that its claim to a membership of 500,000 had" not been 
verified" (l"'oto/wll des J 11. Kongresses der Komlllllnistischen Internationate 
(Hamburg, 1<)21), p. 457); of the 350,000 about 300,000 came from the USPD. 
SYmpathizers were fur more numerous: oYer 1,100,000 votes were cast for 
communist candidates in the Prllssian elections of February 11)21. 

, G. Zinoviev, Zwiilf TaKe ill Detltschlcmd (Hamburg, 1921), p. 90. 
" SlOe p. I li7 above. 
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followed hy the speech of another French delegate, Lefebvre, who 
demanded that the utmost rigour of discipline should be applied 
to the wavering French Socialist Party. 1 Zinoyiev convicted the 
party of " Wilsonism ", " social-pacifism" and lack of discipline; 
and Lozovsky declared that it sutlered from the disease of" unity 
at any price ".2 The two delegates proved, however, amenahle to 
persuasion. They accepted the 21 conditions, and undertook to 
work for party approval of them. This task they discharged after 
their return to France. 3 The 2 I conditions were submitted to a 
party congress which opened at Tours on Decemher 25, 1920.4 

No Russian delegate had been able to obtain admission to France, 
though the proceedings were enlivened by a telegram from 
Zinoviev dc-nouncing the leaders of the Centre, Longuet and 
Faure, as " agents of bourgeois influence on the proletariat ".5 

Klara Zctkin travelled illegally from Germany to plead the cause 
of Comintern. The opposition was stuhborn, LC'on Blum heing 
among those who spoke bitterly against adhesion to Moscow. 
Nevertheless the situation proved somewhat easier than at Halle, 
partly hecause both the French delegates to the Moscow congress 
came out in favour of acceptance, and partly because the trade
union leadership, which in France as in Germany was hostile to 
Comintern,l' had no influence in the French party. The motion of 
acceptance received 3247 mandates (the vote being taken on the 
card system) against 1308 for an alternative proposal to accept 
with substantial reservations, and some ISO abstentions by an 
irreconcilable Right wing. Thus the French Socialist Party 
became the French Communist Party, leaving the old name to 

J D", Z,t'{'ile Kongrt'ss da Komlfllmisf. InterllatiOfw/e (Hamburg, J<}2I). 

Pl'· 2.(1l-2.70 • ' Ibid. Pl'· 2.43-245, 30 7. 
, Frossard s('ems from the first to havc presented Comintern doctrine in a 

somewhat diluted form. .. \Vorkel's," he is said to have told a mass mceting 
in Paris on August 13, 1920, .. there is no question of asking you to make a 
revolution tomorrow, nor, if you make it, of slavishly copying the Hussian 
Soviets. What is at stake is to affirm otherwise than by word. our solidarity 
with the proletariat of Hussia .. (quoted in G. Walter, Histoire du Parti Cum
muniste FrIll/,ais (H)48). p. 31). 

• The proceedings arc fully recordl·d in Parti Socialiste: II->" CotlJ[res 
National (1921). 

S The receipt of this telegram is descrihed in L. O. Frossard, De Jaures a 
Lb.ille (1<)30), p. 176. 

(, Immediately after the Tours congrcss the Confederation Generalc du 
Travail issued a warning to its members against the" new communist party" 
(G. Walther, lIistoire du Parti Communiste Fran('ais (H)48), Pl'· 44-45). 
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the dissident minority. Frossard was elected secretary-general 
of the party: Souvarine, released from prison, went to Moscow 
as French delegate to IRK!. 

, The Italian Socialist Party represented an even more variegated 
medley of opinions than the French party. The dark days of 
1919 when Lenin greeted its accession to Comintern with 
enthusiasm lay in the past; and its eclecticism was vigorously 
assailed by Zinoviev at the second congress. I Its delegates in 
Moscow had accepted the 21 conditions subject to confirmation 
by the party. But the issue was left in abeyance pending the 
party congress, which met at Leghorn in ] anuary 1921, and was 
attended by Rakosi, the Hungarian, and Kabakchiev, a Bulgarian, 
who had also been at Halle, as delegates of Com intern. 2 But the 
tide in the affairs of Comintern was by this time heginning to ebb. 
At Leghorn, Serrati, who had been the leader of the Italian delega
tion at the second congress of Comintern and a vice-president of 
the congress, appeared as the spokesman of a large Centre group 
nearly 100,000 strong, whose delegates commanded an absolute 
majority at the congress; Bordiga and the two other Italian 
delegates at Moscow represented a Left wing of some 50,000 

which included anarcho-syndicalists as well as communists, 
and which alone unconditionally accepted the 21 conditions; 
and there was a fiery Right wing of 14,000 'lllcompromising 
" reformists" who had not been represented at Moscow. 
The Centre group professed unswerving allegiance to the pro
gramme of Comintern, but refused to depart from the party 
tradition of tolerance for divergent opinions by expelling the 
reformist Right; this involved rejection of the last and most 
essential of the 21 conditions. Paul Levi, who was at the congress 
as delegate of the RPD, applauded Serrati's attitude. The result 
was that the Italian Socialist Party, by a majority vote, seceded 

I Der Z",eite K{Jllgr.,ss dl'l" KOIt/llllwisl. intenllltiOlw/e (Hamhurg, 1921), pp. 
25°-252. 

l No official record of the congress appt'ars to have been publisht·d. The 
principal documents rdating to the split wen' published in Russian in Dok/ad 
ispolkoma Komitlll'rna tJ Ruslwle 7' i tal'~'{msk(li Sotsialislicheskoi Pm·tii (192 I) 
and Ital'yanskaya SOlsiulistiriles/wya Pllr/;ya i Kommunisticheskii b,temats;onai: 
Sbornik Dokumentov (1921). Zinovievand Bukharin were to have attended the 
Leghorn congress as delegates of the Russian party, but were refused visas by 
the Italian Government (Protokoll des Ill. KOllgresses deT Ktlrll1",m;stisrhell Inter
nationale (Hamburg, 1921), p. 167). 
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from Comintern, leaving the Left wing of the congress under the 
leadership of Bordiga to form an 1 talian Communist Party on 
the basis of the 2 I conditions. A small group, little larger than the 
KPD hefore its fusion with the lISPD, replaced the mass Italian 
party which Lenin had welcomed into Com intern in the summer 
of 1919. At the Italian parliamentary elections of l\lay 1921 it 
obtained 13 scats. 

~o other country was comparable as a field for the activities of 
Comintern with Germany, France and Italy. The first initiative 
in the attempt to comhine the small British Left splinter parties 
into a single communist party seems to han: been taken in April 
1920. But jealousies were strong and progress slow; and several 
groups and parties sent independent delegates to the second 
congress of Comintern. It was while this congress was still 
sitting that the Communist Party of Great Britain (CP(~B) was 
actually founded at a congress in l,ondon on August I, 1920. 

The only important issues which divided t he congress were the 
questions of parliamentary action and of affiliation to the I,abour 
Party. On the first, after confused voting on se\'eral resolutions, 
a formula was found which approved participation in parliamcntary 
elections and was carried without a division; on thc second, the 
proposal to apply for affiliation was carried by a majority of ISO 

to 85,1 though, when the application was made immediately after 
the congress, it was firmly and decisively rejected by the I,abour 
Party.2 The CPGB held a further congress in Leeds in January 
1921 in order to complete its constitution and to record its accept
ance of the 21 conditions. But, though it had been successful in 
rallying to its fold all the small groups of the extreme Left, it had 
little promise of becoming a mass party, its authentic member
ship not exceeding 2500 : -' the 1 LP rejected the 21 conditions at 

I CPG}/: CmTlmunisl Unily emI1 1,,,,lioll «(<po), PI'. 2<), 5i. The account of 
the nc!(otiations leadinR up to tlw foundation of tht' l'PCB in T. B .. II, Thl' 
British C'lI/mumisl Party «(<)3i), pp. 52-5i, was criticized (Lal}()IIY Atolliltly, 
xix, No. (, (June 193i), p. 31)2) as overstating the role of the Socialist Labour 
Party of which Bell was a member; more than half the delegates at the foundinR 
('ongres, came from the British Socialist Party. 

2 The correspondence is in T. Bell, Til" nulish Commllllisl I'arly (19Ji), 
Pl'· 63-h7· 

3 T. Bell, Piunaring Days (1941), pp. 1<)4-195; the writer admits that the 
number of 10,000 claimed at the third congress of Comintern (ProtO/lOll des III. 
Kon!{resses der Knm1lllwislischetl Internolionflle (Hamburg, 192 I), pp. I l:l- I 9) 
was fictitious. 
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its conference in Southport in March 1921 1 by a five-to-one 
majority, leaving a dissentient minority to secede and join the 
CPGB. The large Bulgarian and Norwegian parties, and the tiny 
Dutch, Austrian and Hungarian parties (the last confined to exiles 
in Vienna and l\1oscow), accepted the 21 conditions without demur. 
In Czechoslovakia a split occurred on the same lines as in Germany 
and France, and a sizeable Czechoslovak Communist Party was 
the result. A Serb-Croat-Slovene Communist Party was formed, 
and secured nearly 200,000 votes and 58 scats in the Serb-Croat
Slovene parliamentary elections of November 1920, emerging as 
the third strongest party. I ts success, which seemed likely to 
emulate that of the Bulgarian party, proved fatal to it. Police 
measures were hrought into operation, and virtually destroyed it 
within a year of its birth. In most of the other smaller European 
countries a majority of the socialists rejected the 21 conditions, 
and tiny groups broke away to form communist parties which 
adhered tl) Comintcrn but had neither numbers nor influence. 
Two reprimands from IKKI 2 failed to end the schism between 
the two American parties. 

In the winter of 1920-1921, the success of the policy intro
duced at the second congress of Comintern seemed on paper 
c(1mpkte and far-reaching. The Second J nternational, after 
failures at Berne and Lucerne in H)Hj, had formally succeeded in 
reconst it uting it~elf at a conference held at Geneva in ] uly 1<)20 

at the same time as the sccond congress of Comintern. The 
British Lahour Party, together with the German Social-Demo
cratic Party, had rallied round them the social-democratic parties 
of north-western Europe and one or two small groups from other 
countries. But this ghost of the past seemed no serious challenge 
to the rising power of the young Communist International. A 
revolutionary organization had been created with its headquarters 
in l\loscow and its outposts in every European country. Faithful 
and devoted bands of communists pledged to the proletarian 
revolution had been extricated, with greater or less numerical loss, 
but with corresponding moral gain, from their entangling alliance 

I Its proceedings wen' recorded in illd"Pl?lUi"llt Labour i'arry: Report of rhe 
2()ft, A1111twf COllference (1921) . 

• KO/ll/1/1II1istic/zeskii internufsiollal, No. 14 (Novemhcr 6, H)20), col. 2944; 
No. 17 (June 7, '(121), cols. 4295-4296. 
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with other parties of the Left. The forces of revolution were in 
the ascendant and were marching on to an early victory. The 
capitalist world continued to show symptoms of alarm; one of. 
them was the growth of extensive anti-Bolshevik propaganda 
organizations, which, not content with an abundance of authentic 
material, engaged in the dissemination of forged documents 
depicting the scope and purposes of Comintern in highly coloured 
terms. I But the mood of triumphant optimism in Moscow did 
not outlast the winter; and the unquestioning faith in European 
revolution which actuated the Bolshevik leaders at this time never 
returned. The spring of 1921 brought the end of a period. J t 
was marked by three crucial events, one ajfecting the domestic 
policy of the RSFSR, the second its foreign policy, and the third 
the prospects of revolution in the c{)untry where they had hitherto 
appeared brightest and most certain. In ]\larch 1<)21. after the 
Kronstadt rising. Lenin introduced the New Economic Policy; 
a trade agreement was concluded between the RS FSR and Great 
Britain; and a communist nstng 111 Germany was heavily and 
ignominiously defeated. 

, A. 1.. 1'. Dennis, The F"reiff'l Policies of ,,,'m'ie! Russia (H)2';), pp. 363-365, 
quotes referenc.:s to ,evcral of these forgeries which kept the journalists and 
intelligence ser"ices of Illany countries occupi('d for some time: the main 
source of supply ,,','ms to hay!' heen an organization called ()sl- Tllfoynl<lluJtl in 
Berlin, 



CHAPTER 26 

REVOLUTION OVER ASIA 

MAnx gave little thought to colonial questions, since it did 
not occur to him that the colonial or backward regions of 
the world would be called on to play any part in the 

overthrow of capitalism. The First International ignored them. 
The Second International remained for a long time equally 
apathetic. At the Paris congress of I9or, under the influence of 
the South African war, Rosa Luxemburg, who was afterwards to 
give colonial exploitation a central place in her theory of the 
accumulation of capital, for the first time proposed a resolution 
deploring the twin evils of militarism and colonial policy. The 
Russian revolution of 1I}05 transferred the immediate centre of 
interest from Africa to Asia, where national revolutionary mov(
ments -- the Persian revolution of 1906, the "young Turk" 
revolution of 1908, the Chinese revolution of 1912, and the 
beginnings of Indian nationalism -- stirred in the wake of the 
Russian upheaval. In H)07 Kautsky wrote a pamphlet called 
Soria/ism and Colunial Poliry in which he puhlished for the first 
time a letter from Engels of J XRz prophesying a revolution in 
India and arguing that, once the proletariat had won its victory 
in Europe and North America, " this will give such a colossal 
impetus and such an example that the half-civilized countries will 
follow us of their own accord ".1 In 1908 an article by Lenin 
entitled Explosi7!I? J11ataial in lFor/d Politics found a new sig
nificance in the revolutionary movements in Persia, Turkey, 
India and China: "The conscious European worker now has 
Asiatic comrades, and the number of these comrades will grow 
from hour to hour ".1 A few years later, when the Chinese 
revolution had been victorious, Lenin diagnosed more precisely 
the significance of the re-birth of Asia: 

I Marx i Engels, So('hilleniya, xxvii, 23R-Z39. 
Lenin, S()t'hi"efll~\'''' xii, 306. 

229 
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This means that the east has finally taken the road of the 
west, that fresh hUfidreds and JlIlJldrn/s oj JIIi/liolls of human 
beings will henceforth take part in the struggle for the ideals 
to which the west has attained by its labours. The western 
bourgeoisie is rotten, and is already confronted by its grave
digger --- the proletariat. But in Asia there is still a bourgeoisie 
capable of standing for a sincere, energetic, consistent demo
cracy, a worthy comrade of the great teachers and great revolu
tionaries of the end of the eighteenth century in France. I 

It was a significant departure, which Lenin did not at this time 
stress, that the democratic revolutionary movement for the 
national liberation of the backward countries of Asia should be 
linked in potential alliance with the socialist revolutionary move
ment of the industrial countries of Europe. 

The war of 1914 proved a forcing house for the national 
aspirations of the backward countries. Asiatic and African 
peoples were driven to play their part in a struggle which was no 
concern of theirs. Colonial and] ncEan troops fought for the first 
time on the battlefields of Europe. Allied designs to annex the 
German colonies began to excite opposition in radical circles 
even in the victoriolls European countries, and almost universally 
in the United States. It he came increasingly difficult to exclude 
the dependent peoples from the scope of \Vilson's doctrine of 
national self-determination which the allies had so warmly 
espoused in Europe. Lenin, building in part on the foundations 
laid hy Rosa Luxemburg in her Accllllllliatiun (~r Capita! five years 
earlier, published early in 1917 his Imperialism as the Highest 
Stage (if Capitalism, depicting the acquisition and exploitation of 
colonies by process of profitable investment as the essence of 
capitalism in its final phase. The question appeared for the first 
time in a Bolshevik party document in a resolution of the April 
conference of 1917, which ohserved rather casually that" con
temporary imperialism, by strengthening the urge to subjugate 
weak peoples, is a new factor in intensifying national oppression ".2 

\Vhen therefore the Bolshevik revolution occurred in the 
fourth year of the first world war, the colonial question had inflam
mable qualities which no serious revolutionary could ignore. The 
failure of the Provisional Government to take up this issue was 

I Lenin, Sochinen(va, xvi, 28_ 2 VKP(B) v Rezulyutsiyakh (1941), i, 233-
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treated as one of many proofs that it had no serious credentials as 
a revolutionary government. Those who sought to apply Marxist 
doctrine to the contemporary world were faced with the task of 

• working out programmes and policies not only for the" advanced" 
peoples of western Europe and their overseas derivatives, but also 
for the" backward" peoples of Asia and Africa. This was all the 
more incumbent on revolutionaries who found themselves masters 
of a vast country stretched between two continents -- a country 
whose government had always been compelled to dovetail together 
two divergent patterns of foreign policy applicable to the widely 
differing standards of life and civilization of Europe and Asia. I 
With the other continents Moscow had as yet no points of con
tact; and this at least limited the scope of the problem. Pro
letarian socialism between the industrial west and the teeming 
earth-bound east, Russia between Europe and Asia 2 _. these 
were the twin formulae, revolutionary and national, which once 
more imposed a dual outlook and dual policy on the Soviet 
( ;overnment. 

The success of the Asiatic policies of the Soviet Government 
was due mainly to its skill in assimilating the" colonial" to the 
" national" issue. The readiness of the RSFSR to recognize the 
right of secession of the dependent peoples, whether European or 
Asiatic, of the former Tsarist empire attested its sincerity in pro
claiming the same right for the subject peoples of other empires. 
This made colonial policy a logical corollary and a natural exten
sion of national policy; the theoretical foundations of both were 
the same. Colonial emancipatioll, like all forms of national 

I Siavophiis like Danilevsky attributed to Hussia a spiritual kinship with the 
east and a mission to mediate to it what was acceptahle in western culture; 
Hugsi,!'s (>conomic penetration of the east with material resourCe< derived from 
the west was the practical basis of thest' romantic visions. Trotsky described 
the Russian economy as emhodying characteristics both of a colonial Power and 
of a colonv: "We had in our midst at the same time hoth London and India" 
(Trotsky, 'Socizinc1liyo, xiii, 104). 

Z Bukharin dilat,'d on this theme at the twelfth party congress in 1<)23, at
tributing the analysis to Lenin: "Soviet Russia lies geographically and pulitically 
bptween two giant H'urlds"- the still strong and, ulljortu1latcly, capitalist imperialist 
fuorld oj tl", H'est aud the colossal Ilumbers of the population (4 the east u'hich is 
nOf{' in proass of growing rl'vollltio1lary ferment. And the Soviet republic halances 
betwl'en these two enormous forces, which to a significant degree equalize each 
other" (Dvenadtsatyi S"e:::d Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov) 
(1<)23), p. 240 ). 

VOL. III Q 
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emancipation, belonged to the stage of the bourgeois revolution. 
It was no doubt ultimately significant as a necessary prelude to 
the socialist world revolution. But in this phase it remained 
bourgeois; and Soviet policy could express itself in the Wilsonian 
language of self-determination and democratic freedom, thereby 
appealing not only to the oppressed peoples themselves but to 
advanced opinion throughout the bourgeois world. Nor was it 
necessary to distinguish between the different peoples of Asia. 
All, whatever their formal political status, had been subjected to 
the intrusion and to the domination of bourgeois capitalism; as 
Lenin had noted in imperialism as lhl' ilii;hest ~"'tag{' of Capitalism, 
Persia, Turkey and China were already" semi-colonial peoples ".1 
Soviet policy appealed in one broad sweep to the peoples of Asia 
as a whole, to the former subjects of the Tsar, to the subjects 
of other empires and to the nominally independent dependencies 
of the capitalist world-market. 

These principles found their first application in an appeal of 
Sovnarkom " To all Muslim Toilers of Russia and the East" 
issued on :t\ovember 24/Decembcr 7, 1917. The Muslims of 
Russia were assured that their" beliefs and usages", their "national 
and cultural institutions", were henceforth free and inviolable. 
Those of the east -- among whom Persians and Turks, Arabs and 
Hindus were specifically named - were encouraged to overthrow 
the imperialist" robbers and enslavers" of their countries. The 
secret treaties providing for the seizure of Constantinople by 
Russia had been "torn up and destroyed": Constantinople 
,. must remain in the hands of the Muslims n. The treaty for the 
partition of Persia had met the same fate: the troops would he 
withdrawn from Persia as soon as military operations were at an 
end. 2 The treaty for" the partition of Turkey and the taking 

, Lenin. Sochilleniya. xix. 135; Lenin applied the same description to the 
same three countries in his speeC'h 10 the se('ond congress of Comintern in 1920 
(ibid. xxv, 35 I). 

2 " On the basis of the principle of the freedom. independence and territorial 
inviolability of tbe neutral Per,ian statt-". the Brcst-Litovsk armistice of 
Decemb<:r 2/15. 1<)17. provid<:d for the evacuation of Persia by both Russian 
and Turkish troops. Trotsky's declaration of January 14/27. 1918. to the 
Persian people. publisht'd in lzt'estiya of that date. explicitly disowned" treaties 
between Russia aIllI England or other Powers affecting Persia"; and under 
the Brt·,t-Litovsk tr"aly of March 3. IIJIR. tht' Soviet Government und.,rtook 
not to maintain" spher'" of influenc.· and exclusive interests in Persia ". 
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away from her of Armenia" was also annulled: the Armenians 
would be free to determine their political destiny.' 

We are marching firmly and resolutely [concluded the 
manifesto] towards an honourable, democratic peace. 

On our banners we bring liberation to the oppressed peoples 
of the world. 2 

The Declaration of Rights of the Toiling and Exploited People 
announced in more general terms " the complete repudiation of 
the harbarous policy of bourgeois civili?ation, which built up the 
prosperity of tbe exploiters in a few privileged nations on the 
enslavement of hundreds of millions of the toiling masses in Asia, 
in the colonies in general, and in the small countries ". 

The period of extreme weakness through which the young 
RSFSR passed during the first year of its existence lent point to 
this policy of high-minded self-denial. Throughout the greater 
part of 1918 German troops occupied the Ukraine, effectively 
cutting off the RSFSR from the Black Sea. Turkey under the 
Brest-Litovsk treaty had secured in thinly disguised form the 
cession of the former Russian regions of Kars, Ardahan and Saturn, 
and improved on this during the summer of 19J8 hy occupying 
Baku. After the defeat of the central Powers British forces 
appeared in Transcaucasia. Since March HJI8. when British 
troops moved forward in Persia in pursuit of the retiring Turks, 
Persia had been wholly under British influence. Japan, and later 
Kolchak, cut off Moscow from access to the Far East. In such 
conditions it cost little to renounce rights of the former Tsarist 
government which its successor was in no position to assert.3 
The pronouncements of the Bolshevik leaders on policy in Asia 
at this time scarcely went beyond the assertion of the right of 
self-determination for oppressed peoples and the denunciation of 

1 According to D. Bor'yan, Armeniyu, Me::hdll1wrodlluya Dip/o/natiya i SSSR 
(1929), ii, 200, this passage was inspired by Armenian Bolsheviks, notably 
Shaumyan. 

• Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, Mezhdunarodllayu Po/itilw, ii (1<}26), 94-96; set' 
also Vol. I, p. 318. 

3 An article in /::vestiya, December 19, 1917/January I, 1918, quoted in 
A. L. P. Dennis, Foreign Policies of SOf'iet Ru.fsia (19.l4), p. 237, pointed out that 
Soviet renunciation of Tsarist rights was the best means of destroying British 
inAuence in Persia. . 
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imperialism and of secret treaties -- all of them favourite Wil
sonian themes. Only Stalin, in his capacity as People's Commissar 
for Nationalities, was continuously preoccupied with the Asiatic 
scene. I n an anniversary article in Pravda in November 1918 he 
developed the theme of the " world significance of the Octoher 
revolution " : 

The October revolution is the first revolution in the history 
of the world to break the age-long sleep of the toiling masses of 
the oppressed peoples of the east and to draw them into the 
tight against world imperialism .... 

The great world significance of the October revolution is, 
primarily, that it has ... by this 'Nry fact built a bridg(! betweell 
tltc socialist u'est and the ellslm'ed (,(lSt, creating a new revolu
tionary front, which runs from the proletarians of the west 
through the Russian revolution to the oppressed peoples of the 
cast, against world imperialism.' 

And he followed this up with two articles in the journal of Nar
komnats,])o Not Forget the .t'llst and Light from the Fast. 2 There 
was nothing original about these articles except their timing. In 
the first weeks after the armistice, when eyery Soviet leader had 
his eyes fixed on Berlin and on the incipient German revolution, 
Stalin's voice cried almost alone in the wilderness. The first 
All-Russian Congress of Muslim Communist Organizations in 
~ovember 1918 I attracted little attention, and confined its atten
tion primarily to the l\Iuslims of the former Russian Empire. At 
the international revolutionary gathering in Petrograd presided 
oyer by Zinoviev in December 1918, it was left to the Turkish 
delegate, Suphi, to declare that "the brain of Anglo-French 
capitalism is in Europe, but its hody rests on the plains of Asia 
and Africa ".4 

Thc year 1919, though it did little to cnhance Soviet military 
power, saw a great forward move in Soviet eastern policy. Two 
new factors had made their appearance. In the first place the 
international halance of power had heen completely changed by 
the downfall of the central Powers. The RSFSR had no longer 
anything to fear from Germany or Turkey; on the other hand the 

I Stalin, Svchillell(WI, i,', 164-166. 
~ Ibid. iv, '71-'73, 177-IX2, 1 See Vol. I, p. :119. 
• Sowjet-Rlissiand und die V(,II<I'Y dn U'dt (Pctrograd, 19:W), p. 32. 
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victorious allies. and especially Great Britain, showed a disposition 
to divert a part of the vast resources released by the armistice to 
the waging of a campaign against Bolshevism. This meant a 
shift in the major field of activities from Europe to Asia. Apart 
from supplies furnished to "white" Russian armies, British 
contingents in the Caucasus and in central Asia made in the first 
months of 1919 several moves openly directed against Soviet 
forces. Through this British action, the Middle East became in 
H)I9 the theatre of an all but declared war between Great Britain 
and the RSFSR; the Middle East was, moreover, as events were 
soon to show, the most vulnerable point of British power. In 
these circumstances the RSFSR soon found itself committed, in 
default of other means of defence, to a general diplomatic offensive 
against Great Britain in Asia. 

The other new factor, which helped to determine the form of 
this offensive. was the birth of Comintern and the increased 
emphasis on world revolution as the l('itmot~f of Soviet foreign 
policy. The first congress of Comintern, meeting in March I9JC), 

did not concern itself greatly with eastern questions, and the only 
Asiatic delegates appear to have been members of the People's 
Commissariat of Nationalities. But one section of its manifesto, 
after referring to a " series of open risings and revolutionary unrest 
in all colonies", observed that " the purpose of \Vilson's pro
gramme. on the most favourable interpretation, is merely to 
change the label of colonial slavery ", declared that" the liberation 
of the colonies is thinkable only in connexion with the liberation 
of the working class in the metropolitan countries", and ended 
with the appeal: 

Colonial slaves of Africa and Asia! The hour of the pro
letarian dictatorship in Europe will strike for you as the hour of 
your deliverance. I 

Later in the same month at the eighth congress of the Russian 
Communist Party Bukharin expressed himself on the subject 
with a cynical frankness: 

If we propound the solution of the right of self-determination 
for the colonies, the Hottentots, the Negroes, the Indians, etc., 

I KommulIislit·heskii 11lternatsirlllal1' [)okumelltakh (r933), p. 57; Trotsky, 
.'>',,, hilleniya. xiii, 43-44. 
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we lose nothing by it. qn the contra~, ~e gai~l;. for the 
national gain as a whole WI!! damage foreIgn lmpenallsm ... : 
The most outright nationaltst mo\:em~nt, ~or exa~lple, that of 
the Hindus, is only water for our null, Sll1ce It contributes to the 
destruction of English imperialism. 1 

And the congress adopted a revised party programme which 
noted that the world-wide growth of imperialism had brought 
about" a coupling of civil war within particular countries with the 
revolutionary wars of attacked proletarian countries and of 
oppressed peoples against the yoke of the imperialist Powers", 
and demanded" a policy of bringing together the proletarians and 
semi-proletarians of different nationalities for a common revolu
tionary struggle against landowners and bourgeoisie". 2 Later 
still in the year, at a second All-Russian Congress of Muslim 
Communist Organizations, Lenin carried the doctrine a step 
further: 

The socialist revolution will not he only or chiefly a struggle 
of the revolutionary proletarians in each country against its 
bourgeoisie - no, it will be a struggle of all colonies and 
countries oppressed by imperialism, of -all dependent countries, 
against international imperialism. 

And he spoke openly of the need to " translate the true communist 
doctrine which was designed for the communists of more advanced 
countries into the language of each nation ".3 A resolution of the 
Congress boldly declared" the problem of the international social 
revolution" insoluble" without the participation of the east". 4 

Soviet foreign policy in the Middle East thus began in 1919 to 
take its dual shape as a struggle for world revolution in forms 
adapted to eastern conditions and as a struggle against Great 
Britain, the spearhead of the attack on Soviet Russia and the 
leading imperialist Power in Asia. Here as elsewhere the national 

I Vos'lIloi S"ezei RKP(B) (1<133), p. 49; at the same congress Zinoviev, 
reporting the recent visit of two Indians who had made speeches in Moscow 
and Petrograd, added that the movement in India was" not a purely communist, 
but a nationalist movement, only touched up a little here and there in a com
munist hue" (ibid. p. 145). 

" VKP(B) V! RezulYIl!siyaldl (1'141), i, 2H3, ~R(,. 
J Lenin, .,,"ochillt!lIiya, xxiv, 54S, 551. 
• ZhizlI' Nalsilllla!',,,,s!,,,', No, 47 (55), Dec ... mbcr 14, It)I!), 
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and international aspects of policy shaded into each other, and the 
distinction between them became unreal and difficult to sustain. 

The first manifestation of the new policy occurred in Afghan
istan. In April 1919 Amanullah, the young and would-be pro
gressive amir, who had come to the throne as the result of a palace 
revolution two months earlier, denounced the treaty obligation 
accepted by his predecessor to follow British advice in the conduct 
of his country's foreign relations, and launched a campaign against 
British India which came to he known as "the third Afghan 
war The Afghan national movement headed by Amanullah 
was comparable, though at a far more primitive level, with the 
Persian revolution of 1906 and the" young Turk" revolution of 
1908, and owed its inspiration to the Bolshevik reyolution in th", 
same indirect way in which those movements had owed it to the 
Hussian revolution of '905.1 It is not certain -- and perhaps 
unlikely -- that anyone in Moscow was cognizant of the impending 
outhreak of hostilities hetween Britain and Afghanistan. 2 But 
Amanullah, casting about for moral support at this critical junc
ture, addressed a letter of oriental greeting to Lenin, as the" J Iigh
Born President of the Great Russian Repuhlic ", and to Chicherin, 
as Commissar for Foreign Affairs, proposing the establishment of 
diplomatic relations; 3 and about the same time there arrived in 
Moscow from Kabul by way of Tashkent a well-known anti
British propagandist calling himself Professor Barkatullah,4 and 

I A. (;urevich, A/wmistall (2nd cd., 1<)30), pp. 43-45, calls Amanullah's 
n'gime an " enlig-htened absolutism", and attempts a rather cursory survey of 
the social forces for and a~ainst him; according to the verdict In Pnmda, 
January 20, 11)29 (quoted ibid. p. 56), his reforms" were marked by an 
extremely superficial character and gave nothing- real to the Afghan peasantry". 

2 An Indian army officer employed in central Asia assumed that" it was the 
Soviet who organized the third Afghan war" (L. V. S. B1ackl'r, On Serret 
Patrol1t1 High Asia (1922), p. 11\6). This may reflect the views of the govern
ment of India; but such reports readily obtained currency at that period without 
serious evidence to support them . 

. 1 Diplomatiche,,/,ii Sluvar, ii (1950), 094, art. Sovetsko-Afganskic Dogovory 
i Soglasheniyao 

• A British intellig-ence officer, who records Barkatullah's presence in Tash
kent in the spring of H}19, gives tht' following- account of his career, presumably 
extracted from official files: .. He was a native of Bhopal Statl' in central J ndia 
and had been a teacher of Hindustani at Tokyo until expelled from the country 
by the Japanese, when he moved to America, where he let no 0ppolotunity paSR 
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now described as " head of the Afghan delegation in Moscow". 
In this capacity he made a statement which was puhlished in 
/zz'l'st(l'a of May 6, 1919, and offered a realistic hasis of collabora
tion between l\;Joscow and the oppressed eastern peoples: 

I am neither a communist nor a socialist, hut my political 
programme entails the expulsion of the British from Asia. 1 
am an implacable foe of the capitalization of Asia by Europe, 
the principal representatives of which are the British. In this 
I approximate to the communists, and in this respect we are 
natural allies. 

It was not, however, clear how l\loscow could help; and the 
Afghan armies were already in the act of surrendering to British 
military prowess wl)('n Lenin on IVlay 27, 19J9, replied 10 Ama
nullah's letter of greeting with a telegram congratulating the 
Afghan people on their struggle against " foreign oppressors" 
and suggesting mutual aid against future attacks. I 

The Afghan surrender was rather surprisingly followed by a 
British recognition of the formal independence which Amanullah 
had claimed. 2 This did not, however, impede the further develop
ment of Soviet-Afghan relations. In the autumn of 1919 an 
Afghan envoy, Mohammed \Vali Khan, arrived in Moscow; and 
a Soviet representative, a former Russian consul named Bravin, 
seems to have reached Kabul about the same time." In i\ovemher 
Lenin addressed a further letter to Amanullah in which he greeted 
Afghanistan as heing " the only independent Muslim state in the 

of vilifYing our rule in India. He claimed to b(> a Cerman subject and p"l'n 
stated that he wa' the (;erman diplomatic agent in Kabul. He held a German 
passport issued at Dar-es-Salaam in East Africa .... During tht' war an organiza
tion called the provisional government of India had heen formed in Berlin. 
The president was l\'lahendra Pratap ... and thig Barkatullah was the foreign 
minister" (F. M. Bailey, 1I1issirJr[ In Tashkent (1(1+6 ), p. 143). 

1 Quoted by L. Fischer, The Soviets in 'World Affairs (1930), i, z8S-zS(" 
from the archives of Narkomindd: it has never been published in full. 

2 The documents relating to this " war" and the agreements which con
cluded it were published in Papers Regardillg Hostilities with Afghanistan I'Jll), 

Cmd. 324 (191<»). 
, F. M. Bailey, lHissi{)lI In Tashkent (1946), pp. 174-176, describes thc 

simultaneous departure of Mohammed Wali and Bravin from Tashkent on 
June 14, and the difficulties which they experienced before reaching their 
respective destinations; according to the same source Bravin reported unfavour
ably on the attitude of Amanullah and of the Afghan Government. He was 
~oon aftnwards ar,sassinated in Kahul 
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world" (Persia and Turkey were presumably at this time not really 
independent, being partially occupied by British or allied forces). 
and destined for" the great historic task of uniting around itself 
all enslaved Muslim peoples and leading them on the road to 
freedom and independence". This was the prelude to a declara
tion of readiness " to engage in discussions with the government 
of the Afghan peoplc with a view to the conclusion of trade and 
other friendly agreements, the purpose of which is not only the 
buttressing of good neighbourly relations in the best interests of 
both nations, but the joint struggle together with Afghanistan 
against the most rapacious imperialist government on earth, Great 
Britain ".1 Coming from a government involved in a desperate 
crisis of civil war and cut off from effective means of communica
tion with central Asia, the Ictter was perhaps not very impressive. 
Amanullah had strong Muslim loyalties and was attracted by pan
Islamic ambitions. Pan-Islamic and pan-Turanian movements in 
central Asia were, however, two-edged weapons; for, while their 
edge could casily be turned against Great Britain, particularly 
while British policy was hostile to Turkey, their appeal to Muslim 
and Turki-speaking peoples within the Soviet orbit also carried 
dangers for Soviet authority. Among other things Amanullah 
claimed a special interest in the fate of his fellow-potentate, the 
amir of Bokhara, which was not likely to make for easy relations 
with Moscow. l But this did not prevent him from playing off 
(;reat Britain and Soviet Russia against one another. The tradi
tion of the nineteenth century had made Afghanistan a neutral 
region in which British and Russian secret agents waged their 
underground war. The system survived with the same methods 

I Quoted from the archives of Narkomindel in L. Fischer, The Sot'iets ;11 
World Affairs (1930), i, 286; there is no doubt of its authenticity, though it 
may not have been drafted by Lenin personally. 

l A lettt'r of February 1920 from Amanullah's mother to the amir of Bokhara, 
stating inter alia that Amanullah " makes the independence of Bokhara, our 
brother and co-religionist, the first condition of his friendship with the Russian 
Soviet republic ", is quoted in Asil! Fran~aise, November 1921, p. 420; the 
letter is full of religious fervour and the writer may have been a centre of Islamic 
influence at Amanullah's court. 1. Maisky, Vneshnyaya Politika RSFSR, 1917-
192 2 (1922), p. 147, speaks of friction at this time between the RSFSR and 
Afl{hanistan. According to General Malleson, who commanded the British 
force in central Asia, the RSFSR was worried by Afghan designs on Turkestan: 
the Mghans seemed to be aiming at .. a huge pan-Islamic rising throughout 
cf"ntml Asia" (Journal of the Central Asia" Society, ix (1922), ii, 1°3-104). 
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and, probably, much of the same personnel . . 1n the mo.o? of H)I9 

and the following years it was unlikely that eIther the ~rJtIsh or the 
Soviet authorities would miss any minor opportuOIty to make 
things inconvenient for the other; and Afghanistan was a fruitful 
hrceding ground of such minor opportunities. 

The other victims of British imperialism were not neglected. 
In Persia, as in Afghanistan, the summer of 1919 saw a recrudes
cence of Russian interest after a long period of forced inaction. 
A young Bolshevik envoy named Kolomiitsev had got through to 
Teheran from the Caucasus in the summer of 1918. But the 
Persian Government had refused to receive him on the ground 
that he had no credentials from Moscow, but only from the Soviet 
government in Baku; and his mission is said to have heen attacked 
and driven out bv .. Cossacks " ~-~ Persian levies under" white" 
Russian officers.' The British occupation of Persia, so long as it 
was incidental to the war against the central Powers, gave rise to 
no political difficulties. But when the war was over, the British 
(iovernment was faced by a fatal division of counsel. On the one 
hand, the pressure for demobilization was strong, and military 
operations were subject to the keen scrutiny of parliament and of 
public opinion. The War Office was disinclined to accept lasting 
commitments in northern Persia, which lay beyond the traditional 
British sphere; and this reluctance fitted in with Lloyd George's 
desire to avoid any policy involving direct military action against 
the Bolsheviks. On the other hand, the Foreign Of lice , now 
controlled by Curzon, sought to profit by the impotence of Russia 
in order to establish a veiled form of British protectorate over the 
whole of Persia; and this ambition found expression in a treaty 
negotiated in London in the early summer of J919. vVhile paying 
tribute in its preamble to "the independence and integrity of 
Persia", it provided for the acceptance by the Persian Govern
ment of British financial advisers, British officers to reorganize the 
army, and British engineers for railway construction, the whole 
being sweetened with a loan of £2,000,000. This was a reversal 
of the principle accepted in the Anglo~Russian convention of 
1907 of the recognition of a Russian sphere of influence in northern 
Persia and of a British sphere in the south; and, though the Soviet 

I Diplomatil'heskii Slovar, i (1948), 809. art. Ko]omiitsev; for the short
lived Soviet government in Baku sec VoL " p, 342, 
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Government had deprived itself of any title under the convention 
by its declaration of January 1918,1 this encroachment by a nation 
engaged in scarcely veiled hostile action against the Soviet power 
in the Caucasus and central Asia can hardly have failed to excite 
alarm in l\1oscow. 2 

When the scope of the projected treaty became known, the 
Soviet Government retaliated by a note to the Persian Govern
ment of June 2(1, 1919, recapitulating all the concessions which 
it, by way of contrast with imperialist Britain, had made: the 
cancellation of Tsarist debts, the renunciation of Tsarist conces
sions in Persia, the abandonment of consular jurisdiction and the 
handing over to the Persian Government of former Russian public 
property in Russia and of the assets of the Russian Discount Bank. l 

The signature of the Anglo-Persian treaty on August 9, H)J(), was 
followed three weeks later by a public declaration from Chicherin 
to" the workers and peasants of Persia". It reviewed the different 
attitudes of the Soviet and British Governments over the past two 
years towards Persian independence and Persian rights, described 
" the shameful Anglo-Persian treaty" as " a scrap of paper whose 
legal validity it will never recognize", and ended with a passage 
which contained both a threat and a promise: 

The time of your liberation is ncar. The hour of reckoning 
will soon strike for English capitalism, agaillst which a broad 
revolutionary movement is spreading ever more threateningly 
among the toiling masses of England itself .... 

The working people of Russia stretch out to you, 1 he 
oppresscd masses of Persia, their fraternal hand. The hour is 
Ilcar whcn we shall he able ill deed to carry out our task of a 

1 Set' p. 232, not..: 2. above. 
, One of the British financial advisers to the Persian (;overnml'nt appointl'd 

under thl' treaty describes it as an act of " provocation" and writes: .. Had 
Wl' been content to n'st satisfied with our position and prestige, it is improbable 
that til(' Bolshevists would have been provoked to action as they were; but 
instead of this we deliberately chose to run the most serious risks when no 
corresponding advantage was to he anticipated .... That the Foreign Office 
should seizl~ upon the l!loment when Russia was in the throes of revolution to 
repudiate the convention [of 19071. and should enter upon a policy avowedly 
aimed at supplanting Russian influence, could only be regarded from the 
Bolsht'vist point of view as an act of d..Jibcrate aggression" (J. M. Balfour, 
Rec~nl fiappenil1{!S in Persia (1922), pp. 120-121). 

j This note has not been published; quotations from it are in L. Fischer, 
The Soviets il1 T{lorld Affairs (1930), i, 2~9, and its contents were recapitulated 
in the declaration of August 30, 1\11<). 
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common struggle with YOll against the robbers ~IIlJ oppressors, 
great and small, who are the source of your countless sufferings.' 

Thanks in part to these promptings, the Anglo-Persian treatv 
was ill-received in Persia; and the convocation of I he l\lcjlis 
which would have to ratify it before it could takl' eHeet was 
deliberately delayed. With the civil war in a critical stage, 
and British military forces still active in the Caucasus and in 
central Asia, the establishment of Soviet influence in Persia was 
an uphill task. Kolomiitsev, the envoy who had bcen rejected in 
the previous year, was sent hack to Teheran in the slimmer of I<.)l() 

with proper credentials from Moscow, hut was captured while 
crossing the Caspian and shot by " white" Hussian forces" with 
the support of the English occupying forces in Persia ".2 By the 
beginning of 1920, however, Dcnikin and Kolchak had hecn 
decisively heaten, and British troops were being everywhere with
drawn. In April 1920 Soviet power was re-estahlished throughout 
Azerbaijan; and the time had come for more eft'ective action in 
Persia. 

The situation was complicated by the presence in Gilan, 
the northernmost province of Persia adjoining Azerbaijan, of a 
virtually independent ruler, part adventurer and part fanatic, 
professing nationalist and revolutionary doctrines, K uchik Khan, 
whose programme appears to have included the expulsion of the 
English, the overthrow of the Shah, and the distribution of land 
to the peasants. 3 He was strongly Turcophil, and is said to have 
received German subsidies during the war for his anti-British 
activities; this made it easy for him at a later date to substitute 
Bolshevik for German support. 4 In the spring of 1920, when 

I Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, II1"zhdlmarodn(J),(J I'o/ilika, ii (192('), J.P-JH. 
2 N01'YI Vostok, viii-ix (I <)25), 15 l. 
3 The two best available sourCeS on Kuchik appear to bt~ a contemporary 

article by Martchenko, a former" white" Russian official in Pt'rsia (Revue dll 
M()nde Musulmatl, xl-xli (1920), <)g-116), and the later reminiscences of Ekshan
ullah, one of Kuchik's lieutenants (Novyi V()sto/{, xxix (1932), ~g-107). Each 
has its particular bias, which is obvious and can be easily discounted; Mart
chenko gives the more romantic picture of Kuchik, whom he describes as " a 
disinterested fanatic, a nationalist dreamer ". 

4 According to Revue du Munde Musu/mall, xl-xli (l<,120), 104, Kuchik fled 
from Gilan to Afghanistan after the allied victory at the end of 1()l8, and 
returned a year later with Bolshevik backing; this is partly confirmed in N()vy; 
Vost()k, xxix (1930), 92, which recounts his attempts to establish contact with 
the Bolsheviks in the Caucasus in tht' summer of 191<;. 
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the Soviet Government was ready to strike, weak British forces 
still remained in north Persia; but they were, for political reasons, 

. under orders to avoid any direct engagement with Soviet troops. 
On the night of May 18, 1920, a considerable Soviet force under 
the command of Raskolnikov landed from the Caspian at the port 
of Enzeli for the immediate purpose of taking over the Russian 
ships of the Caspian fleet which, with their crews, had bet'n 
abandoned there by the defeated Denikin. The coup was com
pletely sLlccessful. The British garrison withdrew from Enzeli, 
and from the neighhouring town of Resht which was also occu
pied hy the Soviet troops. At the same time Azerbaijan Soviet 
forces (or units of the Red Army posing as such) entered Gilan. 
At a meeting between Kuchik and Soviet representatives in 
Resht on May 20, 1920, an agreement was struck, and an inde
pendent Soviet republic of Gilan was proclaimed. In order to 
estahlish Kuchik's revolutionary credentials, a letter was addressed 
hy him to Lenin begging" you and all socialists who are memhers 
of the Third International to help to liberate us and all other weak 
and oppressed peoples from the evil yoke of Persian and English 
oppressors ".1 Simultaneously with these developments, and by 
way of demom;trating that they indicated no hostility in Moscow 
to the national government in Teheran, an exchange of notes was 
puhlished between the Soviet and Persian Governments, agreeing 
to a resumption of official relations and the despatch of a Persian 
delegation to Moscow. 2 

The immediate result of the coup at Enzeli was a decline in 
British prestige which was fatal to any chance that remained of 
the ratification of the Anglo-Persian treaty. The Persian Govern
ment protested to Moscow against Soviet action in Gilan; and 
Chicherin in a deprecatory reply spoke of the security of the 
Caspian and disavowed any aggressive intention. 3 This was 
followed by a protest to the League of Nations, then less than 
six months old; but the meeting of the I,eague council was 
delayed till June 16, by which time the Persian delegate reported 
I hal negotiations were in progress with the Soviet Government, and 

I lhid. x"ix, 101>; I. J\laisky, /·l1r.,hllyaYll l'olifiktl RSFSR, J,)I7-I9::!.:! 
(1<)22), p. 157. ' Prat,da, J\1ay 21,1920. 

1 The Times. lVlay .! I, June J, 1920; the notes do not appear to haye bCl'n 
published. 
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gave the council a welcome opportunity to shelve the matter. I 
Meanwhile the Persian Prime Minister resigned. Had the Soviet 
Government been ahle to press home its advantage, it might have 
established its authority in Teheran in the summer of 1920. Rut 
its power was not yet great enough, especially with its current 
preoccupations in Europe, for decisive action. Moreover it, too, 
suffered from divided counsels. Was it to uphold the authority 
of Kuchik Khan, who was no communist, but might be used 
against the British or against a hostile Persian Government? 
Was it to cncouragt' the small Persian Communist Party which 
held its first congress at Enzeli in July 1920, and proclaimed" a 
struggle against British imperialism, against the Shah's govcrn
ment, and against all who support them" ? 2 Or was it to woo the 
Persian (;overnment, which was equally resentful of support 
given to separatist and to communist movements, in the hope of 
making Soviet influence paramount in Teheran? All these 
courses had their supporters, but they were incompatible with one 
another, and the choice had to be made. In Persia, as throughollt 
the Middle East, the summcr and autumn of 1920 were a period 
of hesitation in Sovict policy. 

I n Turkey the coursc of events \vas notably similar. IJere, too, 
the miscalculations of British policy played into the hands of the 
Soviet power. While Soviet Russia, in Turkey as in Persia, pub
lished the secret treaties and ostentatiously renounced the im
perialist claims of thc Tsarist government as embodied in the 
secret treaties, Great Britain had abandoned her traditional 
ninetecnth-century r(lle as the protector of Turkish independence 
against Russia to become Turkey's most implacable enemy. 
Nationalism in Turkey was therefore bound, as in Persia and 
Afghanistan, to take the form, first and foremost, of a revolt 
against British policy; and it was equally bound to find a natural 
ally in Soviet Russia, the other chief object of British animosity in 
eastern Europe and the Middlc East. On Septembcr 13, 1919, 
following the precedent of the appeal to Persia a fortnight earlier, 
Chichcrin issued a broadcast declaration to "thc workers and 

I League of Natiolls: Official Journal, NO.5 (July-August 1920), pro 216-2dl. 
2 KOnlmunistichrskii Internatsional, No. 13 (tieptembcr 2/i, 1920), cols. 

2551-2552; No. 14 (November 6, 1920), cols. 2!i!i9-2!i92; according to a 
report by Sultan-Zadc in Pravda, July 16, 1921 (quoted in Revue du Monde 
1111lsu11llall, Iii (1922), 147), the party at that time claimed 4500 members. 
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peasants of Turkey". Having recalled the prompt renunciation 
by the Soviet Government of the claim put forward not only by 
successive Tsars, but by the Provisonal Government, to Con
stantinople and the Straits, and the support given by the Soviet 
regime to all oppressed peoples, it analysed the present situation: 

The way is open for England to seize on the Muslim states, 
small and great, with a view to their enslavement. Already she 
is running things as she pleases in Persia, in Afghanistan, in 
the Caucasus and in your country. Since the day when your 
government surrendered the Straits to the disposal of England, 
there has been no independent Turkey, no historic Turkish 
city of Istanbul Oil the mainland of Europe, no independent 
Ottoman nation. 

I twas, Chicherin wellt OIl, a \'ellal rulillg class which had bt:trayed 
t he Turkish workers, first to Germany, then to the victorious 
allies; the destiny of the country should be in the hands of the 
people. The declaration ended with an appeal from" the workers' 
and peasants' government of Soviet Russia" to " the workers and 
peasants of Turkey" to " stretch out a brotherly hand in order to 
expel the European robbers by simultaneous and combined force, 
and to destroy and render powerless those within the country 
who have becollle accustollled to build their fortune on your 
misfortune". ) 

Some weeks before the issue of this declaration an event had 
occurred in Turkey of which it took no apparent aCCOlillt. ,\t a 
gathering in Erzerum in August 1919, Kcmal, the commander of 
the Turkish army ill Anatolia, had publicly renounced bis allegi
ance to the subservient government in Constantinople and placed 
himself at the head of a nationalist movement of revolt against the 
victorious western allies. The movement quickly swept the whole 
country outside Constantinople and the few other points in allied 
occupation. Kemal, though he remained at odds with the former 
" young Turk" leaders who had brought the country to disaster 
in the war, carried on the tradition of the" young Turk" revolu
tion. This gave his programme a broad similarity to that of the 
Bolsheviks in regard to some practical reforms, notably industrial
ization, general education, the emancipation of women and the 

, Klyuchnikov; Saban;lI, ,H";;;/uiulIuro';IIUYU J>olitilw, i; \ )(.12/) • .lX.f"JS;. 
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adoption of a western calendar and western script. The pro
gramme also included a strong emphasis on national self-deter
mination as applied to the non-Turkish populations of the former 
Turkish Empire; and this enabled Kemal to appear as a champion 
of oppressed peoples, and especially Muslim peoples, under 
western rule - another important point of contact with the 
Bolsheviks. The Kemalist revolution was, however, essentially 
a national, not a social, revolution. Chicherin's declaration of 
September 13, 1919, with its appeal to" the workers and peasants 
of Turkey" from a foreign Power, cannot have been wholly 
agreeable to the aspiring Turkish national leader.l Attempts 
actively promoted from Moscow to create a Turkist communist 
party 2 were still less likely to be regarded with favour. Neverthe
less Kemal at this time desperately needed help and support, 
which he found nowhere but in Soviet Russia; and traditional 
Turkish mistrust and hostility towards Russia were outweighcd 
by the recognition of an overriding, though perhaps transient, 
common interest. 

Meanwhile, in default of official Soviet-Turkish relations, 
some personal contacts of a highly unorthodox kind had been 
made in Berlin. The two former young Turk leaders, Talaat and 
Enver, having been responsible as Grand Vizir and Minister of War 
respectively for the German alliance, fled from Turkey after the 
armistice and took refuge in Berlin. There, in August or Sep
tember 191<), they were among Radek's first prison visitors. The 
meeting was not without its piquancy. Talaat, who had con
fronted Radek rather more than a year before across the conference 
table at Brest-Litovsk, now assured him that" the Muslim east 
can be freed from slavery only by relying OIl the popular masses 
and on an alliance with Soviet Russia ". But Enver was the 
younger and more energetic figure; and it was to him that Radek 
made the proposal to proceed to Moscow in order to pursue there 
the audacious project of a Soviet-Muslim alliance -- a pact 
between Russian Bolshevism and Turkish nationalism- again~t 

I A report written a year later by a Turkish director of education complained 
that" the notorious letter writtcn by Chicherin " had undermined discipline ill 
the army and encouraged the resistance of the Armenians (A Speech Delivered 
by Ghazi Mustaplw Kemal, Oc/uber I927 (Eng!. transI., Leipzig, It}29), pp. 414-
4 1 5). 

l See pp. 291)-299 below. 
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British imperialism. I Through General Kostring, an officer on 
Seeckt's staft} arrangements were made for Enver to fly to Moscow 
early in October in a new Junkers plane with a director of the firm 
who was making the journey. He travelled with a Turkish com
panion, concealed under false names as delegates of the Turkish 
Red Crescent. Unfortunately for Enver the plane made a forced 
landing near 1{ovno, and, while his identity was not discovered, he 
was arrested on suspicion of being a spy and detained for two 
months. 3 After this false start, Enver returned towards the end 
of the year to Berlin, where a second journey was planned. This 
time Radek, just released from prison, was to accompany him, 
but was unable to obtain a Polish permit in time. 4 Once more 
ill luck dogged Enver. He was again arrested en route -- this 
time at Riga --- and imprisoned for some time at \Volmar, reaching 
Moscow only in the spring or sLImmer of 1920.5 

By this time much had happened that was important for 
Soviet-Turkish relations. \Vhile attempts to establish contacts 
between Angora and lVloscow across Denikin's front appear to 
have been foiled/' events in Asia Minor now moved fast. In 
January 1920 some former deputies of the Turkish parliament in 
Constantinople constituted themselves as an independent assembly 
at Angora under the presidency of Kemal, and drafted the 
" national pact" which was to become the p,'ogramme of the 
Kcmalist movement - a document which recognized the claims 
to independence of the non-Turkish populations of the former 

J l~rasllaYll N()'lJ~, No. 10, I ()z6, p. 164; according to I,", ()kay, E~ll'lle,. 

Pasclltl: Der Grosse FYI'u1Ul lJeutsrhlands (1935), p. 333, Rad .. k told Env('r that 
.. in Soviet Hussia everyone was welcome who would suppnrt the offt'nsive 
against English imperialism ". 

> For Kostring see p. 313, note 2, below. 
, The identity of the plane carrying En"er with the on!' detained by the 

British authorities at }(oyno on October 15, I<}I<I, is established with reasonable 
certainty by a comparison of Documents on British FurC/Rll l'u/icy: First Series, 
ii (1941», 44-47 with K. Okay, Erzver Pascha: Dey Gross,' Frt'Und Delltschltmds 
(1935), pp. 334-335; the latter work is journalistic in Ftyle, but the auth"r has 
evidently used authentic sources. F. Rabcnau, Sac/a: AilS Scillelll LebCll, 
19:18-1'136 (1940), p. 306, misdates Enver's departure April 191<). 

4 Krasnaya Nov', No. 10, 1926, p. 172. 
S K. Okay, E,mer Pasch,,: Der Grosse Freund Delltsch/allds (1935), p. 336. 
6 At the end of 1919 two Turkish officers - one described as a nephew of 

Kemal and tht' other as an aide-de-camp of Envl'r·- were captured by Denikin's 
forces in the Crimea while attempting to reach Moscow (DoculIIl'lIts Oil British 
Foreign Po/iry: First Series, iii (1949), 784). 
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Ottoman Empire, hut asserted the same rights against the foreign 
invader for its predominantly Turkish territories. On March 16, 
1920, strong British forces occupied Constantinople itself in the 
vain hope of crushing the nationalist agitation. Kemal now 
formally disowned the authority of the Constantinople govern
ment, and issued a proclamation calling for elections to a Grand 
Turkish National Assembly. The assembly duly met in Angora 
on April 23, 1920, and conferred on Kemal the functions of head 
of government, the Constantinople government, now under 
foreign duress, being pronounced incompetent to act in the name 
of the Turkish people. Three days later Kemal sent a note to the 
Soviet Government expressing" the desire to enter into regular 
relations with it and to take part in the struggle against foreign 
imperialism which threatens both countries ". [ 

At the moment when this note was sent, a new and direct 
common interest was drawing the t,yO countries together. The 
three quasi-independent states under the patronage of the western 
allies and forming a buffer between Soviet Russia and Turkey -
Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan - received de facto recognition 
from the Supreme Council of the allies in January 1920. In the 
past they had been a bone of contention between their two greater 
neighbours; and this rivalry was still very much alive. But it 
was none the less an immediate common interest of both to 
eradicate these centres, or potential centres, of a foreign influence 
hostile to both. \Vhen in April 1920 Soviet authority replaced 
British influence ill Azerbaijan through the creation of an Azer
baijanian Soviet Socialist Republic, this step appeared to have 
the connivance, if not the active support, of the Turkish forces. 2 

Whether or not it had been preceded by any tacit understanding, 
it can hardly have appeared to Kemal in any other light than as a 

I The note has not bt·t'n published, hut its substance is quoted in Chichcrin's 
reply of June 2, ")20 (see bdow); the date is given in L. Fischer, The Suviets 
ill World rijJairs ([930), i, 390. 

2 Sec Vol. 1, pp. 345-346. According to ReVile tiu l'vlollde .Mum/mall, Iii 
(If)22), 194, high Turkish oflieer" induding Halil Pasha, the uncle of EnVt'r, 
assisted in the Sovietization of Azerbaijan; an artide of Sultan-Galiev in 
l:westiya of May 7, 1920, speaks of Turkish officers in command of A7.erhaijani 
troops, who were hostile to the Entente and openly advocated alliance with 
Soviet Russia; these ofliccrs may have been former prisoners of war. Numerous 
subsequt·nt reports of secret agreements between Soviet Russia and Tllrkey at 
this tim" arc unsubstantiated. 
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blow to the common enemy; and it was while these operations 
were in progress that Eemal made his overture to the Soviet 
Government. When the allied peace terms for Turkey were dis
closed in May they provided fresh matter for common alarm. 
The demand for the unconditional opening of the Straits and the 
granting of free access to the Black Sea for the warships of all 
nations was as frankly menacing to Soviet Russia 1 as it was 
humiliating to Turkey; and the offer to Persia of a free port at 
Batum was construed as part of a far-fetched design to make 
Britain, the would-he patron and protector of Persia, a Black Sea 
power to the detriment of both. This moment was, perhaps, 
the high-water mark of Soviet-Turkish friendship. On May <j, 

H)20, a remarkable demonstration in favour of Soviet Russia 
occurred in the National Assemhly, when the appeal of Sovnarkom 
of ]\;ovcmbcr 24/Decemher 7, 1917, " To all Muslim Toilers of 
Russia and the East", was publicly read; Z and it was shortly 
afterwards that Bekir Sami set forth as Kemal's first envoy to Mos
cow.' Si lTl\lltancoLisly, the first unofficial Soviet envoy, J\ianatov, 
a Bashkir evidently selected for his racial and linguistic qualifica
tions, arrived in Angora. 4 

NOlle the less, the path of Soviet-Turkish friendship proved 
far from smooth. It was not till June 2, 1920, that Chicherin sent 
a reply to Kemal's note of April 26. He expressed the warmest 
sympathy with Turkish policy and aspirations, and took note of 
" the decision of the Grand :t\ational Assembly to coordinate our 
lahours and our military operations against the imperialist govern
ments ". But the concrete proposals made were limited to an 
offer to mediate" at any moment" in frontier negotiations with 
Armenia or Persia and a proposal for the immediate resumption 
of diplomatic relations. s A reply of J\lne 20, 1920, signed by 

I In 191<) to JI)20 allied command of the Straits had enabkd the alliE'S to 
come to the aid of Denikin by sending naval units and military supplies to Black 
Sea ports. 

Z The official journal Ilohintiyeti I1lilliy,', quoted in Die R'e!t dc.' Islams, 
xvi (1<)34), 2H . 

.1 Ibid. xvi, 28. 4 Ibid. xx (1938), 123. 
S Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, Me:::.hdulIarodll11Yll Politika, iii, i (1928), 26-27. 

According to Diplomalicheskii SIOVllY, i (1948), 566, art. Diplomaticheskit' 
Otnosheniya, relations were established as from the date of Chicherin's note; 
an article by Tewfik in DictiV7l11airc Diplomatique, ii () (33), 985, mentions an 
agret'rnent of l\lay 16, 1920, for the estahlishment of relations. 
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Kemal himself, took up a somewhat ambiguous attitude to the 
offer of mediation: 

\Ve gladly accept the mediation of the Russian Soviet 
Republic to fix our frontiers with Armenia and Persia, and prefer 
the method of a solution of existing difEculties by diplomatic 
negotiations. 

The note added that the Turkish Government had postponed 
military operations in the provinces of Kars, Ardahan and Batum 
on receipt of Chicherin's note, but complained of Armenian pro
vocations and attacks, and invited the Soviet (;overnment to put 
an end to them. The proposal for the estahlishment of diplomatic 
relations was welcomed: the Turkish diplomatic mission to Mos
cow was on the way, but had heen held IIp hy the Armenian 
authorities at Erzerum. 1 \Vhen it reached l\loscO\v on July 1 1,1920 

differences over Armenia were the main obstacle to cordial rela
tions. 2 But part of the difficulty was perhaps doctrinal. I n the 
summer of 1920 Soviet policy still halted before the fateful choice 
between universal support of communist parties in foreign 
countries for the furtherance of world-wide revolution.l and 
cooperation with selected bourgeois governments, where national 
interests appeared to require it, even at the expense of the com
munist parties in the countries concerned. Optimism ahout the 
prospects of world revolution, which had seemed in partial eclipse 
during the winter of 19J9-I920, was once more general; and 
powerful circles in the Kremlin still shrank from military or 
diplomatic alliances with non-communist powers, and continued 
to believe in propaganda against all capitalist governments as the 
most effective, and indeed the only proper, instrument of Soviet 
foreign policy. 

I The note was puhlished in the Turkish oftlcial journal, Hakimiyeti l'vlilliye, 
of July S, J 920, and is translated in Mitteilungen des Seminars Jiir Orienta/is,,"/, 
Spracheu Zit Berlin, xxxvii (1934), ii, 135-136; Klyuchnikov i Sahanin, JlIezhdu
llarodllaya i'olitilw, iii, i (192S), 27-2fi, is therefore wTong in treating Kemal's 
note of November 29, 1920, as the reply to Chicherin's note of June 2. The 
apparent ambiguity of the Turkish reply on mediation might disappear on 
examination of the Turkish original; it is clear that the intention was politely 
to reject the Soviet offer. 

l 1. Maisky, Vnesllllyaya i'olitika RSFSR, I'll X-I9;;.! (1922), p. 164; Die 
Welt des islams, xvi (1934), zS. 

3 For support given at this time to communist movements in Turkey, 
see pp. 29H-2()() below. 
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Such were the conditions when in July 1920 the second 
congress of Comintern set out to formulate a policy on what was 
known as " the national and colonial question", The task before 
the congress was to apply the principles of world revolution to the 
eastern peoples, to develop the doctrine of a common struggle in 
which all the workers of the world, west and east, had their part 
to play, and, in particular, to strengthen the revolt under the 
leadership of the RSFSR against British imperialism. The 
congress, unlike its predecessor, was attended by delegates not 
only from the non-Russian peoples of the former Tsarist empire, 
including Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Bokhara, but from 
India, Turkey, Persia, China and Korea, There were still many 
absentees, but some of these were vicariously represented, The 
newly founded communist party of the Netherlands Indies was 
represented by a Dutchman from Java, who had played a part in 
creating it, and appeared at the congress under the name of 
Maring; 1 and the cause of the negro in the United States was 
eloquently pleaded by the American, John Reed, On July 24, 
1 <)20, at one of its first sessions, the congress appointed a commis
"ion to consider the national and colonial question and to draft a 
report: Maring was chosen as its secretary,2 The commission 
worked with extreme rapidity and presented the results of its 

I The history of the communist party of the Netherlalhb Indies ha, an in
ten',1 exceeding its intrinsic importance. In 1912 a Muslim party (Sarekat Islam) 
was founded by Javanese leaders to promote the interests of the native population. 
I t acquired a large native membership, and took on a mixed rdigious-nationali,t 
complexion. In 1914 a grnup of Dutchmen in Java, nfwhom Sneevliet and Baars 
w,'n' the most important, formed a Social-Democratic Association of the Indies 
(ISlJV) as the centre of a secular radical movement among native workers, and 
started a journal IIet T'ry,· IVoorti. This movement gathered strength during 
the war and especially after the Hussian revolution; and in 11)11) Snt'evliet was 
"xpelled hy the Dutch authorities. In May 11)20 Raars brought about the trans
formation of th,' ISDV into the Communist Party of the Indies (PKI) under the 
ll"adership of two Javanese, Semaun and Darsont; : and Sneevliet, who had gone 
to Moscow, represented this party under the alias J\1aring (by which he was 
thereafter known in Comintern) at the s"ctmd congress of Comintern. The PK I 
was formally affiliated to Comintern in Decemher 1920. The fullest s('urce of 
information on th,' PKI is J. T. P. Rlumberger, Le Conlttlllllism(' (lUX lndes 
Neerlwuiaises (French transJ. from Dutch, 192'1); an account in Rn'lIe dlt 
Mrmde Musll/mrw, Iii (11)22), PI', 55-H3, also covers the early yeal's but seems less 
well informed in detail. An account of San'kat Islam is giyen in S. Dingl~y 
The Peasants' /\1ovcment in lllliouesia (Herlin, n.d, [19.26]), pp. 33-~7, a publica
tion of the" Farmers' and Peasants' International ". 

Z Der Zweite Kongress der l'::ommlluist. lnteruatimud,' (Hamburg, 1<)21), p. 101. 
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labours to the congress on July 26; two days were then devoted 
to a discussion in plenary session. It was the first time, the 
Indian delegate, M. N. Roy, remarked, that he had ever been able 
" to take part seriously in a discussion of the colonial question at a 
congress of the revolutionary proletariat ".1 

The commission had found itself confronted with two sets of 
theses on the national and colonial question presented respectively 
by Lenin and by Roy.2 The general theme of the liberation of the 
oppressed peoples through a world-wide proletarian revolution 
was common to both. But two minor differences and one major 
difference appeared between them. First, Roy described the 
economic order prevailing in colonial and semi-colonial territories 
as " pre-capitalist". The majority of the commission preferred 
to describe it as " dominated by capitalistic imperialism"; and 
this amendment to Roy's theses was readily adopted.' Secondly, 
Roy developed the familiar thesis that the bourgeoisie in capitalist 
countries was able to stave off the proletarian revolution only by 
subsidizing the workers out of the proceeds of colonial exploitation, 
and carried the argument to the point of asserting that revolutiol\ 
in Europe was impossible until the Asiatic countries had thnJ\vl1 
off the yoke of European imperialism. This seemed to the 
majority of the commission to put an unfair emphasis Oil the 
revolution in Asia, but called only for some tactful readjustmellts 
of phrase to bring Hoy's theses into substantial agreement with 
those of Lenin. 4 The third and major diflerence turned on a 

j Der Z,,'e;/t' l\ol/grl'ss der KUllImullist. IIl/nl/ll/iot/ale (Hamhurg, 1921), p. 1 S0, 
l For l ... enin's theses in theIr original fornl, see Soc/Zinl'lliya, xxv, ZSS-2<)O ; 

for Roy's, SCl' l'tumi /{ollf,!rcs.< KUIIl1ll1mislichl's/<o!!,o illterllCltsiullaiu (1921), 
PI'· 122-126, apparently the ollly edition which preserves them in their original 
form. 

J Roy's theses Were drafted and amenckd in EnglIsh; the phrase as aml'nded 
was carefully reproduced in TIl"st's lllld /"taltttcs uf thl' Third (Communist) 
IIl/nllll/iolla! (lVloseow, 1920), p. 70, but mistranslatt·d in the German version 
(I)er Zweite KOl/grcss der Kommllllis/. Inl<'YlWlwllu!e (Hamburg, 1921), p. 145); 
and this mistranslation was followed ill all Hussian versions before 1934, when 
the correct version was reinstated in V/orui /{o/l!!,rcss KUlIlin/erlla (1934), pp. 
4')6-49~( 

4 Hne too differenct's occur hetwet'n different versions: th,' German 
vcrsion (De.- Ztccite Kml/:ress dt'r KIJJ/l11/unis/. Internationale (Hamburg, 1921), 
pp. 146-147) and all Russian versions before 1934 emphasize the dependence of 
the European on the Asiatic revolution more strongly than the amended English 
text, which is correctly translated in the Russian version of 1934 (see prt'cl,ding 
note). 
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practical' issue of tactics which, in one form or another, was 
destined to be a constant source of embarrassment both to the 
Soviet Government and to Comintern. This issue was debated, 
first in the commission, and then in the plenary sessions of the 
congress, in the form of a direct challenge to the theses pllt 
forward by I,enin. 

The starting point of Lenin's theses was the need for" an 
alliance of the proletarians and of the toiling masses of all nations 
and countries in a simultaneous revolutionary struggle for the 
overthrow of the landowners and of the bourgeoisie", i.e. of 
feudalism in the backward countries and of capitalism in the 
advaneed countries. The advantage was mutual; for sllch an 
alliance would hasten the victory of the proletariat over capitalism, 
and without this victory oppression of the subject peoples by the 
capitalist nations could not he overcome. Account must, however, 
be taken of the world political situation: 

All the ev('nts of world politics are necessarily concentrated 
round one central point, thc struggle of the world bourgeoisie 
against the Soviet Russian republic, which inevitably groups 
about itself, on the one hand, the Soviet movements of the 
advanced workers of all countries and, on the other hand, all 
national movements of liberation of the colonies and oppressed 
nationalities, which are cOllvinced by bittr~r experience that 
there is no salvation for them except in the victory of the 
Soviet power over world imperialism. 

What therefore was needed was" a close alliance of all national 
and colonial movements of liheration with Soviet Russia". It 
was an open question whether the movements with which this 
alliance would he struck would be proletarian-communist or 
bourgeois-democratic. This must be decided by the degree of 
development of the country concerned. In backward countries 
communists must be prepared to assist" a bourgeois-democratic 
movement of liberation", and especially to support the peasantry 
against the large landowner and " against all manifestations and 
relics of feudalism". But, where this was necessary, there must 
he no ideological confusion: 

The Communist International must mareh in temporary 
alliance with the bourgeois democracy of the colonies and 
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backward countries, but must not fuse with it and must preserve 
absolutely the independence of the communist movement even 
in its most rudimentary form. I 

Roy's theses, which had been prepared independently, did not 
contradict those of Lenin. But they were markedly different in 
emphasis and, on the vital issue of tactics, seemed to point to a 
different conclusion. Roy sharply distinguished two types of 
movements in the colonial countries -- the first, a hourgeois
democratic nationalist movement which sought political inde
pendence within the capitalist order, the second, " a struggle of 
landless peasants against every form of exploitation". It was 
the business of Comintern to resist all attempts to subordinate the 
second type of movement to the first. The urgent need was" the 
creation of communist organizations of workers and peasants", 
who in the backward countries could he won for communism, 
" not through capitalist development, but through the develop
ment of class consciousness". Thus" the real strength, the 
foundation, of the liberation movement cannot in the colonies be 
forced within the narrow frame of hourgeois-democratic national
ism "'hile, however, communist parties of class-conscious 
workers must take the lead, "the revolution in the colonial 
countries will not at first be a communist revolution "; for instance, 
the agrarian policy of Com intern in such countries must be framed 
not on communist but on petty bourgeois principles, i.e. it mllst 
aim at a division of the land among the peasants. This provisional 
acceptance of peasant ownership was an implied answer to the 
criticism of the SRs that they alone, and not the Bolsheviks, could 
carry the revolution to the peasant peoples of the cast. It was, 
after all, the policy followed by the Bolsheviks themselves in 
Russia when they borrowed the agrarian policy of the SRs in 
October 1917. 

Though the proceedings in the commission were not fully 
reported, it is clear that Roy's theses enjoyed at least as much 
sympathy as those of Lenin. Lenin's theses emerged from the 
commission with a number of amendments. The most important 
of these had the effect of blunting the sharp edge of Lenin's 
thought and of hridging disagreement by resort to a potential 
ambiguity: wherever Lenin's draft had recommended communists 

I Lenin, Sochineniya, xxv, zHS-Z90. 
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in colonia' countries to support " bourgeois-democratic national 
liberation movements", the specific epithet "bourgeois-demo
cratic" was replaced by the comprehensive "revolutionary", 
which could no doubt be applied to a bourgeois-democratic 
revolutionary movement, but had a less compromising sound. 
The other important additions insisted on " the struggle against 
the reactionary and mediaeval influence of the priesthood, of 
Christian missions and similar clements", and "the strug~1e 
against pan-lslamism and the pan-Asiatic movement and similar 
tendencies": these additions seem to have been made at the 
instance of the Turkish delegate, who did not wish support for 
the Turkish national revolt against western imperialism to 
degenerate into general sympathy for pan-Islamic movements, 
such as were being sponsored at this moment hy the renegade 
Enver. T Lenin's theses, thus amended, were unanimously ap
proved by the commission and sent to the congress, together with 
Roy's proposals, also suitably amended, as "supplementary 
theses ".2 In defending his carefully balanced theses at the 
plenary session, Lenin argued that the fundamental division in 
the world at the moment was between oppressing and oppressed 
nations; the course of events was being determined "by the 
struggle of a small number of imperialist nations against the 
Soviet movement and the Soviet states with Soviet Russia at their 
head ".3 Moreover, Lenin was prepared hy way of exception to 
admit for the hack ward countries t he same possibility which Marx 
had once alJowed for Russia. If the " victorious revolutionary 
proletariat" came to their aid, then it was not inevitable that these 
cOl1lJtries should pass through" the capitalist stage of economic 
development": they might, with slIch aid, "make the transition to 
the Soviet order, and thence through defined stages of development 
to communism, avoiding the capitalist stage of development ".4 

Lenin's whole-hearted support of national liberation move
ments even of a bourgeois character was enthusiastically endorsed 

I See pp. 264-266 below. 
! Th .. amendments to Lenin's theses wt·rc ddailcd in Maring's report to 

tht' eongn·ss (/JI'r Zweite KOllgress der Komrmmist. Internationalr (Hamburg, 
1921), pp. 144-145); Roy's theses were merely read to the congress by himsdf 
in their amended form (ibid. pp. 145-150). Both sds of theses are in Kom
mistichrsldi Internatsiona/ v Dolmmelltakh (1933), pp. 126-132; these vcrRions of 
Roy's theses both contain the mistranslations noted on p. 252 abon·. 

-' Lenin, Sochineniya, xxv, 352. 4 Ibid. xxv, 354. 
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hy the lrish delegate, Connolly, son of the nationalist leader who 
had heen executed in Dublin in H)I(),I and by one of the British 
delegates, lVlacLean, who thought that the strength of British 
capitalism could he destroyed only by ending colonial exploita
ti()n. 2 On the other hand, delegates from Persia and Korea, 
where, as in British India, foreign capital had planted the begin
nings of industrialization and an industrial proletariat, strongly 
reiterated Roy's \\ arnings against too close a commitment to 
bourgcois-democratic nationalism." i\Iaring praised the l\luslim 
party, San·kat Islam, in the :\etherlands East Indies which, in 
spite of ils religious name, \\"as re\'olul iOllar), in the nationalist 
scnse and had e\"en .. acquired a class character". Bllt, having 
thlls in essence ranged himself on the side of Lenin, l\laring 
tactfully argued that no discrepancy existed between the theses 
of Lenin and (If Roy; allli the congress, relie\'cd to take this vicw, 
cheerfully adopted hoth. The only opposing voice \\as that of the 
Italian delegate Snrati, who regarded hoth Lenin's and Roy's 
the:,;es as ,Ill unwarrantahle comprOlllise \vith expediency, main
taining to the last that "the truc liheration of the oppn.:ssccl 
pcoples call Ill' achicycd onl\, thruu;2:h a proletaria1l rcvolution and 
a Sovit'1 order, not through a temporary and accidental union 

, :'\t"goti"tlons had recently taken place bctw\'("11 So"iL"l and Sinn Fein 
represcntati\t·s ITI 1\,,\\ York, and a '. draft treaty hl'twe('ll till' HS FSf{ and the 
Repuhlic of lr<"ialhl .. "",,s eirculalIllg In JUlie 1<).20 ill Duhlin, where a copy f('ll 
illto the hands of the Bnt ish authorities: to Judge from the dOClIrlll"lltS o1licially 
published b\' the British (;o\'ernrncnt (fntcn ()urs£" hCl'iCl't'lI UO/Sh£"1'islIl and Silll1 
j,'eill, Cn1(j. 1 i1.() (1921}L the negotiations \\Tn: not taken \Try seriou~ly on either 
side. Early in !l)2T the oflicial journal of ("oll1inlern pubhslH"d a message of 
grel'tirH!s from the Irish Red Annv and workers' n'pubhc to the Hussian Ht"ti 
Ann\' and """I'll'!",' l"t"puh]'c (KIIIIHIIIIII;stlrlu's/lii Illtl"rll(ltsin/!lI/, j\o. 1(' ("-larch 
J I, 1 t)2 I), cois. 377')-371\2. The alliance bet W(Tn communislll and I rib!. 
nationalisltl in the ('arly 1()20~ gavc surnt' ('1vt'tOl"d ad\"antag('s to the CI)(;B; 
on(" of lh(' t w() successful communist "mtlldates in the l!etH'ral ("ketion of 1'122 

\va~ returned for a (~lasg()\\ constittH'nl"Y \vhen.' the Irish \'ott.' waH iIllportant. 
Z The British li<-le:gal('s in the comlllission, <Juelch and Hamsay, mack an 

uncomfortable Impression by confessing that a majority of English WOr1«To 
would" regard support of the revolutionary struggle: of the colonies against 
British impcl IOdism as treason" and would applaud the suppression of a rising in 
India: thesc I"('marks were scv<"ral times referred to in thc plenary s(,ssions, 
whcrt' they wl"I"e ('\'ilJ..ntiy discreditcd as too bad to he true (D", Zweite 
KUIlf!.rnl" <ler 1\',,"''''"11;St. Illtalll/tiunaie (Halllburg, T</2I), pp. I()O, 1:-;5, 193, 

199)· 
J For Kor("a, sec Pl'. 4()5-.F)6 below; th,· Korean delegate, Pak Din-Shun, 

h:HI alr('ad, statl'd his \·icws in an articic in Pra?'!/fI, July 27, 1920, quoted in 
K. S, \\'cigh, Rllt-Su-Chillese Lhl,fulIlllrJ,' (Shanghai, 192:-;), p. 3Z(>. 
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of communist parties with so-called revolutionary bourgeois 
parties ". I 

The theses of J ,enin became henceforth the accepted basis 
of Bolshevik theory and practice in the national and colonial 
question; Roy's supplementary theses were forgotten. 2 The line 
now laid down introduced no new principle. In 1<)05 Lenin 
had worked out the programme of an alliance hetween the pro
letariat and the petty-hourgcois peasantry to achieve the iirst 
stage of the revolution and had carried out this programme with 
hrilliant success in 1917. This precedent was certainly in tIte 
minds of many delegates at the sccond congress of Comintem; 
even Roy admitted that the agrariall programme of eastern 
communist parties must still be the petty-bourgeois programme 
of distribution of the land to the peasants. Lenin's theses 
followed precisely the doctrint expounded in the party programme 
of 1919, which recognized the unconditional right of sl'ccssion 
for subject natiolls, but made thc decision which class -_. the 
bourgeoisie or the workers - was the bearer of this right, and 
therefore deserving of the support of the party, conditional on the 
"class-historical viewpoint", i.e. the degree of development 
attained by the nation concern cd ;.1 an attitude which had been 
formulated primarily with reference to the su bject peoples of the 
former Tsarist empire proved equally applicabl.: to other eastern 
peoples. Finally, the Ilew line also corresponded \\ ith the concep
tion .. of malHl'uvring, of cOllciliation, of compromises \,"ith other 
parties, including bourgeois parties ", which Lenin had pro
pounded so trenchantly three lllunths earlier in The II~ra1/lih 
Disellse of .. IA:{tism " in COl/l1l/unism; oj tactical cooperation with 
social-democratic parties in western Europe, which \vere none the 
less denounced as essentially bourgeois, was matched by tactical 
cooperation with buurgeois-dcmocratic muvemcnts seeking to 
achieve national liberation for the eastern peoples. Yet these 
precedents, while they might serve to explain and justify the 
adoption of Lenin's theses by Comintefll, also suggested the 

I The instructi,·c dehate in the two plenar), sessi{)lls is in ])1'/" /.,ef'ill' 
Kl)lIgress der KOllllllll1list. lnten/(/tiollfl!" (Bamburg, 1\121), pp. I37-:!J2. 

• It is significant that glaring mistranslations in til(" currellt (,,'rman and 
Hussian versions of HOY'h thes,'s remained lIndel,'ctcci fur fUlIrll-en year,. 

S,,(' Vol. I, pp. ;:70-271. 
4 S['(' p. 179 above. 
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danger latent in them. These projected temporary alliances with 
bourgeois groups were, one and all, combinations in which the 
allies of today - . the peasants, the bourgeois nationalists, the 
social-democrats --- were the enemies of tomorrow, and had to 
be proclaimed as such at the very moment when their cooperation 
was being wooed. This was merely another aspect of the funda
mental dilemma of a proletarian socialist revolution not resting 
on the secure and established basis of a bourgeois democratic 
revolution: once the proletariat - or the communist party acting 
in its name -- was compelled to take the lead in completing the 
bourgeois revolution as a prelude to embarking on the proletarian 
revolution, its reciprocal relations with the bourgeoisie became 
incurably ambivalent. I \Vhat \Vas difficult ahout the policy of 
cooperation with bourgeois democratic national movements was 
not that it exposed the Bolshevik leaders to charges of opportunism 
from Leftists or doctrinal purists in the party ranks, but that the 
potential allies \vhom it was proposed to enlist were as well aware 
as the communists of the short-term calculation which inspired 
the alliance, and equally disinclined to make that alliance a main
stay of their policy. 

In the SUIllIIlcr of 1<)20 the dangers inherent in this situation 
were not obviolls. In the fi.rst place, cooperation with bourgeois 
national movements, like the expedients recommended by Lenin 
in The IlIfalltil" j)isease (~r " Lrjfism " ill Commullism, was con
ceived in terms of the brief period hefore the now imminent 
European proletarian revolution, which would transform the 
Asiatic scene and sweep away any embarrassments resulting from 
these transitory alliances. Secondly, existing national movements 
in Asia, outside as well as inside the boundaries of thc RSFSR, 
were still weak cnough to be almost entirely dependent on aid and 
support from lVlosc()w (Turkey \\'as an as yet unrecognized excep
tion to this rule) 2; it was IVloscow that decided the terms on 
which support could be given. So long as these two conditions 
prevailed, the question of a potential incompatihility between the 
interests of the Soviet Government and of communist parties in 
the countries concerned did not seem to arise. But, when the 

1 St:e Vol. I, PI'. 41-44. 
, China W,IS the llIost important exception of all, but scarcely canw within 

tht: orbit of Soviet or Com intern policy at this time. 
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• policy enunciated in Lenin's theses was applied over a long period, 
and in situations where national governments were strong enough 
to lay down their own terms for alliance with Moscow, and where 
these terms included the unimpeded right to suppress national 
communist parties, difficulties emerged which could not have 
been foreseen in the enthusiastic atmosphere of the summer of 
1920. The decisions of the second congress of Comintern in the 
national question, like most of its other decisions, were taken in 
an unquestioning faith in the imminence of a proletarian revolution 
which would sweep the world. Once this faith was disappointed, 
the decisions themselves, applied in conditions utterly different 
from those for which they had been designed, not only falsified 
the intentions of their authors, but were used to justify a series of 
compromises and retreats which, in the hour of faith and enthusi
asm, would have been brushed aside as inconceivable. 

The long discussion of the national and colonial question at the 
second congress was evidence of a new concentration of interest 
on eastern questions, which corresponded with the shift in Soviet 
policy at this time from west to east following the victories over 
1\ olchak and Denikin in the civil war. T For the first time it 
became possible to interweave the national policy pursued by the 
RSFSR within its own borders with its foreign policy of support 
for national movements in revolt against imperialist Powers, and 
to contrast the autonomy or independence hestowed on national 
repuhlics within the RSFSR with the fate of the Asiatic peoples 
directly or indirectly within the orbit of the western Powers. The 
first All-Kalmyk Congress of Soviets in July 1920 celehrated its 
birth hy issuing an appeal "to the peoples of India, Tihet, 
Mongolia, China and Siam and all other peoples under the heel 
of world imperialism"; the first All-Kirgiz (i.e. Kazakh) Congress 
of Soviets followed suit three months later.2 But the first step 
was to carry the eastern question into a setting more appropriate 
to it than a universal congress of Comintern in Moscow. The 
issue of the official journal of Comintern which appeared on the 

I See Vol. I, pp. 325-3 29. 
2 Both these proclamations arc in Zh;zlI' Natsional'nostt'i, No. 34 (9 1 ), 

Now'mher 3, 1920. 
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opening day of t he second congress carried an invitati~n " to the 
enslaved popular masses of Persia, Armenia and Turkey" to a 
congress which was to assemble at Baku on August 15, 1920. The 
summons to Baku, drafted in the headquarters of Comintern 
before t he debates of the second congress in Moscow, betrayed 
none of that inclination to compromise with expediency, none of 
that readiness to seek the alliance of bourgeois nationalist move
ments which Lenin preached in his theses at the congress. In 
apostrophizing the" peasants and workers of Per~ia ", the invita
tion \\"t'nt out of its way to denounce" the lackeys of the Teheran 
government", who" oppress you wit h taxes at will and, when 
they had reduced the land to such a condition that it no longer 
yielded them enough, sold Persia last year to English capitalists ". 
In addressing the" peasants of Anatolia ", it expressed satisfac
tion that, in spite of Kemal's insistent appeals cdling them to 
the colours, they were" trying to organize a people's party of 
your own, your own peasant party, which will be capable of 
continuing the struggle even if the Pashas make peace with the 
Entente despoilers ". It ohortcd the workers of the east generally 
to resist not only the" foreign capitalists ", but also" native 
profiteers". The traditional l\Tuslim pilgrimage to the holy 
places was to be transformed into a pilgrimage to the meeting-place 
of world revolution: 

Formerly you used to cross the desert to visit the sacred 
places: now cross deserts and mountains and rivers to meet 
together and disclIss how to free yourselves from the chains of 
servitude, and join in brotherly lInion to live an equal, free and 
fraternal life.! 

Th(' " first congress of peopks of the east" (as it was officially 
called) met in Bakll on September T, I<)20, under the presidency 
of Zinoviev who, toget her with Radek and Bela Kun, represented 
Comintern at the gat hering and greeted the delegates in its name. 
Thanks to the preparatory work done by party organizations in 
the Caucaslls and in Turkestan,2 it was by far the largest gathering 
which Com intern had yet brought together. Among the 1891 
delegates were 235 Turks, 192" Persians and Parsees ", H Chinese, 

I K01ll1llllnislichcshii Tnternatsimzal, N u. 12 (J Illy 20, 1<)20), cols. 2259-2264-

z 1:::1'('stiya Tscntral'now) Komileta Rossiislwi Kmtl11lUllistidzeslwi Partii 
(l3o/'slw1,ilw1') , Ko. Z2. Sl'ptcmbn IS, 1\)20, p. 2. 
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8 Kurds and 3 Arabs; the rest, including J 57 Armenians and 100 

Georgians, came mainly from the Caucasian amI central Asian 
peoples formerly belonging to the Russian Empire and now 
forming part of the RSFSR or in treaty relations with it. Rather 
more than two-thirds of the delegates professed themselves 
communists. J The invitation had proclaimed the doctrine of 
world revolution in its purest and most uncompromising form. 
Zinoviev's opening speech, infiuenced no doubt by the debates of 
the second congress in Moscow, by the changed military situation 
in the west, and by the character of his audience at Baku, struck a 
rather different note. Muslim beliefs and institutions were treated 
with veiled respect, and the cause of world revolution narrowed 
down to specific and more manageable dimensions. The Muslim 
tradition of the Jehad, or holy war against the infidel, was harnessed 
to a modern crusade of oppressed peoples against the imperialist 
oppressors, with Britain as the main target of attack. The speech 
created a sensation and whipped tht' audience into a mood of 
frenzied enthusiasm. The peroration and the scenes which accom
panied it may be reported in the language of the official record; 

Comrades! Brothers! The timl' has come when you can 
start on the organization of a true and holy people\~ war against 
the robbers and oppressors. The Communist International 
turns today to the peoples of the east and says to them; 
" Brothers, we summon YOll to a holy war, in the first place 
against English imperialism!" (Stormy applause. Prolonged 
hurrahs. The members of the congress ri~e from their se.tts 
and brandish their weapons. The orator is unable for a long 
time to continue his speech. The delegates stand and clap 
applause. The cry rings out: "\Ve swear it "). 

May today's declaration be heard in London, in Paris, in all 
cities where the capitalists arc still in power! May they heed 
the solemn oath, taken hy the representatives of tens of millions 
of the toilers of the cast, that in the east the might of the oppres
sors, of the English, the capitalist yoke which weighs on the 
toilers of the east shall be no more! 

Long live the hrotherly union of the peoples of the east with 
the Communist International ! 

Down with capital, long live the empire of labour! (Stormy 

I 1'" S",·~d Narod(}'IJ V(}sto/w (1920), p .. 'i; on the other hand, Zinovi~v 
in KU1111l11mislicheskii 11l1l'r1Iatsi01wl, No. I{ (November 6, T<)20), cols. 294r-.WH, 
dcsuihed a majority uf lh,· delegates as " nlln-party ". 
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applause. Voices: "Long live the resurrection of the east! " 
Shouts of " Hurrah!" Applause. Voices; "Long live the 
Third Communist International!" Shouts of " Hurrah! " 
Applause. Voices; "Long live the uniters of the cast, our 
honoured leaders, our dear Red Army!" Shouts of" I lurrah ! " 
Applause).' 

More than one later speaker recalled with enthusiasm this opening 
scene of the congress at which swords, daggers and revolvers had 
been" hared " for the fight against imperialism. l 

It does not appear that the congress in its subsequent proceed
ings ever quite recaptured this first uncritical frenzy. A multi
national assemhly nearly 2000 strong is not a working body; and 
the real business \vas transacted behind closed doors by two 
" fractions" or committees representing respectively the party and 
non-party members of the congress. The mere task of translation 
made the proceedings laborious. Russian, Azerhaijani-Turkish 
and Persian were recognized as the ofricial languages. 3 Standard 
Turkish was apparently not understood by some of the Azerbaijani 
and Uzbek delegates, who from time to time demanded transla
tions in their own tongues; and mention is made of translations 
into Kalmyk, Chechen and other languages. J Il spite of these 
handicaps, the congress heard speeches not only from Radek and 
Bela Kun, hut from the delegates of a score or more of eastern 
peoples. Radek was clearly concerned to remove any suspicions 
that the friendship of Moscow might prove fiekle and short-lived: 

A permanent peace between the country of the workers and 
the exploiting countries is impossible. The eastern policy of 
the Soviet Government is thus no diplomatic manccuvrc, no 
pushing forward of the peoples of the cast into the firing-line 

I J'" S"/'zd NfJyodov Vostoka (1920), p. 48. A hostile (;erman commen
tator, whose information carne mainly from Georgian l\lenshevik sources, 
states that the official record of the Baku Congress has been" in part directly 
falsified" by the omission of documents and by the abbreviation or distortion 
of hostile speeches, and that this is proved by comparison with rt'ports in the 
contemporary Baku press (Archiv jllY '<"OZill/wissellsrhajt ulld Sozialp()/ifik 
(Leipzig). I (1<)22), 195-196). The Baku newspapers of 1920 are no longer 
readily acc/>ssible; nor does the writer appear to have consulted them himself. 
The documents which he names were probably omitted for reasons of space, 
as happened in the records of most party congresses: some of them were 
printed after the congresR in KommUllisticheskii JllfeY1l11tsiuIIU/. 

2 T'" S"'ezd Narodov Vostoka (IIj20), pp. 72, 82. 
J Ihid. pp. 9/)- 1 00. 
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in order, by betraying them, to win advantages for the Soviet 
republic .... We are bound to you by a common destiny: 
either we unite with the peoples of the east and hasten the 
victory of the western European proletariat, or we shall perish 
and you will be slaves. 1 

And later another delegate from Moscow, Pavlovich, repeated the 
significant admission made by Lenin at the second congress of 
Comintern, and explained that" with the help of the leading 
proletarian countries the backward peoples can pass over to the 
Soviet system and through a definite stage towards communism 
while avoiding the capitalist stage of development ". Z 

The congress was not, however, free from its embarrassments. 
The skilful joinery which Lenin had effected in Moscow between 
the destinies of the oppressed proletariat of Europe and of the 
oppressed peoples of Asia \\-as less convincing in the variegated 
assembly at Baku. The awkward issue of religion was shelved. 3 

But even so, it was difficult to establish, either in practice or in 
Marxist doctrine, a permanent equation between the revolutionary 
proletariat of the west and the peasantry of the east. The leaders 
of Com intern and the eastern peoples found common cause in a 
common hatred, based on different though not incompatible 
grounds, of "English imperialism". \Vhat united them was, 
first and foremost, the prospect of a joint campaign against a 
common enemy. The Baku congress met at a moment when 
belief in imminent world revolution had been fanned to its highest 
point; the congress itself was a product of that belief. If that 
hope was realized, all would he well. Mutyshev, a delegate from 
the Caucasus, voiced it in regard to Turkey: 

Mustapha Kemal's movement is a national liberation move
ment. \Ve support it, but, as soon as the struggle with imperial
ism is finished, we believe that this movement will pass over to 
social revolution:' 

I Ibid. p. 70. 2 Jbid. p. 144. 
J A hody calling itself" the Indian revolutionary organization in Turkl'stan .. 

sent a pt'tition to the congress from Tashkent begging for help for" the oppressed 
315 millions of the peoplc of India", hut asking that " thiS help should be 
granted without any interf('rence in the domestic or religious life of those who 
await liberation from the yoke of capitalism and imperialism" (ibid. p. 106); 
there is no trace of any discussion of this question at the congress. 

• Ibid. p. 159. 
VOL. JlI S 
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No delegate to the congress was craven enough to ask what would 
happen if this belief were not realized. 

The potential contradiction bctween alternative policies of 
support for bourgcois movements of national liberation seeking 
the alliance of the RSFSR or of support for local communist 
parties in revolt against a national hourgeoisie had not been 
resolved in the discussion of Lenin's and Roy's thcses at the 
second congress of Com intern. The same contradiction, which 
could easily he representcd as a choice between revolutionary 
expediency and a rigid rcvolutionary internationalism, was in no 
way allayed at Baku. On the contrary an unforeseen and un
rehearsed incident of the congress gave a foretaste of the practical 
dilcmma which was SOOIl to confront Soviet policy in other 
fields --- the choice between neglecting an apparcnt national 
interest and taking action difficult to reconcile with revolutionary 
principle. The conversations between Radek and Enver in 
Berlin in 1919 had planted in Enver's mind a firm dctermination to 
utilize Soviet Russia as a spring-board for his own rehabilitation 
and for revcnge on his major enemy, Grcat Britain. \Vhen he 
arrived in Moscow in the summer of IC)20 to oifer his services to 
the Soviet Government, his credentials were his considerable 
military and administrative talents and his firm undying hatred of 
Great Britain, the conqueror of his country and the source of his 
own misfortulles. ",'hat passed in the ensuing conversations is 
unknown. But there is ample evidence of his friendly welcome in 
Moscow, and the report that he was received by Lcnin is plausiblc .. 
Hc was rcgardcd with sufficient favour as a potential ally in eastcrn 
policy to be allowed to appear as a visitor at thc Baku congress of 
eastern peoples. 2 

Hcre, however, the difficulties began. The" young Turk" 

J \"1. von BlOch .. r, /)elllsclz/lIIu/s I{'<,,I,' nach Rapallo (\Vil-shaden, H)51), 
p. I J2; the report evidently elllanatl'd from Envl'r himself. 

2 In a kttt'r to Seeckt of August 26, 1920, Envl'r wrote: .. The day before 
yesterday We conciud(·d a Turkish-Russian treaty of friendship: under this the 
Russians will support us with gold and by all means" (F. von Rabenau, Seecht: 
AilS Seinem /.1'/1"11, I')I8-J'JJ() (1<)40), p. 307). According to L. Fischt-r, The 
Soviets in World Affairs (1930), i, ]H6, Enver .. tried to act as an intermediary 
in the Russo-Turkish pourparlers and to put himself in the position of the real 
representative of Turh'y"; while the evidence is slcmkr, the agreement 
referred to seems more lik('ly to have rt'latt'd to En" .. r', own al-tivities than to 
r .. lations with Angora. 
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revolution of 1908 was primarily nationalist in character, and there-
fore" anti-imperialist". It might by some stretching of language 
he called bourgeois. But it was in no obvious sense democratic; 
and it was not a revolution of the workers, whether proletarian or 
peasant. Nothing in Enver's flamboyant record suggested a cham
pion eithcr of the proletariat or of oppressed nationalities. I Ie was 
one of the authors of the notorious Armenian massacrcs; and there 
was a large Armenian delegation at the congress. On the hypo
thesis that the congress was a meeting-ground for those who on 
whatever pretext hated British imperialism, Enver Pasha was an 
honoured guest. On any other hypothesis he was the declared 
opponent of almost everything the congress professed t(l stand for. 
\,y·orse still, Enyer was the sworn enemy of Kemal, and was not 
unjustly suspected of an ambition to dislodge him from the seat 
of authority in the new Turkey. The Turks at Baku detested 
British imperialism and were for the most part faithful to the 
national revolution which Kemal had carried out in Turkey (it is 
not clear that they were revolutionaries in any other sense); I 

but they wanted no truck with Envcr. Hcnce the principal sponsor 
of Envcr at Baku W;\S Zinoviev himself. Nor was this as para
doxical as it might appear at first sight. Enver was a potcntial 
?.sset of Soviet policy; but he could not easily be regarded as a 
supporter either of national liheration or of world revolution, 
except in the sense in which Soviet policy could be automatically 
identified with these two causes. 

A compromise was reached. Enver did 110t appear in pero.Oll 
in the congress hall. Rut a declaration was read from the platform 
~ not without " noise" and "protests" from the floor·~ in 
which he regretted having been" compelled to fight on the side 
of German imperialism", argued that, " if prcsent-day Russia 
h?d then existed and had been fighting for hcr present aims", he 
would have been whole-heartedly on her side, and, finally, claimed 
to represent a "unioll of thc revolutiunary organizations of 
Morocco, Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, Egypt, Arabia and Hindustan " 
(which seems to have been invented for the purpose). This was 
followed by the reading of a declaration of " the representative 

J According to Zinovicv. one Turkish delegate, a professor, " said openly 
that Turkey wanted nothing from Russia hut arms" (KO/l/ll11l11istidlcskii 
illterllatsiollal, No. 14 (November 6, 1920), col. 2943). 
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of the Angora government", who was also in Baku as an observer 
and tactfully stressed the close friendship between the new 
" national and revolutionary government" of Turkey and revolu
tionary Russia. Then Bela Kun presented a resolution on behalf 
of the presidium; and Zinoviev from the chair, ignoring loud 
requests for a discussion, hastily declared it carried. After some 
general reflections on the Turkish revolution, it issued a warning 
against" those leaders of the movement who in the past led the 
Turkish peasants and workers to the slaughter in the interests of 
an imperialist group" (which might he taken as a censure of 
Enver), and summoned such leaders to redeem their past errors 
by action in the service of the working population (which left the 
door open to his further employment in the future).1 Exactly 
what impression these proceedings made on the congress can no 
longer be ascertained. But the story of Enver as a champion of 
worlel revolution at Baku went the rounds in socialist circles in 
Europe; and six weeks later Zinoviev, when challenged at the 
Halle congress, had some ditliculty in defending even the slightly 
garbled version of the resolution which he read to the delegates.~ 
It was only too easy for the critics to argue, on the one hand, that 
"the Turks, the Persians, the Koreans, the J Iindus and the 
Chinese" were turning" not towards t he communism of 1\1 oscow, 
hut towards the political strength of Moscow ",3 and, on the other 
hand, that Comintern was not immune from a temptation" to 
regard the peoples of the east as pieces on the chessboard of the 
diplomatic \\ar with the Entente "." All these elements were 

I [." ,c,'''e:;:;d l\'oy"dm' I 'os I ,,/'" (If):!O). PI'. lOS-I dL 
2 l.',c,·I'D: Verhaudlllllgl'll des AlIsseror(/I'1II/rc/i(,1I l'arl('ilogs :::1/ lIallc (n,d,), 

PI'. 15<)-1(". Enver's carelT remained eventful to the cl()~e. Aft('r the fiasco 
of Baku he returned to Moscow, and then, after the conclusion of the Soviet
Turkish treaty of "'larch I (', rep I, returnl·d to the ('allcasu~ to ('onduct anti
Kt'rnalist intrigues; according to L, Fischer, Thl' S07'lels ill n '"rld .'I{fairs 
(lC)30), i, 3S7, Kernal protested to the Soviet (;O\Trnmt'nt which put a st~;p to 
En\'er's activities. Envl'r ohtained perrnis"iiof1 to go to Bokhara; for his 
suhsequent ad\'cnturl's and death see Vol. I, PI', 3.lS-33c) . 

.1 As I ,ongut't sug~ested at the Tours congress (Parli S()cialiste,' IS' 
COIIXres National (1921). p. 4°:1), 

4 As Martov alll-ged at the Ilallt' congress (I i.';"'l'f),' '.'nllll11dlrmgel1 lit,S 
Ausserurdentlirhen Purleitaus :::11 l/"lle (n.d.), p. 214); HiJferding had already 
argued that the Baku congress had nothing to do with socialism, and was pure 
power politics (ihid. p. 1 S<). Apart from the En""r episode. Zino"icv's defence 
at Halle of the necessity of running the w,,,krn and eastern revolutions in 
douhle harn"s$ was not unsuccC'"ful (ibid. PI'. I(ll-Ifl]). 
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present iI; the situation at Baku, and were superimposed on the 
original strain of sincere revolutionary enthusiasm. 

This uncomfortable episode probably played a larger part in 
retrospective criticism than at the congress itself. The public 
proceedings ended in an atmosphere of successful achievement 
and mutual congratulation. The congress issued two manifestos --
one" To the Peoples of the East", the other" To the \Yorkers 
of Europe, America and Japan" I --- and passed several resolu
tions. The first of these invited the" oppressed peasantry of the 
cast" to " count in its revolutionary struggle on the support of 
the revolutionary workers of the west, on the support of the 
Communist j nternational and of the Soviet states, present and 
future, and to set up Soviet power in the east n.2 The second 
recommended the seizure of the land by the peasants and the 
expulsion both of " foreign capitalist conquerors" and of " land
owners, bourgeois and other oppressors at home ".3 By a third 
resolution, the congres~ set lip a "council of propaganda and 
action" to execute the policies it had adopted. The council, 
composed of 47 members of more than 20 nationalities, was to 
meet once in three :nont hs at Baku. During the intervals its 
affairs were to be managed by a presidium of seven including two 
representatives of Comintern, who were accorded a right of veto 
on its proceedings. The council was to have a Lranch in Tashkent 
" and in other centres where it may find it neccs~ary ".4 The last 
symbolic act of the congress was to attend a funeral ceremony of 
the 2h Bolshevik commissars of Baku who had met their death 
at the hands of the" whites ", allegedly with British connivance, 
in September Il)Ig, and whose bodies had just been brought back 
to Baku. S 

The Baku congress, though described in its records as the first 
Ctlngress of eastcrn peoples, had no Sllccessor, and left little behind 
it in the way of machinery. '1'he cnllncil of propaganda and action 
was set up at Baku, and made its first report to IKKI in November 

I Th~se were approved in principle by the congress without s ... eing the 
proposed t,'xt (/'" S",'zd Narutiov Vos/o/w (1920), pp. 1I8-119); they were 
not included in the records of the congress, but were published in K01llTllunisti
rli!!s!?ii Internalsiolloi, No. 14 (November 6, 1920), eols. 2941-2944 . 

. , I·f S"ezd Narodm' Vos/o/w (1920), pp. 183-186. 
J Ihid. pp. 199-20(J. 4 Ibid. pp. 211-212, 219-220. 
5 Ibid. pp. <23-224; for this occurrence see Vol. I, p. 344, note I. 
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1920.' In December it annollnced the first issue of a journal, 
The Pmples of tlzr East, to appear in Russian, Turkish, Persian 
and Arabic. ~ There is little other record of its activities. The 
speedy disappearance of the council and its journal"' may have 
been in part a consequence of the Anglo-Soviet trade agreement 
of March H)21; it also illustrated the difficulty of creating any 
effective political organ outside Moscow. Yet, though the Baku 
council of propaganda and action proved a failure, the intensifica
tion of interest in eastern questions in the latter part of 1920 

was responsible for the birth of a significant institution. The 
debate at the second congress of Comintern had produced a fruitful 
suggestion from the delegate of the Netherlands East Indies that 
Comintern should bring communist leaders from eastern countries 
to :Moscow for six months' training in order to fit them for com
munist work among their own peoples. 

\Ve mllst here in Russia give the eastern revolutionaries the 
opportunity to get a theoretical education in order that the Far 
East may become a living memher of the Communist Inter
national. 4 

Even earlier a propaganda school had been established in Tash
kent, where promising young members of eastern nations, whether 
within or beyond the confines of the RSFSR, were trained to 
become propagandists and revolutionary leaders in their respeetive 
countries.' In the autumn of u)2o a new Institute of Oriental 
Studies was created on the foundat ion of the former Lazarevsky 
Institute of Eastern Languages, and the fUTlction was assigned to 
it of providing instruction for" those preparing themselves for 
practieal activity in the east or in connexion with the east ".6 

Then in April H)21, by decree of YTsIK, a Communist lTniversity 

I Kmnmullistic/zeshii IlI/erl/(//"i"n"I, No. 15 (December 20, 1()20), col. J367. 
2 lhid. col~. 3473-3474; no copies of thIS journal have hcen traced. 
J According to a note in Stalin, S'(Jchillnll~\'a, iv, 439, the council" continued 

to exist for about a year" . 
• j Der Zwei/e K'lIlgress <in ]{olllllllllIis/. IlIi£'rl/lI/ioll{/le (Hamburg, 1()21), 

pp. 1<)5-1</'· 
5 This school was a source of constant anxiety to the British Govt'J"nml·nt as 

a nest of potential Indian revolutionari .. s; the bland assurance of the Soviet 
(;overnmcnt in November 1()21 that" no propaganda school exists in Tashkent 
for the preparation of emissaries for India" was cl"rtainly taken with a grain of 
salt (.4l1Jtlo-S'avetslde ()tlIos/wniya, 1 '11 7--l').!7 (1<)27), p. 24). According to 

(:astagnc (Revue du ,\1onde lHasaln/(w, Ii (11)22), 4H), it had --- at what peri oJ 
is not stated - JOO pupils. I, NU1'yi Vostuk, i (1922), 456. 
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of Toilers· of the East was established, in which, in ordcr to preparc 
persons" without mastery of the Russian language" for political 
work, instruction was to be givcn in thc native languages of the 
students.! It was attached to Narkomnats; Broido, dcputy People's 
Commissar for thc Affairs of Nationalities, being its first head. 
Natives of eastern countries both within and outside the RSFSR 
were enrolled for courses intended to last for four or five years, 
the principle being that periods of eight or nine months' instruc
tion in Moscow should alternate with shorter periods of practical 
propaganda work in the field. At the end of the first year the 
university was said to have 700 students of 57 different national
ities; and branches were being set up in Turkestan, at Baku and 
at Irkutsk. 2 At the end of 1<)21 an attempt was made to mobilize 
existing expert knowledge in Russia OIl eastern questions (in 
whieh party resources were small) hy creating a Scientific Society 
of Russian Orientalists with a solid and often learned journal, 
]\'(nJyi Vosto/?, under the editorship of Pavlovich, which Sllccess
fully combined the revolutionary and traditional Russian attitudes 
to the Asiatic peoples, and remained for some years an authorita
tive organ of official opinion. 3 

Thus, while the SImple faith in world revolution simultaneously 
embracing the western industrial nations and the eastern colonial 
peoples which had originally inspired the n"ku congress soon 
faded, what \",as left was a stout conviction of the importance of 
Asia both in revolutionary and in national policy and of the need 
to draw strength from the east in order to confront the hosl ik 
world of western capitalism. The Baku ccmgress played at least a 
symbolical part in restoring to Soviet policy the sense of Hussia's 
twofold destiny, in the cast as well as in the west, in Asia as well 
as in Europe. It was easy, without changing the suhstance of that 
destiny, to express it in revolutionary terms. Stalin did so in 
the unusually eloquent peroration of a speech delivered in Baku, 
two months after the congress, on the third anniversary of the 
revolution: 

I Sobranie (Tzalwnenii, I<)2 r, No. 26, art. 191. 
2 Revue till Monde IIIumlnNI11 , Ii (U)22), 46-4R; the infonnation appears to 

have been ul"rivt"u from a pamphlet written hy Broiuo on tht' first anniversary 
of the university. Its fourth anniversary in 1925 was celebrated by a speech 
from Stalin (Sochineniyo, vii, 133-152). 

3 Nor,yi Voslol<, j (1C)22), 454; ReVile du 1I1onde ]Wllsulm{lll, Ii (1922), 49-53. 
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Paraphrasing the famous words of Luther, Russia might 
say: " Here I stand on the border-line between the old capitalist 
and the new socialist world; here, on this line, I unite the efforts 
of the proletarians of the west with t he efforts of the peasantry 
of the cast in order to demolish the old world. lVlay the God of 
history help me." I 

Moreover, as disappointment grew with the failing prospect of 
revolution in the west, ever stronger reliance was placed on the 
aid that wOllld come from the east for the final overthrow of the 
capitalist Powers. Lenin, in his last published article Better [,£'.1'.1', 

hut Edta, noting the slowness with which the western countries 
were " completing their development towards socialism", con
soled himself with the consideration that" the east has finally 
entered the revolutionary movement" and reflected that" Russia, 
J ndia, China, etc. constitute a gigantic majority of the poplllation 
of the world ".2 The Baku congress may fairly he called the 
starting point of this process of calling in the cast to redress the 
unfavourable balance pf the west. \Vhether Soviet foreign policy 
was to follow revolutionary lint'S or to shape itself ill a traditional 
mould of national intercsts, full recognition of the importance of 
the rtlle of the cast in determining its course may be said to date 
from the winter of H)20- 1<)21. 

I Stalin, ."{)r IlfflClTf)'(1, i\~. JfJJ . 
.2 L.enin, .r...,'()(-Iulll'lllYI.l, xxyii, 4' .c;-~ll 7. 
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NEP IN FOREIGN POLICY 

T.II E su~nme.r of 1920 was ,the last period (~uring which l~elief 
m the unmmence of the }"uropeall revolutlOn was a dom1l1ant 
factor in Soviet foreign policy. The war with Poland and 

the interruption which it entailed in the incipient rapproclirment 
with western Europe provided a fresh stimulus to revolutionary 
propaganda; ann the spectacular victories of the Red Army 
opened up, for the first time since the winter of 191R-1919, what 
seemed an immediate prospect of re\'olution in Europe. But, 
when this short-lived vision faded with the defeat of the Red 
Army before \Varsaw and the armistice of October 12, 1920, 

which represented at worst a defeat for the Soviet power and at 
best a stalemate, world revolution was once more a dream of 
the future, and foreign policy once more became primarily a 
matter of diplomatic man(ruvre and negotiations. By the end of 
Octoher 1920 Great Britain, at this moment Soviet Russia's most 
important adversary in the diplomatic game, was also prepareJ to 
treat the events of the summer of I920 as a passing episode, and 
to take up again the threads which had been temporarily dropped 
while that episode was in progress. Negotiations were resumed, 
and carried forward to their conclusion in the Anglo-Soviet trade 
agreement of March 192 I . 

The months from May to October I920, while they repre
sented in one sense a digression from a course started before these 
events hegan and resumed as soon as they were over, lett none 
the less a profound mark on Soviet relations with the outside 
world. In the first months of 1920 a sense of relief at the supposed 
ending of the civil war and an eager desire for peace and recon
struction had brought the policy of conciliation into the ascendant. 
The autumn of 1920 brought a further strengthening of those 

27 1 
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forces in Soviet policy which made for a temporary accommodation 
with the capitalist world. The infliction on the RSFSR of a 
further period of hostilities had increased the already intolerable 
hardships of the population, and carried a stage further the 
collapse of the shattered economic machine. The peasant dis
contents and disorders, which first became menacing in the 
autumn of 1920, demanded a relaxation in the tension of economic 
policy at home and an alleviation in material conditions which only 
agreement with foreign capitalists could bring in any near future. 
Faith in the revolutionary aid of the European proletariat had 
once more heen disappointed. \Yhi1c the machinery of Comintern 
continued to operate the intransigent and uncompromising 
policies laid down hy the second congress, the country was 
moving towards the mood which made NEP hoth possible 
and indispensable; and a foreign policy of eonciliation and 
compromise with the capitalist world was a natural corollary of 
NEP. 

At the same time the war with Poland and the last stages of 
the civil war had been accompanied hy a change of sentiment in 
all sections of the population which is more diHicult to analyse. 
Even before I<PO the hazards of the civil war, and the increasing 
prestige and power of a rl'gime which had s(.'emed at first to have 
no great chances of survival, created in the masses, if not a 
positive loyalty to the new order, at any rate a tolerant acceptance 
of it. l\ 0 worker and no peasant seriously desired the return of 
the " whites"; and the foreign aid received by them imparted 
a flavour of national sentiment to the struggle waged against the 
intruders in defence of the young republic. I It was the Polish 
invasion of May H)20 \vhich finally rekindled in the RSFSR the 
flame of Russian patriotism. Even Zinoviev was quick to recog
nize the significance of this new asset and the prospect of turning 
it to good account: 

The war is hecoming national. Not only the advanced 
sections of the peasantry but even the wealthy peasants are 

I The intervl'ntion of Japan was morc eflicacious than that of thc western 
allies in evoking patriotic reactions, partly because it recalled memories of the 
Russo-J apanesl' war. partly because it was more obviously inspired by ambitions 
of national aggrandizement. For this reason the usc of Japanese troops was 
deprecated by both British and Anwrican representatives in Moscow. 
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hostile to the designs of the Polish landowners. We 
communists must be at the head of this national movement 
which will gain the support of the entire population and daily 
grows stronger.' 

I n the heady atmosphere of the triumphant advance into Poland 
and of the second congress of Comintern, patriotic sentiment 
proved as intoxicating a stimulant as revolutionary fervour, and 
at least equally lasting in its consequences. 

Not less significant was the impetus given by the Polish war to 
the gradual reconciliation with members of the former official and 
administrative classes who were being drawn back into the service 
of the Soviet Government ill increasing numhers as technicians 
and bureaucrats-- a reconciliation ,,,hch betokened not only a 
qualified recognition of Soviet aims and policies by its former 
opponents, but a certain measure of assimilation of those aims and 
policies to once despised traditional Russian sentiment. 2 The 
Polish war was also an important landmark in the transforma
tion of the revolutionary Red Army into a national army. 
The Red Army which won the civil war was built up round a 
cadre of former T~;arist officers of many different types, ranging 
from senior officers like Vatsetis and Sergei Kamenev, the first two 
commanders-ill-chief of the Red Army, both of them former 
colonels of the imperial general staff, to jUllior subalterns like 
Tukhachevsky, who made a brilliant career in the new army and 
within a year was promoted general. Trotsky records Lenin's 
surprise on hearing from him early ill It) J <) that 30,000 slIch 
officers had already been recruited into the Red Army, and his 
judgment that .. for every traitor there are a hundred who arc 
dependable ".3 The eighth party congress in March 1l)19 gave 
its cautiolls approval to the employment of these "military 

I Pravda, May, S, 11)20; the British Lahour delegation yisiting Russia at 
the time noted " the birth and growth of a new patriotism" (British Labour 
])ellgatiml to Russia, 192(): U"j>OYt (1<)20), p. 122). 

, Sec Vol. I, pp. 371-372. In the first y!'ars of the regime the charge 
commonly brought against it by " white" emigres was that of sacrificing Russian 
llational interests to communist ideals: a typical expression of this reproach 
may he found, for example, in L. Pasvolsky, Russia i" the Far Fast (N.Y., 1(22), 
p.140-141. The converse charge of sacrificing communism to Russian national 
interests Cmllt' later. 

.1 L. Trotsky, l'vfoya ZlIi:::1/' (Berlin, 11)30), ii, ISO; Lt'nin rekrred to this 
conversation in a public speech (Soc/Zinmiya, xxiv, 65). 
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specialists" ; 1 and once victory had been achieved, tributes 
began to be paid to their share in it. In March 1920 Trotsky 
paid an eloquent tribute to a former Tsarist general, Nikolaev, 
who had been captured hy the .• whites" in the campaign against 
Yudenich while serving with the Red Army, and shot.! In May 
H)20, on the outbreak of the Polish war, Brusilov, the last Tsarist 
commander-in-chief, otfered his services to the Red Army, and 
proposed to convene a conference of prominent officers of the old 
Tsarist army to consider ways and means of assisting in its 
organization. The offer was acccpted by the Soviet Government..l 
It would bc unprofitable to generalize on the varied complex of 
the motives, conscious and unconscious, animating those former 
Tsarist officcrs who took service in the Red Army. But, by 
the spring of 1920, national loyalty to what was after all the 
established government of their country had come to play an 
important part; and this evolution was completed by thc oppor
tunity of participating actively in war against one of Russia's most 
persistent traditional enemies and invaders - the Poles. I n a 
eulogy of Scrgci Kamenev written towards the end of 1()20, Radek 
noted that" in the thrce years of civil war an elite has crystallized 
out of the old Tsarist officers which is inwardly united with the 
Soviet C;overnment ".4 But here, too, the influence was mutual. 
By absorbing into itself the offIcers of formcr Russian armies, and 
hy winning their loyalties, the Red Army was hastcning its own 
evolution into the national army of the Soviet republic. Here, 
too, thc war against Poland was a fertile breeding ground of tradi
tional patriotism. 

Thus, in the autumn of 1()20, as the long period of civil and 

I VKP(B) z' Rezolyutsl)'a/dt (1<)41). i, ]02; Sokolnikov, wh" was rapporteur 
to tht' congress on thl' military question in the absence of Trotsky at the front, 
spoke of .. tens of thousands of old special ists .. til the Red Arm\' (Vo"moi 
,'o,"'ezd H.KP(lJ) (J(}3]), p. 148); the so-called .. military opposition" at the 
congress did not contest the employment of former otlicers, hut sought to 
strengthen the control over them hy the political commissars. 

l Komll11mistiche.,hii 11ltI'r1l11lsional, No. ') (l\'1arch 22, 1<)20), cols. 142]-1424. 
reprinted in L. Trotsky, Kal< VOIIYllzlwlas' Rez.olyutsiya, ii (1<)24), i, 100; 
other similar trihutes arc recorded ihid. ii, i, 10(,-107. 

3 Ibid. ii, ii, 115; Brusiloy's letter containing the olfer was published in 
Pravda, May 7, J()20. 

4 K. Radek, Die Auswiirlige Politi" Sonj"t-Russlands (Hamburg, IC)2I), 

pp. 67-68; in a Russian translation published two years later (Vlll!sl/tl)'f/)'a 
Politilw 8m'clsl,,;; Rossii (Jl)23)) this passage was omitted. 
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international war was drawing to a close, the way was being 
prepared for a new conception of foreign policy which would 
emphasize the defence of national interests and mark the retreat 
from a policy hostile in principle to all capitalist governments 
towards a policy which was prepared to bargain with capitalist 
governments individually or collectively on grounds of mutual 
expediency. It would, however, be an exaggeration to describe 
the shift in emphasis as a radical reversal of outlook. The pursuit 
of world revolution was not eliminated under the new dispensa
tion, just as the pursuit of national interest had never been absent 
under the old. Indeed it was always possihle to argue that both 
policies were means of defending the national interest, and that 
they were complementary rather than alternative. If the Soviet 
regime had been enabled to survive the ordeal of the civil war, 
partly through revolutionary propaganda directed to the masses 
in the capitalist countries, partly through the mutual jealousies 
and hostilities of the capitalist world, it was reasonable to deduce 
that its survival and wel1-being would continue to be promoted 
not only by maintaining the propaganda hut also by fostering the 
jealousies and hostilities. Thus, at a moment when the growing 
opposition of the workers in the capitalist world to anti-Soviet 
action, and the onset of the economic crisis, were driving the 
western countries towards cooperation with Soviet Russia, differ
ent, though equally compelling, forces were dictating to the Soviet 
leaders a new policy of cooperation with the capitalist world. 
Lenin struck the new note in his address to a Moscow party 
conference in November 1920 : 

We have not only a breathing space, we have a new stage 
in which our fundamental position in the framework of the 
capitalist states has been won. 

To pretend that the Bolsheviks had " promised, or dreamed of 
being ahle, to transform the whole world by the strength of Russia 
alone" was absurd: 

Of such madness we were never guilty: we always said 
that our revolution will conquer when it is supported hy the 
workers of all countries. I t turned out that they supported us 
by halves, since they weakened the arm that was raised against 
us, but all the same in this way they did help uS. l 

I Lenin, Sochincniya, xxv, 485-486. 
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The notion of a Soviet repuhlic, or group of Soviet republics, 
standing alone on the territory of the former Tsarist empire as an 
island in a capitalist world -_. a notion which had in the early days 
of the revolution been dismissed as chimerical--- was beginning 
to take shape. And twice in his speech Lenin returned to what 
was bound to become in these conditions a major preoccupation 
of Soviet diplomacy: 

So long as we remain, from the economic and military 
standpoint, weaker than the capitalist world, so long we must 
stick to the rule: we must he clever enough to utilize the 
contradictions and oppositions among the imperialists .... 
Politically we must utilize the conflicts among our adversaries 
which are explained hy the most profound economic causes. I 

As he had done before,2 Lenin depicted this policy in terms not of 
change but of continuity. "To utilize the division hetween the 
capitalist countries so as to make agreement between them 
difficult Of, so far as we can, make it temporarily impossible ", 
he added a month later, had been" the fundamental line of our 
policy for three years". J Yet the anxious caution displayed by 
Lenin in :\'ovemher and December H)20 stood in striking contrast 
with the optimism of his pronouncements earlier in the year. 
Politically the re\'olution had consolidated itself, as the rallying of 
the officer class and the former hourgeoisie to the Bolshevik flag 
had shown. Economically it was in a more desperate quandary 
than ever, since the proletariat of the more advanced countries 
had failed to come to its aid. 'rhe dilemma which was creating 
the conditions for l':EP at home was also almost insensibly 
re-shaping the relations of the Soviet Covernment wit h foreign 
countries. 

\Vhen Lenin now contemplated the necessity of corning to 
terms with the capitalist states, he was thinking primarily and 
specifically of agreements calculated to relieve economic difficul
ties and uncertainties by encouraging a flow of foreign imports 
to meet desperate needs, locomotives and machinery being the 
most urgent items. 

, Lenin, ,<.,'()chillelliya. xxv, 41)1{, 501. 
2 Sl'l' p. 70 above. J Lenin, S()c/Zillclliy{/, xAvi, 8. 
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We mllst be clever enough [wrote Lenin at this time], by 
relying on the peculiarities of the capitalist world and exploiting 
the greed of the capitalists for raw materials, to extract from it 
such advantages as will strengthen ollr economic position
however strange this may appear --- among the capitalists. l 

So far as this end could be achieved by comprehensive negotiations 
with capitalist countries, the informal Swedish agreement of May 
15, 1920/ remained the sole achievement up to date. In the later 
stages of the Polish war the treaty concluded with Estonia in the 
previous February was supplemented by treaties with Lithuania, 
Latvia and Finland;·J but these opened channels for trade rather 
than provided the substance of it. In September 1920 Litvinov 
went to Oslo and conducted prolonged trade negotiations with 
the Norwegian (;overnment, but without result. 4 Above all, the 
vital negotiations with Greal Britain had been brought to a com
plete standstill by the Polish dispute. When Krasin after a 
month's absence returned to London early in August, this time 
accompanied by Kamenev, he found the atmusphere wholly 
changed. Lloyd George was interested only in the saving of 
Poland; 5 political circles hostile to Soviet Russia were once 
more in the ascendant. Prejudices irrelevant to the Polish issue 
were invoked to prevent a resumption of the trade negotiations; 
and on September 10, 1<)20, Kamenev was requested to leave the 
country, the charges against him being that he had been concerned 
in the sale of Russian crown jewels, that he had been the channel 
for passing subsidies to the nail), Jierald, that he had had relations 
wit h the subversive" council of action", and that he had misled 
Lloyd George a month earlier on the terms offered to Poland. 1I 

A week later, Krasin issued a statement disclaiming responsibility 
for" Kamcncv's activities". It was an unreal situation in which 
a delegate could disavow the alleged actions of a colleague and the 
disavowal be accepted as satisfactory. But by this time the Red 

I Lellimkii S'bomi". xx (H)32). 169. Z i3ee pp. 162-163 above. 
3 :";S'SR: Sbortli/~ Deist1lUyushchihh DO/fU1'Oyut'. i-ii (1924). No. 35. pp. 13o-r 42. 
4 The correspondence as published by the Norwegian Government was 

reprint"d in S',n·iet Russia (N.Y.), December 25. 1920. pp. 642-645. 
, Lloyd George received Krasin and Kamenev on August 4. 1\120. and 

pressed them to stop the advance of the Red Army. 
6 The request for Kamencv's "xpulsion was published in The Times of 

September I I. I 920. the charges against him three days later; for the councils 
of action and the incident of the terms to Poland see pp. ;;U 2-213 above. 
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Army was in full retrcat, and Wrangcl had opened his offensive 
in south Russia. For a brief momcnt the wishful thinking of the 
summer of 191<) once more took command of British policy. 
A few weeks earlier, fears of an overrunning of Europe by the Red 
Army fighting under the banner of world revolution had ruled out 
any possibility of resuming negotiations with Krasin. Now hopes 
that the Soviet regime was ahout to succumb to the combined 
assaults of l'ilsuc\"ki and \Vrangcl had exactly the same result. 
In Krasin's words: .. Lloyd (;eorge was waiting to see whether 
the Soviet power would not collapse under the blows of the 
Polish legions ".1 The interruption of the slimmer of 1920 was 
prolonged well into the autumn. 

It was in part thc slow progrcss of negotiations with Great 
Britain which in the summer of H)20 turned back the attcntion of 
Soviet leaders, for the tlrst time for Hearly two years, to the United 
States; and about the same time American official circles began to 
canvass the opportunities of trade with Soviet Russia. In Decem
ber J()j() Lansing, the Secretary of State, wrote a confidential 
memorandum suggesting the creation of an institution with a 
capital of 100 million dollars to finance American trade with 
Russia; 2 and in March 1920 the first reports of an impending 
invitation to Krasin to visit London provoked jealous enquiries 
from the American Government..l Throughout J()20, however, 
anti-Soviet forces continued to predominate. I n December I <) I <), 

249 known or suspected communists were deported from l\'ew 
York to Soviet Russia -- an incident which created SOII1C stir in 
a country which had hitherto enjoyed an unbroken record of 
offering an unqualified right of asylum to political rebels. Pro
ceedings for the deportation of Martens were set on foot in March 
19204 following a searching puhlic investigation of his record and 
activitics before the Senate foreign affairs committee. 5 American 
policy continucd to ,vear, in Soviet eyes, its ambiguous and problem
atical character. The ljnitet! States had intervened like the 

I L. D. Krasin, Vuprosy Vlles/mei Tor!:01'1i (J I)ZX), p. 271). 
2 F"rI-'IKlI Rdati()ns of Iltl> [Tllileu States, 19.JO, iii (1<)36), 443; nothing more 

was hearu of this project. J Ibid. iii, 706-707, 
4 Ibid. iii, 455-456. 
I Senate Furei!:1l Re/alions ClJ1llmittl'l': RUHiurl Propaganda, /lellrill!: ... 

to investigate S/lItuS lind Actit·itics of Ludwig C. A. K. JlJarlellS (JI)20); 1\lartl"Os 
was eventually deporteu in January I<)Zl. 
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other allies in the civil war against the Soviet regime, while protest
ing that its policy was non-intervention. It had denied that it was 
participating in a blockade of the RSFSR, hut had taken as 
effective steps as anyone to prevent its citizens from trading with 
that country. On July 7, 1920, the United States Government 
removed all restrictions on trade with Soviet Russia, but at the 
same time instructed American diplomatic and consular officers 
to take no action which" ofEcially or unofIlcially, directly or in
directly, assists or facilitates commercial or other dealings" 
between American citizens and that country. I Finally in August 
1920, in response to an enquiry from the Italian Government, 
Colhy, Wilson's last Secretary of State, defined the American 
attitude in a note which was published and long remained famous. 
"The present rulers of Russia" were described as not being 
"a government with which the relations common to friendly 
governments can be maintained." On the contrary, they had 
"frequently and openly boasted that they are willing to sign 
agreements and undertakings with foreign PO\vers while not 
having the slightest intention of observing such undertakings or 
carrying out such agreements ". l\10reover, they had proclaimed 
the opinion that " the very existence of Bolshevism in Russia, 
the mainknance of their own rule, depends, and must continue 
to depend, upon the occurrence of revolutions in all other gre<lt 
civilized nations, and made it plain that they intend to use evel y 
means, including, of course, diplomatic agencies, to promote StH h 
revolutionary movements in other countries ". The note provoked 
a counter-statement from Chicherin which appeared in I:.:~7)estiy([ 

under the heading" Refutation of a Bourgeois J,ie "and was of1icially 
communicated to the State Department by Martens. After the 
usual comments on the unreality of bourgeois democratic freedom, 
the statement boldly declared that Soviet Russia had always 
faithfully observed her engagements·--" even the Brest-Litovsk 
treaty which was imposed upon Russia by violence" >-.- and that, 
" if the Russian Government hinds itself to abstain from spreading 
communist literature, all its representatives ahroad are enjoined 
scrupulously to observe this pledge ". But, in spite of its 
controversial nature, the statement ended with the propitiatory 
hope that" in the near future normal relations will be established 

1 Fureign Relatiulls of the Unitl'd States, I920, iii (1936), 717-719. 
VOL. III T 
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between Russia and the lJ nited States ". I A fortnight later 
Trotsky, in an interview with John Reed, dropped a strong hint 
of another ground of common interest hetween Soviet Russia 
and the United States: 

:\ot only can we live with bomgeois governments, but we can 
work together with them within very broad limits. It is per
fectly dear that our attitude to the antagonism in the Pacific 
will be determined by the attitllde of Japan and the United 
States to L1S.l 

It was at this moment, when the civil war was almost over, 
when the economic pressures of war cOlIllllunism were setting up 
intolerable stresses on the home front, and when determined 
attempts to open up trading relations vV'ith Creat Britain and other 
capitalist countries of the west seemed to have reached a dead 
point, that a chain of accidents led to the active revival of a plan 
which had first been mooted in J <) IS 3 and ne\"Cr wholly forgotten 
-- the ofl"er of concessions in 8m'iet Russia to foreign capitalists. 
It was logical that, at a time \\hcn Soviet Russia desperately 
needed capital equipment for her industrial development from 
abroad and had nothing to offer in retllrn hut her largely UI1-

de"clopcd natural resources, the idca of attracting foreign capital 
by the offer of concessions to exploit these resources should 
constantly recur; it was also logical that thoughts should con
stantly revert to the lTnited States of America as the most promis
ing source of capital investments, not only hecause America had 
capital to invest, but because America was less suspect than other 
leading capitalist countries of political designs against the Soviet 
power. The memorandum handed to Robins ill :Ylay 191R 
suggested that America might" participate actively in the exploita
tion of the marine riches of eastern Siberia, of coal and other mines, 
as weB as in railroad and marine transportation construction in 
Siberia and north European Russia ". The development of 
inland waterways bot h in northern Russia and in t he basin of the 
Don \'ias cited as a further opportunity for American capital; 

I The Colby note and Chichl'fin's reply arc in Fureir.;l1 Relatiolls ()f the 
Ullitfd .','taus, JI}'!IJ, iii (H)J(J), 463-4h8, 474-478; Chit:hcrin's reply originally 
appeared in i::::z'l'StiYll, Septt,mbcr 10, !f)20 . 

. , L. Trotsky, Kah F(J{Jru~//(}/rl\' l<""'(J/Y!llsiyr/, Ii (1'124), ii. 283. 
1 See y,,1. 2. Pl'. 110-1.11. 
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and it was suggested that" the United States could also participate 
on a large scale in the development of certain well-known extensive 
agricultural tracts by introducing modern methods, receiving in 
return a large proportion of the products ".1 The whole sub
sequcnt concessions programme of the Soviet Government was 
already outlined in rudimentary form in this memorandum. 

For some time the project of foreign concessions was kept in 
the forefront of Soviet economic policy. In the summer of H)I8 

Sovnarkom appointed a commission to consider thc conditions on 
which concessions might he granted to foreigners; and in Sep
tcmher H)l8 Lomov made a report to Vcsenkha, arguing strongly 
against the view of the I,eft opposition that such concessions were 
" incompatible with the socialist constitution of Russia". But 
the subject was not actual at thc moment, since no prospectivc 
investors had presentcd themselves; and Vescnkha refrained from 
passing any rcsolution.! In the winter of H)l8-H) ambitious 
negotiatioIls werc started with Norwegian and" white" Russian 
interests for thc construction of a railway from Murmansk across 
northern Russia to the mOllth of the Oh in Siberia, the quid pro 
quo being a timber concession of 48 years' duration over a vast 
area of northern Russia. J ,omov was once more the champion of 
thc proposal. It securcd approval in principle from Sovnarkom. 
But thc " vvhite " aHiliations of the project made it an easy target 
for the opposition. In March 19H) it was abandoned, and some 
Soviet citizens associated with it were arrested on a charge of 
consorting with enemies of thc rcgime. 3 Thcreafter, with the 
progress of the civil war and Soviet Russia's increasing isolation, 

J Russian-American Reilltiolls, cd. C. K. Cummings and W. W. Pettit 
(1920), p . .!II. Robins presented the memorandum to the State Department 
with :1 covering report dated July I, 191R, in which he advocated the sending of 
an economic commission to Russia (ibid. pp. 212-219); the memorandum was 
forwarded hy Lansing tn \Vilson, who annotated it: "I dilft"r from them 
[i.c. the proposals] only in practical dt"tails "; but nothing further transpired 
(Forei~n Rdatifl1l.< of the Uniled .'>'Ia/.'.,: The Lansillf( Papers, 1()14- Ir)70, ii 
(1940 ), 36 5-372 ). 

1 R. Labry, Chle Le!!is/lltion Communiste (1920), pp. 168-172, where Lomov's 
report is translated in full; Narodlloe Kho:::~'fIistf'o, No. 12, 1918, p. 27. 
Vlillingncss to grant concessions to foreigners, as well as willingness to 
recognize foreign dehts, was announced in the note to the allied Powers of 
February 4, 1919. accepting the Prinkipo invitation (see pp.1I0-1 II above). 

J The sources for this episode, mainly the contemporary press, are cited in 
(;. Gers("huni, ])ie K01l::ressionspo/itih Sowietruss/mlds (1927), pp. 33-37; it IS 

not clear that thl' proj,'ct ,·n'l" had solid financial backing. 
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and with the growing antipathy of war communism to capitalist 
methods and procedure, I the offer of concessions, though never 
formally abandoned, was allowed to lapse. It reappeared only in 
the lat~ summer of 1920 with an article by Lomov, which was 
significantly translated for the Soviet journal published in New 
York. z 

This was the situation when, in the autumn of 1920, an 
American tr,1\'eller named Vanderlip reached Moscow. I Ie was a 
mining engineer by profession, and more than twenty years earlier 
had made a journey with a companion through northern Sakhalin 
and Kamchatka, prospecting without success for gold.] He was 
apparently taken, and allowed himself to he taken, for a well
known banker of the samc name, with wholTl he in fact had no 
c<lnnexion whatever. 4 BIIt Americans were rare in l\loscow in 
Ilj20; all American business men were reputed to he millionaires; 
and Vanderlip was at once accepted as a highly important and 
influential personage. I lis assumed wealth and status assured him 
an attentive car for what he had to put forward. According to 
Lenin, Vanderlip arri\'ed with a proposal, expressed with all " the 
frankness, cynicism and crudity of the American !?lIlak ", for a 
lease of Kamchatka, the mineral resources of which, especially oil 
and naphtha, would be invaluahle in the coming American war 
with Japan. 1 Ie explained that" our party", i.e. the Republicans, 
was expected to win the forthcoming presidential election; and, 
if the lease of Kamchatka were granted, this would create such en
thusiasm that the recognition of the Soviet Go"emment was certain.' 

I An article in Namdlloe Khozyaist1'o, NO.7, 11)11), p. 32, arl-:ucd that 
concessions should he grantt'd to foreigners only for constructional projects 
which wer~ destined to he directly operated b)' statt' or muniCIpal authorities 
(railways, canals, clcctrical installations, etc,), so that full public control was 
assured. 

2 S'ovirl Russia (;'>;.Y.), Septcm]",r J I, 11)20, pp, 2,'i4-3SS; the original 
source of the article is not stated, and has not been tracl'd. 

J \V. B. Vanderlip and H. B. Hulbert, In Smrflr uf II ,",'ii>l'yi(lII K(o/ld,,/w 
(~.Y" 11)03), descrihes the journey, . 

• Accordin" to the report of a State Department official who inttTvil'wed 
Vanderlip before his departure for j\'!oscow, he represented a husiness group in 
California, whose interest 'vas, hov.;cver, conditional on a .. binding agrt'cnlcnt " 
het\Ve~n the American and Soviet Governments (l\ational Archives of th" 
United States, Record (;roup 861.602, v, zH/4). 

5 Lenin, Sochi1lcniya, xxv, 502-503; xxvi, 6; L. Fischer, 'who had acc(~s~ 
to Soviet official ~nurces, puts the value of the proposed concession at 
$3,000,000,000 (The Soviets ill World Affairs (1930), i, 300). 
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h.amchatlta had hitherto heen naturally regarded as part of 
the Far Eastern Republic. But fortunately the frontier had not 
yet been drawn; Kamchatka was hastily restored to the RSFSR.I 
So far as any real authority existed at this time in the remote 
peninsula, it was apparently being exercised in Japan. But this 
did not diminish the attraction of the proposal to the Soviet 
(;overnment, which was lJnIikdy to miss any chance, however 
remote, of enlisting American support against Japanese encroach
ments in Siberia. Before Vanderlip left l\luscuw he had an inter
view with Lenin and a contract was signed; 2 and this agreement 
was the immediate inspiration of an important decree on conces
sions adopted by Sovnarkom on I\:ovember 23, 1920. The decree 
noted that the rate of recovery of the Russian economy could he 
" increased many times over" by bringing in foreign firms or 
institutions" for the exploitation and development of the natural 
riches of Russia", and that, on the other hand, a shortage of raw 
materials and an excess of capital existed " in some European 
countries and especially in the United States": this had led to 
concrete proposals having already been made to the Soviet 
(;overnment for concessiuns for foreign capital. Such concessions 
could in principle be granted to solid and reliable foreign concerns, 
\\ hich would receive by way of remuneration a proportion of the 
products of the enterprise under concession with a right to export 
t hem. Concessions of suf1ieient duration would be granted to 
ensure an adequate return with a guarantee against nationalization 
or confiscation. Soviet workers could he employed under the 
conditions prescribed in the Soviet labour code. A list was 
appended to the decree of 72 items available for concessions to 
foreign capitalists: these comprised timber concessions in northern 
Russia and in Siberia, mining concessions in Siberia and agricul
tural concessions in south-eastern Russia.] 

The decree, whieh was an anticipation of NEP in the field of 
foreign policy, and was regarded with mistrust by many party 

1 The treaty drawing the frontier was signed in IVro~cow on l.kcembcr 15, 
IC)20 (RSFSR,' Sbomih j)1'iS/~'uy1lShchikh Dogm'orov, ii (IC,I:!I), No. 53. PI'. 
7H-79). 

, On the Soviet side, the contract was signed by Hykov as presidl'nt of 
V l'sl'nkha (Trudy IV VSl'TossiiskoR" S" ezda Sovetov NClrodncw" /, iwzyaisft'li 
(1<)21), p. 57); the text ne\'er appears to have been publishl'd. 

I S·obrallit· Uzaiwnellii, 1'J'!O, No. 91, art. 4Sl. 
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stalwarts,1 bore no immediate fruit. Though the main condition 
laid down in the Vanderlip agreement -- a Republican victory 
at the American presidential ekction· was quickly realized, thc 
project went no further; and I ,enin, who rcmained suspiciously 
convinced that" all this story played a certain role in thc policy 
of thc imperialists", felt aggrieH.'d when Harding, the newly 
elected president, issued a statement that he knew nothing of 
any Vanderlip concessions.~ But for Lenin the Vanderlip agree
ment and the concessions decree meant more than a clever stroke 
to play otr the llnited States against Japan, more even than the 
prospect of some alleviation of present economic distresses; it 
meant a recognizcd place {or Soviet Russia in a capitalist world 
economy, a basis of future rdations \\ith capitalist Po\\ers. 

If YOI1 read and re-read attentively t he decree of ;\;(}vemlwr 
23 on concessions [he told a group of party workers], you will 
sec that we underline the importance of world economy: we 
do this ddiheratcly. This is an incontestably correct standpoint. 
For the restoration of \\"()rld eC()llomv the utilization of Russian 

I Opposition was panicularh stlOnl( in tht' trade unions, and was (·xprt·sSt·d 
at the fOUlth AII-I{u""'tl ('olll(n·ss of Trade l;I1iolls in l\lay 1<)21, \\"JJt'n not 
Jess than 150 enquiries on this ~llhjcd \VC,,',(' St'nl up to the platfortll (C'/u'!'l.'l'l'lyi 

/",,'}"(Jsslisliii S''''':::<1 j'ro(t'Ssiul1l1l'lly/,h ."'·"YII:::m· (11)2 I), i (PlenurlIY), (1). The "qui
vocal situation which might arise from the employment of Soyit'twurkcrs by foreign 
CI!1l(l'Hi""11ircs had bn'n apparcnt frum tht· outs('(; as Hadek put it III lVla\' 
I<)IH, .. there must not in future be two scts of laws in Hu"ian territory, laws 
for fret' wurkns working in Soyit·t cntnpris('s and laws fur slaves working for 
foreign capital" (Trudy 1 r'st'/"(Jssiis/wgll S"',':::dll ."'07.·,·tm· Nurotillogo Klw:::yais/7'u 
(1<)IS), p. 22). A long sellll-otlicial article In' Stepanov ill ,!<-feIlCl' of the con
cesslons polley \vhieh appeared ]11 Hussisdll' J\.()rr{>s/JOutif'!IZ, ii, i, No. 1-2 

(January-February 1<)21). Pl'. ()H-H7. opened with tht' admIssion thal .. the 
question of granting conct'ssiuns to forcirrl1 capitalists is plOvoking disquiet in 
party circles" ; this was omitted from tht' \'('rsion in Kmlll/!/lllislicheskii Ill/er
IUllsi'mal, 1\0. I() (-''larch 31, 1<)2J), cols. 35IS-J522, which r('fnred only to 
the II CxcLtclllent .. of the bourgt:oisie over the dccrel'. 

" Lenin, S()('IIIIlI'IlI)'O, xxv, 505. The legend of Vanderlip, So"i"t Russia's 
first millionaire "isitor, died hard: the bio~raphical index to the second edition 
of Lnlin's \Yorh continues to identify the ,isitor with F. A. Vanderlip, the 
hanker and industrialist (ibid. XX\" bS2; Lenin made the same mistake in 
referring to F. A. Vanderlip's book, Whal fill/>/>f'IlPti tu Eurupe, illid. xxv, 50z). 
An impressionistic skt,teh of thc' all-powerful American millionaire whu Iwgg"d 
Lenin fur conec'ss;ons and sustaint'd a rebuf!" appeared in L. Reisner, Sobralli,', 
,';orllinellii (I lj2H), I. 2 I 4-2 I S, and later still in a (Jerman translation, Ohlober 
(1930), pp. 2g7-2()J); according to this account, Vanderlip went on from 
lVloscow to Afghanistan, whert' the author m(,t him. He passed through l\ioscow 
on his return at the beginning of March 1<)2, I (see p. 340 below). 
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raw material is essential. . . . He [Vanderlip] says that it is 
necessary to count on Russia. And now Russia comes forward 
in front of the whole world and declares : Vie take on oun;e!ves 
the restoration of world economy -- that is our plan.! 

It was a long-term view, and Lenin was to use the same argument 
with effect at a later date. nut for the present, and with war 
communism still dominating Soviet economic policy, the new 
approach was premature, and the concessions decree had heen 
born out of Jue time. Six months later I,enin had to confess that 
not a singlc concession had yet been granted hecause no sufficiently 
seriou~ proposals had been received from foreign capitalists. 2 

\\"hile the changing fortunes of the Soviet-Polish war and 
the campaign against Kamenev 3 prolonged the standstill in 
Anglo-Soviet trade negotiations in London well into the autumn 
of 1920, the period of political ostracism and otEcial idleness had 
not been wholly wasted by Krasin. lIe quickly took his bearings 
in the industrial world of (;reat Britain, and could exploit his 
advantage as the only hig business man who ever occupied a leading 
position in the Soviet hierarchy. During the dead period when 
official negotiations were in suspense, Krasin opened tentative 
discussions with a large nurnber of British firms. lIe himself 
mentions three examples -~ discussions with th~ Slough engineer
ing works for the supply of 500 automobiles, with the Marconi 
company for" the formation of a British-Russian company for 
trade with England", and wit h Armstrongs of :\' ewcastle for a 
regular contract for the repair of Russian locomotiyes. At a time 
of increasing slump and unemployment the offer of substantial 
orders was a powerful magnet. Krasin cast his net wide. He 
claimed that the reslllt of his activities was" pressure from several 
industrial circles Oil the Foreign Office and on Lloyd George ", 
and that" when negotiations were resumed the Russian delegation 

I L"nin, Sorizi7l1'lIiYfl. XX\', 507. A few w"cks latcr Lenin furtlwr "I'1horat('<1 
this idea: .. \\'e have hundreds of thousrmds of excellent farms, which could 
he improved with tractors, you have tractors, you han' petrol and you hav(' 
trained mechanics; and we offer to all peopl('s, including the peoples of 
capitulist countries, to make the corner-stone of our policy the restoration of 
our national economy ant! the saving of all peoples from hunger" (ibid. xX\'i, 20). 

A year later Soviet Russia """ in the thro('s of fDmine and was n·Cl·j\·ing relicf 
from the llnitcd States. 

2 ibid. xxvi, 390 . .I See p. 2.77 above. 
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had behind it a fairly strong group in the English "City'''. [ 
Certainly the aggravation of the economic crisis during the past 
six months had strengthened the hand of those who argued that 
an expansion of trade with the RSFSR would help to relieve 
British economic difficulties. The emphasis, which a year earlier 
had been on Russian supplies, had now shifted to I{ussian markets; 
and Krasin skilfully held out prospects of substantial Russian 
orders to influential British firms. Tn October 1920 a Soviet 
trading company was registered in London under the name of 
Arcos (All-Russian Cooperative Society). During the first three 
months of its existence it placed order:; in Great Britain for goods 
to a total value of nearly [2,000,000. 2 

In l\ovember 1920 the way was once more dear for official 
negotiations. The Soviu armi:;tice with Poland in October had 
been followed a few weeks later by a complete victory over \\' rangel. 
British policy, though alarmed hy the threat to Poland, had never 
looked with favour on Polish military adventures under French 
aegis in eastern Europe; and the unimpressive \Vrangcl had 
failed to revive, even in British military and Conservative circles, 
the enthusiasm once felt for Denikin and Kolchak. The British 
C;overnment refused to follow France in recognizing \ \' rangel's 
government in August; and, when t\\70 months later his armies 
were already in retreat, the British forces still in the Black Sea 
refrained from assisting the French in the work of rescue."' The 
Lloyd George policy which had brought Krasin to London in the 
previous lVlay now re-emerged. The hall was set rolling again by 
a note from Krasin to Curzon of Novemher 6, 1920, protesting 
against the interminable delays.4 On November 18, '920, Lloyd 
George told the House of Commons that the Cabinet had worked 
out a draft which \'.:as about to be sent to the Soviet delegation; 
it was handed to Krasin ten days later. From this moment dis
cussions moved with reasonable rapidity, turning far more on the 

J L. B. Krasin, !c'o/Jrnsy Fu/'shue; T"Yf.{ot,/i (192S), pp. 279-280; this, 
together with Krasin's other contemporary article (st·" p. 16), note 3, above), 
remains the hest sourCe for the negotiations. 

1 Russian Jnjorlllatzrm aud UI'1';t!1C, No. I, Octohn I, 1921, p. 19. 
J This detail was noted in rhe annual report of Narkomindcl to the ninth 

All-Hussian ('ongreHS of So"iets, and evidently made an impression in Moscow 
(Godovo; Otehe! NK IlJ k IX S" I'zdu S01JC[OV (1921), p. 4). 

• Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, Mezhdunflyodnaya Politika, iii, i (1928), 70-72. 
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subsidiary condition of the agreement that the Soviet Government 
should refrain from propaganda against the British Empire, 
especially among the peoples of Asia, than on actual questions of 
trade. At one moment the British Government desired to include 
Asia Minor and the Caucasus among the regions in which the 
Soviet Government would undertake to refrain from anti-British 
propaganda, but eventually agreeo to abandon any specific 
enumeration of " the peoples of Asia", except for " India and 
the independent state of Afghanistan". On the Soviet side, 
the two main difficulties were the danger of legal proceedings by 
former owners of Soviet merchandise imported into Great Britain 
ano the so-called gold blockade. The Soviet delegation asked 
for legislation to protect Soviet property in Great Britain against 
claims hy alleged former owners, hilt was assured that a statement 
from the British (~o\'ernment that the conclusion of the agreement 
constituted de facto recognition of t he Soviet (;overnment might 
be expected to constitute an eJTective har to such claims; should 
the courts rule otherwise, the British (;overnment undertook to 
find other means of resolving the difIiculty. I As regards the gold 
blockade, the British authorities agreed, suhject to certain formal
ities, to accept Soviet gold at its full value. 2 In December 1920 

Lenin attributed the delay in reaching an agreement to "the 
reactionary part of the English bourgeoisie and the official military 
clique", ano oec1ared that Soviet policy" proceeds on the line 
of maximuIIl concessions to England ".3 These efforts were at 
last crowned with success. On 1\Iarch I(l, 1921, the agreement 
\vas signed in London by Krasin and by Horne, the Chancellur 
of the Exchequer,! It containeo in the form of a preliminary 

I L. B. Kra~in, Voprosy r"1Ies/mci T(/r~lI7'ii (I()2R), pp. 2Ro-2SI. After the 
conclusion of the agrt'ement, Lloyd (;eorge stated in the House of Commons 
tha~ the agrt'ement r('c()gni~cd the So\'iet (;ow'rnment " as the de Ja"n go\,{'rn
ment of Russia, which it undoubt<-dly is" (llollse of ComlllflllS.' 5th Sf'I'irs. 
('xxxix, 2506); and the courts subsequently ga\'e the neeessary protection tn 

SOVil't property. 
, The United States quickly followed suit by withdrawing on December IS, 

1920, all restrictions on dealings in Russian gold (Forei!!Il Relalifms of I/lt' llniled 
States HPO, iii (1936), 724), .l Lenin, S'or/lillcn(l'fl, xxvi, IZ-13. 

4 RSFSR: Shorllih f)CiSt.'IIYllshchild, DO,l!o?'orm', ii (1!)21), No. 45. Pl'. d;-
23; Trade AJ.:rl'cment hctZOt'OI llis Brilallllic llfajesty's Govcrlllllrllt and the 
Gover1l11ll'1l1 of the Russiflll Sorialisl Federa! ""ovi/·t Rrpuhlir, Cmd. 1207 (1'121): 
the treaty was signed in English only, but the Russian translation wh"11 made 
was to be treated as equally valid with the English text. 
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condition the most clahorate provision yet devised against hostile 
propaganda; 

That each party refrains from hostile action or undertakings 
against the other and from conducting outside of its own 
horder~ any oflicial propaganda, direct or indirect, against the 
institutions of the British Empire or of the Russian Soviet 
Repuhlic respectively, and more particularly that the Russian 
Soviet Covernment refrains from any attempt hy military or 
diplomatic or any other form of action or propaganda to encour
age any of the peoples of Asia in any form of hostile act ion against 
British interests or the British Empire, especially in T ndia and 
in the independent state of Afghanistan. The British (~overn
men! gives a similar particular undertaking to the I{ussian 
Soviet Gon'rnmcnt in respect of the countries which formed 
part of the former Russian Empire and which have now become 
independent. 

Great Britain undertook not to attach or take possession of any 
gold, funds, securities or comrllodities exported from Russia; 
should any court make an order for sHch attachment, the Soviet 
Government could terminate the agreement forthwith. The 
Soyiet Covernment recognized in principle its liahility " to pay 
compensation to pri,ate tirms who have supplied goods or services 
to Russia for which they have not been paid"; the settlement of 
such claims was reserved for a future treaty. In default of regular 
diplomatic relations each party undertook to receive an official 
agent or agents of the other. Simultaneously with the signature 
of the agreement, a letter signed by Horne was handed to Krasin 
containing a series of elaborate and detailed reproaches against 
" activities on the part of the Soviet Government in the regions of 
1 ndia and Afghanistan which are incompatible with the stipula
tions in the agreement". This served as a reminder of the prin
cipal quid pro quo which Great Britain hoped to gain from it.1 

The Anglo-Soviet trade agreement was signed just a week 
after Lenin bad announced to the tenth party congress the pro
posals for the tax in kind on agricultural products which was the 
hasis of the ~ew Economic Policy. Like NEP, it could be 
regarded from different points of view as a step in a process 

1 The letter apPt'an-d in The Times of March 17, 1')21, hut never secmR to 
have been officially published: a Hussian \l'rsion IS in Allg/o-S{)7'I'Ishie Otno
shetll~\"a, j(iI7-1fj.!7 (1!)27), pp. S-II. 
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either of stabilizatiun or of retreat. A year later a resolution of 
lKKI justified NEP as " the expression of the solutioJl of the task 
of incorporating the proletarian state in the chain of intcrnational 
relations ".1 The same words would have been more aptly used to 
describe the purpose of the Anglo-Soviet agreement of March 1(1, 

H)21. The Anglo-Soviet trade agreement was what Chicherin 
called it, " a turning-point ill Soviet foreign policy", in the sallle 
way and for the same reasons as NEP was a turning-point in 
domestic policy. The emergency of the civil war which dictated 
a hand-to-mouth policy and left no time for long-term reflection 
was over; the country was in a desperate plight; reconstruction 
was needed and, evell at the apparent sacrifice of revolutionary 
principle, cOllcessions must be made not only to the peasant, but 
to the foreign capitalist world. A month after the signature of 
the agreemellt I,(,!lin retllrncd to a metaphor he had lIsed a year 
earlier: 

I t is illlpurtant for us to open one window after another. 
. Thanks to this treaty we have opened a certain window." 

A beginning had bcen made in the necessary policy of the" breath
ing space ,. for ccolHJlnic reconstruction throllgh pC<lccflll coopera
tion with the capitalist cOllntries. 

The same consllmmation \\:18 reached at preci:;ely the same 
moment in tile eastern policies of the Soviet C;overnment. In 
the east, as in the we,;t, the autumn of 1!)20 had been a high-water 
mark of world revolution as the driving force of Soviet foreign 
policy, and of Comintern as its chief instrument, and was SlIC
ceeded by a certain reaction. The idea of l\Ioscow as the deliverer, 
throllgh the processes of national and socialist revolution, of the 
oppressed masses of the east was not abandoned. But it began to 
take second place to the idea of Moscow as the centre of a govern
ment which, while remaining the champion and the repo:;itory 
of the revolutionary aspirations of mankind, was compelled ill the 

I KOlll11l1mislic/u'sliii illlt'nlillsiollo{ f' iJokUIIlt'lllaldz (1<)33), p. 272. 
l Lellinskii S"(lYlli}~, xx (11132), 171); L Maisky, Vllt'slmyaya /'vlilt/w 

RS'FSR, 1917-H)'!2 (11)22), p. 10.1, calls it "a door opening on to the arena of 
world politics". 
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meanwhile to take its place among the great Powers of the capitalist 
world. Symptoms of this impending change had not heen wanting 
at the Baku congress, und it gathered force as revolutionary 
prospects faded in the winter of 1920--1921. The forces which 
led in internal affairs to the l\ew Economic Policy and in European 
affairs to the Anglo-Soviet trade agre(~ment culminated almost 
simultaneously in a series of agreements with eastern countries -
with Persia on February z(J, H)2J, with Afghanistan on February 
28, and with Turkey on March I h. I t was a further stage in the 
process by which relations between l\loseow and the outside world 
were placed predominantly on a governmental basis. 

Soviet relations with Afghanistan were the least complicated, 
since no local communist movement existed or was likely to exist, 
and single-minded support could he given from :\Ioseow to the 
national g<J\-ernmcnt. Early in H)20 Surits arrived in Kabul to 
succeed the murdered Bravin as Soviet representative. More 
important, Jcmal Pasha, one of the young Turk leaders who, like 
Talaat and Enver, had taken refuge in Germany after the defeat 
in Jl)IR and subsequently found his way to 1\1 oseO\,\" , was invited 
to Kahul hy King Amanullah as his political adviser - a step 
probably taken at Soviet instigation. rAt any rate it tittl'd in well 
\\ ith the ambition of the Soviet (;O\ernment to foster an anti
imperialist l'.Iuslim hlock in Asia; and Jemal seems to have 
played an important part in dispelling Afghan suspicions of 
Moscow . .2 British apprehensions of Soviet activities in Afghan
istan and of threats to the vulnerahle frontier of British India were 
at this time acute. On the other hand Soviet-Afghan relations were 
not without their embarrassments. Disquiet was inevitably felt in 

J Diplomalirill's!?ii 8Im'tll', i (194S), 554, art. Dzhl'lllal I'lu,ha; L. Fischer, 
The Srwiets jll TVorld Aff{/irs (11)30), i, JXS, statl·S that it was" Moscow" which 
" directcd lemal I'asha'~ attention towards Kahul ", iI1S ceremonial arrival in 
October 19:!0 IS describt"d in !\'m'yi FOIl"!?' ii (H)22), 21)2-:!9-1-. 

l A letter from Amanullah to Lenin of Tkcembn 1'120 is said to have 
contained the folJov,ing passage: "His Highness lemal Pasha has told us of all 
the noble ideas and intentions of thl' Soviet repuhlic in regard to the liberation 
of the whole eastern world and of the fact that this gon-rnment has conc\udl'd 
an allianet· with the Turkish GOVl'rnment" (Asie Frml({/ise, NOVl'rnbt,r 192 r, 
p, 421); according to L. FiscJlt'r, The Sm'ids III World Affairs (u!3o), i, 3S5, 
" the constitution of Afghanistan was largely his work" and "he likewise 
assisted in the organization of tht, Afghan army". A writer in Novyi VoSt(}/l, 
ii (1922), 294, notes that" the friendly rdatinns b..rween the HSFSH and 
Angora partly helped the success of the policy of the RSFSR in Kahul ". 
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Moscow when in September 1920 the dispossessed amir of Bok-
hara, driven from his capital by a Bolshevik-sponsored " young 
Hokhara " movement, 1 took refuge in Kabul as the guest of the 
Afghan Government. 2 Friction on this and perhaps other issues 
arising from supposed Afghan designs on Soviet territory in eastern 
Turkestan seems to have delayed the signature of a Soviet-Afghan 
treaty, which is said to have been accepted in draft as early as 
September 1920.' In January 1921 Jemal left Kabul on a visit 
to Berlin, never to return (he was assassinated by an Armenian in 
Tiflis on the journey back); and in the same month a new and 
active British minister arrived in Kahul. This may well have 
seemed to presage a revival of British pressure and to have con
vinced the Afghan Government of the urgency of seeking a 
counter-weight on the other side; and it coincided with the 
increasingly strong desire in Moscow to stabilize Soviet foreign 
rclations, in Asia as w('1l as in Europe. On February 28, 192 I, the 
Soviet-Afghan treaty was signed in MOSCOW,4 and was followed 
on the next day by the signature - also in Moscow - of a 
Turkish-Afghan treaty of allianee. S 

The Soviet-Afghan treaty established formal diplomatic rela
tions between the two countries, thus clearly establishing the 
status of Afghanistan as an independent state. Afghanistan was 
also to have seven cOllsulates in the HSFSR, the RSFSR five in 
Afghanistan. The parties declared themselves in agreement on 
" the liberation of the peoples of the east"; and Soviet Russia 
undertook to return to Afghanistan, subject to plebiscites, terri
torit,s ceded hy Afghanistan under duress to Russia or to Bokhara 
in the nineteenth century. Promises of technical and financial 

• See Vol. 1, pp. 335-336. 
1 RevUl' du JI.-[onde ,HuSII/mall, Ii (1922), 221, 226. 
1 I. Maisky, VlIl'shnya.\'ll Po/ili/(a RSFSR. IqI7-J(i~~ (19ZZ). p. I.~s: 

lJiplomaticlzesl<ii S'/m'lIr. ii (11}50), 694. art. SO"ctsko-Afganski(, Dogovory 1 

Soglashl·niya. 
• RSFSR: Sbomik Deisff'''.I'lishclzihh J)0WlTIorm', ii (19~1), No. 44, pp. 15-17. 
< Thc Turki~h-Afghan tn'aty is a curious docuTTwnt. It refers to .. the 

age-long moralunitv llnd natural alliance" between the" two brother statt's and 
nations ", and in o~c place invokl's the will of God, blIt is in eSSl'nce a mutual 
assistance pact between the two countries in the event of attack on either by 
" any imperialistic state"; Turkey promi~es .. to help Afghanistan militarily 
and to send teachers lind oflicel's ". Both parties" recognize the indept'lllienc(' 
of the states of Khiva and Bokhara" (B,oitish and Foreign State Paper.,. cxviii 
(1926),10-11). 
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assistance wcre also given. From the Afghan standpoint the 
treaty was a noteworthy advance towards formal independencc 
in international relations, and was well ca\clllated to strengthen 
the hands of the Afghan Government in future dcalings with 
Creat Britain. From the Sovict standpoint, it marked a further 
stage in the recognition of Soviet power and prestige in Central 
Asia, and proyided fresh opportunities for otf"ensive and defensive 
action against Creat Britain. The British Government fclt that 
the proposed Soviet consulates in eastern Afghanistan could have 
no other function than the conduct of anti-British propaganda; 
suspected that one of the uJl\\Tittcn claw;es of the treaty was an 
undertaking to allow the transit of arms across Afghanistan to 
Indian tribesmen; and regardcd the whole proceeding as an 
attempt "to secure facilities for attacks through Afghanistan 
against the peace of India ".J \\"hile some of these charges may 
have been inaccurate or exaggerated, and while no organized 
campaign against India mls within the scope of Soviet policy, the 
essence of that policy \\":lS at this time to denoullce British 
imperialism and to stir up trouble for Briti~h authority wherever 
it was asserted on ,'siatic soil. \Vhat was significant in all this was 
not the extension of propaganda for \\'orld revolutioIl but the 
succession of Soviet Russia to the traditional Russian r{)le as 
Britain's chief riyal in central Asia. 

Events in Persia moved more slowly and flaltingly aloIlg thc 
same road of compromise and consolidation. The hesitation of 
Soviet policy in the slimmer of 19202 was not immediately dis
sipated. The amhiguous E.uchik continued to enjoy Soviet sup
port in Cilan. ;\eYcrtheless, in the autumn of H)20, the policy 
of rapprochemcl/t het \\"(~en '\losc()w and Teheran began to gain 
the upper hand.' A curb was put on the not very serious activitics 
of the Persian Communist Party. The central committee of the 
party was induccd on Octoher 22, 1<)20, to declare that revolution 
in Pcrsia would be possible only when thc full bourgeois develop-

I Horne's letter to Krasin of March 16, IlIZI (sec p. 2SS ahow); the tn .. ! 
of the treaty was not yt"t known in London whell the letter was written. 

2 See p. 240 above. 
3 Martchenko rccnnkJ in the autumn of J()20 that the Bolsheviks had 

" taken a line against Kuchik " anJ were" declaring \\ ar on him" (R"1'"e drl 
]V[onde Jllus1l1m(l1l, xl-xli (1<)20), r 14-1 r~): the diagnosis ,,"~s hroadly correct 
though somewhat premature (sec p. 47'') helow). 
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ment had been completed; I and this paved the way for an 
alliance with the rising Persian bourgeoisie which might hope to 
oust and replace the foreign capitalist. A few days later the 
Persian delegate arrived in Moscow to open negotiations for a 
Soviet-Persian treaty. These continued throughout the winter. 
The question of Gilan proved the most seriom; stumbling block; 
and Karakhan made a declaration on January 22, 1l)2I, that 
Soviet troops would he withdrawn when, but only when, British 
troops had left Persian soiJ.Z I n February 11)2 I a coup d' hat in 
Teheran brought to power Riza Khan, the Persian counterpart of 
the Turkish Kcmal and the Afghan Amanullah, who quickly 
revealed himsdf as a nationalist dictator applying radical principles 
against the survivors of the al/eim rh:ime, but unswervingly 
opposed to anything that smacked of socialism or communism, 
and a relentless persecutor ot local communists. The COllP did 
nothing to interfere with negotiations in l\loscow which had at 
this moment reached their climax. The Soviet-Persian treaty 
was signed on February z(), 192 I . I 

The Soviet-Persian treaty was the most detailed of the three 
eastern treaties concluded at this time -- a tribute to the vital 
place of Persia in the foreign concerns of Soviet Russia. :Much of 
it was occupied with a recapitulation of former declarations. The 
Soviet Government declared void all previous treaties concluded 
" to the detriment of the rights of the Persian nation"; expressed 
its" disapproval and detestation" of " the former policy of the 
Tsarist government which consisted in making agreements with 
European Powers about Asiatic countries contrary to the desire 
of the interested nations, and, under pretext of guaranteeing their 
independence, ended by taking possession of the country which 
was the ohject of the agreement"; and repeated its renunciation 
of all privileges, concessions and property of the Tsarist govern
ment on Persian soil on the understanding that these should 
remain the possession of the Persian people and not be transferred 

I This n·solution was quotl'd hy Chicherin in an articl,' in /::,vl'stiyu, Novem
ber fl, 19Z1 and, also without indicatIOn of s(Jurce, in RevUt' <Ill J\I/ullde ]\'lusuI7ll111l 
Iii (1922), 105. 

, Ibid. Iii (1922), 106; the Persian Government appan'ntly refused to 
rec('ive Rothstein, whust" appointment as Soviet n·prt""t"ntative in 'f,·heran 
was announced in November 1920, until this question was settled. 

3 USF,)'N: ."'borl/if, /)''is/1'UYllshdlikh DO/:OVIIYOV, ii (1921), No. 4Q, PI'. 3()-4r. 
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to any other foreign Power. In return for the satisfaction thus 
accorded to Persian interests and Persian pride, only one special 
right was granted by the treaty to the Soviet Government. Should 
a third Power intervene with armed force on Persian territory, or 
attempt to create there a " centre of action for attacking Russia", 
and should the Persian Goyernment not be strong enough to repel 
the danger, then the Soviet Goyernment would have the right to 
bring Soviet troops into Persia for this defensive purpose. The 
clause was perhaps not wholly distasteful to the Persian Govern
ment, being manifestly directed against Great Britain: it was in 
fact invoked twenty-two years later against Germany. The 
treaty of February 26, 192 I, while it did not solve all difficulties, 
put Soviet-Persian relations on a Ilew footing. I n the following 
month the central committee of the Persian Communist Party, 
established safely in Baku, exhorted local party committees to 
struggle against both " English colonial imperialism" and the 
government of the Shah. 1 But the" experiments" of toying with 
indigenous Persian communism, or with such separatist move
ments as that of huchik, which had been" conductcd without a 
plan and without any consideration of local conditions and 
possibilities ",2 were now abandoned in favour of consolidation 
of relations wit h the Persian Government. In April 192 I the 
arrival of Rothstein in Teheran as Soviet representative 3 intro
duced a new and activc period of Soviet diplomacy. 

Developments in Turkey were more complex than in Afghan
istan or Persia, but led up to the same climax of treaty-making at 
approximately the same moment. The incident with Enver at 
Baku, whatcver its other implications, registered the decision of 
the Soviet Government to make friendship with Kemal rather 
than with Enver the keystone of its Turkish policy. But much 
had still to be done. The first condition of stable relations bet ween 
Moscow and Angora was to end the indeterminate status of the 
small Transcallcasian republics - the unwanted outcrop of 

I Rev'lte dll 1'.I'J1ldt> Jl1uslllmtlll, Iii (1<)22), 144-156; the same aims were 
proclaimed by the Persian delegate at the third congress of Comintcrn thn'" 
months later (Protok,,/! di's f I f. Konuresses der K01llrllllllislische11 Illternational" 
(Hamburg, 1921), p. 1003). 

2 Nm,yi Vosto". ii (1<}2Z), Z(H; this artick rI'pn'st'nts the view officiallv 
adopted in I <}2 I. . 

, I. Maisky, Vneslmyaya Pvlitilw R.'-lF,sU, [9T7-~I9J:! (1922), p. 157. 
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western military intervention - that still lay across the path 
of direct land communications between them. The fate of 
Azerbaijan, which had already been sealed in April 1920,. served 
as a prototype. On September 26, 1920, the Turkish Govern
ment announced to the world that it was about to take" energetic 
measures" against the Armenian Government in order to put an 
end to the peT!;ecution of the Muslim population. L Kemal was 
beginning to feel his strength, and was determined to consolidate 
his authority in Asia Minor. It may have been a coincidence 
that the move against Armenia was made at a moment when the 
Red Army had its hands full with the Wrangel offensive in south
ern Russia. For the moment the Soviet Government found 
itself restricted to diplomatic actioIl. Its newly appointed envoy 
to Kemal, Mdivani, a brother of the Georgian politician, halted 
on his way to Angora early in Octoher H)20 in Tiflis, the capital 
of the then Menshevik Georgia, and made to the Armenian 
Minister there an offer of Soviet military aid to Armenia, provided 
the Armenian Government requested that aid and declared itself 
willing to accept Soviet arbitration to fix the frontiers between 
Armenia and Turkey. The offer was rejected; indeed according 
to Soviet sources, the Armenian Government was at that very 
moment inviting the Georgian Government to join it in common 
action against the Bolsheviks.' In these circumstances Turkish 
military operations encountered little effective opposition. The 
Armenian Government was already suing for an armistice, in 
negotiations which seem to have been deliberately protracted from 
the Turkish side,4 when the Soviet mission proceeded from Tiflis 
to Erivan. The anxieties felt in Moscow at the turn of events 
were now evident; and a statement was issued dissociating the 
Soviet Government from the" Turkish attack" and proclaiming 

t Sl'e pp. 24S-24() abovl·. 
2 Echo de [,Islam, No. 21, February I, 1921; I'xtraets ill ,\llfleillll~f!t'1i ,1<>s 

Seminars jllr Orienfalisclte Sprache71 ;J/t Rerlill, xxxvii (1t)34), ii, J 37-138 ; 
another Turkish pronouneeml'nt a littlt' latcr ascrihed .. thc causl' of the new 
Arml'nian waf" to " British rapacity" (£d/O de tIs/am, No. 20, Januury 20, 

1921). 
l The sOUfce for this episode consists of unpuhlished Soviet archives quotl"li 

in Voprosy Isfarii, NO.9, 1951, pp. 144-145; I'xtrads from the Soviet proposal 
to Annenia art' given. 

• lHifleilwl!(f.'11 d".I· 5!rmi"an jiil" Orietlftllisrhe 1','prllchen ::11 Berlill, xxxvii 
(1934), ii, 138-t.p. 
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its" friendly feelings for the Armenian people ".' l\leamvhile, a 
Soviet mission had arrived in Angora; and its acting head, Upmal 
by name, was received on November <), H)20, as the first official 
Soviet representative to Kemalist Turkey.z The course of the 
discussions which must have followed his arrival is unknown, 
though Chichcrin is said to have repeated his offer of mediation, 
this time to the Turkish (Jovernment, and to have begged for a 
cessation of the Turkish advance . .! On Novembcr 20 Lenin 
anxiously contemplated thc possibility that .. war may be forced 
on us from one day to thc next ":~ But within a few days thc die 
was cast for peace. On November 2<), a fulsome telegram was 
addressed by Kemal tu Chicherin, once more referring to 
Chicherin's note of June .2 and expressing admiration for" the 
magnitude of the sacrifices which the Hussian nation has accepted 
for thc salvation of the human race" The telegram ended with 
a significant passage: 

I am deeply convinced, and my conviction is shared by all 
my compatriots, that, on the day when the workers of the west 
on the one hand, and the enslaved peoples of Asia and Africa 
on the other, understand that at the present time international 
capital is using them to annihilate and enslave one ~l\1other for 
the excIusi\"e henefit of their masters, and on the day when 
consciousness of the wickednl"ss of a colonial policy penetrates 
the hearts of the toiling masses of the world, the power of the 
bourgeoisie will end. 

The high moral authority of the government of the RRFSR 
among the toilers of Europe and the love of the Muslim world 
for the Turkish nation give us the assurance that our close 
alliance will suffice to unite against the imperialists of the west 
all those who have hitherto upheld their power through a 
subservience based on inertia and ignorance. 5 

I Voprosy Istorii, NO.9, 1951, p. 145; the statem,'n! was issued in Tillis, 
presumably heeause this was the soure,· of th,' IIUIlWroUS reporl< curr .. nt at tht" 
time of a secr ... t Soviet-Turkish agn·ement directed against Dashrmk Armenia 
and Menshevik Georgia. 

2 (;"dm'oj Otl'het NKID h IX .<"",'zdu S(J1'l'ImJ (lC).n), p. 42; Izves/iytl, 
NO\·emb ... r 6, 1'J21. According to IJie Wdt des Islm'~', xvi (II)H), 30, Mdivani 
himself reached Angora only in February 1<)21. 

J Unpublished Soviet archives lJuoted in VI/prosy Istorii. NO.9, 1951, p. 146. 
• Lenin, Sochinelliya, xxv, 487; Lenin's obvious anxiety provides further 

evidence against tht: ,·i,,\\, that the Turkish ad,'anee agaim,t Armenia had been 
preceded by an understanding with Soviet Russia. 

5 Klyuehnikov i Sabanin, MezhdlttiarodnaYfl Politil"" iii, i (1928), 27-28. 
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Russia, as the champion of the workers of Europe, and Turkey, 
as leader of the oppressed Muslim peoples of Asia, contained the 
scarcely veiled implication of a bargain that neither aIIy would 
encroach on the preserve of the other. On this hasis an agreement 
could easily be reached. 

On the same day on which this communication was sent, and 
while Turkish-Armenian negotiations were actually in progress in 
Alexandropol, a successful coup was contrived in Erivan. On 
l\o"ember 29, ]()20, a revolutionary committee set up on the 
Soviet frontier under the aegis of a detaclllTH:nt of the Red Army 
proclaimed an independent Soviet Armenia. Under the pressure 
of this event, the Armenian Dashnak government was transformed 
by t he appointment of Soviet sympathizers to leading posts; and 
a military dictatorship was proclaimed in Erivan. On Decemher 
2, I<)20, two treaties were signed. The first, signed in Erivan by 
the reconstituted Armenian Government with the RSFSR, recog
nized Armenia as a socialist repuhlic, and, pending the constitu
tion of an Armenian congress of Soviets, entrusted all power to a 
military revolutionary committee composed of five communists 
and two Dashnaks: pending the formation of this committee, 
the military dictatorship would continue. The second treaty was 
a treaty of peace with Turkey signed in Alexandropol hy the 
delegation of the former Armenian Go\'ernment, and constituted 
a complete surrender to Turkish territorial and other demands. I 
This treaty was at the outset indignantly repudiated by the new 
rt"gime in Erivan and by its So"iet patrons." But the two treaties 

I The lkc1aratilln of the rC\'(llutionary committe(, of 1\;oYl'l1lher ~l). 1 ()20, 

IS in ibid. iii, i (1I)2.X). 7.\-75. Th(' tl'xt of lhl' treaty hetween the RSFSI~ 
and th(' Armenian Hepublic, ibid. iii. i, 75-76, is much abbreviated; tbe full 
text is in R.<"·FSN: Sbur1l1/' lJl'ist7'u1'1/sltcltihlt Do!:"",,),.,,,'. iii (11);!2), No. 79, 
pp. 14-15, hut has thl' mcorrect tltlt' .. Treaty hdwl'('n the' RSFSR and 
the Armenian SSt{". 'I'll(' abhrcviated text of the agreel1lent with Turkey 
slgn('d at Al('xandropol in Klyuchnikov i Sahanin, i,J,':::!ubmaroc/u(/ya Politi/w, 
iiI, ii (ll);!'), 71-73, does not correspond accurately with the text quoted 
from Armenian SOUfCl'S in F. Kazcmzadeh, The StrU.l!K/t' for Transcaucasia 
(/(117"J(/21) (N.Y., H)51), p. 2X<). Oth('r main sources for these ('vents are 
B. Hor'yan, Ar1llcniya, Alezllliullllrodll(lya Dipl()m(/fl~\,(l': SS.','R (1'129). ii, 122-123; 
Jl.lilleilungen des Seminors fiir ()ril'lltali.~clu· SpraCll<'ll :::11 Berlil/, xxxyii (1934), 
ii, '42. 

2 Article hy Chicherin in ];.-:~','stiYll, November 6, 1921; the rl'ferenc(' to 
this treaty in Vol. I, p .. 1-1-S, is incorrect. 
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taken together formed the ultimate oasis of a compromise which 
was to find expression in the Soviet-Turkish treaty of the following 
March. The resuit was a settlement which in its territorial aspects 
was highly favourable to Turkey, hut secured Turkish approval 
for the existence of a small and compact Armenian SSR with its 
capital at Erivan. 

The elimination of an independent Azerhaijan and an inde
pendent Armenia was a common interest of Soviet Russia and of 
Turkey. and paved the way to the much desired agreement between 
them. The cognate case of Georgia would he dealt with by the 
same methods. But an embarrassment of a ditrerent kind still lay 
across the path: the existence of a small hut vigorous Turkish 
communist movement. The movement was made up of three 
different strands: a Turkish communist movement created and 
organized hy Turkish prisoners of war in Russia, and operating 
in and from Soviet territory; a Turkish communist movement 
which apparently owcd its origin to returned exiles from Germany 
trained in the Spartakist movement. and comprised before the end 
of 19H) separate and independent groups in Constantinople and 
Angora; and various indigenous movements throughout Asia 
1\linor not strictly communist in doctrine or organization, but 
professing vague sympathy for communism and for the Soviet 
form of government. The first two categories were from the first 
regarded hy Kernal with hostility. and suppressed or reluctantly 
tolerated as expediency demanded; the third category was com
posed of ardent supporters of the national movement and for some 
time enjoyed Kernal's encouragement and support. 

The most important figure in the Soviet-sponsored Turkish 
communist movement was Suphi, the Turkish socialist who, having 
fled from Turkey to Russia in 1914. spent thc greater part of the 
war in intcrnment in Russia and took part in thc international 
revolutionary meeting in Petrograd in Decembcr 19 I 8. J He 
performed thc task of creating communist groups from Turkish 
prisoners of war in Russia and preparing thcm for work in their 
own country. Thesc operations were undcr the control of the 
"central bureau of communist organizations of thc eastern 
peoples" attached to Narkomnats. The claim made in the spring 
of 1920 that" partisan groups" numbering 8000 mcn in all had 

1 See p. 234 abo\'c. 
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been organized and despatched to Turkey J was no doubt exagger-
ated. But prospects appeared hopeful, especially in view of the 
marked pro-Soviet orientation of Kemal's policy at this time. In 
May 1920 Suphi transferred his headquarters, and the Turkish 
newspaper edited by him, Yen£ J)ullya (" The New Day"), 
from Moscow to Baku; 2 and at the second congress of Comintern 
two months later the representative of the Turkish section of the 
" bureau of t:ommunist organizations» was lsmael Hakki, whose 
brief speech as reported in the records of the congress struck an 
exclusively nationalist note. 3 Suphi was a memher of the pre
sidium of the Baku congrcss of eastern peoples in September 
It)20," and in the same month presided at a conference of Turkish 
communists, also at Baku, for the purpose of organizing party 
activities in Turkey itself. s This conference was attended by a 
group of Turkish" Spartakists " from Angora, where a Turkish 
communist party had heen secretly founded in June 1920.b In 
November I <)20, apparently counting on the comparative toleration 
reccntly shown by Kcmal, Suphi entered Turkey openly with 
several comrades in the company of the official Soviet mission. 

The indigenous Turkish movement of sympathy for com
munism which grew up in 1<)19 was mainly of peasant origin and 
was rooted in agrarian discontents. I ts overt expression was the 
crcation of a multitude of local Soviets which became for a time 
thc effective organs of local government. 7 The movement was 

I 7.hizll' l'l'alsiOlw/'tlOSlei, No. 15 (72), lVlav 23, 1<)20. 
2 J"'lli /)illlya had been originally started in the Crimea m Ft'bruary 1<)1I} 

before the (~erman occupation. 
3 /JeT Zweile KOllltl'l'ss tin KOlllllllmisl . .!nll'rtwl;ollale (Hamburg, 1921) 

pp. 1 S7- dlX. 4 1"' S"nd l"llrodM' Fos/o/w (J<)2o), p. 28. 
5 A main source for Suphi's acti\'ities is a memoir and co\l('ction of his 

articles publish,·d in Turkish in Moscow on tht' s('conu anniversary of his 
assassination, and quoted in VlIp,."S)' JSlori;, NO.9, 195 J, p. flo; a microfilm 
of this pamphlet is in the IIoover Library, Stanford. 

" NM>y; Vaslo", ii (I ,}22), 2SX. 
7 Two years later a Turkish delegate at the fourth congress of Comint("rn 

rccallt"d that, wl1('n thc Turkish (;ovcrnment was" in process of establishing 
its fIrst relations with the Soviet (,overnment, its delegates sent to Moscow 
uflirn1cd that then' \vas a large cOllUllunist part)" and even peasants' Soviets 
in some districts" (Prolo/wll des Vierlen KOIlltrl'SSI'S <ia /{olllllllm;slisrhel1 
lntl'rtlationalt· (Hamburg, 1923), p. 527); the statement about peasant Soviets 
is confirmed in a note from tht' Turkish C;overnment to Chicherin of November 
11)20 which refers to .. little Soviet governments" in certain Turkish districts 
being oVl'rthrown by Armenian Dashnaks (Afitfeilllllltl'l1 des Seminars flit" 
Orientalische S'prac/zclI ZII Balin, xxxvii (1<114), ii, 136). 
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fostered by Kernal, partly because its loyalty to the nationalist 
cause was fervent and unquestioned, and partly hecause an outlet 
was required for the real social and agrarian discontent represented 
by it. In the spring of 1920 it took organized shape in the creation 
of a Green Army which, recruited from the small and landless 
peasants, formed a major part of the national forces. The prin
cipal sponsors of the movement at this time, I Iakki Behie and 
Hikmet, were" easterners" in respect of Turkish foreign policy 
and are both said to have been convinced Marxists. 1 A somewhat 
farcical sequel of these proceedings was an officially sponsored 
Turkish communist party bearing the name of the "Green 
Apple". I Iakki Behic was its leader; 2 and according to a sub
sequent statement of a Turkish delegate to Comintern it was 
composed mainly of " high oHiciab and intellectuals " . .1 ]\iean
while tbe most successful leader of the Green Army was Edhem, a 
soldier of fortune who, while professing allegiance to Kemal, 
threatened to become a Turkish l\Iakhno. 4 The (;reen Army 

I llaliJe Fdib, The Turkish Unit-til (I ')2~), Pl'. 171- 174. An arlicle in 
""prosy Is/orii, No. 'I, HI5I, Pl'. ('5-h(), qllotes the progr:or\lll\C of the Cn·en 
Army, <'xplaining that it .. was nol a consistent class organization of the Tllrkish 
toiling peasantry, and could no! be, SIIllT it lacked proletarian leadership ", 
but that It .. reHt'cteJ the interests of the pca~ants "; no rnl'ntiott is l1wdl' of 
Hakki Bellie or J TikIllet. On the ot/wr hand, the artick, which is extr"mely 
hostile to Kl"lllal, ignores the support given by th(' Gn·,·n Annv to the Tlationali~t 
Inovt:nlcnt and l'-L'rnal's initial patronage of it. 

, Halide Edib, The Turkish Ordeal (I<12S). p. liS. 
I Prutulwll des '·intn, Kongn·sses dl'r Korflllllll1islisr/1t'1l IIII/'YlUllimlll'" 

(Hamtmrg, 1923), p. 527. Thl"" C;reen Apple" accepted at any rate thl" out
ward furms of religion; it hcill"vl'll that cOIllllluni"n could Ill" realized without 
" blooJy revolutions"; It "drnitt"J some rights of properly; and it h"'J thaI 
communist Joctrme Illust he adapted to the nLTd, of particular countries, and 
that con11nunistn \\'ouIJ not nl'ct'ssarily be victoriolls l'vt'rywhcrc at the Raine 
time or even at any time (M. Pavlovich, U"1'o/yutsiIJlIIltIya Turlsiya (U)2I), 
pp. 110-116; JOl'uJlwnts of the Ill()\ellwnl arc quoted in an articlt' hy th" sallle 
author in Krnl/lIlullislicJ,,.skii IlIlallalsiolla/, No. r 7 (J une 7, 1<)2 I), eols. 4227-
4232). It SUnIVl"J, Of existed intl'fmittently, for three or four yL'nrs; a resolu
tion of the fourth congrcss of COlllintl'l·n in NOH'mhl"r 11)22. descrihed the 
" C;reL·n Apple" as " a party which painted over pan-Turanianism in Turkey 
in a communist hue" (KOlll1JlZmislirh".';,ii Inlanatsil)lla/v /)O/lZIlIll'llta/d, (1933), 
p. 320). 

4 Ill' is described as " of Circassian birth and nearly illiterate" (HaliJe 
EJih, 7'he 7'"r/,i"h Ordeal (I 92H), p. 152); he was none the less a mainstay of 
tht, nationalisllllovemcnt at its moment of greatest weakne,s, and his enthusiastic 
rec<-ption by Kemal at Angora is described ihid. p. 167. In Moscow he was at 
tirst regarJed as a Turkish communist, but JalLT discovered to he ollly a 
.. banJit" (Lfzi::m' Natsiollal'rJOstei, NO.5 (II), April I, 1(22). 
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reached the summit of its success in the summer of 1920. But in 
September 1920 --- the same month in which action against 
Armenia was decided on ---- Kemal felt strong enough to put his 
house in order by removing a potential source of rivalry or insub
ordination, and issued a decree dissolving it. The order was not 
obeyed, and Kemal temporized. In Novemher he appointed as 
Turkish representative in Moscow Ali Fuad, an army commander 
whom he wanted to get out of the way, and made an otfer to 
Edhem to accompany the mission. Edhem refused; and in 
December, when the campaign against Armenia had heen success
fully concluded, Kemal finally decided to take action against the 
Green Army. On January (), 11)21, Edhem was routed and fled to 
the Greeks, and what was left of his movement was then quickly 
mopped lip. 

The suppression of Edhem was immediately followed by 
drastic steps against the Turkish communists. Suphi was seized 
by unknown agents at Erzerul11, and on January 28,11)21, together 
with sixteen other leading Turkish communists, thrown into the 
sea off Trebizond --- the traditional Turkish method of discreet 
execution. I t was some time bdore their fate was discovered. 
Chichl~rin is said to have addressed enquiril's about them to the 
Kemalist government alld to have received the reply that they 
might have succumbed to an accident at sea. 2 But this unfor
tunate affair was not allowed to affect the broader considerations 
on which the growing amity hetween Kemal and l\'loscow was 
founded. For the first, though not for the last, time it was demon
strated that governments could deal drastically with their national 
communist parties without forfeiting the goodwill of the Soviet 
(;overnment, if that Wl're earned on other grounds. 

During the winter of 1920-192 I opinion i n ~\1 oscow was 
I This :wcount of the (; r('en Army coml·S in thl' main from A 8/,,'1'('" 

/Jr/i1'rr.'d hy G/lllzi 1I1Ilsla!,lw Ken/aI, Octoher I9:!7 (Eng!. trans!', Leip?ig, 
1!)2f), pp. 401-404, 43(', 455-456, 467; Kemal claims that" the original founders 
of this socit·tv Were well-known comr •• des of ours with whom we were in close 
touch", and -no\dll'rc suggests any communist or SoviN alliliations. 

} The authorities for this ej)isode arc M. Pavlovich, Rcvol)'Ilt.~ion1/aya 
T1trt.~i.l'a (Moscow, I<jZ1), pp. 108-123; a note hy the same author in KOI1l
fII11llistirhesl,ji ltltef1latsimUlI. No. 17 (Jun(' 7, 1921), cols. 4427-4428; and an 
article signt·d .. \V." in R,·1'lIe dll "'\Jcmtil' 1I111SllZ,I/II/I, Iii (1922), 1QI-208. The 
writers were obviously in possession of the main facts, thc one from the Soviet, 
thc othcr from thc Turkish, side; and thcir accounts Suppll·ml·nt, without 
contradicting, each other. 
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moving in favour of the projected deal with Kemal. 1 In December 
1920 the official journal of Narkomnats argued that friendly rela
tions with nationalist Turkey would make a good impression on 
the Muslims of thc Caucasus. 2 At the eighth All-Russian Con
gress of Soviets in the samc month Lenin, dwclling once more 
on " the coincidcnce of fundamcntal interests among all peoples 
suffcring from thc oppression of imperialism", spoke of thc 
impending treaty ",ith Persia and thc strengthening of relations 
with Afghanistan and" still morc " with Turkey.3 At the same 
congress Dan accused thc Bolsheviks of pursuing in thc Caucasus 
" a policy which calls for unity among the nationalists of one 
oppressed country, for example, Turkey, and for collahoration 
with the military enterprises of these nationalists against others 
who perhaps are also nationalisb opprcsf,ed by the imperialism of 
other countries"; and the :\Jellsheviks suhmittcd a resoiution 
demanding a breach with Kemal. 1 But an attitude so plainly 
inspired by the desirc to ser\'e the cause of a Dashnak Armenia 
and a :\Icllshcvik Georgia was unlikely to make any impression on 
Soviet policy. On February T X, J()2 T, thc Turkish delegation for 
the negotiation of a Sovict-Turkish treaty arrived in Moscow.' 
Thereafter events moved rapidly. Before agreement could he 
finally reached it \vas necessary to comc to terms on the one 
outstanding territorial bone of contention ~~ the last of the threc 
Transcaucasian repuhlics. Both sides proceeded to stake Ollt 
their claims. On February 2 T, H)2 I, the Red Army and its 
Gt'orgian Bolshevik pr()I(~£;fs crossed the frontier into Georgia, 
and four days later proclaimed the Georgian SSR.6 Turkey 

lOne of the few signs of divided counsels in the party on this issue is an 
int"r"i"w with Stalin on his return from his Caucasian jourlll'Y (st'e Vol. I, 

PI'. 32H -]2r)l, which appeared in 1'1'171''/11 of :'\ovcmher 30,1920; Stalin dl't('cted 
"symptoms indicating a S"l'iOllS art"mpt of the Entent,· to play with the 
Kernalists and perhap, a certain shift of the Kern"lists to the Right ", and 
speculated on the possihility that the Kemalists might" lwtrav the cause of the 
liberation of the oppress .. ~1 peoples" or even " appear in 'the camp of the 
Entente" (Stalin, ,','oc/Zilleniya, iv, 411-4l2). Stalin was one of those who 
opposed the policy of aid to Turkey a year later (sec p. 474 below). 

" Zhizn' JVatsirllllll'lloslei, No. 40 (97), December 1 S, 1920. 
:l Lenin, ~Sr)cllIrtCnl.\'a, xxvi, 27. 
• Vos'1I!oi Vserossiishii S"'czr/ .5'07'elol1 (1921), PI'. 36, 52. 
l N. Ruhinstein, .'·,'cmels/wYII Rossiya i Kapilalislir/zf'S/lie Slran)" 19.! [-I r).!.! 

{!{!. (I<)4S), p. 67. 
(, Sec Vol. l, p. 349. 
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replied with an ultimatum demanding the cession of the two 
districts of Artvin and Ardahan - a claim which Moscow was 
prepared to concede; and on February 28, J 921, Turkish troops 
occupied the port of Batum -- an implied claim which the 
Soviet Government strongly contested. None of these events 
was, however, allowed to disturb the harmony of the negotiations 
in Moscow, where the Soviet-Turkish treaty was signed on 
March 16, 1921 -- the same day on which the Anglo-Soviet trade 
agreement was signed in London. In addition to the emphasis 
in the preamble on the solidarity between the two countries" in 
the struggle against imperialism", a special article solemnly pro
claimed "the mutual affinity between the national liberation 
movement of the peoples of the cast and the struggle of the workers 
of Russia for a new social order". The treaty repeated the Russian 
renunciation of capitulations in Turkey as " incompatible with the 
free national development of any country or with the full realiza
tion of its sovereign rights". The frontier provisions included 
the handing over to the newly born Georgian SSR of the port 
of Batum. In order to guarantee" the opening of the Straits and 
free access through them for the commerce of all nations "-
without, however, prejudicing the full sovereignty of Turkey or 
" the security of Turkey and of its capital, Constantinople" - an 
international statute was to he drawn up by a conference of Black 
Sea Powers. Russia undertook to arrange for the three Trans
caucasian republics to conclude with Turkey the necessary 
treaties registering the obligations assumed for them under the 
present treaty --- an implicit recognition by Turkey of a Russian 
tutelage or protectorate over these states.' For Turkey, the treaty 
meant the moral and material support of Soviet Russia in her con
tinuing struggle with Great Britain; for Soviet Russia, the reasser
tion of her position as the great anti-imperialist Power of the 
Middle East; for both, the exclusion of foreign interlopers from 
Transcaucasia and from the shores of the Black Sea. These 
advantages outweighed for both parties any differences about the 
treatment of Turkish communists. The Turkish communist 
journal Yeni Diinya once more began to appear from Baku. It 

I RSF5'R: S"orllik J)cislvuYllshrhikh Dogm'orm'. ii (192.1), No. 52, pp. 72.-
77; for the supplementary treaty signed by the Transcaucasian republics sec 
Vol. I, pp. 391-392. 
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wal' not tin :\lay ll)~ 1 that the journal of Narkomnats pUbJi1;hed 
a circlImst:mtial ;ICCOtlIl! in ;! letter from !Juku of the l/oJ',,(k oj" 

Trebizond,l Some Illonths later the Turkish Gm'e;nmenl 
decided, as it informed ~r()SC()W, to " liheratc ,Ill the imprisoned 
Turkish communists mal hand O\'cr to just icc those gtlilry of 
the murder of the Turkish communist l\lustafa Suphi ", z 

The change of front carried Ollt hy l\loscow in March 1<J21 

affected the climate in which Soviet foreign policy henceforth 
operated rather than tht, suhstance of that policy. It did not 
mean, in domestic affairs, the ahandonment of the goal of socialism 
and communism or, in foreign aifairs, of the goal of world revolu
tion. But it meant a recognition of the necessity of a certain 
postponement in reaching these goals, and in the meanwhile of 
huilding lip the economic and diplomatic strength of Soviet 
Russia by all practicable means, even if these means were in 
appearance a retreat from the direct path to socialism and world 
revolution. The new foreign policy had been adopted, in th<.' 
words used by Lenin of KEP, " seriously and for a long time " . .1 

It was the relative durability thus impartt:d to expedients hitherto 
invoked only as shoft-time practical manCl'llVreS which, more than 
anything else, changed the character of Soviet foreign policy after 
1921 , 

I 7,!t;;:nz· J\'atsional'1los/{Ji. No. 10 (loR), !Vlay 14, IQ2T; th(' sanlC It'thT also 
appeared, in small type, in K01l1111ulIistirhesl<ii 11ltt'l'lIa/siOlud, Ko. 17 (Junl' 7, 
1921), cols. +P7-44zS. 

, I. l\Taisky, r'ncs!myaya Politikll USFSU, 191i- 1922 (11)22), p. 165; thl' 
writ"r had acc,·,s to the filt's of Narkomindd, which W('n" evidently th,· sourcc 
of this information. . 

3 S,'e Vol. 2, p. 276. 
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HllSSl/\ AND CERMANY 

IN the foreign relations of Soviet Russia Germany occupied 
a unique place. If the Soviet leaders in the first years after 
the revolutioll had come to divide the world into two hroad 

categories t he hostile capitalist Powers of the west and the 
potentially friendly peoples of the east, themselves also victims 
of the western Powers ---- Germany ilttecl into neither category. 
The defeat of November 1918 had brought her into the category 
of victims of western imperialism which she now shared with 
Soviet Russia and with the oppressed eastern peoples - this was 
an important theme of Lenin's speech at the second congress of 
Comilltern. On the other hand, her advanced industrial develop
ment and social organization, as well as her geographical position, 
ranged her emphatically with the west: in the Russian economy 
Germany had always been the outstanding capitalist Power and 
main supplier of industrial goods. But there was yet a third 
category for which Germany was destined by the unanimous 
cOllsensus of Bolshevik opinion ""-- the r(lle of pioneer, together 
with Soviet Hussia, of the proletarian revolution. Soviet policy 
was at first exclusively preoccupied with the task of inducing and 
equipping Germany to assume this rMe; and it was only very 
gradually and reluctantly that this task was relegated to a secondary 
place, and finally ahandoned as hopeless. If these complexities of 
Soviet-{;erman relations did not immediately become apparent, 
this was because Soviet Hussia was for a long time scarcely in a 
position to conduct a foreign policy in regard to Germany. From 
the moment of the German collapse down to the middle of I<JZO 

Soviet Russia was as completely isolated from Germany as from 
the western countries; nor, had the isolation been less complete, 
was there any single political authority in Germany possessing 
sufficient power or initiative to maintain effective relations with 

30.) 
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Soviet Russia. Nevertheless, much that happened in Germany at 
this time proved highly significant, and furnished a background 
for the suhsequent development of Soviet-German relations. 

The choice between east and west, which was forced on the 
Ccrman Council of People's Representatives within a few hours of 
the armistice by the offer of two trainloads of Russian grain,1 was 
a permanent dilemma of German foreign policy, especially when 
the choice had to he made from a position of weakness. Of the 
C;erman political parties under the Weimar republic only the SPD 
had its roots in the west and was consistently western in outlook. 
It was linked with the other parties of the Second International, 
whose main strength \Vas in western Europe; it was traditionally 
hostile to Russia, which was regarded not merely as reactionary, 
but as backward and barbarous; ancl, having "in fact, though 
not in theory - rid itself of the revolutionary purity and in
transigence of Marxism, it had imbibed much of the hourgeois
democratic radicalism of the western European Left. Thus, 
almost alone among (Terman parties, it tllrned a receptive car to 
\Vilson's democratic pacifism, embodied in conceptions such as 
national self-determination and the League of Nations. During 
the first period of the \Veimar republic, when a western orientation 
was essential to Germany, the SPD held the reins of power; its 
importance declined as Germany became capable of pursuing an 
independent foreign policy. Of the ot her parties the Catholic 
Centre had western leanings. But, being based on confessional 
rather than on political loyalties, it rarely spoke with a firm or 
united voice on major issues, and could for the most part act only 
as a balancing force. :\"one of the other forces in German political 
life looked primarily to the west. The extreme Left, comprising 
the KPD and a section of the lJSPD (which wavered, and ulti
mately split, between communists and social-democrats), stood for 
an alliance with Soviet Russia. The parties standing to the Right 
of the Centre were all in a greater or less degree hostile to the west. 
The nucleus of these parties was formed hy the two powers 
which, behind the fa<,~ade of the Weimar republic, continued to 
rule Germany as they had ruled it under Wilhelm II: the army 
and heavy industry. The officer class of the defeated army 
nourished almost to a man the long-term ambition of avenging 

I St ... P 'IS above. 
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itself on the west; and for this an alliance with the east would be 
indispensable. Heavy industry, excluded from western and 
overseas markets, could find an outlet nowhere but in the east.' 
The forces favouring an eastern orientation were already powerful 
in the Germany of 1919, even though they had few means of giving 
effect to their views and their ambitions. 2 It is significant that the 
first occasion on which the Weimar republic openly defied the 
allies on an issue of foreign policy was the refusal to participate in 
the blockade of Soviet Russia, and that this decision was endorsed 
with varying degrees of warmth by every party in the Reichstag. 3 

While, however, future cooperation with Russia was the goal 
of all the most influential forces in Germany, the goal seemed in 
19[9 infinitely remote and difficult to attain, and opinion was 
hopelessly divided about the way by which it might ultimately be 
reached. Broadly speaking, ideological conceptions still dominated 
the issue. The I,eft was unahle to imagine cooperation with 
Russia except through a communist revolution and the establish
ment of a communist regime in Cermany; the Right was unable 
to imagine it except through the overthrow of the Bolsheviks and 
the restoration of monarchy in Russia. By the spring of 1919 the 
prospects of revolution in Germany were fading. But hopes of a 

I L:lter, divisions appeared within industry itself: the chemical and 
electrical industries, and some of the lighter industries, retained western 
connexions, and hecame dependent on western capital. But the iron and sted 
industry, whieh could not exist without Russian markets (until IIitler started 
a rearmament programn,..), remaint,d the dominant factor. 

l The situation W:lS ably summarized in a report of the Bntish mihtary 
mission in Bt'rlin of August 1919: .. All c1ass,'s in Germany are looking 
towards Russia for onc reason or another. Thl' extremists of the' Left look 
upon her as the realization of their own political ideals; thc pan-Germans 
look upon her as providing the only pos~ible outkt for surplus population and 
compensation for the loss of colonies. Officers think that she may provide 
employment, which is no longcr p08sible in thcir own country. Industrialists 
thmk that she will provide employme'nt for capital and ultimately be the nwans 
of paying off the war indemnity. The realization of these ideas, however, lies 
in the far futun" and, for thc present, communication is much too difficult to 
makc any practical steps possible" (J)omments (111 British F'Jr('ign Poih)' , 
1919-1939: First Series, iii (1949), 5Il), 

3 The debate in thc Reichstag on Octo\Wl" 2], 11)19, on the allied requcst 
for German participation in the blockadc of Soviet Russia (see p. 150 aboH') 
revealed complete unanimity for fI,jccting the proposal; even Wels, the 
spokcsman of the SPD, who thought that" the ('xistcnce of tht, Soviet Govern
mcnt is a misfortunc for socialism", dl'elared that" there can for us be only 
one anRwer: a round, clcar, simple' no '" (Verhandhmgl'1I des Rcichstags, 
cccxxx (1919), 3362). 
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Russian restoration were still widely entertained in many countries. 
In Germany these hopes took practical form in the continued 
presence in Russia's former Baltic provinces of substantial German 
forces - the last organized remnant of the impcrial C;erman 
army - under the command of C;'eneral von der Goltz, who had 
triumphantly come to the aid of the" whites" in the Finnish 
civil war in the spring of I 9 I 8. This anomaly was a consequence 
of allied policy which, even at the moment of the armistice, 
tempered its hostility to German militarism with fear of Russian 
Bolshevism. By art ide 12 of the armistice of Novemher 1 I, H) I 8, 
Germany was hOllnd to evacuate all former Russian territories 
,( as soon as the allies shall think the moment suitable, having 
rq~ard to the internal situation of those territories ".1 It was 
intimated that the moment for evacuation of the Baltic had not 
yet come. In the first months of H)19 Von Jer Coltz consolidated 
his position, recruited strong reinforcements from the Cerman 
colonies in thc Baltic countries and from" white" Russian refugees, 
as wel1 as from demobilized (;ermans and Russian prisoners of 
war in Germany, anc! proclaimed himself the leader of an anti
Bolshevik crusade. These proceedings were little to the taste of 
the allied governments, which, having partially recovered from 
their fear of the spread of Bolshevism, hegan to be haunted by the 
hogy of an alliance between Germany and a Russian monarchy 
restored under the hanner of von der Goltz: the policy of 
supporting the independence of the Baltic states to form a barrier, 
toget her with Poland, het ween Germany and R Ilssia was taki ng 
shape. On May 3,1919, an order was given by the allied armistice 
commission for the evacuation of the Baltic countries. The order 
was ignored. On June IR, I919, it was repeated by the allied 
governments to the German Government. 2 I t was still ignored; 
and, though the social-democratic govcrnment in Berlin professed 
its anxiety to comply,3 the social-democratic governor of East 

I By an odd inc()n~ruity this provision was repeated tl'xtuall \' in article 433 
of the V('rsaillcs tn .. aty, though, by the time the treaty was signed, the order to 
evacuate had already been given. 

2 Further reminders were sent on August I and 24 and Scptemher 1(' 

(Documents on British F(jreif,[n ['oliLY HjlC; -'939: First Snit'S, i (1<)47), 720-721 ; 
iii (1949), 40). 

J According to F. von Rabcnau, .','l'ecla: Aus S"inem Lehen, H)l8-H)J6 

(1940), p. 135, the German (;ovcrnmcnt took thc formal decision to withdraw 
OQ the n'ccipt of the first allied request on May <), If)I<). 
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Prussia, \Vinnig by name, was working hand-in-glove with von 
der Goltz. The armies of von der Goltz stood their ground, 
fighting intermittently both against the Bolsheviks and against 
the Latvian and Estonian troops which were receiving allied 
support.! 

Before long, however, other currents of opinion appeared in 
Germany itself. Thc allied governments, in insisting on the 
complete disbandment of the old imperial army, had sanctioned 
the creation of a new German army, of limited size and recruited 
on a voluntary basis, the Reichswehr. This had been brought 
into existence by a decree of March 15, 19 I 9. The organization 
of the Reichswehr in the summer of 191<) was in the hands of an 
exceedingly shrewd group of former staff officers: the shrewdest 
of them was General von Secckt, who had ended the war as 
German military adviser to the Turkish general staff. This group 
now attempted a cool appraisal of the situation both in Germany 
and in Russia; and in both cases they reached conclusions dia
metrically opposed to those of the vast majority of C;erman officers 
(including the oldest and most distinguished), who saw in von 
der (;oltz a new national hero. In (;ennany, men like Ludendorff 
and von der Goltz were irreconcilahly opposed to the \Veimar 
republic, and sought a return to some kind of monarchical or 
authoritarian rt'gime; Seeckt was ready to accept the \\Teimar 
republic as the most practicahle and convenient instrument of his 
policy, at any rate until such time as (ierman military strength 
had been re-created. I n Russia, r ,udendorff and von der Goltz 
were unable to conceive of any policy except an out-and-out ott'en
sive against Bolshevism. Sccckt, noting that the Bolshevik rt'gime 
was now nearly two years old and that contjdent predictions 

I An t'xtensivl' literature exists on the ('vents of 1<)1I) in the Baltic. The 
most important items arc Oi,' Riicl'(iihrulli! des ()slhccr~s (lI)3h), an o III eta I 
collection of documents; R. von del' Cjoltz, JHl'ilu' SenduIIg ill Finlllnd und im 
Baltilwm (Munich, 1920), Ais Polilischer Gl!llCral im Osle'n (1<)36); P. Avalov
Bermondt, II' Bor'he s Bolshevizmom (Gliickstadt, 1<)::6); A. \~'innig, lJeilllhd,r 
(1<)35); J. Bisschof, Die L,'lzte Fron! (u)J:;); Uniled Slaies Commissioll '~f 
Inquiry ill Finlllnd alld the HII/lic Slates: Report (! <)! <); Documents 011 British 
Foreign Policy 1')1')-H)39: First Series, iii (1949), ch. 1. Nothing seems to 
have been published on the Soviet side ('xcept a brief summary of ('Yents in 
IV1. G. llakh, l'olitiku-Elwllomicheshie Vzaimoo!nosheniya lIle::://(iu SSS'R i 
Prilmltilwi za Desyat' Let, Jr)I7-19;:7 (192S). An illuminating history of this 
t'pisode could be written. 
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of its downfall had been continually disappointed, began to 
suspect that it had come to stay. But, if so, then von der 
Goltz's armies in the Baltic were building not, as was said, a 
" bridge" to Hussia,1 but a wall against her. If the allied govern
ments were hent on making Soviet Russia their implacable 
enemy, Germany had nothing to gain by following their example. 
In August 1919 the Reichswehr decided that the allied demand for 
the withdrawal of von del' Goltz should be complied with. The 
order was issued, and after some delay von del' Goltz himself 
returned to Germany. The bulk of his army remained, and took 
service under a .. white" Russian adventurer, said to be of 
Caucasian origin, called Avalov- Bermondt. OHicial sources of 
revenue having been cut oft', the new venture was financed by 
German heavy industry, which still believed in the policy of 
overthrowing the Bolsheviks to open the Russian market, and was 
unconvinced by Seeckt's subtler reasoning. l With this support, 
Avalov-Bermondt held his ground through the winter. By the 
spring of 1920, thanks to failing finances or to allied hostility, most 
of his forces had melted away. 

1 t is easy to see in retrospect how clearly and inevitably the 
argument of Seeckt and his colleagues in the Reichswehr pointed 
to an ultimate alliance hetween Bolshevik Russia and a Germany 
of the Right. Assuming that the Bolshevik regime survived, such 
an alliance would give the Reichswehr what it would one day 
need --- a free hand against the west; it would also give German 
heavy industry its indispensable market. By January 1920 Seeckt 
had accepted " a future political and economic agreement with 
Soviet Russia" as " an irreversihle purpose of our policy", while 
at the same time proclaiming that" we are ready to form a wall 

[ Von dcr (;"ltz wrot,· to Secckt on ~(]\'l'mher 2, 1<)1'): "our whole state 
policy stands or falls with the Hussian-(;erman bridge" (F. von Hahenau, 
.'Jar"t: .'Ius Srinelll Lebel!, 11)18 If).!1> (1<)40), p. 204). 

l Evidence on Ihe sources of Bermondt's finances will be found in R. von der 
Goltz, .~·hine Sendung in Fmland und im Ha/tifmm (Munich, 1,)20), pp. 299-303 ; 
Ducuments on nrifish Fureigll }'olicy, 1')1')--]'))'): First S'eries, iii (1949), 55, 97, 
211-212, 225-227, 2<)0-297. According to a German diplomatic source, un
nanwd " English representatives" in Berlin and" English emissaries" in the 
Haltic spread rt'ports that" important Englishmen like Churchill were in favour 
of a continuation of the Hermondt undertaking within the framework of the 
general intervention campaign ", and that it would" soon be decided whether 
this line would win the upper hand in the British Government" (W. von 
Blucher, Deufsddands Weg n(Jc/z Uapa!!o (Wiesbaden, 1<)51), p. Hz). 
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against Bo~shevism " in Germany itself. I Seeckt was perhaps the 
first German in high office to realize that there was nothing incom
patible in these two policies. But few C;'ermans in the winter of 
1919-1920 were able to sec the future in such stark, unshaded 
colours. I n the confused welter of opinion which had marked 
German political thinking since the hour of defeat, the need was 
felt to establish some ideological, as well as a political, link with 
the great eastern neighbour. The Russian revolution exercised 
a fascination on vanquished (;ermany which went far beyond the 
narrow circles professing sympathy with Bolshevik doctrine, and 
was felt on the nationalist Right as well as on the communist I ,eft. 
For many Germans whose tradition \vas wholly of the Right, 
including German officers, it seemed in If) I CJ that the only path to 
salvation for Germany lay through revolution. The mood of 
sheer despair counted for milch in this \'ision of destruction: the 
German Samson in the hour of defeat and humiliation would call 
the dark powers of Bolshevism to his aid to pull down the pillars 
of the temple and cheat the Philistines of their triumph. But the 
vision also had its positive sides, which would not necessarily clash 
with the aims of the Rllssian rnolution. The blm\ wOllld he direc
ted against the \\'est and against liberal democracy; it would he 
authoritariaIl, but \\"(lItld recugnize the new puwer of the llrhan 

proletariat; and its aim would be the revival of Gennan national 
military power. Thus an alliance between nationalist Germany 
and Bolshevik Russia might be scaled by a common hatred of the 
west, determined by ideological antipathies as well as by conflicts 
of interest with the western Powers. 

The idea was at tlrst sight fantastic and might have passed for a 
typical concoction of politically unschooled officers and hare
brained young men.> But it had its counterpart on the extreme 
Left. l,aufenberg and \Voltfheim, the leaders of the I,eft group 
expelled from the KPl) at the Heidelberg congress ill October 

I F. \'on Ralwnau, S<'<'clil: AilS .<'·"il1<'111 Ll'Iu'/l, 1<}IS·1'J.l6 (1<)40), p. 252: 
in his memorandum of September II. 11)22 (s,'" PI'. 43X-43'i below) Sccckt 
repeated th,' samc conviction that" (;crmany will not he holshl'\'izl'd, not ,·,·en 
by an understanding with Russia on foreign afIairs " (ibid. p. 317). 

2 Hoffmann, who likt· LudendorfT, remained fanatically anti-Bolshevik, 
noted that cooperation with the Bolshc"iks found numerous adherents" t'SIWCl

ally among professors and in student circles and among young officers" (Die 
Aujzeich1lu1Ige1l des Gmeraimajurs klax HI!ffmtl1ll' (lC)2(), ii. 3.Q-32S)· 
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1919,1 were sponsors of a doctrine which came to be caJled 
"national Bolshevism", and invited German communists to 
proclaim a " revolutionary people's war" against the Versailles 
treaty and thus win the support of German nationalists for the 
proletarian revolution; 2 Radek attacked them in his open letter to 
the congress for wanting to start a war against the Entente and for 
vainly seeking to make peace with the bourgeoisie, which would, 
if faced with the choice, prefer a total foreign occupation to a 
dictatorship of the proletariat . .1 About the same time an anarchist 
intellectual, Eltzbacher, wrote a pamphlet entitled Bolslll:7Jism and 
thl' Gamall Futur(', in which he argued that Germany could ohtain 
deli\'erance from t he slavery of the \' ersailles treaty only by accept
ing Bolshevism, which would then sweep over western Europe and 
destroy it; for this end he was prepared to reckon with disorder, 
terror and hunger. I n a confused argument the themes of ideo
logical and political union (Anschluss) with Russia became indis
tinguishable: "the broken link with Russia is automatically 
restored as soon as (~ermany embraces Bolshevism ".4 From this 
extreme of revolutionary intoxication to the opposite extreme, 
represented by Seeckt and the Reichswehr generals, of hard 
calculation of the value of a Russian alliance, the prism of Cerman 
opinioIl about the great Ilcighhour in the east showed every variety 
of hue. \Yhat was common to all these groups \vas hatred of the 
west, admiration ~ sometimes enthusiastic, more often grudging 
amI reluctant of Russian power, and the hope and belief that 
this power could somehow be enlisted in the struggle against the 
victors of Yersailles. 

The bewildering confusion of opinion among those (~ermans 
who, in the autumn of 1<)1<), were looking towards Russia for a 
clue to guide them out of the political, economic and ideological 
predicament of defeat \vas strikingly illustrated by the conversa
tions held by Radek at this time, in his privileged room in the 
Moabit prison and in the apartments in which he stayed in Berlin 

I Sec p. 1 3X above. 
J The fullest exposition of this doctrine was H. Laufenherg and F. Wolff

h('im, R1"vulUlirmiirer Volhshrie).! otl", KOlllerYl'1'ullllirmiirer narferhief.: ? (Ham
burg, 1<)20); the ambiguity of the word I 'olk lay at the root of this programme. 

1 K. Radek, Zur Talllil< des Kmnmunisnms: Rill .'>(/trl'iben an den Ohtober-
ParteitnK der KPD (llamburg, 1(119), PI'. 11-12, 15-16. 

4 P. Eltzbacher, Dl'Y i3o/schewistnlls 1l11d die Deutsche ZullUllft (lena, 1919). 
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while awaiting repatriation to Moscow. The influences that inter
vened in his favour I can hardly have been unconnected with the 
new trend of opinion among the Reichswehr generals. Somebody 
in high office saw the advantage of not antagonizing the only 
leading Bolshevik who had come to Berlin since Joffe's expulsion 
in November 191R, and perhaps of estahlishing some informal 
contact with him. Available information ahout those whom Radek 
saw at this time comes almost exclusively from Radek himself, 
and has no claim to he exhaustive. Be records no contact, direct 
or indirect, with any German official quarter; and it is perhaps 
unlikely that important Reichswehr officers would in 1919 have 
risked compromising themselves by any direct approach to 
Radek. 2 But the bold ideas ahout Turkey mooted in Radek's 
conversations with Talaat and Enver.1 also had their application 
nearer home in Germany; and it is conceivahle that Enver, who 
had heen closely associated with Seeckt in Turkey during the war, 
may have passed on some of these ideas to his old comrade in 
arms. Enver, wrote Radek, " was the first to explain to German 
military men that Soviet Russia is a new and growing world 
Power with which they must count if they really want to fight 
against the Entente ".4 The climate of Berlin in the autumn of 
1919 was already propitious for the birth of this idea. It would be 
difficult, and is comparatively unimportant, to establish in whose 
fertile brain it was born. 

I Sec p. 1 J4, note I, above. 
2 Radck's reminiscences in Krasnaya N,w', No. 10, 1<)26 (see preceding note), 

were published at a time when Soviet-German military cooperation was at its 
h"ight and was a closely guard('d secret: if he had, in 191<), any direct or indirect 
dealings with any ofIieial spokesman of the Rcichswchr, he might han' deemed 
it imprudent to mention them. According to B. Nikolaevsky (fIlm'yi 7.liumal 
(N.Y.), NO.1, 1942, p. 244), Radl"k's reminiscences were reprinted in 1927 as a 
pamphlet with the omission of his report of conl'ersations with Germans; this 
would indicate that what I{adck did record was thought indislTeet in some 
quarters, especially after the revelations un the subject in the Reichstag 
in December 1926. In an interview in Svenskll Daf(b/adel, September 5, 194Q, 
General Ktistring, (;erman military attache in Moscow in the nineteen-thirties, 
referred to Radek's military contacts in 1<)1<) and his share in arranging them 
(he was at that time on Sceckt's staff); unfortunately his l"vid,'ncl' is yague, and 
he subsequently denied the statement attrihuted to him in the intelTiew that 
Radck had a secret meeting with Seeckt (A. Frcdhorg, S'lurrhrilarlniell nell dfll 
Ryslw Fragtm, I91"8-I920 (1951), p. 1<)6, note 52). 

3 Sl'e pp. 246-247 ahovt'. 
• Krasnaya Not,', No. 10, 1926, p. 164; for Enver's letter to Sct'ckt of 

August 1920, see p. 328 below. 
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The first and most regular of Radek's recorded contacts with 
German military circles was with a retired general, Reibnitz hy 
name,' a former intimate of Ludendorff, from whose rahid anti
Bolshevik views, however, he now emphatically dissented. He 
had read and heen impressed by Lenin's Curre1lt Task~ of tlw 
Sm'il'f Pozeer written in April 191 B and recently published in a 
(;erman translation; it was a pamphlet devoted to the urgent 
practical tasks of creating an efficient administratIOn, and ended 
by declaring that what was now required was not "hysterical 
outbursts" but" the measured tread of the iron battalions of the 
proletariat ". The general assured Radek that he was preaching to 
his brother officers " not only alliance wi t h Soviet Russia, but a 
so-called peaceful revolution ". Reibnitz was perhaps more 
enthusiastic than intelligent. But it was in his apartment that 
Radek liyed during the tlrst weeks after his release from prison ; ~ 
and here further contacts were madc with other spokesmen of 
similar views. Among Radek's ne,,, visitors t \yo were of special 
importance. Colonel l\Iax Baller,:' Ludendorif's former chief of 
intelligence, a man" with the movement:; of a cat ", quite unlike 
a soldier, looked forward to the seizure of power in (~ermany by the 
Right, but not until" the worker:; are disillusioned with bourgeois 
democracy and come to the conclusioIl that a 'dictatorship of 
lahour' is possible in Germany only by agreement between the 
working class and the officer class". Hadek records: "He gave 
me to understand that on this basis the ofIlcers might strike a 
bargain with the communist party and with Soviet Hussia; they 
understand that we cannot be conquercd and that we are Ger
many's allies in the struggle with the Entente n. Admiral Hintze, 
once German naval attache in Petersburg and :Minister for Foreign 
Affairs for a brief pcriod in the summer of 1918, during which hc 
signcd the series of agreemcnts with Russia supplementary to 
Brest-Litovsk, now " stood for a deal with Soviet Russia", and 
asked Radek whether world revolution would comc in thc west 

I RaJek transliterates the name in one place as Haivnits, in another as 
Heignits. 

, l{rasnaya Nm:', No. 10, 1<)2(', pp. I(H)-172. 

, According to R. Fischer, Sialin and German Communism (Harvard, 1(48), 
p. 207, Bauer" n·gularly" visited RaJek in prison; Hadek (Krasnaya Nov', 
No. 10, 191.6, p. 1(9) state~ explicitly that he met Bauer for the first (and, it 
would seem, only) time in Hcihnitz's flat. 
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"in time to prevent the Entente strangling Germany". But 
Hintze too had his views about revolution. From talking to the 
workers on his Silesian estate, who were Catholics, he had been 
convinced that "the revolution consisted in the refusal of the 
workers to work any longer for the capitalist", that" the bour
geoisie was hated", and that " Germany will hardly he able to 
rise again without a change of rl'gime ".! 

Hadek's most distinguished (;erman visitor was, however, 
Walther Rathenall, son of the founder of the great (;erman elec
trical combine, the ;\EG, and creator in the first world war of the 
raw materials division of the CcrII\an Ministry of \Var - the 
counterpart and forerunner of the British and French ministries 
of munitions. The impression was mixed. Radek not unfairly 
detected in Rathenau " a great abstract intelligence, an ahsence of 
any intuition, and a morbid vanity". :\ Jew of keen and inquisitive 
mind, hut of strongly marked temperamental instability, Hathenau 
,vas a perfect representatiye of that sector of German industry 
which, having retained financial and commercial links with the 
west, was unable to share the unqualified eastern orientation of the 
great iron and steel magnates, and was condemned to a halting 
and ambivalent att itude on major iss lies of policy. I n an open 
letter to the victoriolls allies in December It)]~, Rathenau had 
argued that, if vindictive terms \\('re imposed on (;erlllany, " one 
of the formerly strongest props in the European structure will be 
destroyed, and the boundary of Asia will advance to the Rhine ". 
But Rathenau's emotional aversion from the cast was matched by 
a strong intellectual fascination. I Ie was apparently the promoter 
of an " industrial mission" which went to lVloscow in the summer 
of H)I<) to" study industrial conditions"; Z and he was the prime 
mover in setting up in Berlin early in It)20 a small group of 
industrialists as a " study commission" on Russian affairs. 3 Hc 
now came to Radek without any preliminaries, settled himself 
comfortably, one leg crossed over the other, and for more th2n an 

I Ibid. p. 171; Bauer was reported as sa\'ing in April [1)20 that" COlll

plett' Bolshevism must first come in onkr that C;ermany maY learn to de
mand tht strong man" (E. 'i'nwltsch, .,,'pehtll/or. Britj,' (TUbingen, 1<)24), 

p. 139). 
" Documnlts Oil Brilish Foreigll l'olily, JI)I I)-JI).N,' First ."·ail's, iii (It)4()), 

5 I I. 
3 Walth"r Rathenau, Brilj" (1926\, ii, 2,z9-2JO. 
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hour" developed his view of the world situation". Ilere too a 
solid political argument _ ... the need for economic cooperation 
between the two countries -- was set in an ideological and quasi
reyolutionary context. Rathenau admitted that there could be no 
return to capitalism, and claimed to have propounded in his 
writings a " constructive socialism" - the first scientific step in 
advance of l\Iarx, who had given only" a theory of destruction ". 
The workers might destroy; but for construction the leadership 
of" the intellectual aristocracy" would be required. There would 
be no revolution in C;ermany for long years, since the German 
worker was "a philistine ". Reycrting to Russia, Rathenau 
added: .. Probably in a few years' time I shall come to you as a 
technician, and you will receive me in silken garments". Radek 
deprecated the idea that Bolsheviks would cver wear silken gar
ments. But the pregnant offer of the services of Cerman tech
nicians started new trains of thought. The habit of looking east 
had set in fast even among the most "western" of German 
industrialists. I Radek's only contribution to the conversation 
recorded by himself was to read to Rathenau Lenin's article on 
the achievement of the S'ubhotnihi in l\Ioscow which had reached 
him "via the ~candinavian countries" --- a brave attcmpt to 
dcvelop a philosophy of voluntary labour undcr socialism. 2 

Rathcnau paid Radek a second visit, this time no longcr in the 
prison but in Reibnitz's apartment, bringing with him Fclix 
Deutsch, the general manager of the AEG. But Deutsch was 
married to the daughter of an American banker, and representcd 
those German financial circles which were most closcly afliliated 
to the ,vest; in thc following year onc of thc first American loans 
to Germany sincc the armistice was secured by Deutsch for the 
AEG. At this second interview discussion of the impending cnd 
of capitalism and of the necd of an eastern outlook for Germany 
seems to have receded into the background. But evcn Dcutsch 

I It is significant that the only visitor whom Hadek reports as advocating 
a v.'L'stL"rn orientation 'vas the social-den1ocrat IIeilrnann, \vho argued that" a 
socialist r.,\'(,lution in Germany is impossible now, since German industry is 
without raw material and the country without bread", and that" a restoration 
of the (;erman economy IS impossihle without the enslavement of the country 
to American capital" (/{rasnaya /Ii'ov', No. 10, 1926, p. 170). 

2 K. Radck, Portrety i Pamjlt'fy, ii (IfJ34), 74: this seems to be the only 
reference in Ralkk's later writings to his Berlin conversations. For Lenin's 
article, see Vol. 2, p. 20R. 
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was prepared to concede that the Russians could have what 
regime they pleased " if only we trade with the AEG", and 
wanted to visit Soviet Russia. I 

Radek's own record certainly does not exhaust the list of 
Germans who visited him in Berlin. He apparently saw Otto 
Hoetzsch, a professor of Russian history, later a memher of the 
Reichstag and the expert of the German Nationall'arty on Russian 
all'airs.2 \Vhat passed between him and Radek is unknown. 
Hoetzseh later became a consistent advocate of a German-Russian 
alliance hased on grounds of pure power politics, irrespective of 
ideology; if he spoke to Radek in this sense in the autumn of 
H)19, he was in advance of most of his contemporaries. Radek 
himself mentions the visit of Maximilian Harden, the radical 
journalist who had won fame both before H)14 and during the 
war as an opponent of the imperial system of \Vilhclm II and for 
whose journal /)1(' Zlllul1~/i he promised to write an artide. 3 The 
immense variety of professional and political affiliation among 
Radek's visitors is evidence of an almost desperate eagerness in 
Germany to find some kind of meeting-place with the rising power 
in the east. It would be premature to infer at this time the im
mediate prospect of any change in German policy. The Versailles 
treaty was not yet ratified; the \\'eimar repuhlic could still scarcely 
afford to have a foreign policy. But two significant events occurred 
towards thc enel of Radek's stay in Berlin. In ?\'ovember 1919, at 
ahout thc timc when Litvinov journeyed to Copenhagen to estah
lish contact with Great Britain as a delegate to negotiate an 
cxchange of prisoners, the German Government agreed to receive 
a Soviet representativ(' in the same capacity; and Victor Kopp, 
once a Menshevik and an associate of Trotsky in Vienna before 
1914, arrived in Berlin to become, in Radek's words, a " semi
legal polpred ".4 In thc same month Seeckt was appointed head 
of the vaguely named Truppenamt of the German Ministry of 

I Kramaya Nov', No. 10, I(p6, p. 171. 

Z R. Fischt'r, Stalin and Germall Cnmrlllmism (Harvard, 194R), p. 207. 
J KraslltIl'o Nm", No. 10, l(p6, p. 16(); the article appeared in Die Zu/wlljt 

of February -I<}20 (sec p. 320, note 2, below). 
4 KrastlCl1'(I Nov', No. 10, 1926, p. 1("); Kopp, however, apparently received 

no formal n:cognition from the German (;o\"t'rnment till February 1I}20, and 
then only for negotiations about prisoners of war (I. Maisky, VlIl'slmyaya Politi/Ill 
RSFSR, H)17-'1922 (1922), p. 106). 
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\Var, a camouflage for the general staff which Germany was for
bidden, hy thc Versailles treaty, to maintain. For the next four years 
(~erman policy to,,-ards Soyiet Hussia was the policy of Seeckt. 

In January '920, after somc delay in making arrangcments 
for Radck's transit through Poland, he was cercmoniously con
ducted to the frontier. The journey across Poland was slow, and 
it was nearly the end of January hefore hc reachcd .\Ioscow.' 
Hadck had arrived in Berlin in Decemher H}18, a firm believer, like 
all other Bolsheviks, in the imminence of the Cerman revolution. 
At the founding congress of the KPJ) in Decemher 1918 he had 
offered his Ccrman audience the hope of liberation frolll the con
sequellces of defeat through a proletarian revolution: 

There is no other way of making (;crmany defensible and 
protecting her against the yoke which the Entente seeks to 
impose on her than to make the Cerman workers masters of 
C;ermany .... The lords of the Entente fear nothing so much as 
letting t heir armies come into contact with workers who know 
what 'they want.~ 

But this was a mere rqx-tition of the old illu~i()1lS of Drest-Litovsk. 
(;ennany was as powcrless a~ainst Foch in the: first wceks of 1<)19 
as Soviet Russia had heen a year earlie:r against Hoffmann. Radek 
soon hegan, as has already been seen,; to take a pessimistic view 
of the immediate future of the (;erman revolution, and even of the 
prospects of survival of the Russian revolution: some new means 
must be found hoth of saving Sovict Russia and of liberating 
Germany from the Entente. In this way \{adek came to believe, 
in advance of any other leading Bolshevik, in the necessity of a 
period of mamI.'uvrcs and compromises rather than in any early 
revolutionary achievement. The views on Soviet foreign policy 
which he brought back with him from Berlin may be gleaned from 
several articlcs written there in the last three moths of H)I9. The 
earliest of them was the open letter to the Heidelherg congress of 
thc KPD in October 1919 at the moment of the lowest ebb in 
Soviet fortunes. 

I KruSIlaya Nov', :"Jo_ 10, ")26, pp_ 172-175; for the chronology of Ratlck's 
return, $('C -,,'m-il,t Stu(bes, iii, No_ 4 (April 11)52), PP, 411-412-

2 K. Ratlch., Di,' Russische und Deutsche Revolution U1I(/ die Weltlage (1919), 
p. 29- _J S('C Pl'. 139-140 abovc_ 
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The problem of the foreign policy of SrJ'l!1'et Russia [he wrote 
ill an italicized pa~sage] and, unless the world re'vollltion announces 
itsl'~f more quickZ}' than hitherto, of all other coulltries in which 
th(' wor/a'nr: class is 1!irtorious, consists in arriving at a modus 
vivendi 11.)itll the mpitalist states. , , , The possibility of peace 
between capitalist and proletarian states is no utopia, I 

This policy seemed the very antithesis of the "national Bol
shevism " (not yet known by that name) of Laufenberg and \Volff
heim, which Radek had denounced as liable to embroil Germany, 
and by implication Russia, with the capitalist countries of the 
west. 2 

The case was driven home in three further articles written 
jllst hefore his departure from Berlin, The first was a direct 
attack 011 " national Bolshevism" --- this time under that name. 
" The problem of the foreign policy of Soviet Russia", repeated 
Radek, ". , , , consists in attaining a modus 1,h'endi with the 
capitalist states." 3 j 11 a second article, published almost simu 1-
taneously in the Cerman edition of the official journal of Comin
tern, Raclek developed the same thesis from the revolutionary 
standpoint. The" decomposition of capitalism", wrote Radek, 
was a certainty. But it would be a .. long process ", and Soviet 
Russia would unavoidably be obliged in the interval" to seek and 
to find a modlls 1'i7'f'ndi with the capitalist states", Another 
argument pointed the same conclusion. "If Soviet Russia has to 
go on fighting, she cannot begin to restore her national economy," 
The alternatives before her therefore were: "socialist construc
tion within the framework of a temporary compromise, or war 
without any kind of economic construction", \Vhat Radek was 
seeking was, in effect, a " compromise with world capital" which 
would leave the dictatorship of the proletariat intact -- a striking an
ticipation of the foreign aspect of NEP, But it was not for nothing 
that Radek had spent three months in intensive conversations 

J K. Radek, Zur '/'{/klil, des /(ommlllli.l'11lIlS: Ritl S'chr6/wll WI d"11 ()hloher
Parteitllf{ dey KI'D (Hamburg, 1<)1'»), pp. 9, 11-12. 

, Sec p. 3 I 2 above. 
, Gef{e11 den Nalitmai-Bolsdlercis11llls (Hamburg, 1920), p. 9; this pamphkt 

contains articles bv Radek and Thalhl'imer, of which the fo rll1l'r , entitled J)j,. 
AuswdYlif{p Potilik ~ies /(o1ll11llmi.l'mllS Imd del' Hamburger Nation(l/-UolschewisllIlls, 
was originally published in /)il' ]nlcYllatilmale, No. 17- I I) (December 20, 11}11}), 

pp. 332-346 under the pen-name" Arnold Struthan ". 
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with German politicians, soldiers and industrialists; and from 
this point the argument passed to Germany: 

Germany has suffered defeat, but in spite of this her tech
nical apparatus and technical possibilities are still great. The 
Anglo-Saxon countries arc the victors, but in spite of this their 
economic disorder has gone so far that they are not in a position 
to supply suf11cient aid to France and Italy .... In Uermany, 
thanks to the destruction of her external rclations and the 
collapse of her economy, there are thousands of unemployed and 
hungry engineers who could render Russia the greatest service 
in the restoration of her national ecol1Olny. 

Radek attempted to defend himself against the charge of seeking 
to " help the Germans to restore the power of German capitalism 
on Russian soil", and proceeded to his major conclusion: 

Not the exchange of goods and not the employment of 
German capital in Russia, but working help - that is the 
fine foundatioll of GermGII-Russiall {'(onomir re!{[tiolls. 

And the last shaft of all was a warning to (;ermany of the isolation 
which <l\\'aited her if she ignored these opportunities. I The 
third article, being designed for the bourgeois reader (it was 
addressed to " right-minded hourgeois"), was more cautiously 
phrased. But it rested on the same argument that" Germany and 
Russia need economic relations \V'ith one another because neither 
country can hope to get from the Entente alone what it needs and 
because they can help one another in many ways"; and it sug
gested as " practical conclusions" the resumption of diplomatic 
relations and the sending of German economic experts to Russia 
to organize an exchange of goods, or, failing this, the sending to 
Russia of representatives of German economic concerns who 
could prepare the way for such an exchange, and" also organize 
an objective reporting service on Russia for (;ermany ".~ Thus 

I K. Radck, Die .·ll1sm"irll~e P"lilik S01('if'f-Ru_ulands (Hamburg, 1921), 

pp. 37-3<),44,4('-47; this chapter i" a reprint of an article in D,e J(omlllunistich,' 
lnternafi01l11le (the Berlin counterpart of l\."mmunistirhesf,ii luteY/wlsioulIl), 
NO.3 (Dcccmhc rIl)I<)), pp. 9-27. which also appeared under the name" Arnold 
Struthan ", and was writtl'n " in December 1 I) 1 9 in th/· Berlin prison" (K. Radek, 
lVt:<?e der RussiscJu'll Ue1wlufion (Hamburg, 11)22), p. 28). 

z Dl'ufsddand ulld Russlaud: Eill in der lv!ol/bifer ScllIltz/wjt ffeschriebener 
Arflkrl fur richfiffffehmde Bourffeois (1920), pp. 11-12; it was originally published 
in Die Zuklmjt in February 1920, and an English translation appeared in Soviet 
Russia (N.Y.), April 17, 1920, pp. 383-387. 
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from the 'Soviet as well as from the German side the call to Soviet
German friendship was being sounded. But while the German 
interest was from the outset largely political and military, the 
Soviet interest at this stage was exclusively economic. 1 

In the chaotic conditions of 1919 conversations with Radek 
committed nobody: this was no doubt one of their attractions on 
the German side. On the Soviet side Radek was playing a lone 
hand; in so far as it was possible to speak of any recognized Soviet 
foreign policy at this time, he was certainly not its authorized 
exponent. But his influence can hardly be excluded from the 
many factors which contributed to the change of course set at the 
beginning of H)20. The crucial argument for compromise in 
Soviet policy towards the capitalist world was the prospect of 
prolonged delay in the maturing of the European revolution; and 
on this point Radek was an emphatic first-hand witness. 2 But, 
while the general view of Soviet foreign policy which Radek had 
imbibed in Berlin fItted in with this trend and reinforced it with 
powerful arguments, there is no evidence that even Radek yet 
seriously entertained any specific project of collaboration between 
Soviet Russia and those forces in Germany which were in revolt 
against Versailles;·l and if he did, he found no echo in Moscow. 
I n his pamphlet Thl' Infantile Disease of" Llftism " ill Communism, 
written in April 1920 in preparation for the second congress of 

I That Had"k was not thinking in terms of an <,xclusin' friendship with 
(;emHlny \.vas sho\vn by a staterncnt giYl."n hy hinl on January 6, 19.20, on the.: 
e\'C of his departure from (;ermany to a cur respondent of thl' 111anchester 
Guardillll: .. It is the standpoint of the RlI8sian Government that normal and 
good relations arc just as possible bl'tWl'l'n socialist and capitalist states as 
they have been between capItalist and feudal statcs , .. I personally am con
vinced that c"'lImunism can only be saved through good relations with the 
capitalist states" (,Hallchl!stcr GUllrdiau, January g, 1()20). This may bt' com
pared with a similar statement in l\loscow two months later (sec p. 160 above). 

2 Radek told the first public meeting addressed by him after his return to 
Moscow that" the road to revolution is harder for the workers of Europe than 
for the Russians, because on the side of the Russian proletariat there was the 
army which wanted peace, the peasllntry which strove to seize the land, whereas 
in Europe the masses art' disarmed and the bourgeoisit' form a white guard" 
(lz~'est(V<1, January 29, 1920) . 

. ' In a speech to the ninth party congn'Ss on April I, I ()Zo, he argued that, 
owing to the Versailles treaty, .. a united front of capitalists is impossible" and 
the allit,s had failed in the attempt to arm the Germans agaimt Soviet Russia. 
""hat conclusions he arew from his thesis is not known, since the full text of 
his spct·ch is not extant; it was reported in a brief summary in Pravda, April 3, 
1920. 
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Comintern, I,enin, like Hadek, dealt severely with the German 
deviation of .. national Bolshevism", which was tantamount to 
proposing" a bloc with the German bourgeoisie for a war against 
the Entente". Communists were not" bound at all costs to 
reject the Versailles peace, and that immediately". This was a 
confusion about the real ends of Bolshevik policy. 

The overthrow of the bourgeoisie in any of the great 
European countries, including Germany, is such a gain for the 
international rc\olution that for its sake wc can and must 
accept· if it proves necessary --- the continued existence of 
the Versailles peace. If Russia single-handed could, with 
benefit to the revolution, endure the Brest peace for several 
mOIlths, it is not in the least impossible that Soviet Cermany 
in alliance with Soviet Russia should, with benefit to the 
revolution, cndllfe the continued existence of the Versailles 
peace.! 

Thus the alliance of the Soviet cause with a r;erman nationalist 
revolt against the Versailles treaty was emphatically rejected; and, 
if Radek during his involuntary sojourn in Berlin had toyed with 
this idea, it was promptly disowned. \Vhile the notion of a 
temporary compromise with the capitalist world had gained 
ground in Moscow ill the first months of 1920, nobody there was 
yet thinking in terms of an accommodation with (;crmany estab
lishing special relations between the two countries. ::\everthdess 
it is difficult to deny that Radek's scepticism ahout the prospects 
of the revolution, combined with his knowledge of Germany, gave 
him at this time a clearer intuition than Lenin of some of the 
forces at work. 

The forces which, in the face of every ohstacle, were making 
for a rapprochement hetween Bolshevik Russia and nationalist 
Germany ripened slowly. The Kapp putsrh of March H)20 was 
an important occasion in the history of the Weimar republic, and 
was ultimately to have a decisive influence in its relation with its 
eastern neighbour. The makers of the putsch belonged to the 
military tradition of the old army, of the LudendortTs and the 
von der Goltzes; many of the detachments which marched on 

I Lenin, Sochineniya, xxv, 214-215. 
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Berlin had fought in the Baltic in the previous autumn and 
winter. They were irreconcilahle anti-Bolsheviks who still 
believed in a restoration in Russia as the necessary prelude to a 
reconstitution of the German-Russian alliance. The attitude 
of the new Reichswehr was quite different. Its clever leaders 
had not only come to accept the Weimar republic as a suitable 
fa~'ade behind which they could work for the recovery of German 
military power; they were also prepared to accept Bolshevism in 
Russia as a potential partner to promote this end. The Kapp putsch 
ended in the relegation to the lunatic fringe of German politics 
of those who still believed in the crusade against Bolshevism, and 
the emergence of military leaders who were ready to do business 
with Soviet Russia as an equal Power. But official relations moved 
slowly. In April 1920 a prisoners-of-war agreement was signed in 
Berlin with the Soviet representative, Kopp, whose ostensihle 
function of looking after the repatriation of prisoners of war 
probahly did not preclude some political activity; and another 
agreement on the same subject followed three months later.' In 
June 1<)20 Custav Hilger, one of the last members of the German 
consular staff who had left l\loscow in -:'\ovemher 19TH, returned 
to l\losco\\' as the German counterpart of Kopp in Berlin, and 
received from Chicherin the assurance that Sovi('t Russia's attitude 
to Germany was " dictated by the sole wish to establish closer 
economic, political and cultural relations ". Z 

The Soviet-Polish war of the slimmer of 1920 ripened these 
hidden seeds and set in motion new and vital forces. On the 
Soviet side, a striking revival of Russian patriotism linked itself 
with Bolshevism, inoculating Soviet foreign policy with a new 
national element. 3 On the C;erman side, the original Polish 
offensive of l\Iay 1<)20 did not kindle any very lively interest in the 
war. But when the Red Army unexpectedly struck back, and in 

I RSFSR: Shorni" Dcist1'II,I'lIsl/l'hih" DORm'orO?', i (!lIZ 1), No. 22, Pl'. 12H-
1;10; No. 24, pp, 133-134. Humours that Kopp " had detailed discussions 
with Kapp hefore the Kapp putsch" (E. Trocltsch, Spchtator-Bric!,' (T0bingen, 
1924), p. :;n I) cannot be dispron'd, hut are perhaps unlikely; the associations 
of the Kapp Imtsell were all anti-Bolshevik, and direct contact with German 
nationalists was not yt't part of So"iet policy. It would be intt,rcsting to ascer
tain whether Kopp had any contact with the KPD at this time; if so, no hint 
of it emerged in suhscquent party recriminations. 

2 Soviet Russia (N.Y.), August 14, 19ZO, p. 148. 
J Sec pp. 272-27:1 ahove. 
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July began its triumphant march into Poland, a wave of excitement 
swept over Germany. Alarm was mingled with elation. Bol
shevism threatened to sweep into central Europe. But, by the 
same stroke, Germany's principal enemy in the east was in mortal 
danger, and the eastern bastion of Versailles was tottering. The 
attitude of Germany in this contingency had been outlined six 
months earlier by the far-seeing Seeckt : 

I refuse to support Poland even in the face of the danger 
that she may be swallowed up. On the contrary, I count on 
that: and, eyen if we cannot at the moment help Russia to 
re-establish her former imperial frontiers, we certainly should 
not hinder her. 1 

Maltzan, head of the Russian department of the German l\Iinistry 
of Foreign Affairs, entered into confidential conYersations with 
Kopp, whose stature in Berlin swelled with every advance of the 
Hed Army. The request for an assurance that the Hed Army 
would not cross the existing German frontier was promptly met. 
But when Maltzan delicately raised the question of " a revision of 
the unnatural German frontiers imposed by the \' ersailles treaty", 
Kopp hedged and suggested d('jure recognition and the resumption 
of full diplomatic relations as a necessary preliminary to any 
negotiations. 2 Clearly the liberation of Poland from its capitalist 
rulers as conceived at this time in l\loseow included former 
German Poland, and could not be halted at the old 1914 frontier. 

1 F. von Rabenau, Seerkt: Aus S,'hu'lIl Leben, 1f}TS- TfnfJ (1(140), p. 252. 
, VV'. von BlUcher, DPI;tschlands W"g IIllch U([pa/f() (\\'ie,haden, 1<)5 I), 

pp. 100-101. According to an unpublished memorandum of Heibnitz written 
about I(HO, extracts from which have been communicated 10 me hy l\1r. 
Gustav Hilger, Heibnitz negotiated with Hadck and Kopp at this time a plan 
undcr which, as soon as the Hed Army entered \Varsaw, (;erman Frcilwrps 
detachments would advance in \\'(,5t Prussia, Posen and l'pper Silesia as far 
as the old (;nrnan frontier; R. Fischer, S'/alin lIlId (lanum C(ml11l1mislIl 

(Harvard, 194X), refers to conversations betwcen Hudek, Kupp and ]{"'Tntlow. 
Stories of Radek's presencc in Berlin at th(· critical period of the Red Army 
advance in Poland are, howcver, open to douht; he was in l\'lnscow at the 
latest on July 24, 1920, when he spoke at the second congress of Comintern. 
Stories of negotiations for S",·il·t-German military collahoration at this time 
are in general vitiated hy too much hindsight; any discussions must have ht't'n 
highly tentative. According to Krcstinsky's .. conft'ssion " in the H)311 trial, 
Sccckt was in touch with Kopp in July iC)20; Krestinsky insisted that this was 
an "official", not a .. criminal" (i.e. a spccifically .. Trotsl<yite") contact 
(Rrpoyt of Court Prnf'ef'dinf(s in the Case of the Anti-SfJ1'ict " JUoe of Rights alld 
Trotskyites" (193!1), pp. 269-270). 
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• But Kopp's hint did not pass unnoticed in Berlin. On July 22, 

1920, Simons, the German Minister for Foreign Affairs, handed 
to Kopp for transmission to Chicherin a letter proposing discus
sions with a view to thc resumption of normal diplomatic rclations 
between Gcrmany and Soviet Russia, The only condition laid 
down was a ceremonial hoisting of the German flag at the German 
Embassy in Moscow in thc presence of a company of the Red 
Army by way of a mark of contrition for the murder of Mirbach, 
The note ended with an cxpression of hope for a resumption of 
trade bctweeen the two countries and a request that, when Soviet 
troops in their advance approached" the old German frontier", 
a German military representative might be attached to the army 
group concerned in order to avoid "undesirable incidents ",1 

By this time thc western allies, equally foreseeing disaster to 
Poland, had organized the despatch of aid in the form of military 
advisers and munitions, Germany replied with a declaration of 
neutrality which involved a ban on the transit of munitions through 
Germany to Poland, I n announcing this decision to the Reichstag 
on July 26, 1920, Simons signitlcantly added that the formal 
German recognition of the Soviet Government. contained in the 
Brest-Litovsk treaty had ncver becn withdrawn, but avoided any 
specific reference to diplomatic relations, 2 A wcck later, on August 
2, 1920, Chicherin replied to Simons's proposal to discuss the 
renewal of diplomatic relations in a note which abounded in 
courtesies and hopes of friendly coopcration, but firmly rejected 
the requested ceremonial of expiation for Mirbach's murder as 
unnecessary and out of place,] At a moment when hopes of 
military victory and the spread of revolution to the west were at 
their highcst, any compromisc with a bourgeois German Govern
ment may well have seemed superHuous, 

These cautious official exchanges, however, by no means 
exhausted the significance of the advance of the Red Army for 

I The note has not been published i Radek in an article in Pravda, October 
IS, 1921, stated that the (;l'rman Mmistry of Foreign Alfairs hud bl'cn prepared 
to reopen diplomatic relatiolls at this timl' . 

• Verlzandlrmgell des Reiclzsta{:s, cccxliv (11}21), 263, 
, This note has not been published. The question of expiation for Mir

bach's munJer was I1ll'ntioned again two yt'ars later in the debate in the Reich
stag on the Rapallo tn'at)', when Hoetzsch insisted that" after, as heron', Wl' 
demand adequate satisfaction for the murder of Count Mirbaeh " (ibid. ccclv 
1922), 771 I) i thereafter it seems to have dropped. 
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Soviet-German relations. A wave of popular enthu~iasm for 
Soviet Russia swept over Germany. In the Free City of Danzig, 
formerly German and now under allied administration, the 
German dockers went on strike and refused to handle munitions 
shipped to Poland through that port. I The Cerman communist 
newspaper Rote Fa/me adopted so militant an attitude in support 
of the party slogan, " alliance with Soviet Russia ", that it incurred 
the accusation from the other Left parties of trying to involve 
the German workers in a war with France. 2 German volunteers 
(Tukhachevsky, the Red Army commander, described them as 
" Spartakists and non-party workers" and spoke of " hundreds 
and thousands" of them) J flocked to join the Hed Army _.- a 
curious reversal of the situation of the previous autumn, when 
German volunteers were flocking to the Baltic to fIght the Bol
sheviks. Nor was the enthusiasm for the Soviet cause the exclusive 
prerogative of the communists or of the workers. For the first 
time, under the stimulus of the threat to Poland and to the hated 
Versailles settlement, the yearnings of the Right for a Russian 
alliance openly found expression in sympathy for the Soviet calise. 
The link between German nationalism and Russian Bolshevism 
no longer seemed a frightening paradox. 4 J ,(Joking back on these 
events two and three months later, Lenin referred to the" un
natural bloc of ' hlack hundreds' and Bolsheviks", and rel'alled 
that" everyone in Germany, even the hlackest reactionaries and 
monarchists, said that the Bolsheviks will save us, when they saw 
the VersailJes peace splitting open at all its seams ".5 Even the 
professional soldiers hegan to feel respect and admiration for the 

I A full account of this episode is in 1. F. D. l\lorrow, Til" Pelll'/' Self/nllellf 
in the German-Polish Borderlands (I9,(J), pp. 67-72. 

, This charge, supported by quotations from Die Rote Fa/me, was repeated 
several times at the Halle congress (US!'D: !'roto/",l! fiber di(' Verlumdluflg{'1/ 
des Ausserordelltlidle71 !'ar/dlags zu Halle (n.d.), pp. I7X-179. 191>.21). 

J j. Pilsudski. L'rlmll:e I'J'!{J (French transl. from Polish. H)29). p. 23 I. 
4 R. Fischer. Stalin and German Cm1l11llll1ism (Harvard, 194H). p. If)7. 

quotes an article by Revcntlow in the Deutsche Tagl'szei/IlI1f(. the newspaper of 
thc German Sa tiona I Party. demanding a campaign" against the rcal ent'mics 
of the working class. against the Entente. which hab hound the proletariat in 
chains of slavery"; Rcventlow aftcrwanls stated that h" tried in vain at this 
time to win over" leading (,crman politicians" to the idea of military coopera
tion with Soviet Russia against Puland (K. Radek, Schlagt·ter: Rine Aust'l·nander
setzulIK (192), p. 19). 

5 Lenin, Sochineniya, xxv, 378,418; for a further pronouncement by Lenin, 
see pp. 330-331 below. 
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prowess of the Red Army and to reflect on the military value of an 
alliance. Max Bauer afterwards paid tribute to Trotsky as " a 
born military organizer and leader", and added: 

I low he set up a new army out of nothing in the midst of 
severe battles and then organized and trained this army is 
absolutely Napoleonic.' 

And Hoffmann passed the same verdict: 

Even from a purely military standpoint one is astonished 
that it was possible for the newly recruited Red troops to crush 
the forces, at times still strong, of the white generals and to 
eliminate them entirc1y.2 

According to another witness, Lebedev, the Soviet chief of staff, 
was" rated very high in German military circles " . .1 On the other 
hand no chances were taken with the danger of Bolshevik infec
tion. Seeckt's biographer relates that when, after the retreat of 
the Red Army, 45,000 Russians were interned in East Prussia, 
the political commissars were carefully separated from the troops, 
though this did not prevent them from creating " a centre of 
communist agitation within the Reich ".4 

Mixed feelings and hesitant attitudes in the German camp 
were reflected on the Soviet side. There is what appears tll he an 
authentic story of a meeting at Soldau, just inside the East Prussian 
frontier, between officers and commissars of the Red Army and 
" (;erman nationalists", at which the Russians boasted that the 
Red }\rmy would liberate West Prussia, ceded to Poland hy the 
Versailles treaty, and restore it to the German fatherland - in 
earnest of which intention they refrained from setting up local 
Soviets, as they had done in occupied Polish territory.5 The most 
direct evidence of the way in which opinion was shaping itself in 

I l\1ax Bauer, J)as J.tmd da Uutell Zarl"11 (Hamhurg. 11)25), p. 79. 
l Die .'lllj:::eic!mwIW'" des Getleralmaiors ell"", IJOtf1ll1l1111 (1<)29), ii, 321. 
J V;'. von Bluehl·r, Delltschllllll!S IFeg lItlch Rapallo (\~iesbadl"n, 1(51), 

p. 173· 
4 F. von Rabenau, Seer/<I: AilS Seinem L,·f,eu, 11)18--1'136 (UNO). p. 253. 
5 The story was told without challcng'· by l\lartoY at thl" Hall .. cllngrt'ss 

in October (1)20 (llSPD: Pruto/wll liber tli,> 1''''/l<llldltmKe1I des .-luss/'YlJrdclIt
Ziehm Parteitags zu H(/lle (n.d.l, PI'. 212-213): it is repeated with slight variations 
in C. Smogorzewski, La Pol".!!lIe U"stallree (1927), p. 152. On the other hand 
a report carried in The Times, August 20, 1920, from its special correspondent 
in Danzig, that Trotsky had nwt German staff officcrs secl·l't1y in East Prussia 
was certainly false. 
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some Soviet circles at the height of the Polish war is contained in a 
letter written by Enver, then in Moscow, to Seeckt in Berlin in 
ungrammatical German on August 2(l, 1920. Enver reported 
that he had just seen "Trotsky's really important aide" (the 
oHicial best answering to this description would he Sklyansky, 
deputy People's Commissar for \Var), and continued: 

There is a party here which has real power, and Trotsky 
also belongs to this party, which is for an agreement with 
Germany. This party would be ready to recognize the old 
German frontier of I()l4. And they see only one way out of the 
present world chaos -- that is, cooperation with Germany and 
Turkey. In order to strengthen the position of this party and 
to \\fin the whole Soviet Government for the cause, would it 
not be possible to give unoHicial help, and if possible sell 
arms? ... I think it important that you should come to an 
understanding with their representati yes in order that (~ermany 's 
position also should be clear and certain. To help the Russians 
one can, in the corridor or in some suitable place, bring into 
being a volunteer army or an insurrectionary movement. I 

If these recommendations could not be put into execution, it may 
be surmised that the spirit in which they were ofrered, and Ellyn's 
report of opinion in influelltial circles in l\loscow, helped to con
firm designs that were already shaping themselves in Seeckt's 
mind. In the revolutionary mood of 1920, a diplomatic deal to 
" recognize the old German frontier of 1914 ", i.e. to support the 
return to (;ermany of C;erman territory ceded to Poland under the 
Versailles treaty, might still have seemed too cynical a move to 
be seriously contemplated in MoscO\v. The time was not yet 
ripe to strike a bargain between Russian Bolshevism and German 
nationalism. But it was, from the ontset, inherent in the situation 
that such a bargain could be struck, alld could only be struck, at 
the expense of Poland. 

On the German side the disastrous ending of the Soviet military 
campaign in Poland put an end to the fleeting vision of a German-

I F. von Rahenau, 5,'eerhf: Aus /','einem Lehen, If)28 -If)j{, (1<)40), p. 307; 
two months later Enver, who had meanwhile been at the Baku congress, returned 
to Berlin to purchase arms, on whose behalf, or for what purpose, does not 
transpire (W. von BlUcher, D,'utschlands W"g nach Rapallu (\Viesbadcn, 1951), 
pp. 133- 1 34)-
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Soviet rapprochement at Polish expense. In the autumn of 1920 

many Germans still hoped for the possibility of an accommodation 
with the west; the East and \Vest Prussian plebiscites had ended 
favourably for Germany, and the Upper Silesian plebiscite was 
still pending; the final reparations bill had not yet been presented; 
and the inflation had been momentarily stayed. The premature 
and exaggerated faith of the past summer in military salvation 
from the east was followed by a reaction in which even the survival 
of the Soviet n':'gime seemed once more seriously in doubt. A 
growing coolness spread over official relations between the two 
countries. When Simons, the Minister of Foreign AHairs, in 
Octo her 1920 defended the refusal of the government to extend 
the 7'isas of Zinoviev and Lozovsky,I it was noticed that he ended 
his speech with expressions of friendship for the Russian people 
but not for the Soviet Government; and another deputy of the 
Ccntre, tbe future chancellor Fehrenbach, congratulated himself 
that (;ermany had not heen .. misled into intervening in the 
Russian-Pulish war ".z Ahout the same time "Maltzan, who had 
been all ardent advocate of recognition of the Soviet Government 
in the previous summer, was transferred from the 1\1inistry of 
Foreign Affairs to a foreign post. Even trade relations received 
little encouragement from a grudging statement by Simons in the 
Reiehstag in January I<)2 I that diplomatic relations with Soviet 
Russia eould not be resumed" so long as satisfaction had not been 
given for the murder of the representative of the Reich", but that 
" communism as such is no reason why a republican and bourgeois 
goYt'rnment should not trade with the Soviet Government " . .1 

Kopp, though still without official function or recognition except 
in regard to prisoners of war, was attempting to establish with 
German firms the same commercial relations which Krasin was 
building lip with flnns in Great Britain; and these activit ies were 
winked at by the authorities, " so long as the interests and security 
of the Reich wcre not affected n.4 Kopp, who went on 1caye to 
1\1oscow in ] anuary U)2 I, even told J:~1'est(..,.a that there was a 
prospect of opening trade delegations in Berlin and Moscow 

I Sec p. 222, notl' :;, above. 
Z V"'//(lIldluIlRCJI des ReirhslaRs, ccexlv (1<)21), 762-763, 7!i('-7S7. 
, [hid. ('('ex1"i (1<)21),1<)<)0, 19<){-

4 A police order to this effect was quoted by Klara Zetkin in the Rcichstat: 
(ibid. cccxlvii (1921), 20(0), . 
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respectively in the near future. J But such hopes were premature. 
Extreme caution still governed German official policy, and it was 
not till the ice had heen hroken by the Anglo-Soviet trade ag-ree
ment that the German Government decided to follow suit. Official 
lukewarmness did not, however, complete the picture. During 
the same period secret overtures were being made through military 
channels, thoug-h these remained totally unknown at the time, and 
cannot even now be fully documented. 2 

It was a coincidence that, at a time ",hen German military and 
political circles were pursuing diverg-ent, and even opposite, 
policies in relation to Soviet Russia, Soviet foreign policy was 
exhibiting- its normal ambivalence in a particularly acute form in 
regard to Germany. The defeat in Poland ended abruptly any 
tentative groping-s towards Soviet-German cooperation. The 
events of August I<)20 appeared in retrospect like a flash of light
ning- that had momentarily lighted lip a prospect n(m' once more 
shrouded in darkness. But the forces which, in the bleak ",inter 
of I920~I92I, were impelling- the Soviet leaders towards an 
accommodation with the capitalist world began to make themselves 
felt in Soviet policy towards Cermany. A month after the conces
sions decree of ~ovember 1920,3 Lenin, speaking at the eighth 
All-Russian Congress of Soviets and recalling the extraordinary 
happenings of the past summer, for the first time publicly discussed 
the question of Soviet-German relations in a context other than 
that of world revolution. Having called Cermany "the most 
advanced country with the exception of America", he went on : 

This country, hound by the Versailles treaty, finds itself in 
conditions which do not allow it to exist. And in this position 
Germany is naturally pushed into alliance with Russia. When 
the Russian armies were approaching \Varsaw, all Cermany was 
in a ferment. Alliance with Russia for this COlllltry which is 
strangled, which has the possibility of setting in m()ti~m gig-antic 
productive forces ~ all this helped to creatc political confusion 
in Germany; the CefInan hlack hundreds were marching in 
sympathy with the Hussian Bolsheviks and the Spartakists .. 

I izvestiya, February 1, 192 I. 

Z For the heginning of the secret negotiations scc pp. 361-364 helow. 
J See p. ;:83 above. 
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Our foreign policy, so long as we are alone and the capitalist 
world is strong ... consists in our heing ohliged to utilize dis-
agreements .... Our existence depends, tirst, on the existence 
of a radical split in the camp of the imperialist Powers, and, 
secondly, on the fact that the victory of the Entente and the 
Versailles peace have thrown the vast majority of the German 
nation into a position where it cannot live .... The German 
bourgeois government madly hates the Bolsheviks, but the 
interests of the international" situation are pushing it towards 
peace wi I h Soviet Russia against its own will. J 

Thus, three months before the introduction of NEP and the 
conclllsiol1 of the Anglo-Soviet trade agreement, Lenin had 
hinted in no uncertain terms at the willingness of the Soviet 
(;overnment to receive German overtures if such should be made. 

I t is douhtful whether those who now cautiously canvassed 
t he advantages of cooperation with the German Government 
measured the distance that had been traversed since the salvation 
of the Soviet regime had been regarded as dependent on an early 
revolution in Germany, or the transformation in thinking which 
the new policy required. At any rate, Zinoviev and the other 
leaders of Comintern, flushed with the triumphs of the second 
congress and the victories since won in Germany and in France, 
were in no mood to abandon the bright dream of world revolution; 
and in this dream Ccrmany necessarily occupied the central place. 
Thus, in the critical winter of Iy2o-~H)2I, two contrary and irre
concilahle ambitions in regard to Germany confronted each other 
in Moscow. If the clash between thcm was not obviolls, this was 
because the day-to-day work uf Comintern and the day-to-day 
work of the Soviet Government (and even of different commis
sariats) was still largely carried on in watertight compartments, 
and it was as a rule only when some highly critical situation arose 
that a decision of the leaders, binding on all concerned, was taken 
in the central committee of the party or in its Politburo. During 
the winter of H)20-H)21 the attention of the leaders was absorbed 
hy the menacing growth of opposition within the party, by the 
trade union controversy and, above all, by the economic plight of 
the country. \Vhatever other interpretation may he put on the 
events that followed, it is fairly clear that no general review of 

I Lenin, Sochillelliya, xxvi, 14-15. 
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policy in regard to Germany was undertaken throughout this time. 
Events within the KPD itself led up to the new crisis. The 

mass infusion of new members into a much enlarged 1\.1'D, 
through the accession to it of the USPD majority at the T lalle 
congress, was to all appearance a major victory for Comintern 
and for the KPD. But it raised new problems. The KPl) could 
no longer be content to play the rt)le of a small sect, a revolutionary 
ait£!, the lineal descendant of the ,')'partalwsbllnd. It had become a 
mass party composed predominantly of workers who were uncon
cerned with the refinements of theory. It was expected, by its 
memhers as well as by others, to have an active policy and to pull 
its weight in the German political arena. The Russians, the KPD 
was told by one of its leaders in November H)ZO, accllsed it of 
" too little contact with the mass of workers", of lack of " skill 
in agitation", and even of an " anti-putsch mentality", though it 
was hoped that this would be remedied by accession of the USPD 
majority and eventually of the KAPD.! This feeling, the legacy of 
Zinoviev's triumph at Halle, expressed itself \vithin the party in 
a Left movement which, following the tradition of Liebknccht 
rather than of Rosa Luxemburg, rated revolutionary action ahove 
revolutionary propaganda and called for a forward policy. The 
movement started in the Berlin section of the party, where it 
quickly secured a majority; its most vocal leader \vas I~uth 

Fischer, who had been Radek's messenger to Levi in October 
H)l9. The party leadership was not impressed. Levi had inherited 
Rosa Luxemburg's scepticism of the revolutionary maturity 
of the German masses, and had never altogether shed the sectarian 
mentality of the old Spartakushund. Brandler, the most impressi ve 
spokesman of the workers in the central committee of the KPD, 
was steeped in the trade union tradition, thoroughly understood 
mass organization and mass demonstrations, but instinctively 
shrank from armed insurrection. Levi decided to meet the call 
for action by an experiment in the united front tactics which 
Brandler had tried in Saxony in the Kapp plltsch.z On January R, 
1921, the party journal, the Rote Fahnf' , carried an open letter 
from the central committee of the KPD addressed by name to a 
large number of trade union and political organizations of the 

1 Rericht ;iber den 5. Parteitag der KnrrmlUnistisc/trn Partei Deutschlands 
(Spartakusbllnd) (I9ZI), pp. 27-z8. 2 See p. 173 above. 
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Left, including the SPD, the rump of the USPD and the KAPD. 
The letter, referring to the" intolerable position" of the German 
workers in the current crisis, proposed a joint campaign to raise 
wages and unemployment allowances, to reduce the cost of living, 
to introduce workers' control over articles of prime necessity, 
to dissolve and disanTI " bourgeois organizations of defence" and 
create" organizations of proletarian self-defence", and to estah
lish trade and diplomatic relations with Soviet Russia. The KPD 
recognized that " these measures cannot radically improve the 
wretched situation of t he proletariat", and did not " renounce 
for one moment the struggle for the dictatorship"; but, after this 
ceremonial genu flexion to party doctrine, it renewed its appeal for 
a joint struggle "for the demands set out above".1 I n the 
Reichstag Levi, who was one of a small handful of communist 
deput ies, drew out the international implication of the doctrine 
of t he united fron t : 

This is a turning-point in world history. The oppressed of 
the whole world stand against the oppressors of the whole 
world; and the leader of the oppressed of the whole world, the 
Power which today gathers together and leads the oppressed of 
the whole world, is Soviet Russia. Z 

The moral was clear: as the communists \\'Gldd champion the 
oppressed workers of whatever party, so Soviet Russia was the 
champion of oppressed nations of whatever political complexion. No 
German in I <)2 I douhted that Germany was an oppressed nation. 

Radek, ever since his sojourn in Berlin in 1<)1<), had shared 
Levi's pessimistic estimate of the revolutionary potentialities of 
the KPD, and was an enthusiastic supporter of the new line, if 
not its original instigator: the" open letter" is said to have been 
drafted jointly hy Levi and Radek. Zinoviev, on the other hand, 
still nourished the dreams of world revolution which had seemed 
so near to realization only six months before. As the hero of the 
Halle congress, he regarded himself as responsible for the victory 
which had transformed the KPD from a sect of intellectuals into 
a mass party equipped for revolutionary action, and his views 
corresponded with those of the Left group in the KPD. \Vhen 
therefore Radek first mooted in IKKI the project of the 

I ExtcnRive extracts from the letter arc in T ,('nin, Sochinrniya, xxvi, 67Q-680, 
note 200. 2 Verhatldlungctl dt'S Reic/zslags, cccxl vii (H)21), 23 I 8. 
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open letter, Zinoviev vigorously opposed it and was joined by 
Bukharin, still the self-appointed custodian of revolutionary 
orthodoxy. Lenin, who had recently swung over to the policy of 
temporary accommodation with the capitalist world, intervened 
in favour of Radek, and the open letter was approved. I It fell 
completely flat, meeting with no response from any influential 
organization of the Left. It was emphatically rejected hy the 
SPD and hy the rump of the USPD, which would ha\e no truck 
with the KPD, as well as hy the KA1'D, which denounced it as 
sheer opportunism. In l\loscow, where the leaders had more 
seriolls prohlems nearer home, the rebutr was scarcely noticed. 
I n the K I'D it had the effect of discrediting Levi's leadership and 
strengthening the hand of the Left group in the party. 

\\'hen, a month after the issue of the open letter, I,evi left for 
Leghorn as delegate of the KPJ) to the crucial congress of the 
Italian Socialist Party,Z he may well have supposed that the 
approval just given from Moscow implied a new mooel of leniency 
towards other Left parties and groups which were not prepared to 
accept the full rig()llI' of communist doctrine. It \\'as true that a 
distinction could be drawn between cooperation with other partiC's 
of the Left in pursuit of specilled common aims and coopernti')J1 
with heretics within the ranks of a professedly cOI1llllunist party. 
But this distinction was less familiar at the heginning of I<)21 

than it afterwards hecame. ,,\ t Leghorn Comintern policy 
was in the hands, not of Radek, but of Hakosi and Kahakehiev, 
who were nominees of Zinoviev, and were mindful of the distinc
tion between a temporary tactical cooperation with other pnrties 
and the toleration of unorthodoxy within the party itself. When 
the full rigours of the 21 conditions were pressed against Serrati, 
Levi rallied to his support and encouraged his resistance. Levi's 
open opposition to the policy of the accredited delegates of Comin
tern clearly created an intolerahle situation, and gave a handle to 
his enemies in the KPD. \\Then therefore Rakosi and Kahakchiev 
came to J3erlin on their way hack to ]\1oscow, and demanded a 
vote from the central committee condemning Levi's action, they 

I Th(, facts were stateu by both Radek anu Zinoviev at the fifth congress of 
Comintern in I()24 (Proto/lOll: F,iujter Kongress der Ko,m",misli,,-hcll Inlf'T
naliOllfJ/e (n.u.). i, 1('5, 4e.g); Lenin at the third congress in June 1<)21 ul'fcndcd 
the open letter as " a model political move" (Sochineniya, xxvi, 443). 

" See p. 225 above. 
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found many supporters and the vote was carried hy a rather 
narrow majority.' Levi, Klara Zetkin and three others resigned 
from the central committee. The deposition of Levi was regarded 
in the party as a victory for a forward policy. The men who 
succeeded to the leadership of the party, Ernst Meyer, Brandler, 
Thalheimer and Friihlich, though they did not belong to the Left 
wing of the party, had been converted to the so-called" theory of 
the offensive" and agreed that the time had come to pass from 
revolutionary propaganda to revolutionary action. 

It was at this moment that Bela Kun, together with another 
I Jungarian named Pogany and a Pole Guralsky, arrived in Berlin 
from Moscow as emissaries of Comintern. 2 A year earlier Bela 
Kun had been among the first and strongest critics of the passivity 
of the KPI> during the 1\.app putsrh. As a member of Zinoviev's 
immediate following in Comintern, he was probably opposed to 
the "open letter", and helieved that Levi's eviction from the 
leadership provided an opportunity for a more active policy. He 
Illay have had instructions from Zinoviev to that dfect. The 
memhers of the new central committee afterwards kept their 
counsel. But Bela Kun also talked to Levi and Klara Zetkin, 
who, t hough no longer in the central committee, were stil1 leading 
mcmlx-rs of the party. According 10 Levi, Bela Kun in conversa
tion with "-lara Zetkin 011 l\larch 10, and with himself four days 
later, insisted that the Kl'D mllst act, if necessary by creating 
provocation for action: thus" the first impulse to this action in 

, According to Levi, who appealed to unpublished party records, Rakosi 
said at the meeting of the central committee that the KPD, like the Italtan party, 
needed purging; Rakosi afterwards denied the expression, but not apparently 
the substance of the H'mark (I'. Levi, lima IVe!.' (2nd ed., 1<)21), p. 54). lh· 
spoke in a simi!'lr strain to Klara Zdkin (see p. 3X,) below). 

] The precise date of their arrival has not been established, but falls at latest 
within Ih" first days of March 1')21; tbey Can hurdly h3,·e left Russia after 
March I, and the c~l!llrn()nly accepted thc,,;y (e.g. O. I( Flet:htheim, Die KPD 
in ,kr H'l"imarcr U"/>lIblic (Offenbach, I <)4}{), p. 73) which COIllH'cts their mission 
with the Kromtadt risin.: falls to the ground. On the other hand they may, 
once in Berlin, have used the Kronstadl rising as an argument to dri"e home the 
Ileed for action. The claim that the (;erman ",orl,ers had sacriliced themselves 
in the" lVlarch action" for the Russian workers was made as early as l\1ay 1921 
by Heckert, the German delegate lit the All-Russian COIl,gresS of Trade Unions: 
" These Gt·rman communists let themselves be shot and thrown into prison 
twcause they Were conscious that, in raising the standard of re\'olt, they were 
rcndt"ing aid to the Russian proletariat ,. (Chctvertyi Vscrossiisldi S"e:::d 
I'roJessjonal'nykh SO)'II:::OV (1921), i (l'Jcnumy), 13). 
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• 
the form which it took did not come from the German side". J 

Zetkin, who remained in the party, said more cautiously at the 
third congress of Comintern that" representatives of the executive 
[i.e. I KKI] bear at any rate a great share of responsibility for the 
fact that the March action was conducted in the way that it was 
... and for the false slogans and false political attitude of the 
party or, rather, of its central committee ".2 The period was one 
of general unrest in Cermany. ;\ struggle was in progress between 
the Bavarian Covernment and the Reich C~overnmcnt over the 
existence of private armies of the Right enjoying Bavarian patron
age; the French had just occupied Diisseldorf as a reprisal; 
the pending plebiscite in II pper Silesia had led to plentiful 
disorders in the area. Riots occurred with or without specific 
encouragement from Berlin, in the lVlansfcld mines in central 
Germany, a well-known communist stronghold; and on March 
I(), 1921, the police and the Reichswehr decided to occupy the 
area and disarm the workers. This provoked armed resistance, 
which spread to other centres of central Germany. On the 
following day the central committee of the KPD called the workers 
to arms and proclaimed open insurrection against the government; 
and a communist deputy in the Reichstag announced defiantly 
that thc German proletariat would " fulfil its historical mission 
and carry the proletarian revolution from east to west ".J Desul
tory clashes occurred in several places. Fighting wa,.; severe only 
in the regions of central (;ermany where the trouble had begun. 
A week later, when the rising had begun to fizzle O\lt, the central 
committee announced a general strikc. But this only aggravated 
the disaster, leading communist strikers into fights, not only with 
the police, but with the mass of workers who preferred to stick to 
their jobs. On March 3 I, when the defeat of the communists 
was complete with many casualties and thousands of arrests, the 
central committee called otf the whole action. 

The" March action" was in itself neither so cx.tensive nor so 
significant an event as the Kapp putsch. But the moment of its 
occurrence and its conspicuous failure made it a turning-point in 

I Paul Levi, Was ist tillS Ferbrcchen? Die Miirzakti()n oder die Kritik 
daran? (1<)21), pp. ~-<)' this pamphll!t was a sptech delivereJ by Levi to the 
central committee on :\la)' 4, 1<)21, on his <'xpulsion from the pllrty. 

2 Pyotn/wll des Ill. Kongresses der Kommunistischen Inlernalinnate (Hamhurg, 
1921), p. 297. 3 Verhllndlungen des Reichstags, cccxlviii (1921), 3108. 
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the history both of German communism and of Soviet policy. 
In the KPD it is said to have resulted in a decline in the party 
memhership within three months from 450,000 (perhaps an over
estimate) to IHo,ooo,1 and set in motion a wave of recriminations 
which continued for Illany years to split the party into Right and 
Left factions. The central committee issued a set of theses in 
which, while attributing the action to police provocation against 
the Mansfeld workers, it congratulated itself on its attempt to 
" seize the revolutionary initiative" and undertake a " revolutioIl
ary offensive", implicitly abandoned the pursuit of the" united 
front", and condemned " the passive and active opposition of 
individual comrades during the action ".2 Levi, throwing ofT the 
restraints of party discipline, published a pamphlet entitled Unser 
If('/,' ill which he denounced the March action as .. the biggest 
Bakuninist putsch in the whole of history ".3 For this act of 
im;uhordination he was expelied from the party, though not 
without delivering a long speech of protest to the central com
mittee, which ,,"as published as another pampblet, and provoked a 
further reply from the celltral committee. 4 In Moscow IKKI 
hastened to approve the expulsion of Levi; 5 but tbe domestic 
recriminations in the German party were carried tbree months 
later to the third congress of Comintem, which had the delicate 
task of passing judgment on them.u 

From the standpoint of Soviet policy, the collapse of the 
Marcb action represented the German angle of the broad change 
of front signalized by the other two major events of March 192 I ~ 
tbe introduction of NEP and tbe conclusion of the Anglo-Soviet 
trade agreement. The question of personal responsibilities in 
Moscow for the action has never been fully cleared up. It is certain 
that Bela Kun's prompting, though by no means the only factor 
(the time had not yet come when the KPD automatically and 
submissively accepted directions from Moscow), was one of the 

I Berichl '-tber dt'llllI. (8) Parleitag der VKPD (1923), p. 63. 
2 TIl"ti" IIIU/ Organisatioll da RC1'ulutiolldrell 0ffellsi1'e: Die Lehren der 

lJfllrzahtiulI (1921), pp. 139-145. 
3 P. Levi, Unser Weg (2nd ed., 1<)21), p. 39. 
• P. Levi, Tllas ist tillS Verbrechcn r Die JUti'rzflhtioll (}da die Kritik darall? 

(1<)21); Der WeI" des Dr. Levi Imd del' Weg der T'KPD (1921). 
5 Kommunisticheskii Inlernatsiollfll, No. 17 (June 7, 1(21), col. 4Zen. 
6 See pp. 386-387 below. 
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factors which impelled the central committee to attempt its ill
fated" offensive ". It may be assllmed that Bela Kun acted on 
explicit or implicit instructions from Zinoviev. But it is doubtful 
whether these instructions vH:re considered or endorsed by the 
Politburo or whether their import was known or understood 
outside Zinoviev's circle. Lenin, Trotsky and the other principal 
party figures were absorbed in the economic crisis, in the trade 
union and party controversies and in the preparations for NEP, 
and had no time for German aJlairs. Radek, who was thoroughly 
versed in German allairs, does not seem to have known what was 
on foot; I and the same was almost certainly true of Chicherin and 
the staH of ~arkoI1lindd. \\'hen the action proved a fiasco, the 
obvious moral could hardly be gainsaid. The attempt of the KPJ) 
to carry the day by a frontal attack on t he bourgeois German 
Government had ended in ignominious disaster. But, where a 
relatively large and powerful party ill a highly industrialized 
country had failed, no communist party in any other country 
could hope to succeed for some time to come. A new and well
grounded pessimism about the prospects of the European revolu
tion confirmed and reinforced the drive towards a temporary 
accommodation with the capitalist world. 

I Hadek is the only leading Bnlshn ik ahout whose attitude specific, though 
rathn inconclusive, el'id"ncc IS ;l\·ailahk. In Scptellli "'r 1 ()2 J, L",-i published 
in his journal L'IlSI'Y /J'e,!! (a new title for the earlier .<;07C/1'I cited on p. 402, 

note 5 below) a letter writtcn by Radt'k on i\larch q., 1l)2 r, from l\JoS('l)W to 
the central committee of the KI'D. Hanng briefly referred to the introduction 
of NEP, Hadek turned to KPD affairs and attack;'d Levi: .. lie by his policy 
is dividing the party, whert'as we can attract new masses by acti\'izing our 
policy". Levi should be a\lowed to go, but everything possihle should be done 
to prevent Diiurnig and Zetkin going with him. .. Nobody here is thinking of 
a mechanical splitting - or indeed of any kind of splitting - in Cermany." 
Radek continued: .. Ev<:rything depends on the world political situation. If 
tho: rift between the Entente and ecnnanv grows wider, it may come to war 
with Poland, and then we shall speak. J ;Ist because these po~sibilities exist, 
you must do everything to mobilize the party. 011(' cannot shoot any action 
out of a revolver. If you do not 1I0W do cVl'rything, throul!;h uninterrupt(·d 
pressure for action by the communist masses, to create the feding of 111',,<1 for 
such action, you will again fail at the great moment" (Umer ~VI',(,', iii, No. X-C). 
August-September 1<)21, pp. 24X-249). These rather cryrtic phrases suggest 
that Radek, having hroken with Ln'i, had moved, in terms of KPl> politics, 
towards the Left, but not that he was carrying out a decisioll to galvanizl' the 
KPD into immediate action. According to Trotsky, Iw stood with Zinoviev 
and Bukharin on the Left on the eve of the third congress of COJllinterll (sec 
p. 383 below); but Radek's opinions were notoriously volatile. 



CHAPTER 29 

TO GENOA AND RAPAI.LO 

I F the Soviet (;overnment assumed that the conclusion of the 
Anglo-Soviet Trade Agreement of 1\;larch IO, 1<)21, completed 
by the treaties just concluded with the thrce eastern nations -

Persia, Afghanistan and Turkey- and followed two days later by 
the final peace treaty with Poland, would at once hreak the icc and 
result in the establishment of normal relations with the outsidc 
world. this expectation took too little account of the persistcnce of 
hostile attitudes in the capitalist countries. The example set by 
Ureal Britain failed immediately to inspire any important number 
of imitators. Of European countries only Germany. likc Russia an 
outcast from the European community, madc haste to conclude a 
provisional trade agreement with the RSFSR. J This was signed 
on May 6, 1 <)2 I; and it was probably no mere coincidence that 
it was signed on the day after an allied ultimatum to Germany 
threatening further sanctions (three towns in the Ruhr had already 
hcen occupied in :March 1921) in the evcnt of non-compliancc with 
reparations and disarmament demands. The trade agreement 
settled some of the practical difficulties of tradc betwccn private 
firms and a state trading monopoly. But its most important 
provisions did not relate to trade at all. Both countrics agrecd to 
accord diplomatic privileges to the accredited representatives of 
the other; and the German Glwernment undertook to recognize 
the Soviet mission as thc sole representative of Russia in German 
territory. This meant a withdrawal of the informal recognition 
hitherto extended to " white" Russian organizations in Berlin, 
and was the oflicial hurial of the anti-Bolshevik crusadc. Hence
forth, whatever might be the Russian policy of the German 
Government, it would be directed to maintain relations with the 
Soviet Government, not to overthrow it. None the less, the 

I RSFSR: Sbomik Deistvuyushchi/~h Dogovorov, ii (1921), No. 46, pp. 24-28. 
339 
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persistence of an unfriendly atmosphere is indicated hy Krasin's 
complaint that the German Government not only failed to carry 
out its obligation under the agreement to put suitable premises at 
the disposal of the trade delegation, but" did not give the trade 
delegation proper help in obtaining possession of the few houses 
which the delegation had acquired for this purpose ".1 Of other 
European countries ] taly agreed to receive a Soviet trade mission 
in March 1<)21. But its welcome was cool; and not till the end 
of the year did protracted negotiations lead to the signature of a 
trade agreement.! By this time Norway and Austria had con
cluded similar agreements.> An agreement with Sweden was 
signed at the heginning of 1922,4 but not ratified hy the Swedish 
Government. An agreement with Czechoslovakia followed a 
little later; 5 all these were based on the British model. The list 
of countries where Soviet trade delegations were established at 
the end of 1921 included Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Poland, Sweden, Norway, Germany, (. 'zechoslovakia, Austria, Italy, 
Great Britain, Turkey (Angora and Constantinople) and Persia. b 

On the other hand, two gn.~at nations remained implacably 
hostile. The Repuhlican victory in the United States and the 
replacement of Wilson hy Harding inspired vain hopes of a change 
in the American attitude. The indefatigahle Raymond Robins 
had for some time been canvassing in the IT nited ~;tates for recog
nition of Soviet Russia, and apparently helieH'd himself to have 
ohtained an election promise from Harding of his readiness to 
reopen the Russian question. 7 This may have been known in 
l\Toscow; and Vanderlip, passing through Moscow OIl his return 
journey in March 1921, spoke of Harding's" favourahle views" 
on trade with Russia.H A note addressed in thc name of VTsIK 
to the ncwly installed American Congress on March 20, H)2I, 

I L. B. Krasin, r7"pro.'y r··nt'shllei TmJ:()vli (11)2!l). p. 254. 
2 I:n'l'sliyn, lVlay 27, 11)21; RSl'~<"'R: Sh()Y1Iik /)ristv'II),lIs!ichihh DOl!llvorm', 

iii (1I).l2), ~o. 86, pp. 31)-45. 
1 RSFSR: Sborni/~ Deislt'II.)'lIshcliihh DOI!01'IJI'(Jf', ii (H)21), N", 4X, pp, 32 -

35; SSSR: Shomil.- Deist'l-'uYlls!ichikh /)Og()VrlY01', i-ii (11)24), No, 2, pp. 4-8. 
• Russiall Injul'17Ulti()n and Ue1JieUJ, May r, 1<)22, pp. 355-356. 
5 RSFSR: Sbomih Deisa'u),llshclufdl Dog()'!wrot', iv (I(P3), No. II I, 

pp. 17-21. I, Za Pyat' Let (11)22), p. 416. 
7 Infomlation from the Gumherg papers in the University of Wisconsin, 

communicated by Mr. W. A. \Villiams. 
8 I.eninskii Sbornill, xx (1932), 189; Lenin did not see Vanderlip again 

hut referred him to Chicherin. 
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suggested negotiations for a trade agreement hetween the two 
countries, hut met with the chilling response that any attempt 
to restore trade relations would be futile until Soviet Russia 
had laid a "solid economic foundation", implying "safety 
of life, the recognition of firm guarantees of private property, 
the sanctity of contract and the rights of free lahour ".1 On
ofIicial attempts by the Far Eastern Republic to establish 
discreet contact with Washington were, on the other hand 
more successful, and American observers visited Chita in lVlay 
1921.2 France ,,,'as the other great Power which remained implac
ahly hostile. She had concluded a treaty of alliance with Poland 
in February 1<)21, and was busy during this year consolidating the 
Little Entente under her aegis. 3 These political and military 
entanglements, as well as the claims of French holders of Russian 
bonds, dictated an attitude of no compromise with the defaulter. 
French acrimony on the subject of the Anglo-Soviet trade agree
ment, which found expression in the summer of 1921 in a series of 
ofIicial notes 4 as well as in the French press, contributed to the 
deterioration of Anglo-French relations at this time. 

Within four months of the signing of the Anglo-Soviet agree
ment the situation in Russia itself was overshadowed by the 
impending disaster of famiIle. H.escrves had been exhausted; 
transport \Vas chaotic; and drought had seriously affected the 
new harvest. The appointment on July ZI, 1921, of an All
Russian Committee for Aid to the Hungry 5 was followed a few 

• Klyuchniko\' i Sabanin, .Uczhdllnarodr/{/ya Po/itilw, iii, i (u)Zt\), 104-105 ; 
Foreign Relatiol1s oj the United States, Hp 1, iii (")Jo), 76S. 

> Ibid. iii (1936), 732-744. Informed Soviet opinion was strongly impressed 
at this time by the rising power of the United States: Trotsky at the third 
congress of Comintcrn in June 1921 referred to " the clementary facts" that 
" Europe is ruined, that the productivc capacity of Europe is far lower than 
before the war, that the ,"conomic centre has moved over to America" (Pr%
koll des Ill. Knngresses der Komrmmistischen Illtcmatio1lalc (Hamburg, H)2 1), 

P·74)· 
J The delegation of the Far Eastern Republic at the Vvashington conference 

at the end of U).:! 1 communicated to the press correspondence between the 
French and Japanese Governments from Lkcemi)f'r 1920 onwards, culminating 
in an alleged secr"t agreement of l\larch 12, 1921, for common action against 
Soviet Russia (summary in ,U<lIldwstl'Y Guardia 1l , January 2, 1922); but no 
full text has been published and its authentieity remains dubious. 

4 Correspondence between Ilis Majesty's Governmelll and the Frellch G01'{'rtI
ment respecting the Anglo-Russian Trade Agreement, emd. 1456 (1921). 

• See Vol. I, p. 178. 
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days later by an appeal from I K1\..1 to workers of all countries. I A 
prompt response c:.tmc from Herbert Hoover, then at the height of 
his reputation as an organizer and dispenser of American aid; and 
on August 20, 1921, an agreement was signed by Litvinov in Riga 
with a representative of the American Relief Administration 
(ARA).2 A week later a similar agreement was signed in Moscow 
with Nansen, representing a Red Cross conference which had just 
met at Geneva." The terms of these agreements, which involved 
the admission to Russia of large numbers of foreign agents to carry 
out the distribution of the supplies, were humiliating. But the 
need was dire, and the fact that they were made not with govern
ments but with private organizations seemed a mitigating circllIll
stance. A proposal of the allied Supreme Council to send a 
commission" for the study and investigation of means of rendering 
help to the Russian people" was rejected immediately afterwards 
in language of the greatest bitterness, the more so since the former 
French Amhassador in Russia, Noulcns, who had distinguished 
himself by his hostile utterances at the outset of the revolution, 
had been designated as president of the commission. 4 

Throughout the winter of 1!)2I-H)22 the American and Red 
Cross relief missions were active in the \'olga area, where stan'a
tion and disease reached catastrophic proportions. s In spite of 
the generosity of the help rendered, :\H.A was still regarded with 
intense sllspicion, at any rate at party headquarters. Its desire to 
secure for itself a monopoly of relief, manifested in its attempt to 
exclude other American organizations from working in the same 
field and in its hoycott of the Nansen mission,l' was disliked; and 
many members of its staff were suspected, at worst of direct 
espionage, at hest of attempting to further their own or their 
country's commercial interests.7 Most of all, the work of AHA 

I K()IIlIllUllisticheskii IllterllatsifJIwl, No. 18 (October 8, 1921), c()l~. 4758-
4759· 

2 RSFSU: Sbornill DeislnlYlIshcliihh J)1J!;()1'orm', ii (U).u), No. 73, pp. 152-
ISS; Forei!;11 Relatio/lS of the United Stutes, i().!] , ii (19J6), 1'113-817. 

Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, l\!ezhdunarodllay(/ Polililw, iii, i (19ZX), 10<)-1 I.!. 
Ibid. iii, i, I14-1 II). 

See Vol. 2, p. 2XS, for reports on the famine. 
Fflrei!;n H/·latirm.! of the (jlli/ed Stules, 1921, ii (")J(')' fi21. 

According to L. Fischer, The SJViets in J,t'orld ,-Iffairs (")30), i, pp. 31('-317, 
" the entire personnel of the AH.A consisted of United States Armv men, and 
the Bolsheviks susppcted the typt:, especially since the relief association's native 
assistants were frequently recruited from elements in the populations not quite 
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was felt as a subtle form of foreign intervention. Few of those 
engaged in it professed anything but unqualified hostility to the 
regime; and Hoover and other western leaders often stressed the 
part played by relief in combating Bolshevism in Europe in 1919. 
The immense value of the practical aid furnished by ARA was 
none the less fully recognized; both Kamenev and Chicherin 
emphatically stated that it far exceeded the help received from all 
other sources. I The ninth All-Russian Congress of Soviets, 
meeting in December 1921, devoted a long resolution to the 
famine. It expressed " warm gratitude" to the workers of all 
countries who had come to the help of their suffering comrades 
(a reference to the International Workers' Aid 2), adding that the 
Russian toilers "especially value the fraternal support of the 
horny hands of European and American workers". It noted that 
a part of the hourgeois \vorld looked on the famine as " a con
venient opportunity for a new attempt to overthrow the Soviet 
power" and another part as "a favourable chance to acquire 
for itself in Russia an economically dominant position"; none 
the less the congress expressed its gratitude to :\ansen, to ARA, 
and" to other countries which have rendered help to the hungry 
in whatever form n. Apart from the resolution, it voted a special 
address of " profound gratitude" on behalf of " millions of the 
toiling population of the HSFSR " to " the great scientitic explorer 
and citizen F. Nanscn, who heroically forced his way through the 
eternal ice of the frozen north, but was powerless to o\'crcome the 
boundless cruelty, greed and heartlessness of the ruling classes of 
the capitalist countries ".3 

sympatht'tic to the Hed r(·gimc". The motive of obtaining commercial informa
tion W.IS scaret'h' disguised: .. full IIlfonnatioll will he obtained in this way 
without thl' risk' of complication through government action", \\"rote Hughl'~ 
on September 2. 1!}21 (National Archives of the linilt'd Statl": H.ecord Group 
5'): H(lI. 4S/I(,OI). But it is doubtful whether any other forlll of information 
was seriously sought at this tiIlle. 

I For Kamenev's appreciation of the SCOPl' of American relief see Vol. 2, 

p. 2HS; Chicherin's tribute is in !Hlllerial), Getl/,,'.~skoi K(J/(/,'raltsii (1<)22), 
p.20 . 

. , Sl"l" p. 404 below. 
3 S"ezdy ."'·ovl'fm' RSFSR l' l'os/mw1,lelliyakh (1<)39), pp. 204-2.06; a dele

gate at the congress repeated a comparison, said to have Lwen made hy a British 
M.P., of the sums contributed by the allied countries to relief with the amounts 
spent Oil supporting Denikin and Kolchak (Dt'.'yat),i J's/'I"ossiishii S"ezd .';01'clm' 
(1922), p. 35). 

VOL. III z 
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The disasters of the famine, the hostility of the capitalist world 
towards the Soviet regime and continued scepticism of its capacity 
to survive, the suspicion and sensitiveness bred by this attitude 
in Soviet minds - all these factors made the latter part of 1921 

a troubled period in Soviet Russia's foreign relations. The 
results of the new foreign policy, like those of NEP at home, did 
not really mature till the following year. For a long time the 
Anglo-Soviet trade agreement did not appear to have done much 
to allay the friction endemic in relations between the two coun
tries. A permanent British commercial missioIl, as provided for 
in the agreement, estahlished itself in l\loscow on July JI, 1921, 

but was soon plunged into political controversy. If counsels were 
divided in l\Iosc(}w on the relative importance of concord between 
governments and propaganda for world revolution, British policy 
to\vards Soviet Russia was equally a battleground hetween warring 
factions. The Anglo-Soviet agreement had represented a victory 
for the Prime l\linister and the Doard of Trade; the letter simul
taneously addressed to Krasin on Soviet activities in Afghanistan 
bore every stamp of a joint product of Foreign Otlice, \Var Otlice 
and India Office.' The underlying situation in Creat Britain 
seemed for some time little changed by the agreement. Lloyd 
George had his way where he chose, or found time, to exercise 
his power. But, while he was occupied elsewhere, the daily course 
of Anglo-Soviet relations continued to be determined by these 
three influential departments; and, especially so long as Curzol1 
ruled the Foreign Office, they were conducted in a spirit of pro
found mistrust of Soyiet actions and intentions. 

The first major diplomatic clash occurred less than six weeks 
after the arrival of the British mission in l\loscow and at a moment 
when Soviet fortunes seemed at their lowest ebb. On September 
7, 1921 , Curzon despatched to the Soviet Government a long 
memorandum of protest against a series of utterances and activities 
of the Soviet Government and of Comintern which were declared 
to he contrary to the undertaking in the Anglo-Soviet agreement 
to refrain from propaganda "against the institutions of the 
British Empire". The general charge that anti-British activities 
in Asia had not been abandoned was certainly true; such activities 
were cited in India, in Persia, in Turkey and in Afghanistan. 

I Sec p. 288 above. 
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But the note appears to have been somewhat li~ht-heartedly com
piled from reports of secret agents which did not withstand 
scrutiny, and were easily refuted in detail. I On September 27 
the Soviet Government replied in a skilful and disingenuous note 
signed by Litvinov; and a counter-reply from the British Govern
ment on November 12 closed the correspondence for the time 
heing. 2 The correspondence throws a valuable light on the 
attitude and state of mind of both parties to the agreement. The 
Soviet authorities, who had been willing almost from the moment 
of the revolution to undertake to abstain from hostile propaganda 
against other states, interpreted that undertaking in a purely formal 
sense. 1 t applied, so far as they ,,,'ere concerned, only to direct 
and avowed government policy and did not cover the action of 
agents in receipt of confidential instructions. Thus, they fdt 
entitled to deny, in the face of welJ-known facts, that there was a 
propaganda school in Tashkent for Indian revolutionaries, or 
that lemal had received support from the Soviet Government for 
his mission to Kabul; and the whole rejection of responsibility 
for the activities of Comintern and its agents rested on no more 
than a formal distinction. They would have been on stronger 
~round if they had been content to argue that the British, no more 
than they themselves, had allowed the conclusio;) of the agreement 
to interfere with the unfriendly behaviour of their agents. In fact, 
both sides, undeterred by the agreement, continued to regard the 
acti"lties of their own agents as legitimate retaliation or legitimate 
self-defence and those of the other party as unprovoked aggression. 
The significant difference between them was that, while the British 

I The note purported to quote rcportg made to the" central cOlnmittee .. 
of Comintern hy Stalin, .. the president of the eastern di\'ision of the Third 
International ", hy E1iava, and by NUt"rteYa, described as .. director of prn
pa/!,anda under the Third International". Tht' Soviet fl'ply of September 27 
stated that nonl' of thest' persons had ever exercised any functions under 
Cornintern; to which the British counter-reply of Novemb~r 12 bl'wilderingl" 
rl'torted that" it was never said of any of thest' pt'rsons that they bclong!'d t~ 
the Third International, though that is not a point of suhstance ". The British 
not,' of Scpternhl'r 7, 19ZI, quot,·d a sp,'cch of Lenin of June 8. \Vhen it was 
pointed out that Lt'nin had made no speech on thllt day, the date was shifted 
in the British notc of NoYt'mher 12 to July 5; but the official record of Lenin's 
speech at the third congress of Comintl'fn on that date contains no passage 
resemhling that quotet! in the British note. 

2 The threc notcs were published in A Selection of Papers dealing with 
the Relations hetween His Majesty's Got'CTllment and the Soviet Guvernment, 
Cmd. 2895 (1927), pp. 1.j.-30. 
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departments mainly responsihle for the conduct of Anglo-Soviet 
relations at this time would willingly have seen the agreement 
hreak down, the corresponding Soviet authorities merely wanted 
to see how far they could go without causing a break. 

Nor were there any signs of improved relations between Soviet 
Russia and her immediate neighhours on the west. The con
clusion of a treaty of alliance hetween Rumania and Poland in 
the spring of 1921 with evident French encouragement was cal
culated to complete the anti-Soviet triangle (France - Little 
Entente -- Poland), and confirmed Soviet suspicions that Rumania, 
like Poland, had become a pawn in the French diplomatic and 
military game. On September 13, Il)21, !'\arkomindel issued a 
fOllltnUlliqu/ quoting an alleged note to thc Polish and Rumanian 
Governments in which the French Government had proposed a 
simultaneous ultimatum hy all three countries to the Soviet 
Government, to be followed in case of non-compliance hy a joint 
declaration of war, and ofIered in that event substantial military 
aid to its partners.! Friction with Rumania had becn endemic 
ever since her annexation of Bessarabia in 1918. In October 
J920 tht' allied gon~rnm('nts concluded a treaty recognizing 
Rumanian sovereignty over Bessarabia; 2 and at this moment 
Frunze and Voroshilo\", flushed with their easy victory over 
Wrangel, seem to haye made a proposal for the military re-conquest 
of llessarabia which was overruled by Lenin, acting on the advice 
of Rako\'sky. After the new tllrn of March H)2 T, the opposite 
proposal _. to wipe a troublesome question off the slate hy recog
nizing the Rumanian annexation of Bessarabia - is said to have 
been made, somewhat surprisingly, by Trotsky, supported by 
Lityinov. But Chicherin and Rakovsky opposed this act of 
appeasement, and it, too, was vctoed. J The summer and autumn 
of H)21 saw a flood of joint protests, signed on behalf of the 
RSFSR and the Ukrainian SSR by Chieherin and Rakovsky, to 

I La Russie des So-viets £'1 la P,,{of!IIr (Moscow, iC)21), pp. 48-50; a few days 
later Trotsky maue a speech to the Moscow Soviet on the same theme (lz(Jestiya, 
September 2.2, 1921). 

Z The treaty did not corne into force owing to 3n unexplaim'd failure by 
Japan to ratify it; but this formal flaw did not affl'ct the situation. 

j Both these proposals were mentioned by Rakovsky in conn'rsation with 
Louis Fischer in 1928 and are recorded in L. Fischer, The Sot-iets in World 
Affairs (2nd cd., 1951), i, xiv-xv: they are not improbable, but lack documentary 
authority. 
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the Rumanian Government against alleged frontier incidents, 
encouragement given to " white guards" and" Petlyura bands ", 
and failure to extradite the anarchist Makhno, who for some time 
found asylum in Rumanian territory with a remnant of his forces; 
and a joint note of November II, 1921, recapitulated the whole 
Bessarabian controversy, and reiterated the refusal to recognize 
I3essarabia as Rumanian territory.l Alone of the border countries, 
Rumania still refused to maintain any relations, diplomatic or 
commercial, with the Sovit't Government. But Soviet-Polish 
relations, though conducted with all the forms of diplomatic 
intercourse, were no better in substance. The peace treaty with 
Poland signed at Riga on March 1 R, 192 I, favourable as it was to 
Polish aspirations, left behind it a persistent legacy of friction and 
mistrust. Between April and September a long and acrimonious 
correspondence turned on Soviet demands that the Polish Govern
ment should cease to tolerate and encourage" white" organiza
tions on Polish territory, notably those of the SH. conspirator 
Savinko\' and the former Ukrainian dictator Petlyura, and Polish 
demands for the return of prisoners of war and Polish civilians 
still in Soviet territory.2 It was not till August 1921 that diplo
matic relations were established, Karakhan arn nng as Soviet 
representative in Warsaw, and Filippovich as Polish charge 
d'affaires in lVloscow. 1 

Even in the Baltic, where the Soviet Go\'erlllnent had achieved 
its flrst diplomatic hreak-through in H)20 with the treaties with 
Estonia and Latvia,4 the tide in the latter half of H)21 seemed to 
set once more against Moscow. /\s early as October 1919 the 
Soviet Government had reasserted the traditional Russian interest 
in the destiny of the Aland Islands and protested against any 
attempt to regulate this question without its participation. s The 
protest was renewed when " a group of Powers calling itself the 
League of Nations" placed the question of the Aland Islands on 
its agenda in June 1920, and again in a separate note to Finland 
and Sweden in the following year.1> These protests were ignored; 

I Thesc notes are collected in I:Uhrai1/1' 8m'ietis/<! (Herlin, 11)22), PI'. 78-106. 
2 La Russie des So~'iets et /a "%gllC (1\loscow, 1<)21), contains a collection 

of these document~ . 
.1 Ibid. p. 7. • See pp. 156,277 abovc. 
'Seepp.157-158above. 
6 Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, Mez/uJuliarodllaya Po/ilika, iii, i (11)2~), 29-30, 10~. 
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and on October 20, 1921, without any kind of intimation to the 
Soviet Government, a convention was signed at Geneva between 
the principal allied Powers, Finland and Sweden, recognizing 
Finnish sovereignty oyer the islands and prescribing a regime of 
demilitarization. On November 13, 1921, a Soviet note to all the 
governments concerned declared the convention .. unconditionally 
non-existent for Russia " and protested once more against the 
violation of Russia's" substantial and elementary rights " : 1 the 
offence clearly consisted, not in the contents of the agreement, but 
in the continued intention of the western Powers, notwithstanding 
the events of .March 1 <)2 r, to exclude Soviet Russia from the 
comity of nations. In the same month a long-standing trouble 
with Finland over the Karelian 'Yorkers' Commune, which had 
the status of an autonomous republic within the RSFSH, came to 
a head. For some months past frontier incidents had been a cause 
of frequent complaint 011 both sides. In the autulIln of 1921 

serious disorders occurred in Sm'iet Karl'lia. According to 
l\loscow, " bandit detachments under Finnish (JUicers" organized 
in Finland had penetrated the territory; according to I lelsingfors, 
a popular rising against Soviet misgovernment had been put down 
with great cruelty to the local Finnish population. On November 
27, T921, Finland appealed to the League of :'\ations and invited 
it to send a commission of cllyuiry to investigate conditions on the 
spot. The appeal was denounced by Chicherin as " an attempt to 
introduce outside Powers into the internal afTairs of the RSFSR 
and an attempt to settle questions relating to the Russo-Finnish 
treaty by way of the intervention of third Powers"; and the 
result was to breed fresh suspicion between Soviet Russia and 
Finland. 2 In December 1921 the foreign ministers of Finland, 
Poland, Latvia and Estonia met in conference in Ileisingfors and 
decided to negotiate a mutual assistance pact. Poland was the 
driving force in the alliance; and behind Polish initiative the hand 
of France, then at the height of her post-war military power and 
prestige, was plainly seen. I,ittle attempt was made to deny that 

I Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, 1I1ezluhmarodllllya J>olitika, iii, i (JI}zX), 146-147. 
Z Ibid. iii, i (1928), 148-154; the Course of this dispute may hl· followt"d in 

the current records of the League of Nations, and in volumes of official docu
ments puhlished hy both disputants, LivY<' Rouge: /Jocuml'lIls cl C/)rrespo/ld{IIICP 
Diplomatique Russo-Fillllllldaise fU1ICern{mt fa Carelie Orientale (Moscow, 1922), 
and La Question de ia Carelie Orientalt, 3 vo1s. (Helsinki, 1922-1924). 
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Soviet Russia was the potential enemy against whom protection 
was to be sought through common action. I Far from having 
succeeded in opening a window towards the west, the Soviet 
Government began to have visions of a revival of the cordon 
sanitaire. 

The pessimistic mood engendered in Moscow by the diplo
matic situation in the latter part of 1921 is well illustrated hy one 
of Stalin's, at this time rare, excursions into international affairs. 
'Writing in Py(l7Jda in December 1921, he noted that" the period 
of open war has been replaced by a period of' peaceful ' struggle". 
His review opened with a noteworthy diagnosis: 

Gone on the wing is the " terror" or " horror" of the 
proletarian revolution which seized the hourgeoisie of the world, 
for example, in the days of the advance of the Red Army on 
\Varsaw. And with it has passed the boundless enthusiasm with 
which the workers of Europe used to receive almost every piece 
of news about Soviet Russia. 

A period of sober calculation of forces has set in, a period of 
meticulous work in the preparation and accumulation of forces 
for the hattles of the future. 

Suspicion of foreign intentions held a conspicuous place in 
Stalin's estimate. Trade and other agreements were good in their 
·way. 

Hut l he went on] we should not forget that commercial and 
aJl other sorts of missions and associations, now flooding Russia 
to trade with her and to aid her, arc at the sanw time the best 
spies of the world bourgeoisie, and that now it, the world 
hourgeoisie, in virtue of these conditions knows Soviet Russia 
with its weak and strong sides better than ever before
circumstances fraught with serious dangers in the event of new 
interventionist actions. 

Tllrkey. Persia. Afghanistan and the Far East were being" flooded 
by agents of imperialism with gold and other' hel1efits ' in order 
to huild round Soviet Russia an economic (and not only economic) 

I The pact was signed in \Varsaw on March 17, 1<)22 (League of Natiolls: 
'l'leaty Series, xi (1922), 168-171), but never came into force owing to the 
ev('ntual failure of Finlanu to ratify it; L. Fischer, The Sovit'tj ;;1 Wodd 
Affairs (1<)30), ii, 517, cites a collection of Polish docunll'llts published in 1924 
which is said to make clear the anti-Soviet aims of the pact. 
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ring-fence". In this process Poland, Rumania and Finland 
,",'ere also playing their part, arming themselves" at the expense 
of the Entente" and" hurling on to the territory of Russia (for 
purposes of espionage?) the white-guard ddachments of their 
S~l\inko\'s and Petlyuras ". All these were" separate links in the 
general work of preparing a new oJfensive against Russia ".1 

The article, which hears marks of Stalin's long-standing antipathy 
to Chicherin, was significant, not because Stalin was at this time 
concerned in the framing of Soviet foreign policy, but because it 
appealed to prejudices and discouragements common in party 
circles about the policy of rapprochement with the western capitalist 
world which had heen inaugurated in lVlarch I<)2I, and of which 
Chicherin and Krasin, with I,cnin's support, were the most active 
exponents. 

\\'hen a week later Lenin addressed the ninth All-Russian 
Congress of Soviets on the work of VTsl K and S(wnarkom during 
the past year, he too served 1lotice on .. the representatives of the 
military parties and aggressive cliques in Finland, Poland and 
Rumania" that the Soviet policy of" concessions and sacrifices" 
for the sake of peaee \\"as not unlimited in its scopc. 2 Hut Lenin 
v,'as more concerned to dwell on the positive achievements of the 
past nine months. Having noted the e:-..istence of " a certain 
equilibrium" in the international situation, he proceeded to draw 
a reassuring picture. 

Is sllch a thing thinkahle at all [he asked] as that a socialist 
republic could {'xist in a capitalist environment? This seemt~d 
impossible either in a political or in a military sense. That it is 
possible in a political and in a military sense has been proved; 
it is already a fact. 

The past year had hegun to prove that it was possible also in an 
economic sense: the capitalist \\'orld needed SO\'iet Hussia as 

r Stalin, S()cliinflliya, Y, I 17-120, 

2 Lenin, 5/o{'hi17cn('\'fl, xxvii, J 17-T rS; on the eve of the congress J.,cnin 
telephoned to the Politburo suggestin,g that the c()nr~r{"ss shoulJ register a 
protest against the " ad\'('ntufIst policy" of Poland, Finland and Rumania, 
and adding: " ahout Japan hetter keep silent for a variet~' of rcasong " (Leninskii 
Sbornik. xxxv (1<}4S), 3°4); this was done (S"ezdy ,s'ovelo1) RSFSR 1) Postanovl
eniya/dl (I939), pp. 239-243). 
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much as Soviet Russia needed the capitalist world. J .enin quoted 
figures to show that Soviet imports for 1921 were three times as 
great as those for the three previous years taken together, and 
exports for 1921 (though still totalling less than 25 per cent of the 
imports) more than four times as great as the total of the three 
previolls years. The figures were miserably small, but it was a 
heginning. Among particularly valuable imports were 13 loco
motives from Sweden and 37 from Germany.1 

The unemployment crisis in western Europe made the pressure 
for cxport markets particularly acute; and Krasin and thc other 
Sovict negotiators were quick to profit by this fortunate circum
stance _.. especially fortunate for a country which was eager to 
import almost everything, and had hardly anything to export. 
The dr' jllrto recognition of the Soviet Government hy Great 
Britain had validated Soviet nationalization laws in the eyes of the 
British courts, so that the Soviet authorities no longer had to fear 
action hy alleged previous owners of cargoes exported hy them to 
Great Britain or of gold used in payment for imports; and the 
British example was accepted as decisive by most othcr trading 
countries. Boyco! ts of Soviet goods were still sometimes attempted 
hy private traders or trading organizations. But after H)21 direct 
interference with Soviet trade hy governments was as a nde no 
longer practised. The forms of trade were more difficult to 
establish, ('specially as merchants in capitalist countries retained 
al1 their ohjections to dealing with a state monopoly. The pre
cedent of Arcos, which was a Soviet-owned company registered in 
London under British Iaw,2 was followed elsewhere, notahly in 
Amtorg, the corresponding organization set up in New York. The 
year 1921 saw the birth of the fruitful experiment of " mixed 
companies". These were formed jointly by a foreign capitalist 
group and a department of the Soviet state, and had the dual 
advantage of helping to mask the governmental character of the 
concern and of sccuring an investment of foreign capital in an 
enterprise operating partly in Soviet Russia. 3 At the eleventh 
party congress in March 1922, Lenin reported the existence of 

I Lenin, Sorhilll'lIiya, xxvii, J I<)-122; official statistics showed that the value 
of imports calculated in pre-war ruhles rose from 125-7 millions in 1920 to 
922'<) millions in 1<)21, and exports from 6-1 millions to 8H-S millions. 

2 Se(' p. 286 ahovt'. 
, The earliest mixed companil's wen' Sovict-C;erman (see pp_ 367-368 below)_ 
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17 mixed companies" with a capital of many millions" - nine 
sponsored by \"neshtorg, six by a newly created committee 
presided oyer by Sokolnikov and attached to S'1'O, and two by 
Sen'roles (the northern timber trust); eight months later, at the 
fourth congress of Comintern, I ,enin rather apologetically defended 
the system of mixed companies on the dual ground that" in this 
way we learn how to tracle ", and that it was always possible for 
the Sm"iet partner to dissolve the company if it became dangerous.' 

"'hatevcr steps might, however, be taken to revive normal 
cOIllmercial relations hetween Soviet Russia and the capitalist 
,,-orld, the basic obstacle remained. Soviet Russia, as an im
porter, had an almost unlimited hunger for machinery, equipment 
of all kind", and eH'n (as a temporary result of the H)21 famine) 
foodstuff's; Soviet H ussia, as an exporter, had lit tic to otTer by 
way of immediate retlJrn except ul1worked timher, hides and 
limited quantities of llax; her potelltially rich resources were 
unde\'doped and therefore inaccessihle. If the aid of foreign 
capital and foreign technical skill, which had already played so 
large a part in the indllstrializatioJl of Hussia hefore the revolution, 
could once more he ill\ oked, these unused resources could he 
developed in such a way as to enrich the cOllntry hoth directly and 
indirectly -- directly by promoting fresh industrial expansioll and 
indirectly hy making ra\\" materials ;l\Oailable for export in exchange 
for foreign goods. This conception had underlain all Soviet 
thinking ahout foreign trade since the opening of J l)1 H, and had 
been respon"ihle for the vitality of the idea of foreign C()llce~;si()ns. 
The purpose of concessions as contemplated in the decree of 
1\ovember 2:\, H)20, was to provide for the development of uJlused 
natural resources in order to make them availahle for industry 
and for export. In expounding the concessions policy to the 
tenth party congress in March 1l)2 J, Lenin justified it on the 
ground that" we cannot by our own strengt h restore our shattered 
economy without equipment and technical assistance from 
abroad", and that " the mere import of this equipment is not 
enough". In order to obtain the necessary assistance, he was 
ready to give extensi\"(' concessions "to the most powerful 
imperialist syndicates" - for example, "a quarter of Baku, a 
quarter of (~rozny, a quarter of our best forests"; later he named 

J Lenin, ".,'lIchincniya, xxvii, 240 (sec also 531, note 100), 350. 
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timber and iron ore as typical products for concessions. I This 
was indeed the only type of concession which fitted in with the 
scheme of war communism, where the main industrial under
takings were owned and operated by organs uf state. The intro
duction of NEP appeared to stimulate and bruaden the whole 
conception, partly because comparatively free and unembarrassed 
contacts could now be established with the capitalist world, and 
partly became the recognition uf the rijle of private capital in 
Soviet Hussia itself, and all the consequences resulting from it, 
removed many of the obstacles, practical and psychological, \vhich 
had stood in the way of the introduction of foreign capital in the 
era of war communism. J f industrial enterprises were to be leased 
to ('ntreprenellrs to be n1l1 OIl a protit-earning basis, there could be 
no ohjection of principle to similar leases being granted to suitable 
foreign capitalists, who might thus play their part in producing 
consulllers goods for exchange with the peasant. In April 1921 

Lenin already thought that it would flot be danl;erous " if we let 
concessionaires have a few factories"; to the third congress of 
COlllintern two months later, he explained the dual purpose of the 
concessions policy -" to hasten the revival of our heavy industry 
and a seriolls improvement in the position of workers and 
peasants" . .: 

\:evertheless, the record of the first year of i'\EP in the field 
of foreign concessions was one of discussion (in the course of 
whil'h the original idea was broadened out in several ways) rather 
than of realization. The first concession would appear to have 
beell granted by the Far Eastern Repuhlic on :\Iay q, IC)2 I, to the 
American Sinclair Exploration Company for the exploitatioIl of 
the oil of northern Sakhalin;] since the whole island was in 

I Ihid., xxvi, 2[3, 255. A long discussion took placc at this tim~ on the 
desirability of opening th" (;rozny and Baku oiifll'lds for concessions, which had 
bt'en approved in principle by SJlnlarlwlll on February I, 1'121 (Lcllills/,;£ 
Shornih, xx (Hn;:), 12!J-159); at the same tnllt' Lenin suggested the opening of 
" Uonbass ( I Kri\'oi Hog) ", i.e. the major coal and iron deposits, for conccs-
siems (Ibid. xx, lSI). 1 Ibid. xxvi, 30S, 4.33. 

1 L. Fischer, Oil /mp{'/"i!l/islIl (n.d. (1927)), p. 181; Thl' S'ovit:ls ill n"orld 
A.tl~lirs (1930), i, 302-303; the Soviet authorities appear to haw bclil'wd, as in 
the case of Vanderlip, that the grantini~ of the concession would lead to the 
recognition of the' Soviet (;overnmcnt I", th,· United States. Thn:(' years later, 
when northern Sakhalin had passed into Soviet possession, the Soviet Covern
ment took occasion to annul the concession which was never worked (L. 
Fischer, Oil imp<'rialislIl (n.d. [1<)27)), p. 24(1). 
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Japanese occupation this was a political gesture rather than an 
economic propOSitIOn. About the same time, it was slated in 
Moscow that negotiations were in progress with an Anglo
Canadian firm for a timber concession, with Cerman firms for 
mining concessions, and with a Swedish firm for the construction 
of a turbine factory. I An experiment of a different kind was tried 
in the autumn of 1921, when a concession for a mining area in the 
Kuznetsk basin in western Siheria was given to a group of 
American engineers and workers, who had come to Soviet Russia 
not as investors of American capital but as enthusiasts eager to 
participate in the huilding of the workers' state. The concession 
agreement was signed with Rutgers, the Dutch comnlllllist 
engineer who had attended the fOllnding congress of Comintern, 
and Bill Haywood of the j\merican n\'\V, on I\ oVl'lllber Z(l, H)2 1. 2 

The resourceful Krasin in l,ondon set on foot two highly promising 
projects. At the beginning of June H)21 he was approached by 
Leslie Urquhart, a mining engineer who had spent many years 
in Russia and was now chairman of Russo-:\siatic Consolidated, a 
company which had owned and worked a large mining area in the 
Urals, the source, among other things, of ()O per cent of Russia's 
total production of lead. Krasin explained to {1 rqu hart thc Soviet 
policy of concessions; and preliminary discussiolls so far suc
ceeded that in August H)21 Urquhart paid an exploratory visit 
to Moscow to discuss tcrms.J This project broke new ground by 
introducing the element of compensation, the concession being 
offered to the former owner of t he property concerned in satisfac
tion of claims arising froIll the expropriation of the property. An 
agreement was drafted in 27 clauses, and prospects seemed 
favourable. But in October Urquhart, having consulted his 

, Trudy IV Vserossiislwgo S"ezda Sovet()v lVarodllo!:o Khozyaistva (11)21), 
pp. II I-II Z. 

l Leninskii .','/)ornik, xxiii (11)33). 37-46; /slorik .Harksist, No. 2-], 1935, 
pp. 94-I)H; Devyatyi Vsaossiishii S"',·:::d 801'1'/(1) (1922). p. H7, wher!' the 
nUlllbl'T of those enJ<agt'd is put at 5000; according to Russian h~f(lnll{/tion ami 
ReTieze, August 15, 1 <)22, pp. 51(J- 517, the entire output of the" autonomous 
industrial colony" belonged to the RSFSH, but all agricultural products were 
allocatt'd to the colony together with 50 per cent of its industrial output above a 
minimum fIgure. A full account of this experiment, which dragged on in a 
desultory way for several years, has still to be written. 

3 Russische Korrespollderlz, ii, ii (1921), No. 7-9, pp. 714-715; L. Kl'asin, 
Leonid Krasill: His Life and Work (n.d. [1929]), pp. 184-186. 
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board, called the deal off. The points on which the negotiations 
broke down -- though the breach was not treated by either side 
as final - were the Soviet refusal to concede the principle of 
compensation or to grant a lease for so long a period as 99 years, 
and Soviet insistence that engagement of workers should be 
subject to Soviet labour legislation, and, in particular, that workers 
should be engaged or dismissed only through the trade union 
concerned and with its consent. I Ahout the same time a repre
sentative of the Royal Dutch-Shell oil group, a Colonel Boyle, 
approached Krasin with the specific bad,ing of the Foreign Office 2 

to request a concession for the oil-bearing areas formerly owned 
by the group in south Russia anc! the Caucasus; and Boyle too 
made a pilgrimage to Moscow. These negotiations appear to 
have made a good start, and were brought to an end in the following 
year only by the intervention of other oil interests. The ice 
seemed to be melting rapidly. 

Meanwhile a further initiative came from the Soviet side. The 
question of responsibility for the financial obligations of former 
Russian governments was clearly still the main psychological 
barrier to trade relations with the capitalist world. On October 2, 

J 92 I, Chicherin issued a fu rt her note to the western Powers. I-laving 
proclaimcd the principle that" no people is bound to pay the cost 
of the chains which it has worn for centuries", the Soviet (;overn
ment none the less announced that it was" opening a possibility 
for private initiative and capital to cooperate with the power of 
the workers and peasants in exploiting the natural wealth of 
Russia"; that, in order to meet the wishes of the Powers and, in 
particular, to satisfy small investors, it was willing to assume 
responsibility for Tsarist loans before 1914; that it regarded this 
concession as conditional on the cessation of hostile acts by the 
Powers and on their willingness to recognize the Soviet Govern
ment; and that it proposed the summoning of an international 

J L. B. Krasin. T'oprosy T'"cs!mei Torg07·/i (1928), Pl' .. lS()-J90; a ktter 
from Urquhart to Krasin giving his reasons for not accepting the SO\'ict draft 
(which docs not appt·ur to have been puhlished) is in Th,' Russiall Hrmwmist, ii 
(1921), NO.5. pp. 1691-I(If)S. For the sensitiveness of Soviet opinion on tht' 
conditions of employment of Soviet workers hy foreign ronl'l'ssi()llllaires see 
p. 284. nott· I, above. 

2 The letter from the Foreign Office to Krasin is in L. Fischer. The Sm·jets 
in World Affairs (1930), i, 324-325. 
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conference to settle these questions and elaborate a " tinal peace 
treaty ber,,'een Soviet Russia and the Powers", J The idea of a 
" new world conference at which all peoples and Powers will be 
represented" was taken up hy the Soviet press; ~ and Krasin 
worked hard to instil it into the not unreceptive ears of l,loyd 
George and his immediate advisers,:; 

This initiative converged, almost by accident. with a very 
different project launched simultaneously from another quarter. 
The activities of Krasin in London, and the British response to 
them. had made a certain stir in other countries, notably France 
and the United States, whieh fcared that Great Britain might steal 
a march on them in a lucrative market. Thus the rivalries between 
capitalist countries, which had been responsible for the formal 
lifting of the blockade in January H)20, now stimulated an active 
campaign for the opening up of relations with the I{SFSR, After 
the end ()f 1921, the question was no longer \Yhctlwr the capitalist 
countries could or would do business \vith Soviet Russia, but what 
form that Imsint'ss should take, The l inited States was the one 
country where the impulse to trade with Soyiet Hussia \Vas still 
curbed by oflicial disappro\'a1. 4 France was in a more vulnerable 

, Klyuchniko" I Sabanin, Jlcduirmarotill<l)'11 Pulitilw, iii, I (I ')2K), 140-142. 
Lenin's amendments to the oril.(inal draft of thiS HOlt' are ill l.tllillsl .. i, ,','horllih, 
xxx\' (1<)45), 21\.}; It was c-vidently tn'alt'd as a swt{' paper of I.(rt'at impclItane<', 
An EnglISh translatIOn was published by the British (;overnment in ,·l,,!.:lo
Russian 11;,.!.:olwtio/ls, Cmd. J 54(, (1<)21), togl'ther \I'ith an answer from tht' 
Fon'ign Oftice as1<ing for a more precise dcflllition of the loans and other 
obligations co\'Cred hy it, 

;'\'otabl" in an article by Hadek in 1'r.I1'<I(/, ~o"l'mher 10, 1<)21. 

" L. Krasin, Lcnllid KYils/II: llis Lij., (/I/(l 11'01'1, (n.d, 1"1<)2<)J), p. 171. 
" "'hcn in ~ov('mhl'l' 1')21 a ll1cmher of Krasin's delegation proposed to 

call on thl' Allll'rican Consul in London, thc latter IVas im,tructcd to receivc 
him, hilt to rcatlinll th" statell1t'llt or' the prccedmg l\larch (seT p. 341 abmc); 
a rl'quest by Krasin to yi,it the l'mtcd Statl's was politel\' lI~nored (F""/·I!.:/l 
Reflliiolls of lit., ('III led ,"'til II's, I (/2 I, Iii (l<J.\('), 7R4-7KS, 7KK-7~e), The fulksl 
{'xpn~>Ition of til<' AnH'rican attitude at tlllS tirlll' is in an unpuhli:..;hed letter 
from Iloo\'l'I' to IJudws of Ikcernl"'r (', 1<)21, rehuttinv a sLlggl'stion of the 
Stalt' I )l'partnwnt that l'nCOllragelllent should Iw gln'n to (;('rrllan firms to 
ship ,\mcrlcan goods to Ru"ia, Hoover believed that" Amnicans arc infinitely 
more popular in H.llssia and (lUI' gOVLTn11l1'nt more decply respected by evcn 
the Bols],cyiks than any other", and that " the n'lil'!' nwasures will build a 
situation which, combined \\'ith the other factors, will l'llablc the Americans 
to undertake the leadership in the reconstruction of Hussia whc-n the proper 
moment arrin,s ", For this reason he: arglll'd that" the hope of our commerce 
lies in the cstabiishment of American firms abroad, distributing Aml'rican 
goods under ,\ll1crican direction, in the building of direct American financing 
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pmntlOn. Knowing her weakness if the Powers engaged in a 
scramble for the Russian market, she sought to establish the prin
ciple of collective action. Loucheur, the ingenious and resourceful 
Minister of Finance, had successfully encouraged agreements 
between French and German industrialists, the purpose of which 
was to bring France much-needed reparations through a share in 
the output of an expanding German industry; the \Viesbaden 
agrecments of October 1921 had bcclI a first step along this path. 
He now conceived a still more ambitious plan. In December H)2I a 
group of industrialists and financiers of allied countries (although 
not of the Umteu States) met in Paris, and proposed the establish
ment of all " international corporation" for the reconstruction of 
Europe. It was understood that large-scale investment in Soviet 
Russia would he one of the major functions of the corporation, since 
the exploitation of Russian resources was now recognized as a con
dition of European recovery. German industry, by playing its 
part in the development of Russia, would make Germany capable 
of paying reparations to the west. The presence of Worthington
Evans, the Secretary of State for \Var, in the British delegation, 
though theoretically explicable on the ground of his business 
experience and connexions, was a clear indication of oHicial 
backing. Hathenau, the German :Minister of Hf-'construction, who 
had been initiated into the scheme by Lloyd George himself 
while on a visit to London in December 1921/ was also present in 
Pari" during thesediscllssions, though he took no overt part in them. 

Such were the origills of the famous Genoa conference, the 
product, on the one side, of a Soviet project for a general conference 
to settle relations between Soviet Russia and the capitalist world, 
and, on the other side, of an allied project for the international 
development of Russia as the by-product of a plan of reparations. 
It required only the ingenuity of Lloyd George to marry these two 
projects. On his proposal, the Supreme Council in its session at 
Cannes decided on January (I, 1922, to convene" an economic 
and financial conference", to which all European countries, 
including Soviet Russia and the ex-enemy countries, would be 
anu, above all, in the installation of American technology in Russian industries ". 
Such rl'lations eould, howt"ver, be cstablisheu only after" fundamental chang,'s " 
in Russia (National Archives of the United States, Record Group 6(H : 62 1 5/ 1 ). 

I H. Kessler, Walther Rathenau: His Life alld Work (Eng!. trans!., 192 9), 
p·320. 
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invited. "A united effort by the stronger Powers ", declared the 
resolution, " is necessary to remedy the paralysis of the European 
systcm n. Certain principlcs were, however, laid down. On the 
one hand, .. nations can claim no right to dictate to each other 
regarding the principles on which they are to regulate their system 
of ownershi p, internal economy and governmcnt "; the possi hi lity 
of the peaceful coexistence of socialist and capitalist countries was 
recognizcd. On the other hand, govcrnmcnts must recognize all 
public dcbts and obligations and compensate foreign interests for 
confiscated property: I it was specifically added that this was a 
condition of the" official recognition" of the" Russian Govern
ment" by the allicd Powers. But the othcr project was not 
forgotten. On January 10, 1()22, thc Supreme Council approved 
.. the cstablishment of all intcrnational corporation with ai1iJiatcd 
national corporations for the purpose of thc economic reconstruc
tion of Europc " and decided to set up an organizing committee 
with £10,000 at its disposal to work out the scheme. 1 Two days 
later Rathenau, summoned to Cannes to undergo a further 
examination on German reparations policy, concluded his speech 
with a carefully drafted pcroration 011 "the reconstruction of 
Europe". C;crmany, though without capital to invest, was 
qualified for participation by her familiarity with the" tcchnical 
and economic conditions and practiccs of the east". Neither 
Russia nor Bolshevism was named. But the speaker noted that 
Germany, even in the midst of" defeat, collapse and rcvolution ", 
had "none thc lcss resistcd the disintegration of state and 
society".1 Not perhaps for the first time, the hint was heard OIl 

1 NesollllilJllS Adopled by Ih,' .s·/lprclI/e COllllcil al Cmmrs, ]ulIllary 19.!.!, as 
the Basis of the GntIJ(I Confercnce, emJ. 1()21 (1<)22), pp. 2-4. On the following 
Jay, January 7, the Italian (;()VCrtllllt'nt (since the conference was to he hdd in 
Italy) communicated the decision to the Soviet Government, together with an 
intimation from tl1<: I talian amI British GO\l'rnmcllts, of their hopc that Lcnin 
would attend the confcct'nc(' in person. ]\,'xt day Chirlwrin hastened to accept 
the invitation (which had not yd, strictly speaking, heen sent), whilc making 
reserVes abuut the presence of Lenin. The formal invitation, enclosing the 
tcxt of the Cannes r<"solution, was despatched and accepted a few days later 
(Klyuchnikm' i Sabanin, l11ezluiullllrodllflYII l'olilikll, iii (l<)zH), i, 160-I(JI). 

2 ResulutiO/lI .-ldIJPlcd by tlte .','uprl'1ll(! COlmei! (1/ Cannes, ]1I1l1wry U)'!.!, as 
Ihe Basis (if thl' C;enO(l Conference, emu. 1621 (I <)22), pp. 5-6. 

J \V. Rathenau, Cannes 1m" C;elllta (I92'!), pp. 17-1~. This is a collection 
of Hathenau's speeches: the ofiicia! minutes of the Supreme Council have not 
yet been published. 
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the lips of a German official spokesman of Germany's role as a 
bulwark of the west against Bolshevism. 

While Rathenau was actually speaking, news arrived from 
Paris of the downfall of the government of Briand, the French 
Prime Minister and principal delegate at Cannes. This brought 
the Cannes meeting to a somewhat confused end. The replace
ment of Briand by Poincan\ who had bitterly attacked the pro
jected conference in the press, had an important eflect on its 
prospects. Poincare insisted that it should refrain from any 
discussion of German reparations, so that Soviet H.ussia remained 
as the major, if not exclusive, item of the agenda. Nloreover the 
change dealt a death-blow to the conception of the international 
corporation; for this turned for its realization not only on close 
Anglo- French cooperation, which was no longer available, but 
also on a policy of economic cooperation with Germany, which 
Poincare was determined to reject in favour of a policy of coercion. 
This consequence of the change was not, however, realized at 
once. Experts in London continued to draw up conditions for 
the resumption of trading with Soviet Russia which soared into 
the realm of pure fantasy. Not only was the Soviet Government 
formally to recognize the ohligations of former Russian govern
ments, hut a schedule of payments on the lines Ilf German repara
tions plans was to he drawn up, and control established over 
RUSSian assets. A system of capitulations was envisaged under 
which courts in Soviet Russia would apply foreign law in cases 
affecting foreigners, and no foreigner resident there could be 
arrested" without the assistance or consent of his consul", and 
no judgment against him carried nut without" the consent of the 
consul concerned ". I 

Limited knowledge in Moscow of what was on foot encouraged 
perhaps an unduly rosy view of the prospect. At a session of 
VTsIK on January 27, H)22, which was devoted to preparations 
for the conference, Chicherin spoke with unusual tolerance of 
" Lloyd George with his flexibility, his feeling for all environ
mental political and social forces, with his understanding of 
compromise". Having made it clear that the Soviet Government 

, The memorandum containing thes.' proposals was first communicated to 
the Soviet delegates at the Geno>! conference (Papers Relating tu the Economic 
Conference, Genoa, Cmd. 1667 (1922), pp. 5-24}. 
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would accept no form of cooperation which might" take the form 
of economic domination ", he went on: 

The prognosis of Lloyd George and our prognosis of his
torical development are diametrically opposed, bllt our practical 
policy coincides with the striving for the establishment of fully 
peaceful relations, for the creation of economic links and for 
common economic cooperation.] 

At the end of the session the appointment was announced of an 
unusually large and influential delegation for the conference, with 
Lenin as president (it was never seriously intended that he should 
participate in person), Chicherin as his deputy, and a membership 
including Krasin, Litvinov, JoHe, Yorovsky and Rakovsky.~ 

Postponements on the allied side delayed the meeting till April. 
Lenin in a speech of l\larch 6, H)22, in welcoming the conference, 
declared that" we are going to it as merchants, because trade with 
the capitalist countries (so long as they have not completely col
lapsed) is absolutely necessary for us ", but added that any plans 
of imposing conditions on Soviet Russia as on a conquered 
country were" simple nonsense not worth while answering ".3 

A few days later Chicherin issued a warning to the allied govern
ments reputed to be engaged in private disclJssions of such plans: 

If it is true that this group of governments intends, as their 
press has stated, to present proposals that are incompatible with 
the sovereign rights of the Russian Government and with the 
independence of the Russian state, it must be stated that dis
regard for the principles of equality and free exchange of views 
between all governments participating at the conference will 
inevitably result in its failure. 

The note went on to explain that" the essential point in its ri.e. the 
Soviet Government's] policy is the desire to create in Russia con
ditions that will favour the development of private initiative in the 
fields of industry, agriculture, transport and commerce", and ended 
with some highly reassuring, if questionable, statements about the 
legal guarantees available to foreigners trading in Soviet territory : 

The state cannot confiscate property except for the same 
reasons as are admitted under all civil codes .... Special decrees 

IIi II Sessii Vserossiislwgo Tsentral'nof{o Ispo/llitel'llogo Komiteta IX 
Soz.\,{,a (1922), pp. 8-9. 

l Ibid. pp. 25-26. 1 Lenin, Sochillelliya, xxvii, 169, 173. 
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guarantee the freedom of trade within the country, while the 
monopoly of foreign trade is reserved for the state. But even 
in the latter field of enterprise special conventions au thorize 
participation by private capita!.! 

This note represents, just a year after the introduction of NEP, the 
high-water mark in the application of NEP principles to the task of 
attracting foreign capital and foreign trade. 

At this point, the road that led to Genoa - the uneasy road 
of rapprochcment with the western Powers along which Soviet 
policy had travelled ever since the Anglo-Soviet trade agreement 
of March IC)21 - was joined by another road which Soviet policy 
had been simultaneously following, the road that led to Rapallo. 
The road to Genoa with all its ups and downs had been throughout 
in the full public view. The road to Rapallo was a clandestine 
path carefully shaded on both sides from any form of publicity. 
III April 1<)22 this road suddenly emerged into the open, and the 
two roads converged to form a single coherent foreign policy in 
which rapprochement with Germany predominated over rapproche
mCtlt with the western Powers. But the earlier stages of the road 
that led to Rapallo \vere not fully revealed, and much of it is even 
now shrouded in obscurity. 

The possibility of a surreptitious trade with Russia in military 
material whose manufacture in Cermany was prohibited by the 
Versailles treaty may have dawned on (;crman minds very soon 
after the conclusion of the treaty itself. The flight, or attempted 
Bight, to Moscow as early as October 1<)1<) of a Junkers plane, 
carrying a representative of the firm,! is scarcely explicahle on any 
other hypothesis. But for a long time these ideas remained in the 
air without awakening any visible response from Moscow. The 
secret department of the (;crman Ministry of \\'ar known as 
Sondergruppe R is said to have been established in the winter of 
J<)20~-I92J,3 and may haye been an obscure outcrop of German 

I Telegram/mm /\1. Chicherin, l\i()scmv, 10 Ihe Gov('rnments of Grpal Britai1l, 
France and Italy ,','sperling the Gf'IlO{l Conference, Cmd. 11)37 (1<)22), pp. 3-4 . 

• Sec p. 247 ahove . 
.1 A memorandum of Fehruary 13, 1939, from Tschunkc to Sccckt's 

biographer, Rahcnau, puhlished in j)cr lion"t, No.2 (November H)48), pp. 48-
50, is an important first-hand sourCe for these events. 
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interest in the Soviet-Polish war. The first occasion when these 
issues arc known to have heen seriously considered in Moscow 
was in January or Fehruary 1921, 'when Kopp, then on leave from 
Berlin, discussed them with Trotsky, the People's Commissar for 
War and president of the military-revolutionary council; Kopp 
evidently returned to Berlin with instructions to carry conversa
tions further. The moment was propitious for overcoming any 
hesitations still felt in German military or industrial circles. The 
astronomical demands of the western Powers (the final repara
tions bill was presented in March H}2 I) and their increasingly 
menacing attitude (the first sanctions fur non-fulfilment of repara
tions demands were applied in the same month) continued to 
drivc Ccrmany towards the (.'ast; and this quite ctfaced any 
adversc impression which might ha\'c been created by the" !\larch 
action" of the KPD. The Reichswehr might indeed \\(.'11 
draw from the rapid collapse of the rising a new assuranc\.' of its 
ahility to deal with communism at hOllle. 1 n any event it is 
('{'rtain that, at the moment when the KPD \Va" recl'iving more or 
less direct encouragemt::nt from Zinoviev to O\'t::rthrow tht:: German 
Government, the German military authorities and (;erman indus
trialists wt::re in st::cret negotiation with Kopp for the rebuilding 
of the Russian armaments industry under German technical 
management and contro\. On April i, 1<)21, Kopp reported to 
Trotsky, sending copies of his report to Lenin and Chicherin, 
that a project had been worked out under which aeroplanes would 
be manufactured in Russia by the Alhatrosswerke, submarines by 
Blohm and "oss, and guns and shells by Kmpps, and suggested 
that a mission of five or six (;erman technicians, headed by 
" Neumann, who is known to you ", should proceed to l\,losco\v 
for discussions of detail: strict secrecy was enjoined.' In May 
1921 the British Amhassador in Berlin recorded without special 
comment a visit to Berlin hy Krasin, who had " meetings and 

I The original n'port is in the Trotsky archi""s, hearing manuscript notes 
hy Lenin approving th,' prnj"ct, and hy 1\lenzhinsky, dl'puty chid' of the GPU, 
asking to be kept informcd so that proper security nwasurcs could be taken. 
The report refers to .. what we said in IVloscow": the approximate date of 
Kopp's ,'i.it to Moscow is fixed hy his interview ill /zustiya, Fchruary I, 11)21 

(sec p. 130 ahove). F. von Rabcnau, Seeckt: .rillS ,':,,·incm Lt4J('n, Tf)lli-I936 
(1940), p. 305, confirms that discussions took place in lkrlin in the spring of 
1921, but gives no details. 
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luncheons and dinners with various German industrials". I 
In the early summer of I 92 I the proposed German mission of 
experts visited Soviet Russia. It was headed by Colonel Oskar 
von Niedermayer (the" Neumann" of Kopp's report), whose 
exploits in Asia in the first world war earned him the name of 
" the German 1,awrence " ; 2 other members of the mission were 
Colonel Schubert, who had been German military attache in 
Moscow in H)Ig,.1 and Major Tschunke, an otricer on Seeckt's 
staff. Among the projects examined by the mission was the 
rehabilitation under German management of the derelict anna
ment factories in and around Petrograd. The mission inspected 
the factories, escorted by Karakhan, then deputy Commissar for 
Foreign Affairs, and hopp; but the technical report was unfavour
able, and the plan was dropped. 4 The results of this first German 
visit were inconclusive. But it was followed by the foundation in 
Berlin of a company with the meaningless name of GEFU (Gesell
schaft zur Fi.irderung Gewerblicher Unternehmungen), which later 
acted as cover on behalf of the Reichswehr and of German finns 
for illicit arms transactions with Soviet Russia. 5 Meanwhile on 
September 10, 1921, at a meeting of the Politburo, a despatch 
was read from" one of the German negotiators" whose identity 
cannot be established, but who was evidently favourable to the 
Soviet cause. I Ie reported hesitations in German husiness circles, 
due to new moves in western Europe for intervention in Russia,!' 
and to hints from J ,oucheur to Rathcnau of concessions in the 
decision on the Upper Silesian plebiscite if Germany refrained 
fronl a separate agreement with Russia. The informant thought 
that it was necessary to enhance confidence in German business 
circles in Soviet stability, and advised the Soviet negotiators to 

I D'Abt,rnon, All Ambassador '~f P<'llCC, i (1929), 176. 
2 His activities in l'e"ia and Afghanistan, investigating the possibilit.ies of 

an attack on India, ar-: descrihed in [\V. Criesingt'rj, German IntnRtu's in Pasia: 
The Diary oj II GI'I"11lan Agent (I ')1 H), the captured diary of a member of his 
stafF published in London for propaganda purposes. 

3 Hadek singled him out as tilt' onlv Gnman otlicial left in l\Ioscow in 
Noveml)t"r 191 H wh" " showed in conver;ation SOllle glimmers of understanding 
of what was happening"; hl' had read Lenin's ,'>'Iate ami Revululi(JIl, and came 
to Radek to borrow the Cti/l/lltllllisl A[al1l/esto and Engels's " Anti- Dilhring ,. 
(Krasnaya Nuv', No. 10, 1926, p. 143). 

4 Information from 1\1r. Gustav Hilge!", who was present un the occasion. 
, Der A1onat, No.2, November 194H, p. 49. b ScI:' pp. 346-349 above. 
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" play the Polish card", I i.e. to harp on fears of Poland. "Con
crete positive conclusions" had already been reached on the 
military side, but difficulties were still to be expected from the 
politicians. I ,enin observed that the" idea of combining military 
and economic negotiations is correct"; the establishment of 
German arms factories in Russia was to be camouflaged under the 
heading of "concessions ". A curious detail which emerges 
from the record is that Krasin was at this time purchasing muni
tions for Soviet Russia in the United States/ In the same month, 
Secckt's biographer records the opening of the negotiations in 
Berlin. They took place for the most part in private apartments, 
generally in that of 2'.lajor von Schleicher. The principal Soviet 
negotiator at this stage was Krasin. The principal German 
negotiators were General von Hasse who hac! succeeded Seeckt 
as head of the Truppenamt when Seeckt became cornmander-in
chief of the Reichswehr, General von Thomsen, an aeronautical 
expert, and l\iedermayer; Seeckt, in accordance with his habit, 
remained in the background.' In the latter part of I(PI Hasse 
himself visited Moscow at the head of a mission which included 
an admiral, an oftlcial of the German l\linistry of Foreign Affairs, 
and a director of J linkers, and is reported to have had discussions 
with Lcbede\', the Soviet chief of stafr, on action" in the event of 
a Polish war " .. 1 

I n the autumn of H)2 I allied action removed the last 
serious hesitations on the German side and, by making it easy 
for the Soviet negotiators to " play the Polish card") smoothed 
the path of Soviet-Cerman relations in every sphere. The decision 
on the division of Upper Silesia following the plebiscite was more 
unfavourable to Germany than most Germans had expected, or 
had reason to expect; and a wave of indignation against the 
western Powers swept over the country. This particularly affected 
those diplomatic circles where hostility to Soviet Russia and hope 

I In E. H. Carr, Geymo7l-Soviet Uelotions betwee/l the Two Wurld Wars 
(Baltimore, 1'15 I), p. 60, this phrase was erroneously ascribed to Lenin: it 
b,,\ongs to the German informant. 

2 This record is in the Trotsky archives. 
, F. von Rabenau, Seeckt: Aus Sej'lCTIl Leben, Ir)ZS-Z93(j (1'14°), pp. 30il-

3°9· 
4 Der lV]OIlGt, No.2, November 1948, p. 49; H. von Dirksen, AIoskou, 

Tokio, Londun (Stuttgart, 1949), pp. 44-45: information from Mr. C;ustav 
Hilger. 
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of mollifying the western allies had been kept alive. The Upper 
Silesian decision was reflected in an important change at the 
Ministry of Foreign Ajfairs. Berendt, a former business man who 
had been since H) I 9 director of the eastern division,I and was 
strongly anti-Soviet, resigned; and lVialtzan was recalled from 
abroad to succeed him.2 Another significant step was taken about 
the same time. It was characteristic of the relations betw'een the 
Hcichswehr and the C;erman Government that the latter had been 
kept in complete ignorance of the Reichswehr's delicate negotia
tions with Soviet Russia. Seeckt now decided to inform the 
Chancellor, \Virth, who was also Minister of Finance, of \vhat was 
on foot; it might be necessary to have the support of the civil 
authorities, and more finance might be required than could 
convenicntly he furnished out of secret military funds. 3 About 
the same time the secret was imparted to a small circle in the 
Ministry of Foreign J\lrairs-- perhaps at first only to Maltzan. 4 

Henceforth (;erman policy lowards Soviet Russia could be fully 
coordinated, and flowed simultaneously in three converging 
channels- military, economic and political. Economic relations 
now hegan to feel the stimulus which the trade agreement of 
M<ly (l, I t)2I, had at tirst failed to give. Political negotiations 
seemed to arise naturally out of the economic negotiations,' and 
had an active promoter at the :Ylinistry of Foreign Affairs in the 
person of l\1aItzan. Relations between the two countries were now 
put on a formal, though still not fully diplomatic, basis. In Sep
tember \\'iedenfcld arrived in ::'I1oscow as German trade repre
sentative; and at the end of (ktober Krestinsky was received in 
Berlin as Soviet representative in a capacity which does not seem 

I W. von Bhichcr, Dl'utsehlands W~g Illleh Rapallo (Wi('sbadm. 1951), 
p, <)+, 

, Radek r('corded this changt' in a lead in", article in Prm,dll, No\'{.'mhcr II, 
r)21, and ('onn,'ckd it with the Uppn :-iiit'sian decision. 

J F. \'(Hl Hahenau, .'>',.uk,.' Aus Seinelll Le/Jell, I1IIS-'Ir!3(j (1940), p. 30R. 
Rabenau is vague ahout the date of \\'irth's initiation, hut mt'ntions his position 
as lVlinister of Finance; \Virth relinquished this pUht, while retaining the 
chancellorship, on October 26, "/21. 

4 A junior oHicial discovered tht' secret through a casual meeting with 
Nit·dermayer in the corridors of the ministry (W. von BlUcher. Deutschlands 
Weg flal'h Rapa/lo (Wiesbad('n, 195J), PI', 152-153). 

, The Times, October 11. 1 <)2 I, reported from Berlin that German-Soviet 
commercial negotiations were proceeding, and that .. thes(~ preliminary comnwr
cial negotiations are intcnded to pave the way to a political understanding". 
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to have heen precisely defined. 1 His status was marked by the 
fact that his credentials were presented to \Virth as Chancellor, 
not to the President of the Reich. 2 Stomonyakov, a member of 
Krasin's stafl in the trade delegation in London, was transferred 
to Berlin as head of the trade delegation there under Krcstinsky, 
but apparently continued to be directly responsible to Krasin. 3 

A 1()1lg tradition built on a solid foundation of common interest 
favoured the rapid developmeIlt of commercial relations between 
the two countries. Germany had occupied a predominant place 
in Russia's foreign trade befon: the first world war, taking, in 
1913, 29' R per cent of Rllssian t:xports and providing 47' 5 per cent 
of Russian imports; Germ;my \\ as the only important country 
(except the United States of ,\mcrica, whose trade with Russia 
was not large) with which Russia's balance of trade was markedly 
passive. Krasin in an article of I ()22 described the relation in 
terms which underlined rather than concealed its" semi-colonial" 
character: 

Russia and Germany, to judge by their fonner economic 
relations, were so to speak made fnr each other. On the one 
side, an immense COlllltry with inexhaustible natural riches, 
contained in her soil, forests and mineral deposits, with a work
ing population of many millions which had proved its capacity 
to raise itself in any branch of productive activity to the levels 
attained by the advanced countries of the west; on t.he other 
side an industrial country with the most up-tn-date technique, 
and with a surplus population for whose maintenance the 
development of export trade and transport is an indispensable 
condition. ;'\one of the western European countries has such 
experience of working with Russia or such profound and exact 
knowledge of all the conditions in our country as Germany. 
Hundreds of thousands of Germans used to live in Russia 
before the war; many of them are complete masters of the 
Russian language, and have the most extensive personal con
nexions throughout the length and hreadth of Hussia. Finally 
our whole civilization, in particular Ollr techllical development, 

J r. Maisky, Vtlcs}myuj'<l Po/iti/w lV·;FSR, 1917 -H).!2 (1922), PI'. 106-107 ; 
the German :Ministry of Foreign Affairs rt'jectcd Joffe, who was Moscow's first 
choice for the post, and for some weeks raised objections to Krcstinsky as being 
a prominent communist (\V. von llliicher, /)eutsch{(w£is WeI( l1a,h Rapallo 
(Wiesbadcn, 1951), p. 149. 

2 ]z7'esti),a, November 27, 1921. 
l V. N. Ipatieff, The Life of a Chemist (Stanford, 1946), pp. 327-330. 
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industry and trade, have heen based for decades past mainly on 
work done in partnership with Germany, and it is easier for the 
Russian industrialist, merchant and even worker to get on with 
the German than with any other foreigner.' 

Links so strong and so profitable to both parties were not easily 
broken. Refusal in the autumn of H)I9 to participate in the 
blockade of Russia was the first independent act of German 
policy after the war. From If)20 onwards, with the Baltic ports 
reopened, Russian-German trade began to flow again in a steady 
and increasing trickle; the provisional trade agreement of May 6, 
1921, was a formal recognition of its existence and an attempt to 
stimulate its expansion. Early in If) 2 I Lomonosov, the Russian 
railway engineer, came to Berlin to place extensive orders for 
locomotives. 2 On the other hand, Germany ,vas in no position to 

undertake those capital investments in Russia which the Soviet 
Government was eager ahove all things to attract, and which were 
the main object of the concessions. For some time after the con
clusion of the Anglo-Soviet trade agreement of March ] 6, 192 I, 

Soviet hopes continued to be centred on Great Britain; and 
Great Britain remained Soviet Russia's largest supplier and most 
lucrative market during the greater part of that year. It was 
only in the autumn of H)2 I, when Anglo-Soviet political relations 
had failed to respond to the stimuills of the trade agreement, and 
when those groups in Germany which still looked to the west had 
been disillusioned by the decision on Upper ~ilesia, that hoth 
countries hegan to devote serious attention to the improvement of 
trade relations between them. 

The shortage of capital in (;ermany made it easier to interest 
German concerns in trading companies which could operate with 
a small working capital than in industrial concessions requiring 
large-scale long-term investment. The autumn of 1921 saw the 
first development of the system of " mixed companies ", which 
for many years proved a popular instrument of Soviet foreign 
trade. The first of them appears to have heen a shipping company 
formed by the Soviet Goyernment and the Hamhurg-Amerika 
Line under the name Derutra for the transport of cargoes hetween 

1 L. B. Krasin, Voprosy Vneslllll'i Torgm'/i (IQ28), p. 305. 
• W. von BlUcher, [)/'utscldands WI'g nllch Rapllllo (\\Til-sbaden, 1951), 

p. ISO. 
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Germany and Soviet Russia. This was followed by Deruluft, a 
corresponding company for handling air traffic between the two 
countries, and Derumetall, a company for trading in scrap metal. 1 

Later came the foundation of Russgertorg, a general Soviet
German trading concern, of which half the capital was held by 
Vneshtorg and half by a German group headed by the iron and 
steel magnate Otto \VoItL Negotiations for concessions were 
reported to be in progress with several German firms; 2 and in 
January 1922 an agreement was signed with Krupps for a conces
sion covering an extensive area in south Russia on the river 
l\Ianych, a tributary of the Don, for the establishment of a factory 
and experimental station for tractors and agricultural machinery. 
Lenin particularly welcomed this concession and urged the 
importance of concluding such agreements" especially now before 
the (;enoa conference and particularly with Cerman firms ".3 

The choice between west and cast which now once again faced 
German statesmen \Vas expressed in the indecisive and ambiguous 
personality of Rathenau, who became l\'linistcr for Foreign Affairs 
in \Virth's government on January 31, 1922. The project mooted 
hy the western allies at the end of H)2! for an international 
consortium to devclop and exploit I{ussian resources divided 
(;erman cconomic interests into two factiolls the interests 
centring mainly but not exclusively round light industry, which 
had close commercial and financial links with the west, and the 
heavy industrial interests which were primarily dependent on 
eastern connexions and markds. Rathenau's major economic 
interests, as well as his cultural and temperamental affinities, 
ranged him with the westerners, though he also, as his record and 
his conversations with Raclek in 1919 showed, had an active 
consciousness of the opportunities open to German industry in 
the east. But, while Rathenau toyed in London, Paris and Cannes 
with the idea of cooperation in a western consortium for joint 
operations in Russia, the eastward-looking attitude of German 

I L. B. Krasin, V"prusy T'ncs/znei TOI'J;()vli (ICj2}I), pp. 391-393; E. Fuckner, 
RltSsZlltlds Neue TVirtschaftsjlolitih (L~ip7.ig, 1922), PI'. 25-26. 

" 1. Maisky, Vm's/myaya l'ulifilw RSFSR, HIT7-Hj2.2 (19;:2), p. 107; 
the writer reports" a gradual broadening of Russo-German trade during the 
whole winter of 1<)21-1922 " . 

.I Note to Politburo of January 23,1922, in the Trotsky archives; the Krupp 
agreement may have been a by-product of the military negotiations, but bad in 
itself no military signitlcancc. 
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• heavy industry was receiving strong reinforcements in Berlin from 

the secret military negotiations, which promised the armaments 
industry (the kernel of the iron and steel industry) a rich field 
for recovery and expansion in Soviet Russia. Of this tendency 
Stinnes, now the king of German heavy industry, was the chief 
industrial representative; I its political spokesman was Strese
mann, leader of the German People's Party, the party of the great 
industrialists ; ~ Wirth, the Chancellor, himself a member of the 
Centre, had been won over to it; and Maltzan was its influential 
champion in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Early in 1922, when 
the issue still seemed to hang in the balance, Maltzan told the 
British Amhassador that in his view trade with Russia should he 
organized by the Great Powers acting individually, and not through 
a consortium; ~ and shortly afterwards \Virth, echoing the very 
phraseology of Soviet protests against the consortium, explained 
to the Reichstag his objections to " any policy that wished to 
consider and treat Russia as a colony ".4 The issue was first 
openly debated in the Reichstag on March 29, 1922, on the eve 
of the arrival of the Soviet delegation on its way to the Genoa 
conference. Stresemann attacked the treatment of Russia" as a 
colony for international capital to exploit", and did not want 
Germany to become " a member of an international consortium 
economically hostile to her"; and Rathenau made a speech which 
was, in effect, a confession of his inability to face the dilemma: 

The path of syndicates is not decisive. Syndicates can be 
useful and we should not cut ourselves off from such syndicates. 
On the other hand, the essential part of the work of reconstruc
tion will have to be discussed between us and Russia herself. 
Such discussions have taken place and are now taking place and 
I shall promote them by every meam;.5 

The economic negotiations with Soviet Russia proceeded 
without concealment. The political and military negotiations 

1 The Spa reparations conference in July 11)20 had already been the occasion 
of a public clash between Stinnes's uncompromising hostility to the west and 
Rathenau's inclination to seek an accommodation with the allies. 

Z For Stresemann's eulogy of Stinncs on his death in 1<)24, see Gustav 
Stresemann: His Diaries, Lettf'rs and Papers (Eng!. tram;!.), i (1935), 3II-3I3. 

3 J)'Abcrnon, An Ambassador uf Pi'ace, i (11)29), 238. 
• Verlandlungen des Reichstalls, ccclii (1922), 5562. 
5 Ibid. cccliv (19U), 6648, 6655-6656. 
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which were being conducted at the same time were shrouded in 
complete secrecy, and no full record of them can even now be 
given. The culminatin~ period for both fell within the first 
months of 1922,' when the inyitation extended to both countries 
to the forthcoming Genoa conference complicated the calculations 
of both. According to Hasse's diary the first conference between 
Secckt and" tbe Russians" (presumably military experts) took 
place on Decemher X, HI2I. On January 17, H)22, Hadek arrived 
in Berlin from l\1oscow with Niedermayer,2 and was ohserved by 
the British Ambassador to be " multiplying his interviews with 
German ministers, of1icials and party politicians"; Rakovskyand 
Krasin joined him in February.] In view of Rathenau's close 
association with the consortium proposal, his appointment as 
Minister of Foreign Affairs caused some trepidation in 1\10scow, 
hut did not affect the military negotiations. On February 10, 

H)22, Radek, at his insistcnt request, had a personal meeting 
with Seeckt - apparently the first. 1 Ie asked for German help 
in rebuilding Russia's armament industries and in the training 
of Soviet officers, and complained of the closeness of German 
relations ,,,ith the west, especially with Great Britain --- to which 
Seeckt replied that Germany needed to Hirt with Britain as a 
counter-weight to France:l Radek in these talks is said to have 
made the otTer that Soviet Russia, if equipped with German aid, 
would join Germany in an attack on Poland in the spring. If so, 

I The C;crman delegation, in an apologetic omllllulliqUl' issued in (,cnoa on 
the day aftC'r the signature of the Hapallo treaty, stressed that the negotiations 
had been going on " for some months" and that" the date of the signature 
of this treaty could be foreseen for some time" Uvlateril1!y GCllurzslwi Kon
ferentsii (1922), pp. JOS-30h); the official German reply to the allied protest 
claimed that thl" treaty had heen drafted" several weeks previously" (Papers 
Relatin/: to il/ta11l1liOlI,1f ,,-"[oliO/IIiI' C()II/acUte, Genoa, .:1pyil-;Hay I9:!2, ernd. 
1667 (1922), p. 55). These statements were made to exonerate Germany from 
the charge of dclihnakly wrecking the conference; A. Joffe, Ot Genui du 
Gaagi (1<)23), p. 1 (', specifically states that the treaty was drafted during thl" 
talks in Berlin carly in April I C)~2. 

, .'Jourl/a/ of ,""del'll I lisfllry (Chicago), xxii (IC)4Y), NO.1, p. 31. 
-' ])'Ahernon, ,·111 .-lmbaswtioy of Pellce, i (I<)2Y), 250-252, 261 ; Hadek saw, 

among olhns, Maltzan, who arranged a meeting between him and Stinnes 
(W. von Blucht'!", IJcutsrh/<IIuis Wei? nile;' Rapallu (Wicsbaden, 1951), p. 155). 

• .'JOlll"llll! oj J/oderll llisiliry (Chicago), xxii (1<)4<), No. I, p. 31; the slightly 
longer account in F. von Halwnau, S'ar/<l: AI'S Seincm L"ben, I9I8-1936 
(u)4o), p. 30<), corresponds dosdy, and is presumably also derived from Hasse's 
diary. 
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this scarcely represented a serious intention of the Soviet Govern
ment; Radek was applying with his customary irresponsibility 
the injunction to " play the Polish card ".1 The new clement 
in the negotiations at this time seems to have been the proposal that 
the Germans should not only organize and run factories for the 
forhidden weapons in Soviet Russia, but should train Red Army 
officers in the use of these weapons and at the same time set up 
training schools there for future German officers. The whole 
scheme broadened out into a project for a suhstantial German 
military establishment on Soviet soil, from which the Red Army 
would derive its share of advantage hoth in material and in 
training. 2 

Political negotiations meanwhile lagged. The need for a 
political agreement which would carry \vith it a resumption of full 
diplomatic relations was not seriously denied, but obstruction still 
came from certain quarters both in the German Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and in the Social-Democratic Party, which were 
certainly unaware of the military negotiations. In February 1922 

Radek had an interview with Rathenau. nut there is no evidence 
of the extent of the progress made until, in the first days of April 
H)22, the Soviet delegation to the Genoa conference broke its 
journey in nerlin on the way to Genoa. \Vhat happened next is 
fairly well established. No confidence was felt in l\Toscow that 
any serious result would come out of the Genoa conference; the 
western Powers were attempting to impose unacceptable conditions 
on the establishment of economic relations with the RSFSR; a 
separate agreement with Berlin, which would prevent Germany 
from committing herself to the proposed international corporation, 
and facilitate independent trading between Germany and the 
RSFSR, would strengthen the Soviet position and break the 
threatened stranglehold of the western Powers. The Soviet 
delegation pressed, therefore, in Berlin for the immediate con
clusion of a treaty. The rift between easterners and westerners 
in the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs was acute, with 
Rathenau himself now leaning to the west. The easterners were 

I A year later, at the time of the Ruhr invasion, Trotsky told Nansen, who 
repeated it to the German charge d'affaires in Moscow, that" Ih,' Red Army 
would not march if it came to a conflict between Germany and Poland" (\\'. 
von Blticher, Deutschlands Weg nach Rapallo (Wiesbadcn, 1(51), pp. 172-173). 

2 For the further history of these negotiations see pp. 435-437 below. 
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strong enough to secure approval for immediate negotiations; 
and in the next few days agreement was reached on the text of a 
treaty with only two minor points left in abeyance. When. how
ever, the Soviet delegation pressed for immediate signature, 
Rathenau held back, still clinging to the hope of an agreement 
with the \-vestern Powers, and perceiving, perhaps more clearly 
than the Russians, that it might wreck the conference at the outset 
to present it with the fait accompli of a Soviet-German treaty. 
Both delegations thcrefore proceeded to Genoa with the treaty 
unsigned, with the draft still incomplete, and with its very exist
ence unsuspected outside the inner circlcs of the German Foreign 
Office and the Soviet delegation. l It is unlikely that the political 
negotiators broached the questions of military collaboration which 
were being pursued through other channels. But it is on record 
that" Chicherin appealed to the Chancellor quite openly for the 
presence of German of1icers in Russia". Z 

The opening of the Genoa conference on April ]0, 1922,' 

found the Soviet delegation in a far more impressive position than 
there had been reason to expect a few weeks earlier. Poincan\ 
refusing himself to attend the conference. had sent Barthou with 
instructions to be intractable; Lloyd George badly needed an 
agreement with Russia in order to revive his wilting prestige; 
Anglo-French friction and Poincare's attitude to Germany had 
virtually killed the menacing project of an international corpora-

I L. Fischer, The Sun'ets in IVorld Affairs (1<)30), i, 333; according to 
Rathenau's biographer, the treaty" would have been signed had it not been for 
Rathenau's scruples about presenting the allies just before Genoa with a fait 
accompli whieh might havc awakened their suspicions" (H. Kessler, ~Valther 

Rathenau: llis Life and Wor!? (Eng!. trans!', 1929), p. 329). 
, F. von Rabcnau, Seec!?t: AilS Seincm Lebert, ]918-19.16 (1940), pp. 309-

:po. According to statements made in the Hcichstag in December 1 ()26, the 
first agreement with Junkers for the manufacture of aircraft in Russia was 
concluded on March 15, 1<)22, after which a number of Gennan officers pro
ceeded to Hussia with false passports (Ver}umdlllllgell des Reichstags, cccxci 
(Jc)26), gS97); this matter was therefore probably under discussion at the time 
of the Rapallo negotiations. 

J The proceedings of the conference were recorded in Soviet and British 
official publications: Materialy Genuezs!?oi Konferentsii (1922) and Papers 
Relating tu intl'rnational Economic Cutlference, Genoa, April-May I9;J;J, Cmd. 
1667 (1922). The only general non-·official account of the conference is in 
J. Saxon Mills, The Genoa Conference (I <)22): this is a detailed apologia for 
Lloyd George, and adds nothing substantially new. 
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tion; and Soviet Russia had the prospect of a separate agreement 
with Germany to strengthen her hand against the western Powers. 
On the other hand, Soviet Russia desperately needed capital 
investments which could only come from the west. Chicherin's 
initial speech at the conference, delivered in French and in Hated 
by journalistic curiosity into an international event, ranged far. 
He opened up visions of the vast potential contribution of Russia's 
untapped resources, developed and made available through the 
cooperation of western capitalists, to the cause of world-wide 
econom1C recovery. 1 fc observed that the mea~ures introduced 
under NEP "go to meet the wishes contained in the Cannes 
resolution in regard to the juridical guarantees necessary for the 
economic cooperation with Soviet Russia of countries based on 
private property". Noting that the restoration of the world 
economy would be impossible unless the threat of wars were 
removed, he announced that the Soviet delegation would at a later 
stage of t he conference " propose a general reduction of anna
ments, and support all proposals aimed at lightening the burden 
of militarism ". Finally, he thought that the time had come 
for a world congress on the basis of equality between all nations 
" for the establishment of general peace"; the Russian Govern
ment, for its part, was prepared to take existing international 
agreements as a starting point, \vhile " introdllcing into these 
agreements necessary amendments ", and even to participatc in a 
revision of the statute of the I,eague of Nations " in ordcr to 
convert it into a genuine alliancc of peoples, excluding thc domina
tion of some by others and doing away with the present division 
into victors and vanquished ".' The seeming nalvett" of these 
proposals masked a good deal of subtle calculation. The advocacy 
of a general reduction of armaments, the insistence on equality 
betwecn victors and vanquishcd, and thc bare hint of " necessary 
amendments" to thc Versailles treaty, were designed to fall on the 
grateful ears of the German delegation and to remind it where 
the true friends of Germany were to be found. The raising of 
the issue of disarmamcnt could also be counted on to deepen the 
rift between Great Britain and France, who had for some time 

J Material.\' G('Illtczsiwi K011ferentsii (1922), pp. 78-82; a memorandum 
was also handed in to tht' conference (ibid. pp. 42-47) on the juridical guarantl'cs 
accorded to foreign commerce under NEP, including the projected legal codes 
and the abolition of the Cheka (st'c Vol. I, p. 180). 
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been quarrelling on the subject at Geneva. When Barthou 
indignantly protested that a reduction of armaments did not 
figure on the agenda of the conference as drawn up at Cannes, and 
declared that the French delegation would participate in no such 
discllssions, Lloyd George, while making it clear that his sym
pathies did not lie with Barthou, suavely begged Chicherin not 
to sink the ship by overloading it. Chicherin magnanimously 
waived the point. l\ext day it was agreed, against the sole vote 
of France, that tlte C;erman and Soviet delegations, like those of 
the three principal allies, should automatically have a place in all 
commissions set up by the conference. This meant their formal 
promotion to the rank of Great Powers. The principle of equality 
had been recognized and accepted. 

After this opening husiness, commissions were appointed to 
deal with political, financial, economic and transport questions; 
and, while these inJulged in meaningless generalities, the leaders 
of the allied delegations, meeting in Lloyd George's villa, entered 
into serious discussions with the Soviet delegation on the real 
issue of the conference, relations with Soviet Hussia. Allied 
claims fell into three categories - Russian war debts, Hussian pre
war public and private debts, and the nationalization of foreign 
enterprises by the Soviet (rovernment. I\S regards the first, a 
proposal was mooted for the mutual cancellation of these claims 
and of Soviet claims for damages resulting from allied intervention 
in the civil war; I and, though this was rejected by both sides, it 
was clear that a compromise would be reached on these lines if 
other issues proved susceptihle of scttlement.l As regards the 
second, the Soviet Government had formally recognized these 
claims ever since January H) 19, but declared that it was materially 
incapahle of meeting them at present unless the allit:d governments 
were prepared to make or guarantee a loan to it:'; this was a 

I These were set forth in detail in a volume issued by the Sovit't delegation, 
Les ReclamatiollS de la Russi,' elll." Etats Rl'sl"J1lsables de I'Inter7!ention et du 
BI(JCIls (Genoa, 1922). 

2 This was clearly hinH,d at in a memorandum hamled to the Soviet delega
tion on April 15 (Papers Relatilll: to Intl'TIIatiOlwl EClJllomic CUllference, Genoa, 
April-Mer), 1<)22, Cmd. 1667 (1922), p. 25). 

3 The Soviet dL·legation also sought to " make it clear, though it seems to 
be self-evident, that the Russian Government could not admit liability for the 
debts of its predc;cessors until it hus been formally recognized de jure by the 
Powers concerned" (ibid. p. 26). 
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subject for hard bargaining, but no longer an issue of principle. 
The question of nationalization was the most stubborn. The 
Soviet delegation reiterated Soviet willingness to grant long-term 
concessions to former foreign owners of nationalized property; 
but, while the British delegation showed some inclination to close 
with this offer, the French and Belgian delegations insisted on the 
return of the properties or an adequate compensation for them. 1 

Germany, having under the Versailles treaty renounced all 
claims 011 Soviet Russia, had no part in these conversations; and 
Lloyd George rashly assumed that it was safe to let the German 
delegation kick its heels until he had finished with the Russians. 
This was a fatal error. Rumours reached the German delegation 
in its seclusioIl that the allies were about to clinch a hargain with 
the Soviet Government on terms which included a revival of 
Russian claims on (~ermany for reparations: these had been kept 
alive by article 1 IlJ of the Yersailles treaty which cancelled the 
treaty of Brest-Litovsk. The suspicion was false. ~o sllch scheme 
seems to have been considered. But Radek had long ago taken 
pains to sow such fears in the German official mind; land l\lalt
zan, whether be shared these fears or not, played on them in the 
interests of his eastern policy, urging the importance of signing 
the treaty with the Soviet delegation before the latter had been 
further teIllpted to make terms with the allies at German expense. 
The Cerman delegates were in a depressed state of mind when at 
one o'clock on the morning of Easter Sunday, April 16,1922, Joffe 
telepholled to them to propose a meeting later in the day at the 
neighhouring resort of Rapallo to complete the unfinished treaty 
negotiated in Berlin. Rathenau's biographer has described how 
the principal members of the delegation assembled in their 

1 Chichcrin's version of these discussions, which seems broadly accurate, 
is in L. Fischer, The :·)ovi"'" i" World ,·IjTairs (11130), i, 335'337; a memo
randum of April 20, 11)22, setting fOI·th the othcial Soviet view is in lHllll'ria/\· 
GI'/IUt'zslwi KUllfu,·ntsii ()(/2.z), Pl'· 127-131.)· . 

2 Hadt'k is said to ha\'t~ told l\laltzan at the end of January H)22 that France 
had offered de jure recognition and credits to the Soviet C;ovl"fnnH'nt on con
dition that it asst·rted its claims against Germany under article 116 (\V. von 
BlUcher, f)cutschlallds Weg lla<'ll Ra{>lIllu (\Vicsbadcn, 1951), pp. 154-155). 
This was certainly untrue. But there is other, though slender, evidence of an 
attempt by Radek to make a deal with France at this time; according to I,. o. 
Frossard, De Jaures d Lt'llillc (1'130), p. 2.2...!, Caehin, on his instructions, otIered 
Poincare" the alliance of the Soviets n. Any sueh attempt, if made, was not 
taken very seriously. 

YOL, III 2B 
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pyjamas in Rathenau's hedroom, and dehated the question to go 
or not to go to Rapallo. Hasse, Seeckt's representative in the secret 
military negotiations, was present at Genoa in the German delega
tion, but is not known to have participated in this famous bedroom 
scene. The reluctance of Rathenau was now finally overborne by 
\Virth and lVIaltzan. I The Soviet invitation was accepted. The 
day was spent in filling up the gaps in the draft, and at five o'clock 
the treaty of Rapallo was signed. 

The fact of signature was more important than the formal 
contents of the treaty. It provided for the mutual renunciation of 
all financial claims, including German claims arising out of the 
Soviet nationalization decrees, " on the condition that the govern
ment of the RSFSR does not meet analogous claims of other 
states". Diplomatic and consular relations were to be resumed; 
and the most important article of the treaty dealt with economic 
relations: 

Both governments will mutually seek to meet the economic 
requirements of both countries in a spirit of good will. In the 
event of this question being settled in principle on an inter
national basis, they will enter into a previous exchange of 
opinions with each other. 

The effect of this clause was to ensure the exclusion of Germany 
from any international scheme for exploitation of Russian resources 
and the establishment of a common economic front between the 
two countries: this was its main immediate attraction for Soviet 
Russia. Another clause of the same article hound the German 
Government to support the creation of the mixed companies 
through which it was proposed to conduct Soviet-German trade. 2 

This major diplomatic event shattered the already creaking 
structure of the Genoa conference. The allied Powers had 
attempted to come to terms with Soviet Russia behind the back of 
Germany: Soviet Russia had come to terms with Germany behind 
their back. Their wrath fell primarily 011 the German delegation, 
and was expressed in a querulous joint note: had not" the Ger
man Chancellor himself declared at the opening session only a week 

I The scene is dcscrihcd in H. Kessler, Walther Rathenau: /lis LIfe mId 
Work (Eng!. trans., 1929), pp. ]20-]21. 

2 RSFSR: .... 'bornik Deisl7Juyushchikh Dogovorov, iii (1922), No. IlS, pp. 36-
31l; IA'ague of Nations: Trenty Series, xix (1923), 24/l-252. 
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ago that the German delegation would cooperate with the other 
Powers for the solution of these questions in a spirit of genuine 
loyalty and fellowship"? I Formally the proceedings of the 
conference were not affected. But the result of Rapallo had been 
to stiffen the attitude of the Soviet delegation, by improving its 
bargaining position, and of the French delegation, by providing it 
with at any rate a better pretext for its intransigence. The faint 
hope that I,loyd Ceorge's ingenuity might succeed in bridging the 
gap between them now vanished altogether. A restatement of 
the allied position in a memorandum to the Soviet delegation of 
May 2, 1922, while no longer sufficiently unyielding to secure 
French or Belgian approval, represented from the Soviet stand
point a long step hack from the compromises discussed in Lloyd 
George's villa before Rapallo. 2 The week that followed was 
occupied hy abortive private discussions between the British and 
Soviet delegations . .1 Then, on May I I, 1922, the Soviet delegation 
sent a long and argumentative reply which was clearly designed to 
bring the fruitless conference to an end. It abounded in historical 
precedents: 

Revolutionary France not only tore up the political treaties 
of the former regime with foreign countries, but also repudiated 
her national debt. She consented to pay only one-third of that 
debt, and that from motives of political expediency. 

The United States had equally " repudiated the treaties of its 
predecessors, England and Spain ". The allied governments of 
1919 had confiscated without compensation the property of 
nationals of thc vanquished states. As regards Soviet claims arising 

J Papers Relating to International Economic Conference, Genoa, April-lIIay 
11)22, Cmd. 1667 (1922), pp. 53-54; a hy-product of the allied protest was an 
acrimonious correspondence hetween Chicherin and Skirmunt, the Polish 
delegate, prompted hy Polish participation in the protest (lv/a/erial)' Genuezskoi 
KOllferentsii (H)ZZ), pp. 314-322). 

2 Papers Relati11g /0 Internatiotwl Hconomic C01zjerenu, Genoa, April-lifay 
]f).!2, Cmd. 16('7 (1922), pp. 28-36. 

, According to a German source, members of the German delegation, now 
fully restored to favour with the British delegation, acted as intermediaries in 
these discussions -- a first harvest of Rapallo: the only result was, however, 
that the Russians " realized at last that the sums they needed were not to he 
extracted from the allies except on terms which they could not grant" (H. 
Kesskr, IValtlur Rathenrm: His Lifl' and Il'orh (Engl. trans!., 1<)29), pp. 355-
356). 
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out of the civil war, the British Government had paid I 5~ million 
dollars to the Onited States as compensation for damage caused hy 
the Alaha1ll11 in the American civil war. The allied proposal 
that compensation claims should he adjudicated hy a mixed 
arbitral tribunal with a neutral president provoked an important 
declaration of principle: 

I n the trial of disputes of this kind, the specific disagreements 
will inevitably end in opposing to one another two forms of 
property, ,vhose antagonism assumes today for the first time in 
history a real and practical character. In such circumstances 
there can he no question of an impartial super-arbiter. 

The memorandum closed by indicating once more that the Soviet 
Government was prepared to make" important concessions", hut 
unly in return for equivalent concessions from the other side. If 
the PO\vers desired to pursuc the question of " the financial dis
putes bet\veen themselves and Russia", a " mixed commission of 
experts" might be convened at some other place and time". 1 

Behind the scenes the Genoa conference had marked another 
stage in the struggle hetween British and American oil. ~egotia

tions between the Royal Dutch-Shell group and the Soviet 
Covernment had reached a point where the formcr hoped to 
obtain an exclusive concession for the whole oil-bearing region of 
south-eastern Russia and the Caucasus: an agreement to this 
effect was said to be already in draft. This agreement no doubt 
inspired the British delegation, unlike the other allied delegations, 
to lend a ready ear to the Soviet proposal under which nationalized 
properties would be returned to their former owners, not in 
ownership, but as concessions for exploitation. The American 
Standard Oil Company had also acquired oil interests in the 
Caucasus, but only by purchase from a Russian owner since the 
nationalization decree of 19 I 8: these would not have been covered 
by the British-Soviet formula. The American counter-offensive 
opened with a statement made by a director of Standard Oil two 
days after the conference opened to The Times in London: this 

I JII/alrrial.v Gcnuezskoi Konferentsii (1922), pp. 230-241; Papers Rclatill~ 
to IIlIl'ntalintllll ":conomic COIlfl'rence, Genoa, April-May H).!.!, Cmd. 1667 (1922), 
pp. 3X-47 ; there are minor discrepancies between Russian and English versions, 
but the latter appears to reproduce the French t(·xt oHicially presented to the 
conference. 
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expressed strong American opposition to any exclusive concession. I 
During the course of the conference the terms of the draft agree
ment between the Royal Dutch-Shell group and the Soviet 
(;overnment were published in the American press as if the 
agreement had actually becn concluded. 2 This provoked a flood 
of denials, including one from Austen Chamberlain in the House 
of Commons. J Thc struggle was nonc the less acute, and French 
and Belgian opposition to the British attitude was believed by 
many to havc been inspired from \Vashington. In the last stages 
of the confercncc, on l'Vlay 1 I, 1922, thc American State Depart
ment itself intcrvened with an uncompromising pronouncement 
issued in Genoa by the American Ambassador in Horne: 

The United States [ran thc operative c1anse] will nevcr 
consent that any scheme whatsoever, national or international, 
shall be applied unless it takes account of the principle of the 
open door for all and recognises cqual rights for all. 4 

This statcment, 'which finally dissolved the dream of an exclusive 
British, or British-Dutch, oil concession ill Soviet Russia, hap
pened to coincide in date with the Soviet memoranchlm. Both 
together signalled the end of the conferencc. The allies, rather 
in order to wind up the conference with an agrecd conclusion than 
for any more practical purpose, seized on the Soyiet proposal for 
a commission of experts to pursue the study of outstanding 
diilerenccs. It was decided that the experts should meet in The 
Hague at the end of June H)22.s Thereupon the conference 
dispersed. 

The Cenoa conference kid t'nded in failure. It brought none 
of the concrete results which the Soviet Government had sought 

£if' jllre recognition, foreign capital invcstmcnts, credits and a 
settlement of claims. It had nevertheless givcn something, and 

I Tilt· Times, April 12, 1922. 
2 This incident is descrihed in Til" Aulo/Ji()Waphy oj Lillcoln SI':(("II;" (lllJ I), 

p. Hlo. 
j Jj()IlSr oj CUt/lIll()fIS: 5111 Series, cliii, coIs. 1l)<)5-1l)96. 
4 A dose similarity uf languagt> was noted between this statement and the 

interview gin'n to The Til1WS a month carli"r; tht" request of the Standard Oil 
Company to the State Department to intnvene .. for the proll'ction of American 
intert"sts in Russia" is in Furei{lll R,'llIliol/S uf th" Ulliled S'lates, HI.!.!, ii (I93K), 
7H()-7/lS. 

5 Papas Rellltitl{l tu lllianal;ollal Ecollomic Cotlj,?rellCf', Genoa, April--''''"y 
19.!2, Cmd. 1667 (1l)22), pp. 49-50. 
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more to Soviet Russia than to any other country. The Soviet 
Government, though not officially recognized, had been formally 
accepted at the conference table as an equal sovereign Power. 
Though no settlement had been reached, the bases of a settlement 
had dearly emerged: \'var debts and civil war claims would be 
mutually wiped out; something would be paid on pre-war debts, 
provided the debtors advanced credits out of which to pay it; 
expropriated foreign owners would get their properties back in the 
form of concessions, provided they were prepared to invest further 
capital. Above all, the Genoa conference had made possible the 
Rapallo treaty. The peculiar importance which the Soviet 
Government attached to this achievement was shown by the 
unprecedentedly warm and emphatic terms of a resolution record
ing its approval by VTsIf\. a month later. According to this 
resolution, VTsIK 

\Velcomes the Russian-German treaty concluded at RapalIo 
as the only correct way out from the difficulties, chaos and 
danger of wars, 

Recognizes on!." treaties (d" this !Ypi' as normal for the rela
tions of the RSFSR with capitalist states, 

Instructs the Council of People's Commissars and the 
People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs to conduct its policy 
in the spirit indicated, and 

Enjoins on the People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs to 
admit departures from the type of the Rapallo treaty only in 
those exceptional cases where these departures are compensated 
by quite special advantages for the toiling masses of the RSFSR 
and of the Soviet republics allied with iLl 

For the Soviet Government, as for the German Government, the 
Hapallo treaty had the rare and refreshing character of an equal 
bargain; it was the first major diplomatic occasion on which either 
Soviet Russia or the Weimar republic had negotiated as an equal. 
The two outcasts of European society, overcoming the barrier of 
ideological differences, joined hands, and, in so doing, recovered 
their status and their self-esteem as independent members of the 
society. Confidence in the ability of the Soviet Government to 

I III Scssiya Vserossiisskugu Tsentral'nuf!u Ispolnitel'twgo Komiteta IX 
Sozyva NO.5 (May 11), 1'122); p. 17; Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, 1I1ezhdunarod
naya Politika, iii, i (l'Iz/i), 192. 
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play a successful role in the game of diplomacy as a European 
Power began with the treaty of Rapallo. 

The long-range implications of the change in Soviet policy 
and outlook of which the Rapallo treaty was the expression were 
not yet fully recognized. I t had been a commonplace among 
Soviet leaders that the RSFSR had been enabled to survive in its 
critical first two years hy the divisions and jealousies within the 
capitalist world. Crude attempts had been made in 1918 to play 
off the Germans against the western allies and the western allies 
against the Germans. Lenin on one occasion said that the whole 
foreign policy of the regime during its first three years had been 
to "utilize the division between the capitalist countries" ; 1 and 
at the time of the Washington conference American support had 
heen an invaluable asset in hastening the evacuation of Siberia by 
Japan. Hut it was the Rapallo treaty which first made the balance 
of power a vital, though unavowed, principle of Soviet policy in 
Europe. The Genoa conference had confronted Soviet Russia 
with the danger, exaggerated by Soviet fears but not wholly lacking 
in substance, of a Europe united to exploit Russian resources and 
impose terms on Soviet Russia as an economically dependent 
" backward" country. This danger was conjured by wooing away 
one of the essential partners in such a project. The Rapallo treaty 
was not, strictly speaking, a treaty of alliance. It did not constitute 
on either side an exclusive association. Soviet Russia did not cease 
to be preoccupied with the improvement of her relations with the 
other European group, notably with Great Britain, or of her 
relations with the United States, still remote and still secure 
enough to adhere to neither European group. But Rapallo estab
lished the principle that the capitalist world must be prevented at 
all costs from uniting against the Soviet power and that this could 
he achieved by protferin~ the hand of friendship to one of the 
camps into which that world was divided; and since, throughout 
the Weimar period, Germany was the weaker of the two groups, 
this established a special relation between Soviet Russia and Ger
many. A few months later Radek, who must be accounted one 
of the chief artificers of the Rapallo policy, defined this relation 
in terms of the eternal interests of Russia and the traditional 
arguments of the old diplomacy: 

J See p. 276 above. 
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The. polil'Y of ~trangling Germany implied ill fact tht, 
destr~ct.lOn of RUSSI~1 ~s a great Power.; for, no matter how 
Russ\a \s .governed, \t IS .always to her mtercst that (;cflnalJ\" 
should eXIst. ... :\ HlISSI;! weakened to the utmost hy the \\":!'r 

could neither have rcmained a great Power nor aC(llIired the 
economic and technical mean~ for her industrial reconstruction, 
unIt'ss she had ill the existence of (;ermany a counter-w('ight 
to the preponderance of the A !lies. 

It was perhaps odd that the occasion of this pronoullcement should 
have been;J report prepared for the fourth congress of Comintern. 1 

But the changes which had come over the policies of that institu
tion under the influence of NEP, Genoa and Rapallo will he 
examined in the next chapter. 

I Dlt' Lit/llldatllln df's r 'enai//el r'riedt!lls: Bericht flU dell "ICY/l'U KOl1gress 
"('1" f{o"WlllIllSlisc/WII /11/1'11"'/11",,,11- (Hamburg, 11)23), p. 22; RaJek dill not 
speak at the conl!n.'ss on thIS 5uhJl'Ct, and reports ui~tnhuteJ to thl' congress 
Weft' not included in th(' n~cord of Its proceedings. ,\n Enghsh translation 
appearl'd under the titk TIll' JI';lIdlllg-lip oj Ih,. l·t'I'sai/l,·s Trcaly (Hamhurg 
11)22). 
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RETREAT 1:\ C()Ml~TElU\ 

T ilE pn:disposing cause of the .. retreat" of 'March H)2 I, 

hoth on the domestic and on the diplomatic front, was the 
unexpected delay in the spread of revolution over Europe. 

The economic hazards of an inddinitely prolon~ed interim period 
required Soviet Russia to enter into amicahle tradin~ relations with 
the capitalist world; the political hazards called for amicable 
political relations with some capitalist states as a reinsurance 
a~ainst the hostility of others ~~, the policy of splittin~ the capitalist 
world. Thc calise which had prodllced these events-- the lon~ 
postponemcnt of Europcan revollltion -- was bound to afTect 
even more directly the outlook and policies of Comintern, and 
required a c()rrespondin~ readjustment in its activities. After 
the" lVlarch action" of 1921 in (;crmany this conclusion could 
not hc evaded. The readjustment \\"as duly made in the spring and 
summer of 192 I , and recorded at the third congress of Comintern in 
June and July of that year. It \\as the natural counterpart of the 
change in Soviet policy, domestic and foreign, represented by .:"JEP 
and the An~lo-Soviet trade agreement. The change of front in Com
intern was, however, unlikely to he achieved without resistance, 
even within the Russian party; and Trotsky's account of the 
discussions in the Polithuro and in the central committee before 
thc con~ress, with Lenin, Trotsky and Kamenev standing for 
retreat and compromise, and Zillm'iev, Bukharin, Radek and Bela 
Kun continuing to preach the revolutionary offensivc, may he 
accepted as broadly correct.' In any case, Lenin's firmness 
carried the day. At the congress the Russian delegates spoke 
with a single voice, though with varying degrecs of cmphasis. 

I L. Trotsky, TI,,' Rt'td .','itllalio1l in Russia (1<)zR), pp. 246-z4<). Zinoviev 
afterwards admitt!"d that ther!" had heen differences of opinion on the l\1arch 
action at the tirne of the third congress .. even in OUI" Rus::.ian delegation" 
(Protolwl! des f'it'y/l'71 KOI1"rcsst's dl'Y Kmnmu1Iistisrlll'1I InteY/tat;o/l,,'" (Ilamhurg, 
1()2,1), p. 1(17), 
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The staging and organization of the third congress of Comin
tern, which assemhled on June 22, 1921, were more grandiose 
than ever hefore; a larger number of delegates represented a 
larger numher of parties and party members in Europe and 
heyond. During the interval between the second and third 
congresses Comintern began to organize itself as a large-scale 
institution, moving from the two or three rooms in the Kremlin 
where it had started \York in I<)H) to the imposing premises of the 
former German Embassy. It also acquired a hotel to house 
communist delegates from other coulltries, though Ihis, according 
to an early British visitor, " was in a deplorable conditioll and was 
infested with rats ".1 During the same period, as Zinoviev 
proudly reported to the third congress, I KKI had held 3 I sessions; 
for the more expeditious transactioll of husiness it had recently 
set up an inner hureau of seven members, which was specially 
concerned with the directioJl of secret and illegal activities. Z But, 
in spite of these outward symptoms of progress, the note of 
sohriety and restraint contrasted strangely with the rl'volutionary 
optimism of 1920. An article entitled Bl:(ore fhl' Third Congress 
(4 the Com III II lIist l11tcrnatiOllt1I, written by Zinoviev when the 
summons to the congress was issued thn.T months earlier, had 
admitted that" the tempo of the international proletarian revolu
tion is, through a whole variety of circumstances, being some
what slowed down " . .1 Trotsky, who made the first report of 
the congress on " The Economic Crisis and the New Tasks of the 
International" ,4 spoke of the recovery of self-confidence hy the 
hourgeoisie since the threatening days of 19H), and the recession 
of the revolutionary wave. It was true that the apparent stahiliza-

I T. Bdl, l'ionerring Days ([C).p), p . .l14. 
2 Proto/wl! des 111. KOIlgr('s.f("s fin KfJIIWlImisti ... rhcllilltcllltllilif/u/e (Ilamhurg, 

HpJ), pp. 151, 1045. 
J Kommllnislirh('shii illl<'rlUl/sionol, !\:o. 10 (March 31, ly.H), l"tll. 34RI. 
4 The n'port exists in two forms - ont' in which It was delivered to 

the congress (PYo/IJ/wl/ des llI. Krmgresses der Kflllllllllllistisrhrll ill/l"TlIal/(lIllllr 
(Hamburg, HpJ), pp. 4R-90, the other in which Trotsky himself afterwards 
reprinted it (Pya" Ll'f Kmllilliema (n.d. [1925]), pp. 13R-1H6). 'I'hl'seeond 
variant is fuller, hut omits some passages, including the famous prediction of 
war Lt"twt"t"n tilt' LTnited States and Great Britain" in the year J(2) or 19.14 .. 
(Profokol/ des iii. Krlllgresses d,'r KrJ1lltlllmisfischell international,' (Hamburg-, 
JI)2I), p. 86); even before the end of the congress Trotsky regretted this 
.. accursed date", which he had only" quoted by way of illustration" (ihid. 
p. 13 2 ). 
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tion of capitalism was illusory. Mindful of the old question 
" 1847 or dl.1-9? ", Trotsky was careful to explain there was no 
real parallel with the situation after 1848, when bourgeois capital
ism had entered on a fresh period of expansion. Capitalism had 
received a mortal blow in the war of 1914-19J8; the conflicts 
between the capitalist Powers were increasing; and the success 
of the revolution was certain. !\evcrtheless the workers had 
sufrered a set-back and had been thrown on the defensive. Trotsky 
concluded: 

The situation now at the time of the third congress of the 
Communist I nlcrnational is not the same as at the time of 
the first and second congresses. At that time we established the 
hroad perspective and traced the general line and said: "On 
this line, under this sign, shalt thou win the proletariat and 
conquer in the world". ] s this still right? Entirely. On this 
large scale it is still entirely right. Only we had not worked out 
the ups and dowlls of the line, and now we arc aware of them. 
\Ve are aware of them through our defeats and our disappoint
ments, and also through our sacrifices and through our mistaken 
actions, which have occurred in all countries .-~ here in Russia 
in great quantity. Now for the first time we see and feel that 
we are not so immediately ncar to the goal, to the conquest of 
power, to the world revolution. At that time, in 19I<), we said 
to ourselves: "It is a question of months". ::'\ow we say: 
" It is perhaps a question of years ". I 

At a later stage of the conference, Lenin registered his " final 
conclusion" in the following terms: 

The development of the international revolution which we 
predicted makes progress. But this progress is not in the 
straight line which we expected. It is plain at a glance that 
after the conclllsion of the peace, however bad that was, we did 
not succeed in provoking a revolution in the other capital
ist countries, though the revolutionary symptoms were, as we 
know, significant and abundant. . . . What is essential now 
is a fundamental preparation of the revolution and a pro
found study of its concrete development in the principal capitalist 
countries. 2 

And the resolution did its best to extract a grain of encouragement 
from a drab diagnosis: 

I Ibid. pp. 8<)-<)0. Ibid. p. 74<1; Lenin, Suchinell(rll, xxvi, 452. 
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Only petty bourgeois st~lpidity ca~ read. a coll.apse of tile 
programme of the CommUI1lst InternatIOnal m the ta.<:~ that ~he 
European proletariat has not o\'erthrown the ~I(HlrgcOlslt: JUrIng: 
the war or immediately after its end. The settIllg of the course of 
the Communist International for the proletarian revolution does 
not mean the assignment of the revolution to fixed dates in t.he 
calendar, or the obligation to carry out the revoluti(ln mechamc
allv in a certain tinie. Revolution always was, and still is, a 
struggle of living forms on given historical foundations. The 
destruction of capitalist equilihrium on a world scale hy the 
war creates favourable conditions for the fundamental force of 
the revolution -- the proletariat. All the efforts of the Com
munist T nternational were and are directed to utilize this position 
to the full. I 

The tlasco of the" l\1arch action" in Cermany had played a 
prominent part in the new diagnosis, and the discussion of it 
occupied a large share of the time and attention of the congress. 
It dominated both the debate on the report of IKKI and the 
debate on " The Tactics of the Communist International". The 
principal speakers from the Russian delegation were Radek and 
Trotsky; 2 but nearly all the German delegates (as wdl as several 
from other countries) spoke, and contributed to the atmosphere 
of recrimination which commonly attends a political retreat. The 
debate presented two delicate issues for the leaders of Comintern. 
In the first place, it was necessary to dissociate I KKI from any 
share of blame for the :\'1arch action. This proved relatively easy; 
whatever the German delegates as a whole may have felt, only 
Klara Zetkin referred darkly to the responsihility of " represent
atives of the executive " . .1 Secondly, it was necessary, without 
condoning Levi's insubordination, to condemn the policy of the 
" revolutionary otfensive ", whose sponsors had driven him alit. 

I KtJ11171lUllistic/ll"shil IlltCrtltltsiulla/~' iJu/mmelltahh (1933), p. r7S; according 
to a later statemt"nt by Varga (Proto/mil: Fti7lfter K'JIlgrrss dl"T Kmmmmistisch.!l1 
/lItematiollaie (nod.), i, roll), the original draft of thIS nORolution WaS mor .. 
p""imistic in tont" , but was modified in response to protests from" LdOtists " 
in the Cerman and Hungarian dt:!egations. 

1 Zinovie" III his general report touched bricAy on til(> subject, kaving it to be 
dealt with in Rad('k's report on tacti(,s; this was evidently the result of a party 
dl"cision, and suggests that Zincl\"iev was personally too much implicated to be 
a suitabk spokesmano Bela Kun ~poke only ollce on a point of order, on which 
hI: rangcd himsdf with the" so-caih'd Left ., (Protoko[/ des Ill. K{)IIWl'SSes dey 
K'lIIl11l1mistischell Illtalltltionale (Hamburg, JI).lJ), pp. ('50-651). 

j See p. 336 above. 
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This proved more difficult; for while nobody'-' not even Klara 
Zctkin who had resigned with him from the central committee ,
defended Levi's subsequent behaviour, or denied the justice of 
his expulsion from the party, it was widely felt that the policy 
now advocated by the leaders of Comintern was indistinguishable 
from the policy formerly advocated by Levi in the KPD.I The 
resolution unanimously adopted by the congress betrayed a keen 
consciousness of these embarrassments. It began with the 
categorical statement that the March action had been " forced on 
the KPD by the attack of the government on the proletariat of 
central Cermany". This dismissed as irrelevant anything that 
may have passed between Bela Kun and the central committee 
before March 17. It then referred to a "whole series of mistakes" 
committed by the party, the most important being" that thc defen
sive character of the struggle was not suHiciently emphasized and 
that the call for an offensive gave an opportunity to the unscrupu
lOllS enemies of the proletariat to denounce the KPD to the pro
letariat for incitement to a putsch n. The 'March action represented 
a " s.tep forward" -, . a rather hollow-sounding compliment. But 
for the future the KPl) would " listen attentively to facts and 
opinions pointing 10 the difllcnlty of an offensive, and carefully 
test the validity of arguments against an offensIve" before com
mitting itself to action.' 

The retreat sounded by the third congress was no less dis
concertingly obvious in what had previously heen known as " the 
national and colonial question", hut now became more specifically 
" the eastern question". The eastern peoples evoked little interest 
in the rising communist parties of central and western Europe; 
to the British, and to some extent also to the French, parties they 
were frankly a source of emharrassment. It was therefore not 
surprising that, in spite of Lenin ';; efforts at the second congress, 

, After thl' congress Ll'nin admitted that it had hccn .. necessary to defend 
J ,('\'i so long as his mistakes could he explained as a reaction to' a series of 
mistakes made hy the Left communists, especiallY in lVIarch 1<)21 in Germany" 
(Lenin, S'()chinen'jya, xxvii, 8); at the next congr;'ss of (~omint('rn Ruth Fischer 
plausihly complained that" tht' third world congress took up no clear position 
on the views of Paul L,·vi, and was una hie to undertake its criticism of the 
lVlarch action without arousing the impression that Paul Levi had heen exclud,'d 
solely on disciplinary grounds" (Protolwll des J'il'rft'n KUllgressl's der KOIII
Inunistisc/wn lIltanatlm",/,' (Hamburg, HiZ)), p. Ho). 

2 K01nmrmisfidlCskii lIr/el'llfltsiOlllll t' /),,/wII/elltald, (1<)33), p, "14. 
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Com intern policy in regard to them continued .to djsp~ay a certain 
element of artificialitY and outspoken pragmatIsm. 1 he purpose 
of the first congress (;f eastern peoples at Baku in September 1920 

had been to organize a campaign against British imperialism rather 
than against imperialism in general; the episode with Enver Pasha 
had shown how real the distinction was -- at any rate in Zinoviev's 
mind. Only nine months passed hetween the Baku congress and 
the third congress of Comintern. But during this interval the 
signing of the Anglo-Soviet trade agreement had made open 
propaganda against British imperialism inopportune; and the 
treaties with Persia and Turkey equally discouraged communist 
rropaganda \vhich might threaten or oft'end the Persian and 
Turkish (;overnments. ~owhere in the east had communism 
made any appreciable advance. Zino\iev's immense report on the 
work of IKKI during the year, which occupied some sixty pages 
in the printed record, contained no more than three pregnant 
sentences on the suhject : 

In the ;'\ea1' East the council of propaganda created by the 
Baku congress is working. From the point of view of organiza
tion, however, much remains to be done. In the Far East the 
situation is similar. I 

The questions which had been debated with such ardour in the 
previous year were relegated to a hurried session on the last after
noon of the congress, when successive speakers from Asiatic 
countries made brief speeches, limited to five minutes each, 
expounding their aspirations. Delegates of the three ne\vly 
formed Transcaucasian repuhlics congratulated themselves on 
having achieved their destiny, not without some side glances at 
the menace of Turkish imperialism; and Kemal was openly 
attacked by the Turkish delegate. Delegates of China, Korea and 
Japan devoted themselves in the main to a denunciation of Japanese 
imperialism. British imperialism, deposed from the conspicuous 
position which it occupied in 1920, was the theme only of the 
delegates from Persia and Turkestan. None of the recognized 
leaders of Comintern, and not one Russian delegate, contributed to 

1 Protokoll des III. Konwesses der Kommunisfisrhen Internatirmaie (Hamburg, 
1921). p. 211; the single reference to .. the countries of the Near and Far 
East" in the resolutions of the congress was equally curt and formal (Kom
mlmislirheskii Internal.<ionllI1' J)nlmmenfahh (lCJ33), p. 165). 
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the discussion. Only the I ndian Roy, mindful of the vigour and 
amplitude of last year\> debate, had the boldness to describe this 
perfunctory performance as " pure opportunism" and " more 
suitable for a congress of the Second International", and to 
protest against the patent lack of interest displayed by the Euro
pean and American delegates.] Revolution among the peoples 01 
Asia, it seemed clear, had never been regarded by Comintern as 
an end in itself. The third congress damped down its ardour and 
placed it in leading-strings. 

The change of front at the third congress manifestly demanded 
a change of tactics. Since the second congress, the policy of 
Comintern had been to split parties remorselessly wherever doc
trinal or party discipline was at stake; this was, indeed, the essence 
of the 21 conditions. Thus Rakosi, having triumphantly split the 
Italian party at Leghorn, had insistently demanded Levi's head in 
Berlin; according to Zetkin, he declared that it was" not a mass 
party that was valuahle to Comintern, but a small, pure party", 
and that the German party had" become far too big ".2 Even 
Lenin repeated at the third congress the favourite remark that the 
Bolsheviks were a tiny party at the time of the Fehruary revolution. J 

But by this time the tide was setting strongly in the other direction. 
The Halle congress had been a brilliant Sllcces,; because it had 
produced a doctrinal split in the USPD and at the same time 
brought into being a mass communist party. But this success had 
not been repeated elsewhere, and there was little prospect of its 
repetitIOn. 111 France, the new communist party was weaker in 
numbers than its socialist predecessor; in Italy, it was a mere 
rump. J n Germany a fresh split ill the leadership already weak
ened the party on the eve of the l\1arch action. If the second 
congress had seemed to exalt quality over quantity, this was 
because it assumed that, quality once assured, quantity would 
follow: once parties had been split against unfaithful reformist 
leaders, the masses would flock to the new and purified leadership. 
This expectation had not been fulfilled. The third congress for 
the first time sounded a note of anxiety. Even Zinoviev seemed 
now converted: 

I Protolwll des 111. f{olll{l'ess{'s del' Kommunistischen 111lel'1latiOllllie (Hamhurg, 
1<)21), p. IOll'L 

.. Jbid. p . .2S<). 1 Lenin, Snellilll'lliYll, xxvi, 439. 
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In no case [he cried dramatically] can we have another split 
in the ranks of the (;crman Communist Party. I really do not 
know whether our party can bear another split.' 

The British and American parties were warned that it was a 
" matter of life and death not to remain a sect ". The British 
party, in particular, was reproved for its ineffectivencss during the 
miners' strike, and pointedly told that to hc a sIllall party was 
nothing to bc proud oU .. The tirst of the tasks of the English 
communist party", ran the congress resolution on the subject, 
" is to become a mass party." 3 Only theK:\PD still openly 
denoullced Illass communist parties as a " gigantic blutf ", useless 
for serious revolutionary actioll and only " good for command 
demonstrations in favour of Soviet Russia on Sundays and 
holidays ".4 The congress resolution on tactics emphatically pro
claimed the new standpoint in terms which, while not theoretically 
new, marked a noteworthy change of emphasis since the second 
congress: 

The winning of exclusive inl1l1ence over the majority of the 
working class, the drawing of its most active section into the 
immediate struggle, is at the present moment the most important 
task of the Communist International. ... From the first day of 
its foundation the COIlllllunist International made it clearly "and 
unequiHlCally its task not to create small communist sects {vhich 
would strive to establish their inHuence over the working masses 
only through agitation and propaganda, hut to participate 
directly in the struggle of the working masses, to establish 
communist leadership in this struggle, and to create in the 
process of struggle large, revolutionary, communist mass parties. 

It was now the " social-democratic and centre parties" which 
sought to split the proletariat: 

The communist parties have hecome the bearers of a process 
of unification of the proletariat on the ground of t he struggle for 
its interests; and from the cOllsciollsness of this n")le they will 
draw new strenuth 5 -M . 

1 Prolo/wll des 111. KUllgressf"s der K()f//1/lIl11istis"u·1I Illlernaliol1111e (I IamiJurg, 
1(21), p. (,zs. 

l Ibid. pp. 20g, 6Z4, 654-655. 
3 Kmrl1ll1l1lisllchcskii Inl£"YlIlltsioIlU/1' /)o/wllIelll,,"h (H)33), p. 1H4. 
4 I'r%koll des 111. KrmgresSl's der KmnmunistiscliellIntl'J"ll11tiorlllie (Hamburg, 

1<;21), p. 223. 
, KOIllI/lIlllisllches"ii illleYlZlltsiolll'/ v i)ohullIl'Iltakh (1913), pp. 183, dl8-dlq. 
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Theoretically, the shift from the policy of splitting to a policy of 
unification was an application of the principle enunciated by Lenin 
twenty years before on the foundation of Is/aa: "before uniting, 
and in order to unite, we must first decisively and definitely draw 
a line of separation". J In practice, since splitting had not led to 
unification, it represented a transition from the tactics of the 
otrensi \'e to those of defence, a temporary retreat into the world 
of compromises and expedients which also marked Soviet policy 
under ?\EP. 

So long, however, as the drawing of the working masses into 
communist parties remained almost everywhere a remote ideal, 
less direct ways of exercising int1uence must also be tried. If the 
hope of immediate revolution was abandoned and the main func
tion of communist parties in the meanwhile was to put up a stub
born defence against" the offensive of capital", cooperation with 
other workers' parties was required. While rigidity of discipline 
within communist parties was llnabated, toleratioJl of non-com
munist or unorthodox parties was continued and extended. Not 
only were delegates of the KAPD once more admitted to the 
congrcss (thollgh without voting rights) in face of the protests of 
the KPD,2 but the Italian Socialist Party also sent delegates, 
not withstandillg t he fact that, as a delegatt: of tLc ltalian Com
Illunist Party complained, " it includes in its membership out
and-out social-patriots not Illuch better than a Thomas or a 
Scheidemann ".J But such concessions within the framework of 
Comintern were not enough, and indeed proved valueless. The 
mass of the workers in the most important industrial countries 
were organized in parties which still refw;ed to haye anything to 
do with Comintern; to reach them, and to cooperate with them 
in repelling the "offensive of capital", more extensive com
promises would be required. Radek, co-author with Levi six 
months earlier of the" open letter" of the KPD, proposing joint 
action with all German Left parties, including the SPD and the 

I See Vol. I, p. 7. 
2 A protest of Leyi against the continued tolerance shown to the KAI'I) 

had been n-jtTted by I KK [ in January J <)21 (Kollllllullislidleshii I1JlenratsiOlJllI. 
No. 16 (March 31, 1()21), cols. 37'11-.17<)2); the KAl'D was finally excluded 
from membership of ('omintern in September 1<)21. 

.1 j'r%/",II d,'s 111. Kotl1!l'esses del' K"lfl1lllWistischt'll IlItenwl iotllll" (Hamburg, 
1(21), p. 351>. 

VOL. III 2 C 
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USPD, now proclaimed the watchword: "First and foremost, 
to the masses, hy all means ".1 It was not a novel injunction. 
The second congress a year earlier had proclaimed the slogans 
" Penetrate the masses" and" A closer link with the masses ".; 
But now the watchword was hailed as the keynote of the congress. 
It was perhaps only Levi's disgrace, and the impossibility of 
embracing too eagerly a policy associated with his now discredited 
name, which prevented the policy of thc united front being openly 
proclaimed at the third congress. This was to come six months 
later. 

That the leaders of Comintcrn at thc third congress sinccrely 
desired to modify their tactics in sllch a way as to win the allegiance 
of the masses is heyond dispute. But they did not understand the 
conditions which would have becn necessary to make this policy a 
success; nor perhaps would they have been willing to accept 
those conditions. Any serious attempt to huild up mass com
munist parties in western Europe and in the English-speaking 
world, and to use these parties as a spearhead to penetrate other 
Left parties, would have required a willingness at COI1lintern 
headquarters to relax the rigidities not only of doctrine, but of 
disciplinc, and to concede to national parties and their leadcrs a far 
wider discretion in the framing of policies and tactics suited to 
local conditions, which could never be well enough or promptly 
enough appreciated in l'vloscow. Yet, at a moment ,vhen the 
congress was recommending policies of mass appeal which called 
imperatively for greater decentralization of authority, it was also 
strengthening bonds of organization and discipline which inevit
ably made for greater centralization. A monster resolution of the 
third congress on " The Organizational Structure of Communist 
Parties, the lVIethods and Content of their \\' ork ", accompanied 
by a short resolution on " The Organization of the Communist 
International ",1 attempted to define in the utmost detail the 

I Pr%kull des Ill. KOllgreHt·s tin Kmll1ll1wistisch{,lIintertllltill1w/e (Hamburg, 
1921), p. 4 80. 

2 Kummullistichcskii 11lfernalsi01w/ v Jju/wt/leutai<h (1<)33). p. 95. 
J The main resolution is in ibid. pp. 201-225; the shorter resolution must be 

sought in Proto/,oll des 1 J 1. KUlIgressl"S dl'Y KU1llf1lUllis/1Sc/W1J Iutemalilmale (Ham
burg, 1921), pp. 98(H.l89, 1043. 
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functions and obligations of Comintern and of member parties. 
The main resolution insisted on the disciplined subordination to 
the central authority of national parties, of their memhers and of 
their press, and on the duty of all party members to engage in 
active party work. Party members must" in their puhlic appear
ances always condurt themseh,es as members of a fighting O1:f.{aniza
lion". Fresh emphasis was laid on the importance of underground 
work by the parties; for it was this argument which was prin
cipally used, as it had been used by Lenin in the early days of the 
party struggle, to justify a disciplined centralization of authority. I 
National party committees were made responsihle not only to the 
national party congresses, but also to 1 KK I - the principle of 
" dual suhordination " familiar in Soviet organization; 2 and in this 
potential conflict of allegiance the authority of the closely knit 
central organ disposing of amplc tinancial resources was likely to 
prevail in the long run oyer the dispersed and intermittent author
ity of an annual national congress. This was the resolution which 
Lenin attacked at the fourth congress more than a ycar latcr as 
"almost entirely Russian, i.e. everything taken from Russian 
conditions": it had in fact remained "a dead letter", since 
foreigners could not be expected to understand it or carry it out.' 
l'\ evertheless, the resolution as a whole was adopted unanimously 
hy the third congress, and contrasted oddly with the desire to 
create mass communist parties in the western world. 

Details of organization were dealt with in the subsidiary 
resollltioll. The membership of IKKI was enlarged; the Russian 
party still had five delegates, other large parties two delegates 
earh, smaller parties one delegate. This accretion in size of the 
parent body naturally increased the importance of the inner bureau 
of seven, which received for thc first time formal recognition. A 
keen dispute arose on the question whether IKKI could appoint 
any member of the party to the inner hureau, or \vhether it was 

I The original draft of the passage on "illegal" party activities was somewhat 
watered down in the final text of the resolution in order, as thc spokesmen of 
IKKT explained to the congress, " that not too much should come out for the 
bourgeois governments" (l'yotolwll drs lII. KOllgrt'sses der Komtnlmistischl'1l 
bllernllliollale (Hamburg, 1C);! 1 l. p, 10+2); it is doubtful, however, whether 
this was thl' sole ground of thl" opposition to its original form. 

2 Sl'I'VOl. I, pp. 217-21~;' 
,I Ll,nin, ,""()chinflll)'u, xxvii, 354-355. 
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limited in its choice to its ovm memhers. A suhstantial majority 
voted for the unrestricted right; and the authority of the ruling 
group in IKKI was still further strengthened. I By way of carrying 
out the policy of a more active approach to the masses, it was 
announced that the official journal of Comintern, Kommunisti
rheskii Infernatsional, appearing as an irregular periodical in four 
languages, would henceforth become a regular monthly ~ this 
amhition was in fact not realized till I925 --- and that a more 
popular weekly under the title Intematiolla/(' Prc.\'se-Korrl?spoJldenz 
(lnprdwrr for short) would be isslled in German, English and 
French. 2 In February 1922 an innovation was made in the form of 
an " enlarged" session of I K K 1, to which additional delegates 
from important parties were invited, This experiment was repeated 
in June I922, and two months later Zinoviev announced that these 
" enlarged" sessions, which approximated to "small con
gresses ", would be held twice a year.:! The change had two 
perhaps unintended consequences. Full congresses of Com in
tern ceased to he annual events and, after 1922, were held at 
irregular intervals; and ordinary sessions of r I\. I\. I seem to have 
fallen into disuse. The two active organs of Comintern were now 
the presidium and the en larged II\. K T. 

The implications of the rctreat for the outlook of Comintern, 
and especially of its Russian leaders, stretched, however, far 
bcyond questions of structure and organization. I t threw into 
relief the dilemma inherent from thc outset in the dual policy, 
which sought at one and the same time to stimulate and support 
the hostility of the workers of the world to all capitalist govern
ments and to exploit the divisions and rivalries of capitalist govern
ments among thcmselves. Both thesc factors-- the hostility of 
the workers to capitalism and the internal divisions in thc capitalist 
world ---- had contributed to the survinl of the Soviet rrgimc in 
the civil war. Soviet policy could not afTord to neglect either 

I Protokoll d,:s 111_ Knn!?rnSl'S der Knmnllmislis,/zell /lIleYlwtintl<ll,. (Halllhllr>;, 
1921), p_ 104+ The inner hureau as constituted by IKKI aftn the third 
con~ress consisted of Zinoviev, Hukharin, Gennari, Heckert, Radck, Bela Kun 
and SOllvarint, (KommUl1istirhesllii llIlernlllSional, No. I X (Octo her X, 192 I), 
col. 4756); hya decision of IKKI of August 26, 1921, it was renamed the 
.. presidium" (ihid. col. 475X)-

2 Ihid. No. 18 (Octoh('r X, 1921), cob. .P50-4757. 
-, Ibid. No. 22 (Septemher 13, 1922), col. S6R9. 
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factor. Yet the courses of action which they dictated might at 
critical moments prove difficult to reconcile with one another. 
The first appeared to require unconditional support of workers 
against capitalists, the second the backing of one capitalist Power 
against another. But any plan to influence the attitude or action 
of capitalist governments by means other than attempting to over
throw them stood in potential contradiction to Bolshevik doctrine. 
At the IlaUe congress Martov had put the dilemma briefly and 
cogently: 

The Bolsheviks who see in the maintenance of their power 
the one guarantee for the success of world revolution are thus 
impelled to set in motioJl all means, even the most equivocal 
and dubious, in order to maintain their power, without regard 
to the elf'ect of those means on the development of the inter
national revolution. l 

Twice durillg the third congress of Comintern was the ugly 
suggestion heard - - only to be brushed hastily aside - of a latent 
contradiction between the immediate interests of the RSFSR and 
those of CominttTll ur of some of its memher parties. An article 
by Serrati in the Italian socialist press, quoted by Zinoviev as 
proof of his hust ility to Comintern, expressed regret that Comin
tern should have to meet under the aegis of " a great revolutionary 
government" which was obliged to "conduct its own policy of 
defence and oHence against international and national capitalism ". 
Serrati had continucd : 

i\ policy which, by helping the Soyiet republic, Illust incon
tcstahly also help the whole proletariat Illay at the same time 
perhaps not correspond to the tactical needs of a state which 
finds itself at the critical stage of its still latent revolution. 2 

I USPD,' Proto/wI/libel' di,' ) 'I'rlumdlrmgell dl's Ausserorliellllichell Parteitags 
:ou !luill' (n.d.), p. 2IJ. A ditfl'r('nt, hut cognate, point was made hy a critic 
at a party nWl'ting in lkcemhcr 1920 when Lenin had congratulated his hearers 
on tht' increasing mutual hostility between capitalist Powers as a welcome 
guarantee of Soviet security; the critic asked whether this was not a policy of 
inciting capitalist Powt'rs to wars in which the workers and peasants of those 
countries would fight and sulfer (Lenin, Sochillelliyo, xxvi, I I). 

2 PI'lJ/olwll lit's ill. KOIlgrcsSe,\ der KOlllmunistischellillternatiollale (Hamburg, 
1<)2 J), p. 159; Trotsky quoted a statement by Turati, the leader of the Right 
wing at the Leghorn congress, to the effect that .. the Russians invl'nted the 
Suviets and the Communist International for their own advantage, in their 
own national interest" (ibid. p. 3(7). 
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The KAPD, whose delegates at the congress played. the rtlle of a 
despised and licensed. upposition, went further, demanding" the 
pulitical and organizational separation of the Third ] ntt.:rnational 
from the system of Russian state policy" and making a formal 
declaration on this point: 

We do not for a moment forget the difficulties into which 
Russian Soviet power has fallen owing to the postponement of 
world revolution. But we also see the danger that out of these 
difl1culties there may arise an apparent or real contradiction 
between the interests uf the revolutionary world proletariat and 
the momentary interests of Soviet Russia. l 

No serious answer to these charges was attempted at the congress; 
and the impression remained on many minds, as a friendly Dutch 
delegate admitted, " as if Russia was rather putting the hrake on 
the revolutionary process ".2 

The persistence of the criticism evidently demanded a refuta
tion; and it was Trotsky, at this time the most actiVl' defender of 
the oftlcial policy, who undertook it. The occasion was a congress 
of the Communist Youth International which immediately 
followed the Comintern congress; 3 and it fell to Trotsky to 
defend before this critical and impatient forum what he frankly 
called" the strategy of temporary retreat" prescrihed by Comin
tern. He noted that "some extremely clever comrades have 
advanced a hypothesis according to which the Russians are 
chiefly to blame for the present ' Rightist tendency', because the 
Russians have now entered into trade relations with a western 
state and are greatly concerned lest these relations be disrupted 
by the European revolution"; and he ironically added that some of 
" these theoreticians of historical development" had even " ex
tended their loyalty to the spirit of IVlarx so far as to seek economic 
foundations for this Rightist tendency as well". Having thus 
stated the opposition argument in its most extreme form, Trotsky 
had no great difficulty in formally demolishing it. It could be 
played off against the parallel and seemingly contradictory accusa
tion that the Russian party had, for reasons of Russian national 
policy, " insisted on artificially provoking a revolution in Ger-

I Prutukoll lies Ill. KrlT/Kresses dn Km/Ummislischl'll Intenzalifmaie (Hamburg, 
11)21), p. 224. 

2 Ibid. p. 7<)<). J S"f' p. 403 below. 
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many" on the occasion of the March action. It remained true, 
as it always had been, that the" victorious socialist dictatorship" 
could not be stabilized in Russia except through "the world 
revolution of the international proletariat". But Russia could, 
for this very reason, be interested only in " the internal logical 
development" of revolution, not in artificially hastening or retard
ing it.l This logical answer could have been strengthened by an 
appeal to current realities. The cautious and self-restrained note 
injected into Comintern policy at the third congress, while no 
doubt corresponding to an immediate interest of Soviet Russia, 
which required a respite from incessant and unmitigated strife 
with a capitalist environment, was equally justified on the ground 
of the ultimate interest of world revolution, which could not, as 
events had proved, be achieved by the hasty shock tactics contem
plated at the second congress. The interdependence of the cause 
of world revolution and the cause of the Soviet power could once 
more he plausibly demonstrated. The delay in world revolution 
which had led to the retreat in the policy of the Soviet (~overn
ment called for a corresponding retreat in the policy of Comintern. 
\Vhen the moment came, both could resume their advance together. 
But an argument that was theoretically impregnable was bound 
to seem tainted with self-interest when presented by the Russian 
leaders of Com intern to foreign eommunist parties which were 
required to subordinate their own tactics to a general and uniform 
line prescribed in IVloscow. 

Meanwhile the task ""vas taken in hand of giving substance to 
the new slogan "To the l\Iasses". The attempt to hold out 
the hand of temporary cooperation to other Left parties was not 
abandoned: indeed, it was to be intensified in the coming year. 
But a new and apparently more promising expedient was now 
brought into play in the form of specialized international agencies 
possessing a potential mass appeal; some that already existed 
could be brought under the general authority of Comintern, others 
could be created under its aegis. The conception in both cases 
was the same. The masses, which could or would not immediately 
enter communist parties or embrace the full rigour of communist 

1 L. Trotsky, ]'.1'(/(' Let Kumin(ertlcl (n.d. [reps]), pp. 254-255. 
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doctrine and discipline, might he drawn into subsidiary organiza
tions of sympathizers, and thus make their indirect contribution to 
the cause of the proletarian revolution. 

The most ambitious and most important of the subsidiary 
organizations now established under the auspices of Comintern 
was the Red International of Trade Unions, commonly called 
Profintern.1 Since the time of the second congress of Comintern, 
Mezhsovprof 2 had been husily laying the foundations of a new 
International. Its flrst task had been to woo national trade unions 
away from their allegiance to IFTU, and to prepare them for 
affiliation to the forthcoming Red 1 nternational. For this pu rpose 
it set up " hureaux of propaganda" in different countries. In 
general these do not seem to have heen very ett'ecti ve organs. 
The British hureau.1 was active enough to incur the animosity of 
the most powerful trade union leaders. I neyitahly an organ 
founded for the single purpose of preaching affiliation to Moscow 
rather than to Amsterdam tended to attract to itself the rehellious 
or dissentient elements in the unions; and this hy itself provoked 
the charge of trying to split the rm)Yement. In Cermany the 
charge of splitting the trade unions was levelled at Zinoviev and 
},ozovsky with great hitterness at the lIalle congress. Such 
charges made, however, little impression in l\1oscow, where it was 
still assumed that the winning over of the whole movement was 
only a matter of time. On January 9, 1921, IKKI decided to 
convene on May I an international conference for the foundation 
of a Red International of Trade (Tnions. The invitation was to 
be addressed to all unions opposed to Amsterdam (just as the 
invitation to the founding congress of Comintern had heen 
addressed to all parties and groups opposed to the Second Inter
national); and it was issued jointly in the name of I KKI and of 
Mezhsovprof. 4 The meeting was later postponed till July 1921 

111 order to synchronize it with the third congress of Comintern. 

I In German, it was generally known as " Die Rotc Gcwcrkschaftsinter
nationale" ; in English, as " The l?ed International of Labour Unions (RILU)". 

2 See p. 207 above. 
3 It apparently enjoyed the support of the national committee of shop 

stewards; its chairman was Torn Mann 0. T. Murphy. New E/oriz/J/IS (1f)41), 
pp. 167- I (8). 

• Kommu1listicheskii hzterna/sional, No. 16 (l\1arch JI, 1921), cob. 3734-
3740 , 3787. 
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Meanwhile Lozovsky took advantage of the fourth All-Russian 
Congress of Trade llnions in May 1921 to deliver a long harangue 
in support of thc projected trade union International, in the course 
of which he claimcd that unions representing 14,000,000 workers 
had adhered to Mezhsovprof; and the congress passed an appro
priate resolution. The theme of both was the struggle for mastery 
in the international workers movement under thc watchword 
" Moscow or Amsterdam ".1 The occasion marked perhaps the 
high-water mark of confidencc in the projcct of harnessing the 
tradc union movement of the world round a new centre in :l\1oscow. 
During the congress it was announced amid general enthusiasm 
that a delegate had presented a gold ring" for the striking English 
workers" (it was the moment of the first major post-war British 
coal strike); and the congress voted to send" thc striking English 
coal-miners ,. £20,000 from the funds of the All-Russian Central 
Council of Trade lTnions. 2 At the third congress of Comintern a 
month later, Zinoviev once more attacked IFTU as " the last 
barricade of the international bOllrgeoisie", and announced thc 
tasks of the forthcoming first congrcss of Profintcrn: " to organizc 
bettcr the struggle against the yellow Amsterdam J ntcrnational ", 
" to definc in a practical way the relations between thc rcvolu
tionary trade unions and parties in cach country", and .. to 
formulate prccisely the relation between thc Red trade union 
council and the Communist 1 nternational ".-' 

The founding congress of Profintern, which opened on July 3, 
I<)2 I, mustered 3Ro delcgates (of whom 336 had voting rights) 
from 41 countries, claiming to represent 17 million out of a total 
of 40 million trade unionists all over thc world. 4 But thc proceed
ings soon revcaled the dilemma that those who were most eager 
to establish the new International were the syndicalists \vho wanted 
to break away altogether from the existing unions, and demanded 
that the new I nternational should be wholly independcnt of 
Comintern, the political organ: these vicws were expressed at 

I Chewertyi Vserossiiskii S"ezd J>rojessionai'nyl1h SO),UZ()V (1<)21), i (Pk
nurny), SO-'14. 110-114. 

l Ibid. i. 27, 194. 
3 Protolwll des Ill. K011gr/'ss,>s der Kommlmistiscll/'n TnrenlfltiOlUlie (Hamburg, 

192r), pp. 672-673, /n6. 
• Kommunistichesl?ii Tn/ema/simwf, No. 1 S (Octo her 8, 1921), col. 4508; 

J. T. Murphy, New Horizons (1941), pp. 174-175. 
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the congress by Bill Haywood in the name of the IWW and by 
French and Spanish dele~ates. Speeches from Zinoviev and 
Lozovsky, however, brought the congress to order, and Profintern 
was duly constituted on the lines laid down by Mezhsovprof. Its 
declared function was "to oppose to the equivocal bourgeois 
programme of the yellow Amsterdam International ... a clear 
revolutionary platform of action": the first condition of member
ship was" the carrying out and realization in practice of the prin
ciples of the revo\utionar)' struggle". Generally speaking, the 
rule was asserted that trade unions must disaffiliate from IFTlJ 
before affiliating to Profintern. But in certain countries where the 
major trade union organizations remained faithful to I FTU, it 
was permissihle for individual trade unions to affiliate to Profin
tern without severing their connexion with the old organization.' 
This licence seems to have heen widely used; and Lozovsky 
boasted two years later, douhtless with much exaggeration, that 
a third of the workers affiliated to I FTU were also affiliated to 
Profintern. 2 

The most controversial dehates of the congress turned on the 
question of the relation of Profintern to Comintern, the syndicalists 
standing out strongly for trade-union independence of any political 
organ. But here, too, the wt:ight of authority proved too strong. 
A resolution sponsored by Rosmer and Tom l\lann provided for 
" the closest possible link with the Third International", to be 
secured hy interchange of delegates between the council of Profin
tern and IKKI and hy joint sessions between the two organs, and 
for a " real and intimate revolutionary unity" between the Red 
trade unions and communist parties in all countries.] The statute 

I ResolutiOlll'lI, '-;tatutl'll, /'v/amjcstl' 1I11d Aufl'lIfl' tier /:'rslclI II/tenlatirll/(/Iell 
l{ollKresses der Roll'l! Fflch- mill II/dustrie- Vab{illdl' (BrenH'n, n .d. r H)2 J]), 
pp. 64-65. 

2 Ih'etwdtsat,l'i S"'czd I?{)ssiish"i l\.ommullislic/zcs/wi Parlii (Bots/ze7'ihov') 
(11)23), p. 2~O 

1 ResolutionI'll, ,<"'laIUlt'll, ?"!{mitesl!' Utuf Aufrufe drr Erslrn Intl'Y1lationll/t'n 
Krmgrf,'sses rier Uoten Fach- und Industrie- Ver/)(Illric (Bremen, n.n. f 1<)21 D. 
pp. 17-11). As an example of the tramlation of this into practice, the British 
hureau of l'rotintcrn pre,crih",l that it .. shall be im"'pendent of the British 
Communist Party, but shall work in accord and cooperation tlwrewith. trans
lating into the national arena the same relations as exist between the eEl' of the 
RILU and the l'I .. (CollSlilulion of Ih,' R,," International of Labour Unio/lS 
(n.d.), pp. 12- J 3); thi, wa~ to be achieved through a mutual exchange of 
rcprescn ta ti Yes. 
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adopted by the congress provided for the setting up of a central 
council consisting of four Russian delegates, two from each otber 
major country, and one from each minor country, and of an 
executive bureau of seven, of whom two were to be drawn from 
,. the country where the Red International of Trade Unions has 
its seat ",I The congress had delegates from Japan, China, Korea 
and lndonesia, and adopted a resolution urging" the workers of 
the Near and Far East" to " enter the ranks of the Red Inter
national of Trade Unions "," The distinction between the 
Amsterdam International, which was almost exclusively confined 
to European workers, and Profintern, which offered a warm 
welcome to the workers of the " colonial" countries, became 
important later. 

Another organization whose fate illustrated the dilemma whieh 
confronted the third congress of choice between international mass 
support and centralized control from l\1oscow was the Communist 
Youth International. This organization was not, like Prof-intern, 
a direct cmanation of Comintern, and had a history of its own, 
A socialist youth international had existed before 1<)14, and at a 
conference in Berne ill April 1<)15 adopted a pacifist and anti-war 
attitude, Eleven n 1I11lhers of its journal were puhlished inter
mittently in Ziirich between September I<J 15 and l\lay H) I R, 
among its contributors being Lenin, Zinovicv, Trotsky, Kollolltai, 
Radek, Angelica Balahanov, Liebknecht and other adherents of 
the Zimmt.Twald Illmcment..1 After the war the organization 
moved to Germany, and at a congress in Bcrlin, in Novcmber 
1919, through the cnergy of its president, Willi 1\llinzenberg, 
reconstituted itself as the Communist Youth IIlternationa1. 4 Its 
programme asserted its independence as an organization, while 

I kcsoluti01U'Il, Statutel/, 1H01l111'st(" 1I11d AuJruJe da Rrstell IlIlerllaliOlI!l/en 
KlJ11Krt'sses da Uolen FlIch- r/!ld llldllslri.,- J',·,.h,illd., (Brl'ml'n, n.d. [1<}2J]). p. 7J. 

1 Ibid. Pl'. 7<)-Ho. 
, The eleven numbers Were later rl'printed by Comintern (JlIgcnd-llltcr

I/aliollal,.: Kallllif- lI/ul P,.o{><lgllllda-( )ygall tin IlItl'rIl,aiurw/t'/1 J. "abilldullg 
SIJ::::i"listischer Jugl'lIdorgmliz(lliollell (l\lnscow, n.d.); the .. !eventh number had 
the special title Brot, Fri",it'll lind Freiheit). 

4 In Soviet Russia. the Communist League of Youth or Komsol1l01 (its 
later official title was" All-Union Leninist Communist League of Youth" or 
VLKSM) had been founded in Octohn H)IS; Zinovi,'v in the name of IKKI 
had issued in l\Iay 1<)1<) an app<:al for the constitution of an international 
communist youth ()q~anizati()n (Kommllllisticlzrshii Illter/ltltsiol/a/. No. 2 (jun .. 
1919), col. Z41), 
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conforming its political activity to the programme of Com intern 
or of the respective national parties belonging to Comintern.1 
lYhinzenbcrg attended the second congress of Comintern, hut 
failed to induce it to discuss the youth movement. Z In spite of 
this rebuH', the Communist Youth I nternational went on and 
prospered, claiming on its first birthday to represent 45 national 
youth organizations and Soo,ooo memhers;.l and, when it con
vened its second congress to meet in Jena on April 7, 1921, IKKI 
suddenly awoke to the importance of this quasi-independent 
communist institution. The official journal of Comintern began 
by hailing the congress as an event of " great significance" and a 
" powerful demonstration of the communist movement". -I But 
on April I, 192 T, a letter was sent by I lZ KI to the secretariat of 
the Communist Youth International peremptorily instructing it 
to treat the forthcoming discussions at Jena as " not binding" 
and to transfer the congress to lVloscow, where it would 
meet simultaneously with the third congress of Com intern in 
June. s 

The executive bowed to the decision. l\hinzenberg received 
the honour of a scat Oil I1\.I\. I, and attended the third congress of 
Comintern in that capacity. The neglect shown by the second 
congress was not repeated. Tribute to the importance of the 
Communist Youth International was paid by Zinoviev in his 
general report, and half a session was devoted to a discussion of 
its affairs, in the course of which 1\1 iillzenberg made an impas-

I The congress i, described in \\'illi I\:lilllzenlll'rg, /)i,' Drill" Fronf ([(J3o), 
pp. 2!)3-J02; the programme is initl. PI'. 37,'i-3Xo. This Sl','ms to be the b",t 
account of the early years of the Communist Youth lnt"rnational; Hussian 
accounTS are purely propagandist. R. Schulkr, Geschirhl,' ,I,.,. J\.ummlmisli."ht'l/ 
}uJ!clld-InllTnatimlale (5 vols., un I), has not Iwen avatlable. A monograph on 
the subject would be of intnes!. The documents of the hl'st congress and an 
account of its proceedings appl'arcd in J\.IJIIlII/Ulli.'fiches"i; lllln/lIllsimwl, j\;o. \I 
(:\.larch 22,1\120). cols. 14! I-LPX. j\;o. 11 (June 14, 1<)20), cols. lli'!5-1<)12. 

I Der Zw611' KOnRYI'SS der J\.ommlillisi. lnferllll/jof/ah· (Hamburg, 1 \I.lI), 
p. ('40 . 

.1 W. I\liinzenb..rg, Di~ Drifl,' Fronf (1<)30), p. 331. 
4 J\.ommunislicheshii Internalsiuf/ai, ;';0.16 (March 31,1921), cols. ]943-3944. 
; The letter is in S'rmy',·t, May 15, 1921, pp. 49-50: this was an independent 

Left journal of which Leyi became editor on his expulsion from the KPD, and 
the publication of the letter was a calculated indiscretion. According to \V. 
MUnzenberg, iJie Drill" Front (r930), pp. 343-344, the reason for the transfer 
of the congress to l\losc(}w was fear of police interference following the l\lan'h 
action; but the text of the letta otfers no ,uch l'xpJanation. 
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sioned declaration of loyalty to the communist party, to Comintern 
and to Moscow; 1 and the resolution of the congress on the status 
of the Communist Youth International was categorical on this 
point: 

Political influence and leadership must belong on an inter
national scale only to the Communist International, in par
ticular countries to the section of the Communist International 
in that country. 

The duty of the communist youth organization is to submit 
to this political leadership (programme, tactics, political direc
tions) and to merge itself into the common revolutionary front. 

The Communist Youth International is part of the Com
munist International and as such is suhject to all resolutions of 
the congress of the Communist Internati'onal and of its executive 
committee. 2 

The second congress of the Communist Youth International 
assembled immediately after the congress of Comintern had 
adjourned. That resistance and criticism was experienced is 
suggested by the fact that I,enin intervened in person in order to 
reconcile divergent opinions, J and that Trotsky appeared at the 
congress to defend Comintel'll against the charge of subordinating 
the interests of world revolution to those of Soviet Russia. 4 But 
difficulties were overcome, compliance registered, and the head
qua rters of the Communist Youth International transferred to 
lVToscow. 5 Subsequent congresses of the Communist Youth Inter
national were held in Moscow simultaneously with the congresses of 
Com intern. Once more, a step had heen taken which favoured 
the centralized discipline of Comintern at the expense of that 
degree of independence which was necessary for the encourage
ment of mass movements. It may have been a coincidence 

I Prololwll des 111. KOIlgrcssl's dO' K011l11l1l1lisll.I'clll'lI 11,I1'1"1/(/liolll1ll' (lIamhurg, 
1921), pp. 220-221, 251-254, H87-905. 

2 Kummlmislicheshii blternalsional v Dolmmenlahh (1933), PI'. 251>-259. 
" W. lVltinzenberg, Die Drittl' Fmtlt (1930), p. 346. According to H,,{'sllllYII 

Sovetskaya Etltsihloped(va, xxxiii (1<)JH), 112'1, art. Kommunistichcskii Inter
natsional l\101odezhi, the second congress was preceded by an "ohstinate 
struggle", and " the mistakes made by the first congress in the question of 
mutual relations with Comintcrn and communist parties wcre corn'cud ". 

4 S('C pp. 396-397 ahove. 
5 An account of thc congn'ss i~ in KOl/IlI/lIt1istirheskii Illll'Yllatsilmal, )1.;0. J S 

(October H, 1921), col8. 4529-4532. 
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that IVI iinzenherg was transferred after the congress to other work. [ 
Both Profintern and the Communist Youth International were 

specifically communist organizations, and the drive to bring them 
within the all-embracing power of Comintern discipline proved 
irresistible. This demand had largely nullified the purpose which 
they had at first been intended to fulfil of providing a channel of 
approach to non-communist sympathisers. Some such approach 
was, however, necessary; and after the end of the third congress 
an attempt was made to effect it through a series of organizations 
loosely connected with the party by common aims, but free from 
the same commitments to revolutionary action and from the same 
stringent requirements of doctrine and discipline. The status of 
" fellow travellers", which had come to be recognized in the 
Soviet literary world after the introduction of ;\JEP, was thus 
transferred to the field of international communism. The first 
impulse seems to have come, almost accidentally, from the 
emergency of the Russian famine. lJ nder the leadership of the 
ingenious and ambitious l\Ilinzenberg, an International \Vorkers' 
Aid Society (1\IRP) was founded in Berlin OIl September 12, 1921. 

I ts initial function was to provide a Left-wing counter-weight to 
the generous relief supplies sent to Soviet Russia by AR.t\ and 
other bourgeois agencies to mitigate the horrors of the famine. 
German workers undertook to work oYertirne and set aside their 
surplus production of machines or consumption goods for Soviet 
Russia; later. collections of money were made for Soviet workers 
and a loan was floated; and !\lRP began distributing popular 
literature and propaganda on behalf of Soviet Russia. 2 I n a 

, \v. :\ Hinzenberg. Die Drill" Front (1<).10). p. 34~L The spring of 11}21 
,,1\\' the creation of a (·"rnmunist \Vomen', InternatlOn:ll, which from April I <)Z 1 

onwards published a f(·w !lumbers of a monthly journal lhl' K01l11flllnistisl'lu· 
FrIlIlPl1intenwti{)l1ldl', held a conference simultaneously with the third con~rt'SS 
of COll11l1tern, and rec<,iv{'d the blessing of the {'ollgn·ss (Kommrmistidrrskii 
In/erna/si,l1lal 7' /JIJhlllnentlJ"" (1933), pp. 255-256); hut this never seems to 
have achIeved any vitality. 

2 Huth Fischer gives a summary of the work of this organization in (;ermany 
in 1922: "27 municipalities gave important sums or sponsored children's 
homes in the Soviet Union. Tools and clothing valued at eight million marks 
were collected by young people and children .. An issue of 'workers' bonds' 
raised two million marks, The organization had its own illustrated weekly, 
Sichelrwel Hammer, whose first edition was 130,000 copies. Russian films Were 
shown and the proceeds went to Russia. A Russian violinist, Socrmus, accom
panied hy a choral group that gave political recitations, toured the country" 
(S'/alm (lnd (;cmulIl COl1llllllllism (Harvard, 194X), p. 220). 
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" report to I1\.KI in March 1922 Miinzenherg called MRP .. the 
first practical attempt to set up the united front". He claimed 
that up to the end of January 1922 a total of 200 million marks had 
heen collected from workers or communist parties, mainly in 
Germany, Switzerland and Holland, and that 70,000 starving 
Russians had been cared for at the relief stations of MRP in 
Russia. Relief in the narrower sense was being supplemented by 
assistance in general economic reconstruction through the supply 
of machinery and tools and of foreign workers. "\\'hat we must 
today bring to the Russians is the intensive working capacity 
and form of organization of western European and American 
workers." 1 At a later period tractor stations and even Sovkhozy 
were operated under the control of 1\1 RP with foreign machines 
and foreign workers. The urganizatiol1 had the dual purpose, as 
a resolution of the fourth congress of Comintern clearly explained, 
of promoting sympathy for Soviet H.ussia among the workers and 
of achieving" real economic results". 2 It continued to have its 
headquarters in Germany, but also enjoyed success in other 
European countries. including Great Britain, " .. here it flourished 
for many years under the name of \rVorkers' Intern:ltional Relief. 
III the United States, the" Friends of Soviet Hussia " came into 
existence in tht autumn of 1921 for the purpose of providing aid 
for the famine-stricken population. About the same time the 
foundation of the " Clarti- " group in France by a Ilumber of 
prominent literary figures, including Anatole France, Romain 
Rolland and I Ienri Barbusse, served as a model for groups of 
intellectual fellow-travellers in other countries. Another creation 
of the period was the International Association for Aid to Revolu
tionaries, which was primarily designed to collect funds for victims 
of the" white ttrror ", and also received the hlessing of the fourth 
congress of Comintern. 3 

In Great Britain a unique and promi"ing experiment was 
atttmpted under the auspices of the CPGB. The unemployment 

I Die Tali 1 ill tier Konl11l1misfischell internatiullat.' gt?gl'1l die ()ffellsi~'e des 
Kar,itals (Hamburg, 1<)2.2), pp. 126-/29. 

l K01ll1llllnisficheskii /lIf<'YlIatsilJllal v Do!wmellfakh (1933), pp. 32i-32X; 
[t/Il'rnati01U1/" Presse-Korrespondellz, No. 95, June 6, 1923, was devoted to an 
account of the achit'vt-llH'nts of 1\1 HI' in Soviet Russia. 

, Proto/",I! des Viertl'1I Kot/gresses der KOmrll1l11istischell illtl'/"llatiollale (Ham
burg, 1923), p. X3i; in English it was commonly known as the" International 
('!ass War Prisoners' Aid" (lC\VPA). 
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cnsts of 1921 led to the formation of local committees, which 
comhined to form a National Unemployed \Vorkers' l\lovement 
(NOW1Vl), the organizer and leading spirit being Wal Hannington, 
a prominent communist. On Armistice Day 192 I, some 40,000 

unemployed marched to the cenotaph in vVhitehall carrying a 
wreath bearing the design of the hammer and sickle and the 
i I1scri ptiol1 : 

To the victims of capitalism who gave their lives on behalf 
of Rent, Interest and Profit; from the survivors of the Peace 
who are suffering worse than death from the unholy trinity.l 

The following year saw the birth within the trade unions of a 
" Natiollal l\Iinority l\loyement " which performed among em
ployed workers the same function of a communist-led and com
munist-inspired .. ginger group" as \\'as discharged among the 
unemployed by the \:tl\Vl\1.2 These \\'ere only the first of several 
organizations through which the sIllall British Communist Party 
sought, \vith a success 'which was soon nullified by political com
plications, to obtain a hold on the mass of the British workers. 

These measures of cooperation and infiltration adopted in 
pursuance of the slogan of the third cOllgrt'ss of COIllintern " To 
the ::\Jasses " were sufficiently promising to call for a more precise 
definition of the new doctrine. The change of attitude was made 
explicit in December I~21, when lKKI issued a set of 25 theses 
on " The l'nited \Vorkers' Front ".3 The theses purported to 
detect a moyement to the Left, and growing confidence in the com
munists, among the masses of the workers, who were everywhere 
feeling" an unprecedented urge towards unity". Thus the oppor
tunity presented itself of " hroader and fuller unity of practical 
action": communist parties and Cornintern as a whole were 
called on " to support the slogull of a united workers' front and take 

I T. Bell, The British CfI1l11U1mist I'arly (1<)37), p. 7<): the author adus 
that the party" was the main inspirer of lhe whole of this movement of the 
unt~nlploycd ". 

1. A delegate of the CPGB at the fourth congress of Comintern in November 
1<)22 named both as " forms" which the movement took in (;reat Britain 
(I'rolo/,oll des ! 'ierten K()flflrl'SSI's da KlJ1ll1ll1l1lislisrhcll illternatiurw/e (H amburg, 
1<)23), p. 132). 

J Kommllllisticheskii Internalsiunal 11 Dokllmelltahh (1<)33), pp. 303-310, 
where they appear as an anlll'X to the resolution of the fourth congress endorsing 
them; thq' art> also in r 'KI'(R) l' Rrzo{YlIts(vahh (1<)41), i, 409-410. 
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the initiative in this question into their hands n. Certain qualifica-
tions had, however, to he recorded. Communist parties must 
preserve not only their complete independence of organization and 
doctrine, but also the right at all times" to express their opinions 
about the policy of all organizations of the working class without 
exception". It was recalled that the Bolsheviks in their struggle 
against the Mensheviks ._- and such precedents were never far 
from Bolshevik minds"- had once adopted the slogan "unity 
from below". This left the way open for attacks on the leaders of 
other Labour and social-democratic parties: indeed it was noted 
that" the leaders of the Second, Two-and-a-half and Amsterdam 
Internationals have hitherto shown by their bchaviour that, when 
it COIIles to prattica! actions, they in futt abandon their slogan of 
unity". The proclamation of the" united workers' front" had 
in it, therefore, an equivocal element from the start. Other parties 
were to be summoned to join a united front. But the unity in 
question was confined to practical action in pursuit of defined 
common objectives. 1 t did not mean a renunciation of those 
communist objectives which were not shared by non-coIIlmunist 
parties, or of the attempt to split those parties against their leaders. 
So far as the leaders were concerned, Lenin's policy of supporting 
thcm " as the rope supports the man who is being hanged" still 
held good. 

The pursuit of united front tactics led Comintern into a unique 
and unpromising experimcnt which was nothing less than an 
attempt to form a united front with the Second International. 
As long ago as April HJ20 the British I LP had approached the 
Swiss Socialist Party on plans for the re-estahlishment of an 
all-inclusive International. I A year of consultations resulted not 
ill the realization of this aim, but in the birth, at a conference 
held in Vienna in February 1921,': of yet another" InternatIOnal" 
eyually boycotted by both the others. This was the Inter
national Vo.' orking lJ nion of Socialist Parties, popularly known 
Cl'l the "Vienna Union", and dubbed by its enemies the 
" Two-and-a-half International" _ .. the name which stuck. The 

I See p. 184 above. 
2 A rq)t)rt of the procl"t>dings is in Independl·1If Lab()ur Parly .. H"p0,-I I)llh,' 

29th AIII/utli COllft'rc/u'/' (1'12 I), Pl'· 1J-·f7· 
VOL. III 2D 
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'fwo-and-a-half International was an attempt to resuscitate the 
.. Centre" group in the international Illovement, which had been 
opposed to the war, but refused to accept tht' full implications 
of national defeatism and social revolution, and which, as the 
" Zimmerwald majority", had been the target of Lenin's bitter 
attacks. J The ending of the war had left it with no platform except 
a well-meaning pacifism and an equally well-meaning desire to 
find a half-way house hetween the two warring Internationals; 
and it never acquired an independent policy or standing of its own. 
But, when at the beginning of 1922 it proposed a general confer
ence of all workers' organizations of the world, Comintern, then 
in the first flush of its united front enthusiasm, accepted the 
proposal with avidity. The enlarged session of lKKJ in February 
1922 welcomed the project on behalf of communist parties every
where, suggested that the trade unions, whether aililiated to the 
Amsterdam International or to Profintern, or non-affiliated syn
dicalist unions, should be invited to the conference, and emphatic
ally declared that" unity of action of the working masses" could 
be realized forthwith "in spite of differences of principle in 
political opinions ".2 The Second International was far more 
cautious, and agreement could only be reached 011 a preliminary 
meeting for discussion between delegates of the threc 1 nter
nationals. 

On April 2, 1922, this strange gathering opened in the Reichs
tag building in Berlin. Thc delegation of the Second Inter
national was somewhat ovcrweighted by a British group of six, 
led by Ramsay MacDonald; next in promincnce came the Belgian 
group headed by Yandenelde. The delegation of the Two-and-a
half I nternationa I was led hy the Austrians Adler and Bauer and 
contained members from se\'cral countries, including Longuet 
from France, two Russian lVlenshcviks, Martov and Abramovich, 
and \Vallhead of the British ILP.3 The delegation of the Third 

, See p. S(j4 above. 
2 Kommunistichesldi [nlerna/"lollal t' [)"lalllll'll/akh (1933), p. 2("). 

3 The ILl', though it had withdrawn from the Second Int.-rnational, was 
still a constituent party of the British Labour Party; MacDonald, a member 
of the ILP, could thus appt'ar with a mandatt' from the Labour Party in the 
Second International delegation, while the official ILl' representative was a 
member of the rival delegation. Radek did not fail to draw attention to this 
puzzling intricacy of British organizi:tion (Thl' S'ecotld arui Thilll illlematiolla!s 
and the Vielllla l'lliuti (n.d.), p. 6(,). 
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International contained Bukharin and Radek from Soviet Russia, 
Klara Zetkin from Germany and several minor figures. Germany 
was the only country which had representatives in all three 
delegations. Serrati was also admitted to the conference as a 
delegate of the I talian Socialist Party which belonged to none of 
the three Internationals. 

Few can have expected any substantial result from this ill
assorted gathering. What was achieved, little as it was, was due 
almost entirely to the eagerness of the Comintern delegation to 
record some agreement at almost any price. The proceedings 
opened with a cautiously worded statement by Klara Zetkin pro
posing a conference of representatives of all three Internationals 
and of all trade unions. The agenda was to include" assistance 
in the reconstruction of the Russian Soviet Republic" and" the 
treaty of Versailles and the reconstruction of the devastated 
regions". Vandervelde replied with a highly provocative speech. 
After objecting to discussion of reparations or the Versailles 
treaty by the proposed conference, he raised three issues on which 
the Second International required guarantees before consenting 
to any conference: the forming of communist cells in workers' 
organizations, the overthrow of the Menshevik regime in Georgia 
by" Bolshevik imperialism" (Tsereteli, the Georgian lVlenshevik, 
was a member of the Second International delegation), and the 
impending trial of SR leaders in Moscow. Vandervelde, as a 
former socialist supporter of the war, and as a socialist ministt:r in 
a bourgeois coalition government, was highly vulnerable; and 
Radek turned against him, as well as against Ramsay MacDonald, 
who intervened later in milder terms, some biting and effective 
sallies. But, rhetoric apart, "cell-building" (dignified by the 
invention of an ad huc French word nnyautagc) was the real bone 
of contention. The old issue of temporary collaboratioll for 
defined purpose,; between sworn enemies was aired once again 
with no nearer approach to mutual understanding. Ramsay 
MacDonald complained that the Third International was trying 
" to use smooth words to bring us closer to it so that its knocks 
upon us may be all the more deadly". Serrati, who rather sur
prisingly rallied to the defence of Comintern, subtly pointed out 
that the Second International had found no difficulty during the 
war in temporary collaboration with Clemencean, and, as regards 
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tloyalltagl', thought that " a strong and healthy movement need 
not fear poison". Radek's more direct approach dismissed the 
problem altogether: 

Wc have no confidence in the parties of the Sccond Inter
national; we cannot feign this confidence. But in spite of this 
we say: .. It is not a question whether we have confidence in 
one another; the workers demand a common struggle, and we 
say: 1,et us begin it ! " I 

I n this uncompromising atmosphere nothing could havc saved 
thc gathcring from shipwreck but Radek's unshakeahle detcrmina
tion to avoid a final break. After Klara Zetkin's initial declaration, 
no other Comintern delegate took the floor except Radck, who 
spoke twict' at length. But his public polemics were matched by 
extreme conciliatoriness behind the scenes. Radck may well have 
been the only man present who knc\y of thc advanced state of the 
ncgotiations bctween the Sm,iet and Gcrman (;owrnlllents which 
was to reslllt, ten days after thc Berlin Illcl'ling ended, in thc 
Rapallo treaty. and was persistent in his demands for a joi nt 
denunciation of the Versailles treaty, But Vandervelde stuh
bornly defended the interest of his country in the treaty and in 
reparatiolls; and on this point, as on almost en~ry other, Hadek 
had to give way in order to stave off an imminent hrcakdown, Late 
on the eyening of :\ pril S' J 922, a joint resolution was achieved, 
It sct up a joint organization committee of nine (thrce from each 
of the three 1 nternationals) to prepare for" further conferences ., 
and to bring about conversations hetween the" Amsterdam Trade 
{lnion International" and the" Red Trade Union International ". 
The conference noted a declaration made on behalf of Comintern 
that the SRs on trial in Moscow would be allowed to choose their 
own defendcrs; that the trial would bc puhlic and representatives 
of all three T nternationals allowed to attend it; and that no death 
sentences would be inflicted. I t authorized the organization 
committee to receive from the three executives" material ... on 
the ljuestion of Georgia" and to report on it to a future conference. 
Finally, while agreeing in principle to the desirability of an early 
" general conference" of Left organizations. it noted the objection 
of the Sccond I nternational to the summoning of such a conference 

, The ,""i'("o/Ullllld Third lllter/wl;oll"/s and tilt' !';rlllltJ lTnill1l (n,d.), pp. 47. 
50. 53. 72 • 
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" in April, that is to say, at the same time as the (~enoa con
ference ". I n the meanwhile, it called on the" workers of every 
country" to organize immediate demonstrations for certain 
specific ends: 

For the eight-hour day; 
For the struggle against unemployment, which has increased 

immeasurably on account of the reparations policy of the 
capitalist Powers; 

For the united action of the proletariat against the capitalist 
offensi ve ; 

For the Russian revolution, for starving Russia, for the 
resumption by all countries of political and economic relations 
with Russia; 

For the re-establishment of the proletarian united front in 
every country :md in the International. 

In a concluding statement on behalf of the delegates of Comintern, 
Radek declared that the joint resolution had been accepted by 
them .. after much hesitation", and that " their hesitation was 
due primarily to the fact that the Second International refused to 
adopt as t he watchword for the workers' dell1ollstrations the 
annulling of the Versailles trealy ".' 

The acceptance hy the Comintern delegation ,If this resolution 
provoked an immediate reaction in J\1oscow. On receiving the 
le~.t Lenin published an article in Prm'tia of April I I, H)22, under 
the title H·" 11m'/' Paid Too J)clIr. The undertakings to admit 
representatives of all three lnternationals to the trial of the SRs 
and to inHict no death sentences had been inadmissible; besides, 
no COIl cession had heen ohtained from the other side. The con
clusion was, hcm:ever, not that the tactics of the united front 
had failed, hut simply that "the bourgeoisie in the person of 
its diplomats had once more proved cleverer than the representa
tives of the Communist International". In order to support the 
proletariat against" the pressure of the capitalist offensive against 
it ", concluded Lenin, " we adopted the tactic of the united front 
<Inri shall carry it through to the end ".2 Ten days later, Prtl7!da 
was still demanding united demonstrations in all countries by a 
"union of workers, communists, anarchists, social-delllocrats, 

I Ibid. pp. 83-!\5, 88-!\<). 2 Lenin, S()chill~"iYll, xxvii, 277- 2SO. 
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non-party "vorkers, inuepenuents and Christian democrats against 
capital ".1 On lVlay I, 1922, the customary May Day slogans 
issued by the Russian Communist Party for the first time made no 
mention of worlu revolution. But Lenin was right in the belief 
that Radek's concessions had availed nothing. Six weeks after the 
Berlin meeting the French, British and Belgian parties agreed to 
conYene a conference to prepare the way for a reunion of the 
Second and the Two-and-a-half Internationals without the Third. 
\\'hen the Berlin organization committee met for the first time on 
l\lay 23, 1922, the Com intern delegates announced their secession. 
This strange experiment in united front tactics was abandoned. 
Later in the year the rump of the liSPD rejoined the SPI); and 
in the spring of H)23, as a natural corollary of this reunion, the 
Two-and-a-half International was peacefully absorbed into the 
Second. 

The application of the united front policy to particular countries 
was subject not only to the weaknesses and inconsistencies inherent 
in the policy as such, hut also to the embarrassments of titting a 
professedly uniform policy to widely ditrerent national situatiolls. 
The period after the third congress was one of general confusion 
and uncertainty in the national communist parties, which was an 
index of a decline in the prestige and influence of Comintern itself. 
What was uniform was the greater patience and tolerance shown 
by Comintern in handling the atfairs of the national parties, the 
velvet glove donned hy II\. Kl after the third congress contrasting 
with the bare iron hand of the previous period. 

The " united workers' front" resolution, like so much else in 
Comintern policy, was directly inspired by German conditions 
and German precedents. United front tactics had first been 
successfully applied by Brandler in Saxony at the time of the 
Kapp putsch, and had been generalized in the open letter of 
January 1921. But this was a policy more likely to appeal to the 
Right than to the Left clements in the party. Levi's expulsion 
and the March action had crystallized the rift between Right and 
Left. The third congress of Comintern, while confirming Levi's 
expulsion, had in eHect given its decision in favour of the Right: 

, J'ravda, April 22, 1<)22. 
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• Ernst Meyer, the new leader, was an old member of the Spartalws-
hund and in the Levi tradition. The Left opposition in the KPD, 
which had begun to take shape at the third congress, found leaders 
in Maslow, a Berlin member of the central committee and by birth 
a Russian, and Ruth Fischer, his close associate, who had heen one 
of Levi's keenest critics before his expulsion.! Com intern was 
now above all anxious to forestall the danger of a further split. 
On the eve of the German party congress, which was to meet at 
Jena in August 1921, Lenin wrotc a letter to the party in which 
he suggested that" Maslow and two or three of his sympathizers 
and collaborators" should he sent to 1\loscow " for a year or two" 
in order to he " digested" by the Russian party and kept out of 
the way of German mischief; at all costs the "peace treaty" 
hetween the Right and l,eft wings of the KPl) must he upheld 
and further splits avoided. k But when the party failed to take the 
hint, the matter was dropped ill Moscow. The party congress at 
J ena in Allgust 192 r marked, however, a strong movement towards 
the Right. I t not only endorsed the decisions of the third congress 
of Comintern, h11t i~,sued a manifesto containing demands barely 
distinguishable from those of the SPD on such domestic questions 
as the confiscation of the property of the former ruling houses, the 
placing of reparations burdens on the rich, and the control of 
production by factory councils. All this made up a radical, hut 
not a revolutionary, programme. The congress went still further 
along the lines laid down at the third congress of Comintem hy 
openly advocating the policy of a "united workers' front ". J 

This represented a victory for the Right and, in particular, for 
Brandler; and Ruth Fischer, in the name of a small Left minority, 
vainly attacked the Right as responsihle for the failure of the 

I See p. 332 ahov,'. 
z Lenin, .'>'nchinem~V{l, xxvi, 490. According to Huth Fischer, Sta!ill and 

German Communism (Ilarvard, !941-1), p. 11-12, Maslow and his fri~nds had estah
lished contacts in Berlin with memhers of the RussIan" workers' opposition" 
condemned at the tenth party congress in l\larch 192 I (sec Vol. I, p. 200); if 
this was known, it must have contirmed the "iew taken of thl'lll in Moscow as 
troublemakers. 

3 Beril'll! iiba die Verlul1ldluIlftfn des.!. Partl'ita!<s <fer Knmmtmistischell Partei 
Deutschlands (1922), pp. 409-415. After this congress the word" Vercinigte" 
added to the title of the KI'D in Ikcembcr 1920 (sec p. 223 above) was 
dropped; a littlc later, continuous numfwring of the congresses from Dl·ccmber 
1918 was resumed, so that the lena congress became the s(,yenth instead of 
the second. 
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March action and demanded a return to the" offenRive ". I \Vhen, 
therefore, IKKI proclaimed the united front policy in December 
1921, it waR merely generalizing a decision already taken by the 
KPD for Germany; and the same resolution also endorsed the 
policy of a " united workers' government" for C;ermany (it was 
not mentioned for other countries).l 

The implications of these decisions slowly emerged. Coopera
tion with the SPD and with what was left of the USPD and even 
the formation of coalition governments might he practicable in 
local government and even in some of the (;erman states, notably 
Saxony; but in the national politics of the Reich they were not a 
serious possibility. Behind this issue lay, however, the broader 
question of the relation of the 1\.PD to the Reich itself and to tht: 
bourgeois governments which nol\' normally ruled it. After the 
Jena congress the Rotc Fa/II/{' proclaimed that" the workers have 
the right and the duty to undertake the defenct' of the republic 
against reaction" (a conspicuolls reversal of the att itude taken lip 
in the Kapp putsch), and that the \Yirth govemment \\ould haye to 
decide" whether it wants to rule with the workers or against the 
workers " . .1 The conclusion that the workers, and the E.PD 
speaking in their name, were not unconditionally hostile to a 
bourgeois German (;overnment \\"as a startling innovation 011 

earlier doctrine. 
Its full consequences were, howcyer, reyealed only wit h the 

signature of the Hapallo treaty in the following spring. This 
clearly took the KPD by surprise, though alliance with Soviet 
Russia had so long been a slogan accepted without question by all 
sections of the party that opposition to it would have been unthink
able. The embarrassment cauRed was indicated by the prolonged 
silence of the K PI> on the subject and the colourless nature of its 
few pronouncements. The Rote Fa/mE', having hailed the Rapallo 
treaty I\\'o days after its signature as an outwitting of the French 
and British at Genoa, had no further comment for six weeks. On 
May 29, 1922, when the treaty \vas submitted to the Reichstag, 
Fri.ihlich, the spokesman of the KPD, gave it his support with the 

, Raitht ""ndi,' Vrrlllmdhtlll<"11 des J.l'arleilal<s der 1\{)lI!nlll/lislischell PI/rle; 
Delltschlands (I ()zz). p. z('5. 

" KrmllflU1IIs/ichl"s/,ii Jllterna/.lillfwl1· Do/wtnl'lI/uhh (1()33), p. 305. 
J Die Rote Falml", August 31, I<)ZI. 
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rather grudging observations tbat " the real content of this treaty 
is nothing more than a record of facts which have already existed 
for a long time" and that" what is included in this treaty of 
Rapallo is up to the present no more than fine phrases ".' On the 
next day the Rotc Palmi' went so far as to praise the treaty as " the 
first independent act of foreign policy by tbe German hourgeoisie 
since If) 1 X ". This scarcely hinted, however, at the real issue 
involved. The notion that national communist parties could not 
in all circllmstances expect unqualified support from .Moscow, and 
that the short-term interests of the local party must sometimes be 
sacrificed to the long-term advantage of the movement as a whole, 
which was hound up with the defence and reinforcement of the 
Soviet power, had already become familiar, especially in the l\liddle 
East. But the principle of a Ellropean balance of povier, con
sciously or unconsciously grafted on to Soviet policy by the 
Rapallo treaty, meant that, among the most advanced communist 
parties in thc world, attitudes and policies would he ditlerent 
according to whether the governments of their respective countries 
were in hostile or friendly rclations with the Soviet (~overnment, 
and would have to be IlIodified from time to time to take account 
of changes in those relations. These consequences took a long 
time to develop fully, and were certainly not realizt;d hy those who 
made the Rapallo treaty in the spring of Tl)22. 2 

1\leanwhile the principal topic of controversy within the KPD 
during the summer of H)22 was lIot the Rapallo treaty, but thc 
so-called ., Rathenau campaign ". The assassination of Rathenau 
on June 2+, 1922, by members of a nat ionalist organization, follow
ing the similar murder of Erzherger in August 1921, seemed an 
appropriate occasion for an application of united front tactics with 
other Left parties under the banner of the defence of the republic 
against reaction. But the SPD had no great eagerness for joint 
action; and the campaign fizzled out after a few rather inefr~ctive 
street demonstrations, leaving only a legacy of mutual recriminatiolJ 

1 VerlllllldlulI/:t'1I des R"icilstags, cccJ\' (, <)22), 773H. 
2 According to Ruth Fischer, Stalill lJIui Gl'YlIum Communism (Harvard, 

194X), p. 193. the KAPD" openly attad,cd this policy [i.e. Hapallo) as a Russian 
capitulation to the (;ermall countl'r-n'\'olution, and they fOllnd a ready responsc 
among conl1l1unist party nlernbers". rl'herc is little or no contctnporary 
evidcnce of such response; the pn rty Left olT .... ed no open criticism of the 
Rapallo policy. 
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between the Right and Left wings of the KPD, and l)ringing on 
the party the reproach of IKK1 for having failed to understand 
that" a united front should never, never, never preclude the 
independence of ollr agitation" -... yet another revelation of the 
ambiguity of this form of tactics.' About the same time an 
agreement signed by the KPD with the SPD and the trade unions 
undertaking to give support to the demands of the unions against 
the employers was extolled by the Right wing of the party as a 
means of reaching the masses and winning mass support, and 
attacked by the Left as a furthcr deviation from the revolutionary 
path. Personal animositics increased the hitterness of the dissen
sions, which were carried at thc end of t he year to the fourth 
congress of COlllintern in J\Toscow. 2 

The situation in the French party was more complex and the 
degree of independence greater. But, ho\\'ever seH'rely the 
patience of Comintern might be tried. the new policy of avoiding a 
split was pursued at ::\'Ioscow with stubborn determination. The 
shortcomings of the French party received little attention at the 
third con,£;ress itself, but \\crc the subject of a long letter 
addressed by 1 E. KI to the executin' committee of the French party 
after the end of the congress. The weakness of the party's par
liamentary work, its failure to infiltrate tilt.: trade unions, the lack 
of discipline shown by its pn:ss and the weakness of its central 
organization were all brought under fire; and, above all, it 
was declared" unconditionally necessary" that communications 
hetween I KK 1 and the committee " should be conducted more 
regularly and at shorter intervals " . .1 The reproof was ill received. 
The inspiration of these attacks was traced to Souvarine, a member 
of the executive committee of the French party who had, however, 
resided in Moscow since the end of H)20 as French member of 
11\.K1, and was thought to have been won over too easily to the 
view taken at headquarters: his own Russian origin added point 

I The letter from 11\.1\.1 was quoted hy Zinovit'v at the fourth congress 
(I'm/olw/! des r ',cr/ell KO/lRrl'ss/',\' dey Kommunisfischen [llfenwlimwie (Hamburg, 
H)23), pp. 98-99); its correct date was presumably July (not June) 18, 1922. 

2 See pp. 452-454 helow. 
3 Zur LURe ill der Kommu17islisrhetl Parle; Fra,,1<""ichs (Hamburg, 1922), 

Pp.7-13. This collection of documents was published by IKK1 after its session 
of June 1()22; most of the Jocuntents appl'arl"J in Kotlltllunislich".kii Itlter
tlational and in the llu/lelin Comllluniste, the organ of the French party, but 
th(' pamphlet has been traced only in it, (Jerman edition. 
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• and acrimony to this criticism. J On the eve of the French party 
congress, which met at Marseilles at the end of December H)2I, a 
fresh letter of admonition and instruction, this time from Trotsky's 
mordant pen, arrived from IKK1. It conveyed the greetings 
of Comintern to " its French section", but once more complained 
that" the French party has always stood too much outside the 
life of the ] nternational ", and protested against the incliflerence 
displayed to gross breaches of discipline by the party press.': 
This did not mollify the substantial body of opinio!J in the party 
which resented the interference of IVloscow. The l\larseilles 
congress passed off quietly enough so long as it debated abstract 
questions of doctril1e. But, when it proceeded to the election of 
the executive committee, feel ing ran high, and t he unpopular 
SOllvarinc failed to obtain a place. This was rightly interpreted 
as a demonstration against I K I';: I and all its works. Four faithful 
members of the committee who had been re-elected resigned in 
protest; and the congress ended in noise anc! confusion. 3 The 
situation was not improved when, after the ending of the congress, 
the executive committee received the ]KE.J resolution enjoining 
part ies to adopt t he policy of the united front. In France, where 
the communists now formed the largest political party of the Left, 
the call for a united front, whatever its utility elsewhere, made no 
seIlse; and allY hint of a united workers' government recalled the 
past scandal, always deeply resented by the French Left, of social
ists whose ambition had led them to ministerial posts in coalition 
gowrnments. The new executive committee under the leadership 
of Frossard was therefore on popular ground when, not relishing 
the prospect of cooperation with those who had been defeated and 
expelled only a year earlier at Tours, it expressed the view that 
the new tactics were inapplicable to France. A special conference 

, On Dl'cembl'r S, ")21, IKKI explained to tbe French central cummittee 
that it had decided not to allow its correspondence with national parties to be 
dealt with by a national of thl' country concerned and had placed the French 
('oITespondence in the hands of Humbcrt- Droz, a Swiss, and begged the eOIll
mittee to deal with the mattl'r .. mdependently of pl'rsonal considerations" 
(ibid. pp. 13-15); but an independent party newspaper, the ]ourl/a/ dll Pcupl,', 
continued to refer to the pronounl'cments of I KKI as " ukazes of Souv!lrilH' " 
(ibid. p. 21). " Ibid. pp. 19-23. 

J A full account of the congrcss derivcd from the reports in Humllnitr, 
Decemuer 2(,-3 r, 1<)21, is in (;. "Valter, 'Iistoire <Ill Parti COli/III 1111 is It' Frt/ncais 
(HHK), PI>. ('5-75· 
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of party delegates was hastily summoned, and on January 22, 1922, 

endorsed the attitude of the committee hy a handsome majority. 1 

The situation was tense when the enlarged plenum of IKKI 
met in l\loscow in February H)22. Four delegates appeared from 
the French party (though not Frossard himself) and recorded their 
yotes against the united front. Trotsky in a repro,lchful speech 
complained that the old charge made against Comintern at the 
third congress of putting a brake on world revolution in order to 
"do business with the bourgeoisie of the west" was being 
" warmed up again ill connexion with the united front ".2 But 
neither side was prepared to carry the issue to an open break. The 
French delegates, having been outvoted (only the Italians J and 
Spaniards shared their objections), declared that they would 
accept the will of the majority: and IKKI did not press for 
reprisals or sanctions. On l'Iarch 4, 1<)22, a polite resolution of 
1 K 1\.1 once more cautiously enumerated six principal shortcom
ings which were treated as " sunivab of the past in certain groups 
of the party". :\ote was taken of a declaration by the French 
delegation of its intention to restore discipline among its members 
anJ in the party press, and to reinstate the f()lIr who had resigned 
from the executive committee after the l\Iarseilles congress; and 
nothing was said of Sou\'arine. 4 By way of an example to the party 

I G. \Yailler, lIis/l)i,., £11/ Purli CI)/II11/lII/ISIi' Frl/l/('(/i5 (HJ4}\), pp. Hz-X]. 
, L. Trotsky, Die Fro/:l'1! <la • ] r/JI'i/1'l "{,H"gulIg in Frlll//<ll'i,.;, ulld ,ite !\1)1/I

mUIl/s/isehe ill/emuliolla"· (liamhurg. 1t)22), p. X. Lozo\"Sky on the salTle occa
sion combated a Fren"h accusatioll that" the Hussians ... want to com(' to 
terms WIth the fl'forrnists in order to sa\"<' the So\·iet state" ({)i,' 'j"(/kfi/< £It'/" 
KommulI/slts< linl III/entlllloIlO/'> gegl'71 dl" Of/nls/?",· ,/,-.1 K"pi/a/,' (Hamhurg, 1 <)22), 

p. Xs ; the version of Trotsky·s spe,'ch in this abbreyiatt-d record of the pro
ceedings (pp. 7X-X]) does not contain lhl" pas"ag,· quoted aboy,·). 

l The Italian COlTlllllHlist Party. cncourag,·d by t1w French ,·xamplc, also 
rejected the united front polJ", at its congress in ]\Iarch 1 ')22: the practical 
result of tbis W,IS that, up to the JJ)Ollll·nt of J\lussolinl's ('Ou/" the Italian 
Communist Party continued, lil,(" the KI'D on the outbreak of the Kapp 
pUlsch, to make no distinction bl"lwe("1t oth,·r Left or bourgeois parties and the 
Fascists. 

4 Trotsky's Slimming up and the resolution of IKKI are in ni,' Tilhtih ell'I" 
!\OHII/lUllis/ischc" ill/('I"1U1li()I1(//" gcgell die ()(f'·lIsiT"> <i"S Kapila/s (Hamburg, 
I<)2.2) , PI'· I ]6- 141; the resolution and th(" French declaration in 7.ur Lu[.i" ill 
cia Kummllllislischen Purle; FllIllhrt·irhs (Hamhurg, 1<)22), Pl'. 29-J2. One 
unreconciied difference existed bctwt'en the I KKJ resolution and the party 
declaration: the former spoke of n·instatenH"nt of tht· four in the party kader
ship; the latter ITtl'rely undl"ftook to propose to the I1<"Xt party congress to 
n·instate them. 
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press, Hen'ri Fabre, the editor of the insubordinate Journal riu 
Peuple, was expelled from the party. 1 But, apart from this single 
sanction, the decisions taken in Moscow remained without effect 
in France. The so-called party press remained as eclectic as ever 
in character and opinion; and the united front policy was still 
vigorously attacked within the party on the heretical ground that 
it could not he regarded as hinding until it had heen endorsed 
by the next congress of Comintern. In May 1922 another 
anathema from IKKI descended on Paris,2 and another session 
of the enlarged plenum was convened in IVToscow in June. This 
time Frossard himself made the journcy. Trotsky's introductory 
fulmination was fiercer, as was rcquircd by thc lapse of timc and 
by the presence in person of the chief culprit. But this only 
accentuatcd the element of comedy in the drnUU(,IIIC1lt which did 
little morc than repeat the admonitions, promises and mutual 
compliments of the Fcbruary resolution. J The one new point 
which emerged in thc l\\oscow discussions was the decision to 
hold a congress of thc French party in Octoher beforc thc congress 
of Comintern in the following month. 

The congress of the French Commllnist Party held in Paris 
in October T<)22 provided an excellent illustration of the technique 
of COl1linterJl in dealing with national parties and of the policy 
of conciliation and compromise pursued at this period. On 
Septemher 13, in preparation for the congress, a letter of admoni
tion and exhortation was sent hy lKKJ to the central committee 
of the French party.4 Two delegates of Comintern, Humhert
Dmz and l\1anllilsky, arrived in Paris well in advance of the 
congress to negotiate with the warring factions; and at the congress 
itself delegates also appeared from the German and British 
Communist Parties to uphold the authority of the international 
hody. The two repn~scntatives of l\loscow, and especially the 
resourceful Manuilsky, ahounded in proj~cts of compfl)mise 
between Right and I ,eft factions, and were clearly more conccrncd 
to bring about an agreement than to produce a victory for the Left. 

I lhid. Pl'. 12-35. ' Ibid. Pl'· 35-4.1· 
i /{nllllllllllis/i,1il'si,ii lll/erl/a/sin/wl v Duiwmcnlallh (11).,.,), pp. 2~+-2~:1). 

Tlwre does not appear to he any oflieial record of the proceedings of this 
session of IKKI ; Trotsky's spe('ches of June 8 and 10, H)22, are in K(llIlmlmis/i
{"{'silii II,/nltll/siunal, No.2 I (J ul)' 1<), 1(22), cok 540 5- 5+~6. 

• Ibid. No. 23 (November 4, 1922), cols. 6223-6246. 
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The final propo~al made during the congre~s itself, whcn all else 
had failed, was for parity between Right and Left in all party 
organs with a casting vote for a delegate of IKKI in the event of 
dispute. This \Vas not unnaturally accepted by the Left, but 
rejccted by the Right in fanmr of a proposal to leave the composi
tion of the party organs to a simple vote of thc congress. The issue 
t1lUs became (lne between the autonomy of thc French party and 
the acceptance of arbitration by IKKI in its disputes. The 
decisive votc gave a narrow majority to the Right. Even now, 
hO\ve\'er, the instructions of IKKI for conciliation at all costs held 
good. The Left received orders from Manuilsky to bow to the 
dccision and to accept whatever posts the majority offered to it. 
But these orders showed a misunderstanding of thc temper of the 
Right. Having won his victory by skilful handling of thc congrcss, 
Frossard meant to cxploit it to the full. All posts in all the party 
organs were filled by nominees of the Right. At the end of this 
congress the Left found itself excluded from evcrything but rank
and-file membership of the party. '\'hen the fourth congress of 
Comintern assembled in MoscO\v in J\ovember 1922, a breach 
between it and the French party seemed unavoidable and immi
nent. But the threat had come from the intransigence, not of 
IKKI, but of a hare majority of the party itself; I and the issue was 
the desire of Com intern to adopt a less rigorous attitude than the 
national party approved. 

In Great Britain the situation appeared peculiarly favourable 
for united front tactics. Nowhere in Europe had Marxism so 
signally failed to penetrate the labour movement; nowhere was 
sympathy with Sovict Russia so keenly felt --- a sympathy which 
had found expression not only in the nation-wide movement of 
protest against aid to the enemies of the rl'gime, but in constant 
pressure from British trade unions for agrecment with the H.ussian 
unions and with Profintern. Thc result was the coexistence of a 
tiny communist party and a vast army of sympathizers, whose 
support on concrete issues did not imply any inclination to embrace 
party doctrine or discipline. By cooperating with non-party 

J The account of the Paris congress in <T. V\'alter, llis/lljY(' du Par/i C0111-
munisle Fran,ais (11)4"1), pp. IOI-I J I, ovt'rratcs the standing and importance 
of Manuilsky at this time, which wa, mainly due to tht, accident that he was one 
of the few Bolsheviks speaking fluent French: in other respects it is ('xcclIcnt. 
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sympathizeh the CPG B seemed able to exert an influence in 
British politics quite out of proportion to its insignificant numbers. 
LJ nfortunately other counsels had prevailed at its birth. Rejection 
of its demand for affiliation to the Labour Party had engendered 
great bitterness against the Labour leaders; and when in March 
H)21 Ramsay lVlacDonald, whose pacifist record had kept him out 
of the House of Commons since H)I S, stood at a hy-election in 
Woolwich, the CPGB, full of the idea that l\lacDonald was the 
British Kautsky or the British Scheidemann, sent its best speakers 
into the constituency to attack him. There was no communist 
candidate. But the CPG B afterwards plausiLly claimed that its 
campaign had cost MacDonald the seat by giving his Conservative 
opponent a small majority. At a further by-electioJl in Caerphilly 
in August 1921 the CP(;n for the first time put up its own can
didate; and though he came at the bottom of the poll the abuse 
of Labour leaders by communist speakers left an aftermath of 
still more intense animosity. \\"hen, therefore, the new line of 
conciliation was laid down by the third congress of Comintern in 
the summer of I1)2 I I and further defined by the united front 
resolution of 1KK1 in December, there was much lost ground to 
be made up, and many words to be eaten. Two successive 
numbers of the oflicial journal of Comintern in the autumn of 
H)21 carried articles from the pen of l\1ichael Borodin, the H.ussiau
American communist who had become a worker in Comintern,' 
criticizing the CPG B for its failure to exercise any influence on 
the masses or in the trade unions . .1 During HJ22 the CPGB, in an 
attempt at appeasement, withdrew all communist candidates from 
constituencies where Labour candidates had also been announced, 
even where the communist had been first in the field. 4 But this 
move had little eHect; the Labour Party at its annllal conference 

, In August I(PI Lcnin, having heard that till' South \Vales l\lint""s' 
Federation had voted by a majority in fa\"()\Jr of joining Cominh·rn, wmte a 
letter to Bell proposing the foundation of a w<>rh'r,' weekly in South Wales; 
but he warned that it .. should nut at first be too "1'~'(Jlllti(J/lf/ly" and suggested 
that of three editors one should be a non-communist (Lenin, ,"'"chinellil"a, xxvi, 
4~h). ' Sec p. 169 ahov<:. . 

3 Kommunisficheskii llltl'rnatsiollal, No. IS (October 1>, 1(21), cols. 4(i(1l-

4()92; No. Hi (DCCl·mber 21, 1(21). co\s. 4943-4966. 
4 Protojwll des J/iertell KOII~,.,'sses de,. K011l1llUllistisch"1l lllterllatitJIwle 

(Hamburg, 1<)23), p. 131; C1'G11: Communist Policy in Great Britain (I<)2S), 

p. I IS. 
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at Edinburgh in the summer of 1922 once more rejected by an 
overwhelming majority the communist request for affiliation. 
Meanwhile, in March H)22, a commission of three -- Pollitt, a 
trade-unionist, Palme Dutt, a young party intellectual of Indian 
birth, and Harry Inkpin, brother of the secretary of the party _ .. -
was appointed to report on the state of the party; alld Borodin was 
sent from lVIoscow to advise on the work of reorganization.! The 
problem was not, as in Germany, a party divided against itself, or, 
as in France, a party almost entirely united in opposition to the 
policy demanded by IKKI. The problem was a party, not divided 
by any serious dissensions and docile to directives from 1\loscow, 
but without serious influence in the political life of the country 
to which it belonged. The plan of reorganization evolved by the 
commission under Borodin's tutorship proposed to abolish the 
loose" federal" structure of the party constitution, and to re
organize it on what were now recognized as orthodox communist 
lines of centralization and strict discipline. At the end of August 
1922 Borodin was arrested in C;lasgow, sentenced to six months 
imprisonment for having entered the country illegally and 
deported. 2 The plan \\"as carried at a party congress at Battersea 
in Octoher 1922, nut without further discllssions and secessions."' 
But the forces that worked in (;reat Britain in favour of com
munism and in favour of Soviet Russia were to be found in 
organizations not specifically or professedly communist .. - the 
l\ UWl\I, the l\ ational l\linority ;\ I ovement in the trade unions, 
and even such quasi-philanthropic organizatiOIls as 1\1 RP,4 rather 
than in the ('PC 13. It \vas through these organizations, if at all, 
that the tactics of the united front could he applied ill Great 
Britain. 

Thc adoption of united front tactics threw into relief the 
difficulty inherent in the conception of Corn intern as an organiza
tion prescribing uniform policies and identical lines of action 
for communist parties all oycr the world. One of the corollaries 
of the united front was the increased importance attached to legal 

I w. (;allacher, The Rolling oj the Thullder (1947), pp. 3/;-39 : J. T. lVlurphy, 
New /lorizons (19.P), pp. 183-184. 

2 The Times, Au~ust 30, l<)2.l. 

J T. Bell. [he iJrilish COIllIIIUnI .• t Parly (1()37), pp. 83-84. 
4 See p. 404 above. 
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as opposed to underground activities: parties were to appear 
openly and woo the alliance of other parties for limited objectives, 
while at the same time proclaiming their own wider purposes. 
But such a policy could have no application in countries where 
communist parties were under a legal ban, and existed only as 
conspiratorial organizations; and, during the seven years in which 
united front tactics were ofticially advocated, the number of these 
countries continually increased. In practice the only countries 
where seriolls attempts were made to apply the united front were 
Germany, Czechoslovakia and Great Britain. In the lJ nited 
States a highly anomalous situation arose. In l'\lay 1921 the 
scandal of rival communist parties was at last enued, and a single 
COlllIllunist Party of North America founded with the support of 
Comintcrn. But the founuing congress was hclu in secret, and 
all the activities of the party were" complttcly underground ".J 
\\'hen, however, the united front decision was promulgated, it 
became necessary to found a new legal \\'orkcrs' Party of America, 
of which members of the Communist Party bccamc members; 
this at 11rst supplemented the actiyities of the illegal party and 
ultimately ahsorhed it, taking the name of the" \Vorkers' (Com
munist) Party"." But neither the legal nor the illegal party exer
cised any influence ill American political life; nor do they appear 
to have received any serious attention ill 1\losco\\', so that the r(lle 
of the .\Illerican party in the international communist movement 
remailled unimportant as \\TlI as anomalous. 

I n an historical retrospect more than two years later Zinoviev 
enunciated with considerable frankness the lTlotives which led to 
the adoption of united front tactics in the winter of 1921-1922 : 

The tactics of the united front were in reality at the begin
ning (i.e. in 11)21-- r 1)22) an expression of our consciousness, first, 
that we have not yet a majority in the working class, secondly, 
t hat social democracy is still very strong, thirdly, that we occupy 

1 The report of an American delegate on this point is in Die Taktik <i," 
KOIll11/1lI1isfisrhcJl III f<'rllfltili/l(dl' J::Cf:I'/I ,fit' ()frl'nsi~'1' dl's Kllpita!s (Hamburg, 11)22), 

p. 23· 
2 The most satisfactory authority for the carly history of American com

munism seellls to he J. Oneal and C. A. 'Verner, A1I1(,l'jalll C()7I/m1lnism (N.'!'., 
1(147); hut a slweial study would be rt''1uircd to unravel the conflicting and 
oftt'n highly tendentious ,·vidence. 

VOL. III 2E 
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defensive positions and the enemy is attacking ... , fourthly, 
that the decisive battles are still not yet Oil the immediate 
agenda. lIenee we came to the slogan " To the l\Iasses", 
and to the tactics of the united front.! 

This provided a reasonable defence of the tactics adopted by 
COlllintern in terms of the prospects of the revolution. The 
retreat in Comintertl could be justilied by similar arguments to 
those used to justify NEP. The method of insisting on the 
rigorous and uncompromising pursuit hy communist parties of 
immediate revolutionary objectives had proved disastrous in the 
same way as Soviet policies of " war communism" had proved 
disastrous. The argument in support of the united front tactics 
of Comintern was, indeed, independent of t he current argument 
in support of i\EP. As one of the British delegates to the congress 
records, " none of uS drew any important conclusions concerning 
future policy from the introduction of NEP to which Lenin 
referred in his speech ".2 But the two arguments were advanced 
simultaneously by the same people, and the cause ultimately 
responsible for both retreats was the same: the delay in the 
consummation of the European re\'ollli ion. I fence the theoretical 
distinction belwccn the two policies, and the t\\'o sets of arguments 
in support of them, became in practice increasingly difficult to 
maintain. Zinovicy established the equation in his speech to the 
enlarged session of lJ\.I\J in February 1922 : 

Had the Red Army of SO\·iet Russia in 11)20 taken \tVarsaw, 
the tactics of the Communist International today would be 
other than they are. But that did lIot happen. The strategic 
set-back was followed by a political set-back for the whole 
workers' movement. The Russian proletarian party was com
pelled to make extensive concessions to the peasantry, and in 
part also to the bourgeoisie. That slowed down the tempo of 
the proletarian revolution, but the reverse is also true: the 
set-back which the proletarians of the western European coun
tries sufTered from J 9 H) to 192 J intlucnced the policy of the 
first proletarian state, and slowed down the tempo in Russia. 
It is therefore a double-sided process . .l 

I I'rot"I",!!: Fun!ter K(mgren- der Kommunislisdzen /l1tI'Yrl!Jtifitwh (n.d.), i, 77. 
" J. T. l\Iurphy, New Horizo1ls (1()41), p. 175. 
I Ihe Talai" der Kommll1lislis('liP11 Iutematiol1ale gegl'1l die Offl'lISive des 

Ka/)ill/I> (Hamburg, JejZz), p. 30. 
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From this \ime it became fashionable to refer to the united front 
tactics of Comintern as the counterpart of NEP; and among 
foreign communist partie:;, which were directly concerned only 
with the first of the two policies, the impression that the actions of 
Comintern were heing moulded in a pattern partly or mainly 
determined by the needs of the Russian Soviet repuhlic recci"ed 
fresh confirmation. So long as the triumph of world revolution 
seemed imminent, the issue did not arise. Bllt, once the retreat 
had set in, and compromise and manfruvre were the order of the 
day, the argument rolled on uTlceasingly and inconclusively 
hetween those who made a clear distinction between the aims and 
interests of Comintern and the aims and interests of So\'iet Russia 
and those who regarded sllch a distinction as not merely il1\'alid 
hut inconceivahle. 
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CONSOJ.IDATION IN Ell ROPE 

T ilE Cenoa conference and the Rapallo treaty taken together 
gave Soviet Russia for the first time an assured status as 
a European Po,\'er. After the invitation to (;eno<l, the 

western Powers might quarrel ",ith her, hut could no longer 
ignore her. After Rapal1o, she "as the equal partner of another 
Great l'O\\Tr -- another l'mHT \\hich had also been ill temporary 
eclipse and also regarded the treaty as a way of escape from isola
tion and contempt. Broader opportunities of lnan(J:U\Te entered 
into Soviet diplomacy. Ilitherto the main choice open to the 
Soviet (~overnment had heen whether to purslie a p()licy of 
temporary appeasement of capitalist governments through diplo
matic procedures or whet her to seek to Il11l1ermillc and o\Trthro\\, 
them through renJlutionary propaganda. \\'hat was new in H)22 

was the ahility, within the limits of the ilrst policy, to \\'00 either 
one or the other of two capitalist groups which divided Europe 
hetween them -- an option \\ hich the SO\-iet (;ovcrnment had 
tried in vain to exercise in 19 I R in the days of its extreme weakness. 
The second half of H)22 was, in domestic policy, the culmination 
of the first period of NEP. The famine of U)21 had !Jeenoutlived; 
the han-est of 1<)22 \vas excellent; and the stiIlllllu:-; administered 
hy ::\ EP was making itself felt throughout the econoTllY. I n these 
conditions it was natural that the compromise with capitalism 
should find expression in foreign, as well as in domestic, atl'airs. 
It was a timc of consolidation and no fresh adventures. Another 
factor which contrihuted to this mood was t he illness of Lenin, 
who succumhed to his first stroke at the moment of the ending of 
the Genoa conference and was totally incapacitated for fOllr 
months. Few people knew the gravity of his condition, or sus
pected that his active life was virtually over (he was only in his 
fifty-second year). But what was thought of as the temporary 

4 26 
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• removal from the scene of one who had so long had the last word 
on all major isslles of policy encouraged an inclination to follow 
the steady and safe path whieh seemed to have bcen marked out 
in the spring of 1922, and to avoid radical decisions. The 
remainder of the year was a less adventurous period than any 
that Soviet Russia had yet known in her foreign relations. 

i\s a result of the Genoa conference, Soviet relations with the 
western Powers received something of a set-back. The obstruc
tion of France and Belgium, now for the first time openly encour
aged by the United States, had pre\'ailed over the conciliatory 
intentions of the British Prime lvlinister, whose position in his 
own country had been correspondingly \\·eakened. In France, 
Poincan', 's uncompromising policy was in the ascendant. In 
(;rcal Britain, the anti-Soviet wing of the coalition had regained 
its illfluence. ()n the Soviet side, the treaty of RapaIIo made 
possihle a more illdependent attitude towards the \\'(;stern PO\vers. 
To obtain capital from the west was still a major interest of the 
Soviet (;on:rnment. }\lachinery was tightened up by creating a 
" chief concessions committee" attached to STO to centralize 
all decisions about concessions. 1 Two concessions were granted 
to American groups in the spring of H)22 --. one for the Alapaev 
asbestos mines in the Urals and one for the Kemt:rov coal-mines 
in t!lC Kuznetsk basin; and Soviet-British and Soviet-Dutch 
mixed companies ---- Husangloles and HusgolJandIes - were 
formed to exploit timber cOllcessiol1s. z But capital was perhaps 
no lunger so pressing and absolute a need as it had seemed in 1<)20 

and 1921; and this allowed a greater freedom of hargaining. The 
summer of H)22 was thus a period of uncertainty. The process 
of rapprochellll'llt with Creat Britain had come to a standstill; 
would it be resumed, or would a recession set in? The question 
was hound up in part with the position of Lloyd George in British 
politics. If he rt'covered his shaken power aDd prestige, the policy 
of rapprllchl!lIlCllt might be resumed; if he fell, a deterioration in 
Anglo-Soviet relations could hardly be avoided . .1 The most 

I Sobralli,' I Tza/wn/'11ii, T().!.!, No. 21>. art. 320; a year later the committee 
wa" transferred from STU to Sovnarkom (ihid. 1 <)23, No. 20, art. 2+6). 

2 Pya!' 1."1 Vlasli S'm'I'lov (1922), p. 326; /)venadtsalyi S",'zd ROHiislwi 
Kii/tlll/wlislll'hl'slwi 1'lIrtii (Bol's/tevi/,""l (1923), p. 353. 

J joil'e, in reportinj.( to VTsIK on the Genoa conft'rence on May 1<), 11}22, 
expbirwd that, if Lloyd Ccorge fell as a result of its fa;lllfl', en-a! BritulIJ 
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important landmark in these relations during the summer of 1922 

was the Hague conferencc. 
The Hague conference had hcen proposed and accepted at 

Gcnoa simply as a face-saving device and in order to gain time. 
'\0 esscntial change had occurred when it met on June 2(J, 1922, 

and there was no hetter prospect of agreement than when the 
delegates separated at (;enoa six weeks earlier. The situation 
had indeed worsened to the extent that the delegations at The 
Hague \\ere led by secondary polit ical rlgures. Litvinov, supported 
by Krasin and Krestinsky, took the place of Chicherin; the prin
cipal British delegate was Lloyd Graellle, head of the Department 
of ()\'erseas Trade, whose affiliations were with big business and 
the Conservative Party. The conference abandoned any serious 
attempt to reach a result when the non-Russian delegations decided 
to form a separate commission of their own, \vith three sub
commissions to deal respectively with private prupnty, debts and 
credits. Litvinoy purported to make two aciYances on the altitude 
of the Soviet delegation at Genoa. lie was prepared to concede 
the principle of compensation for nationalized property, provided 
always that credits were forthcoming; and he was prepared to 
admit that these credits might be forthcoming, not frol1l govern
ments, but from industrialists or tinanciers, provided that they 
were guarantc<:d by the governments. But the proviso seemed in 
each case to depri\'e the supposed COil cession of any real substance. 
The question of nationalized properties once more occupied the 
centre of the stage with the French and Belgian delegations again 
categorically demanding unconditional restitution or compensa
tion, the British and Italian delegations toying with a lavish Soviet 
offer of concessi OilS. Lit vinnv laid before the conference a long 
list of items available for concessions to foreign capitalists. 1 A 
comparison \yith the list attached to the original concessions decree 
of l\' ovemher 23, H)20/ revealed significant changes of outlook. 
COil cessions were llOW no longer exclusively or mainly designed 

would adopt" k';s f,,\'ow'ablc attitudt' to So\'iet Hussia. and would carry the 
weaker Europc'an countril>s with her (Iff ,'i,>ssiya VS/'}'f}.l'Siis}wjfo TI'elllraf'll"jflJ 
!sp"llIitef'II(j!<" /{"1/Ii/('/1/ IX 80;':.\'1'£1, No, 5 (l\Iay 1<), 1922), p. 14). 

I Gaags/wYII /{()lIjerl'lIlsiYfl" P"inyi 811'11Of{rt{/icheskii Otrhl'l (U)zz). PP, 21R-

241{; the list as printed in this volume carries the note: "This document 
rdains, of course, only an historical interest ". 

" See p. 2RJ above. 
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for the de~elopment of hitherto unused natural resources. In 
addition to timber and mining concessions, concessions were 
offered for large numhers of existing factories and installations in 
the sugar, oil and electrical illdllstries. The list included a large 
number of properties formerly in foreign ownership; this followed 
the policy, inaugurated with the Urquhart project, of using the 
offer of concessions as a means of compensating former foreign 
owners and creditors. I 

The hattie for Russian oil was onee more fought out hehind the 
scenes. Ilere the attempt of the British-Dutch group to secure 
a COli cession for itself sustained a final and decisive defeat. The 
group associated itself with American, French and Belgian oil 
interests in a decision to refllse any offer short of full restitution, 
alld in the meanwhile to institute a hoycott of Soviet oil in all 
markets controlled hy them.-' It may have been this defeat which 
finally inspired the British delegation to ahandon its insistence on 
the concessions policy, and to acccpt in the concluding resolution 
of the conference the Franco-Belgian thesis of unconditional 
restitution, coupled with a recommendation to governments not 
to support their nationals in acquiring nationalized properties in 
Soyiet Russia other than those which they themsclves had owned. 
The resolution also laid down that no decision in regard to foreign 
property in Soviet Russia should he taken except jointly with 
governments not represented at the conference. 3 The Belgian 
delegate who introduced the resolution pOllltedly added that he 
was authorized to state that it had the approval of the United 
States Covernment. The hiddcn American hand, which had 
appeared discreetly ill the last stages of the Genoa conference, 
thus emerged openly at The I I ague to defeat a policy of accommoda
tion with the Soviet (;overnment on a hasis of concessions. 1\'0 

I An inlen'sting Inno\Tation anlong the conditIons annouIlCcd for concessions 
was that """C1'SSiOllllaircs would h" r~LJIIircd to l'ngagc a c('rtaIl1 proportion of 
Hussian ,,'orkers and ctnployccs in the cnterpnsC's undt'r concession «(;(la!:s/i(l.va 
K(jllf<'Y"n/S/~va: Polnyi ~"'/(,l1I1Kmlichl'sliii Olche/ (1922), p. 39); lIIHi<'r NEP 
Soviet Hushia had become a country with surplus labour and an unemployment 
problem (see Vol. 2, pp. 321-323). 

1 The agreement to boycott Soviet oil was reached at a meeting of oil 
companies in Paris on Sept~mbcr 1<), 1<)22; the text of the a!!r~cment is in 
L. Fischer, Oil Imperi(/lislII (n.d. [1<)27J), pp. 94-()S. 

J Papers Rdl/tinf.[ /0 /he III/g/le C'lIlIjercMe, .7une ]Illy I ()O::1, Cmd. 1724-
(1922), p. 18. 
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attention was paid to a last-minute attempt by Litvinov to save the 
conference by an offer of fresh proposals. I t dispersed on July 20, 

1922, on the note of complrte rupture. Lit\-inov returned crest
fallen to l\Toscow. I 

The emergence at the Genoa and Hague conferences of an 
anxioLis American concern in oil seemed to betoken the heginning 
of a more active, th()ugh still Illuted, interest in Soviet aifairs. In 
July 1922, Hoover, the American Secretary of Comlllerce, initiated 
a proposal to send a .. technical mission" to Russia to studyeco
nomic openings; and OIl Augllst J Houghton, the ~\Illerican 

Ambassador in Berlin, discllssed the project there with (:hicherin 
and Krasin, both of \\'hom gavc it a personal \\clcome. l But mort' 
cautious counsels prevailed in :\Iosco\\". Chichnin's oiIicial reply, 
dated Augllst 2i\, 1922, while expressing readiness to reccive any 
American husiness men or groups" for the purpose of conduct ing 
negotiations relatin' to concessions, trade or other economic 
qucstions ", madc it clear that "a committee of experts or 
enquiry" ,yould be welcome only on a basis of reciprocity --
\yhereupon the matter \"as allO\\Tcl to drop.3 In the summer of 
I922, the American (;O\'ernllwnt at length recognized the inde
pendence of Estonia, I,atyia and Lithuania (as the western allies 
had done eighteen months earlier), and \\'()lllld up the old Russian 
embassy in \\·ashington. 4 But the expectation widely aroused 
that these steps were a prelude to SOIlle form of accommodation 
with the Soviet (;overnment was not fulfilled. S()\'iet-American 
relations settled down to a long period of uncyentful indillerence. 

The hreakdown at The IIague convinced the Soviet (;overn
ment that "the system of conferences has failed for tht" time 
heing." 5 The long-expected downfall of Lloyd Ceorge, which 
finally came in Octoher 1922, and Poincarl''s continued ascendancy 
in France, were symptoms of a more chilly attitude on the part of 
the western Powers, and ruled out the likelihood of any important 

I Litvino\"s final rrllrosals are in (;aa!<s/wya l\oll/I',.,'nIS1Y": ['olnyi 
,<"le1lfJ!<rafirhI'S/<li ()Jc!Jrt (11)ZZ), rp. IXX--II)2-; the ,hsappolTltment of the Sovin 
tlelcgDtion IS rdlected in the number of ditferent explanation, given for the 
failure (I" FIscher. The SOTil'!s ill Wllrld .-ljTuirs ()()Jo), i. 3(,S-3hl), 

FOfl'I.I<1I 1<I'IIIlilills o/Ihl' U"ilt-d SlaIN, II).!.!, ii (1InX), X2S-Xz(" I:IZI)-X30. 
J l/Jid. iI, X30. 

+ l/Jid, ii, 1:16!)-1'\7(', 
, Interview by Chicherin in ,{,hi' ()/JSf'r7'l'Y, August ZO, J(12;:, quoted in 

Sm!it't Documents 1111 Foreig1l Po/uy, cd, J. Dcgras, i (11)51), 3ZS. 
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decisiuns affecting Soviet Russia in the near future. The interest 
of Soviet diplomacy shifted mainly to the Middle East and the 
Far East, where the Lausanne conference and the Joffe mission 
were important landmarks. I The uncertainties of Soviet policy 
after the breakdown at The] lague were reflected in the treatment 
of the Urquhart concession. Urquhart had been present botl. at 
(~t:n()a and at The Hague, and seems to have expected that the 
failure to reach an agreed settlement would make the Soviet 
Government all the more anxious to make a success of its conces
sions policy in one well-advertised case. Thi~ calculation came 
Ilear to justifying itself. Two German concerns·· Krupps and 
the Berlin hank of Mendelssohn .... now acquired an interest in 
Husso-Asiatic COllsolidated; l and it was in these conditions that 
l;rquhart at length signed an agreement with Krasin in Berlin 
on Scptemh<:r <), 1<)22. The terms of the agreement 3 showed 
hoy\' much t he introduction and development of N EP had done to 
remove the main ohstacles: Imeler the new conditions of labour, 
,,()on to be emhodied in a revised labour code ,.\ the employer had 
full freedom to engage alld di~miss labour, subject to normal legal 
provisions for thl' protectiun of the workers. A perc(!ntage of the 
production of the enterprise was assigned to the Soviet Govern
ment. The right of compensation for loss of ownership was not 
formally admitted; but the Soviet Government was to make to 
the company Imeler the agreement an .. advance" of £150,000 

in cash and a further 20 million ruhles in state bonds. This was 
eon,pensation in a thin disguise. I,enin treated it as sHch, anel 
reverted to the principle that the right of foreign creditors to 

I These will he discussed in Chapters 32 and J4 respectively. 
, The precise nature and extent of the (;l'rn1<111 Interest, and the circum

stances in whICh It was a['quirt'd, dn not "ppear til ha\l·lwen divulged: a (;errnan 
commerCial intelligence agcncy rcport IS qw,ted by (;. (;ersehuni, Die KOrl· 

z<'ssimls/,()/ilil1 ,<"'mcit'lrllsslullds (lIP7), p. I I 2. According to 1\1. Phil irs Price, 
G/'r1llfll/)' ill 1"l"IlIIsili(11l (1923), p. 77. Stinnes tried unsuccessfully to aC(1uire an 
interest in Russo-Asiatic Consolidated during his visit to London in Novemher 
1<)21 ; Hade/; in an arl ide in ]'rllvdll, November I I, 192 I, alluded to attempts to 
make" an Angl"·(;(Tll1an tnl~t to do bUoiness with Russia ". D'Ahcrnon • 
• 111 .. /I/I!Josmd"r of P,'m'/', i (192'1). 2]2, recorded that Stinnes's proposals in 
London for" futun' cooperalion in Hussia " had been unfavourably reccived 

I The agn'ement nevcr appears to ha\'e been puhlished, but its tcrms are 
summariz('d in G. (;erschuni, Die KOllz"ssimls/>olili/, Smcjctr1lss1alllis (1927), 
pp 112- I 13, from a contemporary report issued by the Soviet trade delegation 
in Berlin. 4 Sec Vol. 2, pp. 330-33 r. 
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compensation could be recognized only in return for fresh foreign 
credits. While the negotiations were still in progress, he had 
written that the concession should he approved" only on condition 
that a hig loan is granted to us ". I 

The agreement was well received abroad. The British [,abour 
leader, Clynes, was reported to have written a letter to someone in 
l\loscow expressing the hope that the agreement wPllld he quickly 
ratified in order to improye the chances of the Labour Party at the 
impending general election." In Moscow it had strong support, 
especially among those who wanted to carry N EP to its logical 
conclusion. The agreement with II rljuhart had heen signed during 
Lenin \ first i1lnL~ss. The decision on ratification was almost the 
last major political decision of [~eIlin 's life. Finding himself 
alone in the Polithllfo in his opposition to ratification, he is 
said to haye hesitated and challged his mind three times before 
1inally deciding to impose his Yetn, which was, as a mattn of 
COHrse, accepted hy his colleagllcs . .1 The decision was an
nounced in the Soviet press on October 7, 1<)22. The motive 
of the rejection appears to have heen primarily political. While 
Lenin 'g initial impulse had been to make ratification dq1Clldcnt 
on a forei.gn loan, he now told foreign journalists that the 
decision not to ratif\' was due to Creal Britain's unfricndlv . -
attitude in the Turkish question, and could be reversed if that 
attitude changed. ~ 1\. rasin declared that " the recent attitude of 
the British Government towards Russia" had been responsible 
for the rejection of the agreement" in spite of all the significance 
it bore for the economic development of Russia ".5 Litvinov, on 
the other hand, took a low view of the economic merits of the 
agreement and thought that it would never even have been signed 
" if the economic advantages only had heen considered ". He 

, r.ellius"ii ,','horllih, xxxv (J '145), zZJ. 
I'rot"",,l/ drs F/(,ftn! I-{on/i,,-sses tier Kmlllll!lIIisti", hell Il1lc"wti"/llllc (Ham

hUI"r.:. 1<)23), p. 30 . 
.1 L. Fischer, The 8m'ids m World Affain (1<)30), i, 435-410, 464; the 

information probahly carne from Chicherin who, though not a member of the 
Polithuro, woulJ have known the position there in an issue of this kind. 

• L{'nin, ,c.'o{hinl'1liytJ, xxvii_ 314-3 J 5. 130. 
5 RussiflU lrzjflYlIlfltWIl (Iud Review, Novt:mbcr 4, 11)22, p. 73; according to 

L. Krasin, r.emlid Krasill: llis L1je lIud Worf< (n.d. [H)2C)]), p. 204, Krasin 
tendered his resignation on thc non-ratification of the agreement, but was told 
by Lenin that party members were not allowed to resign. 
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attributed the refusal of the Soviet Government to ratify the 
agreement to the change of political forces in Great Britain, where 
the" predominating influence" now belonged to those who" do 
not sympathize with Mr. Lloyd George's endeavours to establish 
norma) relations with Russia ".1 Finally, Lenin, in his last public 
speech in November 1922, spoke as if the main motive of the COI1-

cessions policy were political, its purpose being "to give the 
capitalists such advantages as would compel any government, 
however hostile it might be to us, to enter into bargains and 
relations with us ".2 

These explanations did not tell the whole story. The rejection 
of the Urquhart concession, while it may have had immediate and 
specific political motives, was none the less significant of the lack 
of success of the concessions policy as a whole. That policy had 
originally been conceived in H)18 as part of what Lenin called 
" state capitalism", i.e. the system by which private capitalists 
would operate under the overriding safeguard of state control. 
Such a system fitted in perfectly ,,,ith KEP; and to bring in 
foreign capital, in particular, seemed a vital element in any 
attempt to redress the international halance of paY1l1ents. The 
rejection of the Urquhart concession ill the autllmn of 1922 was a 
symptom of inability to achieve this result OIl any terms acceptable 
to l\foscow. At the fourth congress of Comintern in l\'ovembcr 
1()2.2 Trotsky correctly remarked that hitherto it had been a case 
of "big discussions, but small conce'isions";.1 and a few 
lIlouths later, when Zinoviev at the twelfth party congress gave a 
would-be optimistic rC\·iew of the situation, he could claim no 
more than eight mixed companies with a total capital of £300,000 

and 17 million German marks, and 26 concession agreements 
involving a total capital of 30 million gold rubles. 4 The figures, 
even if they represented performance and not merely projects, 
were trivial; and it was significant that the foreign country which 
held the flrst place in the list both of mixed companies and of conces
sions was impoverished Germany. The failure of the concessions 

I Russian IlIjOJ"nUltioll flllti Revien', October 2 [, 1 ')22, PI'. 43-+4. 
2 l. ... cnin, ~C,l()chillelliy(J, xxvii, 365-
3 Py%}wll tit's Viertl!lI K()II~Yt'SSI's dl'r KOl/lIItlmis/isclu'll IIl/crllI/tiolla/1! (Ham

burg, 1,)23), p. 2SJ. 
• Dverilldisatyi S"e;;d Rossiis/wi Klllmmmistichl'skoi l'ar/li (B()rslte~'ikU1') 

(19:':3), pp. 19, 22. 
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policy which became apparent in the winter of 1922~~J<)23 I was 
coincident with a failure to establish friendly political relations 
with the English-speaking countries; 2 for these alone had 
significant reserves of capital <Iyailabk for ilwt'stment. This 
I~lillire had two results. Economically, it threw Soviet Russia on 
her own resources alld left her to grapple alone with the problems 
of NEP as she had grappled with those of war commullism: in 
this sense, it was a prelude to "socialism in one country". 
Politically, it was an incident in the deterioration of relations 
between Soviet Hussia and the western countries which set in at 
Genoa and Rapallo; in this sense it reflected the new policy of 
manu'lIvre which consisted in playing on C;ermany against the 
major capitalist Powers. 

The coolness of relations between Soyict Russia and the 
western Powers in the latter part of 1922, matched by the increas
ing warmth of her relations with Uermany, was the first symptom 
of a process familiar throughout the next two l!ecades by \\'hich 
deterioratiOll of relations with OIle of the two main blocs of 
capitalist Powers led to a corresponding improvement of relations 
with the other. The months that follO\\ cd Rapal10 \\Tre t he honey
moon period of Soviet-(;erman friendship. The assassination of 
Rathcnau in June 1922 was an exhibition of anti-Semitism rather 
than of anti-Soviet proclivities. The advocates of an anti-Soviet 
orientation had been virtually eliminated, and Cerman indus
trialists set eagerly to work to avail themselves of the opportunities 
of a broadening Soviet market. Soviet trade was now expanding 
rapidly: imports increased from ()22'9 million rllhles in J()2 [ to 
IISI'7 million in 1922 and exports from H?l'5 million to 357'{ 

J (;, Gn,chuni, Di,' KOI1Zl'.<.I'if)lIs/w/ifih ,c,'f)u-j"/rtiH/ul/cis (J<).!j), is a genlTal 
revicw of the concessIOns policy down to the ('nd of 1<)25; the author n'corJ, 
the conclusion for that dal<' that" the significance of concessions in the whole 
economy of Soviet Hussia IS at present trivial" (p. J 24). \Vhile details are oft('n 
lacking, the predominant share of Germanv in such success as was achieved 
c1earl\' emerges. 

• A passage in an authoritative British work written at this tim!' recorded 
the \'iew that" in :\'ovembl'r 1'.122 Hu"ia was still largely in th" positIon of an 
outcast among the nations" (llistor,\' of the Penl'(' COllfl'YI'i/I'l', cu. H. V. Tem
perley, vi (1'.121), 33+)' 
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million.! 1 Jot only did Soviet trade increase, but the German share 
in it increased. J n 1921, the year of the Anglo-Soviet trade agree
ment, Soviet R\ls~ia had taken 29 per cent of her imports from 
Great Britain and only 25 per cent from Germany (which before 
1914 had supplied almost half of all Russian imports); in 1922, 

32'7 per cent of Soviet imports came from Germany and only 18·8 
per cent from Great Britain. The same year saw the high-water 
mark of interest among German firms in concessions in Soviet 
Russia. At a meeting of the Reichstag foreign affairs committee on 
Dcccmber <), 1922, l\laltzan reported that some 20 German firms 
had signed concession agreements with the Soviet authorities. 2 

Side by side with these economic arrangements, and in part 
under cover of them, the secret military understandings which had 
been reached even in advance of the Rapallo treaty were carried 
into eHee!. That some measures of military cooperation were on 
foot was widcly known or suspected. In the Reichstag, though 
\"'irth emphatically attirmed that" the Rapallo treaty contains no 
secret political or military agreement", the social-democratic 
depllty l\liiller continued to refer to current rumours of an 
agrec1l1ent. 3 Tht' British Ambassador was" formally and deliber
ately assmed that the subject of military preparations had never 
heen mentioned between the (;ermans and the Hussians .. , and, 
though he was aware of the existence of " a number of alleged 
documents ... including conventions, contracts for the sale of 
arms by (;ermany to Hussia, etc., etc.", he convinced himself that 
" most of them are forgeries .... IOn :\la)' 25, 1922, negotiations 
"pened hetween Hasse and Krestinsky for the participation of 
Huhr industrialists in these transactions; some of the industrialists 
were also prepared to provide funds to finance them. \Vhat was, 

I Even this, however. brought up till' turnr}\Tr of forl'ign trad .. in 19;:;: to 
only !4 per cent of its pre-war figure (lJ7'f'nadlsalyi • ..,"'c",d Rnssiiskoi /\.()1I111l1Illis
ticlll',\}wi f'arlii (Ho!'shevilwv) (1923), p. 25. 

TIll' '/'iIllI'S, DcceTll hel" 1 I, Hi:! 2. 

,\ l'lThmlrllwzgi'1l dcs l<eichstar:s. ccelv (1922), 7676, 76RI. 
• j)'Alwrnon, "~Il AlIlhassador of Petlce (192<)), i. JOJ-304. 311-312, It wos 

no doubt on the strength of D'Abl'rnon's repo1'\S (which are still unpublished) 
that Lloyd (;eorgt' told the House of Commons on May 25, 1<)22: .. I am not 
going to dwell upon the silly forgeries of nulitary cOll\'entions which take no 
one in "~ hl' added, ho\vevcr, with specitic rcfcrcnct" to annan1cnts that" vou 
have evt'ry natural resource in one country and l'very technical skill in the oth,:r .. 
(lloIlSf' of COI/l1ll"1IS: jlh Series, cliv, 1455-J4:;(,), 
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so far as is known, the first general agreement was sig!led in great 
secrecy in Berlin on Jllly 29, 1922: its text has not yet come to 
light. I The despatch of German tlying officers to Russia for train
ing seems to han~ begun before the establishment of the factories. 
As early a~ Septemher H)22, Krasin noted on passing through 
Smolen~k that the aerodrome there was "full of German 
ayiators ".2 T\iedermayer hecame head of the l\loscow of lice of 
Sondergruppe R, in charge of all C;erman military training schools 
and personnel in I<ussia. 3 Discussions continued actively in 
Berlin dllring the rest of the year. A secund meeting between 
Seeckt and Radek took place in Schleicher's apartment on 
Decemher ll), 1922.4 

The scope of the arrangements, as they were established in the 
latter part of 1922 and in the following year, is known in broad 
outline. A contract between the Soviet (;oyernment and Junkers 
provided for the manufacture of aircraft and aircraft engines in a 
factory at Fili, near l\Ioscow: 5 here and ebewhere German 
flying schools were estahlished for both German and Soviet 
personnel. Shells were manufactured under the management of 
C;erman technicians from Krupps at Zlatoust in the Urals, in 
Tula, in the former Putil()v works in Petrograd and in Schliissel
berg: part of t he output of these works was destined for the Red 
Army, part exported to Germany for the Reichswehr. A tank 
factory was established in Kazan, apparently also by Krupps, with 
training facilities in tank warfare for Germans and Russians. A 
mixed German-Soviet company was formed under the name 

I lIasse's unpuhlished diary quoted in Journal of ftlodl'Y1l Ilis/ory (Chicago), 
xxi (1949), No. I, pp. 31-32. According to a statement made in the Hl'ichstag 
in December 1926, thc agreement was nut ratified by the Soviet Government 
till February 1<)23 (~'er}umdlunJ:cll des Rdchstags, c~cxci (1I)Z6), /;51i4); this 
datc received indirect confirmation in the Sovit·t statc trial of I<)3/;, when 
Rozengo]ts in ('yidence stated that the all"ged treasonable agreement betw{'cn 
Trotsky and the Ht'ichsw ... hr had been put into dfcct in 1923 (Report oj Court 
I'ro(Pl'tiings ill the Cas" oj the Anti-Soviet "Bloc oj Nights alld Trotskyites" 
(l\loscow, 1938). pp. 259-260, 2(5). 

2 L. {(rasin. Leonid Krasin: His Life and Work (n.d. [192<)]), p. 201. 
3 DI'r lUollat, No.2, November 194/;, p. 49. 
4 F. von Hab ... nau, Sccckt: Aus Seinen Leben, 1918-1936 (1940), p. 31'). 
5 The project of manufacturinR aircraft engines at Fili hroke down, and 

engines were imported from Germany (information from Mr. Gustav Hilger). 
This was probably one of the cast's of unsatisfactory performance by German 
("ontractorR rderrt"tl to by Tschunk" (Va ]I.lonllt, No.2, November 1948, p. 49) ; 
th" other was Stu]zenlwrg\ failure over poison gas. 
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Bersol to tillt into operation a poison-gas factory thirty miles 
from Samara, partly built during the war but never used. But 
continuous eHorts from 1<)23 onwards to bring the factory into 
production failed owing to the deficiencies of the process intro
duced by the German firm, Stolzenberg of Hamburg; and the 
project was ultimately abandoned.' Of the plans outlined in Kopp's 
memorandum of April 1<)21 2 only one dropped out altogether. 
The German Ministry of Marine found a more efficient way of 
building submarines than could have been managed in derelict 
Russian shipyards. It set up a bogus company at The Hague which 
placed orders for the construction of submarines in Holland, 
Sweden, Finland and Spain: these were built under the super
vision of German naval engineers and apparently tested by 
skeleton German crews. Some of them appear to have been 
delivered or promised to Soviet Russia. 3 

The consolidation of Soviet-(;erman relations achieved by 
the Rapallo treaty, of which Soviet-(;errnan economic and 
military collaboration were the two main aspects, was symbolized 
by the arrival in November 1922 of the first German Ambassador 
in Moscow for more than four years. The Rapallo treaty had 
provided for a full resumption of diplomati<.: relations, and 
Krestinsky had presented his credentials to Ebert as tlrst Soviet 
Ambassador in Berlin since Joffe in August 1922. The corre
sponding appointment in Moscow was held up by difliculties over 
the choice of the candidate. 4 It eventually fell on BrockdorH
Rantzau, who had heen Minister for Foreign Affairs from December 
I<}l8 to May 1919. He had at that time been a declared enemy 
not only of the German workers' and soldiers' couIl<.:ils, but of the 

I The main information comes from Tsehunke in ibid. p. 49, and fmm 
notes from the German military archiws published in an article by C. VV. F. 
Hallgartt'n in Journal of Jl,fociem History (Chicago), xxi (11)49), No. " p. JO. 
The abortin' attempts to produce poison gas arc descrilwd in detail in V. N. 
Ipatielf, 1"lw Life (!f (l Chemist (Stanford, '946), pp. 373, 3ih-3X(,: this is the 
only Russian source for any of the enterprises. 

l St'c p. 362 ahove. 
) This information comcs from a confidential volume printed by the 

Oberkommando der Kriegsmarine, Da Kampf dcr .Hari,u· gegen Versailles, 
J919-I935 (1935), pp. 26-zS. 

• According to W. von BlUcher, D{'utschl<mcis WeI.( nl/ell Rapaf{o (Wicsbadcn, 
1951), pp. 166-167, Hintze and Nadolny were also considered; the former 
was unacceptable to the Left parties in til(" Heichstag, the latter, who was known 
as an opponent of Rapallo (ibid. pp. 163-164), to the Russians. 
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Russian Bolsheviks, whom he denounced in a speech in/the Weimar 
National Assembly on February 14, 1<)1<), specifically arguing 
that, so long as Cermany was ·weak, she should remain neutral in 
all international issues and attempt no "policy of alliances". I 
He headed the German delegation to Versailles and on May 7, 
1919, made his famous speech of protest against the terms pre
sented by the allies. He then resigned his office, conducted a 
campaign against acceptance of the Versailles terms and, 011 its 
failure, retired into private life. 

\Yhen, three years later, Brockdorff-Rantzau was proposed 
for the appointment of German Ambassador in JVloscow, his 
views had undergone remarkably lit tic change sinct' ll) I 9. The 
proposal to send him to l\loscow provoked a memorandum to the 
President and the Chancellor dated July 15, H)22, in which he set 
forth his position. .. The grave disadvantage of the Rapallo 
treaty", he wrote, " lies ill the military fears bound up with it." 
A German alliance with Russia would excite English sllspieions 
and drive England into the arms of France. "A (;crman policy 
directed exclusively to the east would at the present moment be 
not only premature and dangerolls, but without prospects and 
therefore a failure." Participation in a Soyiet war against Poland 
\\iould expose Germany to French reprisals and make Germany 
once more a battlefield. The memorandum ended with a warning 
" not now to tie ourselves militarily to the Russians". It is not 
surprising that the man holding these views should have heen 
regarded by Gcrman military circles, and notably hy Seeckt 
himself, as an unsuitable occupant of the German emhassy in 
Moscow at this juncture. Seeckt, who apparcntly did not receive 
a copy of BrockdorH-Rantzau's memorandum till Septemher <), 

1<)22, wrote two days later a long counter-blast. Starting from 
the proposition that" Germany must conduct an active policy", 
he vigorously defended the eastern orientation: 

A German link with Russia is the first and hitherto almost 
the only accession of strength we have achieved since the 
conclusion of peace. That the heginning of this link lies in 
the economic field, is in the nature of the whole situation; but 
the strength lies in the fact that this economic rapprochement 

I Ilrockdorff-Huntzau, D"Iwmellte (1920), pp. 55, HI-Hz. 
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prepares the possibility of a political and therefore also military 
link. 

He cautiously defended the secret military arrangements, the 
purpose of which was" to help to build up an armaments industry 
in Russia which would be serviceable to us in case of need" ; 
and Russian wishes for further technical assistance " in respect 
of material and personnel ., should be met. For the rest, " the 
existence of Poland is intolerable", and any policy must reckon 
with the possibilities of waLl The further course of the contro
versy cannot be traced. Brockdorff-Rantzau's appointment was 
announced at the end of September; he left Berlin a month later, 
and presented his credentials in Moscow on November 6, 1922. 

Seeckt's fears proved groundless. Nothing was known in l\10scow 
of the new ambassador's views apart from his hostility to the 
western Powen;; and Chicherin is said to have greeted him as 
" the man of Versailles ". z A firm friendship sprang up hetween 
the two men based, like the friendship between their two countries, 
OIl common mistrust of the west. BrockdorfT-Rantzall 4uickly 
became converted to the eastern orientation of German policy; 
and, while personal animosities persisted between him and Seeckt, 
their views on the essentials of German policy became undistin
guishahle. During the next five years, in spite of intermittent 
alarms and excursions on both sides, collaboration with Germany 
remained the stabilizing factor in Soviet policy in Europe. 

A symptom of growing strength and confidence in Soviet 
policy at this time was the attempt to establish a rIlle of leadership 
among the smaller states of eastern Europe. On March 30, 1922, 

f The memoranda of Brockdorlf-Rantzau and Seeckt arc published in full in 
j)er 1'.101lal, No.2, November 194H. pp. 43-47; extensive extracts from Sc('ckt's 
memorandum had already appeared in F. von Rabenau. Sea!,!: ...Ius Seint'lIl 
Leben, /1)18--T<1.I6 (1940), Pl'. 315-]18. 

2 E. Stern-Rubarth, Graf Rruc!,dur(f-Ralll:::au (1<)29). p. 124. Kopp had 
expressed to 1\1al tzan in the previous year Soviet preference for a professional 
diplomat of the Right as the future (;erman Ambassador in Moscow. Ill' is 
said to have d('monstrated his point with a flexible ruler: the extremes could 
be made to meet, but the extreme Left could not be brought into contact with 
the moderate Left or the Centre (\V. von BlUcher, Deutschlands IV"g' lIaeh 
Rapallo (Wicsbaden, 1951), p. 149). After Rapallo, Hadek asked for a member 
of" the high nohility " to be sent to Moscow as German Ambassador (Jill/mal 
of 11.fodern IJistory (Chicago), xxi (1949), NO.1, p. 32). 
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on the initiative of the Soviet Government, delegateH.)f Estonia, 
Latvia, Poland and the HSFSR met at Higa, the Latvian capital, 
to decide on a common line of action at the Genoa conference to 
which all had been invited. Having agreed on certain general and 
uncontroversial principles of economic policy, the delegates 
turned to questions of peace and disarmament and, taking their 
cue from the proceedings of the League of Nations at Geneva, 
recorded their support of " the principle of limitation of anna
ments in all countries n. I The conference at Riga had no concrete 
results at Genoa or elsewhere. But it helped to set, as was 
intended, a precedent. On June I2, 1922, the Soviet Government, 
complaining that the Genoa conference had" devoted practically 
all its attcntion to defending the material interests of a com
paratively insignificant group of persons", and had neglected 
both" the economic crisis through which Europe is now passing" 
and " the danger of new wars", addressed a note to the same 
Powers proposing a conference to discuss" a proportional reduc
tion of their respective armaments". This time the invitation 
was extended to Finland. Litvinov, through the Rumanian 
delegate at the Hague conference, also invited the Rumanian 
Government; and at the last moment Lithuania was included. 
The fJrst date proposed by the Soviet Government was September 
5, 1922 , which coincided, doubtless not without design, with that 
fixed for the Assembly of the League of l'\ations. After much 
argument, the conference finally met in Moscow on December 2, 

H)22. Of those invited only Rumania, having made her acceptance 
dependent on Soviet recognition of the annexation of Bessarabia, 
failed to send delegates. 2 

The conference was in itself totally unproductive. It mirrored 
the contemporary discussions on disarmament at (~eneva. Lit
vinov, imitating the r()le of British delegates of the period, proposed 
a specific reduction in land forces. The Soviet Government 
undertook to reduce the Red Army in the course of the two follow
ing years to one-quarter of its existing strength (from 800,000 to 
200,000), provided the neighbouring countries would do likewise; 
and, since the Red Army was one, the RSFSR could speak on this 

I COIljerence de JlI/VS(OU pour la I,imitlltio" des Armemenls (l\1oscow, 192.3), 
p. 2.41. 

Z The preliminary correspondence was published ibid. pp. 5-32.. 
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matter in -the name of all the Soviet republics. 1 The Polish 
delegate led a covert opposition, which followed French tactics at 
Geneva. He questioned the relevance of the initial totals on which 
the proposed percentage reduction was based, and argued that, 
before armaments were reduced, confidence must he created by 
agreements on non-aggression and arbitration; the Soviet delegate 
in his turn did not reject sllch agreements, provided disarmament 
was not side-tracked. The lesser delegations manrcuvred with 
some emharrassment hetween the positions of the two chief 
performers. On December 12, 1<)22, Litvinov accepted the fact 
that none of the other delegates was prepared to accept the Soviet 
proposal, and wound up the conference. z Its result was to 

advertise once more the advanced position of the Soviet Govern
ment on issues of peace and disarmament, and to offer to Soviet 
Russia's smaller neighhours an alternative leadership which might 
help them to resist the sometimes excessive pretensions of Poland. 
The difference in atmosphere from the Helsingfors conference 
exactly a year earlier, when Soviet Russia had hecn still an abscntce 
and thc predominant influence of Poland uncontcsted,·1 was 
remarkable and significant. The emergence of Litvinov on this 
occasion (Chichcrin was a\vay at thc Lausanne conference) was 
also a landmark. 1 t was his first major attempt to win a position 
for Soviet Russia in European diplomacy hy appealing to advanced 
hourgeois opinion in thc western countries and by outhidding the 
governments of these countries at their own game. A fortnight 
after the close of the conference, the tenth All-Russian Congress 
of Soviets made yet anothcr appeal" to all nations of the world" 
reaffirming its" will to peace and peaceful lahour ". It reiterated 
the disarmament proposals rejected at the Genoa conference, and 
now once more frustrated " by the unwillingness of the neigh
hours of Russia to proceed to a real reduction of their armies ". 
To clinch the matter it announced that, in spite of these rebuffs, 
the strength of the Red Army would he reduced forthvv-ith from 
Roo,ooo to 000,000,'1 

The fourth congress of Comintern in Novembcr 1922 -- the 
last held in Lenin'::; lifetime -- marked an important point in the 

I If>id. pp_ 46-51, 64. 1 lhid. p. 233- .1 Sf'l' pp. 341\-349 aho\'e. 
4 S"ezdy Sot'etm' RSFSR f' Posfanot,ll'tli)'ahh (193<)), pp. 273-274. 
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transformation and consolidation of Soviet policy. .:'t was the 
end of the dramatic period of the Communist International; what 
was to come after was a long and sometimes embarrassing epilogue. 
The main acts were symbolized by its first four congresses. The 
first in March 1919 brought the institution into being, and issued 
its prospectus. The second meeting in July 1920, while the Red 
Army was marching on Warsaw, coincided with the high tide of 
power and self-confidence in its leaders, the belief that Comintern 
was about to fulfil its function as the directing staff of a victorious 
world revolution; this congress was succeeded by the congress 
of eastern peoples at Baku in September and by the creation in 
western Europe of communist parties submissive to the discipline 
of the central organization. Then in March I921 came NEP, 
followed immediately by the disastrous failure of a communist 
rising in Germany; and the third congress of Comintcrn in June
July 1921, though organized on a more grandiose scale than ever, 
sounded a note of compromise and consolidation. The fourth 
congress in November-December 1922 was driven still further 
along the road of retreat. During the past year the Soviet regime 
in Russia seemed to have made giant strides. The famine had 
been stayed; the revival of prosperity engendered by NEP was 
well under way; the Genoa conference, the treaty of Rapallo, 
and the invitation to participate in the projected treaty on the 
regime of the Straits had registered the return of Soviet Russia 
to the ranks of the European Powers; a few days before the 
congress met the last Japanese soldier had left Soviet territory 
at Vladivostok; the solemn merging of the Soviet republics into 
a grand Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was in active prepara
tion. Only the affairs of Comintern had conspicuously failed to 
prosper. The world revolution, the European revolution, the 
German revolution still tarried, and seemed more remote than in 
1921 - not to speak of the great days of 1920. This diagnosis, 
however, implied a startling reversal of positions. So long as it 
could be assumed - as it was assumed by all concerned down to 
the end of 1920 -- that the Russian revolution was a first and 
comparatively minor chapter in a story of world revolution, the 
prestige and authority of the Communist International necessarily 
overtopped those of any national government, not excluding the 
Soviet Government itself, whose main function, in its own 
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interests a~well as in those of others, was to serve the revolutionary 
cause. But when Soviet Russia, having, contrary to all expecta
tion, beaten back all her enemies unaided, was driven by the 
continued delay in the spread of the revolution into the com
promises and accommodations of NEP, the whole balance 
of authority and prestige between Comintern and the Suviet 
Government was radically altered. Nothing remained for Comin
tern but to take refuge in the defensive until the time was once 
more ripe for an advance; and this meant to fortify Soviet Russia 
as the one present mainstay and future hope of the proletarian 
revolution. Revolutionary fire and enthusiasm had been quenched 
by successive failures. The strengthening of the Soviet power 
became the keynote of the fourth congress. 

The cautious note which had been heard in the undertones of 
the third congress now became the dominant. Zinoviev's opening 
address was cast in a minor key: 

It goes without saying that the victory of the Communist 
International in the historical sense of the word is assured. 
Even if our fighting organization were to be swept from the 
earth by the fire of reaction, as happened to the Paris communards 
and the First International, the Communist International would 
he born again and finally leau the proletariat to victory. But 
what we are now concerned with is the question whether the 
Communist International in its present form, whether our own 
generation of fighters, will succeed in fulfilling the historical 
mission which the Communist International has undertaken . 
. . . We may now say v,-ithout exaggeration that the Communist 
International has survived its most difficult time, and is so 
strengthened that it need fear no attack from world reaction. I 

The policy exemplified in the " March action" of the previous 
year \vas now utterly and uncompromisingly condemned: 

The Communist International is against any precipitate 
action and against unprepared risings which would be stifled 
in the blood of the workers and might shatter the most precious 
possession of the proletariat - the organized international 
communist party.2 

I l'rotokoll des Viertell Kongresses der KUl1l1llllnistisch"1I Ilitenl<llill1l1lle (Ham
burg, I<)23), pp. 3-4. 

2 Ibid. p. I!. 
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And in his rcport on the work of IKKI he almost nfjnchalantly 
repeated the same diagnosis: 

You know t hat we have spoken very much about the need 
to makc the Communist International an International of deed, 
an International of action, a centralized international world 
communist party and much else. I n principle this is absolutely 
right and we must insist on it. But in order really to carry it 
out wc necd years and years. It is pretty easy to adopt a resolu
tion, and in this resolution to say that we must carry out 
international actions. I 

The congress devoted three sittings to a discussion of " The 
Offensive of Capital" -_.- the increasing unemployment, the lower
ing of the living standard of the workcrs, the shift away from the 
Left in the parliaments and governments of bourgeois countries, 
and the Fascist revolution in Italy, which was three weeks old 
when the congress met, and was described as " the last card in 
the gamc of the bourgeoisie ".~ Radck who was the the rappurteur 
on this subject was morc specific in his pessimism than Zinoviev : 

The characteristic of the time in which we are living is that, 
althoul.:h the crisis of wurld rapital has not yet been m'errome, 
although the questioll (if pouw is sti11 the rentre (~f all questions, 
the broadest masses of the profftariat have lost bdit;( in their ability 
to conquer pmver ill any foreseeable time. They are driven back 
to the defensive. . . . 

If that is the situation, ... if the great majority of the working 
class feels itself powerless, th(,l1 the conquest of pozvn as an 
immediate tash of the day is not 011 the agenda. 

And later, in reply to the vague optimism of some speakers, he 
added with renewed emphasis that " the retreat of the proletariat 
has not yet rome to a stop ".3 The congress offered little scope 
for Zinoviev's fiery oratory. It was the occasion of Lenin's last 
public appearance but one. 4 He delivered a single speech which 
opened with an apology for his illness, and was devoted mainly to 

I Proto/wll til'S ('iatell f{ongresses tier }{o11l11lunistischen IrlteYlllltio1l11le (Ham
burg, HPJ). p. 33. 

2 Krmmllmistichesflii /lltf'Y1latsional v Dohu11lentahh (1933), p. 297. 
3 Pru/o/wll des r'iaten Kongresses der K011lmunistischen Interllatiollaie (Ham

burg. 1 92~ l. pp. 3 '7-31!l, 3')0. 

• Lenin spokt' at the congress on November 13; his last speech was made 
to the iVIosc()\\, Sovit't t'xactly a week later. 
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an expositl'm and defence of NEP. In revolutionary times it was 
often necessary to he prepared to retreat in order to advance; and 
NEP had illustrated and justified this maxim. The moral was 
allowed to appear, though it was not very clearly drawn (this was the 
speech of a tired and siek man), I that a measure of retreat was 
equally necessary for Comintern, and would prove equally salutary. 
Then, after censuring last year's resolution on organization as too 
exclusively Russian,' Lenin stumhled on to his peroration; 

I think that the most important thing for us all, Russian and 
foreign comrades alike, is that after five years of the Russian 
revolution we must study. Only now have we secured the 
possibility to study .... I am convinced that we mllst say in 
this matter not only to our Russian but to our foreign comrades 
that the most important task in the period now heginning is to 
study. \Ve are learning in a general sense. They must learn 
in a special sense in order really to achieve organizat ion, struc
ture, method and content of revolutionary work. If this is done, 
then I am convinced that the prospects of world revolution will 
be not only good, but excellent. 3 

It was an odd last injunction from the man who had founded 
Comintern as a great fighting organization only three and a half 
years ago. 

The prevailing pessimism about the affairs of Comintern set 
the stage for a corresponding mood of confidence in the Soviet 
power and eulogy of its achievements. Soviet Russia had bril
liantly served the cause of the proletarian revolution, had dis
charged her last ohligation to it. Already at the third congress 
Radek had put the point with hrutal frankness; 

If we are today the great Communist International, this is 
not because we, the International, have been good propagand
ists, hut hecause tlw Russian proletariat and tizr Russian Red 
Army with their Mood and fllrir hungrr IIm;c been good propagand
ists, and because this stn,!::;le, the Russian revolution, was the 
great clarion of the Communist International. 4 

I Zinoviev later rccalled Lenin's exhaustion aftcl' dcliH'I'ing this sp('ech: 
he" could scarcely stand ", and was" drippinr< with sweat" (Kmmlllmistirheskii 
Internatsionlll, NO.1, 1924, col. 29). 

2 Sec p. 393 ahove . 
.1 Lenin, Sorhi1Ietl(Vll, xxvii, 354-355. 
• Pr%lwli des Ill. KmlRresses der K01mllllms/isrhen 111/"YlllItifl/w/e (Hamhurg, 

J921), p. 4 S0. 
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At the fourth congress the argument was carried a step further. 
Soviet Russia had nobly fulfilled her task; it was the workers of 
the world, through their failure to consummate the world revolu
tion promptly. who had let Soviet Russia down. The compromise 
of NEP would never have been necessary, Klara Zetkin explained, 
in a fiery speech which followed immediately on Lenin's sober 
exposition, " if the proletariat of new Soviet states with the highest 
economic development ... had been able in fraternal solidarity 
to broaden and reinforce the expansion of the narrow foundation 
on \vhich Soviet Russia rested". But this had not happened. 
1\' a fraternal Soviet states had come into being; and the Russian 
revolution had been driven to " a modus ~Ji7.'elldi with the peasantry, 
a modus 7'i~'el/di with foreign and Russian capitalists ".1 The 
congress gave whole-hearted expression to these sentiments in a 
resolution " On the Russian Revolution". It opened in terms 
of adulation: 

The fourth congress of the Communist International ex
presses its profound gratitude to the creative force of Soviet 
Russia, and its boundless admiration of the strength which was 
able, not only to seize state power and establish the dictatorship 
of the proletariat in the revolutionary struggle, h1lt to continue 
victoriously to defend the achievements of the revolution against 
all enemies at home and abroad. 

But the practical point was reserved for the final paragraph: 

The fourth world congress reminds the proletarians of all 
countries that the proletarian revolution can never triumph 
within the limits of a single state, that it can triumph only on an 
international scale by merging itself in a world revolution. All 
the activity of Soviet Russia, her struggle for her own existence 
and for the achievements of the revolution, is a struggle for the 
liberation of the oppressed and exploited proletari,ins of the 
whole world from the chains of slavery. The Russian pro
letarians have fully discharged their duty to the world proletariat 
as the protagonists of revolution. The world proletariat must at 
length in its turn discharge its duty. In all countries the im
poverished and enslaved workers must proclaim their moral, 
economic and political solidarity with Soviet Russia. 2 

I l'rotokoll des Vierten Kon!{resses der Kommunistischen Irtfernlltiollaie (Ham
burg, J923), p. 247. 

2 Kommunisticheshii Ini£'rnllisionlll v Dokumenillkh (1933), pp. 325-326. 
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Some ot'the consequences of this injunction to the workers of 
the world were clear and unequivocal. The congress, having heard 
a report from Miinzenberg on the achievements of MRP, passed 
without discussion a strongly worded resolution on the duty of 
workers of all countries" to accord to Soviet Russia world-wide, 
real and practical aid, including economic aid". \Vorkers were to 
press on their governments" the demand for the recognition of 
the Soviet Government and the establishment of favourable 
trading relations with Soviet Russia". Further," the maximum 
economic as well as political power of the world proletariat must 
be mobilizcd in support of Soviet Russia"; and funds must be 
collected in order to produce "machinery, raw materials and 
impJe.ments" which Soviet Russia so sorely needed for "the 
restoration of her economy". I Other implications of the same 
injunction were lcss specifically stated. Only Bukharin, in the 
course of a highly theoretical speech on the programme of Com in
tern (the drafting of which was postponed to tll(~ next congress), 
made what seemed to some a startling digression. Having insisted 
that the coming into existence of a proletarian state had funda
mentally changed the attitude of communists to national defence, 
and that the proletarian state should be defended not only by its 
own proletariat but by the proletariat of all nations, he proceeded 
to ask the question "whether proletarian states, in accordance 
with the strategy of the proletariat as a whole, may make military 
blocs with bourgeois states ", and answered as follows: 

I assert t hat we are already great enollgh to conclude an 
alliance with a foreign bourgeoisie in order, by means of this 
bourgeois state, to he able to overthrow another bourgeoisie .... 
Supposing that a military alliance has been concluded with a 
bourgeois state, the duty of the comrades in each country con
sists in contrihuting to the victory of the two allies. 2 

The name" Rapallo " was not pronounced at the congress, and 
there was no return to the old charge that Comintern was being 
used as an instrument of Soviet national policy.3 The obvious 

I Ibid. pp. 327-328. 
2 Proto/wI! des Vil'rt~rz Kmll?resses der Kommunistischen Internatio"ale (Ham

burg, 1923), p. 420. 
J Zinoviev quoted a Polish delegate who had raised the qut'stion at " 

eonfen'net. of the Polish part". hut with surprismg toleration treated him with 
ridicule rather than indignation (ibid. p. 210). 
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and inescapable dependence of the prospects of worltl revolution 
on Soviet prosperity and Soviet power made the dilemma seem 
illusory and unreal. "\Vhatcycr storms. . . may come ", wrote 
Trotsky shortly after the end of the congress, " the Soviet frontier 
is the trench line beyond which counter-revolution shall not pass, 
and on which we shall remain at our posts until the reserves 
arrive ".1 In the new landscape, the prestige and authority 
of Soviet Rnssia overtopped every other prospect. In terms 
of Soviet policy. ?\arkominckl \\'as in the ascendant at the 
expense of Comintern. In other countries. to support Soviet 
Russia hecame the paramount duty of the sincere revolutionary. 
From the fourth congress o11\\"ards this could he openly pro
claimed. There had been a reversal in the balance of obligation, 
from which there would henceforth be no turning hack. 

The new prestige and predominance of Soviet power and of its 
creator. the Russian Communist Party, was reflected in the 
resolution of the congress" Oil the Reorganization of TKKI ". 
Lenin in his speech had condemned the organization set up by the 
third congress as too exclusively Russian in character. But hard 
facts were against him; and his opinion was silently set aside. 
The fourth congress not only confirmed the decisions of the third, 
but tightened up several loose strands. The broad consequence of 
the 21 conditions had been to impose the view of Comintern taken 
from the outset by the Russian party as a single organization, a 
world party, of which the national communist parties were in 
effect local agencies or branches. Yet it is doubtful whether this 
view was ever really shared, even after acceptance of the con
ditions, by any other party than the Russian. At the fourth 
congress Bukharin still had to complain that, instead of dealing 
with the international situation as a whole, " almost every orator 
without exception has spoken exclusively about the position in 
his own party". 1 Curiously enough --- since the German party 
was the most recalcitrant to a preponderantly Russian control
the GCTman party came nearest to accepting the centralized 
conception of a single world party. It was Eberlein, the German 

J !zvest(VlJ, December 2<), 1<)22, quoted in A, L P. ])enni~, The Foreign 
Policies oj Sot'iet Rus.,ilJ (1 <)24), p. 370, 

2 Profokoll des Vierten Kongresses der Komlllllnislischen !nlemalionale (Ham
burg, 1(23), p, 136, 
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rapporteur on the question of reorganization, who insisted on the 
need" to eliminate the federal spirit still, perhaps, present in the 
organization", and to make T KKI the directing organ of " a 
really centralized world party". The lessons of the last year had 
shown that resolutions of the world congresses had not always 
been punctually carried out by the national parties or even pub
lished in the party journals and that national party leaders had 
resigned or abandoned their posts rather than execute decisions 
from which they dissented. 

\Ve need international discipline [continued Eberlein] if we 
really wish to he a closed world party, a fighti ng organization 
of the proletariat, and in this fighting organization individual 
comrades must in all circumstances subordinate their personal 
wishes to the common interests of the InternationaL' 

This lesson was thoroughly taken to hcart. The constitution of 
lKKl must be overhauled and put on a ncw hasis. Hitherto its 
members had been delegates appointed by national communist 
parties to represent them on the central organ. Z Henceforth its 
25 members (with 10 candidates) were to be dected, not by the 
constituent parties, but by the world congress. In other respects 
the inno"ations introduced since the previou,; congress 3 were 
approved. The presidium of from y to I I memhers was to act, in 
the words of the rapporteur, as " a sort of political bureau". The 
presidium was to appoint an organizational bureau of seven 
members, t\'iO of whom were to be also members of the presidium; 
and there \vas to be a secretary-general responsible to the pre
sidium with two assistant secretaries. Thus, in defiance of 
Lenin's warning, the organization of the Russian party was pre
cisely reproduced in the Communist International. Among the 
functions of the "organizational bureau" was the supervision 
of methods of appointment to important offices in the national 
parties (spontaneous resignations from party offices were hence
forth to be prohibited and would involve expulsion from the party), 

I ibid. p. SOS. 
2 The original pJan in 1<)1<) had hel'n to follow the precedent of the First 

International, in which the members of a centrally nominated general council 
shared out among themselves the duties of acting as " correspondents" for the 
national partit's (A. Balabanov, Rrimll'YImgl'1l und Rrlebnisse (1<)27), p. 251); 

but this was abandoned in favour of th(' representative principh-. 
. 1 Sec p. 394 above. 
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and the control of illegal work (the necessity for whith had been 
fully demonstrated by recent events in Italy and Germany). The 
" enlarged executive", consisting of the members of IKK I and of 
one or more members of each constituent party according to its 
size, \vas to meet twice a year in the intervals between congresses, 
occupying a corresponding place to the "party conference" 
in the organization of the Russian party. Finally, it was pro
nounced desirable that national parties should, as a rule, hold their 
congresses after, and not before, the world congresses of Comin
tern, the ohject heing to avoid the arrival of delegates in Moscow 
vvith binding instruction on controversial issues from their 
national party congresses. This instruction, which was in line 
with the abolition of the" federal" character of IRKI, made it 
clear that Comintern was to bc regarded not as a forum where 
delegates representing the views of the national party congresses 
reached collective decisions through processes of debate and 
compromise, but as a unitary directing organ whose decisions 
were handed down to be interpreted and applied by the national 
congresses. I 

The frankness of the speech in which these far-reaching 
innovations were proposed suggests that the paramount need of 
centralized organization and discipline was accepted as a matter 
of course, at any rate by the German and Russian delegates. In 
the perfunctory debate which followed (the congress ,vas in its 
concluding stage), the only point seriously challenged was the 
demand that national party congresses should follow and not 
precede the world congresses of Comintern; and the resolution 
was carried without amendment. 2 Just as even important members 
of the Russian party had shown little appreciation of the political 
consequences of party decisions on organization and on the control 
of appointments,3 so now vital decisions on the same questions 
were unanimously accepted almost without discussion, and appar
ently without serious misgiving, by the fourth congress of Comin
tern. The elections to IKKI held at the end of the congress bore 

( Prntnkoll des Vierle71 Kongresses dn KommunistiSl'hell Internati(mule (Ham
burg, 1923), pp. 803-813. 

2 The debate is ibid. pp. 814-82), the text of the r"soiution ibid. pp. 994-
'197; the resolution is not included in Kommullisticheskii Intematsional v 
Dokumentakh (1933). 

J Sec Vol. I, p. 204. 
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marks of th!: old system of national representation: "blocs of 
two or three nations wanted to have their representative on the 
executive, simply on national grounds". But, as Zinoviev 
remarked in his closing speech, " it is to be hoped that we have 
seen such a spectacle today for the last time ". From now on it 
would be the task of Com intern " to combat everything federalist 
and introduce real discipline ". J What was still perhaps not yet 
fully understood or recognized, even by the Russian delegation, 
was that the centralization of the organization of Comintern, which 
was completed by the fourth congress, necessarily resulted in a 
still more exclusive concentration of power in the hands of the 
dominant Russian group: it thus corresponded to the increasing 
prestige and authority of Soviet Russia and the relative eclipse of 
the other member parties in Comintern. Henceforth the policy 
of Comintern would be fitted into a framework of Soviet foreign 
policy instead of Soviet foreign policy being fitted - as had once 
been the case, at any rate in form ... into a framework of world 
revolution. It should he noted that this development, though not 
consciously planned by anyone, and in part consciously resisted 
by Lcnin who alonc saw something of its dangers, was virtually 
completed before Lenin disappeared from the fcene, and before 
the emergence of Stalin, who played no important part in the 
affairs of Comintern till some time after the fourth congress. 

The aflairs of particular communist parties, which occupied 
a large part of the debates of the fourth congress, gave few occa
sions to strike a cheerful note. The numbers claimed by each 
were read out at the congress. The Russian party with 324,522 
members (the parties of the l Tkraine, White Russia and other still 
formally independent Soviet republics were counted separately, 
but were numerically small), the German party with 226,000 

members and the Czech party with 170,000 members, could alone 
be regarded as mass communist parties, enrolling a substantial 
section of the workers in their respective countries. Elsewhere 
parties were still either small or of doubtful orthodoxy.2 "'.'hile 

1 ProtO/lOll des Viertell KOl1gresscs dl'/' Kommrmistischen IlIterllatiol1ale (Ham
burg, 1923), pp. 977-978. 

2 Ihid. pp. 363-367. 
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the fourth congress passed no special resolution one·the German 
question, it was still the German party which constituted the 
nerve-centre of Comintern and the focal point of all its controver
sies. "Unless all tokens deceive," repeated Zinoviev in his 
opening speech, " the path of the proletarian revolution leads from 
Russia through Germany" ; 1 and, now that the Rapallo treaty had 
given Germany a rccognized special position in Soviet foreign 
policy, the atTain; of Germany had a still more weighty and delicate 
place in the preoccupations of Comintern. It was a symptom of 
their importance that, where the Bolshevik leaders ditTered on 
matters of Com intern policy, the ditTerence always turned on 
the German issue. The leaders had been divided on the" open 
letter" policy in January H)2I, and again after l\Iarch I921 on the 
moral to be drawn from the l\Iarch action; 2 in the slimmer 
of 1922, with Lenin withdrawn from the scene, strife hroke 
out between ZiJ1(wiev and Radek on the interpretation of the 
policies of the" united front" and the" workers' government ", 
reflecting the divisions between Left and Right in the German 
party.3 The fourth eongress faced this issue in a major debate on 
tactics introduced by Zinoviev. 

The protagonists of the (;erman Right were l\T eyer and Thal
heimer (Brandler was not present), of the Left Ruth Fischer, 
representing the Berlin group, and Urbahns, representing the 
Hamburg group; these were left to make the running. Everyone 
accepted in principle the policy of the united front. But while 
Meyer argued that the united front meant primarily agreements 
reached with the leaders of socialist parties, Ruth Fiseher spoke 
of " an exaggerated stressing and admiration of negotiations with 
leaders" and wanted the so-called " united front from below", 
and Urbahns hluntly maintained that the record of the SPD and 
the USPD made cooperation with them impossible for com
munists. l\Ieyer criticized Zinoviev's attempt to identify the 
"workers' government" of the IKKl resolution of December 
1921 with the dictatorship of the proletariat or with a Soviet 
government, and thought that it obviously had a broader connota-

I Pr%koll des Vier/en K()ngresses dey Komrmmis/ischell Inll'YlIaliollal" (Ham-
burg, 1923), pp. 36-37. 1 See pp. 333-334 and 3H3 abovt,. 

, Sec pp. 413-414 above; the clash between Zinoviev and Hadek was not 
hrought into the open till 1')24 (Pr%k"ll: Fiir(f/{'y KOlIgre.u drr Komm1J1!istischen 
Itlternatiotlah' (n.d.), i, 4<)3-49('). 
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tion; l{uth ,Fischer attacked as too vague and loose a phrase of 
Radek to the effect that communists and socialists could collabo
rate in policies designed to secure the worker's" slice of bread". J 

Behind these nuances of phrase lay fundamental differences of 
policy about the attitude to be adopted to other Left parties. But 
the leaden; of Comintern were still less concerned (especially 
when they were themselves divided) to settle issues of principle 
than to compose disputes within the national parties, and thus 
remove the danger of further secessions. Lenin, who presided 
over the German commission of the congress, though he did not 
speak on these issues at the congress itself, used his failing strength 
to reconcile difierellces. ~ The resolution which emerged from 
these disclIssions was a compromise: it repeated the catchwords 
of both sides and settled nothing. r n the pursuit of a united front 
communists " are ready even to conduct negotiations with the 
treacherous leaders of the social-democrats and the Amster
damites "; on the other hand, " the true realization of the tactics 
of the united front can come only' from below', by taking the 
lead in factory commIttees, committees of action and such other 
bodies in which members of other parties and non-party elements 
would associate themselves with communists". Five kinds of 
"workers' governments" were distinguished, ranging from a 
" liberal workers' government" such as had existed in Australia 
and might soon arise in Great Britain, to a " genuine proletarian 
workers' government" in the form of a full dictatorship of the 
proletariat. But the conditions of communist participation in such 
governments were laid down only in the vaguest and most general 
terms. The only novelty was the recognition, as a legitimate 
variant, of " a worker-peasant government"; this was a develop
ment which became significant later.3 Within the (Jerman party, 
the resolution left the Right in possession, but allowed the Left to 
fight again another day on the same ground. Within the Russian 

I Pyotukull des r'iat<'l1 K(l1llfrcsSes da KOmmllllistisc/lell internationate (Ham
burg, 191.3), pr. 7(', XI. 

2 According to Ruth Fischer, Stalin and German Communism (Harvard, H)4X), 
pr. lXJ-r86, Radek and 13ukharin tried to persuade her to abandon her attitude, 
and the expulsion of the German Left was thought likely: Lenin's attitude, 
which" saved" the Left, came as a surprise to all. This account is, however 
coloured by later pn·judiccs: to expel dissidents was quite contrary to Comin~ 
tern policy at this time . 

.1 KIJlIlml.mistidleshii Il1tenratsionai V Dohumenlaklz (1933), pp. 299-302. 
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party, it upheld Radek - since Rapallo, at the summit of his 
success - against the attacks of Zinoviev, whose exclusive identi
fication of the " workers' government" with the dictatorship of 
the proletariat was rejected, but not emphatically enough to 
prevent a renewal of the same attack at a later date. 1 

The resolution" On the Versailles Peace Treaty" was non
controversial, being equally accepted by the German Right and 
by the German Left. 1 t was none the less novel and significant. 
The Bolsheviks had from time to time denounced the Versailles 
treaty as a typical example of imperialist rapacity. Lenin had 
once described it as " a thousand times more predatory" than 
Brest-Litovsk. 2 But it had hitherto been only an incidental factor 
in the Bolshevik analysis of the contradictions of the post-war 
capitalist world. The main resolution of the third congress of 
Comintern on " The \\'orld Situation and our Tasks" had dwelt 
on the shifting of the centre of gravity of world economy from 
Europe to America, on the rise of Japan and on the nasct.~nt 
conflict between continents; but, while casually remarking that 
" the Germans are becoming the coolies of Europe", it had placed 
little emphasis on Versailles; and the resolution of the same 
congress on tactics, which issued uetailed instructiol1s to German 
communists for an "unsparing struggle against the German 
Government", did not so much as mention it..! But a year later 
the picture had changed. It was no longer lightly assumed that 
nothing could be achieved without overthrowing the German 
Government. The enlarged session of 11:.1:.1 in March 1922, in 
the course of a long resolution on " The Struggle against War and 
the Danger of vVar ", demanded the abrogation of" all the treaties 
concluded at the end of the imperialist war ".4 The fourth con
gress, eight months later, under the joint influence of the Rapallo 
treaty and the policy of penetrating the German masses, made the 
Versailles peace treaty one of its principal themes, and, after listen
ing to denunciations of the treaty from orators drawn from nearly 
every European country, passed a special resolution, tactfully 

I At the fifth congress of Comintem in 1924 Zinoviev trieu to explain away 
his acceptance of key passages in this resolution (Prutokoll: Fr,"jter KV1lgress 
der Kommullistischen 11Itemativnale (n.d.), i, 79-80, 81-82). 

2 Lenin, Svchillelliya, xxiv, 545. 
3 Kommunisticheskii I1Itematsivnai v Dokumentakh (1933), pp. 163-180, 198. 
4 Ibid. p. 268. 
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proposed Ly the French delegate, Cachin, in which it became the 
pivot of a whole analysis of the international situation. I The 
treaty had turned central Europe, and Germany in particular, into 
"the new colony of the imperialist robbers". The German 
bourgeoisie was seeking to ingratiate itself with the bourgeoisie 
of the victorions Powers and to shift the burden of reparations on 
to the shoulders of the proletariat. Rut, however deep the misery 
into which the German proletariat was plunged, the magnitude 
of the reparations claims made this policy unrealizable, and Ger
many" is being converted into a plaything in the hands of England 
and France". After this bare hint of a common interest between 
German bourKfoi.l'ie and German proletariat in resisting Anglo
French pressure, the resolution returned to the tasks of the com
munist parties, which were to be coordinated in a general campaign 
against the treaty. The (;erman party was to proclaim the willing
ness of the German proletariat to help in the restoration of northern 
France, but to oppose bargains between French and German 
industrialists to fulfil reparations obligations at the expense of the 
German proletariat by " turning Germany into a colony of the 
French bourgeoisie". The French party was to protest against 
the" attempt to enrich the French bourgeoisie by further forced 
exploitation of the C;erman proletariat", to demand the with
drawal of French troops from the left bank of the Rhine and to 
struggle against the proposed occupation of the Ruhr. The Czech 
and Polish parties were to " unite the struggle against their own 
bourgeoisie with the struggle against French imperialism". The 
resolution was perhaps the first instance in Europe (though Baku 
may have furnished an Asiatic precedent) of a conscious and 
calculated efIort to coordinate Comintern action with the foreign 
policy of the Soviet Government. It also provided a foretaste of 
the embarrassments which might arise in this field in reconciling 
the rival susceptibilities of national communist parties. 2 

Paradoxically enough, Italy - with the Fascist coup still only 
six weeks old - was almost the only country where the fourth 

r Ihid. pp. 339-343. 
, Mention was made at the congress of an agreement recently reached 

between the German and French parties " espt'cially in the question of the 
Versaillcs treaty"; the German delegate complained that it was not being fully 
carril·d out (Proto/lOll ties Vierlel! Kongresses der Kommunistischett Internu.limlllie 
(Hamburg, 1923), pp. 76-77). 
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congress had an encouraging development to record. Tke patience 
so long extended to the Italian Socialist Party (and even to the 
Italian Communist Party which had rejected the decision of IKKI 
on the united front I) had at length been justitied. At its congress 
in Rome early in October H)22 the Italian Socialist Party had 
expelled the reformists, and decided to accept the 21 conditions 
and join Comintern; this would involve fusion with the Italian 
Communist Party. A long retrospective resolution on the Italian 
question adopted by the fourth congress of Comintern recalled 
that "the objective prerequisites of the victorious revolution" 
had heen present in Italy in the autumn of 1920 when the workers 
occupied the factories; only a " genuinely communist party" 
had been lacking. This had been created by the split at Leghorn 
in February 192 I, though the Italian Communist Party had 
remained small, and its leaders, while they had on paper renounced 
the errors of syndicalism, were still infected with its spirit. The 
resolution of the fourth congress, cheerfully citing ., the victory 
of Fascist reaction" as a motive for I. the most rapid union of all 
revolutionary forces of the proletariat", provided for t he creation 
of a committee consisting of two members of the I talian Com
munist Party, of Serrati and J\Iafli as representatives of the Italian 
Socialist Party, and of Zinoviev as chairman and arhiter, to work 
out the conditions of unity; and similar steps were to be taken 
in the local branches.! l\' egotiatiolls were carried on in !\II oscow 
during the winter. But jealousies between communists and 
socialists delayed progress; and early in 1923 Mussolini pounced 
on both parties in Italy and put most of their leaders under arrest. 
Almost the only ray of hope which the fourth congress of Comin
tern had been ahle to register had been snuffed out. 

The afl"airs of the British party, now in the throes of reorganiza
tion, were not discussed at the congress. But Zinoviev spoke of its 
progress in terms of unwontedly frank pessimism: 

r n England ... the development of our party goes very, very 
slowly. Perhaps in no other country does the communist 
movement develop as slowly as in England. We must begin 
to study England; we do not yet know the causes of this slow 
development. Considering the great unemployment and great 

I See p. 41fl, note 3. aboye. 
2 Kommutlisticlzeskii 11l1ernutsirmaL v Dokumentaklz (1933), pp. 350-300. 
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povert1 of the proletariat the development of communism In 

England is remarkably slow. 1 

The crisis in the French party, on the other hand, received an 
inordinate amount of attention from the enlarged session of IKK I 
which preceded the congress, from a commission under the 
presidency of Trotsky appointed by the congress, and frolll the 
congress itself; no less than 24 French delegates from a1\ sections 
of the party were in attendance, Frossard heing the only note
worthy ahsentee. 2 Obstinately denying the facts, the congress 
once again ruled out" the very idea of a split, which is in no way 
called for by the position of affairs in the party ",3 and continued 
its attempts to compel the Right and Left wings not only to settle 
down together, but to adopt the despised policy of the united 
front. In effect the Left emerged victorious through a roundahout 
device. I n the Latin countries of Europe freemasonry had long 
been the uniform of anti-clerical radicalism, both bourgeois and 
socialist. In Italy, as long ago as '914, the socialist party had 
excluded freemasons from its ranks. I n France, freemasonry had 
continued to provide a link hetween hourgeois Left and socialists; 
and several of the French Right communist leaders, including 
Frossard himself, were freemasons. This fact came to light in the 
comm ission of the fourth congress -- " for the first time, to our 
amazement", as Trotsky afterwards declared. 4 This was too good 
a weapon for the Left. The congress isslIed the edict that al\ 
memhers of the French party who were freemasons must publicly 
declare before ] anuary I, H)23, on pain of expulsion from the 
party, that they had ceased to be freemasons, and thereafter be 
ineligible for " responsible posts in the party" for a period of 
two years.·1 Frossard resigned from the party forthwith; others 

I Pr%ko/f dt's Via/ell Knll~r('.I"s,'S da Kmll1lllmistiscliell III/crlllltillllale (Ham
hurg, 1 1)2J), p. 50. 

2 Thest. proceedings are fully descrihed with references to the French 
soun"'s in G. Walter, Ilis/oirt, du Parti C01ll1lllllziste Frall(ais (1948), pp. 1 J 5- 1 21. 

J K01ll1llwzistirli,'shii bllt'Ylzlltsimllll v Dnlwmentllkh (1933), p. 344. 
4 Prololwll d~s Via/I'n Ko/I~rl'sses der KommlmislisrhNl lll/analional,' (Ham

burg, )()23), p. 865. It was fn·ely asserted by French dissidents that the discovery 
of freemasonry was merely a pretext for disciplinary action and that its 
existence in the French party had long been known: the question had in 
fact heen raised by Serrati at a meeting of IKKI in 11)20 (L. O. Frossard, 
De Jaures a Lenin" (1930), p. 2(6). 

, Knm1lllmislicheskii Internllis/mlili t· Doku1ltl'tltahh (1933), p .. 148. 
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severed their connexion with freemasonry. The U\ro years' 
proscription does not seem to have been rigorously enforced. 

The affairs of the Norwegian Labour Party provided an equally 
disconcerting picture. It had from the first been a party of highly 
dubious orthodoxy. I It had accepted the 21 conditions with a 
single reservation: the party was built up on the collective 
membership of trade unions, and this made it difficult to apply 
the prescribed test of individual conformity.z Bllt in practice the 
party went its own way, refusing even to exchange its old name 
for that of" Norwegian Communist Party"; and, with the reac
tion against" splitting" tactics which set in after March 1921, 

Corn intern did not venture to take action against it. At length in 
June 1922, Tranmael, the leader of the party, was induced to 
attend the enlarged session of IKKI; but the result was a resolu
tion which dealt only with party errors on particular questions 
and evaded the issue of principle. 3 But hetween this session and 
the fourth congress of Comintern in the following November, the 
split in the Norwegian party, as in the French party, had hecome 
an accomplished fact; and Tranmacl and the majority of the 
central committee, like Frossard and his associates, disobeyed the 
urgent summons of IKKI to attend the congress. Faced with 
this defiance, the congress appointed a commission under the 
tactful presidency of Bukharin, whose mandate clearly was to 
uphold discipline without pushing the issue to a break. The 
resolution once more demanded that the name of the party should 
be changed and dissident groups within it expelled, and proposed 
that" for the establishment of a better link between the party 
and IKK I " a delegate of IK KI should attend the next party 
congress. 4 But these soothing phrases meant nothing. It was 
clear that the mass Korwegian party was already lost to Comintern. 
Through delaying tactics the formal split was postponed till the 

I See p. 145 ahove. 
2 Dey Z1('eitl! Krmgress dey Komtmmist. Interlll1lilillal" (Hamhurg, 11)2 I), 

P·31l2. 
3 KommulIisli,lzl'Skii InleYflats;onal l' /)okumentahh (11)33), pp. 289-292; 

according to Zinovicv, Radek, who was sent at this time to discuss thl' qucstion 
in Oslo, made a " rotten compromise" with 'l'ranmael (Pyoto/wll." Fun/ter 
KOllgress dey Kommunislisrhen Internationale (n.d.), i, 469). 

• Bukharin's report is in Protokoll d,'s Vier ten KonRyeSSeS der Kommunis
tis,hen International" (Hamburg, 1923), pp. 945-955; the resolution ibid. 
pp. 955-956. 
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autumn d 1923, when the party seceded from Comintern, and a 
small minority broke away from it to form a Norwegian Com
munist Party. 

Simultaneously with the fourth congress of Comintern, Pro
flntern held its second congress. The application of " united 
front" tactics to Proflntern was direct and obvious, since this was 
an organization ostensibly formed to build up contacts with the 
masses of the workers. In December 192 I, even hefore the 
promulgation of the new slogan by IKKI, a proposal was made to 
the Amsterdam International for joint action to avert a threatened 
split between syndicalists and socialists in the French trade-union 
movement; I in February 1922 a proposal of the Norwegian 
trade unions for a joint conference of the two trade union Inter
nationals " to work out parallel forms and methods of struggle 
against the otfensive of capitalism" was warmly endorsed by the 
council of ProfinteI"n. 2 Both these projects were ignored by 
Amsterdam. Undeterred by these rebuffs, Profintern took advan
tage of the Berlin conference of the Second, Third and Two-and-a 
half Internationals in April 1922 to issue a further appeal to the 
workers of all countries " to unite in resistance to the offensive 
of capital"; and Lozovsky once more proposed a conference 
between Proflntern, the Amsterdam International and all inde
pendent unions.} These overtures served no purpose except to 
provide a spurious basis for the argument that it was Amsterdam, 
not Moscow, which was splitting the trade union movement and 
opposing the quest for unity. The year 1922 proved to be the 
high- water mark of Profintern's success in western and central 
Europe. In France the attempt of the leadership of the CGT to 
discipline and expel its syndicalists ended in a breakaway and 
in the formation of the Confederation Generale du Travail Uni
taire (CGTU), which affiliated to Profintern and for some time 

I D,'syat' Let Projillfema v Re.zolyutsiyahh (1930), pp. R9-90. During H)21 

an active struggk was waged in tht· C(;1' to expel syndicalists (H. l'v1ar'luand, 
dc., /,abour in Four C01llillt"lltS (1939), Pl'. 14-15); since the syndicalists were 
the strongest supporters of Comintcrn and Profintern, the latter had an important 
interest in resisting their expulsion. 

2 DesYllt' Let Projinternll v Rez()/Ylttsiyakh (1930), pp. 83-84. 
3 KraS1lyi Internlltsional ProjsoyttZOV, NO.4 (15), April Itj22, pp. 311-312, 

313-3 16. 
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represented a majority of French trade-unionists; and i~r Czecho
slovakia a majority of the unions also affiliated to Moscow But 
elsewhere the big battalions of the western trade-union movement 
remained on the side of Amsterdam. At the German trade union 
congress in Leipzig in June 1922, there were 90 communist dele
gates out of a total of 700; and even this proportion was not 
maintained by the supporters of Moscow at later congresses. I 
In Great Britain Proflntern never won the aIlegiance of more than 
a handful of unions. In these circumstances the charge that the 
Amsterdam International was responsible for splitting the move
ment lacked cogency, and - at any rate in Germany and Great 
Britain --- recoiled on the heads of its authors. 

The second congress of Profintern, which met in I\ovember 
1922, attracted little limelight and was marked by the sallle mood 
of restraint and retreat as the meeting of the pan:nt hody. The 
report of the council was couched in intransigent terms, and 
recorded once more that" all attempts of Proflntern to create a 
united front with the Amsterdam 1nternational met with obstinate 
sabotage from the latter ".! This made it all the more necessary 
for Profintern to come to terms with its own Left wing. As 
recently as July 1922 the of11cial organ of Comintern had carried, 
in an article entitled The Anarcl/O-~)I/di({/Iists {lnd Profit/tan, a 
bitter attack on French and Italian trade unions and on the IWW 
for demanding the independence of Profintern from Comintern . .l 
But now conciliation was the order of the day. The delegation of 
the newly formed French CCTU came to the congress with a 
categorical demand for a withdrawal of the resolution of the first 
congress on the subordination of l'rofintern to Comintern, and --
almost for the only time in the history of either of these institu
tions - the central authority yielded. A long resolution ended 
by recording the willingness of Profintern " to meet half-way the 
revolutionary workers of France, and to accept the proposal of 
the eCTU in order to strengthen at the congress the bloc of all 
sincerely revolutionary elements of the international trade-union 
movement who rally under the banner of the overthrow of 

1 O. K_ Flechthcim, Die KPD in der W"imarer Republih (OtIcnhach, 1948), 
p. 91. 

, Desyat' Let Profintema v Rezolyutsiyahh (1930), p. S9. 
, KmlllJlunisticheshii inlematsiunai, No_ 21 (July i(), 1,)22), cols. 5603-5628. 
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capitalism. and the establishment of the dictatorship of the pro
letariat ": the resolution of the first congress was abrogated, and 
no new definition of relations substituted. 1 This paper retreat 
represented, as Zinoviev made clear in his speech at the congress, 
only a tactical man<ruvre: "what is happening here is that we 
accept certain prejudices entertained by the revolutionary elements 
in Latin countries ".l It is doubtful whether it changed anything 
in practice. The two dilemmas which had confronted Profintern 
from the moment of its foundation were still unresolved. The 
only mass trade unions of western Europe which were eager to 
break with Amsterdam were the syndicalists who stood for inde
pendent and non-political unions; and elsewhere the campaign 
against the Amsterdam International seemed irreconcilable with 
thc policy of peaceful penetration of the unions. A highly opti
mistic statement submitted by Lozovsky to the twelfth party 
congress in April, 1923, claimed a total of J3 million adherents of 
Profintern as against 14 or at most 15 million for Amsterdam. 
But he admitted that in Cermany Proflntern had only 35 per cent 
of the organized workers, in England 15 per cent and in Belgium 
10 per cent; aJld even these figures were probably exaggerated. J 

The Bolsheyik leaders never admitted defeat or pu hlicly recog
nized that the foundatioJl of Profintern had been a tactical mis
calculation. It continued from time to time to have its value as 
an instrument of propaganda; and its embarrassment;; in Europe 
were probably outweighed by its usefulness in Asia, where the 
numerical strength claimed by Loz()\,sky principally resided. The 
second congress improved on the first by passing a long resolution 
" On Trade-Union l\lovcments in Colonial and Semi-Colonial 
Countries". It recorded the growth in these countries of " a 
numerous native industrial proletariat ... working in undertakings 
of the European and American type and concentrated in great 
masses in large industrial centres"; it looked forward to calling a 
conference of " revolutionary trade unions" representing native 
workers; and in the meanwhile it decided to establish propaganda 
bureaux in ports where seamen were likely to congregate. 4 The 

J DesY<lI' Lei Profinterna v Rezo/yutsiyakh (1930), pp. 109-110. 
• G. Zinoviev, L'inlernationai,' Communisle lJU Travail (1923), pp. 176-177. 
3 Dvenadlsatyi S"ezd Rossiislwi Kommunistirheslwi Partii (Rol'she?'ilwv) 

(1923), pp. 279-21\0. 
• Desyat' Let Pro/intern{/ v Rezo/yulsiyakh (1930), pp. II 1-114. 
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activity thus set on foot was to prove of some import<nce in the 
Far East, and was a standing criticism of the geographical and 
racial limitations of IFTU and of the principal unions affiliated 
to it. 

Another pendant to the fourth congress of Comintern was the 
attendance of a Soviet trade union delegation, consisting of Radek, 
Lozovsky and Rothstein, who had just returned from the post of 
Soviet repre~entative in Teheran, at a peace congress cOllvened 
hy IFTU at the Hague in December 1922 and presided over by 
the British trade-union leader J. J 1. Thomas. The dual purpose 
of t his move was to illustrate Bolshevik eagerness for a united 
front with other workers' parties and organizations and to proclaim 
Soviet interest in the cause of peace. The experience of the Berlin 
meeting of the three Internationals in the previous April with its 
mutual recriminations was reproduced with few variations, except 
that the Soviet delegation, mindful of Lenin's reproaches on that 
occasion, was now determined to make no concessions. Rothstein 
read to the congress a fourteen-point project of which the major 
proposal was to establish an international committee of action, 
and national committees of action, against war. This found no 
supporters, and Lozovsky's pleas for a united front were greeted 
with opprobrium and ridicule. The not very impressive resolu
tions in support of peace proposed hy the bureau of the congress 
were eventually carried against the single dissentient vote of the 
Soviet delegation. Only at one point was Radek stung into an 
utterance which seemed out of tune with the obstinately con
ciliatory language otherwise held by the delegation: 

\Ve have an army. \Ve will not demobilize our army. So 
you see we are not anxiously concerned ahout Russia. Bllt we 
are now concerned with the danger to which the proletariat of 
western Europe is exposed. In order to avert that danger we 
now offer you, frankly and fearlessly the hand of friendship 
and cooperation. Reject that offer, and the outstretched hand 
of friendship will be turned against YOII.I 

I Report of the Intrmationa! pl'fJfp Congrf'Ss held at the Ha{[Ut', December 
IO-15, I()2;! (Amsterdam, n.d.), pp. 102, Ilk, l .. n-145. illlt'l'llaliolla/e Presse
Korrt'spolldl'1/z, No. 239 (D£'cember J X, H)2Z), is devoted to the eongress; it 
ends with a short article by Lozo,"sky dt'scrihin~ the con~r(:ss as a .. zoologi(:al 
garden" in which" the /lies alm'>'t die of boredom n. A further article on the 
congress hy Lozovsky is in Die jlllernationaie, vi, No. I (January 6, 1923), 
pp. '3- 2 1. 
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The last .pisode of 1922, and an important factor in the con
solidation of Soviet foreign policy, was a reaffirmation against 
strong party criticism of the monopoly of foreign trade. The 
authority and influence of Vneshtorg, which administered the 
monopoly, and of Krasin, as People's Commissar, had automatic
ally grown with the revival of foreign trade, especially after the 
signature of the Anglo-Soviet trade agreement. On the other hand, 
the principle of the monopoly seemed to fit in better with the 
economic structure of war communism, under which it had begun 
to operate, than with the spirit of NEP. It was not surprising that 
demands began to be heard for a modification of the monopoly 
and the admission of private enterprise to the jealously guarded 
preserve of foreign trade. This view seems to have first found 
open expression at a conference on financial policy at Gosbank in 
November H)2I ; I and it came to be particularly associated with 
Sokolnikov, the People's Commissar for Finance. 2 A decree of 
March 13, 1922, while retaining the monopoly intact, evidently 
represented an attempt to mollify those who denounced its exces
sive rigidity. While authorizing Vneshtorg to acquire goods for 
export on a commission hasis from state institutions or under
takillgs or from cooperatives, it also empowered these bodies to 
conclude cont racts with foreign traders, though always subject to 
the approval of the commissariat; and a similar flexibility of 
procedure was applied to imports."' After this, criticism was 
concentrated on the bureaucratic methods of Vneshtorg; and it 
may he suspected that the commallding position held by Krasin 
in the Soviet economy inspired the jealousy of many whose party 
record was less chequered. and present devotion to party orthodoxy 
less dubious. At a conference of departments concerned in foreign 
trade in J line 1922, the commissariat was attacked hy Dogdanov 
and Nogin on hehalf of Vesenkha, and defended hy Krasin; and 
a resolution of the conference, while upholding the principle of 
the foreign trade monopoly, demanded that its machinery should 

I See Vol. 2, p. 352. 

2 I n a pamphlet published in 11)22 Sokolnilwv argued that " the weakly 
organized and inadequately t('sted Soviet apparatus" was not equal to dealing 
with foreign capitalists, and ~upported the creation of mixed companies in which 
Vnt'shtorg would have only" a regulating r61e " (C. Y. Sokolnikov, GoslIdl/l'st
f'cnnyi Kapitalizm i NM'fIya Eko'lOmicheskaya Politika (1922), pp. 7-9). 

3 Sobranie Uzakolle1lii, 1922, No. 24, art. 266. 
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be made less bureaucratic. J Two months later Kr.llsin was still 
on the defensive, explaining that the monopoly was necessary 
" until the recovery of the country, exhausted as the result of long 
years of war, blockade and intervention, allows it to get on its feet 
once more and become economically strong ".2 Two decrees of 
October I h, 1922, accorded to all State economic organs the right 
to transact import and export business through theIr own repre
sentatives abroad, though without infringing the monopoly of 
foreign trade, and under the supervision of Vreshtorg. 3 In the 
same month Krasin repeated in a press interview that the foreign 
trade monopoly" does not mean that all commercial operations are 
carried out by organs of the People's Commissariat of Foreign 
Trade"; state undertakings, cooperatives, private concerns and 
mixed companies all played their part, though under the authority 
and supervision of the commissariat. 4 

Meanwhile the issue had been carried to the central committee 
of the party, where on October 12, 1<)22, Sokolnikov proposed a 
resolution demanding a relaxation of the foreign trade monopoly 
in respect of certain categories of goods and over certain frontiers. 
Bllkharin, having sought to carry war communism to its logical 
conclusion and stood at that time Oil the extreme Left, now 
applied the same thirst for logical consistency to ;'\; EP and, 
moving over to the extreme Right, supported Sokolnikov. In the 
absence of Lenin (who had only just returned to work after his 
first stroke) and of Trotsky, the resolution was carried. It could, 
of course, have no formal effect until it was transferred to the 
governmental machine; and it was subject to appeal by any 
member of the committee to the party congress. Lenin at once 
protested, and demanded that the question should be brought up 
again at the next session of the central committee in December. 
On the following day, Krasin on hehalf of Vneshtorg sent in a set 
of theses opposing the decision; and Bukharin in a letter of 
October IS, 1922, to the central committee defended the resolution 
against both Lenin and Krasin.> There the matter rested till the 
middle of December 1922, when Lenin, whose health had again 

I Russian Informati()n and Revicw, July 15, If)ZZ, pr. 470-471. 
2 L. B. Krasin, V()pros), r'neslmei Tor/?ovii (Uj2X). p. 306. 
J k)'lJbrllnie Uzalwnenii, 1'1-'2, l'\o. 65, art. H4(); No. 66, art. X6z. 
4 Russian Information and Review, November 4, 1<)22, pp. 72-73. 
, Lenin, Sochineniya, xxvii, 558-559, note 177. 
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broken down", discovered that he would be unable to attend the 
central committee and became anxious about the coming discus
sion. On December 12, having learned that Trotsky was also 
opposed to the October resolution, Lenin wrote to him asking 
him " to take upon yourself at the coming plenum the defence 
of our common opinioll OIl the unconditional necessity of preserv
ing and reinforcing the monopoly of foreign trade". 1 On the next 
day he dictated a long memorandum for the central committee 
which took the form of a refutation of Bukharin's letter and a 
defence of Krasin's theses: 

In practice Bukharin stands for the defence of the speculator, 
of the petty bourgeois, of the richest peasants, against the indus
trial proletariat, which is absolutely not in a condition to revive 
industry, and to make Russia an industrial country, without the 
protection, not of a customs policy, but only and exclusively of 
a monopoly of foreign trade. Any other kind of protectionism 
in the conditions of contemporary Russia is completely fictitious, 
paper protectionism which gives nothing to the proletariat. 

The memorandum ended by supporting mixed companies as the 
best way" really to improve the bad apparatus of Vneshtorg ".2 

Two days later Lenin wrote again to Trotsky expressing hopes of 
victory, since" a part of those voting against us in October have 
now come over partially or completely to our side ".J l\othing is 
known of what passed at the central committee on December 18, 
H}22, except that the Octoher resolution was unconditionally 
rescinded. Lenin was able to congratulate himself and Trotsky 
on having " captured the position without firing a shot", and 
proposed that the matter should be clinched hy a decision of the 
next party congress. 4 This proposal was carried into effect in 
April 1923, a month after Lenin's final incapacity, by an unusually 
emphatic resolution of the twelfth party congress: 

The congress categorically confirms the inviolability of the 
monopoly of foreign trade and the inadmissibility of any evasion 
of it and any weakness in its application, and instructs the new 

I 1.. Trotsky, The Real Situatioll ill Russia (n.d. [1928J), p. 287. 
l Lenin, Sochillelliya, xxvii, 379-382. 
] L. Trotsky, The Real Situatioll ill Russia (n.d. [1928]), PI'. 28S-z89. 
4 Jbid. pp. 289-290 . 
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central committee to take systematic measures 10 strengthen 
and develop the regime of the monopoly of foreign trade. [ 

A few days before the congress met, a decree of VTsI K had 
reaffirmcd thc authority of Vneshtorg and of its trade delegations 
ahroad, and severcly limited the rights of othcr statc organs in the 
domain of foreign trade. l Thc forcign trade monopoly was there
after imprcgnable. 

I ,'1\1'(1J) l' RezolYlItSl)'ll"" ('C)4I), i, 472. 
, S"hrlllli,· U:::alwrzenii, ['!::./, '\'0. 31, art. 14.1. 



CHAPTER 32 

THE EASTERN QUESTION 

T II Ii retreat from the constant and active promotion of world. 
revolution, which characterized Soviet foreign policy after 
March 1921, and had led by the end of 1922 to a marked 

consolidation of Soviet interests in Europe, was equally con
spicuous in eastern aft'airs. The transition in eastern policy was 
in many respects less sharp and less difficult. While from 1920 

onwards the emphasis OIl Soviet interest in Asia progressively 
increased, there was no non-European country where the prospects 
of proletarian revolution could be anything but remote, or where 
any natiYe communist party was more than a slavish imitation of 
the Russian model or a direct emanation of Soviet influence. In 
these circumstances, the question which for so long embarrassed 
Soviet diplomacy in Europe ---- the question whether Moscow was 
more directly interested in stimulating the downfall of capitalist 
governments or in coming to terms with them - scarcely arose in 
Asia, or arose only in minor and transient episodes like that of 
Kuchik in Persia. In Asia such independent or semi-independent 
national governments as existed constantly found themselves, 
through the nature of their ambitions and aspirations, in a posture 
of active or potential hostility to the western PO\vers. Soviet 
H.ussia had every incentive, material and moral, to encouragt' their 
aspirations and to fan the flame of their animosities against the 
west; the common position occupied by Soviet Russia and by the 
Asiatic countries in relation to the imperialist Powers was an un
ceasing theme of Soviet writns and politicians. If, in the period 
after March 1921, some restraint entered into the pursuit of this 
policy, this was due not to any inclination to support local com
munist elements in revolt against the national governments, but 
to the peculiar ohligations created hy the Anglo-Soviet trade 
agreement, which made it politic for the time being to avoid overt 

467 
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demom,trations of support for anti-British elements'in Asia. The 
substance of Soviet policy throughout the period after 1921 was 
to seck collaboration \vith national governments in Asia and to 
extend Soviet influence owr those governments, but to pursue 
this policy as far as possible hy gradual and unohtrusive methods 
which would not destroy or prejudice opportunities of profitable 
economic relations with the ,,'estern capitalist world. ''\'ithin the 
framework of the general policy, action in Asia in concrete cases 
responded sensitively to the harometcr of those relations. 

The comparatin·Jy restrained and diplomatic character of 
Soviet foreign policy in t he period after l\1arch 1<)2 I spread to 
Soviet relatioI18 with Afghanistan. Surits was succeeded as Soviet 
representative by Raskolnikov, the hero of the descent on Enzeli 
and the eviction of the British from northern Persia; and British 
agents continued to furnish lurid reports of his activities in Kahul. 
But Bolshevik propaganda in India, where it might have expected 
to find a fruitful soil, was strangely unsuccessful. The prospects 
of revolution there, which had ncvcr perhaps heen treated very 
seriously in Moscow, faded; and, with the signature of the Anglo
Soviet trade agreement, Soviet interest in them correspondingly 
declined. Afghanistan had settled clown to a comfortable balance 
between the rival powers of Creat Britain and Soviet Russia. 
The counterpart of the Soviet-Afghan treaty of February 28, 1921, 
was a new Anglo-Afghan treaty signed on 0;ovemher 22 of the 
same year: this provided for regular diplomatic and consular 
representation and removed the ban on the transit of arms and 
munitions via India to Afghanistan.' But, lest this should appear 
as too definite and uncompromising a tllrn towards the British 
side on the part of the Afghan Government, it was accompanied 
by a declaration condemning the unfriendly policy pllfsued by the 
British Government towards Turkey. 2 I n the summer of 1922 

Enver's last campaign against Soviet rule in eastern Turkestan is 
said to have excited Afghan sympathies and led to another bout of 
coolness in Soviet-Afghan relations . .1 On the whole, however, 
hoth Soviet Russia and Creat Britain were moving at this time, 

I Trl'a!.>, hC/Z{'l'etl the BY/fish and Aj!(lltl/l Gor','rmnents, November 22, If)2I, 

Cmd. 17X6 (1922). 
" A. L P. Dennis, Thc Forclgn Poli,il's oj Soviet Russia (1924), p, 258 

(where, however, the treaty is misdated 1922). 
J 1,. Fischer. The S01Jiets in World Affairs (1930), i, 434. 
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slowly and Iialtingly enough, towards the recognition that an 
independent Afghanistan might serve as a barrier and a buffer, 
rather than as a bone of contention, between them. Fears of a 
serious Soviet threat to India became the personal prerogative of 
Curzon, and there was a faint note of condescension in the terms 
in which Chichcrin addressed him at the Lausanne conference in 
December 1922 : 

You are uneasy because our horsemen have reappeared on 
the heights of the Pamirs, and because you have no longer to 
deal with the half-witted Tsar who ceded the ridge of the 
Hindu Kush to you in 1895. But it is not war that we otler you, 
it is peace, based on the principles of a partition wall between us. 1 

Consolidation rather than advance had become the key-note of 
Soviet policy in Central Asia. 

I n Persia, after the signature of the Soviet-Persian treaty of 
February 26, 192 I, and Rothstein '8 arrival two mont hs later as 
Soviet representative in Teheran, the struggle between Soviet and 
British influence was more actively and stubbornly pursued. But 
here, too, Soviet policy was quickly emptied of any revolutionary 
content. Correct relations were maintained with the Persian 
Government, and favour was shown to the rising star of Riza 
Khan, the military power behind the coup of February 192 I. The 
strong hand of Riza, like that of Kemal in Turkey, seemed to 
Soviet observers to embody the forces of Persian nationalism, and 
to offer the hest promise of an independent Persia capable of 
resisting British domination. 

Her [Soviet Russia's] direct interests [wrote a Soviet com
mentator at this time] are that Persia should be a strong central
ized state capable of defending itself against any interference in 
its aHain; hy third parties and especially, of course, hy England. 
Such a position would guarantee Soviet Russia against any 
utilization of Persian territory hy English forces for an attack 
on Russia. In a strong central state power, resting on a smgle 
national army, will also be found a pledge of the commercial 

I The Lausanne CorzjerC1lcl' on Near Eastl'rtI Affairs, IQ22-19':J, Cmci. 1814 
(192), p. 149; the mention of the Pamirs probably referred to an allegation 
in the Homo: lett~r to Krasin of March 10, 1921 (sec p. 288 above), that" an 
army order issued by the Soviet authorities has announced the unfurling of the 
red flag on the Pamirs as an indication to tbe people of India that their deliver
ance is at hand". 
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and cultural development of Persia and of her tr:msition from 
feudal to modern forms of economic and political existence. I 

It was an asset of Soyiet policy in Asia at this time that it continued 
to regard the growth of strong national states as a Soviet interest, 
whereas British policy still lay under the imputation of favouring 
weak rulers and small semi-independent local chiefs dependent on 
British aid and British protection. 

A serious crisis, however, occurred in Soviet counsels before the 
new policy was finally established, and provided a striking example 
of the lack of coordination which at this time still made it possihle 
for different Soviet authorities to pmsue independent and in
compatihle policies. The immediate ambition of the Persian 
Government was to complete the withdrawal of foreign troops 
from Persia; and the Soviet Government had made the with
drawal of Soviet forccs conditional on that of the British. 
In May 1921 the last British troops left Persian soil. It was at 
this moment that the Soviet supporters of Kuchik and his inde
pendent republic in Gilan, who were radically opposed to the 
policy of appeasement of a national Persian Government, attempted 
their last throw. In the summer of 1921 Kuchik started to THarch 
on Teheran - a venture in which he received the support not 
only of his Soviet advisers, but of reinforcements sent across the 
Caspian Sea from the Azerbaijan SSR. The attempt proved a 
fiasco, and was disowned by Chicherin in Moscow and by Roth
stein in Teheran, who is said to have made a personal protest to 
Lenin. 2 The policy of support for Kuchik was now finally 
abandoned. The withdrawal of Soviet forces proceeded according 
to plan, and was completed in September 1921. This paved the 
way for the final collapse of the Gilan republic, which came in 
October 1921 when Persian forces reoccupied Gilan with Soviet 
approval, and hanged Kuehik as a rehe!.3 Other movements by 

I Novyi Vostok, iv (n.d. [1923]), 21!l-2IQ. 
2 1.. Fischer, The Soviets in World Affairs (1930), i, 288. This incident, 

which understandably" disturbed Soviet-Persian relations for a short period", 
is glossed over by Soviet writers; according to further information (ibid. 
(2nd cd., 1951), i, xvi) Kuchik's army included not only kvies from the 
Caucasus, but" Russian peasants from Tula ". 

j Novyi Vostok, iv (n.d. [1923]), 217-218, which ignores the summer 
venture, records Kuchik's downfall in October and explains it in the following 
terms: "The revolutionary movement in Gilan, which flourished principally 
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semi-indep~ndent leaders in other frontier districts were mopped 
up shortly afterwards. 

The period during which these events occurred was marked 
by a series of disputes about the application of the Soviet-Persian 
treaty, the ratification of which was delayed by the Mejlis till 
December 15, 1921.' It was not long before the perennial oil 
question once more raised its head. Under the treaty Soviet 
Russia had confirmed her renunciation of all concessions in Persia 
formerly granted to Russian governments or to Russian nationals, 
hut on condition that the Persian Government did not transfer 
these concessions to any other foreign Power or to its nationals. 
In November 1921, in defiance of this provision, the Persian 
Government granted to the Standard Oil Company a concession 
in northern Persia which had formerly been held by a Georgian 
of Russian nationality, and the necessary authority was voted in 
surprising haste hy the Mejlis. Vigorous protests \vere made by 
the Soviet Government. 2 Nor was the appearance of American 
capital in the Persian oil industry welcomed by the Anglo-Persian 
Oil Company, which was able to secure from the Standard Oil 
Company an agreement for the joint exploitation of the newly 
acquired concession,3 and further strengthened its position by an 
issue of capital which made the British Government a majority 
shareholder. This combination was, however, little to the taste 
of the Persian Government, which in June 1922 cancelled its 
agreement with the Standard Oil Company and entered into fresh 
negotiations with the Sinclair Consolidated Oil Corporation. 4 In 

on the slogan' Down with the English " went perceptibly downhill after th .. 
evacuation of Persia by the English forces. In view of the backwardness 
and inc'rtia of thc Persian peasantry, it found no support among the Persian 
pl·asantry; the Persian tradcrs and bourgeoisie in general connected the im
provement of their position with an opening of commercial relations with 
Soviet Russia, and were not inclined at thc moment to take up arms against the 
feudal c('ntral government." 

I For an account of these items sec ibid. iv, 210-215. 
2 Ibid. iv, 213-214; ReY'lle du lHrmde Musul11latl, Iii (19ZZ), 167-168, cites 

1I protest of Rothstein to the Persian Covernment of January 15, 1922. 
3 The Anglo-Pcrsilln Oil Company had already in 1920 purchased the same 

concession from its former Georgilln holder; but the Persian Government not 
unnaturally refused to Tccognize this transfer. 

• A documented, though no doubt somewhat tendentious, account of these 
transactions appears in L. Fischer, Oil imperialism (n.d. [1927]), pp. 210-
23 2 . 
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the end Soviet protests against the concession proved sfIective for 
a reason which was made clear in an uncompromising article in 
Prm.'da: 

These concessions are not utilizahle without transit through 
Russia. The Russian Government cannot admit on the Russo
Persian frontier the organization of a capitalist centre capable 
at the right moment of transforming the concession into a 
purely military base which would be a menace for Russia.' 

In November 1922 Rothstein returned to l\Ioscow, and was 
succeeded as Soviet representative in Teheran by Shumyatsky. 
Rothstein had proved so powerful a defender of traditional Russian 
interests as sometimes to suggest that Soviet interference might be 
as distasteful to Persian pride as British interference, or as Russian 
interference in the past; his withdrawal was said to be due to 
protests against his high-handed action in giving asylum in the 
Soviet mission to the editors of three Persian papers who were 
charged with having infringed the Persian press law by anti
British and pro-Soviet propaganda. z 

The most important aim of Soviet policy in Persia in the period 
of more restrained diplomacy which followed Rothstein's de
parture was the conclusion of a trade agreement. The Persian 
Government, suspecting on the strength of past experience that 
close economic relations with a strong Power spelt political 
dependence, seems to have been ohstructive from the start. A 
representative of Vneshtorg arrived in Teherall as early as August 
I92I; and in September and October Chicherin was pressing the 
Persian Government to send a delegation for trade negotiations 
to ~loscow . .1 But it was not till J line I922 that negotiations 
began, and even then made little progress in face of Persian objec
tions to the system of the monopoly of foreign trade. On Novem
ber 9, H)22, the Soviet delegation made an important concession. 
This was a moment when the monopoly was under heavy attack 
in Soviet circles; 4 and a certain licence for frontier traffic with 
Asiatic countries had long been conceded in practice, if not in 

I ['l'm,tlll, Septemher 24, 1<)22. 

" Rothstein's victory in this Itlcident (the editors wer!' apparently reinstated) 
is enthusiastically described in N()vyi V()stok, iv (n.d. [1<)23]), 627-62<}. 

3 Ibid. iv, :.ll6- z1 7. 
• See p. 464 above. 
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principle.! • It was now announced that the Soviet Government 
was prepared to draw up lists of goods which could be imported 
into Persia from Soviet Russia and exported from Persia to Soviet 
Russia by processes of private trade and without passing through 
the hands of Vneshtorg; this concession was, however, made 
dependent on a change in the composition of the Persian Govern
ment which was accw;ed (partly, no dOll bt, on account of the 
friction with Rothstein) of " feudal" and Anglophil propensities. 
In Fehruary 1923 a cabinet crisis occurred; the new government 
introduced a tariff' more favourable to Soviet goods; and on 
February 27 lists of good~ in which free trade with Persia would 
henceforth he permitted were approved by the Soviet Govern
ment. 2 Thi~ important concession wa~ apparently intended to 
serve as a precedent. (;eneral regulations for trade with eastern 
countries, approved at a conference of representatives of Vnesh
tor,g° ill the same year, laid down the principle that trade with 
eastern countries ~hould be conducted on a more flexible basis, 
and Oil terms more favourable to the countries concerned, than 
trade wit h the capitali~t \\'e~t. The system of " licensed liberal
ism", which permitted free trade in" Persian goods not competing 
with J{lI~sian goods ", was praised, and extended to trade with 
Turkey, Afghanistan and Outer Mongolia.} But this seems to have 
been the high point of NEP in its application to foreign trade; and 
the tendency thereaftcr was to restrict rather than extend these 
petty derogations from the foreign trade monopoly. Nor did 
the concession have the desired effect of smoothing the path of 
Soviet-Persian trade negotiations. A trade treaty was signed on 
July 3, 1924, but failed to secure ratification by the Mejlis. 

It was, however, Turkey which continued during this period to 
provide the focal point of Soviet policy in the Near and Middle 
East. The conclusion of the Soviet-Turkish treaty of March 16, 

I In ! I)Z 1 a hrisk prinltt· trade was in progress across the Black Sea hetwc{'n 
Turkcy and the Crimea. to which it was considcrt,d " undesirahle ... to set up 
any hindrances" (I,. B. Krasin. r'opms)' VnI'slml'i Toru(wli (J()2~), p. 338); 
the argument (ihid. pp. D3, .lJS) that Soviet trade with the eastern countries 
did not nccd the same rigid protection as trade with the" powerful commercial 
organizations" of western capitalism had some validity from the Soviet 
standpoint. 

2 Novy; Vostok, iv (n.d. [I <)23]), 224-226. 
01 Etltsih/opediya Sm'<'lskngo E'h,porta (Berlin, 1 <)24), 1, 29; ibid. (Berlin, 

1928), i, 34-36. 
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1921, and the simultaneous failure of the Turkish Go~ernment to 
come to terms with the western allies, was followed by the advance 
of the Greek army, supported and subsidized by the British 
Government, into Anatolia. Turkey, hard pressed, turned to 
Moscow for help, and faced the Soviet Government with a difficult 
decision. Help for a small nation struggling to assert its freedom 
against a flagrant act of imperialist aggression was a matter of 
principle for Bolsheviks; and this principle had been frequently 
reaffirmed with specific reference to Turkey. On the other hand, 
the general desire of the Soviet Government at this time to play 
for safety and avoid rash adventures was reinforced hy reluctance 
to endanger the commercial relations so recently established with 
Great Britain and by well-founded suspicions of Turkey's ambi
valent attitude. Divided counsels 1 seem to have postponed a 
decision. Throughout the summer of 1921, while the Greeks were 
still advancing and the Anglo-Soviet trade agreement was in its 
honeymoon stage, Moscow held conspicuously aloof. ZIt was only 
in the autumn, when an acrimunious correspondence had hegun 
with Great Britain and the Greek advance in .Anatolia had heen 
checked, that the Soviet Government began cautiously to give 
support to Turkey. A protest against alleged Greek atrocities 
appeared in I:::~:estiya on October 25, 1921. The decision to 
support Turkey with munitions and military advisers came shortly 

I According to L. Fischer. The Sflviets ill rrflrld AIflJlrs (2nd ed., 1951), i, xv, 
Lenin and Trotsky favoured support for Turkey, but" Stalin, Orjonikidze and 
other «corgian and Caucasian comrades advised moderatIOn", rt'calling Turkcy's 
unfriendly attitude in seizing Datum in February 1<)21 and not wishing to sec 
Turkey too strong. This informatiOn is stated to haY<' come from Rakovsky, 
and is borne out by StalIn's mterview of Novcmbl'r if)20 (sl'e p . .102, note 1, 

above). For evidence of divided counsels on the Turkish side Sl'(' Halide Edih, 
The Turkish Ordeal (T<),zli), pp. 254-255. According to this ~ource, Bekir Sami, 
who was a north Caucasian Turk, returned from Moscow at till' end of 1920 
highly disillusioned and hecame a convinct'd westerner. \Vhen as Commissar 
for Foreign Affairs hc went to London in February 1<)21 as thl' head of the first 
ddegation of Kema!'s gm'ernml'nt to he rcceivcd there, he madl' a proposal to 
Lloyd George for common action against Soviet Russia; this came to the 
knowledge of Chicherin, and Sami was compelled to f('sign as the result of his 
protests. V. A. Gurko-Kryazhin, Blizhllii Vostok i Derzhm'y (1925), p. 96, 
attributes Sami's resignation to an attempt to make a deal with France: it is 
at any rate clear that his orientation was western and anti-Soviet. 

Z During this pt'riod Envcr was apparently still at Batum conducting pro
paganda against Kemal; in the autumn of 19,z I, with the final decision in 
;\10scow to support Kemal, Enver was despatched to central Asia to get him 
out of the way (Revue du Monde Musulman, Iii (1922), 204-205). 
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afterwards,'and resulted in the despatch to Angora in December 
1921 of Frunze, the Soviet military expert, in the guise of a pleni
potentiary of the Ukrainian SSR. The formal treaty signed 
between Turkey and the Ukraine on January 2, 1922, followed 
closely the Soviet-Turkish treaty of the previous March, and was 
merely a cover for the transaction of military business.! A little 
later the Soviet Government demonstrated its friendship for 
Turkey by espousing her claim to be invited to the Genoa con
ference. 2 Turkey reciprocated with a surprising concession. The 
ban was lifted on the Turkish Communist Party, which between 
March and October 1922, after fifteen months' intensive persecu
tion, enjoyed" a second period of activity ".3 

Strengthened by the material and moral support of Moscow, 
Kemallaunched his attack against the Greek invaders in May 1922. 

I t was a brilliant success. In three months the Greeks were 
routed; in September 1922 the last of them were driven into the 
sea, and Kemal's armies, flushed with victory, were making 
menacing gestures at the weak British garrison that still occupied 
Constantinople. But at this point caution prevailed. Strong 
pronouncements in London indicated a readiness to meet force 
by force. Kemal refrained from a direct challenge to British 
power; and Great Britain, falling in with the view long held by 
the other western Powers, recognized the necessity of withdrawing 
the forces of occupation from Constantinople and coming to terms 
with Kemal. A new peace treaty with Turkey and a new regime 
for the Straits would now have to be negotiated on equal terms. 

I The tr"aty is in British alld Foreigll State Papers, cxx (1927), 953-957; 
L. Fischer (The Soviets in World AlTairs (1930), i, 3<)3) statl'S cat"goncally that 
Frunze's "short visit of twenty-three days was used to arrange for heavy 
shipments of Russian munitions and for the mapping out of a detailed plan of 
campaign against the Greeks in which, if need be, Red officers would par
ticipate ". This is a Sovit't version; it seems dubious whether Kemal would 
have welcomed the " participation" of officers of the Red Army, though he 
badly needed munitions. A telegram from Kemal expressing thanks for 
Frunze's mission and belief in the" profound mutual sympathies of our frit'ndly 
nations" and in the" valuable solidaritv of our two countries" was read at the 
ninth All-Russian Congress of Soviets i~ December 19:U (D"tlYlltyi Vserossiiskii 
S"('zd SO'lJeto'lJ (1<)22), p. 213). 

2 Materialy Genuezskoi Konfere,ltsii (1922), p. 33. 
3 Protokoll des Vierten Kongresses der Kommunistischen Internationale 

(Hamburg, 1923), p. 528; the first issue of Yeni Hayat (H New Life "), described 
as the journal of the People's Communist Party of Turkey, appeared 011 March 
Ill, 1922 (Navy; Vostok, i (1922), 3511). 
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This radical reversal of fortune led to far-reaching co(r.:;equences. 
The immediate sequel of the Greek defeat was the downfall of 
Lloyd George. I But the incipient reconciliation of Kemal with 
the western Powers had another important result. Not only had 
Kemal, victory once achieved, no further need of Soviet support, 
hut the chances of a favourable settlement by agreement with the 
west might even be prejudiced by too close an association with the 
Soviet Government, especially now that British domestic politics 
had taken a turn towards the Right. TIlt' first symptom of anxiety 
on the part of Kemal to demonstrate his ideological independence 
was a renewed persecution of Turkish communists which began in 
October. Communist groups which had recently enjoyed tolera
tion in Angora and Constantinople were suppressed, and wide
spread arrests of communists occurred all oyer t he country. 2 

Before these signs had become apparent or had been read in 
1\10scow, the Soviet Government was already di~p1aying its pre
occupation with the future rt'gime of the Straits. One of its first 
acts had been to renounce former Tsarist c1aim~ on Constantinople. 
But right of access to, and egress from, the Black Sea was a matter 
of concern to any Russian government; and an important clause 
in the ~oviet-Turkish treaty of l\larch I(), H)2I, had proclaimed 
the freedom of the Straits under an international ri'gime to be 
set up by agreement between the Black Sea Power~.J During the 
Greek-Turkish war constant protests had been registered against 
the unimpeded entry into the Black Sea of Greek warships under 
the protection of the allied forces in C()n~tantinople. 4 On Septem
ber J2, 1922, when the war was all but over, the Soviet Government 
hastened to inform the British Covernment that" Russia, Turkey, 
the Ukraine and Georgia, to whom belongs practically the whole 
mack Sea coast, cannot admit the right of any other government to 
interfere in the question of the settlement of the Straits ".5 On 
September 24, 1922, when a British semi-official statement had 

, See p. 430 abo\'c. 
2 Proto/w/l d~s Vier/en KonKresses der Kommunis/ischnl ]lIterlla/iollale (Ham

burg, lI)23), pp. 521'\-530. 
3 See p. 303 above. 
• Reference to these protests are collected in A. L. P. Dennis, TIll! Fureign 

Polides '"f Soviet Russia (H)24), p. 232, note Mi-
, ]zz'('sliya, S.'ptembcr 14, 1922; the claim to speak in the name of Turkey 

could be justified by the Straits article of the Soviet-Turkish treaty of March 16, 
1921, but was probably not particularly agreeable to the Turkish Government. 
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named Grht Britain, France and Italy as the countries most 
interested in the question of the Straits, I Chicherin addressed a 
note on the question of the Straits to the governments of Grcat 
Britain, France, Italy, Yugoslavia, Rumania, Bulgaria, Grcece and 
Egypt. Recalling the clause in the Soviet-Turkish treaty, Chicherin 
denounced the" usurpation" by the western Powers of the rights 
of " Russia and the allied republics", and set forth in a few 
sentences the kernel of the Soviet case: 

No decision on the Straits taken without Russia will be final 
and lasting. It will mC'rely sow the seeds of fresh conflicts. The 
freedom of thc Straits which Great Britain has in mind means 
only the dcsire of a strong naval Power to control a route vitally 
necessary to other states in order thereby to kecp them under a 
constant threat. This threat is directed primarily against Russia 
and Turkey. 

The conclusion was a proposal for" the immediate convcning of a 
conference of all the intercstcd Pmvcrs and, first and foremost, of 
the Black Sca states". Uncompromising in form, the proposal 
was in fact a retreat from the assertion of the exclusive interest of 
the Soviet republics and of Turkey, and an indication of willing
ness to negotiate. 2 

During October I <)22 the Turkish question occupied the fore
front of the diplomatic stage in 1\10scow. The western Powers 
went forward with preparations for a peace conference with 
Turkey at Lausanne, to which Soviet Russia, not being a belli
gerent, could not claim to he invited. The rejectiun of the 
Urquhart concession was moved and carried by Lenin on the 
publicly declared ground of Great Britain's opposition to Soviet 
participation in the conference . .1 In the middle of October a 
further note was sent, this time to Great Britain and Italy only, 
protesting against the exclusion of Soviet Russia. 4 Curzon 
reluctantly gave way, and a compromise was found. Soviet Russia 
could have no place at the negotiations of the peace treaty. But 
her delegates could be admitted to the Lausanne conference" in 

J The Times, September 18, 1<)22. 

2 Klyuehnikov i Sabanin, lvlezhdunarvdnay{/ Pvlitilw, iii, i (1928), 201-202. 

J See p. 432 above. 
• Pravda, October 20, 1922; the omission of France was probably dUt' to 

information that the Fn'nch Government now favoured Soviet participation. 
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order to participate in the discussion of the ques~ion of the 
Straits". On October 27, 1<)22, a formal invitation was handed 
to the Soviet Government in th($e terms. On November 2 

Chicherin protested both against exclusion from the general 
conference and against the failure to extend the invitation to the 
Ukraine and Georgia, receiving on the second point the answer 
that Ukrainian and Georgian representatives could be included 
in the Soviet delegation. I In fact Moscow was well pleased to 
have won a partial victory; and a full delegation headed hy 
Chicherin set out for Lausanne. 

Between the receipt of the invitation to Lausanne and the 
opening of the debates there on the question of the Straits, the 
fourth congress of Comintern was held in J\loscow.2. At the third 
congress in the summer of 1921, while the Anglo-Soviet trade 
agreement was a recent and notable achievement, the wrongs of 
the Asiatic peoples suffering under the imperialist yoke had been 
given short shrift.' At the fourth congress there was no longer 
the same reason to damp down anti-imperialist or anti-British 
fervour; and while complaints were still heard of the curtailment 
of the time allowed to speakers and of poor attendance at discus
sions of the subject,4 the spectacular neglect displayed at the 
previous congress was not repeated. Communist parties now 
existed hearing the names of most eastern countries. A few of 
them were legal; most of them worked illegally, or were mainly 
or 'wholly confined to refugees residing in Moscow. Hardly any 
of them could hoast more than a few hundred members. An 
Eh'Yptian delegate appeared for the first time at the fourth congress; 
but the record of the Egyptian Socialist Party which he repre
sented was dubiolls, and he was admitted only in a consultative 
capacity.s It was, however, true that while capitalism in Europe 

I This correspondence is in Klyuchnikoy i Sabanin, .He::;hdullarodna),a 
Politi/"" iii, i (1<)28), 203-205, 

Z The congress sat from Novemher 5 to Dl'cemhn 5, 1<)22; the Lausanne 
conference opened on Novcmher 20, but the discussion of the Straits to which 
alone thc Soviet delegation was admitted did not hegin till December 4. 

3 Sec pp. 387-38<) abow. 
4 Proto/wI! de,' Vier ten Kot/Kresses der Kommunistischell internationale (Ham

burg, 1923), pp. 609, 612. 
$ Ibid. pp. 615-617. 
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seemed to A.ave made a recovery, unrest was still spreading in 
Asia; and Zinoviev relapsed into the facile optimism of earlier 
years when he prophesied that, by the tenth anniversary of the 
October revolution (the congress was just about to celebrate the 
fifth), " we shall see the world trembling with countless rebellions, 
as hundreds of millions of down-trodden human beings rise 
against imperialism". The communists of the east might he 
few in number. But Zinoviev, and after him Safarov, repeated the 
classic consolation that the Russian 1,iberation of Labour group, 
which was the ancestor of the Russian Communist Party, had had 
only five members on its foundation in 1883.1 

The imminent opening of the Lausanne conference brought 
Turkey into the forefront of the preoccupations of the congress and 
of the Soviet (;overnment. At the session of November 20, 1922, 

the leading Turkish delegate, claiming to speak on behalf of the 
Angora and Constantinople sections of the Turkish Communist 
Party,2 complained that, though the Turkish party had supported 
the government in accordance with the resolution of the second 
congress in its struggle against imperialism, the government had 
started a campaign of repression against the communists. He 
proposed a vote of protest which was unanimously adopte(J.3 On 
the following day, I Z7JCSt(Va took up the talc and accused the 
Turkish C;overnment, hy its persecution of communists, of" cut
ting oft" the hranch on which it sits"; and this wa~ followed hy a 
whole series of articles on the theme that" the only country which 
cou 1 d su pport the Turks at the J ,au sa nne conference is Soviet 
Hussia ".4 It may he doubted whether it was yet realized in Moscow 
how little these admonitions and these eft"usive oft"ers of support 
were relished by the Turkish delegation at Lausanne. A few days 
later, the fourth congress of Comintern took up the" eastern 

I Ibid. pp. II, 622. 
2 According to subsequent statements, the Turkish CP was created for the 

tirst time after the fourth congress" when all independent communist !-(roups 
which formerly existed in Turkev wert' united": this was the corollarv of th(' 
unifIcation of the country under -Kema\. The Turkish Government, h·owever, 
took action and" completely disorganized the activity of the party within a few 
months" (From the Fourth to till' Fifth World Congress: R,'t>llrt of the E.>:cclItit'e 
Committee rd the Communist Illternational (1924), p. (5); this is confirmed by 
prot{'sts in IztJestiya, February 14, 1923. 

, Protokoll des Vi,..,.ten Konf:resses dey K011lmunistischen Internationalc (Ham
burg, 1923), PI'. 526-532. 

4 Izvestiya, November 21,22,23, 1922. 
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question". Two meetings were devoted to its discussion, and it 
was the suhject of the longest and most detailed resolution of 
congress. The Dutch rapporteur took a hroad sweep: 

The mightiest enemy of the proletariat as well as of the 
oriental peoples, and in particular of the Islamic peoples, is 
the British Empire, whose world-embracing imperialism also 
rests on dominion oyer the Indian world and on sea-power in 
the Mediterranean and in the Indian ocean. The Islamic 
peoples haw it in their power to destroy the bridge which 
upholds British imperialism. If this hridge hreaks, then this 
imperialism also collapses, and its collapse would have so mighty 
a repercllssion in the whole I slamic world and the world of the 
cast that French imperialism, too, could not survive the blow. 1 

But this singleness of purpose did not make it any easier to 
discover a single line of action. The experience of the past two 
years had made it no easier to provide a precise answer to the 
question stuhbornly debated by Lellin and Hoy at the second 
congress of the attitude to be taken up by national communist 
rarties in " colonial and semi-colonial countries" to hourgeois 
and capitalist movements of national liberation. Roy, speaking 
from the standpoint of Hindu India and reverting to his argument 
at the second congress, thought that the policy of collahoration 
\\'ith hourgeois nationalism had gone too far. Two years' experi
ence in "coordinating our strength with that of the bourgeois 
nationalist parties in these countries" had proved that this 
alliance was not always practicable. The leadership of the 
" anti-imperialist front" could not he left in the hands of the 
" timid and wavering bourgeoisie"; the foundation of the whole 
movement must he its "most revolutionary social element ",2 

On the opposite side of the argument, Malaka, the Indonesian 
delegate, thought that collaboration had not been carried far 
enough. The Indonesian Communist Party had tried to work 
with the Muslim nationalist organization, Sarekat Islam, and had 
won over some of its followers. But harm had been done hy the 
denunciation of pan-Islamism at the second congress of Comin-

I Protokull tit's Vier/e1l K()1lgress{'s tier Kmmml1lislische1l 11ltf'r'IO/io1lale (Ham
burg, 1923), pp. 589- 5'JO; the reference to French imperialism derived special 
point from the current French colomal war in Morocco. 

2 Ihid. p. 598. 
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tern which tJad been used locally to discredit the communists. 
Did not the policy of the united anti-imperialist front imply 
support for" the war of liberation of the very aggressive, very 
active 250 millions of Muslims under the imperialist Powers", 
in other words, for" pan-Islamism in this sense" ? 1 The ques
tion was not directly answered either by Zinoviev or Radek, to 
whom it was addressed, or by anyone else on the floor of the 
congress. The Turkish delegate, impatient of these refinements, 
brought back the issue nearer home by calling for "an anti
imperialist front" of the European nations, and demanded that 
the British I ,;thour Party should bring pressure to hear on the 
British (~ovl'rnlllent to conclude a peace treaty on the lines of the 
Turkish National Pact, to evacuate Constantinople and Thrace, 
and to settle the Straits question" in the sense of the Russian
Turkish treaty ".z Finally, Radek, applying to the east the tactics 
which he was busy commending 10 the German communists, 
repeated firmly the orders given to the Turkish party on its 
formation: 

Your first task, as soon as you have organized yourselves as 
a separate party, is to support the movement for natidnal freedom 
in Turkey . .! 

The resolution on the eastern question adopted by the congress 
attempted to meet all these points of view. It introduced a new 
refinement into the Comintern doctrine of nationalism. In some 

I Ihid. p. 1 Xy. r n the interval between the third and fourth congresses 
St'maun, one of the leaders of the I'KI. had spent some months in ;\loscow 
and attended sessions of IKKI in l)pcembt'r 1921 and February 11)22; 

here he is said to have received instructions not to pl't'ss for the complete 
indcpendl'nce of Indonesia from Holland _. an extreme example of the caution 
prevailing in the inner councils of Comintern at this time and reluctance to 
antagonize the western Powers (Henle till l'v1ondc Alusulnum, Iii (192::), 7S-Ho). 
An article in internat;ol/al" P,,'SSI'-Ko/'''''SPUlldcflz (weekly edition), NO.1 H, ;\1<1Y 
5, 1923, pp. 425-4::6, admitted Ih,lt St,maun on his return from ~loscPW had 
argued that Indonesia" still needs for the present the help of capitalist Ho'land ", 
but condemned this attitude as a symptom of " dissatisfaction with the So\'iet 
n'!!il1lc ". This account receives partial confirmation from an Indonesian source 
(Sitorus, Set/jamh l'l'Ygallkall KebllllgS{1(I1l Indonesia (19+7». which states that on 
his return he advised th" party " not to act hotheadedly", and that sevcral 
members of the party" wert' not content with Semaun's explanations, and be
came disappointed with his turning to the H.ight ". Malaka appears to havl' been 
one of those who opposed him (Revue d,.lHonde .'Ilfuslt/man.lii (1922), HO-S,). 

" Protolwl! dt's Vi"l'ten KlI1lgrcsses der Krmn1l1mistischen illtenlali()/Iale (Ham-
burg, 1923), p. 624. ' Ibid. p. 630. 
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backward colonial and semi-colonial countries, whe'{e " feudal
patriarchal relations" had not yet been broken up, and a native 
feudal aristocracy was still in being, another hitherto unrecognized 
possibility existed: "the representatives of these upper strata 
may appear as active leaders in the struggle against the imperialist 
policy of violence ". Hence it was conceivable that the policy 
of the anti-imperialist front might call for temporary collaboration 
not only ~ as the second congress had proclaimed --- with a 
national bourgeoisie, but even with a national feudal aristocracy. 
This covered the case put by the Indonesian delegate: 

In Muslim countries the national movement at first finds 
its ideology in the religious-political watchwords of pan
Islamism, and this gives the officials and diplomats of the great 
Powers the opportunity to exploit the prejudices and uncertainty 
of the broad masses in the struggle against the national move
ment .... Yet on the whole, as the growth of national liberation 
movements extends, the religious-political watchwords of pan
Islamism arc replaced more and more by concrete political 
demands. The struggle recently carried on in Turkey for the 
separation of the secular power from the Khalifate confirms this. 

The chief task common to all national revolutionary move
ments consists in realizing national unity and achieving state 
independence. J 

The pursuit of national unity through temporary support of pan
lslamism was thus endorsed on the comforting supposition that 
the religiolls aspect of the national movement would die away 
with the advance of the class struggle. The resolution compared 
the " united anti-imperialist front" now prescribed in eastern 
countries with the" united workers' front" advocated during the 
past year in Europe: both were policies called for by "the 
prospect of a prolonged and long drawn-out struggle" which 
demanded "the mobilization of all revolutionary elements". 
But the anti-imperialist front must also be fitted into a world
wide picture: 

To explain to the broad masses of toilers the indispensability 
of an alliance with the international proletariat and with the 
Soviet republics is one of the most important tasks of the united 
anti-imperialist front. The colonial revolution can conquer, 
and defend its conquests, only side by side with the proletarian 

I Kommunisticheskii 11lternatsional tJ Dokumentakh (1933), p. 31!i. 
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revolutiortt in the leading countries .... The demand for a close 
alliance with the proletarian republic of Soviets is the banner of 
the united anti-imperialist front. 1 

A corresponding adjustment was made in the agrarian resolution. 
Varga explained that the assumption by the second congress of an 
identity between the national and the agrarian movements had 
been hased on the experience of sllch countries as India; 2 there 
might be other countries - such as Turkey -- where the land
owners were themselves leaders of the national movement, and 
here different considerations would apply. The resolution, which 
took the form of a " Sketch of an Agrarian Programme", made the 
point almost embarrassingly clear: 

In colonial countries with an enslaved native peasant popula
tion the national struggle for liberation will either be conducted 
hy the whole population together, as for example in Turkey, 
and in this case the struggle of the enslaved peasantry against 
the landowners begins inevitably after victory in the struggle 
for liberation; or else the feudal landowners are in alliance with 
the imperialist rohbers, and in these lands, as for example in 
India, the social struggle of the enslaved peasants coincides 
with the national struggle for liheration." 

The theoretical dilemma of the relation of communist parties, 
and of oppressed workers and peasants, to national liberation 
movements in their own countries, far from heing resolved, was 
intensified hy the conclusions of the fourth congress. Proletariat 
and peasants were required to subordinate their social programme 
to the immediate needs of a common national struggle against 
foreign imperialism. It was assumed that a nationally minded 
bourgeoisie, or even a nationally-minded feudal aristocracy, would 
he ready to conduct a struggle for nationalliberatiol1 from the yoke 
of foreign imperialism in alliance with potentially revolutionary 
proletarians and peasants, who were only wa;ting for the m(lment 
of victory to turn against them and overthnnv them. The practical 
lessons to be drawn from the debates and resolutions of the 
congress were, however, less obscure. Like the united front in 

J Ibid. pp. 322-3 23. 
1 Prolokoll des Vier/t'tI K011grcss<'s dl'r Kommunistischl'lI Illit'l'llI1ii01wle (Ham

hllr~, 1<)23), p. R30. 
J Ibid. p. 833; Kumrllllllistisdwshii Il1temotsiollal v Do/wlllentahiz (1933), 

pp. 32 9-330 . 
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European countries, the united anti-imperialist fwnt in Asia 
imparted the maximum of flexibility to the Comintern line, and 
made it readily adjustahle to the changing needs of Soviet policy. 
It marked one further step in the identification of the ultimate 
interest of world revolution with the immediate national interest 
of the country which was alone equipped to act as the revolutionary 
standard-hearer. The application of the principle to Turkey at 
the present turning-point of her fortunes was also clear. After 
debating the eastern and agrarian questions, the congress adopted 
its resolution in condemnation of the Yersailles treaty; I and this 
resolution already established the implied parallel between the 
rflle of the Turkish and Cerman parties hy hailing Turkey as 
" the outpost of t he revolutionary east", and congratulating her 
on having" successfully resisted arms in hand the carrying out of 
the peace treaty". 2 Radek, who played a particularly prominent 
rhle throughout this congress, may well have recalled the conversa
tions with Enver in the l\Toabit prison more than three years before 
when he had tlrst propounded the then novel idea of an alliance 
hetween Russian Bolshevism and a Turkish or a German national
ism in revolt agaimt the peace terms imposed by western imperial
ist Powers. The idea had prospered and borne fruit both in 
Turkish and in German policy. In (~ermany it had been crowned 
hy the Rapallo treaty; six months later it seemed in l\loscow as 
if the Lausanne conference was destined to put the coping-stone 
on an equally solid stmcture of Soviet-Turkish friendship. The 
persecution of Turkish communists did not appear any more 
significant than the repressive measures undertaken from time to 
time against German communists by Seeckt and the Reichswehr. 
As Bukharin consolingly observed at the twelfth party congress 
in April 1923, Turkey, "in spite of all persecutions of com
munists, plays a revolutionary rflle, since she is a destructive 
instrument in relation to the imperialist system as a whole " . .1 

The Lausanne conference of the winter of 1922-1923 marked 
the first appearance of the Soviet Government on an important 

I See pp. 454-455 ahoVl". 
z Kommllnistirht!.,"ii Itllnnalsiol1al t' f)"fmmclltaldl (1933), p. 3:l'J. 
J Dt'madlsalyi S" e:::d Rossiisl",; Kommullisticheslwi Partii (Bol'shet,ilwv) 

(1923), p. 24· 
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internationa~ occasion as the champion, not of the interests of the 
revolution of 1917, but of what were plainly and admittedly Russian 
national and geopolitical interests. A much-quoted article headed 
Russia Gomes Barl, , which appeared in Izvestiya of Decemher 7, 
1922, over the signature of its editor Steklov, showed that the 
theme of continuity was not neglected in Moscow: 

As a result of the imperialist and civil wars, Russia tem
porarily disappeared from the horizon as a great Power. The 
new Russia born during the revolution was still too weak to 
speak her word in international politics. But the Soviet repuhlic 
has been growing stronger every year, and has taken advantage 
of existing dissensions among the European Powers not less 
skilfully than the old Russia. Aware of her ever-growing 
strength, Soviet Russia can never be discouraged hy temporary 
diplomatic failure, since final victory is assured. Russia is 
coming back to the international stage. Let us hope that the 
day is at hand when this reappearance will be felt so strongly 
that no one will dare to contradict her voice. 

The nature of the occasion was emphasized by the appearance, 
as Chicherin's principal adversary at Lausanne, of the last authen
tic representative of the anti-Russian tradition of British foreign 
policy in the later nineteenth century. Cur~:on was concerned 
not \vith the defence of the capitalist system, but with the defence 
and expansion of British power, which he interpreted in military 
and feudal terms. Chicherin, a man of subtler intellectual per.~ep
tions, a sceptic in all, perhaps, save a profound conviction of the 
bankruptcy of western imperialism and of its traditional diplo
macy, combined the interests of Russian national policy with the 
appeal to the national aspirations of weaker countries which had 
been embodied from the outset in the revolutionary programme. 
At Lausanne this seemed to he rendered easy for him by the 
reversal of tradit ional national attitudes t()\vards the question of 
the Straits. In the nineteenth century, Great Britain, eager to 
confine the Russian fleet to the Black Sea, had always sought to 
impose the most drastic restrictions on the passage of warships 
through the Turkish waters of the Straits and to uphold unlimited 
Turkish sovereignty over them; Russia, on the other hand, had 
sought to place on Turkey the obligation to afford freedom of pass
age in all conditions. Now Great Britain, no longer apprehensive 
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of the Russian 11eet and desiring freedom of access ~o the Black 
Sea for her own warships, assumed the former Russian role of 
seeking to limit Turkish sovereignty over the Straits in the interests 
of unrestricted ingress and egress for warships of all nations; 
Russia, having experienced the results of the unimpeded access 
of foreign warships to the lllack Sea during the civil war, reverted 
to the fonner British championship of Turkish sovereignty over 
the Straits. The equivocal element in the situation was the 
attitude of Turkey, now somewhat recovered from her recent 
butfetings at the hands of the western Powers, and apprehensive 
of too close and exclusiye association witb ber powerful neighbour. 
Even the National Pact of January 1920, while insisting on the 
security of Constantinople, had ~~ unlike the Soviet-Tnrkish treaty 
of l\Iarch 16, Hpl --- envisaged a flllly international regime for 
the Straits. The question of the Straits had thus become a second
ary factor in Turkish calculations, and was examined in the light 
of the broader issue of relations with the west and with the cast. 

When the Straits question was taken up by the Lausanne 
conference for the first time on December 4, 1<)22, Ismet, the Tur
kish delegate, declined a pressing invitation from Curzon, as 
president, to speak first; and it fell to the newly arrived Soviet 
delegate to make the opening statement. Chicherin, who spoke 
as head of a delegation representing " Russia, the Ukraine and 
Georgia",' gave an exhibition of polished diplomacy: 

There must he lasting guarantees for the maintenance of 
peace in the Black Sea, the safety of its shores, peace in the Near 
East and the security of Constantinople; that is to say, the 
Dardanelles and the Bosphorus must be permanently closed 
hoth in peace and in war to warships, armed vessels and military 
aircraft of all countries except Turkey . 

. . . The Russian Government and its allies, basing their 
argument on the fact that the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus 
belong to Turkey, and respecting as they do the sovereignty of 
each people, insist on the re-establishment and full maintenance 
of the rights of the Turkish people over Turkish territory and 
waters. . . . The closing of the Straits to warships is also in 
accordance with the principle of equality between all states, 
whereas the opening of the Straits to warships would confer a 

I It was a composite delegation, hut Vorovsky figured in it as delegate of the 
Ukraine, and Mdivani of Georgia. 
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prepondeljmt position on the strongest sea Power. Soviet 
Russia has annulled without compensation all the agreements 
regarding the transfer of Constantinople to Russia; she has 
thereby enabled Turkey to defend her existence victoriously; 
she has liherated all the states of the Mediterranean from the 
threat of the century-old ambitions of Tsarism; but it was 
never her intention to acquiesce in a solution of the Straits 
problem aimed directly against her own safety.l 

Chicherin was followed hy the delegates of Rumania and Bulgaria, 
both Black Sea countries, and Greece, possessing direct local 
interests: all of these declared for the western \iew. Curzon then 
put to the obviously embarrassed I smet the blunt question 
" whether he accepted the Russian case as the case of the Turkish 
Government ". Ismet replied that, while "among the various 
proposals submitted to the conference those of the Russo
Ukrainian-Georgian delegation seemed to him to correspond 
with the point of view of t he Turkish delegation", the latter 
was "obliged to examine" any other proposals which might 
be made. 2 The narrow wedge thus skilfulJy inserted between the 
Soviet and Turki~"lt delegations widened as the conference 
proceeded. 

This hint of a rebuff did not change Chicherin's tactics. 
Two days later, addressing himself to Curzon, he suggested that 
the" Russian advance in Asia ,. had been replaced by a " British 
advance in Europe" : 

The Russian revolution has transformed the Russian people 
into a nation whose entire energy is concentrated in its govern
ment to a degree hitherto unknown in history; if war is forced 
upon that nation, it will not capitulate .... But it is not war 
that we oiler you; it is peace, based on the principle of a 
partition wall between us and on the principle of the freedom 
and sovereignty of Turkey . .1 

The rights and interests of Turkey were espoused with ostentatious 
emphasis. The draft convention submitted hy the western 

J I.lIusanne COII!"'t''''''' Oil Nl'flr RlIstern Affairs, H)22-H):!3, Cmd. IHl4 
(1923). pp. 129-1 30. 

2 Jbid. pp. 131-135: the scene is dramatically described by an eye-witness 
in H. Nicolson, ClIrr;oll,' The Last Phase (1934), pp. 308-311. 

3 Lausanne Conference 011 Near Rastl'rn Affairs, T9.J2-I<).!3. Cmd. 1814 
(1923), p. 149; the reference to the Pamirs, already quoted on p. 469 above, 
came in this passage. 
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Powers was "tantamount to depriving the Turki§h people of 
control over transit and of effective sovereignty in the Straits" 
and " a flagrant violation of the sovereignty and independence of 
Turkey". I Undeterred by its formal exclusion from the negotia
tions on the peace treaty, the Soviet delegation handed in a long 
memorandum dilating on the injustice to Turkey of the terms 
proposed by the western Allies. Z J t soon became clear, however, 
that the Turkish delegation at Lausanne was more embarrassed 
than flattered by Chicherin's eager championship. The Straits 
question was a matter of keener interest to Soviet Russia than to 
Turkey. Turkey did not particularly welcome the prospect of 
finding herself face to face with Soviet power in the Black Sea 
while warships of all other nations were excluded; and the 
delegation at Lausanne, having discovered that it could purchase 
other advantages by throwing over the Soviet alliance, prepared 
to do so without regard to the feelings or interests of the Soviet 
delegation. Chicherin thus found himself in the later stages of 
the conference both isolated and deprived of the main argument 
on which he had chosen to rely. The draft convention on the 
Straits, which was approved by the conference on February I, 

1923, was in its main outlines a victory for the British case. The 
only important limitation on freedom of access for foreign war
ships to the Black Sea was that no single Power might send in at 
anyone time a naval force larger than the largest force of anyone 
Black Sea country. The acceptance of these conditions provoked 
from the Soviet delegation a statement that" if certain Powers 
sign this convention without Russia, the Ukraine and Georgia, 
the Straits question remains and will remain open ".3 

I LmlSOII1IC COll/erellce uri Near Eastern Affairs, IfPZ-1CjZJ, Cmd. 1814 
(1<)23), p. 272. 

2 IZ~(1eSliya, January I I, 12, 1923; extracts in translation arc in Su'oiet 
Documellts 011 Fureigll Policy, ed. J. Dcgras, i (1951),359-366. 

j LatlSlI7l11e Con/nella uti Nellr Eastem Affairs, l<)Z.i -I<j.t,J, Cmd. 1814 
(1923), p. 456. A minor incident of the conference was Chicherin's visit to 
Curzon - their one personal meeting. According to Chicherin's version (the 
only one hitherto availahle), the conversation turned mainly on the propaganda 
issue. Chicherin, while professing that the official prohibition on anti-British 
propaganda was strictly enforced, maintained that" we cannot compel a member 
of the communist party to cease to express himself as a communist": to which 
Curzon replied that a mere .. 50 per cent reduction in propaganda" was 
unacceptable (Tretii S"ezd Sovetov Sovetskikh Sotsialistichesllikh Respublill 
(1925), p. 93)· 
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The ac.!ommodating attitude of the Turkish delegation on 
the question of the Straits, while enabling it to make its peace with 
the British delegation, did not save it from French and Italian 
intransigence on some of the peace terms. A few days aftcr this 
agreement had been achieved, subject to Soviet dissent, on the 
question of the Straits, Curzon, in the name of the allied delega
tions, presented an ultimatum to T smet on an issue relating to the 
legal status of foreigners in Turkey; and on its rejection by the 
Turkish delegation - apparently with Chicherin's encourage
ment J -- the conference broke down. It was resumed at the end 
of April 1923. This time, since the Straits question had been 
settled, no Soviet delegates were invited; and Vorovsky, now 
Soviet representative in Rome, who was sent by the Soviet 
Government to Lausanne as an observer, was assassinated by a 
" white" fanatic. The Straits convention was eventually signed 
in Lausanne with the treaty of peace on July 24, 1923.2 It was 
signed, under protest, three weeks later by Vorovsky's successor 
in Home, but never ratified by the Soviet Government. For the 
Soviet Government it was an undisguised defeat. \Vhile the 
Lausanne conference represented a further step in bringing back 
Soviet Russia to the international stage, it had also proved that 
she was not yet strong enough to playa leading rflle there, or to 
attract weaker countries to her side, so long as she stood alone 
among the (~reat Powers. The partner in Europe, whose voice 
would henceforth make it increasingly difficult to ignore Soviet 
Russia in European affairs, was still lacking in Asia. '''hat most 
of all had been demonstrated in Lausanne was the value of Rapallo. 

I L. Fischer, The Sm'jets in World Affairs (I930). i, 409. 
2 Treaty of Peace with Turl,,·y, and other jllStrrlllll·nls sigm'd at j.alts(J1l11e on 

Jllly el4. HPJ. Cmd. I929 (I923). 
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THE FAR EAST: I - ECLIPSE 

T HE Far East entered the effective orbit of Soviet foreign 
policy later than the countries of the Middle East and of 
Europe. Both Japan and China were, formally speaking, 

among the belligerent nations to which the peace decree and other 
broadcast appeals of the first days of the regime wert~ addressed. 
But they were scarcely present to the consciousness of those who 
drafted and publicized these documents; the appeal of November 
20jDecember 3, H)I7, " To all Muslim Toilers of Russia and the 
East" was extended to the Hindus, I hut not beyond the frontiers 
of I ndia. Such early contacts as occurred were mainly hostile. 
The Russian-owned and Russian-managed Chinese Eastern 
Railway, established on Chinese soil under a protocol attached 
to the Russo-Chinese treaty of 1R9(l, provided an immediate 
hone of contention. "Tit hin a few days of the revolution in 
Petrograd, a self-constituted Soviet of vmrkers in Harhin, the 
headquarters of the railway administration, attempted to take over 
the railway from General Horvath, its Russian president. The 
attempt was resisted, and on the suggestion of the allied govern
ments, 10,000 Chinese troops were sent to Harhin " to maintain 
order ".Z On December 20, 1917/January 2, 1918 the Chinese 
Government virtually took over the railway hy appointing a 
Chinese president in defiance of the treaty of TR96;·1 but at this 
time the suhstitution of Chinese for " white" Russian control 
was unlikely to cause any heart-burnings in Moscow. Two 
months later Chinese troops were in occupation of the whole 
railway up to the frontier station of Hailar, and were stopping all 
through traffic to or from Siberia. 4 

t See p. 232. 
2 Forei!!" Policy of the United States, IfjI8: Russia, ii (1932), 3. 
3 Millard's Review (Shanghai), January 15, 1<)18, p. 169: Chitlll rear 

Book, I9n (Shanghai, 1922), p. 624· 
4 lHillurd's Re1,ic'U' (Shanghai), March 16, p. 83. 

490 
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In Petro~rad the Japanese Ambassador followed the attitude 
of the other allied representatives, retiring with them to Vologda 
in February 1918 and studiously declining all relations with the 
new regime. The Soviet (;overnment had at first better hopes of 
the Chinese Minister. I t apparently repeated with specific applica
tion to China the general annulment of all treaties of the Tsarist 
regime, and suggested negotiations with the Chinese Government 
for the abrogation amI replacement of former treaties anecting 
China. But in March 1918 the allies, in the words of a subsequent 
Soviet statement, " seized the Peking government by the throat" 
and compelled it "to abandon all relations with the Russian 
workers' and peasants' government ".1 On April 5, H)I8, the 
landing of a Japanese detachment at Vladivostok, which proved to 
be the first step towards allied military intervention Oil an ex
tensive scale, provoked strong Soviet protests in the press and to 
the allied representatives in l\10scow and in Vologda. 2 A few days 
later Yanson, a Soviet delegate of uncertain status in the Far 
East, had a meeting with a Chinese representative on the l\1an
churian frontier, at which he protested against incursions from 
Chinese into Soviet territory of the "white" Cossack general 
Semenov, enjoying allied support . .1 All these protests were wholly 
without effect. The Chinese Government formally associated 
itself with the allied intervention, even sending a token Chinese 
detachment to Vladivostok. From the summer of 19IR to the 
early months of H)20 Siberia was a main theatre of war against 
the Soviet Government. After the downfall of Kolchak came the 
formation of the buffer Far Eastern Republic and the gradual 
withdrawal of the remaining Japanese forces within the confines 
of the maritime province. But it was not till November 1922, four 
and a half years after their arrival, that the last Japanese troops 
left Vladivostok. 4 The wall of isolation which separated Soviet 
Russia from the outside world in 19I9 was more impenetrable 

J No documents relating to these transactions have heen publisht'd: our 
knowledge of them is confined to two rather vague subsequent Sm'iet statements, 
the first in the Narkomin,kl rt'port to thl' fifth All-Russian Congress of Soviets 
(sec p. 50:; below), the second in the S()\'iet declaration of July 25, 1<)1<) (st'c pp. 
504-505 below). 

2 Sec p. 79, note ], above. 
3 ]zvest(va, April I], 1918. 

4 Thcst' events an! described in outline in Vol. 1, PI'. 352-363. 
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on the side of the Far East than elsewhere, and afterwards 
I 

took longer to break down. But a certain parallelism can be 
observed. The year 1920 brought the first signs, in the Far East 
as in Europe, that the period of eclipse and enforced exclusion was 
drawing to an end. The year 1921, in which Soviet diplomacy 
first began to consolidate its position in Europe and in the J\liddle 
East, was also the year of its first successes in the Far East. 

Throughout the whole period from 1917 to H)21 no direct 
relations existed between l\Toscow and Tokyo. But Japan rather 
than China was at the outset the principal focus of Soviet concern 
and Soviet policy in the Far East, both because Japan was the 
principal enemy and the principal imperialist Power in eastern 
Asia, and becausc Japan, as a large industrial country with a 
growing and down-trodden proletariat, was potentially ripe for 
revolution and a promising field for revolutionary propaganda. 
From the Soviet point of view, therefore, Japan was both the 
Britain and the Germany of the Far East. The industrialization 
of Japan on western lines had been followed in the last two 
decades of the nineteenth century hy a gradual infiltration into 
Japan of western political ideas. In 1901 a social-democratic 
party was founded by Katayama, later a leading Japanese com
munist, and Kotoku, later an anareho-syndicalist, but was quickly 
disbanded by the authorities. During the Russo-Japanese war 
a radical journal puhlished for the first time a Japanese translation 
of the C011lmunist Alumfesto. In August 1904 Katayama attended 
the congress of the Second International in Amsterdam; and his 
public handshake with Plekhanov was one of the high-lights of 
the congress. Throughout the ensuing period aliI ,eft movements 
and activities in Japan were subjected to systematic persecution 
and suppression. In 191 I Kotoku and other leading anarchists 
were executed on a charge of conspiring to kill the Emperor; and 
two years later Katayama emigrated to the United States. l 

The first world war brought to Japan a period of inflated 
profits and prices which placed new strains on the underpaid and 

I For a detailed account of this period see an article by Hyman Kublin 
in Journal of ]I,!odem History (Chicago), xxii, NO.4 (December 1950), pp. 322-
339· 
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underfed wllrker. The so-called "rice riots" of August and 
September 1918 were the first overt appearance in Japan of 
anything like an organized labour movement caused by proletarian 
discontent. But the Hussian Bolsheviks had at this time few 
resources to spare for anything so remote as the Far East from their 
own threatened vital centres, and few expert advisers on Far 
Eastern affairs. Clearly the field for revolutionary action in Japan 
was far more limited and less easily accessible than in western 
Europe. In the " international propaganda section" set up hy 
the first congress of communist organizations of the east in 
Novemher 1918 onc of the twelve projected divisions was devoted 
to Japan.! Bllt it is not known whether a Japanese division in fact 
ever carne into existence. The summons from Moscow to the 
founding congress of Comintern sent out in January 1919 referred 
to" socialist groups in Tokyo and Yokohama ".2 But no Japanese 
appeared at the congress; and the fact that the occasion was taken 
to read a two-year-old declaration of a Tokyo group in honour of 
the February revolution,' which had been casually brought to 
Moscow by a Dutch communist, suggests both an eagerness to 
establish contact with Japan and a paucity of means for doing so. 
Under the impact partly of western radicalism and partly of the 
Bolshevik revolution, Japanese intellectuals began to form Left 
groups, which at this stage appear to have had little or no contact 
with the masses and no practical programme. A Japanese 
" socialist federation" is said to have been formed in October 
1919 out of a coalitioll of an anarcho-syndicalist and a radical 
socialist group.4 In April 1920 a " Japanese socialist group in 
the llnited States", in which Katayama was a moving spirit, issued 
a protest against Japanese military reprisals in Vladivostok for the 
Nikolaevsk massacre; 5 and Japanese in the United States appear 

I 7.11 i:::l1 , N(//siOlwf"nostci, NO.5 (I ]), February 16, I <)I<). 
2 Sec p. I 19 abov.... Their inclusion was apparently due to the accident of 

the arrival in 1\1oscow at this moment of the Dutch Communist, Rutgers, who 
had travelled from the United Slates ,·i,. Japan. I-h· had taken with him from 
New York introductions from Katayama, the Japanese socialist, to socialist 
groups in Tokyo and Yokohama, and brought with him from Japan to Moscow 
a resolution of May I, HJl7 (sec following note), welcoming the February 
revolution ({storil? "'farhsist, No. 2-3, 1935, pp. 86-88). 

3 Der I. Kongress der Kommunistisellen Internationale (Hamburg, 1921), 
PI'· I(}j-I<)4· 

• Tihhii Okean, No. I, 1934, PI'. 124- I 25. 
5 Soviet Russia (N.Y.), May 15, 1920, pp. 483-484. 
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to have inspired the foundation of a socialist league ,in Tokyo in 
Decem ber 1920.1 

The first moves of Com intern in this field demonstrated little 
but the difl1culties of the task. "Japan, torn by the contradictions 
of capitalism within its feudal framework", declared the manifesto 
of the second congress of Comintern in Augllst 1920, " stands on 
the eve of a profound revolutionary crisis". Z But the diagnosis 
was hased on Marxist theory rather than on empirical evidence. 
In the autumn of H)20, Voitin,;ky, who had come to China as the 
representative of Comintern,3 made a direct approach by inviting 
Osugi, a prominent Japanese Left-wing leader who was himself 
an anarchist, to visit him in Shanghai. As a result of this visit 
Osugi obtained funds to carry 011 activities in japan, including the 
foundation of a Left journal in which communists were to 
cooperate. This journal was actually founded in January 1921 

under the name of Rodo Undo (1,abour l\Tovement), with two 
communists on its editorial hoard, but was quickly suppressed 
hy the police. In the spring of 192 I Kondo, one of the two 
communists, went to Shanghai. He was interviewed hy a com
mittee of twelve Chinese and Koreans presided over by Pak 
Din-shun as Comintern delegate, was given 6300 yell for work in 
Japan and was invited to attend the third congress of COIllintern 
in ]VIosc()w in the summer of the same year as japanese delegate. 
On his return to japan, however, he too was arrested, though he 
appears to have heen released soon after for lack of specific 
evidence. 4 In spite of this failure, a Japanese spokesman arrived 
in Moscow for the third congress, hringing " the revolutionary 
greetings of the communist party which has just been organized 
in Japan ".s But he had no credentials, and this enterprise was 
apparently still-born, since in the following winter the task of 
creating a Japanese party had to he taken lip anew. 

The impenetrahility of Japan, whether to Soviet policy or to 

I K01ll1Il1mistiches/,,'i lnlerl/olsi()/la/, No.1 i:l (Oct()ber S, 1921), cots. 4721-47 Z..l. 
Komlllllllislichcsldi Intl"Yllalsiollai1' Do/all/wlllah" (1<)33), p. 140. 

, Sec pp. 507-5oR helow. 
4 Article hv P. Langer anJ R. Swearingen in Pacific Affairs (N.Y.), xxiii 

(1950), NO·4, PI'. 340-:;·P; further information frOlll Japant'RC sources com
municated by :\Icssrs. Langer and Swearingen. 

, l'r%lwll des I II. K()llgresses der KmlllllUllistisclwlI Inlerna/ionate (Hamburg, 
1(21), p. 1023· 
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Bolshevik propaganda, accounted for a considerable display of 
interest in Korea, the most conspicuous sore spot of Japanese 
imperialism. After the Russo-Japanese war large numbers of 
Korean refugees had settled in Siberia, and a few isolated Korean 
intellectuals had found their way to Petershurg. 1 Another 
handful of Korean exiles settled in the United States. The first 
world war, culminating in the Fehruary and October revolutions, 
naturally caused a certain ferment among these Korean groups. 
A Korean delegate spoke at the international meeting in Petrograd 
in December 1918 which preceded the foundation of the Com
munist International; Z and another Korean appeared, though 
without credentials, at the founding congress of the International 
in March I<)19. By this time two separate Korean national move
ments, both demanding the liberation of their coulltry from Japan, 
had corne into existence. One formed a Korean national council 
with a programme of independence for Korea framed on the hasis 
of national self-determination and appealed for allied, or more 
specifically American, sympathy; its leader was Syngman Rhee, 
an American Korean and a former pupil of President \\'ilson. 
This group, which attempted to bring about a national rising in 
Korea in l\1arch H)I9,J seems to have lost influence and faded away 
when the rising was easily suppressed by the Japanese, and the 
Paris peace conference refused to consider the Korean question. 
The other group sought collaboration with the Bolsheviks on a 
combined nationalist and revolutionary programme. + Under the 
name of the Korean Socialist Party, it held a "congress" at 
Vladivostok in April 1919, and sent Pak Din-shun and two other 
delegates to Moscow to make a report on its activities to I KKI.s 

I The I9Z6 ccnsus showed SOil\\' 85,000 Koreans of Soviet nationality, and 
ahout tht' same number of aliens of Japanese nationality, most of whom would 
be Koreans, residing in the USSR; of the former group, only 10 per cent were 
urhan and less than 40 per cent literate (F. I,orilllt'f, TIl{' Populatiun ,if the 
8m'icr lInioll (Geneva, 194(J), pp. 61-02). 

2 8uwjrt-Russ{lIIU/ 7111d tii,· Vtllher tier 11'''', (Petrograd, I<}20), pp. 3('-38; 
for this meeting sec pp. 117-11 X ahove. 

J Tihhii n"{'all, No. I, 11)34, p. 124; according to a Korean delegate at the 
seventh All-Russian Congress of Soviets in December II)Il}, 20,000 Koreans 
perished in the rising, which was organized by " Hight groups" in the Korean 
proktariat (7' Vscyossiis"ii ,',"'e::::d Sm,,'tlJv (11)20), p. 273). 

4 Rl,vuiyutsiya na Dal'l1('m Vostuhe (11)23), pp. 35<)-374. 
s Kommunisticheshii 1l1tematsiol1al, No. 7-1\ (Novemher-December 1(19), 

cols. Ii71-1I76; 7' Vserossiishii S"l'zd SU1'ctO'V (1920), p. 274. 
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The official foundation of a Korean Communist Part)! took place 
in 1920. I Pak Din-shun was its delegate at the second and third 
congresses of Comintern, and became for a time the recognized 
spokesman on Korean affairs at lVloscow. But the Korean move
ment, however sedulously fostered by Comintern, was no more 
than a minute pin-prick in the seemingly impenetrable armour of 
Japanese imperialism. 

The situation in China as it presented itself at the outset to 
the framers of Soviet foreign policy was far more complicated 
than the situation in Japan, and at first sight equally unpromising. 
There were, however, two important differences which vitally 
affected Soviet policy, and in the long run offered it prospects of 
positive and successful action in China, which were not open to 
it in Japan. 

In the first place, though the Chinese proletariat was far less 
numerous than the Japanese and the chances of a proletarian 
revolution therefore seemed far more remote, Chinese nationalism 
provided a source of revolutionary ferment which was wholly absent 
in Japan. Lenin had long ago included China with Persia and 
Turkey as " semi-colonial" countries exploited and oppressed by 
the imperialist Powers. The Chinese revolution of 1911 had given 
a strong impetus to national resentment against the" unequal" 
treaties imposed on China in the nineteenth century by the 
European Powers and by Japan; the renunciation by the Soviet 
Government of Russia's share in these treaties and in the privileges 
conferred by them was a powerful asset of Soviet policy and Soviet 
propaganda. The growing rift between Soviet Russia and the 
western world almost automatically sealed an alliance hetween the 
Bolshevik revolution and Chinese nationalism. The association 
of Japan with the western Powers, hoth in their attitude to China 
and in their support of the " whites" in the Russian civil war, 
gave Soviet Russia and nationalist China a ground of common 
hostility to Japan. Moreover Chinese nationalism produced a 
split within China itself. At the time when Soviet policy first 
became concerned with Chinese affairs, the Chinese Government 
in Peking, working in more or less close conjunction with the 

I Kommllnisticheskii Intematsional, No. 12 (July 20, 1(20), cols. 2157-2162; 

this articlt' discusses on conventional lines the revolutionary importance of the 
Far East. 
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western Powers and with Japan, exercised a precarious and little 
more than ~ominal authority over the war-lords who dominated 
several of the most important provinces, and was actively opposed 
hy a more or less organized nationali:st government in Canton, 
whose moving spirit was Sun Yat-sen, the" father" of the 191 I 

revolution. Lenin in 1912 had compared the Chinese revolution 
with the Russian revolution, and, while denouncing as "re
actionary " Sun Yat-sen's " dream" that it was possible in China 
to by-pass capitalism and make a direct transition to socialism, 
described Sun Vat-sen himself as "a revolutionary democrat, full 
of nobility and enthusiasm ".' Sun Yat-sen was no Marxist, 
and explicitly rejected class warfare. But his conception of 
democracy, like that of Housseau, was direct and totalitarian; and 
this made current forms of western democracy more alien to him 
than Bolshevism. He is said to have hailed the Bolshevik 
revolution as " a replica of its Chinese forerunner" ; l and there 
is evidence that he had learned from Lenin's conception of 
an organized and disciplined revolutionary party . .1 A certain 
natural sympathy therefore existed between the makers of 
the Chinese and of the Russian revolutions, long hefore it 
began to take political shape, and even before communications had 
been opened between them. In these conditions Soviet diplo
macy, while maintaining formal recognition of the Peking govern
ment, retained a broad freedom of manceuvre, not substantially 
differing in this respect from the diplomacy of other Powers except 
in the ampler opportunities available to it. 

Secondly, while direct territorial contact between Russia and 
Japan was limited to a small and specific area, Russia and China 
shared the longest land frontier in the world. Soviet-Chinese 
relations continued to be dominated, as Russian-Chinese relations 
had long been, by issues arising from traditional Russian pressure 
on those outer marches of the Chinese Empire whose populations 
were always more or less recalcitrant to the authority of a central 
Chinese Government. Three such areas sprawled along the 
frontier between Russia in Asia and China - Sinkiang (the s()-

I Lenin, Sochinen(va, xvi, 27-29. 
Sun Fn, China Looks Forward (1944), p. 10. 

J B. I. Schwartz. Chilles{' COllllllullislII lind tIll' Rise of ]1..1<10 (Har\'ard, 1<)51), 

p. 21 3, note 33. 
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called Chinese Turkestan), Outer "Mongolia and Manchuria. 
The first two were sparsely inhabited hy non-Chinese'populations 
of Turki and Mongol speech respectively; J the third, Manchuria, 
alone possessed great natural wealth and a dense Chinese popula
tion, forming the only part of the Russian-Chinese frontier where 
Russians and Chinese were in direct territorial contact, and 
presenting a major hone of contention in the shape of the Chinese 
Eastern Railway. The situation was complicated by the interest 
shown in all these regions hy Japan, passive throughout the 
nineteen-twenties in Sinkiang, intermittent in Outer Mongolia,2 
continuous and active in ]\'Ianchuria. 

Of these three regions, Sinkiang was at this period too isolated 
from the policy-making centres to play a vital rtlle. On the 
Chinese side, a powerful and able governor, Yang Tseng-hsiu, had 
ruled the province since 1912 in virtually complete independence 
of Peking. 3 On the Soviet side, a complete interruption of com
munications between l\Toscm\, and Tashkent lasting for almost 
two years was the sequel of the Bolshevik revolution; the central 
authority did not begin to make itself felt before the spring of 
H)20, and was not effective throughout Turkestan till much later. 4 

In the disturbed conditions on the Soviet side of the frontier, even 
local relations were established 'with difficulty, and these were 
confined to matters of local concern. Yang's principal anxiety 
at this period was to secure the repatriation to Hussian territory 
of the many thousands of " white" refugees who had flooded 
into Sinkiang after the revolution,S and constituted a threat to 
security and order. The authorities of Soviet Turkestan urgently 
desired a re-estahlishment of trade across the frontier; imports 
from Sinkiang of livestock, hides and tea had played a substantial 

I The most recent study of the complex ethnic structure of the population 
of Sinkiang is in 0. Lattimore, Tit., Pi1'O( of Asia (Boston, 1950), pp, 103-151-

, For Japanese inteft'st in Outer l\1ongolia before 1917 sec (;, M, Friter" 
Ottta i'.l(JfI/Jolia (/1/d its /ntcrllutio/lall'ositiull (Baltimore, 1\14'), pp, 217-226, 

I An outline skdch of the period of Yang's rule, with referenct's to sources, 
is in 0, Lattimore, TIte Pivot of /Isi" (Boston, J<)50), pp, 52-64. 

4 Sec Vol. I, pp, 331,335-,136. 
5 l\IanyKazakhs had also tl(,d to Sinkiang after the Kazakh rehellion of 

1916, hut the'sc werc easily absorlwd into racially and l'conomically cognatt> 
groups and presented no serious problem; Kazakh migration into Sinkiang was 
a long-standing phenomenon (F, Lorimer, The Population of the Soviet Union 
(Gencva, )()4('), p, 140), 
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part in the tconomy of Russian Central Asia, though the exports 
of textiles and consumer goods which had been the counterpart 
of these imports were now scarcely available. On May 27, 1<)20, 

an agreement was concluded between the governor of Sinkiang 
and the Tashkent government. Each party was to have two 
" offices for commerce and foreign affairs" on the territory of the 
other. The Soviet offices were to he at I-Ii and I-ning, both on 
the northern frontier of Sinkiang; the Chinese offices were, 
somewhat mysteriously, to he not ill Soviet Turkestan, but in 
Siberia, one in Semirechie at Semipalatinsk, the other at Verkhne
Udinsk on the Siberian-Mongolian border. Trade between 
Soviet Turkestan and Sinkiang was to be limited to a single route 
entering the northern, or I-Ii, province of Sinkiang. The Tashkent 
authorities promised an " inviolable amnesty" for all Russian 
civil and military refugees in Chinese territory who might be sent 
back hy the Chinese authorities. Chinese property claims in 
Soviet Turkestan were reserved in vague terms for future "friendly 
and direct agreements ".1 

This agreement represented a victory on almost all points for 
the Sinkiang authorities. The Sino-Russian treaty of 1881 had 
granted to Russia the right to establish seven consulates in Sin
kiang enjoying extra-territorial rights; these were now reduced 
to two frontier offices, and trade was limited to a single route and 
subject in all respects to local law. The Tashkent authorities had 
agreed to take back the unwanted burden of " white" refugees. 
Such rights as the agreement conferred on Russian citizens to 
trade in Sinkiang were confined to the northern province; Soviet 
influence and infiltration were by implication strictly excluded 
from southern Sinkiang, where British power was still pre-

I Though the agreement was signed in Chinese and in Russian, no Russian 
tl'xt has l'V('r been puhlished. and the best available wrsion is an English 
translation from tht, Chint'sl' in TUG/ii'S ,mei .:1grt'ements ulith alld ClmcenlillK 
Chi1lC./, I91 C) f().!9 (Washington, 1929), pr· 24-25; the French translation in 
Uet'lIc des Etudes lslamiqucs. vii (Anncl' H133), H),17) , pp. 15H-1S9 (where the 
Chinesl' original is stated to haw bl'en otficially publishl'<j in the journal Pei 
Kill" Je Pat> of Septemlwl" 13, 1<)20), ig hriefer and e\'idently Il-ss satisfactory. 
The name of thl' principal Russian signatory appears in Chinese form ;s 
Limalichfu: he is describ"d as " commissioner for foreign affairs of Russia 
with special authority". Whilc the text of the agreement commits onl" the 
Tashkent government, the agreement to the setting up of Chinese ag~ncies 
outside thc territory of Turkl'stan suggests that the Soviet negotiator had in 
fact some widt!r authority. 
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dominant.! The agreement of May 27, 1920, marked the lowest 
point of Soviet power and influence in Central Asia. Thereafter 
the resumption of regular communications with Moscow and the 
restoration of order in Turkestan, culminating in the establishment 
of the autonomous Turkestan SSR in April 1921,2 enabled the 
Soviet power to reassert itself in its relations with Sinkiang as 
elsewhere. The disorders of the Chinese civil war and weakening 
of British authority and prestige in India and throughout the 
Middle East accentuated the essential dependence of Sinkiang, 
firmly established in the last period of the Tsarist regime, on trade 
with Russia. Neither China nor British India could offer Sinkiang 
such easy access either to markets or to sources of supply as could 
Soviet Turkestan; and, once Soviet authority was firmly estah
lished there, no other power impinged so closely on Sinkiang. In 
these conditions, the story of the next decade is one of a gradual 
recovery of Russian influence. The process was at the outset 
extremely slow. But already in 1921 trade in livestock from 
Sinkiang on an extensiye scale was being organized through a 
Soviet ofilce in Semipalatinsk; and the secretary of the Chinese 
consulate there was reported as stating that, once Sinkiang had 
been cut off from Chinese markets by the civil war, it had no 
option but to seek markets in Soviet Russia. In the following 
year, according to a Soviet writer, trade fell off owing to a change 
in the Soviet authority concerned and a failure to make prompt 
payment for consignments delivered. 3 The limiting factor in 
Soviet trade with Sinkiang at this time was clearly Soviet inability to 
deliver in sufficient quantities the consumer goods required by the 
customer. No formal change was made before 1924 in conditions 
of trade or in other relations between Soviet Russia and Sinkiang. 

Outer IVlongolia, the second of these frontier regions, was the 
larger hut more sparsely populated of the two parts into which 
Mongol territory was traditionally divided, and had been, ever 
since the annexation of the Amur region to Russia in 1858, an 
outlying and loosely held bastion of the Chinese Empire abutting 

I Th,' British consul-general at Kashgat at this timp rt'cords that the former 
large HUSRian colony in Kashgm had dwindled in the early nint,teen-twenties 
to some twenty persons, and that no Soviet representative came to Kashgar till 
J<)25 (c. P. Skeine, Chines,' Central Asia (1932), p. 66). 

l See Vol. I, pp. 336-339 . 
. 1 Nm'yi rOosto", yjii-ix (J92S), 2('-39; Pravda, November 6, 1()21. 
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on Russian territory for more than 1500 miles. Russian diplomacy • gradually succeeded in making of Outer Mongolia a recognized 
no-man's-land between the two empires, and then, by the tri
partite treaty of Kyakhta of 1915, in converting it into an auto
nomous region under formal Chinese suzerainty, but subject 
to what was virtually a Russian protectorate a positIOn com
parable only with that of Tibet in relation to Great Britain. I The 
Mongols were in the position of a hackward and not very numerous 
people caught between two powerful countries. But, since 
Russian immigration into Outer Mongolia (other than that of 
Buryat Mongols from Russian territory) was, and was likely to 
remain, insignificant, whereas Chinese immigration, which had 
already flowed extensively into Inner l\1ongolia, was a serious 
threat, it was at the outset possible for a certain number of politic
ally conscious Mongols to regard Russian interference as an act 
of national liberation from China. Symptoms of national con
sciousness began to emerge quite strongly after 1911 when, as a 
result of the Chinese revolution, Outer Mongolia was ahle to 
assert her autonomous status and first acquired some of the 
rudimentary machinery of a modern state. 

The February revolution of 1917 in Russia was followed by a 
rapid decline in Russian prestige and power in Outer Mongolia 
and elsewhere throughout the Far East; and this was soon 
reflected both in Japanese and in Chinese action to overthrow the 
r~gime established by the Kyakhta treaty. In the winter of 
1918-I919 the Japanese authorities in Siberia, both directly and 
through their prot~t;e, the "white" Russian general Semenov, 
were actively promoting a pan-Mongolian movement which was 
to embrace Inner and Outer Mongolia and the Buryats in Siberia. 
A pan-Mongolian congress assembled under Japanese auspices at 
Chita in Siberia on February 28, 1919, and proclaimed a provisional 
government for a vast Mongol state including all these regions and 
stretching to the confines of Tibet. These grandiose schemes were, 
however, even more distasteful to China than to Soviet Russia. 
The Peking government, formed from the pro-Japanese Anfu 

I A convenient and documented account of Russian action and Russian
Chinese relations in regard to Outer Mongolia down to and including the treaty 
of Kyakhta is in G. lVI. Fritcrs, Outer ]I.{ongolia lind its Illtematiollal Position 
(Baltimore, 1949), pp. 44-Il2, 151-183. 
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group, successfully protested at Tokyo; and the 11an-Mongo! 
activities of Japanese agents were curbed. l The Soviet Govern
ment, having signalized its ascent to power oy a denunciation of all 
treaties of lfle former Tsarist government, had no formal ground 
to protest; nor had it any longer any power in Asia to make the 
protest effective. In July H)19 it followed up its declaration 
surrendering former Russian concessions in China hy a specific 
message to the l\longolian people. Mongolia was declared a 
" free country"; all" Russian advisers, Tsarist consuls, bankers 
and capitalists" should he driven out; no foreigner should be 
allowed to intervene in l\longolian affairs; and the Soviet Govern
ment offered to enter into diplomatic relations with Mongolia. z 

The last otfer may have been intended as a reminder of traditional 
Russian support for the independence of Mongolia from China. 
But at the height of the civil war these sentiments had little prac
tical application; and, once Japanese ambitions had been moder
ated, nothing stood in the way of a reassertion of Chinese authority 
over the territory. 1 n October H) I 9 the Chinese Government 
determined to clinch the matter by sending General Ilsii Shu
tseng,' a member of the ruling Anfu group, to llrga, the capital 
of Outer l\Iongolia. After a few weeks of bribery and intimidation 
a petition to the Chinese Government was signed by a number of 
Mongolian ministers and notabilities requesting the withdrawal of 
the country's autonomy; and on the strength of this a decree was 
issued in Peking on Novt~mher 22, 19H), cancelling the auto
nomous status of Outer Mongolia and denouncing thc treaty of 
Kyakhta. 4 It is reasonahle to suppose that these proceedings had 
the tacit support and encouragement of Japan, now in course of 
consolidating her position throughout Siberia east of Lake Baikal. 
With the civil war in Russia at its height, Soviet power and Soviet 
diplomacy appeared to have heen entirely excluded from this 
former Russian sphere of influence. 

I A. KaJlinnikov, Re7'oIYIi/siollllilYil ]1,1ollgo/(v" (n.d. [l9251), pp. 6!\-69; 
further light IS thrown on this t"pisode in an article in Nov)'i Vostok, ii (1922), 
59 1 - 6°3. 

2 Tikhii Ol,um, NO.1, IIJ36, p. 7Z. 
3 Commonly known as "little Hsu" hy way of distinction from Hsu 

Shih-chang, the president of the Chinese republic. 
4 Chint"se authorities for thes'· events arc cikd in G. M. Friters, Outer 

M(mgo/i(/ and its internatiol1al Positio1l (Baltimore, 1949), pp. 185-189; the 
decree is in China Year Book, 19;11 (Shanghai, I<)22,), p. 577. 
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The thir~ frontier region, Manchuria, being traversed by the 
all-important Chinese Eastern Railway, figured far more con
spicuously in the early pronouncements of Soviet policy; but 
these pronouncements had cvcn less effect on the current situation. 
The momentary authority established by the Chinese Government 
in Manchuria in the first months of 1<)18 quickly evaporated. 
Throughout the civil war effective control was exercised by the 
allied military forces or by "white" generals operating under 
their patronage. At the end of April H)I8 the Russo-Asiatic 
Bank, in which the ownership of the Chinese Eastern Railway ,vas 
formally vested, so light to avoid embarrassment by registering 
itself as a French company and transferring its scat to Paris; I 

and from January 19 H} onwards the railway was managed, in the 
interests of military efficiency, by an allied board. The Soviet 
Government, remote from the scene of events and from any 
vestige of influence over them, saw itself confined to propagandist 
gestures. The report of Narkomindel to the fifth All-Russian 
Congress of Soviets of July 5, 1918, related that, in the negotiations 
with the Chinese minister earlier in the year, " we notified China 
that we renounce the conquests of the Tsarist government in 
IVlanchuria and we restore the sovereign rights of China in that 
territory, in which lies a main trade artery - the Chinese Eastern 
Railway, property of the Chinese and Russian people", and went 
on to make a further and more specific statement of policy on the 
Chinefle Eafltern Railway and other Russian rights in China: 

We consider that, if part of the money invested in the con
struction of this railway by the RUflsian people were repaid hy 
China, China might buy it hack without waiting for the time
limit in the agreement imposed on her by force .... We agree 
to renounce all territorial rights of our citizens in China. We 
are ready to renounce all indemnities." 

On August I, 1918, Chicherin wrote a letter to the Chinese 
nationalist leader Sun Yat-scll, the head of the dissident nationalist 
government in Canton, in which, though not specifically reverting 

I Mil/m"d's Review (Shanghai), May 4, 1915, p. 354; China }"cal" Book, 
192I (Shanghai, 1<)1.2), pp" 650-652. 

2 iZ'L'esliyu, July 5, 1918; the report was not considned by the congress ur 
included in the records of its proceedings. Under the protocol attached to t1w 
Russo-Chinese treaty of 1896 China could not buyout thl' Russian owners of 
the railway before 1932. 

VOL. III 2 K 
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to the renunciation of Russian claims, he attacked the Peking 
government as " the puppet of foreign bankers",' and ended: 
" Long live the union of the Russian and Chinese prolctariat ". 
The leitlllotif of national liberation from imperialist opprcssion 
was thus subtly blended with the international solidarity of thc 
proletariat. But this missivc failed to reach its destination. I The 
creation at Moscow in January 1919 of a" Chinese 'Vorking Men's 
Association" as a centre for propaganda work in China was 
eyidently part of the same campaign to woo Chinese support.! 

Tn the summer of 1919. allied policy at the peace conference 
played into Soviet hands. The Chinese delegation in Paris protested 
in vain against the clauses in the Versailles treaty sanctioning the 
prolongation of thc Japanese occupation of Shantung. On\lay 4, 
1 l)19. the treaty was the object of host ill' demonstrations, especially 
from students. throughout China; and the Chinese delegation in 
Paris was instructed not to sign the treaty . .l The incident gave a 
great impetus to the nationalist cause, and offered the Bolsheviks 
their first real opportunity of contrasting Soviet sympathy for 
Chinese national aspirations and Soviet willingness to treat China as 
an equal with the unequal and oppressive policies of the other great 
powers. In July H) 1<) a successful otrcnsive against Kolchak for 
the first time carried the Red Army across the Urals into Siberia. 
The occasion was seized to address a declaratioll on July 25, 1919, 
" to the Chinese people and the governments of south and north 
China ". It was signed by Karakhan, the deputy People's Com
missar for Foreign Affairs. I laving declared that the Red Army 
would" hring to the peoples liberation from the yoke of the foreign 
bayonet, from the yoke of foreign gold", the Soviet Government 
renounced all territorial and other acquisitions of the Tsarist govern
ment on Chinese soil, including" Manchuria and other regions ", 
all extra-territorial rights and other privileges of Russian subjects, 

1 The letter was published in l::;1','stl~1'a, ;\1arch 'J. 1919 (translation in Soviet 
Dowmellts UII Foreign Policy, ed. ]. Degras, i (I'J5I), 92-(3); Sun Yat-sen in 
a letter to Chicherin of August 28. 11)2 I (see p. 5 I 1, note I, below). stated 
that he had rccclyed no letter from Cbicherin prior to one of October 3 I, 
1'J20. 

, A. L. 1'. Dennis, The Foreign }'o/icics of ,'-,'oviet Russia (1924), pp. 314-315 ; 
there was a Soviet of Chinese workers, said to number 1000, in Moscow (A. 
l{ansome, ""ix Weeks in Russia in H)19 (19 1 9), p. 47). 

I R. T. Pollard, Chilla's Foreign Relatiolls. IYI7-193I (N.Y., 1933), pp. 79-
82; tbis useful work is based mainly on the contemporary press. 
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and the outs~anding instalments of the Boxer indemnity; all unequal 
treaties were in principle declared null and void as far as Soviet 
Russia was concerned, One sentence of the declaration specifically 
included the Chinese Eastern Railway ill the act of renunciation: 

The Soviet Government restores to the Chinese people 
without compensation the Chinese Eastern Railway, the mining 
and forestry concessions and other privileges seized by the 
Tsar's government, hy the Kerensky government, hy Semenov, 
Kolchak and the Russian ex-generals, lawyers and capitalists,l 

1 No ollieial text of the note was ever published by Narkomindel ; what was 
descrihed as all Engli,h translation of the original French text was puhlished 111 

th,' authoritative lIfil1t1rd's Rrvipzv (Shanghai), July 5, 1920, pp. 24-26, and suh
S('(jll,,"tly in Chil/a )"ear Boo", J().!4-5 (Shanghai, n.d,), pp, !{(,!{-S70. A Russian 
version which appeared in I:n'est~1'a on August 26, 1919, omitted the sentence 
quoted ahove (together with the last phrase of the preceding paragraph), and 
the authenticity of the s('lltence was aft,>rwards strenuously and consistenth' 
d('nied bv Soviet spokesmen, beginning with .J oife (sec p, 540 below). Its 
authentic,ty he" been established beyond question by A. S, Whiting in 
The Far L'astl'rrI {hwrtl'Y/Y (N,Y.), x, l\o. 4 (August 1<)51), pp, 355-3('4, A 
RUSSIan text containing the whole passage omitted by Iz.'e,'I;ya, and correspond
ing exactly to th" English version published in China, appeared in a pamphlet 
by V, Viknsky, Kita; i :';uVl'/slwya Uossiya, issued by the party central com
mittee III 191<) (internal evidence suggl'sts July or August as the time of pub
lication), Viknsky was a party worker from Siberia, a former l\1enshevik, 
,vho in the sununer of 19IC) \-vaS serving in 1\1oscow as n1f'lnbt:T uf a C0I11nlission 
of So,'narlwln on Siherian alTairs and wrott' frequently tor IZ1'{'st1)'(I under the 
pen-name of Sihir~·ako\'. He was probably concerned in the drafting of the 
d ... c1aratiol1 of .July 25, 191<); on the following day he had an article in izvesliya 
in which, recalling the demand for the return of the Chines.: Eastern Railway 
among those maJe by China at the Paris peace conference, he concluded that 
" SO"iet ){ussia Illlght with a light heart resolve these questions in a s<,nse 
fa,ollrable to China and thereby win an alliance with her ", A report of 
Narkomindd of lkct'mber 1921 implies that the return of the Chinese Eastern 
Railway to China was one of the points covered bv the ,kclaration of July 25, 
19/9 (Goti01'oi Otchct NKID I, IX S"ezdu S'",'elm' (1<)21), p. 54), The most 
plausible explanation of tbe facts seems to Ill' that a change of heart occurn'J in 
Soviet circles bctw(Tn the despatch of the note on July 25, 1<)19, and its puh
lication in Iz~)csti)'(l a month later, and that the passage about the Chinese 
Eastern Hailway was deliberately rCll1m·cd. But no attempt was apparently 
made to communicate the revised text to the SI)\'iet representatin> in Siberia 
who, as the sequel showed, had only the original text as late as lVlarch I920; 
nor is it clear why the harmless phrase at the end of the pre"ious paragraph 
should have also been omitted (which would have b"t'n natural enouA'h if the 
omission had heen accidental), The episode is (',"idence of divided opinions in 
Soviet circles on the unconditional return of the Chinese Eastern Railway: 
this was already apparent in the Narkomindel report of July 1<)18 (see p. 503 
above), which had referred to thc railway as the" joint propl'l'ty of the Chinese 
and ){ussian people" and spoken of China bcing allowed to " buy it back" at a 
part of its cost and before the expiry of the time-limit. 
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In existing conditions in Asia, the declaration - by whatever 
channel it was despatched --- failed to reach the Chinese Govern
ment until March 26, 1920,1 when it was telegraphed to Peking 
from Irkutsk hy Yanson, described as " representative for foreign 
affairs of the Council of People's Commissars of Siberia and the 
Far East" --- evidently an embryonic form of the Far Eastern 
Republic ",-hich was officially proclaimed a fortnight later.2 The 
declaration had an enthusiastic reception in Chinese circles, and 
strengthened the reaction against the western Powers and Japan 
which had been gathering force since the Versailles decision of 
the previolls summer_.1 The civil war being over and allied 
forces, other than the Japanese, having been withdrawn, the Peking 
government had now issued a decree resuming full control of 
the Chinese Eastern Railway_" But this control was almost wholly 
fictitious. After the ending of the civil war, etlective power in 
l\lanchuria was exercised by a vigorous Chinese war-lord, Chang 
Tso-lin, who, while not formally disowning the supremacy of the 
central Chinese Government, recognized the practical importance 
of keeping on good terms with the Japanese military authorities 
still active in Siberia, and was more likely to accept directions 
from Tokyo than from Peking_ 

In the spring and slimmer of 1920 the fortulles of Soviet 
Russia in the Far East touched their lowest point. Victory had 
been gained over Kolchak. But the ne,,-Iy created Far Eastern 
Republic had still to prove its diplomatic usefulness; and rela
tions with Japan were still further embittered by the Nikolaevsk 
massacre and the Japanese reprisals at Vladivostok.' It was at 

, Its receipt was reported with special reference to the mention of the 
Chinese Eastern Railway m Millard's R"1'iew (Shanghai), March 27, '92.0, 
p_ ,1>2, 

, See Vol. 1,1'- 356-
,1 E\'idence of tlw impression made by it is fjuot,'d from Chinese Roure!', in 

B. L Schwartz, Chinese Conmll11lism and lIi,' Rise of 1'v1ao (Harvard, '951),1'- 214, 
note 44, The ChineS!.. Government attempted to cast suspicion on the d"c1ara
tion by all<:ging, on supposed information obtained from Soviet sources inside 
Siberia, that it was a forgery (A1d/ard's Rl!view (Shanghai), June 5. If)20, p_ 25) ; 
there is no other evidence that the authenticity of the text was challenged from 
either side hefore 1922_ 

'. Ihid, March 27, 1<)20, 1'_ ,Hz_ 
, See \,,,1. I. PP, 35('-357-
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this moment that the headquarters of Comintern decided to take 
a hand and despatched Voitinsky as its representative to China. 
In China, as in Japan, the result of the Bolshevik revolution had 
been to create for the first time a widespread interest in Marxism 
in intellectual circles; and a society for the study of Marxism 
was founded in Peking university in the spring of 19I5. The 
leading figures of the movement were two professors of the univer
sity, Ch'en Tu-hsiu and Li Ta-chao, the former a professor of 
literature and the founder and editor of an advanced political 
review, the latter a professor of history whose main interest was 
in the philosophy of history. J The activities of the group, which 
was not committed to orthodox Marxism, remained academic 
until they became involved in the" May the Fourth Movement" 
._- itself largely initiated and carried on by university students and 
teachers ... against the terms of the Versailles treaty. The move
ment, though not inspired by the Russian revolution, had a natural 
aflinity with it as being a movement of revolt against western 
imperialism. It found no specific inspiration or support in Marxist 
doctrine, and the connexion hetween it and the rise of Chinese 
Marxism was empirical and fortuitous. But in the China of H}I9, 

resistance to the west, sympathy with the Russian revolution and 
the study of Marx were all expressions of " advanced" political 
opinion. A condition of political ferment, which had its focus in 
this revolt and stood, in some still undefined way, to the Left of 
the national and "democratic" revolution of H)1 1, had been 
created, but lacked any clear shape or concrete programme. There 
was still no serious labour movement; and agrarian discontent, 
a time-honoured phenomenon, was inarticulate and unorganized. 

Such was the situation which confronted V oitinsky on his 
arrival in Peking as representative of Com intern in June 1920. 

He had conversations with Li Ta-chao, and went on to Shanghai 
where Ch'en Tu-hsiu was now established. Here the first steps 
were cautiously taken by Voitinsky towards the organization of a 
Chinese communist party. The first stage was the formation in 
August of a socialist youth group for which Voitinsky is said to 
have provided funds. But the constitution of this group tolerated 
a wide diversity of opinion; and when, in the following month, a 

J B. I. Schwartz, Chillf'Sf' C;omllllmi'<l11 tll/{/tlre Rise of Jl.111V (Harvard, 11)51), 
pp. 7-16. 
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conference was held in Shanghai to discuss the f(w~ding of an 
orthodox communist party, the task proved too difficult. I The 
blessing given in the theses of the second congress of Comintern 
to the cooperation of communists in " colonial" countries with 
movements of national liberation l precisely fitted the Chinese 
situation. Nowhere were the opportunities of an alliance between 
communism and nationalism more promising; and nowhere were 
they so fully exploited in the sequel. But the decisions of the 
second congress were taken vvithout reference to China, and do 
not seem to have been known --- or their implications under
stood --- during Voitinsky's visit, which, while it prepared the 
ground by stimulat ing the formatioll of communist or q uasi
communist groups in ditferent parts of China,"' yielded few concrete 
results. 

It was about this time that the diplomatic situation began to 
show signs of improvement. As the results of the victory over 
Kolchak and the isolation of the Japanese forces in Siheria became 
gradually apparent, the balance of forces in the Far East also 
changed, and Soviet Russia could hegin to re('()\'er lost ground. 
Anarchy was increasing in China, and the provincial war-lords 
fought and manu:uvred against one another with less and less 
regard for a nominal central authority. In the late summer of 
1920 the military backers of the Peking government were defeated 
by \Vu Pei-fu, the war lord of Chili, and the government collapsed. 
Its successor noted that intervention in Hussia had been abandoned 
by all the former allies except Japan; and it could no longer afford 
to pursue a whole-heartedly Soviet policy which played into the 
hands of the southern nationalists. The first act of the new 
government was to admit Yurin, the delegate of the Far Eastern 

I Infonnation about the Voitinskv mission comes exclusively frOtll Chinese 
sources which arc quoted in B. I. Scll\' artz, C'him'se COllllllunism and the Hisl' 
of ilIa!) (J 95 J), pp. 32-33; the sources date from some years after the event, 
and should be treated with caution. 

" Sec pp. 252.-2Stl ahove: two Chinese ddegates of uncertain credentials 
Were admitted to the congress in a consultativc capacity, hut Chinese affairs 
do not seem to have been discussed. 

J According to Bo/'slUlya S'(lVI'ls/wya t:lItsililoped(rll, xii (192t1), (,57-65~, 
art. Voitinsky (Zarkhlin), Voitinsky " Jrt the summer of 1<)20 took part in the 
organization of the first communist cells in Shanghai, Peking and Canton" ; 
a later Chincse account speaks of Chinese communist groups being established 
at this time in Peking, Canton and I IUlIan, as well as itt Paris (Komlllllllistic/it's/,ii 
illtl'/"Illltsiollal, No. ()-IO (IX7-1XX), 1929, p. Itll). 
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Republic, y,ho had been waiting at Kalgan for some weeks. 1 

Next it formally ratified the agreement concluded in the previolls 
May between the Soviet authorities at Tashkent and the Chinese 
governor of Sinkiang, which thus became the first officially recog
nized agreement lw(ween a Soviet and a Chinese authority.2 Then 
on September 23, 1920, recognition was formally withdrawn from 
the former RWisian minister and consuls; 3 and about the same 
time a Chinese mission under Grneral Chang Shi-lin arrived in 
Moscow. Karakhan, who conducted the negotiations with the 
mission on behalf of Narkomindcl, handed to it on September 27, 
I1)20, a note addressed to " the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Chinese Repuhlic " containing the heads of a proposed agreement 
hetween the RSFSR and the Chinese Republic. The RSFSR 
confirmed its renunciation of all annexations and concessions as 
\Yell as of the Boxer indemnity payments: full diplomatic, con
sular and commercial rclations were to he established; the Chinese 
Covernmcnt was to give no support or shelter to Russian counter
revolutionary organizations; and a subsequent treaty was to be 
drawn up between the RSFSR, the Far Eastern Republic and 
China to regulate the status of the Chinese Eastern Railway.4 

Meanwhile the Soviet approach to China exhihited the same 
careful blend of revolutionary appeal and hard-headed power 
politics which was characteristic of Soviet foreign policy elsewhere. 
I n an article in l:::.7'cst(va on October 9, H)20, Vilensky noted that 
" under the Hag of \\'11 Pci-fu " policy in China had taken a more 

1 R. T. Pollard, Chilla's FOY(,~"'1 R"la I lrl/lS , H)17-·''JJI (N.Y., 1<)33), 1'1'.133-
134· 

2 ]zvest(va, Octoher <}, 1<)20: H. T. Pollard, Ghina's Forei/:Il Relations, 
JI)I7--lC)]I (N.'!'., 1<).11), 1'.134. For the agreement sec pp. 49<}-500 ahove . 

.1 Ghifla }'ear Rook, lr)21 (Shanghai, 11)22), p. 62('; on October 30, Jlgo, 

regulations Were issued determining tIlt' legal status of Russian citizens in 
China (ihid. p. (44). 

4 No Russian text of Karakhan's note has bcen found. The English 
translation in the Chillll }-m,- Roof<, 1rp.'-·5 (Shanghai, n.d.), pp. XiO-Xi2, is 
dated September 2i, Jl)20: this date is quoted in the Joffe-Sun Yat-scn state
ment of January 1()23, and is certainly correct. "An English translation made 
from a Russian text ohtained at Narkomindel " is in V. A. Yakhontoff, Russia 
afld the Soviet lTlIirm ill the Far EllSf (1932), PI'. 384-3Ri, and bears the date 
October 27, 1<)20; to add to the confusion, Jofre's note of September 2, Jl)22 

(see p .. <;]8 below) gives the date as Septemher 2i, 1921. R. T. Pollard, 
Chilla's Forei!?l1 RelaliotlS, '9I7--193I (N.Y., 1<)33), p. 135, without quoting any 
authority, says that it was received by the Chinese delegation on Octoher 2, 

1920. 
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friendly turn tmvards Soviet Russia. Nevertheless q,lina " must 
choose between one ally and the other". Though" good neigh
bourly relations between China and Soviet Russia may be as 
little to the liking of other allied robbers as of Japan", the 
writer concluded that "for China herself, having begun the 
struggle for liheration from the rapacious grasp of Japanese 
imperialism, good neighbourly relations with Soviet Russia provide 
a practical chance of carrying Oil that struggle to a successful con
c1usion". The appeal seemed at flrst to bear fruit; three days 
later Chang Shi-lin told ~arkomindel that " permanent repre
sentatiYes are heing appointed by China to Russia". But stronger 
pressures apparently prcyailed in Peking. The Peking government 
chose the moment of Chang Shi-lin's mission in l\loscow to rein
sure itself with the financial authorities of the west by concluding, 
on October 2, 1<)20, a fresh agreement with the Russo-Asiatic 
Bank in its assumed capacity as legal owner of the Chinese Eastern 
Railway. I The agreement placed some Chinese officials in posi
tions of prestige and profit on the hoard of the railway. I n other 
respects it can ha\'e had little effect, since Chang Tso-lin, \Vho 
was in control of l\lanchuria, \Vas now less inclined than eyer to 
listen to the behests of Peking. But it was none the less a demon
stration of intention to exclude Soyiet I{ussia from any share in 
the control of a vital artery of Hussian communications with the 
Pacific. Then, on October IR, Krasin was requested hy the 
Chinese lVIiIlister in London to inform Moscow that Chang 
Shi-lin's credentials had been withdrawn, and that a consul-general 
would he appointed to look after Chinese interests in the RSFSR.2 
A month later, in reply to further Soviet representations, thc 
Chinese Government sent a polite hut non-committal reply mcrely 
expressing a hope for negotiations in the futurc and protesting 
against the treatment of Chinese citizens in the RSFSR . .1 

The brief ray of hope which had dawned in the autumn of 

I An English translation of the original French text is in Treaties and AltY1'c
mCllts 1L'ilh and cfmarnillJ! China (\Vashington, 1929), pp. 29-31, 

L (Jodm",i Otchet NKID Ie IX ,<,"'czdu Smwtov (1921), p. 55, Acconling to 
R, ,]" Pollanl, China's Foreil[n Relations, I<)J7'-1(131 (N,Y., 1933), p. 135, 
Chang Shi-lin had not been sent to M<)scnw by the Peking government, and 
was on a " private" mission; but this was a fiction designed to propitiate 
western opinion by playing down (my relations with Moscow, 

1 Ihid, p. '37. 
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1920, when. the Anfu government fell in Peking and recogI11tlOn 
was withdrawn from the former Tsarist representative, seemed 
therefore to have been once marc extinguished. It may have 
heen these rebuffs which caused the Soviet Government at this 
moment to recall that Soviet diplomacy in China also had two 
strings to its bow. On Octoher 31, 1920, Chicherin wrote a 
personal letter to Sun Yat-sen in Canton and proposed trade 
negotiations; since the possibilities of tradc between Soviet 
Russia and southern China scarcely existed, the letter was no 
doubt intended as a tentative political overture. But it was 
entrusted to an unnamed emissary, and failed to reach Sun Yat-sen 
till July of the following year. I Y urin remained in Peking as 
representative of the Far Eastern Republic throughout the winter 
of 1<)20- 192 I , cngaged in intermit tent lIegotiations for a commer
cial agreement. But, ill spitc of a numher of conciliatory pro
nouncements, his conversations with the Chinese Ministry of 
Foreign Atlairs led to no result. The failurc was commonly 
attributed to pressure on the Chinese Govcrnment from allied 
sources, and particularly by the French Minister in Peking. 2 A 
Soviet delegatc sent to negotiate with Chang Tso-lin at IVlukden 
met with no hctter success . .1 ,,\'hatever avenue of approach was 
tried, China still scemed succcssfully sealed against any form of 
Soviet penetration. 

Meanwhile startling cvents had happened in Outer Mongolia. 
Little Hsu's rule was sufficiently high-handed to provoke wide
spread discontent. Early in 19204 at least two revolutionary 
groups seem to have come into existence in Urga, led respectively 
by Sukhebator and ChoibaIsang; the second group is said to have 

I The text of the letter has not been published: its tenor is known only 
from Sun Yat-scn·s reply of August zX, 11)21, puhlished in BIJ/"sh,'vik, No. Ie), 

1')50 , PI'· 46 -48. 
2 Millard's RCT,i"w (Shanghai). Decemher 11, 1,)20, p. 99; January 1,1')21, 

pp. 238-239: (lodm'oi Olt'hel NKID" IX S"ezdu 807.'('107' (1921), p. 53 ; many 
n·ports art' quoted from the contemporary pn'ss in R. T. Pollard, GhitUl's 
Foreign Relalio1/S, 1l)17--Il)31 (N.Y., 1933), pp. 137-131). 

J Millard's ReT'iew (Shanghai), Decemher 25. 1,)20, p. 213; April'), 1')21, 
p. 286. 

• A. Ku\linnikov, RevolyulsilJtI1lt1ya Alollgoliya (n.d. (1925)), p. 73. says 
in general terms that a revolutionary movement" began to form itself" after 
the annulment of Mongolian autonomy by China in the autumn of 1')11). 
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worked under the direction of two Soviet agents. I Jl the spring 
of 1920 a delegate of Comintern visitcd lIrga, brought about a 
union of the two groups under Sukhebator's leadership, and set on 
foot ascheme for invoking Soviet aid against Little Hsti. The Bogda 
Gegen, the" living Buddha" of Urga, and the highest ecclesiastical 
and political authority in the country, who had alrcady put out 
feelers for American and Japanese help, had no objection to a similar 
application to Russia: indeed, an application scems to have been 
made, with a singular lack of realism, to Orlov, the former cOllsul
gencral of thc Provisional Covernment who \vas still in Urga. But 
now a direct approach was tried. On July IS, 1<)20, Sukhehator 
\vith a party of fivc companions left Urga secretly for Irkutsk, being 
joined later by Choihalsang. I lere a petition for help was handed 
to the" department for Far Eastern affairs" of the Far Eastcrn 
Repuhlic, while some of thc delegate:-; went on to l\Toscow. The 
reply from Irkutsk was apparently non-commital, and laid down 
two conditions reprcscnting a nice compromise hct\\Ten tradition 
and progress that the petition for aid should hear the seal of 
the Bogda Cegen, and that a popular party should hc founded to 
provide support for a pro-Soviet policy. Both conditions werc 
eomplied with. The Bogda (;egen in U rga aHixed his seal to a 
document requesting aid; and Sukhehator in I rkutsk drafted the 
first manifesto of a }\longolian People's Party. A frcsh petition 
was handed in -- this time to " the Far Eastern section of Comin
tern" and" the Soviet fifth army"· on :'\io\'ember 2,1<)20.' 

\Vhile Sukhebator and Choibalsang were negotiating in 
Irkutsk, the Anfu government fell in Peking and Little Bsti's rule 
came to an unlamented end in 1T rga. Dming the autumn and 
winter of 1920-1921 conditions approaching anarchy prevailed 

J Two independent l\Tongolian sourCes exist for thes(' c\'ents: a biography 
of Sukhcbatnr by 1'iachnkdorgi publishpd in I<)41 (quoted bv o. I,attimon· 
in his introduction to (;. M. Friters, Ouler ,U()II!!()/ia lind lis illlerrwli()Il'''/ 
['nsilirm (Baltimort·, ICI4'), pp. xxviIi-xxxvi), and the unpuhlished political 
memoirs of the Dilowa Hutuktu, one of the Mongolian" living Buddhas". 
The former is influenced by the patent desire to depict Sukhehator and Choibal
sang (who was PrillH' i\1inister of the Mongolian People's Hepuhlic when the 
work was published) as the I,('nin and Stalin of Mongolia; hut the narrative 
is crcdible, and the essential facts arc confirmed bv the Dil"wa's memoirs, 
which certainly ha\'(· no communist or Sf)yiet bias. By piecing together the 
two source" a fairly clear picturp can he ohtained of eve'nts not clscwh<·re 
recorded. The most obscure point is how far th ... Hugda (;'-g,·n was cognizant 
of Sukhebator's original mission. 
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in Outer Mvngolia. With the end of the civil war in Siberia, the 
army of Semcnov dissolved and dispersed; and out of its frag
ments one of Semenov's officers, Ungern-Sternberg, created a 
small force of miscellaneous composition enjoying Japanese 
patronage and in part apparently officered by Japanese. 1 In the 
autumn of 1920 this force attempted to force its way into Outer 
Mongolia. This was the occasion of the first overt entry of the 
Soviet Government upon the scene. I t offered to the Peking 
government in a note of November 10, 1920, to send in Soviet 
troops to deal with the intruder; indeed it alleged, rightly or 
wrongly, that a request to do so had been received from the 
Chinese authorities in Urga, the Outer Mongolian capital. But 
the Peking government showed a natural reluctance to invoke 
the aid of the Soviet Government, whose patronage might be 
permanent; and the Soviet offer was declined. z For the moment 
the Chinese forces left in llrga proved adequate to repulse the 
attack which ended in failure. But during the winter conditions 
further deteriorated, the Bogda (;egen himself and many Mon
golian notables being arrested by Chinese soldiers,3 so that when 
Vngern-Sternhcrg returned in February 1<)21 he was greeted as 
a deliverer. Entering llrga at the head of his troops, he announced 
his intention of liquidating all those Mongo)s who had collaborated 
either with China or with Soviet Russia. The Bogda Gegen 
proclaimed himself emperor of an independent l\Iongolia (appar
ently including Inner as well as Outer Mongolia), and set up a 
so-called Mongolian Government with lJngern-Sternhcrg as its 
" military adviser ".4 Yurin at once made an offer to the Peking 

I I. l\laisky, SoVrt'memlllya 1I.1onl(oliya (Irkutsk, 1921), p. 129, descrihes the 
force as consisting of 4000 Russians, 1500-2000 Tunguses and" some tens of 
Japanese "meers"; according to an independent eye-witness, llngem-Stern
berg (·ntered Urga in the following year with a hody-guard of 40 Japanese and 
mainly Japanese material (G. M. Friters, Outer 1I10111:0/ia and its bzterllatiunal 
Position (Baltimore·, 1949), p. 230). 

2 lzvestiya, January 5, 1921 (quott·d in L. l'asvolsky, Russia in the Far Rast 
(N.Y., 1922), pp. liS-lib), printl"ti the Chinese reply of D,'cember 31, 1920: 
the Soviet note of Novembl'r 10, 1920, has apparently not been published, hut 
was summarized in the Chinese reply. 

J These events are described in the Dilowa's memoirs. 
• The fullest connected account of thl'se events, based in part on Chinese 

sources, is in K. S. Weigh, Russo-Chinese Diplomacy (Shanghai, 1(211), pp. 187-
206; see also R. '1'. Pollard, China's Foreigll Relations, I9I7-1!) /1 (N.Y., 1(33), 
Pl'. 161-162, and the Dilowa's memoirs. 
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government of the assistance of Soviet troops to repel, the invader, 
but the otTer was declined. I 

From this point dates the assumption by the Soviet Govern
ment of a forward policy in Outer Mongolia. After Ungcrn
Sternberg's first abortive incursion of November 1920, Sukhebator 
and his group, no doubt accompanied by their Russian advisers, 
left Irkutsk and established themselves on the frontier near 
Kyakhta. Here during the winter the process of organizing the 
Mongolian People's Party and a Mongolian government went on ; 2 

and, when U ngern-Stcrnberg carried out his successful coup of 
February 1921, everything was ready. On March I, 1921, what 
was afterwards described as the first party congress of the Mon
golian People's Party took place under Sukhebator's leadership 
in Kyakhta, and decided to form a l\Iongolian People's Govern
ment and a national army to liberate the country from Chinese 
and from" white" Russian rule. On March H) the new govern
ment was proclaimed with Sukhebator as Prime Minister and 
Minister for VI'ar, and Soviet aid invoked. 3 Ungern-Sternberg 
was not a man to await attack. I n May I<)21 he launched a full
scale offensive against Soviet territory.4 This, however, was 
quickly repulsed by detachments of the Red Army which had 
been mustered near the frontier. Ungern-Sternherg, deserted 

, R. T, PollarJ, Clun,,'s Forl'il{lI Relaliolls, J<)17-19.11 (N.Y., 11)33), p. 16J. 
l AccorJing tu l\la llo-t'icn, ChinesI' .-4I{<'lIt in 1Holll{o/itl (Eng\. trans!., 

Baltim()r~, 1<)4<), PI'. ()S-I)<), th ... party anJ the government were formeJ at 
Troitsko-Savsk: this IllHy han' been Sukhebator's othcrwist' unnHmcJ heaJ
quarters. 

J The most detaileJ source of thest' en'nts is NachokJorgi's biography of 
Sukhcbator: other accounts arc 111 Tikhii ()kl'llll, NO.3 (')), 1 IjJh, p. 66, and in 
E. 1'\'1. M urzaev, AlImgol'sktlytl Narodnaya Respublika (HI-fS), p. dl. All thest' 
accounts no doubt give the proceedings in retrospect a mort' formal character 
than they possesseJ at the time. 

4 Vngern-Sternberg's proclamation of l\'lay 21, I1j21, to " Russian detach
ments on the territory of Soviet Siberia" on the launching of this offensive has 
been preserved. The general proclaimeJ the (;ranJ-Duke Michael "All
Russian Emperor"; announced the intention .. to exterminate commissars, 
communists and Jews with their families"; declareJ that" in this struggle 
with the criminal Jestroyers anJ defilers of Russia ... the n1l'asure of punish
ment can only be one .-. the death penalty in various degrees"; refused to 
rely on " former foreign allies who are experiencing the same revolutionary 
disease"; and cuncludeJ with a quotation from the Book of Daniel predicting 
the appearance of .. Michael the great princt' " and enJing with the words: 
" Blessed is he that waits and fulfils the 3J30 days" (RevolYlIIsiYfl till Dal'lIl!711 
Vus/oke (1923), pp. 429-432). 
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by most of Ijis army, was captured and shot; and on June 2R the 
decision was taken, in the name of the Mongolian People's Party 
and Mongolian People's Government, to march on Urga. The 
city was captured on July 6, and two days later a Mongolian 
Government was established. The Bogda Gegen remained as 
head of the state, though his functions were limited to religious 
matters. The new Prime Minister was Bodo, a lama, and said 
to have been a clerk in the former Russian consulate-general, 
and Sukhehator was Minister of War: these arrangements suggest 
a willingness to etIect compromise between the old and the new 
order which was doubtless dictated in part by the almost complete 
absence of eelucated Mongols outside the lama class. The hard 
fact behind the regime was the presence of the Red Army and of 
Soviet advisers. Early in August 1921, when the new arrange
ments were complete, the lViongolian People's Revolutionary 
(~(J\'('rnment addressed a brief request to the RSFSR " not to 
withdraw Soviet troops from the territory of Mongolia pending 
the complete removal of the threat from the common enemy" : 
and Chicherin at once acceded to it in a long and somewhat 
fulsome reply, which contained an undertaking that the troops 
would be withdrawn as soon as " the threat to the free development 
of the Mongolian people and to the security of the Russian 
Republic and of the Far Eastern Republic shall have been 
removed ". I 

The appearance of the Red Army in Urga, and the establish
ment there of a Mongolian Government under direct Soviet 
patronage, meant a reinstatement of the international situation 
of Outer Mongolia as it had existed before) 917 and had heen regis
tered in the treaty of Kyakhta. The casy success of Soviet arms 
and Soviet policy was a symptom of the changed attitude of Japan, 
whose hidden hand no longer afforded support to the" white" 
forces. I n the summer of ) 92 I, American pressure was being 
strongly exerted on Japan to withdraw her remaining troops from 
Siberia; and a conference between delegates of Japan and of the 
Far Eastern Hepublic was to meet at Dairen in August.2 It was 
a dramatic reversal of the process of the extrusion of Hussian 

I This exchange of noll'S was published in IZVt>stiya, AUj.{ust 12, Jf)21 

(Engl. transl. in L. Pasvnlsky, Russia in the Fa,. Hast (N.Y., Jl)zz), pp. 176-171)). 
, SeC'Vol. I, p. 361. 
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power from t he Far East which had been going on for four years: 
the period of eclipse was at an end. The portents were read in 
Peking; and when on june 15, 1921, Chicherin addressed 
a mild and deprecatory note to the Chinese Government explaining 
that the entry of Soviet troops into Outer Mongolia was a tempo
rary measure dictated by the needs of security, and that they 
would he withdrawn as soon as Ungern-Sternberg was disposed 
of, a curt reply was sent that a mandate had been given to Chang 
Tso-lin to deal with llngern-Sternberg, and that the forces avail
able were sufficient for the purpose. I The reply was a confession 
of helplessness. Chang Tso-lin, himself dependent on japanese 
favours, was most unlikely to mmT against Ungern-Sternherg, 
who was also a protegl of Japan. But this did not make Chinese 
resentment of the Soviet intrusion any less acute. Yurin, the 
delegate of the Far Eastern Repuhlic, who had been absent on 
leave when the Red Army marched on U rga, reappeared in Peking 
on july 25, H)2I, but left again within a week, nominally on a 
mission to Chang Tso-Iin, never to return.' 

In the spring or summer of 1921, while these events were in 
progress, a new step was taken which betokened the strengthening 
interest in Far Eastern affairs in l'vloscow; Maring, the energetic 
Dutch delegate from Indonesia who had played an active part in 
the discussion of the national and colonial question at the second 
congress of Comintern,' was despatched on a mission to China. 
His mission, unlike that of Voitinsky in 1<)20, was evidently not 
confined to the formation and encouragement of local communist 
groups or parties. He was in search of an answer to the general 
question what was to be done about China; and the question put 
in that way revealed the unreality of the distinction between the 
promotion of communism and the development of Soviet power 
and prestige in the Far East. Ignoring Peking, where Yurin 
represented the supposed interests of the Far Eastern Republic, 
Maring visited the two men who appeared to hold the greatest 
real power in China - Wu Pei-fu, the dominant war-lord of 
central China, and Sun Yat-sen, who had been installed byenthusi-

I R. T. Pollard, China's Foreign Relatiolls, Il)I7-193I (N.Y., 1933), p. 162; 

the mandate to Chang Tso-lin had in fact been issued on May 30, 11)21. 

2 Nnrth China Herald (Shanghai), July 30, 1l)21, p. 312; August 6, 1921, 

p. 3116 . 
.1 See p. 251 above. 
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astic nationalists in Canton on May 7, 192 I, as president of a still 
disunited Chinese Hepublic. The rise of Wu Pei-fu in the late 
summer of 1920 had resulted in the ousting of the Anfu govern
ment and had been noted in Moscow as inaugurating a turn of 
policy in Peking favourable, or at any rate less unfavourable, to 
Soviet Hussia. 1 \Vhatever the general complexion of \Vu Pei-fu's 
policy - and this had not yet been fully disclosed - he was 
hostile to Japan and to Chang Tso-lin, Japan's prot{;{:e in Man
churia; and it was natural that Soviet Hussia should look on him 
at this time as a potential ally. On the other hand, Sun Vat-sen, 
as the leader of the Chinese democratic revolution and the accepted 
spokesman of Chinese radicalism, was prima facie a more sym
pathetic figure from the communist standpoint; and lVlaring at 
the second congress of Comintern had been one of those who 
helped to frame the policy of alliance between communism and 
bourgeois-democratic national movements. Little is known of 
what transpired in Maring's conversations either with 'Vu Pei-fu 
or with Sun Yat-sen, or of the nature of his report to lVloscow. 
Seeds of future collaboration with Kuomintang were doubtless 
sown in the talk with Sun Vat-sen. But it is dear that no decisive 
choice was made in lVloscow at this time. 2 An event which 
happened after l\1aring's arrival in China, but apparently without 
his participatioIl, was the foundation of a Chinese Communist 

I See Pl'. 509-510 abo"t'. 
2 The only source for Maring's viSit to Wu Pei-fu is T'ang Leang-li, 

TIlt· lllnn Ilislor), ,4Iht' eliilll'S£' Rev'o/ulion (1930), p. 155; according to this 
souree, lVlaring rt'colllrnended the So"iet authorities to keep up rdations both 
with \\'u l'ei-fu and with Sun Vat-sen, and relations with the former were 
broken off only in Fehl'llary 11)23, ,,·hen \Vu I'ei-fu turned his troops on strikers 
on the Peking-Hanko\\' railway (and when the bargain with Sun Yat-sen had 
been finally struck). This wurce represents the later Left wing in Kuornintang, 
and is anti-communist, but appears to be generally reliable on facts. In an 
article written in August, 11)22, Viknsky described \\-u l'ei-fu as first and 
fon'lllost a nationalist, and praised him as .. one of those Chilll'se public men 
who have avoided the ali('n infiuence of foreign capital" (Kollllllllnistirlieshii 
inianalsilll/al, No.2) (November 4, 1<)22), col. 6104); and Radek at the fourth 
congress of Com intern in November 1'122 alluded to a period in which" the 
young Chim'se COllllllunist Party" gave support to \Vu Pei-fu (Prolo/mll des 
Vierlen K(J1l{;resses der KOlllntunislischr7linlcYllIltiotw/c (lIamburg, I<)ZJ), p. 630). 
The oth"r main source for Maring's Journey in I <)21 is H. Isaacs, The Tragedy 
of Ihe Chinese Rev'o/ulioll (1938), p. 64, based on an interview with Maring in 
11)35. This docs not mention the meeting with \Vu Pei-fu; but it was natural 
in r('tro~p('ct to overlook an event which had no sequel, and to COnCt'ntrate on 
the met'ting which ultimately hore fruit. 
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Party. Delegates of various heterogeneous groups came together 
in July 192 I at a secret gathering in Shanghai. But the record of 
those present does not suggest any uniformity of opinion, and the 
so-called first congress of the Chinese Communist Party left behind 
no statement of policy or written document of any kind. 1 It 
played in Chinese party history the same role as was played in the 
history of the Russian Social-Democratic Party hy its first con
gress at :\1 insk in 1898. 

I B. I. Schwartz. Chilli'St' COllllllll1lism lIud tht' Ri.'" 0/ ,11<10 (Harvard, 195 I), 

P·34· 



CHAPTER 34 

THE FAR EAST: 11-- RE-E1VTERGENCE 

T HE winter of 1921 - It)22 was a period of great activity in 
Soviet policy in the Far East, and marked the re-emergence 
of Soviet power on the Pacific. Vvith the defeat of Ungern

Sternberg the last organized" white" force in Siberia had been 
destroyed; the Japanese occupation was being withdrawn step 
by step under American pressure; the Soviet Government had 
successfully reasserted the predominance of Russian interests and 
influence in Outer Mongolia. On the other hand no diplomatic 
relations had yet been established with China or Japan, and 
attempts to plant communist movements in these countries had all 
but failed. During this crucial winter the Washington conference 
further weakened and isolated Japan among the great Powers and 
hastened the final stages of the withdrawal; the Soviet position in 
Outer lVlongolia was further consolidated to the detriment of 
Soviet relations with the Peking government, but without 
objection from any of the great Powers; and a conference of 
" toilers of the east" in Moscow was the signal for an intensive 
campaign to establish communist influence, and a foothold for 
organized communist parties, in the Far Eastern countries. In 
the summer of 1922, when the Genoa conference and the treaty 
of Rapallo were already conspicuous landmarks in the progress of 
Soviet diplomacy in Europe, Russia was once again a power to 
he reckoned with in the Far East. 

The most important achievement of Soviet policy in the Far 
East in the winter of 1921-1922, though the least publicized, was 
the consolidation of Soviet power in Outer Mongolia. Delegates 
of the new Mongolian Government established in Urga by the 
efforts of the Red Army proceeded to Moscow, where the situation 

VOL. III 5 1<) 2L 
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was quickly regularized by the signing of a treaty on :November 5, 
1921, on terms of strict formal equality, between the RSFSR and 
the Mongolian People's Republic. Each party recognized the 
other as the sole authority on their respective territories (Chinese 
sovereignty over Outer Mongolia, which had hitherto always 
been formally admitted, being thus implicitly abrogated); relations 
hetween them were to be conducted through dIplomatic pleni
potentiaries of equal status on both sides; extra-territorial and 
other rights and privileges reserved to Russia under Tsarist agree
ments were renounced; each party undertook to prevent the 
establishment within its territory of any organization, group or 
" government" hostile to the other.l On one point .Mongolian 
aspirations were left unsatisfied. A large but sparsely populated 
area to the west of Outer l\longolia, known as the II ryankhai 
territory, had been subject to long-standing ambiguities of status 
and allegiance, and to the same stubborn displltes between Russia 
and China as Outer l\longolia, from which Russian diplomacy was, 
however, always careful to distinguish iu Its inhabitants were a 
Turki-speaking people (though there had been some Mongol 
infiltration in the sOllth), partly pastoral nomads like their l\longo\ 
neighbours, partly, in the north and north-cast, forest hunters and 
herders of reindeer. The Soviet authorities, following Tsarist 
precedent, intervened to prevent the incorporation of this region 
in the Mongolian People's Republic. Early in H)22, ostensibly 
on local initiatiye, it was reorganized as an independent republic 
under the name of the People's Republic of Tannu Tuva and 
entered into friendly relations with the RSFSR.J 

The processes by which Soviet predominance was gradually 
established in Outer Mongolia can be followed in outline, though 
not in detail. Down to March 192 I Soviet Russia had been 
accepted by most politically conscious Mongols as an ally and 
liberator from Chinese and" white" Russians, the most recent 
intruders on the Mongolian scene. But ,..vhen after H)21 the 
Chinese menace receded into the background and Soviet power 

I RSFSR: .'-,'bornih Deistz'uyushchi"h Dog01'nrm', ii (1<)21). No. 47. pp. zY-31 ; 
Eng!. trans!, in Treaties and AKrecmenls with and crJ1lcaning Chitw, ](jI9·-IY2'i 

(Washington, 1929), pp. 53- 54· 
l (;. M. Fritcrs, Outer "Holl~()lia (Iud ils Internalional Positiull (Baltimore, 

1949), pp. 102-106. 
J Godovoi Otchel NKID k IX S",·zdu S'01!etov (1922), p. 71. 
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began to c0Jlsolidate itself in Outer Mongolia, the situation was 
reversed and friction arose between leading Mongols and the 
Soviet authorities. This seems to have taken several forms, 
social, religious and national issues being interwoven in a struggle 
which ranged Mongols against one another as well as Mongols 
against Russians. The d·gime established at Urga in the summer 
of 1921 was purely national, and had no explicit social programme: 
this was in Bolshevik terminology the stage of the bourgeois 
revolution. But after the conclusion of the Soviet-Mongolian 
treaty of Novemher 5, 1921, the Soviet Government, adapting the 
policy which it had pursued in the Russian countryside, sought to 
win for itself a solid basis of support in Outer Mongolia by intro
ducing far-reaching social and political reforms. According to one 
source, a set of demands was put forward, including the national
ization of lands, forests, mines and other natural resources, the 
distribution of land to poor workers, the aholition of the titles 
and prerogatives of the Living Buddha and the nohles, and the 
substitution of democratic elections, the introduction of Soviet 
engineers into the mines and of Soviet military advisers into the 
army, and the establishment of education and health services 
under Soviet control. These demands are said to have been 
opposed by the l\longolian Government and the Mongolian 
People's Party, but supported by the Revolutionary League of 
YOllth, and accepted more or less under duress in January 1922.' 

Religious loyalties were also at stake since the reforms were 
clearly designed to secularize Mongolian life and break the 
authority of the lamas. In this policy the Russians appear to have 
counted on the assistance of considerable numbers of Buryat
Mongols from the other side of the frontier who, having been 
long exposed to the influences of a secular Russian civilization, 
were now introduced into Outer Mongolia in order to raise the 
cultural and political level of their hitherto priest-ridden kinsmen, 

I Ma Ho-t'icn, Chi'lI'se Agent in MOllgo/ia (Engl. transJ., Baltimore, 194<), 
pp. 100-102. A later Soviet text-hook gives the following list of "democratic 
reforms" introduced in 1<)22: the government" aholish('d serfdom and the 
feudal obligations of the peasantry, declared the land state property, abolished 
feudal vocations and caste divisions, estahlished election of local organs of 
government, introduced a system of progressive income-tax assessment, n'organ
ized the courts by introducing people's aSSl'ssors, etc." (N. P. Farberov, 
GosudarstventlOe Prm'" Strllli NmodllfJi Vemo/;ratii (1949), p. 302). 
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among whom secular education had been virtually non-existent: 
this, too, evidently caused fresh resentment and bitterness in 
traditional circles.' 

In these conditions com;ervative elements may well have 
looked to the days of Chinese supremacy with a certain regret, 
coupled perhaps with fcar of the too exclusive predominance 
of a PO\\'cr so deeply committed to revolutionary innovation. 
A request was made to l\loscow for aid in improving rela
tions with China, and received on Septemher q, 1921, the 
cautious reply that the Soviet Government fully endorsed this 
aim " provided the Mongolian people at the same time exercises 
its right of self-determination ". Z A few weeks later Bodo, the 
Prime Minister, made a declaration in favour of friendly relations 
with China. 3 It was clear that opposition to 8m'iet policy was 
crystallizing round a conservative pro-Chinese group drawn from 
the old lama class. In 1\larch H)22 a significant step was taken 
in the setting up of an .. internal security oflice ", ahout which 
the one recorded fact is that its heads were Mongols. 4 In the 
following month Bodo and ten other leading Mongols were 
arrested and executed on a charge of conspiring with China --
presumahly for t he purpose of restoring Chi nese suzerainty over 
Outer Mongolia. s The execution of Bodo and his accomplices 
\vas the beginning of something like a revolutionary reign of 
terror lasting for eighteen months, during which, according to a 

I The scanty evidence Oil this point is collected and exam ined in G. M. 
Fritcrs, Uuler ,HollRo/ia alld its illtl'Yllatiollal Positioll (Baltimore, 1<)4<», pp. 125-
126. 1. IZ~'t'stl~"a. September 17, 1<)21. 

J K, S. ,,'eigh, Russo-Chilies£' Dipl",,,,,,), (Shanghai. l<)zH), pp, 212-213. 
• l.'npublished memoirs of thc Dilowa Hutuktu. 
5 (;, 1\1. Fritcrs, OilIer kIo1lRolia and its Interna/lonal flasilion (Baltimore, 

H)4')l, p. 126, with the sources there quoted, Accordmg to the mt'moirs of the 
Dilowa Hutuktu the charge was Of1(> of conspiring with the" bandit" Damhi
danzan -_. a former lama said to he of Kalmyk ol'Jgin, a sort of Mongolian 
1\1akhno who controlled a tract of desolatc country in wcstern 1\1ongolia, 
SUcc{'ssi"ely d"fied c('ntral authoritil's of whatcver political or national com
plexion, and was finally liquidated as th" result of a rcgular expedition organ
ized by the internal security office shortly after this time. Nm,)'i Vo"toh, 
iv (n,d. [1923]), 156-1ho, gives an account of the establishment of the authority 
of the Mongolian Peoplc's Republic over western Mongolia ~ a proc('ss which 
lasted from lVIay to Octoher 1921. According to S'ihir'slwya S()vetslwya 
Entsihiopediya, iii (1932), 540, fighting with" white guards" continued till 
April 1922, and the territory was not finally pacified till the autumn of that 
year; these disturbances produced a "wave'ring of the fcudal landowners and 
lamas in accordance with the successes of one side or the other". 
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Chinese sot'el"ce, " not a day passed without its clashes hetween the 
new and the old groups" in Mongolian life. l These events were 
accompanied hy a regularization of the links between Outer 
Mongolia and Soviet Russia. On May 26, 1922, the arrival in 
Moscow of a permanent Mongolian representative is recorded. 2 

Five days later a further Soviet-Mongolian treaty signed at Urga 
made still more apparent the resumption hy the Soviet Govern
ment of the paramount r(lle successfully asserted in Outcr 
Mongolia by the last Tsarist government. All propcrty in Outer 
Mongolia owned by former Russian governments or puhlic 
institutions was to be handed over to the RSFSR; former property 
of Russian firms and nationals was to be reserved for more detailed 
consideration.'! The administratioll of Outer Mongolia was now 
effectively in the hands of Mongols sympathetic to Soviet aims and 
policies and of their Soviet advisers. If, as early as August T922, 

the forces of the Red Army in Outer Mongolia were reduced to a 
single battalion" under the control of the Mongol Vv'ar Office ",4 
this was a symptom not of a withdrawal of Soviet power, but of 
the ease and efticiency with which that power had been established 
and of the ahsence of any organized Mongol opposition to it. 

\Vhilc Soviet policy had been actively engaged throughout the 
winter of 1<)21 -H)22 in cOllsolidating its influence over Outer 
Mongolia, the limelight of diplomacy had been focused on the 
decision of the Great Powers, announced in July 192 I, to hold a 
conference on disarmament and on Pacitlc questions at 'Vashington 
towards the end of the year. The occasion was not without its 
embarrassments for Soviet propaganda and Sovid foreign policy. 
Any agreement bctween the capitalist Powers, and especially 
between the two giants among them, the United States and Great 
Britain, not only ran counter to the accepted thcsis of growing and 
inescapable contradictions within the capitalist world, but tended 
to strengthen the principal enemies of the RSFSR. On the other 

I Ma Ho-t'ien, Chillest' Auent ill Al()ngo/ia (Eng!. trans!., Baltimore, 1<)49), 

p. 102. 2 Izvestiya, June 14, 1922 . 

. 1 Treaties and Agrl'emellts zcith alld COllCl'rllillU Chilla, If)II)--Ilj.!f) (\Vashing
ton, 1929), pp. 102-103. 

• China }'ear B(){)k, HP3 (Shanghai, n.d.), p. 677; according to the same 
source (ibid. p. 678), " a section of the Suviet secrd police made its appearance 
at Urga .. in the same month. 
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hand, one of the specitlc aims of American policJ' wl!icl! was 
likely to be furthered at the conference was the eviction of Japan 
from Siheria and a weakening of her hold on China. The first 
reaction in lVloscow was a formal protest to the inviting Powers 
and to China, declaring that the Soviet C;overnment would not 
consider itself bound by any decisions taken by a conference in 
which it had not been asked to participate. I A set of theses adopted 
by IKKl a month later pronounced the object of the understanding 
between the United States and Great Britain to be " the formation 
of an Anglo-Saxon capitalist trust whose centre of gravity will be 
in America": the proposed \\'ashington conference represented 
" an attempt of the United States to snatch from Japan by diplo
matic means the fruits of her victory". The theses ended with a 
general denunciation of imperialism, and a prediction that its 
contradictions would not be relieved by the conference. 1 But this 
intransigent attitude \vas soon mitigated by an element of calcula
tion. Diplomatic necessities could be served hy turning the edge 
of the congress against Japan, whose delegates were at this very 
moment proving intractable in the negotiations with the Far 
Eastern Republic at Dairen. l The purpose of the conference, an 
article in lz~)esliya of September 30, H)ZI, explained, would be 
" to disclose the ~chemes of Japanese imperialism, which i~ the 
chief oppressor of the Far Eastern peoples, and to oppose to it 
the organized will of the toiling masses of east Asia". While all 
moves to obtain an invitation to the conference either for the 
Soviet Government or for the Far Eastern Republic failed, an 
unofficial delegation of the Far Eastern Republic was despatched 
to Washington with the acquiescence of the American (;overn
ment 4 and appeared conspicuously in the corridors of the con
ference; no opportunity was to he lost of sllch advantages as 
might accrue from American hostility to Japan. Here, as else-

J Sovetslw-Amerilwnskie Otnos}/t'uiYlI, I')'!')-11)3.J (1<)J4), pp. 47-4H: a 
further protest followed in November (ihid, p, 5 I). 

2 KortlflllUlistir/z,'sl,ii Internalsiolllll, No. IX (October H, 1921), col. 475X: 
the thest's originally appeared in Pravda, Septemher I, 1921. 

, Sec Vol. I, pp. 36o-J62, where the ambivalent attitude of Moscow towards 
the Washington conference is also discussed. 

4 l;npublished official correspondence in National Archiws of the United 
States, Record (~roup Sf): H(){ A 01. shows that {,ism wcrt" I(ranted on Octoher 
4, I <)2 I, ostensibly "for commercial purposes", but really to counteract 
Japanese pressure on the Far Eastern Republic. 
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where, the p}lrsuit of world revolution was tempered by whatever 
expedients might be necessary in order to playoff one capitalist 
Power against another. Soon after the conference had opened in 
\Vashington a leading article in [Z1'('st(ya, under thc title" The 
Hegemon of the \Vor1d ", descrihed the United States as " the 
principal power in the world", and argucd that" all stcps mnst 
bc takcn in one way or another to come to terms with the 
United Statcs ".1 

Exclusion from a major confcrcnce of Pacific Powers was, 
however, a blow to Soviet interests and Soviet prestige in the 
Far East; and, if the blow could not he countcred by diplomatic 
means, others must be tried. A ycar earlier, immediately after the 
congress of eastcrn peoples in Baku, 11(1(J had taken a decision 
to convene a similar congress for the Far East" in a town of 
Siberia ".2 Japanese, Chinese alld Korean comrades were said 
to have taken part in this decision, the importancc of which was 
pointed by t1w claim that there were already X,ooo,ooo industrial 
workers in Japan. The practical difliculty of asscmbling a suitablc 
gathering of delegates had hitherto preycnted the fulfilment of 
this project. Successivc attempts to found a communist party in 
Japan had hitherto been foiled; and the Chinese Communist 
Party founded in June 192 I was no morc than a heterogeneous 
group of Left intellectuals. The decision to convene a " congress 
of toilers of the Far East" for the following November.l was taken 
at the same session of I K K1 which adopted the theses on the 
V\'ashington confcrence, and was evidently designed as a counter
blast to the initiative of the westcrn Powers. The initial intention 
was to hold the congress on thc territory of the Far Eastern 
Republic at Irkutsk; and the date was provisionally fixed for 
November I 1,1921.4 Active preparations to recruit an impressive 
mcmbership wcnt on during thc autumn. Chang T'ai-Iei, the 
Chinese delegate to the third congress of Comintcrn,5 visited 
Japan well supplied with funds and distributed invitations. Dele
gates werc sent from the "\Vednesday Society", a group of 

, Iz~'cstiy(/, December h, I<)ZI; for the growing impm·tance attached to 
the United Stat('s in Moscow at this time sec p. 341, notc 2, above. 

2 Konmllmisficheskii Intel·na/si",,,,/, No. I.1. (Novemher 6, 1920), col. ;!<)4i. 
3 Ibid. No. IS (October 8, 1921), col. 4758 . 
. , Ihid. No. 23 (Novemher 4, 1<)22), col. ('070. 
, See p. 38!l ahove. 
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Marxist intellectuals including Tokuda, who was secretary-general 
of the Japanese Communist Party twenty-five years later, and 
from a student organization calling itself the" Dawn People's 
Communist Party"; Katayama was among a numher of Japanese 
invited from the United States.! It is not known how the Chinese 
delegates to the congress were recruited. But most of them were 
not communists, and they did not include the leaders of the 
Chinese Communist Party as constituted in the preceding summer. 

The reasons for the change in the meeting place of the congress 
arc conjectural. 2 But, after a preliminary session at Irkutsk in 
December I92I,3 the main congress assclllbled in .Moscow on 
January 2I, I922. It continued for some ten days. Times had 
changed; and t he congress could not match the Baku congress 
of eastern peoples sixteen months earlier either in size or in enthusi
asm. Korea had 52 delegates, China +2 and Japan I6; and there 
was a handful of delegates from India, l\longolia and Indonesia, 
as \vell as Yakllts, Buryats and Kalmyks from regions of the 
RSFSR. Only about half the delegates .vere professed commun
ists: Kuomintang tlgured among the" national-revolutionary " 
organizations represented at the congress. "I ntellectuals and 
students" predominated. But there were also peasants from 
Korea, industrial workers from Japan, and hoth workers and 
peasants from China. Judging hy the incomplete records puh
lished hy Comintern,4 the Far Eastern delegates confined them
selves to conventional speeches on the hopes and prospects of 
revolution in their respective countries. As at Baku, the principal 
speech was entrusted to Zinoviev. Zinoviev adopted a rather chilly 
attitude towards the Chinese nationalists. He complained that 

I Information from Japanese sources communicated by l'vTcssrs. Langer 
and Swearingen; Katayama describes his arrival in IV10sco\\, from the United 
Statl'S in Kommlmistlchcshii Illtenwtsimwl, No. 44-45 (IIR-! 19), 1<)27, col. 59. 

, They may ha\'(' hcen of a practical kind; or it may have been felt that the 
Far Eastern Hcpublic, whose d"kgat('s at \Vashington were at this moment 
protesting its democratic character and independent status, would be com
promised by the bolding of such a congress on its territory. 

3 Tihhii 0/~{'(J11, No. I, 19.14, p. 125. 
4 The First eml;.:ress of Toilers of the Par Rast (Hamburg, 1(22); tht' German 

version, which is less full, bllt better arranged, has the title Der Erste KOll!{ress 
der Kumrlllmislisr/i"11 Imt! Re7'o/utiolliirell ()rK(lllizatiollell rIes Pernen Os lens 
(Hamburg, I <)22). These arc not complete records, containing only a few main 
speeches together with the resolutions and manifesto of the congress. A 
Russian version presumably exists, but has not been traced. 
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some memrers of Kuomintang "are looking not unhopefully 
towards America, i.c. American capitalism, expecting that just 
from there the benefits of democracy and progress will be showered 
on revolutionary China"; I there v,'ere even doctrinaires among 
them who wanted to " put on the agenda the question of the return 
of Mongolia to China". The main weight of Zinoviev's argument 
rested, however, on Japan: "the key to the solution of the Far 
East,-:rn question is in the hands of Japan". Marx had said once 
that a European revolution without England would be a storm in 
a tea-cup; the same was true in the Far East of Japan with her 
3 ,000,000 industrial workers and 5 ,000,000 landless peasants. 
" Class-consciolls communists" in ] apan could still be "counted 
only in hundreds". But Zinoviev confidently predicted that 
nothing could prevent war in the Far East except a proletarian 
revolution in Japan and the United States.! It was clear through
out the congress that the Russian communist leaders at this time, 
trusting to l\hrxist dogma rather than to the precedent of the 
Russian revolution, still believed that industrial and colonizing 
Japan was riper for revolution than agrarian and semi-colonial 
China. 3 Safanlv, the chief Russian speaker after Zinoviev, 
cautiollsly assessed the outlook in China: 

These peasant masses must he won ovcr to the side of the 
revolution. The Chinese lahour movement is just learning to 
walk. We are not building any castles in the air for the near 
future, we do not expect the Chinese working class to take the 
commanding position which the Japanese are ahle to gain in 
the ncar futurc. 

The policy must he to "support every national-revolutionary 
movement, hut support it only in so far as it is not directed against 

J The official Soviet view at this time cmphasiud the hourgeois character 
of Kuomintang; th(' Chinese situation was ,ummcd up in iz.'cstiya on Novt'm
ber 15, J<)2I: "The Chinese bourgeoisie, struggling for power undn the lead 
of Sun Yat-s('n, defending thE" idea of a capitalist order slightly mitigated by a 
vague programme of the nationalization of separate branches of industry, is 
coming up against the armed r('sistance of the economically backward north 
supported by the foreign imperialists ". 

, The First COl1!{rfSS of Toilers of th" Far Hast (Hamburg, I<)Z::), pp. 21-39· 

3 As late as November 1<)22 tht· second congrt'SS of Profint .. rn noted in a 
resolution on tht' workers' movement in the .. ast that" a specially important 
role is reserved for Japan, which is in clost' proximity to its colonies and s('mi
colonies (Korea, China, etc.)" (D,'syat' I.et l'rofinterna v Rezo'J'ulsl~)'akh (I()]O), 

p. 1 [4). 
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the proletarian movement ".1 The main resolution of the con
gress, which described" the many-million-headed m'~sses of the 
workers and peasants of the Far East" as " the last resources of 
mankind ", seemed less tolerant of a policy of supporting bourgeois 
national movements, since it called for" an alliance of the working 
masses of the peoples of the Far East with the proletariat of the 
advanced countries .. and with it alone·· for the struggle against 
all imperialists ".: But the main colour of the pronouncements 
of the congress· . as COllld be expected from so mixed a gathering 
.... was anti-impcrialist rather than specificalIy communist. A 
1inal manifesto to the peoples of the Far East denounced" hypo
critical and thievish Amcricall imperialism and the greedy British 
usurpers" in Zinovicv's best rhetorical vein.! 

Part icular attention was devoted tot he Japanese delegates; 
according to a Japanese source, tlH'Y were received by Stalin,4 
presumably in his capacity as People's Commissar for l'\ational
ities, since he was not otherwise associated with the congress or 
with the work of Comintern. I\.atavama remained at the head
quarters of Comintern, being a member of 11':1':1 and its leading 
Far Eastern expert during the next few years. Other members of 
the Japanese delegation entered the newly fOllnded Communist 
University of T(lilers of the East. Seven of them returned to 
Japan with funds and instructions for the foundation of a Japanese 
Communist Party. This was achieved at a meeting in Tokyo on 
July 5, 1922, which hecame the official birthday of the party; and 
its first congress was held in great secrecy in a country guest-house 
a few weeks later. Its membership at the moment of its foundation 
was about forty, apparently all intellectuals; and the congress 
appointed an executive committee of seven. S It received formal 

I The First Congress of Tui/ers o( the Far H,I.</ (Hamhurl.:, I(IZZ), PI'. 166-167. 
2 Dey EYste Krmgress del' Kommullistischen llIui Rev()/lttimltIYC7l ()yganizatintlc1l 

tI,!S Femen ()s/t"fls (lIamhurg, 1922), p. 124; the version of this r~s()luti(ln in 
the English record (I'. 2 I 5) has been garhled in translation. 

J The First Cllngress oj Tlli/ers of the Far East (Hamburg, 1<)22), p. 234; 
tht' manift'sto "as pubhsht:d In ['",.'J" on February 9, 1<)22, a week aftt,r the 
end of the congress. 

4 Pacific Aj(um (:\.Y.l, xxiii (1950), NO.4, p. 341. 
S Information from Japanese sources cOInInunicalt'd by I\ll'ssrs. Langer and 

Swearingt'n; a statement to a Japanese court by the communist lcadt:r Itikawa 
in 1931 was ddibcratt"!y \,agut' on points of detail (Tihhii Olutltl, No. I, J 934, 
pp. lZ2, 125-127). 
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recognition .• at the fourth congress of Comintern in November 
1922, when it was announced that the party had 250 members and 
800 candidates who, under the Japanese party's rules, were 
required to go through a probation period before they were 
received into the party.! All party activities in Japan were highly 
illegal. 

The period of the foundation of the Japanese Communi~t 
Party was already the period of the" united front" slogan in 
Europe. Attempts were made to apply it in Japan. Japanese 
communists claimed to have been responsible for bringing 
together during this time "~()me thousands" of workers and 
members of Left wing organizations in a " league to oppose inter
vention in Russia", to have headed a movement for " help to 
starving Russia" (presumably a Japanese section of J\lRl'), and 
to have organized a mass protest against anti-labour legislation. 2 

At the fourth congress of Comintern in November 1922, Katayama, 
who appeared as delegate of the Japanese Communist Party, 
declared that the Japanese, Chinese and Korean parties had formed 
a " united front against Japanese imperialism ", and proposed a 
resolution in the joint names of the Japanese and Chinese delega
tions denouncing the Japanese occupation" of the Hussian island 
of Sakhalin ".J The resolution of the congress on the eastern 
question optimistically diagnoscd "a rapid growth of clements 
of the bourgeois democratic revolution" in Japan, and" the pass
ing over of the ] apanese proletariat to an independent class 
struggle ".4 The Korean movement, on the other hand, seems at 
this time to have pas~ed into a complete eclipse. Four Korean 
delegates presented themselves at the congress. But the creden
tials committee reported that" since party strife in Korea is so 
great that it is impossihle to decide who really represents the 
genuine communist party and what group he represents, two 
comrades were admitted as guests and two rejected ".5 

I Proto/wI! des r-ier/t'll KOllgrt'sses tin Kommllllis/isrh"11 IlIlallalill/wh· (I lam
hurg. 1<)Z3). p. 364. 

l Kommunistichesliii IlIlertllllSiulllll. 1\'0. 23 (NoYl'mber 4. 1922), cols. 0063-
(,075; Tikhii Okellll, NO.1. 11)34. pp. 131-132. 

3 Pr%/w/l des Vi,""/en Kmzgresses <it'/" KO/1llllllllislisr/ll'1l In/anativnal,' (Ham
hurg, 19:<13), pp. 602-003 . 

.. KOllllllWlislidll"Sliii 11l/t'rlla/siol1c11~' j)O/IlU1"'Il/al<Jz (1'133), p. 317. 
, Pr%koll des! "in/en KUIl!:r('ss<'s <i,'r K01/1I111I11istisch"1l .Tnte"IlItio/lllh' (1 Jam

burg. 1<)2.3). p. 367. 
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In China, the situation which presented itself to Soviet 
observers in the new year of '922 was almost infinitely complicated. 
The success of a forward Soviet policy in Outer Mongolia con
tinued to hang heavily over relations with the still officially 
recognized Chinese Government. Yurin, whose hasty exit from 
Peking at the end of July J t)2 r I had apparently been due to this 
cause, was nominally a representative of the Far Eastern Republic. 
1\'0 direct relations between the Soviet and Chinese Governments 
had been established since Chang Shi-lin's abortive mission to 
lVloscow in the autumn of H)20. ~ The Chinese consul whose 
appointment had been promised on that occasion arrived in 
Moscow on February 3, '921, and apparently expressed the 
willingness of the Chinese Government" in principle" to receive 
the Soviet representative. Some time during the summer it was 
decided -- following, no doubt, the precedent of the Anglo-Soviet 
trade agreement ---- that the Soviet mission should take the form 
of a trade delegation; 3 and on October 24, 1921, Alexander 
Paikes, an otherwise unknown figure in Soviet diplomacy, at 
length left Mosco\\' with his staff for Peking. 4 On December 10 

he was in IIarbin and gave his first interview to the Chinese press. 
The Soviet-lVlongolian treaty of ?\ovember 5 was not yet known to 
the world, and Paikes repeated the soothing assurances given by 
Chicherin of the Soviet intention to withdraw from Outer 1\10n
golia when the crisis provoked by " white" intervention was over. 
He also spoke of the return of the Chinese Eastern Railway to 
China" without compensation of allY kind", though with safe
guards of the economic interests of the RSFSR and of the Far 
Eastern Republic. s 

Paikes's short stay in Peking was wholly unproductive. It 
coincided with the duration of the vVashington conference; and, 
since the Peking government still looked optimistically to the 
conference for relief from the financial bankruptcy and general 
political discredit which threatened it, no decisions of policy in 
regard to Soviet Russia were likely to be taken so long as it was in 
session. Paikes abounded in vague assurances which carried little 

1 See p_ SI() above. 2 See p. SIO ahove. 
1 This was announced by CLicht'rin to the Mongolian (Jovernment in his 

note of September 14. 1<)21 (see P 522 abov<,). 
4 izvestiya, l\'ovcmbcr 6, 1<)21. 

5 Jl,lillard's Re1'inc (Shanghai), December ;q. 1<)2.1. p_ SZ4. 
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conviction of the innocence of Soviet intentions, and" unofficial" 
conversation~ which were announced on the future of the Chinese 
Eastern Railway and the resumption of diplomatic relations 
hetween the two countries made no progress. 1 Finally, in April 
1922 the puhlication of the Soviet-Mongolian treaty of Novemher 
S' 1921 , fell like a bomhshell on the Paikes mission. Chinese 
indignation at a document which repudiated Chinese sovereignty 
over quter Mongolia, and transformed the region once more into 
a permanent and exclusive Russian sphere of influence, was 
aggravated hy the manifest deception practised by the Soviet 
envoy over the past four months. On May I, I922, Paikes received 
an angry note in which the Chinese Government claimed that 
" Mongolia is a part of Chinese territory", that " in secretly 
concluding a treaty with Mongolia, the Soviet Government has 
not only hroken faith with its previous declarations, but also 
violated a1\ principles of justice", and that the Soviet action was 
" similar to the policy assumed by t he former imperial Russian 
governments towards China ".2 An intimation was given to 
Paikes that his preSCllce in Peking was no longer \velcome; and 
he returned crestfallen to Moscow. 

The blow to Soviet hopes would ha,'e been more serious if the 
Peking government itself had not by this time lost any real claim 
to be regarded as a national government. But during the year 
1922 a series of events drew the attention of the Soviet leaders 
more and more to the activities of the southern nationalists, and 
seemed to disprove the rather contemptuous views of Kuomintang 
expressed hy Zinoviev at the congress of toilers of the Far East. 
The first months of 1922 saw the first successful mass strike in 
Chinese history -- a strike of Chinese sailors and workers in 
Hong Kong which paralysed the trade of the port, and caused 
heavy losses to British merchants and to the whole colony. Ku()
mintang, from its headquarters in Canton, had played a part in 
organizing the strike and reaped a new prestige from it; for the 
first time the nationalists had shown an inclination and a capacity 
to place themselves at the head of the nascent labour movement. 
These developments made their impression on the Chinese 

I Reports from the press are quoted in H. T. Pollard, Chillll's Foreiff" 
Relatinns, 19/7-19.11 (N.Y., II)~3), PI'. 1liS-I1l6 

l Chilla }"/,lIr Book, ]'I.!.1 (Shanghai, n.d.), p. 680. 
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Communist Party: and Moscow began to display ap ideological 
sympathy for the aspirations of Kuomintang. The opportunity 
to enlist local revolutionary nationalism in the struggle against 
British imperialism, hitherto exploited only in the Middle East, 
now presented itself in the Far East as ,veil. A fresh element of 
confusion was, howeyer, introduced into the situation when in 
May 1922 the commander of the nationalist army of Kwantung 
(it was alleged that he had been subsidized by the British in.order 
to break the Hong Kong strike) rebelled against Sun Yat-sen, 
and drove the nationalist leader from Canton. Sun Yat-sen took 
refuge in Shanghai. 

It was at this moment that the embryonic Chinese Communist 
Party began to show signs of life. The theses of the second 
congress of Comintern Oil the national question had now been 
fully digested; and the IKKI resolution of December 1921 on 
the united front found an obvious application in China. The first 
proposal for a " tactical agreement" between Chinese communists 
and l\.uomintang is said to have been made at a trade union con
gress ill Canton in May 1922, presumably before Sun Yat-sen's 
expulsion. l In the following month the Chinese Communist 
Party issued its " First l\lanifesto on the Current Situation", 
which propounded a programme of practical reforms of a radical 
democratic character, and contained a specific proposal for a 
conference with other Left parties and groups with a view to 
common action. C The same line was pursued in a resolution 
adopted at the second congress of the party which met in July 1922 : 

The Chinese Communist Party is the party of the proletariat. 
Its aims are to organize the proletariat and to struggle for the 
dictatorship of the workers and peasants, the abolition of private 
property, and the gradual attainment of a communist society. 
At present the Chinese Communist Party mllst, in the interest 
of the workers and poor peasants, lead the workers to support 
the democratic revolution, and forge a democratic united front 
of workers, poor peasants and petty bourgeoisie. 3 

No representative of Comintern was apparently present at the 
congress; and, though it was afterwards a\1eged that there had 

1 Novyi Vos(oh, ii (1922), 606. 2 Ibid. ii, 606-612. 
J C. Brandt, B. I. Schwartz and J. K. Fairbank, A Docllmentary History of 

Chinese CmmllllllislIl (1952), p. 64. 
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been oppos~tion in the Chinese party to any compromise with 
bourgeois democracy, 1 the documents alford no evidence of precise 
directives from Moscow. Indeed the absence of any such inspira
tion might be suggested by the omission of any reference to 
Soviet Russia in the resolution, and by the inclusion in it of an 
unqualified demand for" the liberation of Mongolia, Tibet and 
Sinkiang ". Effect seems, however, to have been given to the 
decision by Dalin, a representative of the Communist Youth Inter
national, who submitted the proposal for a united front to Sun 
Yat-sen at an interview in Shanghai which followed the party 
congress. 2 Clearly an alliance between K uomintang and the 
microscopic and exclusively intellectual Chinese Communist 
Party presented attractions for the communists. It would enhance 
their prestige; it would give them a means of access to the workers 
which they at present lacked; and it accorded perfectly with the 
policy of the united front and of support for the democratic 
revolution. It is not surprising that Sun Yat-sen found it less 
attractive. But he apparently suggested that members of the 
Chinese Communist Party could, if they liked, join Kuomintang. 
The party would thus retain its identity, but its members would 
also become individual members of the larger organization. I m
mediately after these events, and perhaps in consequence of 
them, Maring reappeared on the scene.' The policy which he was 
now seeking to promote was set forth in an article which appeared 
in the journal of Com intern in September 1<)22,4 and represented 
a reversal of the policies of conciliation of the Peking government 

I B. I. Schwartz, Chinese Cummllnism and thl' Rise oj ,Hao (1Ian·ard, 1(51), 
pp. 3X-3')· 

2 H. Isaacs, The Tragedy uf the Chint'se Revo/lIli"" (11)38), p. (n; the only 
''nther sourc,· for this mcctin!l; is an open letter of eh'en Tu-hsiu of 1<)2<) quoted 
oy B. I. Schwartz, Chinese Communism mId till' Rise of 114ao (Harvard, 1(51), p. 40. 

j There "cems to be no evidence of :Ylaring's whereabouts between tht· time 
of his interviews with \Vu l'ei-fu and Sun Yat-sen in 1<)21 (Sl'e pp. 5 '(J-517 

above) and his n,appearancc in August 1<)22, except a I1lt'ntion in H. Isaacs, 
Thl' Tragedy of the Chines,· Ret'ollilio/l (1938), p. 64 of a visit to Canton in 
January 1<)22; that Halin was entrusted with th" important conversation with 
Sun Vat-sen after the second party congress in July 1<)22 suggests that Maring 
was not a\'ailable at that time. 

4 Kommllnisticheskii /lltenllltsiollal, No. ::2 (September 13, 1<)22), cols. 
5803- 5816. Most items appearing in this journal were written sl'\'cral wl'L'ks 
before publication; and this article was probably writtt'n before, not ufter, 
Mnrill!('s second meeting with Sun Yat-sen. Hut the chronology of these en'nts 
is still uncertain. 
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and support for ''''u Pei-fu. 1 Now that the Peking, government 
was both impotent and unfriendly, and Wu Pei-fu had unequi
vocally gone over to the British and American camp, there was no 
further thought of toying with the north. The Hong Kong strike 
had revealed the strength of the labour movement in the south, The 
theses of the second congress of the party clearly pointed the way: 

If we communists wish to work successfully in the southern 
Chinese trade unions, , , we must maintain the most friendly 
rclations with the southern Chinese nationalists. 

The line was to " support the revolutionary-nationalist clements 
of the south" and " push the whole movement to the Left ", 
This was all the more necessary owing to the weakness of the 
party: the young intelligentsia, " even those who call themselves 
·Marxists ", were too much inclined to stand aside from the 
workers' movement. In Shanghai l\laring now had a second 
interview with Sun Vat-sen, and came to the conclusion that 
Sun Vat-sen's offer to the Chinese communists of individual 
membership in Kuomintang should be accepted: he was doubtless 
influenced in this view by the history of the Indonesian Social
Democratic Party, whose Illembcrs had operated successfully 
within the Muslim organization Sarekat Islam,2 The proposal 
was put by l\laring to the central committee of the Chinese 
Communist Party at a special conference in Hangchow in August 
H)22, and more or less reluctantly accepted,] The decision is said 

I These are the policil's n·ferrnl to in H. Isaacs, The TraJ!l'dy oj the Chinese 
Ret'ullltiun (I9Jg), p. 65 (prohahly following Maring) as " the Irkutsk line H, 

i.l'. the line supported by the Far Eastl'rn hureau of Comintern; the most 
persistent advocate of" the Irkutsk line" would appear to have heen Vilcnsk~ 
(for whom sec p. 505 ahove, and \\'hiting's article in Til" Far Eastem QlIarterly 
(,'\'.Y.), x, NO.4 (August 1951), p. 30J). Zinn"i",,'s speech ut the congress 
of wilt'rs of the Far East in January H)Z2 (see PI'. 426-427 above) conformed to 
this line. ' See p, 251 ahow. 

] Two contrarv versions of this meeting both date from a later period, when 
the alliance with Kuomintang had ended in disaster and been thoroughly dis
credited. According to Ch'en Tu-hsiu, who was president of the central 
committee, tht' proposal was vigorously opposed hy all the leading members of 
the committee, and Maring fnrccd it through by invoking party discipline and 
the authority of Comintern (B. I. Schwartz, Chinese Communism and the Rise 
oj ,\tao (Harvard, 1<)51), p. 41); Maring stated that he had" no specific instruc
tions from ('omint('rn" and "no document", and that his proposal was 
accepted by the majority of the committee (H. Isaacs, The Tragedy oj the 
Chirlese Rl'1'ollitiml (II)JH), pp. (n -(2). Maring's assertion that he had no 
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to have bct'l1 formally communicated by Li Ta-chao to Sun 
Yat-sen and approved by him.' At the fourth congrcss of Comin
tern in November the Chinese delegate announced that the 
Chinese party had decided to form a united front with Kuomin
tang by entering it in the form of individual membership; and 
he added, in words which can hardly have been heard gratefully 
if they were reported back to Canton, that the purpose of this 
procedure was to " gather the masses round us and split the 
K uomintang party ".2 Radek once more accused the members 
of the Chinese party of having" shut themselves up in their rooms 
and studied Marx and Lenin as they once studied Confucius ", 
and informed thcm that" neither socialism nor a Soviet republic 
is now on the agenda": the task of the party was" to regulate 
its relations with the revolutionary bourgeois elements in order to 
organize the struggle against European and Asiatic imperialism ".3 

It \vas the same injunction which was being simultaneously given 
to the Turkish, and rIlutat;s mutandis to the German, parties. The 
congress resolution gave its blessing to the united front and to 
" the struggle for national liberation ".4 ~either Radek nor the 
resolution referred to the peculiar device of individual member
ship of Kuomintang by which the united front in China was to be 
achieved. The omission can hardly have been accidental, and 
suggests divided opinions at the headquarters of Comintern on 
the tactical or ideological propriety of the line proposed.' 

spl·cific instructions is almost certainly COJTl'ct: it was contrary to the habit 
of Comintern at this time to bind its cmi,sarics by rigid orders. On the other 
hand, his views wen· emphatic and well known. and it can only he guessed how 
much persuasion or pressure he used to secure their acceptance. eh'en Tu-hsiu 
asserts that Maring justified his positIon at the conf('rence by maintaming that 
Kuomintanj.( was a multi-class party. It is unlikely that this argument, which 
became popular latn, was antit'ipated hy l\laring in 1<)22. Bukharin in April 
[(P3 dt'scribed Kuomintang as a petty-bourgeois party, reprt"sellting the poor 
peasant and the petty bourgeoisie of the towns (Dy'elll,d/w/yi S'·ezd Ros,iisl",i 
Kontmullis/icileskoi 1'"r/ii (130{'slu·1'il<m.) (, '1.q), p. 244). 

, T'ang Leang-Ii, Tilt' 1111/('1' Ilis/ory of Ih(' Chinese Revolu/ion (1930), p. 156. 
2 Protokoll ti"S C'ia/ell KOlljf"·sSl'S da K(JIIl1Illl1lISliscill't/ luternlltioll(l/,' (1Iam-

burg, [(12.3), p. (>I 5. J Ihid. p. 141. 
• K()1I/Illullis/icileskii TII/emutsiollol?' l)"hultll'lI/lIkh (1<)33). PI'· 322-324, 
-' At th ... twelfth party congress in April 1923 Bukharin had still to defend 

the whole policy of co()p~ratinn with Kuomintang against .. comraues ., who 
saw in Sun Yat-sen only Ii j\.l~t such another tU-Chllll, i.e. Inilitary governor, as 
Ih.· nth,·r generals" (D?','I",d/wIYI S'''ezd Rossiislwi K01m1l1I11is/ich,'sl",i 1'artii 
(Ho/'shl·~'ihov) (Jr)2.1), p. 244). 
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The strengthening and consolidation of Soviet inf,luence in the 
Far East in the summer and autumn of 1922 could be attributed 
to several causes. In part, it was a retlection of the more assured 
position which the Soviet Government could claim in world 
affairs generally after the Genoa conference and the Rapallo 
treaty. In part it resulted from the decay of any central authority 
in China, which relieved the Soyiet Government of all anxiety 
over its forward policy ill Outer Mongolia and substantially. eased 
the tension in Manchuria. Bllt, most of all, it was the indirect 
and uncovenanted result of the \Vashington conference of the 
preceding winter. Soviet Russia was in most respects the prin
cipal beneficiary of the \Vashington conference in the Far East. 
Pressure at the conference compelled Japan to complete her retire
ment from Siberia amI to abandon her remaining outposts in 
Shantung, and terminated the Anglo-Japanese alliance. All these 
moves struck deep at Japanese prestige and power in the Far 
East. The United States enjoyed a corresponding accretion of 
prestige, but was notoriously unwilling to exercise its power on 
the Asiatic mainland; American policy remained essentially 
negative. China should have henefited most from the curbing of 
Japanese power at the \Vashingtoll conference, but was a prey to 
eyer-growing internal conflicts which reduced the country to 
anarchy and impotence. Thus the Soviet republic, which had 
extended its authority over Outer Mongolia in the summer and 
autumn of 192 I, was able little more than a year later to advance 
to the Pacific on the final evacuation of Vladivostok by Japan, to 
reincorporate the Far Eastern Republic in the RSFSR (soon to be 
merged in the larger unit of the USSR), and to resume the position 
of the Tsarist empire as a m;~jor Far Eastern Power. 

The process was far advanced when, in the late summer of 
1922, about the time of Maring's hargain with Sun Yat-sen in 
Shanghai, the Soviet Government undertook its first major and 
comprehensive diplomatic action in the Far East - the Joffe 
mission; and the sequel suggested that Joffe had few precon
ceptions and no binding instructions. Three courses were 
open to the Soviet emissary, and could be pursued in such a 
way as to make them complementary rather than mutually 
exclusive. First, he could negotiate with the weak and dis
tracted Peking government in a tone of greater firmness and 
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authority than Soviet diplomacy had been hitherto in a position 
to use; the change was symbolized hy the appointment of Joffe, 
a diplomat of the first rank, to take over the task previously 
assigned to a Yurin and a Paikes. Secondly, he could encourage 
and stimulate the revolutionary nationalists, whose following and 
influence had scarcely yet begun to penetrate north China, in 
their campaign against the Peking government and the foreign 
imperialists; this was the line suggested by Maring's activities 
in Shanghai and IIangchow. Thirdly, he cOllld work to t~stablish 
normal relations with Japan; the most concrete purpose of his 
mission to the Far East was to attend a conference with Japanese 
delegates at Changchun to discuss the completion of the Japanese 
evacuation and outstanding issues arising from it. I 

\Vhell Joffe reached Peking on August 12, 1922, he found the 
Chinese Government in the throes of what was now almost a 
permanent CrISIS. Since the end of the Washington conference 
its position had gone from bad to worse. The authority of Wu 
rei-fu, the most powerful war-lord in central China, was undis
puted in Peking. He had, however, no constructive policy, and 
the impotence of thc central government was only the more 
apparent. Shortly before J otIe 's arrival, a new Chinese C;'overn
ment had been installed in Peking with Wellington Koo, one of 
the Chinese delegates to the \Vashington conference, as its 
Minister for Foreign Affairs. Since its writ scarcely ran outside 
the walls of Peking, it could have no real policy and no powers of 
negotIatIOn. 1 ts purpose, which was common to all groups in 
China, was to induce the \Vashington Powers to carry out as 
rapidly as possihle the promises, financial and other, made to 
China at the conference. Its attitude towards its increasingly 
powerful continental neighbour showed little sense of reality or 
of its own precarious plight. Standing on its dignity, ideologically 
antipathetic to Bolshevism, smarting under the high-handedness 
of Soviet policy in Outer Mongolia and mistrustful of Soviet 
designs in Manchuria once Japanese power was withdrawn, it 
showed no alacrity to open discussions with the new Soviet envoy. 

Joffe's first successes were won among the teachers and 
students of Peking university. In the words of a Chinese wit
ness, he " was greeted with vociferous welcome by the Chinese 

I Sec Vol. I, p. 3(n. 
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intellectuals ".1 Much attention was attracted by a passage in the 
speech delivered by the chancellor of the university (;f Peking at a 
banquet in honour of the Soviet emissary: 

The Chinese revolution was a political one. Now it is 
tending towards the direction of a social revolution. Russia 
furnisllcs a good cxample to China, which thinks it advisable 
to learn the lessons of the Russian revolution, which started also 
as a political movement hut later assumed the nature of a social 
revolution. Please accept the hearty welcome of the pupil to 
the teachers." 

Joffe himself said nothing so compromising. But his reputation 
as the ambassador who, in the Berlin of H)IS, had successfully 
instigated revolution against the government to which he was 
accredited, was not forgotten in Peking; and the press hureau 
which he hastened to set up was certainly not inactive. Even his 
description of his function as .. the establishing of good friendly 
relations between the Hussian and Chinese peoples" sounded 
ominous to sensitive official cars." The reticence of the Chinese 
Government apparently ohliged Joffe at length to take the initia
tive. Ina press interview he stressed that formal recognition and 
the establishment of normal relations were a sill(' qua /101/ for any 
negotiations with the SO"iet (;overnment, which would no longer 
be " satisfied with compromissory treaties instead of usually and 
commonly accepted ones ".4 On September 2,1922, he addressed 
an official note to the Chinese 1\1 inister for Foreign AHairs, 
\\'ellington h.OO, referring to three " private conversations" of 
the past ten days, and proposing a l{usso-Chincse conference to 

negotiate an agreement on the basis of the Soviet declaration of 
1919 and Karakhan's note of September 27, 1920. The Chinese 
reply of Septemher 7 accepted the proposed conference.' At this 
point negotiations were interrupted by Joffe's visit to Changchlln, 
where the conference with Japan opened 011 September 4, I<)22. 

It ended in complete deadlock,!' leaving Jotre to make a leisurely 
return to Peking. 

I K. S. \Vc.gh, Unsso-ChillCSC /)ip/o/luIIY (Shanghai, 1<)2H), p. 277; H. T. 
Pollard, China's Foreign RI'/atinns, I'J/7~ /'J3' (N.Y., l<JJJ), pp. 16<)-170. 

Z K. S. \\, cigh, Ullsso-C'hi1/ese Diplrmlllry (Shanghai, HJ2X), p. )13. 
1 <:Im", 1'mr Hoo/{, 1').!.1-5 (Shanghai, n.d.), p. X5X. 

• Millard's Rev/en' (Shanghai), S"ptembcr {), 1<)22, p. 67. 
, Both notes were published in f'rtwd(/, Septemher 16, H)22. 
I, Sec Vol. I, pp. 362-363. 
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J ofl'e wa,,_ back in the Chinese capital on October 3, H)22, and 
settled down to a game of stone-walling diplomacy on both sides 
which lasted for three months. The three crucial points round 
which the discussions revolved were the estahlishment of formal 
diplomatic relations, the position in Outer Mongolia, and the 
question of the Chinese Eastern Hailway. Wellington Koo's first 
counter-stroke was an attempt to make t he evacuation of Outer 
1\longolia by Soviet forces a prior condition of any negotiations. 
Joffe replied in a memorandum of October 14, 1922, that this 
question could not be isolated from the rest, and that an immediate 
withdrawal from Outer Mongolia would be neither in Chinese nor 
in Soviet interests. I Meanwhile Jolle himself, in a note from 
Changchun on September 21, H)22, had reminded the Chinese 
(;overnment of Soviet rights over the Chinese Eastern Railway.2 
This provoked an acrimonious correspondence, the tone of which 
011 the Soviet side notably stitfened after the final Japanese depart
ure from Vladivostok at the end of October. On ~ovember 3, 
H)22, Joffe declared that the Chinese Eastern Railway had heen 
.. built with the monev of the Hussian people ", and remained 
" Russian property so long as Russia docs not voluntarily decide 
to transfer possession of it to anyone else"; hp protested against 
the attempt of the Washington conference to interfere in a matter 
which concerned Russia and China alone; and tinally he demanded 
the arrest of the present manager of the railway, a nominee of the 
Russo-Asiatic Bank, on the ground of financial misdemeanours. 
Thrt'e days latn, he added that unless the Chinese Government 
discontinued its habit of ignoring Russian interests, Russia would 
perhaps after all be obliged to consider herself free from promises 
she had voluntarily given - promises conditional on an under
taking of the Chinese (;overnment, which had notoriously not 
been fulfiIIed, to tolerate in ,,·hinese territory no organizations 
conducting hostilities against the RSFSR.:' Later, in a speech 
at the celebration of the fifth anniversary of the October revolu
tion, read on his behalf owing to his absence through iIIness by a 
memher of his staH, J otTe pointedly observed that, since the Soviet 

1 Chill" j'('ay Boo", 1().!./--5 (Shanghai, n.d.), PI'· SS()-Soo. 
J., })ra1.,da. Scptclnhel" 24, 1 (1;2. 

J J:::7'~III\.1l, NO\"l'llllwr I I, H).2.2; Chill" i·ear Book, III.!'; 5 (Shan~:hai, 
n.d.), pp. S60-S61. 
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Government lacked the means at present to build an<rther railway, 
it must perforce retain this ., heritage of the Tsar's rl~gime ", and 
hoped that its interest would be " understood and satisfied by 
China ".1 Later still, Joffe specifically denied the authenticity 
of the alleged undertaking in t he declaration of 19 I 9 to " restore 
\vithout compensation to the Chinese people the Chinese Eastern 
Railway n.! l\leanwhile the Peking government reverted to its 
grievances about Outer Mongolia. With these two burning 
questions unsettled, and neither side showing any inclination to 
budge, the negotiations had drifted before the end of the year into 
a complete deadlock. In a tinal note dated January,), 1923, Joffe 
spoke of the Chinese Government's" downright and irreconcil
able hostility" to Soviet Russia, and suggested that the time had 
come for it to " make its choice hetween • reds' and' whites' " . .1 

It was the Soviet Government that could best afford to wait. 
"'hether on account of the intransigence of Peking, or in 

pursuance of a previous intention, Joffe now turned in the direc
tion in which Soviet policy had been pointing throughout the 
latter part of 1922. Having announced his intention of moving 
south for the good of his health, he paused in Shanghai, and had a 
series of conversations with Sun Yat-sen. It was the tlrst official 
contact between Chinese nationalism and an emissary of the Soviet 
Government, and was significant for both. Sun Yat-sen was 
smarting from the defeat of his eviction from Canton, which he 
attributed, in part to reactionaries ill Kuomintang, and in part 
to the intrigues of British imperialism, anxious to he avenged for 
the Hong Kong strike. lIe was therefore well prepared both for 
a move to the Left in his own party and for an alliance against 
foreign imperialism. On the Soviet side, Soviet diplomacy had 
always been ready, as more than one communication from Nar
komindel had shown, to Hirt with Sun Yat-sen as a potential 
claimant to power in China. Such a policy was now rendered all 
the more attractive hy the evident bankruptcy and decay of the 
Peking government; Joffe seems to have made the shrewd 
estimate, or lucky guess, that Sun Yat-sen, in spite of his temporary 

I The Lit'ing AJ!e (Boston), January 12, H)23, pp. 73-76. 
2 China Year Rook, H):J4- 5 (Shanghai, n.J.), pp. H(,0-H64; R. T. Pollard, 

China's Foreign Rdati,ms, 1'1]8 '1'1.1' (N.Y., 1933), pp. 170-175, contains a 
general account of the negotiations hast'd on the contemporary pn,ss. 

J Wedll)' R('{'ieu' (Shanghai), january 27, 1<)23, pp. 340-341. 
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eclipse, was still a force to be reckoned with. The conversation 
hetween Sun Yat-sen and Maring in the previous summer had 
sealed the alliance between the nascent Chinese Communist 
Party and Kuomintang. It remained for Joffe to transfer the 
agreement to the diplomatic plane, and to offer to Sun Yat-sen 
the advantages of an alliance, not with the negligible Chinese 
Communist Party, but with the far from negligible power of the 
S()vie~ state against the common imperialist enemy. This meant 
a temporary renunciation or postponement by ]\iloscow of com
munist aims in China. Joffe was prepared to make the sacrifice. 
Conversations on this basis quickly produced results; and when 
the two men parted on January 2(t, H)23, a joint statement was 
issued to the press. The decisive paragraph ran as follows: 

Dr. Sun YaH,en holds that neither the communistic order 
nor the Soviet system can actually he introduced into China, 
hecause there do-not exist here t he conditions necessary for the 
successful estahlishment of either communism or Sovietism. 
This view is entirely shared by ]\i1 r. Joffe, who is further of the 
opinion that China's paramount and most pressing problem is 
to achieve national unification and attain full national inde
pendence; and, in connexion with this great task, he has assured 
Dr. Sun )'at-sen that China has the warmeo.t sympathy of the 
Russian people and can count on the support of Russia. 

The statement continued with a reaffirmation of the principles 
laid down in the Karakhan note of September 27, 1920; both 
sides agreed that the question of the Chinese Eastern Railway 
could be settled only by a Russo-Chinese conference; and, while 
Joffe" categorically declared" that the Soviet Government had 
no intention of causing Outer Mongolia to " secede from China", 
Sun Yat-sen did not" view an immediate evacuation of Russian 
troops from Outer Mongolia as either imperative or in the real 
interest of China ". I 

I China Year n()t)/~, r').!-I-5 (Shanghai, n.d.), p. S6.1; the version published 
in Jzvcst(va, February I, 1923, significantly omitted Sun )'at-sen's statement that 
China was not ripe for communism oc the Soviet system ami Joffe's assent to it 
-- a further symptom of divided cOllnst"ls in 1\10scow. The authenticity of the 
passage is not in doubt: it appears in L. Fischer, The S'm'iNs in H'orld AiTair" 
(1930), ii, 540, in a \'t'rsion re-translated from .. the fortnightly bulletin of the 
Soviet political representation in Peking, Fehruary 1-15, 1923, now in the archives 
of the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs". 
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The principles thus laid down required practical ,application; 
and, when Jofre a fev,,' days later left Shanghai for J~pan, he was 
accompanied hy a member of Sun Yat-sen's staff, Liao Chung
k'ai, in order to pursue the negotiations, The whole episode now 
suddenly assumed a new and enhanced importance, \Vithin a 
fortnight of Joffe's conversations with Sun Yat-sen a turn of 
the wheel at Canton recalled the nationalist leader to power; and 
a bargain struck with an exile of uncertain status in Sha,nghai 
hecame an agreement with the head of the effective government of 
a large part of southern China. \Vhat passed hetween Joffe and 
Liao Chung-k'ai in Japan is not recorded, but was later summed 
up hy a Chinese historian in a symbolical conversation hetween 
the Chinese and Soviet negotiators: 

Liao asked him ",hether communism could he realized in 
Russia in ten years' time, Jolre said" 1\'0", .. In twenty 
years?" ":\'o ", was the answer again. .. In a hundred 
years?" "Perhaps ", said Joffe, "\I.,'ell ", said Liao, " ... 
what is the use of dreaming about a utopia which might or 
might not be realized when we are all dead? Let liS all he 
revolutionaries today and work for the accomplishment of the 
national revolution on the hasis of the Three ' People's Prin
ciples '," These we can realize within our lifetime, 1 

The same argument from the delay in the spread of the revolution, 
and consequently in the full realization of socialism, which had 
justified the introduction of :\' El', led by an irresistible logic, in 
the Far East as elsC',vhere, to compromises and alliances \vith 
revolutionary nationalism. \\'hen 1,iao Chung-k 'ai rejoined Sun 
Yat-sen in Canton in March 1923, the path to cooperation seemed 
smooth and clear. The bargain struck between Russian com
munism and l\:uomintang was to prove fruitful and fateful for 
hoth parties, 

Joffe's departure for Japan early in Fehruary Hp3 was the 
result of a " private" invitation 2 from Baron Goto, mayor of 

, T'ung Leang-Ii, T}z" fill/I'/' /lis"J/)' of I}w Chill"Sl' RI'7'"llIlifl/l (Ir)3o), p. ISX, 
2 At a later stag!> of Jofre', "isi!, (;oto stated in an interview to the press 

that before inviting Joffe h ... had made enquiries of the Prnne Minister and been 
informed that :\latsudalra, head of the bureau of European and American 
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Tokyo and .president of a " Russo-Japanese society". He spent 
six months in the country. His activities there, unlike those of 
his Chinese visit, were conducted in a diplomatic twilight; and 
no official information was ever divulged about this abortive 
episode in Soviet foreign relations. The minute hut enthusiastic 
Japanese Communist Party founded in the previous summer had 
apparently endeavoured during the winter to estahlish contacts 
with. the masses. According to llukharin's report to the twelfth 
congress of the Russian Communist Party, a Japanese congress of 
small tenant farmers had passed at the beginning of 1923 a 
resolution in favour of cooperation hetween the peasantry and 
the urban working class for the remedy of their grievances, and a 
labour congress at the same time had voted for political action; 
and both these resolutions had been passed under communist 
influence. Some exaggeration of the rhle of the Japanese Com
munist Party may he suspcctl~t! in these claims. 1 "'hat is more 
certain is that communism aroused intense emotions of hatred 
and fear among the ruling classes of Japan, and that objections 
to recognition of t he Soviet (;oYernment or to any dealings with 
the Soviet envoy were scarcely less strong in influential quarters. 
Adverse press comment followed the announcement of the invita
tion to Jotl'e; and a demonstration at the Tokyo railway station 
on his arriyal, at which incendiary leaflets were said to have heen 
distrihuted and several alleged socialists were arrested, was 
thought by some to have been arranged by the police in order to 
discredit the visitor.2 Later in the month an attack was made 

alTairs in the Ministry of Fon'ign Atfulrs, woulu be alloweu to see Jolft' un
officially, " If eircumstancl" maUt· it seem ut'sirablc " (Japan Chronicle (Kobe), 
iVlay 10, UPJ, p. (,5+). According to till' so-called" Tanaka memorial" of 
1927 which, wht,ther authentic or not, was the work of someone with inside 
knowll'dgl', Japan's policy at thIS tillle was to .. befriend Russia in order to 
hump!'r the growth of Chinese infiul'lIce"; it wa' with this purpO~1' that 
" Baron Goto of Kato', cahim·t invitl'd Jofft, to our country and ad\'ocuted the 
r<'sumption of diplomatic relations with Hussia ., (J(/pan and the Next World 
War (Shanghai, 1931), p. 15)· 

I ])Vl'lIlltitsat)'i S",'zd Rossiis/wi Kommrmisti"hes/wi Partii (Bol'slzl'f';km') 
(U)23), p. 240 .. Katayama and the recently arrived secretary of the Japam's(' 
Communist Party, Arnhatn, hoth spuke at the congress, but confined themselves 
to cunventiunal phn"l's and made no sp('cific claims (ibid, pp. 1-;0, 60<): Anthata 
spoke undl'r the fictitious nam ... Aote). 

l This suspicion is appan-nt in the account "f thl' incident in Jap"" Chronicle 
(Kobe), February tl, II).!J, p. 166. 
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on Goto by a member of an " anti-Joffe league", and 111 April , 
six men were arrested for an alleged plot against Joffe. 1 

\Vhatever Joffe's personal reaction to these incidents, they 
played no overt part in his leisurely and tentative conversations 
with Japanese statesmen. These conversations passed through 
three stages. For the first three months they seem to have been 
limited to wholly unofficial and non-committal talks with Goto. 
Joffe's illness was not purely diplomatic. At the beginning of 
April, H)23, it was stated that he had been in bed ever since his 
arrival,l so that, when he told an anxious Chinese correspondent 
in Tokyo in I<)23 that he .. was conducting no negotiations with 
the Japanese Government and was merely on a health visit ",3 
he may not have diverged so far from the truth as most people 
supposed. The second stage hegan on April 24, 1<)23, when Goto 
informed Joffe that the Japanese Government was prepared for a 
further J apanese- Russian conference provided the questions of 
Sakhalin ancl of satisfaction for the :'\ikolaevsk incident were 
settled first: later, the recognition of obligations of former Russian 
governments was also demanded from the Japanese side. 4 Con
versations between Jotre and Coto proceeded on this basis for 
some time. On May 3, 1<)23, it was announced that Joffe's health 
had improved, and that he had received permission to use code 
for his communications \vith l\Toscow. 5 A week later Joffe 
replied that the Soviet Goyernment refused to recognize the debts 
and obligations of former Russian governments, but would sell 
northern Sakhalin to Japan at a high price and would express 
regrets for the :'\ ikolaevsk incident, though only if Japan expressed 
regret for similar excesses committed by Japanese forces. Some 
concession was also offered on the yexed question of the rights of 
Japanese fishermen in Russian waters. (, 

t .'Japan Clmmide (Kobe), l\larch I, II)2], p. 3°4; Aprils, p. 4X7. The 
phenomenon afterwards familIarly known in Europe as Fascism made an early 
appearance in Japan; its origins are traced hack to II)IS in an article On Fascism 
in.'Jap(l1l, in Nm)'i ['osto", iv (n.d. [Tf)2]]), 416-421. 

2 .'Japan Chronicle (Kohe), Aprils, 11)23, p. 4S7. 
J China }'('ar nnn", uP'; 5 (Shanghai, n.d.), p. H6s. 
4 L. Fischer, Thl' Soviets in World Affairs (I930), ii, 553; Fischer had been 

given access to thc "ccords of thcst, discllssions, presumahly hy Joffe himself. 
, .'Japan L"lmmith (Kobe), May 3, I1)23, pp. (l/0-(1I,. 

" L. Fischer, The Soviets in World Affairs (I930), ii, 553; .'Japan Chronicle 
(Kobe), May '7, 1<)23, p. (,94. On March 2, 11)23, a decree annulled all 
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At this.point the question arose whether these private talks 
with 'Goto were to be put on a more official basis, and the decision 
appears to have become involved with events in the Japanese 
Communist Party. In February 1923 the party held its second 
congress, and in May 1923 a special conference was held to draft 
a party programme. This comprised demands for the abolition 
of the monarchy, the army and the secret police, the confiscation 
of estates of large landowners, of religious organizations and of the 
emperor, and the redistribution of confiscated land to the peasants; 
the withdrawal of Japanese troops from China, Sakhalin, Korea 
and Formosa; and the diplomatic recognition of Soviet Russia. I 
I t is difficult to believe that J oilc, with his record as a diplomatic 
agent of revolution in Cerrnany and with his recent successes 
among Chint~sc intellectuals, was not priyy to these developments. 
However this Illay be, external decorum was preserved on both 
sides throughout his visit. J Ie took no ostensible interest in the 
fortunes of the Japanese Communist Party, and no charge was 
made against him in Japanese offIcial quarters of heing concerned 
in them. On the other hand, the suspicion may be felt that the 
Japanese police authorities, in the action taken by them at this 
time, were intluenced by a desire, not only to nip Japanese com
munism in the bud, but indirectly to discredit Joffe and rouse 
popular prejudice against the establishment of relations with 
Soviet Russia. In the middle of May, the police announced the 
confiscation of 100 copies of Bukharin's and Preobrazhensky's 
ABC of Comlllunism which had arrived in a British ship.! On 
June 5,1923, an extensive round-up of communists and communist 
sympathizers took place; and on the following day it was stated 
that a communist plot had been discovered to assassinate the whole 
cabinet and set up a communist government . .! Thc presumption 
is strong that the plot was an invention of th(' authorities. 

In the middle of June it was announced that Kawakami, an 
" treaties, concessions, contracts and other agreernents " on fishing rights in the 
Far East before thc fusion of thc Far Eastern Rt·public with the RSFSH, and 
set out nt'W regulations undcr which rights might Iw leased to citizens of the 
RSFSR or to foreigners (Sohrallit' UZllk01l1'lIii, If).'}, No. 36, art. 378). 

I Tiklzii Oke{JlI, NO.1, 1934, pp. 128-134, 144; information from J apanl'Sl' 
sources communicatcd bv lVlessrs. Langer and Swearingen. 

• Japan Chronicle (K;)bc), May 24, 1923, p. 7Z(J. 
3 Information from Jap:lTll"sl" sourCl'S communicatcd by l\ r"ssrs. Langa and 

Swearingen. 
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official of the IVIinistry of Foreign Affairs who had Iwcn the first 
Japancse l\linister in Warsaw, had heen authorized. to conduct 
ncgotiations with Joffe, who now rccciyed formal credentials from 
l\1oscow for the purpose.' At this momcnt Joffe had anothcr heart 
attack which caused a further postponemcnt. But on June 2X, 
HP3 the negotiations werc opened and continued for just over a 
month, twelvc meetings heing hcld in all. The major issue was 
the fate of northern Sakhalin. Joffe asked for its unconditional 
(~vacuation; thc Japancse Govcrnment proposed to buy it outright 
for 150,000,000 yen. Bctwt't'll thcse two cxtreme poillts a number 
of intcrmediate proposals werc canvassed, the most promising 
being a plan to accord to a Japanese company or companics long 
leases over the oil, coal and timber resources of the area. From 
time to time Japanese demands for compensation for the 1\iko
laevsk massacre of 1920 were injected into thc discussions. Bllt 

this qucstion was cyidently uscd mainly as a barometer to rcgister 
thc prcssure of the argument about Sakhalin. III the end negotia
tions appear to ha,'c broken down not un any specific point, but 
on the resistance of the most powerful forces in the Japanese 
Govcrnment to a resumption of relations with Soviet Russia. On 
July 2+ Kawakami informed J oH'c that t he cabinet had rejected 
thc terms in which the SO\'ict (ron:rnJ11ent had otTcred to express 
its regrets for the ;'\ iko\aevsk affair. On July 3 I J otfe announced 
that hc had been instructed to discontinue unot1icial negotiations, 
and was authorised to continue thcm oHicially only if Japan under
took in advance to evacuatc northern Sakhalin. 2 On August 10 

he lcft Japan for Moscow.' Ilc did not revisit China whcre, 
during the slimmer of 1923, disorder and confusion reached their 
highcst point for many years, and thc discredited Peking govern
ment seemed likely to lose its last vestigc of authority. 

\>\'hen Jotlc left the Far East after a stay of somc ten months, 
much had been done to clarify Soviet policy there and put it on a 
firm footing. If Japan still occupied northern Sakhalin and still 
withheld formal recognition of the Soviet Governmcnt, the prin
ciplc of direct discussion had bcen cautiously cstablished. In 

I Japan Chronicle (Kobe), June 21. 1<)23. pp, HH2-i'lH3. 
" L. Fischer, The S'()viets in World Affairs (1930). ii. 553-55S; the course 

of the negutiations may also 1)(" traceo in .lapau Chronicle (Kohel. July 12, 192.1. 
p. 62; July HI. p. ()I>; July .z(l, p, 1.12; August 2, p, 154; August 9. pp, li'l<j. 
zoo. ,\ Ibid. August Ill, I<}2J. p. 237, 
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Japan, as in Turkey, the persecution of local communists was not 
a har. to fr~endly relations with the government concerned. In 
Septembcr 1923, within six weeks of Joffe's departure, thc 
catastrophic carthquake in Tokyo and Yokohama was followcd 
by a panic which led to thc mass arrcst of known communists; 
and a majority of thc party central committee, afterwards de
nounced as "petty bourgeois elements" and " typical oppor
tuni~ts ", hastened to dissolve the party. 1 But for the Sovict 
Governmcnt thc Japanese disaster was an unqualificd gain; in 
thc words of a report of IKK I a few months later, " Japan ceased 
to be a great Powcr, and her pressure on the Far Eastern part of 
our republic was considcrahly weakened ".2 In China the situa
tion was more complex. But here, too, progress had been made. 
About the time of Joffe's return to ]\108eo\\', the announcement 
was made of the appointment of a ncw Soviet representativc to 
the Chinese Government ill the person of Karakhan, who had for 
some time been in charge of eastern affairs in !\arkomindel. 
Karakhan sct out from Moscow at the end of August 1923; and 
his mission opened a new phase in relations with the Chinese 
Government. But the Soviet (~overnment did not intend to 
commit itself to the dying central authority in Peking. Soviet 
relations with Sun 1'at-sen, now firmly re-established in Canton, 
were cordial and far-reaching, and seemed to proyide for the first 
time a solid basis for Soviet policy in China. I n the same month 
of August 1923. Chiang Kai-shek, an able and ambitious lieutemnt 
of Sun 1'at-sen, known for his support of a Soviet orientation in 
Kuornintang,3 proceeded on a mission to ;\loscow to obtain 
supplies of arms and to st\ldy questions of military organization." 

I Tihhii ()ht'tlll, :\0. I, 1'.>:14, PI'. 1:1:1-1 :1+, 14('; the party wag not l't'yived 
till 1')27, aftcr which the Rhort-li\'l'd party of Il)22 1')23 wag g"nerally referred 
to as the" first" part,.. 

z From Ihe FOllrlh III thl' Fiflh World COllgress (I<)24), p. 12; Katayama. on 
tilt' other hand, was crl'dited with tlw \'iew that the earthquake would not 
.. seriouslv affect the ec,ltlomic and military powcr ot Japan " U"lI7~1'i f'ostoli, 
iv (n.d. [;923]), xiii-xv) . 

. , AccordinJ,( to 'r'anJ,( LcanJ,(-li, Till' IlIlIa lilSlory of 1111' Chillese Re1'llllllion 
(1<J30), p. 151:1, Chiang Kai-shck and Liao Chung-k'ai ("'l' p . .'142 abow) wcre 
the stronJ,(est supporters of a S()\'it'! ori"ntation in Sun Yat-sen's entourage. 

• H. Isaacs, The Trauedy of Ihe Chilll'St' Revolulion (1!).11:1), p. 65; L. Fischer, 
The Soviets in H/orld • .Jf(lIirs (1!)J0), ii, 6.1.1; Ihid. (2nd ed., J()51), i, viii-ix, 
quotinJ,( II .. riuidly ('{mlidc'nlilll " ktter from Sun )'at-sen to Lenin, Trotsky and 
Chichcrin requesting" arms for the Chinese l'l'volution ". 
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In October HP3 Michael Rorodin, the English-speaking com
munist who had already been actively employed in t6e affairs in 
Comintern,l arrived at Sun Yat-sen's invitation in Canton. 
Though he brought with him a letter of introduction from Kara
khan, he appears to have been designated not by the Soviet 
Government or hy Cornintern, hut by the Russian Communist 
Party. His function was that of political adviser to Sun Yat-sen. 2 

Within six years of the Bolshevik revolution, Soviet Russi~ had 
emerged from the penumbra of confusion and helplessness, and 
was intervening decisively in the policies of a major Asiatic country. 

I S<'l' pro 143-144, I(HI. 421-422 abnvc. 
, T'ang \,t'ang-ii, 7'111' hlllIT llrslory "f the Chitlesl' Re<'olatioll (1<13°), p. 159; 

L. Fischer, The .<';""il'ls 11/ World . 1 ((lIi/',\" (1113°), II, (,3+. 



NOTE E 

TIlE MARXIST ATTITUDE TO WAH 

TilE Fn~nch revolutionaries established a clear distinction between 
wars 'of liberation to free peoples from the rule of oppressive monarchs 
and wars of conquest to bring peoples under monarchical rule; and 
they appron:d the former as heartily as they condemneJ the latter. 
No objection was fdt to war in itsdf, or even to " aggression" ill the 
popular scnse of being the first to start a war. The test was whether 
the war was being fought on behalf of " peopit:s " or "nations" or 
011 behalf of autocrats.' The European democratic movements of the 
period from J!~I5 to 18.+8 were heirs to this tradition. At that time 
almost any war fought against the Austria of Mettcrnich, then the main 
focus of autocracy and reaction in Eu)"ope, would ha\ e heen regarded 
as worthy of democratic sympathy and support. Such was the attitude 
imbibed and whole-heartedly shared by Marx and Engels in their 
early years. After 18+g, two minor ITadjustmcnts were required in 
the doctrine. As social-democracy or socialism came to be distinguished 
from liberal lkmflcracy 0)" democracy tuut ({)urt, the wars worthy of 
support were those likely to further the socialist rat].er than the demo
cratic cause; and Russia replaced Austria as the principal elJ(~my. 
Numerous passages can be Lju()tc:d from the writings of }\[arx and 
Engels to show that one of the main criteria applil'd by thelll after 1 !l.! S 
to test the desirability of war was whether it was likely to weaken or 
destroy the Russian autocracy.z 

There was, however, another and quite different strain in the 
socialist tradition. The early socialists, faithful to their utopian philo
sophy, stressed the universal brotherhood of lIIen, alld regarded war 
as monstrous and unnatural. The tradition which they inhel ited was 

, A similar view of war was implicit in Clauscwitz's ddinition of it as •. a 
continuation of policy by other m"ans "; tIlt' sam" critnia of judgnwnt w,·n· 
applicable to wars as to oth"," acts of policy . 

• The earliest of these passagt'S occurs in an article in Nelle Rheillis{'he 
Zeitung in July Ill48: .. Only fmY with Russia is a war of r'"'l'oluliollury Germllny. 
a war in which Germany can redeem the sins of till' past, acquire virihty, 
conquer its own autocrats, in which it can, as hefits a nation in process of 
shaking off the chains (If a long. inert slawry, purchase th" propaganda of 
civilization by the blood of its Sllns and Iiht'rat" itself by liberating others" 
(Karl IV/"r.\·-Friedrich Engels: I1isl"risrh-Kri/i.~dIP G,'stllllla/isgahe, I'" Teil, 
vii, IHl). 

.'i PI 
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that of till: eighteenth-century philosophl'rs from Saint-Pierre ami 
Leihniz to Rousseau and Kant who had nourislwd visions (;f" perpetual 
peace"; their SUl'l"l"ssors Wl'n' the ninete('nth-century liberal" paci
fists" 1 whosc opposition to war was based on humanitarian rather than 
on political grounds. But \\ hen class consciousness was bred hy tht, 
class struggle, and socialism hecame proil-tarian, the oppm;ition to war 
also took on a proletarian colour which appeared to be reinforced by 
thc argument that war was the lIecessary consequcnce of capitalism. 
National wars were wagl'll at the behcst of capitalists and for thcir 
advantagt', Thc coming of socialism would remove the fundan1l'ntal 
cause of war and its sole ineenti\'c, The workers, who hore the brunt 
of the lighting and derin'd no profits from it, could have no intl'rt'st 
hut in peacc, The socialist tradition always embodied a strong elt-ment 
of opposition to war, based on a spccific interest of the workns in the 
maintenance of peace; it thus ran paralld to the liheral tradition of the 
later ninetecnth century which attributed war to autocratic gon:rnment 
and believed in democracy as a guarantec of pl'<ln', All these vicws 
were potentially "paci!ist ", in that war as sllch was condemned 
irrespecti\'c of its motin' or its object. l\Iarx and Engels themselvcs 
consistently denounccd all forms of paciligm as implying belief in a 
natural community of interests; ;\larx was particularly contemptuous 
of the opposition of Cobden and Bright to thl' Crimean 'Yar. z In 
general, l\larx and Engels werc too fully consciolls of the revolutionary 
potentialities of war to regard it as an unconditional n-il; at the end 
of 18.J,S, haying described England as " the rock on which the wan's 
of n:\'olution hreak ", l\1arx concluded that "old England will he 
destroyed only by a world war ",3 In 18SCJ Engels \\ekomed the 
"Franco-Russian alliance" on the ground that this would force 
Prussia's entry into the Italian war on thc side of Austria: 

'VI.' Germans must he in the water lip to our ncck hefore we can be 
transported in mass into the furor tell/rmiells; and on this occasion 
thc danger of drowning seeIllS to ha\'e come sufficiently ncar, So 
much the hetter. , , , I n such a struggle thc moment must come when 
only the most resolute party, the party that shrinks from nothing, 
will be in a position to save the nation,4 

I The best lIdinition of pacifism in the :vlarxist s,'nst' is in Max llt'er, 
Krieg Imd Internationalp (Vienna, H)24), p, ~: .. that political tenll('ncy which 
regards war as an absolute t'\'II, anll which assum,'s that it is possible in hour
geois society to prevent war and establish eternal peace hy It'agues of nations, 
arbitration courts, holy allianceH, free tralle, democracy, lIisarmarncnt, etc,", 

2 Karl Marx-Friedrich Hngds,' l-listorisch-Kritische Gesamtallsgahe, II,er 

Teil, i, 3RS ; ii, 84. I Marx i Engl'ls, ,<,'ochiut'niya, vii, IO~-IOl), 
4 Ibid, xxv, 262: the original text iH in Vn Urie.fnwhsel 21visclle71 Lassalle 

Imd }Harx, ell, G. May"r, iii (1922), 1~4-I~S, 
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It was not easy to bring together these various strands into a consistent 
body qf doctl'ine ahout war. 

The comparatively few pronouncl'lnents (If the First International 
on war and foreign policy rdkcted these contradictions and uncer
tainties. The Inaugural Address of 186+ drafted by Marx skilfully 
reminded thl: reader of the interest of the workers in preventing war's 
which squandered" the people's blood and treasure ", of the" criminal 
folly" of the ruling elasses bent on the" perpetuation and propagation 
of sla.very ", and of the wickedlll:ss of yielding to thl: "barbarous 
power" of St. Petersburg. But the argument was more eloquent than 
clear; and the writer was perhaps more concerned to win thc sympathy 
of muddle-headed English trade-unionists than to expound l\Iarxist 
doctrine. Nor \\·as any action proposed except to watch, and, if neces
sary, protest against, the diplomacy of governments. Concrete issues 
of war found the First J nternationaJ eonfused allli divided. On the 
eve of the l'russian-Austrian \Var of J 8M) anti-war agitation began in 
Paris. In l\larx's words, " the Proudhon c1iCjue alllong the students in 
Paris preaches peace, calls war ohsolete and nationalities nonsense, and 
attacks Bismarck and Garibaldi". Admittedly," as a polemic against 
chaIn inism ", this was" useful alld explicable". But none the less 
these disciples of l'roudhon were" grotesque" ; I and when the General 
(:ouncil approH'd a sentimental appeal drafted hy Lafargue to" students 
and young /IIcn of all countries" against war, it was contemptuously 
described by 1\larx, in whose absence it had been adopted, as " silly 
stu1f ".z The outbreak uf the war itself was followed by a series of 
inconclusive dehates in the CellLTal Council, which at length agreed on 
a wholly non-colllmittal resolution: 

The General Coullcil of the International "'orkingmen's Associa
tion regards the present war on the continent as a war between govern
ments, allli advises the workers to remain neutral and unite among 
themselves for the purp()sc of winning power through their union, 
and using the POWLT so won in order to achieye their social and 
political emancipation.' 

Since the brief campaign that ended at Sadowa was oyer before this 
resolution was publishcd, the advice to the workers had no practical 
consequences. But the Prussian victory, and the war scare between 
Prussia and France in thc following spring, had a significant sequel. In 

I Karl l'vlarx-Fril'dnch Ellgels: IIistoris,-h-Kritischl' Ges{Jmtallsgahe, Ill"' 

Tcil, iii, 336. 
2 A translation of the appeal is in Nt'lle Zeit (Vienna), xxxiii (19I.j.-191S), ii, 

440-4.P; for Marx's commcnt see Kat1 ,\!arx-Fri"drid, Ellg"'s: llistorisch
Kritische GeSll1ll1llusgllbc, III" Tcil, iii, :Hl. 

, Nme Z('il (Vienna), xxxiii (1')14--1<)15), ii, 442 • 
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the summer of J 867 a committee of bourgeois democrats and pro
gressives from the principal countries of western Europe conv,ened a 
congress of supporters of peace which met at Geneva on SqHember 9 
of that year. 

This step aroused considerable sympathy in the working-dass 
groups representcd in the First International; and l\1arx found it 
necessary to devote a half-hour specch in the Gennal Council on 
August 13, 1867 to all attack on the" peace willllbag". Ill' did nut 
oppose individual delegates attending the congress, but argued ,lgainst 
any kind of official participation by the International. The Inter
national was itself already a peace congress working for unity between 
the workers of different countries; ami, had the organizers of the 
Geneva congress understood what they wefe about, they would have 
joined the I nternational. People who did not help to alter the relations 
between labour and capital were ignorant of the real prc-conditions of 
universal peace, Existing armies were mainly designed to keep the 
working dass under, and international conflicts \vere favoured from 
time to time" in order to keep the soldiery in good shape". Finally 
the peace at any price party would leave an unarmed Europe a prey to 
Russia; it was necessary to maintain armies as a defence against Russia. 1 

Marx's proposals carried the day in the Gcncral Council. But at 
the Lausanne congress of the International which pren:ded the Geneva 
congress and at which :\tarx was not present, the divisiolls reopcned ilJ 
the ranks. A commission set IIp hy the congress reported in enthusiastic 
terms in favuur of .. cnergetic support" for the (;eneva project and 
" participation in all its undertakings". After a strelluous debate in 
the full congress a FrclIch delegate named Tolain, who was a I'roud
honist, proposed, and secured the adoption of, a compromise resolution 
declaring that, " in order to abolish war, it is not suflicient to disband 
armies, but also necessary to alter the social organization in the sense 
of an ever justcr distribution of production ", and making participation 
in the Genna congress dependent on its endorsement of that principle.! 
This enabled a representativc of the General Council to appear at the 
Geneva congress and make, amid loud protests, a statement that 
" social rcvolution was the necessary pre-condition of a lasting peace ".J 

I Marx's summary of his speech is in Karl l'v1(Jyx-Friedrich Engels: l/is
[oyisch-Kritische Gl'Samtausgabe, III"' 'reil, iii, 417, The best account of the 
attitude of the First International to the Geneva congress is by Ryazanov in 
Neue Zeit (Vienna), xxxiii (1914"""1915), ii, 463-469; Hya:.:anov, writing in 1915, 
somewhat overstressed the pacifist clement in l\1arx's attitude in order to 
invalidate the appeal of German social-democrats to his anti-Russian utterances 
as a justification for their action in 1<)14. 

2 Ibid. xxxiii, ii, 466-4ML 
1 Amwh-s dll Cong,.,)s de Ge>leve (Geneva, lX6S), p. 172. 
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Marx was annoyed when an enthusiastic delegate named llorkheim 
delive];ed to the congress a speech advocating preventive war against 
Russia and thus caricatured (~)erldadderadafschf) Marx's own ideas.' 

A further step was reached when the next annual congress of the 
International met at Brussels in the summer of 1868, once more in the 
absence of Marx and Engels. International tension was steadily 
mounting and the issue of war could no longer he evaded. A German
Swiss section of the International submitted to the congress a draft 
resolution inviting the workers of all countries to " refuse the service 
of murder and destruction, as well as all work of supply for the war 
armies". The resolution finally adopted hy the congress merely 
recommended " the cessation of alI work" in the event of war - " a 
strike of the peoples against war ".2 The" strike against war" was 
taken up hy the dissident Bakuninist section of the lnternational at 
its congress in Geneva in 1X73, and hecame in later years an important 
tenet of French and other syndicalists, \\ho accepted it as an alternative 
to political action. But for the moment the Brussels resolution had no 
effect and was quickly forgotten. It never received the approhation of 
Marx and Engels, who consistently opposed any formula banning war 
as such or directed indiscriminately against all wars. 

The Franco-Prussian War exposed these conflicting views to a severe 
test. The mobilizatJOfl on hoth sides and the outbreak of hostilities 
took place without any kind of representative pronounce'TIent on behalf 
of the workers or of socialist parties or groups in either country. No 
question therefore arose of any practical oppositIon to the war; and 
the campaign was so quickly decided that no kind of public opinion 
was likely to crystallize on either side with suHlcient rapidity to affect 
its course. Such declarations of socialist policy as were made had 1 heir 
influence, I10t on immediate issues, but on the shaping of socialist 
attitudes to future wars. The German divisions of 1914 were already 
anticipated in J RiO. \Vhile Hebel and Liebknecht came out in the 
Reichstag on July 2 J, d~io, with a protest against the war (which had 
then already heen in progress for a week), the committee of the German 
Social-Democratic Party, in session at Brunswick, issued a statement 
condemning Napoleon II I's " criminal aggression" and, by implic;ltion, 
giving support to the Prussian cause. The position of Marx and 
Engels was complicated. They condemned the war as a war of con
quest equally on the part of Napoleon and of Bismarck. They were 

I Marx i Eng<>ls, Socliinelliya, xxv, 496. 
2 Ryazanov, who has reviewed the e\'idenee on the discussions at BrusRcls 

(Neue Zeit (Vienna), xxxiii (r914-19r:;), ii, 509-518) has established that the 
original draft was abandoned because, being tantamount to an incitement to 
mutiny, it might have exposed its sponsors to the rigours of the law; merely to 
recommend a strike, on the other hand, was nowhere illegal. 
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cOllsistently opposed to the annexationist designs of hoth sicks, includ
ing the annexation of Alsace- Lorraine. But, once war was~1I1 pro?rcss, a 
Prussian victory seemed to them, for a variety of reasons, the lesser evil. 
In the first place, they were hound to regard the downfall of Napoleon 
as a desideratum of the workers. Once that was achieved, the situation 
would change; " as soon as a republican and not chall\'inist government 
is at the helm in Paris", wrote Engels to l\larx on August 15, d170, the 
task would he .. to work with it for an honourahk peace ". I Secondly, 
they favoured the unity of Cermany, just as they f:noured the .unity 
of Italy, as a legitimate satisfaction of nationalist aspirations and an 
advance from reactionarv hlcillstallt('r('i. This gave rise to what seems 
in retrospect a somewhat exaggerated distinction betwcen the aims of 
" Prussia" and the aims of .. Germany". Bismarck, thought Engels 
as early as July 22, I RiO, had started with annexationist designs for 
Prussia; hut ,. the affair has alreadv got out of his hands, and the 
gentlemen han' evidently succeeded in bringing about in (~ermany a 
complete national war ".Z l\Lux--- under pro\"{JCation, it is true, from 
a sentimental pro-French compatriot --- went ~() far as to speak of" the 
defensive character of the war on the side of the (;crm<lns (I will not 
say, of Prussia) " ;:l and Engels, summing up the position from the 
party standpoint, thought it important to " stress the di1ference betwl'en 
German-national and dynastic-Prussian interests ".4 Thirdly, they 
helieved that in the event of the acbicTcmcnt of German unity, .. the 
Gcrman workers can organize themselvcs on a llluch hroadcr national 
hasis than hitherto" with tile heneficent cOllseqUl'ncc of" the shifting 
of the centre of gra\-ity of the continental workers' movement from 
France to Cermany ".5 Finally, a fresh blow would h<: struck at the 
traditional en<:my, Russia: \larx hopefully conjectured that" a sho\\"-

I Karl ;Harx-Fril'drich E1J{fds: Historisrh-Kritisc}/l' Gesotllt(JlIs{fah(', III" 

Teil, i,', 300. 
> Marx, a few days later, saw in the war a re\' 1\'" I of the war of national 

liberation of r H I 2 and of the stitled aspirations of I H4X and was shocked only by 
its embodiment in Bismarck: .. The (;erman philistine seems almJlutely 
enchanted that \1<' can now give unlimited rein to his inhorn s(,rvility_ \Vho 
would han' thought it possihle that tW('nty-two vears after r H4H a nati;mal war 
in Germany would possess SItch a tht'oretical expression)" (ihid. iv, 346). 
La({,r still he noted that .. all machinations smec the Second Empire han' 
fmally led to the attainment of the aims of 1H4H ~- Hungary, Italy, Germany" 
(ihld, iv, 3SH). 

) Ihid. iv, 354· • Ihid. iv, JM,. 
5 Ihid. iv, 365, 3H2. The idea hdongs to Marx's correspondent Kugdmann, 

who wrote to him on August 7, rH7o: .. Through political unity (se"nal cen
turies late) the whole bourgeois development will he accelerated, and the (;erman 
proletariat will for the first time have ground on which it can organize itself on 
a national scale, and will ('('rtainly soon win an outstanding place in the' general 
workers' movement" (Nelle Zeit (Vlt'nna), xxxiii (1914' [(115), ii, 16<). 
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down between Prussia and Russia" would be " by no means improb
ahle ", and that Germany's " newly strengthened national feeling" 
would scarcely allow itself to he pressed into Russian service,' 

The First International was now approaching its end; and no 
further pronouncements were demanded from it on the question of war. 
But Marx himself, when he wrote in 1875 his famous criticism of the 
Cotha programme of the German Social-Democratic Party, allowed 
himself a last fling at the permeation of the party by pacif1st illusions: 

And to what does the Cerman workers' party reduce its inter
nationalism? To the conseiousness that the result of its striving will 
be "the international hrotherhood of the pcoples" a phrase 
borrowed from the hourgeois leaguc of freedom and peace which has 
to do duty for the international hrotherhood of the \\orking class in 
its COllllllOll struggle against the ruling class and its governments. 
()f the international fUllctiollS of the working class !lot a word! 2 

The workers' 1110\'eTlWnt remained, as the sequel showed, hopelessly 
divided on thl' issue of war. Marx and Engels, themsl'hTs Ilot wholly 
free from inconsistencies on the subject, had failed to win over the 
workers to any dear-clIt international standpoint. 

The Second International found the dilemma harder to evade, The 
SlIlTl'ssion of minor wars in the t\\'o decades before 19l + ga\'C no great 
trouble; for these were colonial wars in which :\1arxists had so far 
taken little interest. But the prospect of an impeuding \\'ar between 
the European POWCI"S soon began to loom darkly on the horizon. Engels 
rai,'ed the issue sljuarL'iy in an article of I HgI : 

\\,hat " war" 111 our days means, everyone knows. It means 
France and Hussia on one side, and Germany, Austria and perhaps 
Italy on the other. Socialists of all these countries, called to arms 
aga(nst their will, would he compelled to fight against one another. 
What would the German Social-Democratic Party do then? \Vhat 
\\ nuld become of it ? 

Unfortunately Engels's answcr, based on l\'larxist tradition of the past 
forty years, was one which could be, and was, used with dfect ill l!)l+. 

He blamed the German annexation of Abace-Lorraine in d~71 for the 
pre",:nt situation, and proudly ljuoted the prediction of the council of 
the First I nternational in its proclamation of Septemhcr 9, I H7o, that 
I'russian greed would only" compel France to throw herself into the 

I Karl /\,larx-Friedrich Rllgels: llistorisch-Kn'tisclze Ges{J1l1tlll/sgllbt>, Ill'" 

Teil, iv, 358. 
, Marx i Engels, Suchillflliya, xv, 278. 
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arms of Russia". As hetween France and Germany, France still repre
sented revolution ~- " only the bourgeois revolution, it is 'true, hut still 
revolution ". But France, once she allied herself with Russia, would 
" renounce her revolutionary ri'llc ", whereas" behind official Germany 
stands the German Social-I>Cmocratic Party, the party to which the 
future, thc ncar future, of the coulltry belongs ". Neither France nor 
Germany would start the war. Russia would move first; thell France 
would adv<lllee towards the Rhine; and" then Germany \\ill be fighting 
simply for her existence ".1 And the article ended with a general 
prediction \"hieh, for all its aptness, otfcred little guidance to the Second 
International on the duty of socialists ill the countries concerned in the 
e\'ellt of war; 

:-..10 socialist of whatever nationality can wish the triumph of the 
present German Con'mlllent ill the war, nor that of the bourgeois 
French Repuhlic, and least of all that (If the Tsar, which would be 
eljui\'alent to the subjection of Europe, and therefore socialists of all 
countries are for peace. But if it comes to war nevertheless, just one 
thing is certain; this war, in which fi.fteen or twenty million armed 
men will slaughter olle an()ther, and all Europe will be laid waste as 
never before -- this war must either hring the immediate victory of 
socialism, or it must upset the old order of things from top to bottom 
and leave such heaps of ruins behind that the old capitalistic society 
will be more impossihle thall ever, and the social revolution, though 
put otf until ten or fiftcell years later, will surdy conljuer after that 
timc all the Illore rapidly and all the more thoroughly.z 

En.gels's article was symptomatic of tIl(: dilemma of the Second 
Intt:rnational throughout the next two decades. Oil the one hand, the 
growing realization that \var between the European 1'00\"(:rs, if it 
occurred, would bring devastatioll and disaster on an unprecedented 
scale made it increasingly diflicult to ignore the issue or to take refuge 
in vague declarations of protest. On the other hand, national recogni
tion of trade unions and the gradual drawing of the workers into the 
framework of the nation were making it increasingly difticult to assert 
that the workers could remain indiffercnt to the victory or defeat of 
their country. 1 t \\ as Engels who, ill the artick already ljuoted, caused 
a rathcr ullcomfortable sensation among German social-democrats by 
calculating that in H)OO socialists would probahly form a majority of 
the German army. J But the Second International lacked even that 
degree of leadership which the out~tallding figure of Marx had imparted 
to its predecessor. That war was the result of the economic contradic
tions of capitalism, and would vanish only when socialism replaced 

I l\larx i Engels, Sochitleniya, xvi, ii, 245-247. 
, Ibid. xvi, ii, 24<)-250. I Ibid. xvi, ii 244. 
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capitalism as the form of social organization, was accepted doctrine 
which. found- its place in the resolutions of every congress. But no 
common conclusions were drawn from it. The Second 1 nternational 
rcpresented many shades of Left-wing opinion, from pacifists (mainly 
British) of every known variety and advocates (predominantly Frcnch) 
of the" general strike against war ",I to those whose policy was con
fined to peaceful agitation and those (mainly Germans) who desired to 
safeguard in one form or another the workers' right to participate in 
the ddence of thcir country if it were attacked. It was left to the 
Russian social-democrats, Bolsheviks and Mensheviks alike, to inject 
a further strain of thought. The Russo-Japanese V\Tar and the fall of 
Port Arthur at the beginning of H)OS provoked an unequivocal pro
nouncement from Lenin's pen: 

Thl' proktariat has cause to rejoice. The catastrophic defeat of 
our \\ orst eHemv docs not only mean that Russian freedom has 
cOllle nearer: it-presages also a' ne\\' revolutionary upheaval of the 
European proletariat. ... Progressive, advanced Asia has dealt 
hack ward and reactionary Europe an irreparahle hlnw. 2 

This diagno~is, which was shared hy Bolsheviks and ]\Icllsheviks as 
well as hy most SRs, seemed amply cOllllrmecl when, little more than 
a week later, .. Bloody Sunday" signalled the heginning of the Russian 
revolution. Social-dclllocrats eisc\\here in Europe \Vue not moved 
to dispute the vic\\' that national defeat might be an asset to the revolu
tionary cause so long as a Russian defeat was in qtl<'stion. But there 
was IlO eagerness to apply the same principle to other countries. 
I ndeed, to make it the universal duty of socialist parties to oppose their 
natIOnal governments ill time of war and tllU~; to work for the defe~.t of 
their own natiolls would he to introduce an entirely new principle; 
for Marx and Engels, and Marxists since their time, had ah"ays assllmed 
that, when war occurred. one helligerent was more worthy of socialist 
support thall the other. Even though the right criteria for making the 
choice were somctimes in douht, it had always heen taken for granted 
that a choice could and should he made. 

I The policy of tile general strike against war had been adopted by thc French 
Socialist Party at its congrcss at Nantes in 18()4. French delegations constantly 
advocat{>d it at congresses of the ~kcond International, but with little or no 
support (at the Copenhagen congress of J() I 0 it was supported by the British 
ILP); the French Socialist Party at its extraordinary c.mgress on July 16, 1914. 
once more proposed, on the motIOn of Jam'c" .. a general strike of workers 
simultaneouslv amI internationally organized in the countries concerned" as 
a means" to hinder and prt'vcnt war and to impose on governmer;ts recourse to 
arhitration ". 

" Lenin, Sochillell(va, vii, 45. 
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Such were the current assumptions when the Second International, 
at its Stuttgart congress in 1<)07, found itself obliged to tnake a.major 
pronouncement of policy on the issue of war. The Stuttgart congress 
was attendcd, on behalf of the Russian Social-Democratic \Vorkers' 
Party, by Lenin, I\Iartov and Rosa Luxemburg. 1 It provcd a momen
tous occasion. The drift towards war in Europe was everywherc 
beginning to penetrate the consciousness of the masses and to provoke 
widespread pacifist reactions. The conception of war as something in 
itself basically inimical to the interests of the \\orkers, and callil',g for 
condemnatioll and preventive action by the International, was in the 
ascendant. III its resolution on " militarism and international con
Hicts " the congress admitted that, in \iew of the wide prcvailing difJ'er
enCt'S of opinion, " thl' International is Bot in a position to establish 
in advance strictly definc'd forms for the strnggle of thc \\orking classes 
against militarism", But it made none the kss some surprisingly 
definite pronouncements. The resolution declared it to be the duty of 
the working class and of the parliamcntary feprcsel1tatin's " to struggle 
"'ith all t hei r forct's against armaments hI' sea and land and to refuse 
the means for them" the famolls pledge to \'ok against military 
credits. But its most sCllsatiollal prollounCclllent \\'as reserved for thl" 
last t\\ () paragraphs, \\'hich \wre originally proposed Iw thc Russian 
delegation as an amendment to the draft put fOr\\'ard hy the huTt'au, 
and were accepted after some opposition frolll Hebel and the (;erman 
delegation, I feTt', for the Jirst tillll" in this context, the issues of the 
class struggle and the social revolution were spl'cificallv raised: 

In the C\Tnt of a threatened declaratiun of war the \\'orkers of 
the eountries concerned and their representatin's in parliamellt, 
supported by the unifying' activity of the international bureau, must 
usc all their exertions in order, by measures which seem to them 
most efficacious and will naturally -;"arv with the exacerhation of the 
class struggle and of the general political situatioll, to prevent the 
outbreak of war. 

Should war none the less be declared, their duty is to act in order 
to bring it to a speedy termination, and to strin' ,,:ith all their forces 
to Iltili7.e the economic and political crigis call~ed hy the war in order to 
rouse the masses of the people and hastell the destructioll of the class 
domination of the capitalist classes. 2 

1 The composite character of the delegation was a sequel of the fourth party 
congress of I,)O(J where formal unity was rc'-"stablished hetween Bolsheviks 
and Mensheviks (see Vol. I, p. 4<). 

Z The resolution is in infe/'l/(/Ii(malcr ."·(Jzilllislell-K,m);rcss ZII 5'lftllRarl, 
18 his 2-1 AI/Rust H)07 (1,)07) and in many translations, not all of tlwm accurate, 
According to a subsequent statement of Lenin (S'ochillcniYrl, xii, 3Xo), Ikbd 
refused to accept a stronger wording originally proposed hy the Russians on 
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These para~aphs, though nohody seems to have drawn attention to 
the pwint, abandoned the constant assumption of Marx and Engels that, 
in the event of war, social-democrats would han~ to make a choice, and 
would be able to make a choice in the light of the ultimate interest of 
~mcialism, hetween the opposed belligerents. J n the historical period 
on which the world had now entered, social-democrats would be 
equally opposed to all bclli!!;ercnt capitalist governments. Two )l:ars 
later l~alltsky, long recognized as the leading party theorist, not only 
accepted and elaborated the new thesis in his hook nIT riff/,' zur lHacht, 
but provided it with a theoretical justification. International war 
was nm", diagnosed as a crisis in the capitalist system, thus offering 
to the workers the best opportunity of overthrowing capitalism. The 
formula achieved with so milch difliculty at Stuttgart was repeated and 
endorsed by the (,openha!!;l'n congrcss of the Second International in 
11)10, and hy a Jo;pecialC<lllfercnce conn'ned at Basel in November 1912 

to consider the issllcs raised by the Balkan 'vVar. This repetition 
appeared to lend a certain solemnity to the doctrine. Socialist and 
social-democratic dcputiet" of all coulltries regularly carried out the 
gesture of I'Clting against military hudgets, though since they remained 
everywhere a comparatin·ly small Illinority ill their respcctive par
liaments the gesture remaincd without practical ciTeet, 

J n reality this picture of international social-democracy speaking 
through the Second International in the name of the united workers 
of the world remained an abstraction. I n a world of uniform economic 
development and opportunities, national dittt'rt'l1cl'S might, as the 
Communist /llltniji'sfo predicted, have progressively disappeared. But 
in a world where del'clopment had been highly unequal, wide diver
gences were bound to occur in the attitude of the \vorkers of different 
countries. In the adnmced coulltries, notably in C;reat Britain alld in 
Germany, where the workers had attained a r~lat,\'el~' high standard of 
living and a recognized place in thc national polity, the pull of national 
allegiance was strong ellouL:h in the first decade of the twentieth 
century to challenge class allegianct'. Tn all western European coun
tries pronouncl'Itlellts of leaders of the workers against militarism and 

the ground that it mi/o:ht expose the (;ennan Social- Democratic Party ~o It>gal 
reprisals. The fullest records of the congress are in the Russian volume, 7.11 
RuhezlwrII: ji/,'zluirwarfJdnyi Sul.<iafislidre.</ui Korrgrt'ss l' Shluttgarte (H)07): 
Bchcl's original draft is on pp. ()8-6<), the Russian draft of the last two para
graphs on pp. l:h -Sol, and the final \"{>fsion on pp, SS-S(), the last two paragraphs 
showing only minor variants from the Russian draft. When the last paragraph 
was quoted in a resolution of till' first congress of Comintcrn in 1<)1<), it was 
attrihuted to Lenin and Rosa Luxemburg, l\'lartov not being mentioned - an 
early instance of falsification through the suppression of an unwelcome name 
(K,,"lf/Illunisliellcskii Ilfl"/'I/(lIS/oIf," l' Do/wIIII'If/a/:1l (If)33), p. 73)· 
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war were apt to carry an explicit or implied reservation of the right of 
national self-defence; and this meant not a return to' the M.arxist 
criterion of supporting the side whose victory would further the 
socialist cause, but tacit acceptance of the hourgeois liberal distinction 
(which Marx had always deritkd as illusory) hetween aggressive and 
defensive wars. Only in backward Russia, where the workers enjoycd 
fewest advantages, was social-democracy largely impervious to the 
claim of loyalty to a national government. Lenin in f()l5 correctly 
attrihuted this immunity of the Russian workers from" chauvinrsm " 
and" opportunism" to the fact that" the stratum of privileged workers 
and employees is with us very \H'ak ".1 

This, however, brought up in a new context the fundamcntal 
dilemma of tht' Russian revolution. In the Marxist scheme of revolu
tion, the difference hetween Russia and western Europe in economic 
developmcnt was cxpressed in a difrerence hetween the stages reached 
hy them in the rC\'olutiollary procl:ss. The mandate of the Stuttgart 
congress to utilize war" to hastcn the destruction of the class domination 
of the capitalist class" made sense, strictly speaking, only in countries 
\\"here a bourgeois revolution had heen completed, and capitalism had 
attained its maturity; and this assumption stood out e\'l:n more dearly 
from Kautsky's interpretation of war in the contemporary period as a 
crisis of capitalism. I n Russia, as cveryone agreed, the bourgeois 
revolutioll had !lot yet hl:Cll completed and capitalism had not yet 
reached its matllrity, so that the Stuttgart resolution made sellse for 
Russia only if the completion of the hourgeois revolution, which would 
hring capitalism to its maturity, and the onset of the socialist revolution, 
which would" hasten the destruction" of capitalism, were telescoped 
into a single process. Nobody except Trotsky (who was not at Stutt
gart) yet openly faced this contingency. But, whether or not one 
plunged into the doctrinal refinements of" permanent revolutioll ", it 
seemed clear enough as a practical proposition, especially after H)05, 

that backward Russia, left to her OWIl resources, was still far from 
ripe for a proletarian revolution. \Vhile social-democrats in western 
Europe might n:a~onably hope and work for the ultimate victory of 
socialism in their own countries without much regard for what hap
pened elsewhere, Russian social-democrats could hope for an early 
victory of socialism in Russia only if it was also victorious in one or 
more of the advanced European countries. The weaker brethren had 
a greater practical interest than the stronger in the brotherhood of the 
international proletariat. Russian social-democracy remained ohstin
ately and outspokenly international in a sense which was no longer true 
of social-democracy in western Europe. 

I Lenin, Sochineniyn, xviii, 20<). 
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The outbreak of war in 1914 forced this latent divergence into the 
open.. Western social-democrats, after some initial divisions and 
hesitations, rallied with few exceptions to the support of t~eir national 
governments; the Stuttgart resolution was silently disobeyed anu 
forgotten. The decision of the large German social-democratic group 
in the Reichstag on August 4, 1914, to vote for the war hudgct was a 
crucial moment. Kautsky in a series of articles afterwards collected 
under the title infanatiollalis1Illis lind der Krif/; reverted to the stand
point" of Marx and Engels that social-democrats should support the side 
whose victory would be more likely to help the socialist cause; and the 
conclusion that the victory of Germany and the defeat of Russia were 
preferable to the converse result followed without argument. In 
Russia, the initial impulse among social-democrats was to oppose the 
war hy every means: the social-democrats in the Duma, Bolsheviks 
and Mensheviks alike, spoke and voted with a united voice against war 
credits.' But Plekhanov and some of the leading l\1ensheviks abroad 
followed the example of the western social-democrats and camc out 
for national defence; and a" patriotic" attitude was not uncommon in 
the small group of organized and relatively privileged workers in Russia, 
especially those whose party allegiance was predominantly l\lel1shevik. l 

\\"!Jen pressure and persccution began, many Bolsheviks in Russia 
Kalllellcv being notahle aIllong them ._-- began to waver;.1 and there 
was no unanimity eYen among the Bolsheviks abroa,:. From this 
welter of confusion a tripartite divisioIl soon emerged among Russian 
social-democrats. On the Right, a group of Men~heviks proclaimcd 
the patriotic duty of national defence. On the Left, Lenin supported 
by a small group of Bolsheviks in S\I itzl:fland ~- at first by Zinovic\' 
almost alone, later with some reservations by Bukharin, Sokolniko\-, 
l'yatakov, Safarov and others· maintained the cause of national 
defeatism and civil war. Between thcse cxtremes a large miscellaneous 
group, composed of both l\lensheviks and Bolsheviks, occupied a 
" centrist" position, rlt;nounced the war and demanded a" democratic" 
peace without annexations or indemnities, hut refrained from preaching 
national defeatism or civil \var; this group, whose inclinations were 
pacifist rather than revolutionary, had it>. headquarters in Paris ami was 
represented hy a Journal known sllccessil'dy (owing to periodical bans 
by the censorship) as (;olos, ;\'ushe ,,,,'Im'o and Nadzalo, in which ;\lartov 

I See Vol. I, p. 05. 
2 According to u l\1enshcyik account of the tkmonstrations in Pctt'rsburg 

on the outbreak of the war, " the patriotic bacchanalia did not leaYt> even the 
workers unaff"cted; many of those who yt'sterday were on strike were found 
today in the ranks of the patriotic demonstrators" (Y. J\,1artov, Gl'se"ic"!e del 
Russischen Sozial-Demokratie (1<)26), p. Z74), 

3 Sec Vol. 1, p. 67. 
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and Trotsky were leading collaborators. It correspond~d broadly to 
similar .. centrist" groups which wert· beginning to emerge in. other 
Left parties - notably a section of the German Social-Democratic 
Party headcd by Kautsky, and an ILl' group in (;n~at Britain led by 
Ramsay MacDonald. 

Lenin lost no time in ddining his position. In a set of theses read 
to a tiny group of B()lsheviks in Ikrne ill the tirst days of Septembcr 
Il) If hc denounced .. the treason to socialism of the majority of the 
Second International ", argued that" from the point of view of the 
working classes and of thc toiling masses of all the pcoples of Russia 
the least evil would he the defeat of the Russian monarchy and its 
armies ", and demanded the ext('nsion to all the warring armies of 
" propaganda for the social revolution, for the necessity of turning 
their arms, not against their brothers, the hired slaves of other countries, 
but against the reactionary and bourgeois gm-ernments and parties of 
all countries ".1 The thest·s were t'mbodied in it manifesto issul'll two 
mouths later in the name of the central committee of the party, in which 
Lenin coined the slogan of" the transformation of the present imperial
ist war into a civil war ".Z lIe became increasingly impatiellt of the 
,. centrists ", who rejel:tt'd national defellce but refused to accept 
defeatism and civil war as a logical consequence, thus kt'eping one foot 
in the I:amp of " democratic" war aims and b()urgcois pacifism. In 
March Iq15 a conference of Bolshevik organizations abroad was held 
at Berne. Here Lenin telllporarily settled his ditferences \\ ith the 
group which had gathered round Bukharin,3 and produced a substantial 
declaration of Bolshevik policy. The war was described as an imperialist 
war, being a war for the division of colonies by Britain, France and 
Germany and the acquisition of similar territories (Persia, Mongolia, 
Turkey, etc.) by Russia: it was characteristic of an epoch " when 
capitalism has attained the highest phase of development ... and when 
the objective conditions for the realization of socialism have completely 
ripened". It was thus distinguished from the" nationalist" \\ ars of 

I Lenin, S(Jcilillel!iya, x, ill, .H-4('- " Jbid. xviii, 66. 
) The principal difference between L,·nill and tht' Bukharin group was that 

the latter, whik acct'pting tht: transformatIOn of the imperialist war into a civil 
war as the ultllnat,· goal, wan,n·d on the issue of defeatism, and did not wish 
altogt'th,"r to discard or condemn bourgeois democratic peace slogans as instru
ments of propaganda: thl" document representing their views is in Pyo/etars/<aya 
Revo/YIllsiya, NO.5 (40), 1<;2S, pp. 170-172. It is significant that, while many 
Bolsheviks still clung to thc terra firma of hourgeois democracy and the hour
gcois revolution, Lenin was moving rapidly forward, under th,' impetus of the 
war and the international situation, towards thc position which he was to take 
up in the" April theses" of 1917. Bukharin and Pyatakov, however, aJ.(ain 
separated from Lcnin in 1916 on the issue of national self-determination (sce 
Vol. I, p. 427)-
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the period 1789-187 I; the national element in the struggle of Serhia 
again~t Ausa-ia was an exception which did not affect the general 
character of the war. The transformation of the imperialist war into 
civil war was therefore" the only correct proletarian slogan". Peace 
propaganda not accompanied by this slogan was an illusion. "In 
particular, the idea that a democratic peace is possible without a 
numher of revolutions is profoundly erroneous." 1 

Later in the year, Lenin for the first time contemplated the practical 
situat.ion which would arise if a proletarian revolution occurred first 
of all ill Russia during the war. He published in the party journal 
.I,'otsial-Dl'mohrat a brief statement modestly entitled" Some Theses ", 
the last of which may he described by anticipation as the first foreign 
policy pronouncement of the future revolutionary government: 

To the qUl'stion what the party of the proletariat would do if the 
IT\'olution put it in 1)O\\('r tn the present war, we reply: we should 
propose peact' to all the hdligcl'l.'nts on condition of the liberation of 
colonics, and of all dcpcndent and oppressed peoples not enjoying 
full rights. Neither (;ermany nor England nor France would under 
their pn'sent gO\'CrI1Illl'nts accept this condition. Then wc should 
halT to prepare and wage a revolutionary \\'ar, i.e. we should not 
onlv carry out in full hv the most decisive measures our whole 
rnil'Jirn\lm~ progranmle, hut should systematically incite to insurrection 
all the peoples now oppressed hy thc Great Russians, :.11 colonies and 
dependent countries of l\sia (India, China, Persia, etc.), and also --. 
and first of all ---- incite the proletariat of El,rope to insurrection 
against its g()\'t~rnmellts and ill defiance of its social-chauvinists. 
There is no doubt that the victory of the proletariat in Russia would 
create unusually fa\'ourable conditions for the development of 
revolutio1l both in Asia and in Europe,2 

I Ll'nin, .s'(lfhillelll)'rI, xviii, IZ4-IZ8. The dl'c1aration also recommended 
for the tirst time "fratl'! nization of soldit'rs of tilt' warring nations in Iht, 
trenches"; Lenin had been attracted by reports in the press of casl'S of 
fraternization which had occurred at Christmas 1914 (ihid. xviii, 94, 136). 

2 lhid, xviii, J13, A little earlier, in a famous passage in an article on" The 
Unit(,d States of Europe Slogan ", which afterwards played its part in the con
trov!'rsy on "socialism in one countr\, ", Lenin had anticipated in general 
t('rtns tht' situation which might arise in th(' ('vent of the proletarian re\ olu
tion being successful in one capitalist country alone: " Inequality of economic 
alld political dl'vclopn1<'nt is an unconditional law of capitalism, Hence 
it follows that a victory of socialism is possible inittally in a few capitalist 
countri(,s, or ('\,('n in one separate capitalist country. The victorious proletariat 
of this country, having expropriated its capitalists and organized its socialist 
pl'oduetion, would rise up u[{uinst the rest of the capitalist world, attracting to 
itself the oppressed classes of other countries, provoking among them a revolt 
against thl' capitalists, appt'aring if neCt'"ary with armed force against th<: 
('xploiting classes and their states" (ihid, x\'iii, 232-233). 
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The line was clear. The proletariat, having conquered power in 
Russia, would remain at first within the limits of the hourgeois revolu
tion, making ust' of democratic slogans - in Europe, to discredit 
hourgeois governments which, owing to the now fully developed 
contradictions of capitalism, were unable any longer to realize even a 
bourgeois democratic peace; in Asia, to raise the standard of bourgeois 
re\'olution among nations still lingering in the pre-capitalist stage and 
lead them to throw ofT the yoke of the European imperialist Powers. 
By both these procedures, reinforced if necessary by revolutionary war, 
the Russian proletariat would prepare tht' way for the triumph of the 
socialist revolution in Europe, and so in Russia itself. 

l\leanwhile, se\Tral attempts had been made by socialists opposed 
to the war to organize international conferences on Swiss soil. In 
l\larch [() I 5 1';: lara Zt'tkin organized a conference of socialist women at 
Berne; and in the following month \Villi l\1iinzenberg, secretary of 
the ~ol'ialist Youth International, eOI1\-ened, also at Berne, a conference 
of socialist youth. Bolsheviks drawn from Lenin's group attended 
both these conferellccs, but obtained no support when they put forward 
the slogan of " the transformation of the imperialist war into civil 
war ".' 111 September Il) I 5 a general international conference of 
socialists opposed to the war met at Zimrncr\vald. The numerous but 
much-divided Russian delegation included Lenin and Zinoviev, Marto\, 
and Axelrod, Trotsky and the SR leader Chernov. Rako"sky reprc
sUited the Rumanian social-democrats, I\.olarol' the Bulgarians. lYInst 
of the Germans wcre l,eft social-democrats who were prepared to 
ahstain from \oting on \\ar credits, but not to break party discipline 
by voting against them. The rest of thc participants were French, 
Italian, S\\iss, Dutch, Scandinavian, Lettish and Polish (among these 
Radek),2 Of the thirty or more delegates, nearly twenty formed the 
Right \ving of the conference; Lenin had the more or less qualified 
support of six or eight for his" civil war" policy; the remaining dele
gates, of whom Trotsky was the most conspicuous, occupied a middle 
position and tried to mediate hetween the two extremes. The manifesto 
unanimously adopted by the conference was drafted hy Trotsky, and 
was confined to general denunciation of the war. Six delegates --
Lenin, Zinovicv and Radek together with a Swede, a Norwegian and 
a Lett ~ signed a declaration protesting against the inadequacy of the 
manifesto: this group formed what carne to be known as the" Zimmer-

I Docunwnts of the two congresses are translated, and the main sources 
cited, in O. H. (Jankin and H. H. Fisher, The Bolsheviks and the Wurld War 
(Stanford, 1940), pp. ZSO-30S; hoth congresses are described by A. Balabanov, 
who was present, in Erinnemngen tlnd Erlt'lmisse (1<)27), pp. 100-102. 

2 British delegates were nominated hy the ILl' and the British Socialist 
Party, hut wer(' refused pas~ports. 
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waid Left ".1 The conference decided to set up a standing international 
social~st comltnittee and secretariat at Berne. These organs arranged a 
"sccond Zimmerwald confercncc ", which was held at Kienthal in 
April 1916 with a rather more numerous attendance of delegates. The 
most significant change since the previous autumn had occurrcd in the 
German movement. Not only had the Left wing of thl: Gcrman Social
Democratic Party gathered strength (it was to secede later in the year 
and form the German Independent Social-Democratic Party), hut a 
group had appeared within it whose views approximated to those of 
Lenin: the so-called Spartakusbund. The appeal drafted and approved 
by the Kienthal conference marked a certain shift towards the Left 
since Zimmcrwald, hut still fell far short of the Bolshevik programmeJ 
Throughout this period Lenin's supporters rcmaincd an insigniflcant 
minority in the anti-war wing of the international socialist mon;mcnt, 
and on the vital issue of civil war and national defeatism could not 
COUllt on the whole-hearted -:oncurrellce even of Bolshevib in Russia 
or of other Bolsheviks groups abroad. 

In the interval between the Kienthal conference and the February 
revolution in Russia no furtbcr attempt was maJe to hl)ld an inter
national socialist conference. Lenin's main ellorts during this period 
were devoted to a controversy in the Bolshevik ranks Oil the is"uc of 
national self-deternination; 3 to an aborti ve attempt to wcan the 
Swiss Socialist Party from its support of national d"fence; and to 
the writing of Imperia/ism as tIll' TT/:r;hest Stage uf Capitalism, whieh 
provided a theoretical basis for the transition frolll the originall\larxist 
view that the workers should in the event of ,var support the side 
whose victory was most likely to advance the cause of socialism to 
Lenin's present position. Capitalism, in Lcnin's analysis, had now 
reached its final, or imperialist, stage, in which war between the great 
Eljropean Powers was simply a struggle for colonial territory and 
markets. In such circumstances none of the belligerents (ould he 
deemed worthy of support by the workers; and the fact that capitalism 
was now ill its final phase proved that the moment was ripe for the 
transition to socialism and for action by the \\·orkers of all countries 
to hasten it. It was thus the supposed imminence of the socialist 
revolution which justified the abandonment of l\larx's " opportunist" 
attitude towards wars between capitalist Powers in favour of a position 

I For documents and sources, sec O. H. Gankin and H. H. Fisher, The 
Bolsheviks rmd the U'orld War (Stanford, 1940), PI'. 320-356; the manif,'sto 
of the conference and a rejected Bolshevik draft are in Lenin, So(hil/l'll~Vil, 
xviii,4 12-420. 

2 For documents and sources see O. H. Gankin and H. H. FishlT, Tht' 
Bolsheviks and the World War (Stanford, 1940), pp. 407-43S. 

3 St'C Vol. I, PI'. 424-428. 
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which regarded the defeat of all capitalist Powers as in principle equally 
desirable. Through moods of alternate optimism and pessimism as 
the war dragged on, Lcnin ne\'Cr lost this guiding thread. '''.'hen the 
February revolution hroke out, he sounded a note of triumph in the 
Farewd! [d·tt('/' to the Srciss IVorkeys \Hitten 011 the eve of his departure 
for Russia: 

The objectin: conditions of the imperialist war serve as a guarantee 
that the reY()lution will not stop at the iil'st stu,ttl' of the Russian revolu
tion, that the rn'olution will I/ot stop at Russia, 1'111' (;('/'11l(lfi PI'/)
!dariat is thf' most {aith{lI! /ll/d rdillbll' aliI' of tltt, Russian lIlId U'orld-rm'd(' 
/,rnlf'tarian rl"l'o/lltiof/. ' .. ' The transformation of the imperialist war 
into civil war is becoming a fact. 

Long live the proktarian revolution in Europe which is begin-
ning. I 

111 this dual prediction of the rapid transition of the Russian revolutioll 
from its bourgeois-democratic into its proletarian-socialist phase and 
of the extension of the revolution to the other belligerent countries, 
Lenin looked fOf\\'ard to the coming realization of his slogan of the 
transformation of the imperialist \\ ar int" the civil war of the proletariat 
against the b()urge()i~it'. 



NOTE F 

THE PRE-HISTORY OF THE COMMUNIST 
INTERNATIONAL 

W HEN the principal constituent parties of thc Second International 
betrayed the cause of international socialism on the outbreak of the war 
in 1914 by supporting their respective national governments, they 
seemed to Lenin to have signed the death-warrant of the International: 
its" political bankruptcy" W:lS proclaimed by him in the Berne theses 
of September 1914.1 For those who accepted this view the corollary
the creation of a new T nternational - was obvious: it is not surprising 
that it should have occurred simultaneously to more than onc revolu
tionary thinker. On October 3 J, 1914, Trotsky signed thc preface to a 
pamphlet The l-Var and tilt, International which was publish cd in Munich 
ill the following month: 

The whole pamphlet from the first page to the last [he wrote] is 
written with the thought of the Ilew Intcrnational which must ariic 
out of the prcsent world cataclysm. of the I nternational of thc last 
struggles and of the final victory.z 

On the following day, NO\'cmber I, 19I.j., the .'iotsial-Demokrat carried 
a manifcsto from the party ccntral committee which ended with thc 
same thought: 

Thc proletarian J nternational has lIot perished and shall not 
perish. The working masscs in the facc of all obstacles will create a 
new International. . . . 

Long live the international brotherhood of the workers against the 
chauvinism and patriotism of the bourgcoisie of all countries. 

Long livc the proletarian International purged of opportunism. 3 

I Sec Vol. I. p. 66; Lenin, Sochinelliya. xviii, 44. 
• L. Trotsky. Der Krieg find die intenlati01laie (Munich, n.d. [1914]), p. 9. 

In a striking passage Trotsky recognized the danger that the war, if indefinitely 
prolonged, might destroy" the moral forces of the proletariat", and that" the 
whole combative t'nergy of the international proletariat, which imperialism haa 
brought to the surface by its bloody conspiracy, may be entirely ust'd up in the 
fearful work of mutual destruction": then civilization might be set back" for 
seyeral decades" (ibid. p. 83)· 

J Lenin, Sochineniya, xviii, 66. 
VOL. III 5°7 20 
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The manifesto, of which Lenin was the author, was followed by an 
article in which Lenin embroidered the theme of the bankruptcy of thc 
Sccond Intcrnational, and made it clear that thc new International as 
concein~d by him was not the riyal, but the successor, of the second .. -
as the second had been of the first .. - the representative of a Ilew stage 
in the historical process: 

The Second International performed its part of useful preparatory 
work 011 the preliminary organization of the proletarian masses in 
the long" peaceful" epoch of the most ruthless capitalist slavery and 
most rapid capitalist progress in the last third of the nineteenth, and 
beginning of the twentieth, century: the Third Intl"rnational is 
confronted with the task of organizing tile forces of the proletariat 
for a revolutionary stranglehold on capitalist governments, for civil 
war against the bourgeoisic of all countries for political power, for 
the victory of socialism. I 

I n the three following years, these ideas were a constant theme of 
Lenin's thinking and writing. The issue of the Sccond or Third 
International became closely involved with the issue of the attitude of 
socialists to the war, and the same tripartite division emergcd with the 
same leading personalities in each group. The Right which supported 
national war policies abo remained faithful to the Second International 
and looked for its rc\ i\'al after the war. The extreme Left, composed 
at first mainly of Lenin's immediate supporters, rejected the Second 
International root and branch and called eagerly for the constitution of 
a new International after the war to take its place. The" centrists" 
hovcred uneasily between the twu extremes and thought of a reformed 
or reconstructed Second International rather than of a wholly new 
organization: this was the group which would one day, logically 
enough, creatc the Two-and-a-half International. In this question, 
as in the qucstion of the war, Lenin dcnounced " social-patriots" and 
" centrists" alike. But the question remained academic, and he made 
little headway. The Zimmcrwald manifesto of September H)IS, 

representing the preponderance of" centrist" dements at the Zimmer
walli eonfercnce, ignored the issue; the draft manifesto of the Zimmer
wald Left cnded with the call for "a powerful International, the 
International which will put an end to all wars and to capitalism ".2 
At the Kienthal conference of April 1916, the" Zimmerwald Left" 
was strengthened by the appearance of representatives of the ncwly 
formed German Spartakus group; the resolution submitted to the 
conference by this group proclaimed that "the new International 

I Lenin, Sf)rhineniya, xviii, 61-66, 71. 
Ibid. xviii, 42.0; for the confeTt'ncc set· pp. 564-565 above. 
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which must rise again after the collapse of the old one on August 4, 
1914,~ can ~e born only of the revolutionary class struggle of the 
proletarian masses in the most important capitalist countries", but 
hinted at a possihle future divergence from Lenin's position when it 
added that this was" not a question of organization, not a question of 
agreement between a small group of persons acting as representatives 
of the opposition strata of the workers ", but" a question of a mass 
movement of the proletariat of all countries ".2 Lenin, however, 
neveJl wavered in his opinion. In the latter part of 1916, according to 
Krupskaya, he " thought that the time was ripe for a split on an inter
national scale, that it was necessary to break with the Second Inter
national, with the international socialist bureau, to break for ever with 
Kautsky and Co., to begin with the forces of the Zimmerwald Lefts to 
build a Third International ".3 

'The Fehruary revolution and the return of all the leading Bolsheviks 
to Petrograd reopened the debate within the party. The tenth of 
Lenin's April theses ran: 

Renewal of the International. 
Initiative in founding a revolutionary International, an Inter

national against the sucial-chauz,illists and against the" CeIltn: ".4 

111 thl: pamphlet Ta,ks of lhe Proletariat in Our Rez,o/utioll he elaborated 
thl: thl:me, and turr\(;d his heaviest guns against the Centre: "the 
whoit' Zimmerwald majority, composed primarily of' centrists' ", had 
taken the slippery path into "social pacifisn~ ".5 Meanwhile the 
standing international socialist committel: set up at Zimmerwald had 
moved from Berne to Stockholm; and throughout the summer of 1917 
Lc'nin waged a single-handed fight against the general party view that 
the party should remain in the Zimmcrwald organization and send 
delegates to a projected third Zimmerwald conference at Stockholm.6 

The April party conference adopted a long resolution which con
demned the "centrists" and demanded the foundation of a Third 

I This was the day on which the German Social-Democratic Party voted in 
the Reichstag in support of war credits. 

2 O. H. Gankin and H. H. Fisher, The Bolsheviks and the World War 
(Stanford, 1<)40 ), p. 435· 

3 N. K. Krupskaya, Memories oj Lenin, ii (Eng!. trans!., 1932), 196. 
4 Lenin, S'ochille1/(va, xx, H9; Lenin added in a footnote a defmition of the 

" Centre" as .. a tendency which fluctuates between the chauvinists ( ~, .. defen
cists ") and the internationalists - Kautsky and Co. in Germany, Longuet 
and Co. in France, Chkhcidze and Co. in Russia, Turati and Co. in Italy, 
MacDonald and Co. in England, etc." S Ibid. xx, 129. 

6 Not to be confused with the proposed international socialist peace con
ference which was also to be held at Stockholm but was finally abandoned 
(see pp. 5-6, H, above). 
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International, but decided, against Lenin's opposition, to remain for 
the time being in the Zimmerwald organization.! At th(~ end of May 
1917 Lenin wrote impatiently to Radek in Stockholm that it was 
" imperative to sever connexions " with Zimmerwald : 

'VI.' must at all costs bury the rotten ... Zimmerwald, and found 
a real Third International consisting only of Lefts .... If we could 
get quickly an international conference of Lefts, the Third Inter
national would he founded.' 

But lack of interest in the party was once more shown at the sixth 
party congress, held in Petrograd in August 1917 while Lenin was in 
hiding in Finland, at which the question of a break with Zimmerwald 
was not raised at all; and Lenin reiterated his views in a long letter to 

the central committee. 3 The third Zimmcrwald conference finally met 
in Stockholm early in September 1<)18, the Bolshevik delegates being 
Vorovsky and Semashko. Its sole achie\'ement was to draft a manifesto 
on the war which was to bc suhmittcd to the constituent parties for 
approval before publication: thc most striking paragraph was one 
which called for" an international proletarian mass struggle for peace" 
which would " signify at the salTle time the n'seue of the Russian 
revolution ".4 On the eve of the conference Lenin wrote an angry note 
in which he complained that " we are taking part in a comedy" and 
demanded that" we should leave Zimmerwald at OIl(/' ".5 But very 
soon events nearer home absorbed his attention, and the October 
revolution relegated Zimmcrwald to a backwater. The Bolsheviks 
never formally broke with it. The international tloeialist committee 
continued from time to time to issue pronouncements which attracted 
little or no notice, including one welcoming the Bolshevik revolution. 
In March 1<)19 the Communist International at its founding congress 
received a report from Angelica Balabanov as secretary of the Zimmer
wald committee, and a statement signed by Rakovsky, Lenin, Zinoviev, 
Trotsky and Platten as former participants in the organi;mtioIl, express
ing the view that it had" outlived itself". On the strength of these 
documents the congress formally dissolved the Zimmerwald union, thus 
declaring itself the heir of any good will that Zimmerwald still possessed.6 

I VKP(B) v RezulYlIlsiyahh (1941), i, 235; Lenin's objections are recorded 
in .<"ochineniya, xx, 27<). 

2 Leniuskii Sbort/ik, xxi (1933), 57-SH. 1 Ibid. xiii (1930), 275-2Ho. 
• A mass of materials relating to the preparations for, and procl'cdings of, 

the third Zimmerwald confert'nce an' collected in O. H. Gankin and H. H. 
Fisher, The Bolshevi/~s and the World War (Stanford, 1940), pp. 5H2-6H3; the 
official report of the conference will be found ibid. pp. 66<)-('75, the draft 
manifesto ibid. pp. 6lio-6b3. 5 Lenin, Sochineniya, xxi, 129. 

" Komrmmisticheslu'i Il1f<'rnatsiollal f) DulwlIlentalih (1933), p. 85. 
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Gosbank 
IFTU 
IKKI 

11,0 
ILP 
111pr('korr 
IWW 
KAPD 

KPD 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

= British Socialist Party. 
c. Confederation Gencralc du Tl'avail. 
= Confederation Generale du Travail Unitaire. 
= Chrezvychainaya Komissiya (Extraordinary 

Commission). 
= Kommunisticheskii Intematsional (Communist 

International) . 
= Communist Part y of Great Bt·itain. 

Gosudartsvennyi Bank (State Bank). 
~ International Federation of Trade Unions. 

Ispolnitd 'nyi Komitet Kommunisticheskogo 
I ntcrnatsionala (ExeclItive Committee of the 
Communist International) . 

. - International J ,abour Organization. 
0- Independent Labour Party. 

lnternat;onlllc Presse-KorTl·spol1dclIz. 
Industrial \Vorkers of the World. 

~ Kommunistische Arbeiter- Pnrtei Deutschlands 
(German Communist Workers' Party). 

". Kommunistische Partei Delltschlands (German 
Communist Party). 

IVIezhsovprof = }\1ezhdunarodnyi Sovet Profl'ssionaI'nykh Soyu-
zov (International Council of Trade Unions). 

MRP = Mezhdunarodnaya Rabochaya Pomoshch' (In-
ternational \Varkers' Aid). 

Narkomindcl (NKID) ~Narodnyi Kornissariat Inostrannykh Del 
(People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs). 

Narkomnats = Narodnyi Komissariat po Delam Natsional 'nostei 
(People's Commissariat of Nationalities). 

NEJ' = Novaya Ekonomicheskaya J'olitika (New Eco-
nomic Policy), 

NUWl\1 = National Unemployed \\-'orkers' l\1ovement. 
Profintern = Krasnyi I nternatsional Professional'nykh Soyu-

zov (Red International of Trade Unions). 
RILU =Red International of Labour Unions (see Pro-

fintern). 
RKP(B) = Rossiiskaya Kommunisticheskaya Partiya (Bol'-
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RSFSR 

SLI' 
Sovnarkorl1 

SPD 

SSJ{ 

SSSR 

USPD 

Vesenkha 

VKP(B) 

VKPD 

Vneshtorg 

VTsIK 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

shevikov) (Russian Communist Party (Bol
sheviks». 

~ Rossiiskaya Sotsialistieheskaya Fedcrativnaya 
Sovetskaya Respublika (Russian Socialist Fed
eral Soviet Republic). 

= Socialist Labour Party. 
~ Sovet Narodnykh Komissarov (Council of 

People's Commissars). 
0_ Sozial-Dell1okratischc Partci Deutschlands (Ger

man Social-Democratic Party). 
Sotsialisticheskaya Sovetskaya Rcspublika (Soci
alist Soviet Republic}. 

- SOyUZ Sovetskikh Sotsialisticheskikh Respublik 
(linion of Soviet Socialist Hepublics). 

~ l1nabhangigc Sozial-Dcmokratische Pa,tei 
Ikutschlands «(;LTman Independent Social
Democratic Party). 

= Vysshii Sovl'l Narodnogo Khozyaist\'a (Supreme 
Council of );ational Economy). 

=0 V sesoyuznaya Kommunisticheskaya l'artiya 
(llol'shevikov) (All-Union COlllmunist Party 
( Bolsheviks)). 

= Vereinigte Kommunistischc Partei DeutschlanJs 
(United German Communist Party). 

-~ Narodnyi Komissariat Vneshnei Torgoyli 
(People's Commissariat of Foreign Trade). 

~ Vserossiiskii (Vsesoyuznyi) Tsentral 'nyi Ispol
nitel'nyi Komitet (All-Hussian (All-linion) 
Central Executive Committee). 



BIBLIOGRAPHY 

To compile a comprehensive bibliography even of the principal source 
material for the history of Soviet Russia between 1917 and 1923 would 
be aI'l. immense undertaking, especially as much of it has appeared in 
several editions and some of it (notably the documents of Comintern) 
in several languages. The present bibliography has no claim to complete
ness. It docs not include many occasional sources cited in the footnotes, 
or any secondary sources, and is confined to the principal primary 
sources on which I have relied. The editions whieh I have used are 
alW'ays listed first. Notes arc added on othcr editions of the most import
ant works, though my reason for using one edition rather than another 
has often been the fortuitous one of accessibility. It may bc assumed that 
all the works listed in this bibliography arc in the British Museum unless 
some othcr library is named in square brackets immediately after the 
title or volume number. Libraries in olher countrit~s arc nan,ed only 
when the work in question is not known to he available in Great Britain. 
Libraries in the United Statl's are named only when the title has not been 
traced in any library in western Europe; and, where it has been found 
in the Library of Congress, no other American library has been named. 
In one case I have had to record a work as being in private ownership, 
having failed to trace it in any library. 

No systematic attempt has yet been made to compare texts of different 
(:ditions of party or Soviet publications, While commentaries were 
progressively modified to mcet the needs of current orthodoxy, and 
certain documents were withheld from publication from 1923 onwards 
for similar reasons, the actual text of documents published was rarely 
tampered with before 1936. Thereafter omissions began to occur 
frequently; these were at first confincd to the omission of names of 
condemned party leaders, hut afterwards hecame more extensive. In 
general, documents puhlished from 1936 onwards require much more 
carcful scrutiny than documents published before that date. Innumer
able variants, great and small, occur between documents and records of 
Comintern in different languages; but these scem to be more often due 
to carelessness, or to discrepancies and misunderstandings originating 
at the congresses or conferences themselves, than to deliberate subsequcnt 
falsification. 
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THE RUSSIAN SOCIAL-DEMOCRATIC WORKERS' PARTY, 

LATER RUSSIAN [LATHR ALL-UNION] COMMUNIST 
PAHTY (BOLSHEVIKS) 

(i) PWWEElH:--iCS OF CON(;RESSES AND CONFEHENCES 

Vtoroi S"c::::d RS'DUP (Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute, 1932). Thc first 
edition is Vt()roi Ochercdlloi S"czd Ross .• c.,'ots.-DcT1l. Rabochei Partii 
(Geneva, 1904) [London School of Economics and Political Science; 
the British l\Iuseum copy is imperfc(·tJ. 

Treti; Ocherec//loi 8"('::::<1 S()ts;al-DI'11whnlficheshoi /?al}()chci Partii I905 
Goda,' Polllyi Tekst ProtO/101m' ([stpart, 1924). The first edition 
is 1'rclii O('heredlloi S"czc/ Ross. S'ots .-/)('111. Rab"c"ci Partii,' Pol11yi 
Tehst ProtOhO!07' (Geneva, J()OS). 

Chct'lH'rtyi (Ob"l'dillitel'nyi) S'''['zd RSDRP (Marx-Engels-Lenin Insti
tute, 1934). Thc first edition is Protol",!y Ob"cdillitd'noRo S"czda 
/?ossiis/wi Sotsia/-Dnnokrlltic/tl'slwi Rabodl/,j Parti; (l\-foscow, 19°7) 
[United States, Library of Congress]; a second cdition is Proto/wty 
Ob"cdillitc/'lIogo ,S""zda R.'>'DRP (Istpart, I<)2(')' 

Pyat)'; S"c::::d R,':;DRP, ltlai-Iyun' I!)07 g. (l\1;lfx-Engels-Lenin Institute, 
1935). The first edition is ].o1lt/olls/?i; ,<,"','z<l Rossiislwi Sotsial
[)(,l1lo/?ratic/zl'skoi Rabochci Partii,' Potl1yi Te/?st Proto/?o!m' (Paris, 
1<)09) [HoO\'er Library, Stanford I. 

VserossiiskaYli ]";ol(fl'Ycl1ts(l'a Ross. Sots. Dcnt. Rab. Partii Jr) T 2 Goda 
(Paris, 1912). This is a brief account - not a stenographic record --
of the Prague conference of January 1<)12, including the text of the 
resolution; a later edition Prazhshaya K(m/er('lltsiya RSDRP 1912 

Got/a (Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute, 1937) has much subsidiary 
matter, but some onlissions. 

P('r1,),i LeJ:al'nyi Petl'rburgshii Komitd BOl'S/z"7,iIW1' l' 1917 !!. (Istpart, 
1927). Contains abbreviated records of proceedings from l\1arch 
2 to Dccember 2R, 1917,'January 10, 1918. 

Sed'maya (" Aprcl'skaya ") Vs{'ross;iskaya i Pctrogradslwya ()hshchcgorod
slw,va KOl1/erentsii RSJ)RP(B) , Apret' If) I 7 J:. (Marx-Engels-Lenin 
Institute, 1934). The first edition is PetroJ:radskaya Obshclil'gorod
skaYll i Vserossi;skaya KOIl/er£'lltsii RSDRP (Bol'shevikov) Aprcl' 
19 T7 g. (Istpart, u)2S). 

Proto/wly S"czc/ov i Kou/crentsii VKP(B),' Shestoi S"('zd (Istpart, (927). 
The first edition is Protoho!y VI S"ezda RSDRP (Bol'shevikov) 
(1919) [Hoover Library, StanfordJ; there is also a later edition, 
Shestoi S"{'zt/ R.5'DRP (Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute, (934). 

Sed'moi S'''czd Rossiiskoi KOT1lT1lullistichl'skoi Partii (Bol's/zevikov) (1923) 
[London School of Economics and Political Scicnce]. 

VOS'l1lOi S"ezt/ RKP(B), 19-23 Marta, H/T9 g, (Marx-Engels-Lenin 
Institute, 193.1), The first edition is VIII S"ezd Rossiiskoi Kom-
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mUllisticheskoi Partii (Bol'shevikov), 18-23 Marta, 1919: Stcllograji
cheskii (.tchet (1919) [United States, Library of Congress). 

DCVyllt.vi S"ezd RKP(B), Mart-Aprel' 1920 g. (Marx-Engcls-Lenin 
Institute, 1934). The first edition is Devyatyi S"ezd Rossiiskni 
Kommullisticheskoi Partii: Stellograjicheskii Otchet (I!)20) flnter
nationaal Instituut voor Sociale Geschiedenis, Amsterdam]. 

J)esyatyi S"ezd Rossiiskoi Kommrmislichcskoi Partii: StcllOgraficheskii 
Otc/U't, 8-T6 Marta, T921 g. (1921). A later edition with notes and 
additional material is Desyatyi S"ezd RKP(B) (Marx-Engels-Lenin 
'Institute, 1933). 

Vsermsiiskaya Konferelltsi:va RKP(B) (Bol's/zl'vikov): Byulletl'll' (Nos. 1-5, 
December 19-29, 1921). 

Odilll1adtsat.vi S"ezd RKP(R) (Bol's!zevikm') (Marx-Engcls-Lenin Insti
tute, J936). The 11r8t edition is Odil1J1adtsatyi S"'czd Uossiiskoi 
Kommrmisfic/zcs1ioi Partii (Bol'slll'vilwv): Stenograjic/teskii Otrhet, 27 

• marta-2 a/lrl'iya, li)22 g. (J922). 
D?'i'lwdtsat'l,i S"e::::d Rossiiskoi KommUllistichcshol Partii (Bol's/zevihoZ'): 

Stl'1logra.tichcshii (}tchet (17-25 Aprelya, 1923 g.) (1923) [School of 
Slavonic and East European Studies, University of London]. 

Trinadtsataya KOI/Jamtsiva Rossiiskoi Kom11lrlllisticheskoi Parti; (flo/'
shcI,i!un') (H)24) [In private ownership]. 

(ii) HESOLl !TIONS 

Vsesoyuzllaya Kmnmrlllisticheshaya Parti,1'(1 (Bol'shc7,ilun') v Rezolyutsiyaklz 
i Resh/'m~vah/Z S"I'zdov, Konf/'Yi'IItsii i PIC11Ul1107J TsK (1941), i: 
1898-1925 [United States, Libnlry of Congress]; ii: 1925-1939. 
Tbis is thc 6th and latest edition, no congress having been held 
hetween 1939 and 1952. The tirst edition under the title Rossiiskaya 
K011lmunist;cheskaya Partiya (Bol'shevilwZ') v Postanovleniyakh ee 
S"ezdov 1903-1921 gg. was publi8hed in 1921. The introductory 
notes to the rt,solutions of each congress or conference have been 
modified from edition to edition, but the text of the resolutions 
seems to have remained intact, except for the omission of the prefix 
tov. (comrade) before the names of condemned opposition leaders. 

(iii) PARTY HrSTOHIES 

The following arc selected from a large mass of literature in many 
languages: 
G. Zinoviev, Iston~1'a Rossiislwi Kommrmisticheskoi Partii (BoZ'sheviko'l') 

(1923). Contains 6 lectures delivered in March 1923 on the 25th 
anniversary of the foundation of the party and is translated into 
several languages. 

Istor(va VKP(B), ed. E. Yaroslavsky, i (1926) (covers the period to 19°4); 
ii (J930) (covers the period 19°5-19°7); iii (1929) (covers the period 
1914-1(17); iv (1929) (covers the period 1917-1920) [London School 
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of Economics and Political Science]. The preface to volume ii 
announces two further volumes - iii, i (to cover the period 1907-
1914), and v in two parts (to cover the period after 1921). Tnese I 
have not traced, if they were ever published. 

A. S. Rubnov, VKP(B) (193r). This is a reprint of the article under 
this title in Bol'shaya .')'ovdskayaRntsikloped(va, xi (1930), 3R6-544, 
and carries the history of the party as far as the 15th congress; it 
is chiefly valuable for statistical informatioll. 

N. N. Popov, Outline History of the Commullist Party oj thl' Sm'iet Unioll, 
2 vols. (Il.d. [? I <):14 I). This is a translation of the 16th edition of 
what was at that time the standard work on the subject aml carries 
the history of the party down to the eve of the 17th congress. 

lIistury oj tlte Communist Parly of the 8m'iet I illiull (BO/SltlTihs): .<.,'lIort 
COllrsi' (1939). This is th" English version of the standard history 
published in Russian in 1938 and since translated into all languages. 
Tht' authorship of chaptt:r 4, section 2, " Dialectical and Historical 
lVlaterialisrn ", was later attributed to Stalin; later still Stalin was 
referred to as the author of the whoit' work. it contains too many 
misstatements to he regarded as evidellce of anything hut the oflit'iai 
view in 19J~ and since that tillK. 

II 

PROl'EEDIN(;S OF ALL-RUSSIAN CONGRESSES OF SOVIETS 

AND OF VTsIK 

Pe7vyi FS('Yossii.l'hii S"czd SOVCt07' R. i S.D., z vols. (1930-19:11). Printed 
from contemporary stenographic records. 

Vtoroi VSl'Yossiishii .')"ezd Sovetrn' R. i S.D. (192~). Printed from 
contemporat·y press reports, flO stenographic record having been 
kept. 

Trl'tii Vsl'rossiishii S"ezd Sm'etm' Rabochikh, Soldatskihh, i Krest'yanskihh 
Deputatov (1<)1t;). A fairly full report in third person form, only 
Lenin's main spt'cch being reproduced textually. 

(;het~'ertyi VS('Yos.l'iiskii .')"czd .S07'f'tuV Rabochihh, Krest'yallShihh, Sohlat
skihh, i Kaz(Jch'ihh Drputatm': Stcl/ogmjicht'shii Otchet (19 II) 
rUnited States, Library of Congressj. 

Pyatyi Vsernssiiskii S"ezd Sove/oz' Rabocitihh, Krcst'yanskildl, Softiat
shihh, i Kazach'ihh Deplltatfn': :"tenograjichl'Skii O(cliet, 4-10 

Iyulya, 1(j18 g. (19IR). 
S}ll'stui Vserossiisliii Chre.':Jz,.vclwinyi S"l'zd :,'ovetlJ71 Rab., Kr., Kaz., i 

Kras/loarlll. Deput.: Stl'lI(wrajicheshii Otchet, 6-9 Noyabrya, I918 g. 
(19 19). 

7' Vserossiiskii S"l!zd Sovl'f011 l\.abochikh, Kr('st'yanski/~h, Krasnoarmei
shikh, i Kazach'ikh Drputat011: Steno/!rajicheshii Otchet, 5-9 Deka
brya, 19H} go.ia (1920). 
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Vos'moi Vserossiiskii S"ezd Sovetov Rabochikh, Krest'yunskikh, Kras
'!oarmeilkikh, i Kazach'ikh Dl'putato'V." Stenograficheskii Otclzet. 
22-29 Dekabrya, [920 goda (1921). 

De1,yatyi Vserossiiskii S"ezd So'Veto'V Rabochiklz, Krest'yanskiklz, Km.l
noarmeiskikh, ,: Kazaclz'ikh Deputatov." Stenograficheskii Otchet, 
22-27 Delwbrya, 192T f!oda (1922). 

Desyatyi Vserossiishii ,r.,"'ezd Soveto'V Rabochikh, Krest'yanshikh, Krasno
armciskihh, i Kazach'ikh [)eputat07'." Stetlol[raficheskii O/chet, 23-27 
Dekabrya, T9 22 1[. (1923). 

I S"ezd Sovl'tov Soyuza So'Vetskikh Sotsialisticheskikh Respublik." 
Stenograficheskii Otchet, 30 Dekabrya, I922 g. (11)23). 

Vtoroi S"ezrl Sovctov SOYUZ<l Sovctskikh Sotsialislic/zeskikh Respublik." 
Stenol[raficheskii Ote/Ii't (1924). 

Pr%koly ZaS/'danii VSC1"ossiislw!{o Tsentral'llogo Ispolnitel'llogo Komiteta 
• S07",tov R., S., Kr., i Kaz. Deputatov 2 Sozyva (1<)I!l). 

Frotokoly Zascdanii VSC1"ossiiskogo TSl'ntml'lIogo Ispolnitd'lIogo Komiteta 
4"0 Sozyva (192.0). 

!'.vatyi S'ozy~, Vscyossiiskogo TS(,l7tl"U/'llogo /spo/llitel'lIogo Komiteta Sovetov 
Rab()(hihh, Krest')'I/IIskikh, Kazach'ikh, i Krasl/oarmeiskikh Deputa
tov." Stellof[rajirhcskii Otrhct (If)! 9). 

I i 11 Sl'ssii Vscrossiiskogo TSl'1ltral'llogo Ispo/llitel'llo!{o Komiteta 1)( 
SozY7Ja (1923) [United States, Library of Congrcss]. 

III SessiJ'{/ Vscrossiiskogo Tselltral'lIof{1J IspolniteZ'nof{o Komitcta IX 
Sozyva, 12-27 1I4aya, 1922!t . ." Byul/etP1z' (1922). 

IV Scssiya VSl"Yossiishol{1J T~elltral'/Iog() lspolnitel'nol{o Komiteta IX 
SlJzyva, 23-31 Oktyabrya, T922 !t.: Ryul/etell' (1922). 

I·a Sessiya Tselltral',wgo Ispolnitel'llogo Kmlliteta .','oyuza Sovctskikh 
SOlsialistidzcskikh Respllblik (192~). 

VtoraYIl Sessiya Tsclltral'nogo lspolnitel'/Iogo I«omiteta Soyuza Sovetskihlz 
Sotsialislirhcskihh Respublih (J 924). 

III 

PROCEEDINGS OF OTHER CONGRESSES AND CONFERENCES 

Trudy I VSC1"ossiiskogo S"czda Sovctofl Narodno!to Klzozyaistva, 26 
Maya-4 Iyunya, 191 8 g . ." Stenrwra.ficlzeskii Otclzl't (1918). 

Tmdy 11 Vserossiisko!to S"ezda Soveto'v lVarodllogo Khozyaistva, I9 
Dekabrya-27 Dekabrya, 19T8 f{ . ." Stenograficheskii Otclzel (n.d.) 
[London School of Economics and Political Science]. 

Rrzoiyutsii Tret'ego Vserossiiskogo S"ezda Sovetov Narodnogo Khozyaistva 
(1920) . No other rccord of this congrcss appears to have been 
publishcd. 

Trudy IV Vserossiiskogo S"ezda Sovetov Narodnogo Klzozyaistva, 18 
Maya- 24 Maya, T92I g . ." Stellograficheskii Otchct (1921) [London 
School of Economics and Political Science]. 
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Trudy Konferentsii Suvllarhhozov SevernclRo i Zapadrwgo Raiollov, 26-30 
Augusta, II)2T g. (If)2!). If 

Trudy Vserossiiskogo S" ezda Zaveduyushchikh Finotdelami ( I 9 19) [London 
School of Economics and Political Science]. 

Vserossiishoe Soveshchanie Predstavitelei Raspredelitel'lIyhh Prod(lrgallo~.1 
(1920) [London School of Economics and Political Sciem:c]. 

Oktyabr'slwya RendyutsiY(l i Fabzm'lwmy, 2 vo1s. (1927). 

PCY1'yi Vs('rossiishii .'-,"'czd Prnfl'.~siona"nyhh SOYIIZO'V, 7-I.J '}'anvarya, 
19 18 fif. (19 18). 

Vloroi Vscrossiiskii S"ezd Pn!/cssional'nyhh SOYUZM', i (Plenumy) (1921). 

No second volume appears to have bet'n publishcd. 
N ... skii, Vtoroi Vscrossiishii S"czd Projcssiollal'lIykh SUYIlZ01' (1919) 

[International Labour o ffl n: , Geneva]. This much abbreviated 
record is usdul as containing lhe procecdings of the sections as well 
as of plcnary sessions. 

Trl'tii Vst'Yossiiskii S" czd l'ro(cssiol/l1l'lIykh $o.I'IIZ01', 6 A fJrcl.1'il-13 AfJrelya, 
11)20 g., i (Plenumy) (1<)20). No second volume appears to have 
becn published. 

Chetvcrtyi Vscrossiishii S"czd j'ro(cssi()/w/'lI.1'klz S0.1'"Z01', /7-25 Maya, 
H)21 g., i (Plenumy), ii (Sektsii) (1<)20) [international Labour Office, 
Gt'neval· 

Stellografic/zcskii Otehl'( Py(/tn{{o Vscrossiislwgn 8"('zll(/ Pro(essional'lIyhh 
So:yuzm', 17-22 .r.,'e/ltyabrya, T<).!:! R. (1922) [International Labour 
Office, Geneval-

IV 

COLLECTIONS OF LAWS, DECHEES, ETC. 

Sobranic UZlIkon(,llii i Rasporyazhl'llii Rabochego i Krcst'yallsluJRo Prtwitpl'
stva, H)l7-H)JS [the British ;\luseum copy includes only Nos. I-51 ; 

a complete copy is in the Foreign Officc Library]. 
Collections under the same title for 1<)1<), 1<)20, 1<)2I, 1922, 1923 

[London School of Economics and Political Science]. From 1<)22 

onwards a " second section" (Oldel Floroi) of the So/rranil' was also 
issued containing minor decrees and orders [Foreign OfTice Library]. 
Decrees in the Sobranic alI bear the date of original publication; in 
some cases this is preceded by the date of the adoption of the decree 
by the ll'gi~lative body, generally VTsIK Of SovnarkoTl1. Where this 
date is given, the decree is referred to in the text of the present work 
as being of this date; where only the date of publication is given, 
this is quoted as the date of the decree. Unfortunately the practice 
of Soviet and other writers varies, so that the same decree is often 
referred to by different authorities under different dates. 

Sbornik Dekretov i Postanov/cnii po Narodnomu Khozyaistvll, 19/7-/9/8 
(I9 I S). 
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Sbornik Dekretot l i Postanovlenii po Narodnomu Khozyaistvu, ii (1920) ; 
iii (19211 [International Labour Office, Geneva] . 

.'.,'boYl1ik Dekretov, Postal/ovZenii, Rasporyazhcnii i Prikazov po Narodnolllu 
Khozyaistvu, No. I, October 1922, and monthly thereafter [Inter
national Labour Office, Geneva]. 

Sbornik Dekretov i Rasporyazhenii po Fillansam, 1917-11)19 (1919) 
[London School of Economics and Political Sciencd . 

.'·'bornik Dekr('/ov i Rusj)or.1'uz/zmii po Final/sam, iv (1921). 
Proizvodstvo, Veliet i Raspredelenie Produktov Narodnogo Khozyais/va 

(n.d. [ ? 1921) [International Labour Office, Geneval. 
. NoiJayu Elwnomichcskaya Po/itika v Promyshll'llllosti: Sbornik Dl'hret(7) 

Posttlnov/,'nii i lnstruktsii (1921) [London School of Economics and 
Political Science]. 

Novo£, Za/wllodatel'stvlJ v Oblasti Sd'skogo Klwzyaislva: Sbornik 
D('kretm', II/struktsii i PostmlOvlenii (1923) [London School of Eco-

o nomics and Political ScienceJ. 
Politika SOl,ctskoi Vlasti po NalSional'llomu Voprosu (1920). 
Revolyutsiya i Natsional'l1yi Vopros: Dokunu'nty i Materialy, cd. S. M. 

Dimanshstein, iii (1930) [International Labour Office, Geneva]. 
No other volumes of this collection appear to have been pub
lished. 

IstoYl~va Sovcts/wi J\.Ollstitlitsii tJ Dl.'hrctakh (1936). 
KOIlSlitutsii i KOllstitutsiOllll),C Akty RS'FS'R, 1918~lqJ7 (1940) [United 

States, Library of Congress] . 
.'·;"I'zdy S07.!l'tmJ R5;FSR v p()st(///(}7)lelll~vakh i Rl'ZO/yutsiyahh (1939). 

DOCUMENTS ON FOREIGN RELATIONS 
(Published by Narkomindcl unless otherwise stated) 

(i) TREATIES AN!) AGREEMENTS 

RSFSR: Sbornik Dl'istvuyushchikh Dogllvorov, Soglashenii i K!JIzventsii 
ZaklYllrhennyJdl RSFSR s Inostrannymi Gosudarst7'ami, i (1921), ii 
(1921), iii (1922) [Royal Institute of International Affairs], iv (1923) 
[London Library], v (1923) [London Library]. 

SSSU: Sbornik Deistt1uyushchikh Dogm)()rotl , SoglasheTlii i KOllventsii 
Zahiyuchell11ykh s InostrallTl.vmi GoslIdarstvami, i-ii (1924), 

Klyuchnikov i Sabanin, Mezhdunarodnaya Politika Noveishego Vre71leui 
~J Dogovorakh, Notakh i Deklarats(vakh, ii (1926); iii, i (1928), ii 
(1929). 

Dokumenty i Materialy po Vru'slmei Politike Zahavlwz'ya j Cruzii 
(published by the Georgian Government) (Tiflis, 1919). 
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(ii) PROCEEDINGS OF CONFERENCES 

Mirnye Pacgovory V Brest-Litm'she, i (1920) [London Library]. Contains 
stenographic records of plenary sessions and meetings of the political 
COlnnliSSlOn. 

Afateriaiy GCllufzshoi KOlljae1ltsii (1922) [Foreign Office Library]. 
Gau!fskaya KO/(ferclltsl~l'a: Polnyi StCllograjicheshii Otclict (1922) [Foreign 

Office Library J. 
CrJlljerl'lll't' de II![os[()u POIiT ta Limitatiun tI,'s ArrJIert/ellts (19Z3). 

(iii) DIPLOMATIC COHHESPON[)ENCE 

Curr('spulldallcc Diplomatique Sf rapportant aux Relatiulls nlln' la Rlpu
bliqlle RussI' et /,os Puissallct's (k rEntent/', 1918 (1919) [Foreign Office 
Library]. 

Krasnaya Klliga: Sborllik Diplomaticheshihh DO/Ulnll'lItm' 0 Rlissho
Pol'skikh Otnoshelliyakh s 1918 po 192() g. (1920). 

La Russi,' des Soviets et ta Pologne (192 I). There is also a Russian edition 
So~'etska.va Rossiya i Pol'sha (1921). 

L' Ukraine Sm'iitiste: Reccuil des Docu1lll'llts OJ]icicls d'lIpres Ics l,i~'res 

Rouges Ukrainil'lls (Berlin, 1(22). 

Allglo-SO'/xtshie OtllOshelliya, 1917-[()27: Noty i [)olwrJlcnty (1927). 

(iv) REPORTS OF NAHKOMINDEL 

G. Chicherin, Vlleslm}'(/ya Pulitika Suvctskoi Rossii za d~'a Guda (1919). 
Otchet Narodllogo K01llissariata po Jllostranllym Delam Sed'momll S"ezdu 

.)'m'ellJv (1<)19). 
Godovoi Otchet NKID k IX S",'zdll SoVCtU1' ()()21). 

Des),at' I,et Srnl{'tskoi Diplomatii (1927). 

VI 

TIlE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 

(i) PHOCEEDINUS OF CONGRESSES AN]) OF IKKI 

Der I. Kongress der Kommunistischnl IlIteTllationale : Protokoll der Verhalld
fungen in II!Ioslwu 1'0111 2. bis zum 19. Meirz, I9[9 (Hamburg, 1921). 

The date March 19 appears to be a misprint, since the Congress 
ended on ~\1arch 6; by another misprint the dates of the two 
last sessions (March 4, March 6) are reversed (ibid. pp. 148, 
170). 

The Russian translation is Perv:yi KOllgress Kommunisticheskogo 
Internatsiollala: Protokoly Zasedallii v Moskve so 2 do J 9 Marta, 
I9'9 (1921) [United States, Library of Congress). 
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Der 7:weite Kongress der Kommunist. Internationate: ProtokoU Ja 
VerhanJtulIgen vom 19.Juli in Petrograd und vom 23 .Juli bis 7. August, 
1920 in Moskau (Hamburg, 1921) [London School of Economics and 
Political Sciencel. 

The Hussian translation is 2"' KOl1gress Kommunisticheskogo 
Internatsiolla/a: Stenograjicheshii Ouhet (1921); a later Russian 
{~dition. correcting some important errors, is Vtoroi K(JIlgress Komill
terl/a (Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute, 1(34). 

Protokoll dl'S III. KOllgresses dn Kommwzistischl'1z Iniernlltionale (Moshal/, 
'22. Juni bis 12. Juli, 1921) (Hamburg, 1<)21) [London School of 
Economics and Political Science]. 

The Russian translation is Tretii Fsemimyi KOllgress Kommunisti
citeshoglJ IlIlernatsiollala: Stl'llograjichcskii (Juliet (1922). 

Pro(okoll des Viertell KlJngressl's dcr Kommunislischerz IJlternationale 
Pctrograd-1Hoskau vom 5. November bis 5. J),'zl'1niJer, H)22 (Ham
hurg, 1923) [lnternationaal Instituut vour Suciale Geschiedenis, 
Amsterdam]. 

The Russian translation is I V Kongress l\.om11lunisticheskogo 
illternalsiuna/a, 5 Noyabrya-5 Dehabrya, 1922 l'{. (1923) IHoover 
Library, Stanfordl. 

Di,' Tahtih til'r K011l11luIlistischell Intematiollah gegell die Offensive des 
Kapitllls: 13/'Yidll uber dil' KOllferellz da Erweitt'Ytl'lz Exehutive der 
K.I. Feb . .!4-]l1arz 2, 1922 (Hamburg, 1922) [London School of 
Economics and Political Science] . 

• ')()Wil'f-l?uss/alld llIuI die Viilhl'r der U'elt: Reden auf dl'r hztematiollalen 
VersammlulIg ill Petrograd am 19. Dezl'mber, 1918 (1920). 

IV! c<.,''','zd Narodov Vostoka, F/ahu, 1-8 Sent., 11)20 g.: Stellograjicheskie 
Otc/tety (H)20) [Hoover Library, Stanford I. 

The First Congress of Toilers of the Far East (Moscow, 1922) [London 
School of Economics and Political Science]. The German version 
has the title Der Erste Kon,;ress der Kommunistischm und Revolu
timliiren Orl'{anizationell des Fernen Ostens (1922) [I nternationaal 
Instituut voor Sociale Geschiedenis, Amsterdam]. 

The Second and Third International alld the Viellna Union (n.d.). A 
record of the meeting in Berlin of April 2-5, 1922, published by the 
Second International; no record in Russian seems to have been 
published. 

(ii) RESOLUTIONS ANIJ OFFIl'IAL JOURNALS 

Kommunisticlil'skii Intemafsional v Dokurnentakh (191 9-1 932 ) (1933). 
Komrnunisticheskii Interl/atsional (May 1919- ); there were also 

German, English and French editions which appeared less regularly 
and omitted many items, but occasionally contained articles not 
found in the Hussian edition. 

Interllationale Presse-Korrespolldenz (September I, 1921- ); English 
and French editions also appeared, hut were less full than the German 
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edition. [The London School of Economics and Political Science 
has an almost complete file from September I. 1922; the Marx 
lVlemorial Library has a complete file, lacking only No. I, from 
September to December 1921.] 

(iii) PHOCEEDINGS OF PROFINTEHN 

I·- M ezlzdullarodllyi Kungress Revo/yutsionnykh Professional'lIykh i 
PruiZ11udstvt"/lIIykh SO)'llzm': Stellografichl'skii Otclll,t (n.d.). Contains 
bulletins, separatdy paginated, of sessions from July J to 19, J921, 
and of three meetings of the central council of Profintern, July 20-'22, 

1921. 
BYIl/lett'lz' II Kungressa Krasnogn interlllltsionaia Profso'yuzov (n.d.). 

A much abbn:viated n'cord of meeting,; from November 19-Decem
bel' 2, 1922. 

A. Lozovsky, DI'syat' Let Projill I I'rnll l' Rl':::olyutsiyakh (1930). 

VII 

COLLECTED WORKS 

Karl Marx-rril'drich ElIgels: llistori.~ch-Kritisch(' Gesamtallsgabe, I" Teil, 
i-v (1927-19Jl), vi-vii (Mo,;cow, 1933- ); Iller Teil, i-iv 
(1929-1931). No further volumes of this edition have been pub
lished. 

K. Marx i F. Engels, Socilifl£'tl(l'll, 29 vols. (1928- ). [The set in the 
British Museum has some gaps; vols. 27-2X which arc missing in 
the British l\luseum are in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.] 

V. L Lenin, Socilineniya, 2nd edition, 31 vols. (1930-1935. This is the 
most satisfactory edition for general use, containing far more items 
than the first edition; the text does not appear to have been altered 
for ideological reasons. The notes arc copious and valuable, though 
they have been modified to meet the needs of the orthodoxy of 
thl~ period of publication and must sometimes therefore be treated 
with caution, This edition also contains valuable supplementary 
material in the form of party and Soviet documents not always readily 
available elsewhere. 

The first edition in 19 volumes (1924-1925) was edited by 
Kamenev; the works were arranged partly in chronological order 
and partly under subjects. Some of the notes in this edition, 
omitted or modified in the second edition, are still of value. The 
third edition was a reprint of the second edition without change. 

The fourth edition in 35 volumes (1941-195°) contains many 
items not included in the second edition, but omits some items and 
passages for ideological reasons, and should not therefore be used by 
the serious student except for items not included in the second 
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edition.' This edition also omits the notes and other supplementary 
materiallContained in the second edition. 

Lellill~kii Shornik, 45 volumes (1924- ). This collection, which is 
still in progress, contains drafts, notes and other material written 
by Lenin not published in the collected works. 

1.. Trotsky, Sochinl'lliya (1925-1927). This edition was planned in six 
sections and twenty-one volumes, some of which wne issued in two 
parts. The following volumes were published: i, parts i and ii, 
iii, parts i and ii, iv, vi, viii, ix, xii, xiii, xv, xx, xxi [School of Slavonic 
lmd East European Studies, University of London; some of the 

. volumes arl' also in the British lVluseumJ. 
Of Trotsky's writings not included in this edition the most important 

for the period covered by the present work are: 
Kak Voor1lzhalas' Rl'vo/yutsiya, :1 vols, (192:1-1()25). 
istor(va Ullsskoi RevolYlltsii (Berlin), i (1<)31), ii, parts i and ii (1933). 
Jl.Ioya LlzizlI', 2 \'ols. (Berlin, I<)30). 

PcrmallC1ltnaya Rl'volYlltsiytl (Berlin, 1930) . 
• ':.'talillshaya Shkola Fals~fihatsii (Berlin, 1 <)32). 

The Trotsky archives in the Widener Library at Harvard University 
("ontain important unpublished material. L. Trotsky, The Rl'al Situation 
ill Russia (n.d. LI<)2~'i]), contains an English translation of the" opposition 
platform" submitted to the party central committt:e in September 1<)27 
by Trotsky and twelve other members; Trotsky's letter of October 21, 

1 <)27, to the bureau of party history; and Trotsky's speech to the central 
committee of Octoher 23, 1927. The Russian original of the letter of 
October 21, 1927 was published in L. Trotsky, Stalillslwya Shkula 
Falsljikatsii (Berlin, 1932), pp. 13-100. 

G. Zinoviev, 5,'ochinelliya (1925-1927). This edition was planned in 
sixteen volumes of which i-viii, X\", xvi were published. 

J. V. Stalin, SucliillcniYIl (1946- ). The thirteen volumes published 
up to 1952 cover the period down to January 1934. The edition 
contains all known writings and speeches of Stalin with some not 
very important exceptions; short, but significant, omissions occur 
frequently in the text of items originally published between 19I7 
and 1<)27, which should therefore always be checked with the 
originals. 

VIII 

COLLECTIONS OF ARTICLES 

o Zelllit', i (Nat'komzem, 1921) rLondon School of Economics and 
Political Science]; ii (Narkomzem, 1922). 

Chetyre Gada Prodovol'stvnl1loi Raboty (Narkomprod, 1922). 
Za Pyat' Ll"f (Tsentral'nyi Komitet Rossiiskoi Kommunisticheskoi 

Partii (Bol'shevikov), 1922) [London School of Economics and 
Political Sciencel. 

VOL. III 2 P 
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Pyat'Let Vlasti Sovetov (VTsIK, 1922) [London Library]. 
No NO'['ykh PlIt~.'aklt, 5 vols. (STO, 1923) [International Lahour Office, 

Geneva). 

IX 

NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS 

File~ of all the newspapers and periodicals here listed, with the two 
eX('eptions noted, are in the British l\Iuseurn. But the tiles of the news
papers are always incomplete, and sometimes only fragmentary, for the 
earlier years: they can occasionally be supplemented from other British 
libraries. The files in the United States Library of Congress, the New 
York Public Library and the 1100ver Library, Stanford, are generally 
fuller, but also often defective for these years. 

Prm,da. The daily organ of the central committee of the Russian 
Communist Party, founded nn April 22, 1912. 

!::;vt'St(l'lI. Daily: founded on February 2g, 1917, as ]z1'l's/iYIl PI'iru
gradskogo ,"·oz·l'fa Rilbochikh j)epllta/o1'; on l\Iarch 2, 1<)17 the words 
i So/datskihh were added after Rabochihh, and on August 1,1917, it 
became Jz~'('stiYIl TSl'lltral'lloJ{o Komitetll 801'('/(11' i Pl'trogradskogo 
S()7leta Ra/}(}{hihh i S'o/datshikh IkplItattn J ; on September 2<), 19 J7, 
the Petrograd Soviet was dropped from the title, but "eappeared on 
Oetober 27. Later changes followed the official nomcnclature of the 
Soviets. 

Rlwllomicheskaya 7.hizl/'. Daily: founded in 1921 as the joint organ of 
Vesenkha and of the People's Commissariats for economic affairs, 
later the organ of Narkomfin and Gosplan. 

Trud, Daily: founded in 1921 as the organ of the All-Russian 
Central Council of Trade Unions [International Labour Office, 
(~eneva]. 

Narodnol' K/lOzyaist1'o. Fortnightly, then monthly, then irregular: 
founded in 1 <) 1 g as the organ of Vesenkha. 

]zz'est(va Tsentral'nogo Komiietll Rossiishoi Komlllllllisticlu'skoi Partii 
(Bol'she'Vikrl'L'). Irregular: founded in 1919 as the organ of the party 
central conlmittl,e. 

Zhi::m' Natsional'nos/ei. \Veekly, then irregular: founded in 1919 as 
the organ of Narkoll1nat~. 

V{'stnik Truda. Monthly: founded in 1920 as the organ of the AlI
Russian Council of Trade Unions. 

Sotsialisticheslu:i V('stnih (Berlin). Twice monthly; founded in 1921 by a 
group of Menshevik lmigrls [Bibliotheque de Documentation Inter
nationale Contemporaine, Universite de Paris]. 

ProletarskaYll Revolyutsiya. Quarterly: founded in 1921 as the organ of 
Istpart, later incorporated in the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute, 
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Novyi Vostok. Irregular: founded in 1922 as the organ of the AIl
Russian ~cientific Association for Oriental Learning attached to 
Narkomnats. 

Arkhiv Russ/wi H.('~'()IJ'utsii (Berlin). Irregular: founded in 1922 by 
a group of Russian emigrt:s. 
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Aland Islands, Ill, IS7-15H, 347-:141{ 
Alhert, pseud., see Eberlein, H. 
Allen, ClitIord, III, 11>4 
All-German Congress of \Vorkers' and 

Soldiers' Councils, I II, 100-101, 
103, 13 2 - 133 

All-Hussian Central Executive COlll
mittl'(, of Soviets (VTsJ K): com
position of, I, <)0; changes in mem
bership of, 1, III ; and Constituent 
A~scmhly, I, /17, 120; and Consti
tution of RSFSR, I, 12'>-126, 132-
134, 144, ]4';-14X ; powers of, I, 
214-215; presidIum of, I, 215-2/6, 
221 n.; and Sovnarkom, I, 215-
216 

All-Russian Committee for Aid to the 
Hungry, I, 17R, 11,284, III, 341 

AII-Hussian Congress of Muslim 
Communist Organizations, I, 317, 
3 19, III, 234, 23 6 , 493 

All-Russian Congress of Peasants' De
putil's, I, 110,116, ]43-144, II, 31, 
II I, 1 I 

All-Russian Congress of Sovil,ts: 
first: and national self-detl'rmina
tinn, I) 7 I, 262 n.; conlposition of, 
I, 89; second: and October re
volution, I, 99- 106; and abolition 
of death penalty, I, 153, 1$6, 163 ; 
and" workers' control ", II, 394-
395; and decree on peace, III, 9; 
third: and Constituent Assembly, 
J, II 6, 12 I; and local Soviets, I, 
132; and constitution of HSFSR, 
1,138,140,149; fourth: andeco
nomic policy, II, 8S; and ratilica-
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tion of Rrest-Litovsk treaty, III. 
42; fifth: and constitution of 
RSFSH, I, 129, 149-150, 165; and 
organization and functions of, I, 
131,134,143,146; composition 
and proceedings of, I, 104; sixth: 
and political amnesty, I, 170; 
and revolutionary legality, I, 171; 
seventh: and Mensheviks, I, 174; 
and VTsIK, I, 215; eighth: and 
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